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PREFACE 

THIS book is not a history of the later Roman empire. It is a 
social, economic and administrative survey of the empire, 
historically treated. I have therefore little to say about wars, 

but much about the organisation, recruitment and conditions of 
service of the army. I do not concern myself much with politics, 
but discuss the character of the governing class, the administrative 
machine and the structure of the civil service. Again I have little to 
say about doctrinal controversies, but much about the growth of the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy. I ignore the two major intellectual achieve
ments of the age, theology and law, but discuss the organisation and 
finances of the church, the administration of justice, and the social 
status of the clergy and of lawyers. Similarly there is little about 
literature and education, art and architecture, but something about 
universities and schools, architects and artists and the building 
industry. 

My opening date, the accession of Diocletian, is a conventional 
one but marks a real change. It is more difficult to find a satis
factory terminal date. There is none in the West; in the East the 
Arab conquest of Syria and Egypt would ideally be the best. I have 
stopped at the death of Maurice for two reasons. The collapse of 
the East began at that date and Heraclius' restoration of the empire 
was very transient. Secondly the evidence, full and contemporary 
up to that date in both East and West, abruptly fades out. I have 
not hesitated, however, to use such evidence (the Life of John the 
Almoner, the Doctrina Iacobi, Moschus' Pratum Spirituale, some con
ciliar acts and the papyri) as falls in the next generation. 

My theme is the Roman empire, and the barbarian successor 
kingdoms of the West therefore fall outside my scope. It would, 
however, have been pedantic to ignore the interludes of Vandal 
rule in Mrica and Ostrogothic rule in Italy. I have also said some
thing about the survival of Roman institutions in other barbarian 
kingdoms. I have also used evidence from the German kingdoms 
to illustrate my principal themes. 

V 
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I have had great difficulty in marshalling and presenting my 
material. Ideally an historical work should be written chronolo
gically, so as to show not only the development in time of each 
element in the whole structure but their mutual interaction. In my 
field this procedure proved practically impossible. In many depart
ments of life conditions were virtually static-or seem to have been 
so for lack of detailed evidence. In most the movement was so 
slm-: that. t~e thread of contiJ;uity in each would become imper
ceptible, if m each decade, re1gn or even century I discussed the 
who~e field. I ~ave therefo~e arranged my material by topics, 
treatmg each top1c chronolog1cally as far as is practicable. I came 
to realise, however, that to the reader not familiar with the period 
this treatment would obscure the general course of development, 
an~ I have .compron_llsed by prefacing my an~ytical chapters by a 
senes of bnef narrative chapters. In these I gJVe an outline of the 
political? military and ecclesiastical history, stressing the social and 
econotrnc factors. This arrangement has necessarily involved some 
dup~cation, b?t not, I hope, on a scale to weary the reader. 

It 1s only fa1r to tell the reader on what information this book is 
?a~ed and how far I hav~ covered the ground. I early realised that 
if m a field so vast I tned to read the modern literature exhaus
tively and keep abreast of current scholarship, I should not have 
time to read the sources. I therefore abandoned the former attempt. 
This is not to say that I have not read and profited from many 
modern books and articles (particularly those whose authors were 
so kind as to send me offprints), but I have undoubtedly missed 
much of value, and must have unwittingly reproduced some ex
ploded errors. I must also seem discourteous in failing to aclrnow
ledge U:debtedness when I have arrived independently at the same 
c?nclus10n tha~ another scholar had previously reached. In these 
circumstances 1t would be dishonest to compile a bibliography, 
and I have not done so. I have only cited at the beginning of each 
chapter of notes such general modern works as I have read and 
found useful, and in the appropriate place in the notes books and 
articles which treat exhaustively a topic marginal to my theme. 

As I explored the ancient sources I regretfully came to the con
clusion that a lifetime would not suffice to read them all; anyone 
who surveys only the relevant shelves of Migne's Patrologiae will 
understand. I soon decided to abandon theological treatises and 
commentaries on the Scriptures and secular belles lettres (with 
obvious. exceptions s':ch as Ausonius and Claudian). There are a 
fe'Y grams _of w~eat m these, .but the quantity of chaff (from my 
pomt of v1ew) 1s overwhelmmg, and many of the best grains 
have been winnowed by earlier scholars, particularly those of the 
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, whose editions of patristic 
literature are a mine of curious information. I next, after reading a 
fair sample, abandoned sermons, having discovered that most 
consisted of exegesis of the Scriptures or of vague and generalised 
moralisation. On the other hand I have read secular speeches, 
even panegyrics, and found some, notably those of Libanius, very 
useful. I have tried to cover completely all historians, secular and 
ecclesiastical, in Greek, Latin and (where translated) Syriac. I have 
read and re-read the Codes and Novels, the Notitia Dignitatum 
and similar official documents. I have read all collections of letters, 
whether of laymen or churchmen (skipping theological controversy 
and scriptural exegesis in epistolary form). I have tried to read all 
contemporary biographies, notably lives of saints, and the hagio
graphicalliterature of an anecdotal kind, like the Lausiac History 
and Gregory's Dialogues. I have read the Acts and Canons of 
church councils, omitting purely theological matter. I can claim to 
have at least looked at every published papyrus of relevant date 
(and by courtesy of its editor, Mr. T. C. Skeat of the British Museum, 
the unpublished P. Beatty Panop.). I have tried to do the same by 
inscriptions, but my coverage is here much less complete, since 
many are so cunningly concealed in the corpora and periodicals. 

My most lamentable gap is the archaeological material. I have 
not read the excavation reports on late Roman sites. I depend for 
for my knowledge of the coins on the published catalogues and even 
more on the help of kind numismatic friends, notably Mr. Philip 
Grierson of Gonville and Caius College, and Mr. J. P.C. Kent of 
the British Museum. On the other hand I have visited 94 of the I I 9 
provinces of the Roman empire; my omissions are the Maure
tanias and Numidia (owing to the recent troubles), Valeria, Dacia 
Ripensis, Moesia II, Scythia, Thracia and Epirns Nova (beyond 
the Iron Curtain), Osrhoene, Mesopotamia, the Armenias, Pontus 
Polemoniacus, Helenopontus and Paphlagonia (mostly in a Turkish 
military zone), Syria II, Euphratensis and Phoenice Libanensis 
(frontier temporarily closed), and Corsica, Sardinia,· Baleares 
Insulae and Cyprus (merely because they are islands). Wherever I 
have gone I have inspected the Roman sites, ruins and still surviv
ing buildings, and have studied the character of the countryside 
and the contents of local museums. In some areas, notably southern 
Asia Minor, Syria and North Africa, many Roman cities, villages, 
fortresses and monasteries still stand, apart from deterioration by 
earthquakes and the weather, much as they were left in the sixth or 
seventh centuries A.D. 

I must also confess that I know little about technology, except 
from watching how Near Eastern craftsmen still turn pots on the 
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wheel and hammer out copper dishes, how weavers operate hand 
looms and women spin .with distaff and spindle, how peasants still 
plough with ox teams and thresh the corn on threshing floors with 
sledges and winnow it with shovels, work shadtJjs by hand or 
sakkiyas by oxen to raise water, and take their produce to market 
on donkeys, camels or ox-carts. 

From the point of view of the social and economic historian the 
great defect of the evidence is the total absence of statistics. There 
are quite a number of isolated figures-far more than for the 
Principate-which are individually reliable, but no groups or 
sequences which are statistically significant. I have used the 
available figures, perhaps overworked some of them. The reader 
will have to judge how far my judgment is sound in drawing con
clusions from them. 

The abundant legal material presents many difficulties of inter
pretation. There are some technical problems. The dates of many 
laws are wrong in the Codes; one often cannot tell from the address 
whether a given enactment was a general circular applicable to all 
the empire (or rather to that part of it which the emperor who 
issued it ruled), or special to a particular diocese or province, 
whether it represented general policy or was evoked by a particular 
scandal. But a more substantial difficulty is to estimate whether a 
law was enforced or remained a pious aspiration. Many modern 
historians, it seems to me, have too readily assumed that Roman 
citizens obeyed the law, and that everything was done as the 
imperial government directed. My own impression is that many, if 
not most, laws were intermittently and sporadically enforced, and 
that their chief evidential value is to prove that the abuses which 
they were intended to remove were known to the central govern
ment. The laws, in my view, are clues to the difficulties of the em
pire, and records of the aspirations of the government and not its 
achievement. 

I am indebted to many scholars for their comments, corrections 
and criticism. Mr. Russell Meiggs ofBalliol College read the whole 
work at an early stage of its composition. Mr. Keith Hopkins of 
London University read Part II, Professors Anastos and Downeyof 
Dumbarton Oaks Part I at its later stage. The Regius Professor of 
Civil Law at Cambridge read Chapter XIV, Professor White of the 
University of Ghana read Chapter XX, Mr. Moses Finley of Jesus 
College, Cambridge, Chapter XXI, the Regius Professor of 
Divinity at Oxford Chapters XXII and XXIII. 

A devoted band of ex-pupils performed more exacting tasks. Mr. 
G. E. C. de Ste Croix of New College read the first proofs of the 
text and second proofs of the notes. Mr. J. Martindale checked all 
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dates and all references to the Codes and Novels. Mr. W. Liebe
schiitz compiled the Index. 

Finally I owe a profound debt of gratitude to my publisher, 
Sir Basil Blackwell. These are no mere idle words. Sir Basil agreed 
to accept the work piecemeal, thus enabling me to complete the 
notes while the text was being printed. This was of great conve
nience to me, and expedited the publication of the book. 

Jesus College, 
Cambridge, 
August, 1963 

A.H.M.J. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PRINCIP ATE 

THE reigns of Trajan, Hadrian, Pius and Marcus were, 
according to our historical tradition, the golden age of the 
empire. That tradition, it is true, is not a very good one. No 

contemporary historian of the period survives, and the relevant 
books of Cassius Dio are preserved only in a meagre Byzantine 
epitome, and that which covered Pi us' reign is missing. Apart from 
jejune chroniclers, none of whom wrote earlier than the middle of 
the fourth century, we have to rely on the biographies of the 
Historia Augusta, whose authors probably wrote under Diocletian 
or Constantine. Trajan's reign is illuminated by the letters and the 
panegyric of Pliny, but after him there is little contemporary 
literature of any kind which throws light on the history of the age. 
The authors of the lives of Hadrian, Pius and Marcus in the 
Augustan history had, however, good sources to draw upon, and 
reproduced them to the best of their ability, and it is probable that 
the favourable verdict which they pronounce was derived from 
.contemporary opinion.1 

In one respect certainly the age was fortunate, in that the empire 
was ruled by a series of emperors who, whatever their merits as 
administrators, both were acceptable to the senate and commanded 
the unquestioning allegiance of the armies. The senate's attitude is 
-abundantly testified by the literary tradition, which reflects the 
views of the senatorial class: all the emperors receive very good 
.characters, with the partial exception of Hadrian, whose relations 
with the senate were sometimes strained. The army's loyalty is 
attested by the rapid collapse of the one attempt at a military 
rebellion, that of Avidius Cassius in 175. This happy result seems 
to have been achieved by a compromise on the question of the 
succession, whereby the elective principle, dear to the senatorial 
class, was combined with a fictive hereditary descent, which 
satisfied the sentiments of the army. 

The feelings of the rank and file of the army-and probably of 
the great mass of the population, citizens and provincials alike
are clearly demonstrated by their conduct. They cared nothing for 
republican principles or constitutional rules. Their allegiance was 

; 
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to the person of their emperor and his family, and the annual oath 
which they swore to be loyal to him and to his sons and descendants, 
to hold his friends as their friends, and his enemies as their 
enemies, probably reflected their real feelings. Such an hereditary 
allegiance was traditional and natural. not only to the mass of 
provincials, used to hereditary monarchies, but to the humbler sort 
of Roman citizens, who had normally been clients of some great 
family generation after generation. To the armies the character of 
an emperor was of little concern, provided that he was the legitimate 
heir, and they were ready to give their loyalty to children and to 
men who possessed no soldierly qualities, So long as the family of 
Caesar lasted they remained faithful . to his adoptive or fictive 
descendants. Whe11 Calig!lla was assassinated and the senate 
planned to restore the republic, they proclaimed the timid and 
ungainly scholar Claudius, because he was a Germanicus, When 
'Furius Scribonianus attempted a rebellion against Ckudius in the 
name of the Republic, they promptly deserted him. They tolerated 
Nero, who never showed his.face to the armies, and whose artistic 
tastes .can hardiy have commanded their respect, for fourteen years, 
and were in the end indl:(ced against their true sentiments to rebel 
from him. Again,· once Vespasian had established himself in their 
regard, they remained. loyal to his sons, and bitterly resented the 
assassination of Domitian. An hereditary line of emperors was 
then, it would seem, what the stability of the empire demanded in 
order to hold the loyalty of the rank and file of the army. 

The sentiments of the senatorial class were very different. 
Republicanism was, .it is true, dead, though senators still nostal
gically cherished the. memory of Cato, Brutl:(s and Cassi)ls, An 
emperor, they regretfully admitted, was necessary, but he should be 
one of themselves, first among his peers, and should show due 
deference to their advice, and respect their privileges. It was in the 
senate's eyes an ignominy that the empire should be handed on 
from father to son like a private inheritance. The chief citizen 
should be selected for his merits, and not succeed by the accident 
of birth. Such are the sentiments enunciated by Tacitus in the 
speech in which he makes Galba announce his adoption of Piso, 
and by Pliny in his Panegyric on Trajan, recently adopted by 
Nerva. Senators did not go so far as to claim the right of electing 
the emperor, though they were insistent that they only could confer 
upon him his constitutional prerogatives. Their desire was that the 
emperor should select his successor from the whole body of the 
Hous.e, and be guided in that choice by its sentiments. Their 
objection to the hereditary succession was partly a matter of 
principle, but was more due to their suspicion that a prince, bred in 
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the purple, would be less amenable to their influence and less re
spectful of their dignity than a man who had been brought up in the 
traditions of the House. 

The vital importance of the loyalty of the armies is immediately 
apparent. The goodwill of the senate might seem at first sight to be 
a matter of little moment. An emperor secure in the loyalty of his 
troops was de facto supreme, and could ride rough-shod over 
senatorial opposition. Emperors who did so, however, made life 
uncomfortable and dangerous not only for senators but also for 
themselves, and few of them died in their beds. The recurring 
tension between the senate and the emperor for the time being, 
which is a leading theme in the history of the empire, is hardly 
explicable unless senatorial opinion was a powerful and enduring 
force. It is worth while to analyse the character of the senate, and 
try to discover wherein lay the secret of its persistent opposition. 

The senate was a body of about six hundred men. It was a 
eo-optative body, since it was the senate itself which elected the 
twenty annual quaestors who supplied its ranks. Membership was 
hereditary, in that every senator's son had the right of standing for 
the quaestorship, but as the senatorial families persistently tended to 
die out, in the male line at any rate, sons of senators had to be 
supplemented by outsiders on a considerable scale: it has been cal
culated that in the second century close on a half of the senators at 
any given time would have been new men. To stand for the quaes
torship an outsider required the licence of the emperor, who also 
possessed the power of adlecting outsiders directly into the senate 
with appropriate seniority. It might be thought that the emperors 
would have used their powers to pack the senate with their own 
supporters. There is, however, very little evidence that they did so. 
The power of adlection was very sparingly used, usually to promote 
men of marked ability, particularly soldiers, into the grade appro
priate for an important military command. The latus clavus, the 
licence to stand for the quaestorship, seems to have been given 
fairly indiscriminately, not only to sons of military officers and 
civilian officials of equestrian rank, but also to local notables of 
wealth and good family. 

The senate was still predominantly, though not exclusively, an 
Italian body. It has been calculated that on the accession of Trajan 
nearly three-quarters of the members were of Italian origin, and at 
the death of Marcus between a half and two-thirds. The remainder 
was drawn mainly from the strongly Latinised Western provinces, 
Gallia Narbonensis, eastern and southern Spain, and Mrica. Few 
senators came from the outlying Western provinces, and the Greek 
East, though its contribution rose during the period, was at the end 
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of it still very poorly represented; only about one senator in ten 
came from an area which in wealth, culture and population must 
have substantially surpassed the West. In tone the senate must have 
been even more strongly Italian than these figures suggest. Sena
tors were expected to attend meetings, and needed special leave of 
absence to travel farther than Sicily or Narbonensis. Moreover by a 
ruling of Trajan they had to invest one-third of their property in 
Italian land; Marcus maintained the rule but reduced the proportion 
to one-quarter. Many families of provincial origin would, after a 
generation or two, have become Italian by domicile and sentiment. 2 

Senators were a very wealthy group and grew steadily wealthier. 
Senatorial families tended to intermarry, and on the extinction of a 
family its fortune normally passed through an heiress or by adop
tion to another member of the order. The gaps were filled by 
wealthy men from outside, and the order thus steadily accumulated 
an ever-growing concentration of wealth, that is to say of land, 
mainly in Italy but also in the provinces from which senators were 
drawn. 

It is understandable that a body of this type, with a strong 
hereditary nucleus, drawing its members from areas and classes 
with a social background very similar to its own, should have 
maintained a uniform tradition from generation to generation. It 
was natural that the newcomers should have absorbed the traditions 
of the House and many of them were, like Tacitus and Pliny, their 
most ardent supporters and eloquent exponents. Inevitably too the 
senate, composed as it was in the main of rich men of good family 
and standing, was a highly conservative body, tenacious of its 
dignity and jealous of its privileges. 

It was a more difficult matter for it to enforce its views and main
tain its position against an emperor who chose to flout them. The 
emperor was not obliged to consult the senate, and he probably 
rarely did so on important questions of policy. He could choose his 
own advisers, and they need not be senators. The senate was 
moreover a far from heroic body, and could be easily terrorised 
into voting for any motion which it was given to understand the 
emperor wished to have passed: its record during reigns of terror, 
when it obediently condemned its own most respected members on 
trumped-up charges, is lamentable. Its only effective weapons were 
assassination or military rebellion. 

For the latter the senate was strongly placed. By constitutional 
convention the emperor was obliged to employ senators of prae
torian rank to command all his legions save the one in Egypt, and 
consulars to govern the major frontier provinces and command 
their armies. Such men were naturally hand-picked, but as appoint-
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ments were for a short term, usually three years, there were many 
places to fill, and the emperor could not always find senators of the 
requisite standing and qualifications on whose loyalty he could 
absolutely depend. In fact emperors whose relations with the senate 
were hostile are often known to have been nervous about the 
allegiance of their legates. 

The senate also possessed assets of a more imponderable kind. 
Most senators were influential persons, patrons of their native 
cities and of others where they held property; they also had 
opportunities of acquiring the patronage of provincial communities 
in the course of their official careers. Taken together the whole 
senatorial order must have possessed influence in every province 
of the empire. Finally the senate still preserved something of its 
traditional prestige, at any rate among the educated class who knew 
their Roman history, as the heir of the great council of state whose 
wisdo.m had guided Rome to her imperial destiny, and whose 
resolution had preserved the liberty of the Roman people. The 
senate was able to make or to mar the posthumous fame of an 
emperor; our list of 'good' and 'bad' emperors is in fact the index 
of which emperors found favour with the senate. It was no less 
able to mould contemporary educated opinion. 

The senate was in fact powerful enough to cause disquiet to an 
emperor who did not keep on good terms with it. In such a 
situation there were periodic plots and occasional military rebellions, 
countered by trials and executions, which might assume the pro
portions of a reign of terror. The stability of the empire demanded 
that not only the armies but the senate should support the emperor. 

This state of affairs was achieved in the second century. It so 
happened that none of the emperors from Nerva to Pius left sons, 
and they were therefore able to select their successors from the 
senate, and to choose men who would be acceptable to that body. 
Each adopted his chosen successor as his son, and this satisfied the 
dynastic sentiment of the army. The system was excellent so long 
as it could be preserved, but it depended on the chance of the 
emperors always remaining childless. Marcus had a son, Corn
modus, and, even had he wished to do so, he could hardly have 
passed him over; the rank and file of the army would have rallied to 
Commodus, and a conflict would have been inevitable. So Corn
modus, unsuited though he was, had to reign despite senatorial 
disapproval. 

The second order of the Roman state, the ordo equester, was a 
much larger, more scattered and more amorphous body than the 
senate. In its widest sense it comprised all Roman citizens of free 
descent who possessed property assessed at over 40o,ooo sesterces 
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( roo,ooo denarii). I~ a narrower sense it consisted of those amongst 
them upon whom the emperor had bestowed the equus publicus, a 
body of several thousands. From this body the emperor selected 
the officers of middle grade, the tribunes of the legions and the 
prefects of the auxiliary units, and recruited the majority of his 
higher officials except provincial governors-his financial officers 
in the provinces, the procurators, the heads of the secretariats at 
Rome, and his chiefs of staff, the praetorian prefects. The normal 
equestrian career was three military appointments, followed by 
procuratorships, but Hadrian allowed barristers who rose to be 
crown counsel (advocati fisci) to omit the military posts. The 
military commissions were usually given to civilian applicants, but 
there was a regular channel of promotion for centurions, who were 
gazetted to tribunates in the urban troops, and thence passed to 
administrative posts, and sometimes reached the praetorian 
prefecture. 

The equestrian order, like the senatorial, acquired its semi
official titles of honour. Senators were known as viri clarissimi. 
Equites were all entitled to be called viri egregii but officials of the 
higher salary grades preferred to be known as centenarii, ducenarii or 
tricenarii, so that egregius was in effect limited to sexagenarii and 
under. In time a new title vir perfectissimus was adopted by the 
tricenarii. The praetorian prefects and they alone were known as 
viri eminentissimi.3 

The social complexion of the order was very varied. Its upper 
stratum differed little from the senatorial order in wealth, status, 
culture and political outlook; it was from this class that new sena
tors were maiuly drawn. On the other hand the order contained 
men who had risen through the army and the bar. It was widely 
diffused through the empire, though markedly stronger in the West, 
where the proportion of Roman citizens was higher. It was largely 
for historical reasons that men of this class monopolised so large 
and important a range of military and administrative appointments; 
but the emperors regarded them as more reliable servants than 
senators, as being prima facie less inclined to political ambitions; it 
was certaiuly for this reason that key posts like the prefecture of 
Egypt and the praetorian prefecture were reserved for them. 

The multitude of surviving monuments and thousands of 
inscriptions give the impression that the age was prosperous. In 
every province the cities vied with one another in building splendid 
temple~, baths, gymnasia, theatres and amphitheatres, and in 
laying out spacious markets and streets flanked with colonnades. 
Monumental aqueducts supplied abundant pure water, both to 
private houses and to ornate public fountains. Triumphal arches 
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and city gates on a magnificent scale adorned the approache~ of the 
towns. The cities competed with one another in the magruficence 
of their games, chariot races, athletic contests, gladiatorial shows 
and displays of wild beasts, and of their musical, dramatic. and 
oratorical competitions. Hundreds of new games were established 
in honour of the emperors, scores of old games were raised ~o the 
level of international competitions on a par with the Olymp1a and 
the Pythia. By far the greater part of this expenditure was financed 
not from public funds but by the munificence of the magistrates and 
decurions. The class from which these were drawn, the landed 
aristocracy of the cities, had evidently plenty of money to spare. 

Yet there are signs that the economic condition of the empire was 
not altogether healthy. The imperial government could not always 
pay its way. In time of peace its receipts seem to have exceeded its 
necessary expenditure; Antoninus Pius after a peaceful reign of 
twenty-three years left 675 ,ooo,ooo denarli in the treasury. But 
Marcus' accession donative and the Parthian war seem to have 
exhausted this reserve, for he was reduced to auctioning imperial 
property to meet the demands of the Marcomannic war. His 
circumstances at this time, it is true, were particularly difficult, as 
repeated bad harvests and the plague, which the armies returning 
from the East had brought with them, made it impossible to col
lect the current revenue in full. But it is clear that the expenses of a 
prolonged war exceeded the resources of the exchequer. Not only 
Marcus but Trajan before him had to debase the denarius. The 
reduction in the silver content of the coin was not great, from 90 
per cent. to 75 per cent., but it indicates that taxation did not at 
times produce enough money to cover outgoings.4 

This was partly due to the inelastic fiscal structure of the empire. 
Taxes were not adjusted to meet the fluctuating needs of the govern
ment. They were levied at fixed rates, which had never been 
altered since the foundation of the empire. The customs remained 
fixed at z per cent. or zt per cent. in the various provinces. The 
tax on manumissions and the inheritance tax on Roman citizens 
continued to be levied at 5 per cent. The same seems to have 
applied to the·main taxes, the tributum soli and the tributum capitis, 
levied in the provinces. Vespasian had indeed radically revised the 
scales of these in some provinces in his great financial rehabilitation 
of the empire. But it was only, it seems, on such critical occasions 
that the rates of tax were varied, and in general the tribute was 
regarded as a fixed charge. Since the propertied class was able to 
spend lavishly at the same time as the imperial government found 
difficulty in paying its way, it might be inferred that the taxes were 
unduly light. There is evidence, however, that some taxpayers 
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found them excessive. Hadrian on his accession thought it wise to 
remit outstanding arrears; he was the first emperor to do so, and 
they amounted to the formidable sum of 22 5 ,oco,ooo denarll. 
Marcus remitted arrears of taxation towards the end of his reign; 
the remission extended back forty-five years to the fifteenth year of 
Hadrian, but we are not told the amount written off. Both these 
remissions occurred after periods of heavy warfare, when military 
requisitions had no doubt added to the normal burden of taxation; 
and in the former case the Jewish revolt, and in the latter famines 
and the great plague, had caused distress in some provinces. But 
the very large sum involved in Hadrian's remission, and the long 
term of years in Marcus', suggest that the trouble was widespread 
and persistent. s 

A passage in Galen also reveals serious distress in the middle of 
the century. Speaking of the widespread and prolonged famines 
which had recently occurred, he writes: 'The city dwellers, as it was 
their practice to, collect and store enough corn for all the next year 
immediately after the harvest, carried off all the wheat and barley 
and beans and lentils, and left what remained to the country people, 
that is pulses of various kinds, and they took a good deal of these 
too to the city. The country people finished the pulses during the 
winter, and so had to fall back on unhealthy foods during the 
spring; they ate twigs and shoots of trees and bushes, and bulbs 
and roots of indigestible plants; they filled themselves with wild 
herbs and cooked fresh grass.' As a result, he goes on, practically 
all of them developed ulcers, which in the majority of cases proved 
fatal. 6 · 

Once again we have an anomaly, that while the urban population 
is not only well fed, but is in enjoyment of ever increasing amenities 
and luxuries, the peasants are starving. Here again the taxation 
system was pattly at fault. The old system of tithes had been grossly 
abused under the Republic, but it had had the merit that the tax 
varied with the yield. The fixed tribute of the Principate gave less 
scope for extortion, but it made no allowance for a series of bad 
years. And secondly the tribute was not a progressive tax, but 
tended to burden the poor man more heavily than the rich. It 
appears to have consisted of two elements. Tributum capitis was a 
poll tax. Its incidence was different in various provinces; in Egypt 
for instance it was levied on males only, from fourteen to sixty, in 
Syria on both sexes, on females from twelve, and on males from 
fourteen to sixty-five. The rate also varied from province to 
province, and in Egypt even from nome to nome. But it was a flat 
rate on all persons liable to the tax, and exemption was given not 
to the poor but to privileged, usually urban, categories. Tributum 
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soli was assessed on the land, which was valued according to its 
agricultural use as arable, meadow, rough pasture, vineyard or 
oliveyard; otherassets such as slaves, fishponds or salt pans were 
also taken into account. The tax was a fixed percentage-in Syria 
and Cilicia r per cent. of the capital valuation-which was the same 
for the great landowner and for the peasant proprietor. Under this 
system a small-holder with a large family was obviously much 
harder hit than a great landed proprietor, who would often be 
excused or partially exempt from the tributum capitis. It is not sur
prising that arrears should have piled up at the same time that the 
city notables were spending lavishly on games and buildings. 7 

When the peasants sold the whole of their crops except for a 
meagre residue of inferior pulses, inadequate to feed their families 
till the next harvest, they did so not only to raise enough money to 
pay their taxes, but, many of them, to pay their rent. We have no 
means of estimating the proportion of small freeholders to tenant 
farmers, and it certainly varied greatly from province to province. 
What is certain is that the wealth of the upper classes, from Roman 
senators to the many thousands of decurions, was almost exclusively 
invested in land, and that it was agricilltural rents therefore that 
ultimately paid for the buildings and the games and all the other 
amenities and luxuries of the cities, just as it was taxes, which in the 
main fell on the land and its cultivators, that paid for the upkeep 
of the imperial administration. 

So long as conditions were normal agriculture could carry this 
double burden, but the margin was, it would seem, small. The 
empire, as Hadrian recognised, could not stand the burden of 
ambitious wars of conquest such as Trajan had waged. These 
could be avoided, but no one could guarantee that the neighbours 
of the empire would remain quiescent for ever, and there was 
always the danger of civil wars and rebellions should the delicate 
political equilibrium of the Principate be upset. Any prolonged 
war compelled the imperial government either to realise capital 
assets or to debase the currency, and at the same time exhausted the 
taxpayers, who fell into arrears. A permanent increase in the 
military establishment would impose as severe a strain on the 
economy of the empire. But it was becoming doubtful if the army 
was strong enough to secure the defence of the empire. Trajan had 
raised the number of legions to thirty; his successor had allowed it 
to fall to twenty-eight; but Marcus had been obliged to raise two 
new legions to reinforce the thinly held western section of the 
Danube frontier, now under heavy barbarian pressure. 

There were signs too, faint as yet but ominous for the future, 
that all was not well in the cities of the empire. The welfare of the 
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cities was a vital matter, for not only did they provide the amenities 
of civilisation for their populations, they were also indispensable to 
the smooth functioning of the imperial administration. The 
empire could be run with a small and relatively inexpensive ciyil 
service because the central government delegated to the crty 
magistrates and councils, who were unp~d_, the greater part of the 
routine work. It was the local authonties who collected, and 
probably ass~ssed, the tribute; they raise~. recruits 'Y~~n conscrip• 
tion was applied, and through them the 1n1litary requlsltion of food
stuffs, clothes and transport was levied; they were responsible for 
the maintenance of roads and bridges, and supplied the relays of 
animals and the hospitality required for the imperial post.8 

The reckless extravagance of the cities and their resnlting 
financial embarrassment had for some time been causing the 
imperial government anxiety. The phenomenon is a curious one 
and not altogether easy to explain, seeing that the expenditure was 
due to the voluntary munificence of the local aristocracies. It may 
be attributed to two main causes. 

One was exaggerated rivalries between cities; the deep-seated 
sentiment of civic patriotism, which now conld no longer find 
expression in war and politics, ran to seed in an inane competition 
in magnificence. The bitterness of local rivalries was displayed in 
the civil war of 193, when a city would fight fiercely for one of the 
rival emperors for no other reason, as Herodian tells us, than that 
its neighbour was on the other side. This rivalry found another, 
and relatively harmless, outlet in embittered squabbles over 
precedence and honorific titles. But its chief manifestation. was in 
competitive extravagance in games and buildings. 

The second reason was the degeneration of local politics. Here 
again healthy rivalry had run to seed. A modern city politician, as 
Plutarch regretfully admits, had no chance of wimring fame by war 
or diplomacy. There was little scope for ability, and the local 
notables could only compete for public favour with their purses. 
These two causes had a cumulative effect. The munificence of one 
magistrate set a standard which his successors could hardly reduce 
without incurring odium, and the scale of expenditure expected of 
the city magistrates thus tended steadily to rise. The cities em
barked on vast building projects, and committed themselves to 
huge expenditure on games, without counting how much it would 
cost to complete the one and maintain the other, and many as a 
result .found themselves saddled with commitments which they 
could not afford. 

The imperial government viewed with alarm the growing 
financial embarrassment of the cities. It endeavoured to curb their 
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extmvagance by regulations, requiring imperial licence. for estab
lishing or up-grading of games, and for the erection of public 
buildings out of public funds, or even, if the building were on a 
large scale, by private munificence. In many cases it went further, 
appointing an auditor for a city or a group of cities, vested with 
wide powers to curb expenditure and control the whole city 
budget. These auditors, the curatores civitatis, who first appear in 
Domitian's and Trajan's reigns, became gradually a universal 
.standing institution. 

The government seems to have been actuated by a desire not 
only to keep the cities solvent, but to reduce the heavy load of 
expenditure with which the upper classes had burdened themselves, 
and of which they were now begimring to complain. Marcus 
reduced the price of gladiators, at a sacrifice to the imperial revenue 
of some twenty or thirty million sesterces a year, thereby.lightening 
the expenses of the provincial notables who served as high priests 
of the imperial cult. We possess the speech of a. senator welcoming 
this reform, whereby, he says, the emperors have restored the 
tottering position of the cities, and the fortunes of their principal 
men, already on the brink of disaster. . · · 

The expenses of the high priesthood had been so great, this 
senator declares, that many a one elected to this high office con
sidered himself a ruined man, and appealed to the emperor to be 
relieved of it. This reluctance to hold office was .not confined to 
such highly expensive honours as the provincial high priesthood. 
It was becoming increasingly difficult to find candidates for 
ordinary civic offices, and some rich men endeavoured to evade 
them by legal subterfuges ; Hadrian, Pius and Marcus had to issue 
successive rulings to combat the abuse whereby wealthy men, who 
should have served as city magistrates, secured exemption by .en
rolling themselves in the guilds of shippers in the service of the 
state, and this without investing a significant part of their property 
in the shipping business. It was .even becoming difficult in some 
cities to keep up the numbers of the council; Tergeste petitioned 
Pius to allow wealthy members of the two Alpine tribes subject to 
the city to be admitted through the office of aeclile to the city 
council, and thanked the emperor profusely for thus filling up the 
council and distributing more widely the financial burden of the 
decurions.9 

It would seem that the propertied classes were begimring to jib at 
the high scale of expenditure that their predecessors had foisted on 
them, and that civic magistracies and membership of the city council 
were coming to be regarded as more of a burden than an honour. 
The evil was not yet seriolJ.S or widespread, but the symptoms were 
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dangerous. Local government could not be allowed to break 
down for lack of persons willing ~o shoulder its fi?ancial b?rdens, 
but to keep it going by compelling those financially qualified to 
serve would greatly complicate the problems of administration. 

With the accession of Commodus we enter upon one of the better 
illuminated tracts of Roman history. The narrative of Cassius Dio 
is still much abbreviated and in parts fragmentary, but substantial 
sections are preserved, and are all the more valuable in that Dio, 
who entered the senate in Commodus' reign, now speaks as a con
temporary witness of events, carrying down his story to his own 
second consulship in 229. In addition to Dio we have another 
contemporary historian, Herodian, who covers the period from the 
death of Marcus to the fall of Maximinus in 23 8; his work is rather 
jejune and rhetorical, but he like Dio was well placed to view 
events, having occupied, as he tells us, official positions during 
most of the period. We are therefore much less dependent on the 
Historia Augusta, which is, however, for some of the earlier reigns, 
based on good material. In addition to the historians, we possess, 
preserved in the Digest, extensive extracts from the writings of the 
great Severan jurists, Papinian, Paulus and Ulpian, to name the 
three most illustrious only, which throw much light on the social 
conditions of the age. 

Commodus was, according to Dio, a simple harmless youth 
when he came to the throne at the age of nineteen, but he was 
supremely unfitted for imperial responsibilities, being stupid and 
obstinate and taking no interest in public affairs; his one passion 
was gladiatorial shows, and he fancied himself as a gladiator. He 
alienated the senate at once by flouting the advice of his father's 
counsellors and patching up peace on the Danube instead of fighting 
the war to a finish. On his return to Rome a senator attempted to 
assassinate him, declaring as he brandished his dagger, 'Look, this 
is what the senate has sent you!' It is not surprising that Corn
modus thereafter waged ruthless war on the senate, and entrusted 
the government to his praetorian prefects or less worthy favourites. 
After a twelve years' reign he was at length assassinated in I 92. 

The assassins selected as his successor a very elderly senator,. 
Helvius Pertinax. He was of humble origins, but had had a very 
distinguished military career, and had held the senior senatorial. 
office of prefect of the city. It was apparently hoped that his. 
military reputation would commend him to the armies, while his. 
high offices, his respectable character, and above all his advanced 
age would in the eyes of senators compensate for his lowly birth: 
it is noticeable that the senate, whenever it had any choice, normally 
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elected an octogenarian, but preferably one of noble birth. Pertinax 
reigned less· than three months before he was lynched by the 
praetorians. There ensued an informal auction of the empire by the 
praetorians, the two bidders being the prefect of the city and 
another immensely wealthy senator, Didius Julianus, who secured 
the prize by the promise of a fabulous donative. 

It was unlikely that other ambitious senators, who commanded 
the major provincial armies, would acquiesce in this choice, and 
now that the line of the Antonines had been broken, the armies had 
no focus for their loyalty and could be induced to back their own 
generals against the candidate of the praetorians. Three men were 
in the rutuling, Clodius Albinus, legate of Britain, a man of family 
and the senatorial favourite, Pescennius Niger, legate of Syria, a 
new man, but popular with the humbler classes at Rome and 
Septimius Severus, legate of the Pannonias, another new man' little 
liked in the senate. Niger was proclaimed at Antioch, but ~hile, 
over-confident of success, he remained inactive, Sevetus struck. 
Proclaiming himself the avenger of Pertinax, whose name he 
adopted, and thereby cultivating the goodwill both of the Danube 
armies, whose popular commander Pertinax had been, and of the 
senate, he marched rapidly on Rome, which he captured without a 
struggle. The senate duly elected him, and he announced that 
follo.wing the. example ?f Marcus, he ':"ould respect its prerogatives: 
Havmg appomted Albmus Caesar, w1th the prospect of succeeding 
him, he marched east to deal with Niger, and defeated him after a 
severe struggle. Returning west again he picked a quarrel with 
Albinus, and after another severe struggle conquered him also. 
Severus found that a number of prominent senators had been 
intriguing with Albinus against him, and on his second appearance 
at Rome. he ab~ptly ~hanged his tone to the senate, executing 
twenty-nine of lts leading members for treason, and confiscating 
their property. He now moreover, to the senate's horror pro
claimed himself not only son of Marcus but brother of Com~odus, 
and honoured the latter's memory. 

Severus had apparently been willing enough at first to conciliate 
the senate, but when he found that he could not trust them he 
determined to cow them, and to rely for support on the arrcles 
alon~. As he wa~ not the legitimate h~ir, his h?ld on their loyalty 
was msecure, so m an effort to secure 1t he affiliated himself to the 
Antonine dynasty, and in particular restored the memory of Corn
modus, who had, it would seem, been popular with the troops. He 
also strove to win the loyalty of the army by more tangible benefits 
allowing sol~iers t? marry W:h!le on service and ~creasing their pay 
for the first time smce Domttian, as well as paymg them donatives 
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of unprecedented magnitud_e. This ;vas expe~sive, and the treasury 
was in very low water at his access10n; Pertmax had found only a 
quarter of a million denarii at Commodus' death. Severus, how
ever, by his vast confisca?ons was able.to res~ore the position; from 
their proceeds he established a new financial department, the rQs 
privata, which soon rivalled the old patrimot!ium in importanq::, 
Despite this, however, he had to accelerate the debasement of the 
denarius, whose silver content now sank to 50 per cent.10 

Severus, as an able general and administrator, and a just if harsh 
master, seems to have earned the grudging respect of the senate. 
His son, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, <:;ommonly known by his 
military nickname of Caracalla, earned its venomous hatred. He 
exaggerated his father's policy, treating the senate with contumely 
and establishing a reign of terror, while he sedulously cultivated 
the loyalty of the troops, whose idol he became, by ostentatiously 
fraternising with the rank and file, and raising their pay again, this 
time. by 5o per cent. The cost of this concession was, according to 
his successor, Macrinus, 7o,ooo,ooo denarii a year, and to meet it 
Caracalla, b_eside_§_J!ltensifrinK<::o.l.lfi.s_cathns~J:s>ok two important 
steps. To replace the-denai!us he issued the Antoninianus, which 
weighed about half as much again as the denarius, hut was tariffed 
at two denarii.(And having doubled the r.ate of the vicesima 
h:~editatum, the 5~r cen~. inheritance tax :vhich was paid by R?m~n 
cltlzens only, and abolished all.exemptjorts; by the Constltut;lo 
Antoniniana of zrz he made all. the freeL:r·.-bitants of the empire 
Roman citizens, and thus liable to the tax.ll . . 
fTh~e can be little doubt that the main · · · ve for the Constitutio 

AiatOniniana was, as Dio states, fiscaTJts importance has been both 
unduly exaggerated and unduly miui!Illsed. The number of p!i:rsons 
who at one stroke acquired the citizenship must have been immense. 
for although in the more civilised parts of the West, southern Gaul, 
Spain and Mrica in particular, the Roman citizenship was very 
widely diffused, and the number of colonies and municipia had 
grown considerably even in the. more backward parts, in the pop
ulous Greek-speaking provinces there ha(.! been very few block 
grants of citizenship, and though many leading families had been 
enfranchised by individual grants the mass of the population 
remained peregrine.12 

On the other hand the distinction between citizen and peregrine 
had ceased by this time to mean very much. A foreigner could not, 
it is·ttue, enter the equestrian career or become a senator, but most 
men in a position to aspire so high would already be citizens or 
would find no difficulty in securing a grant. Technically only 
citizens were admissible to the legions or the praetorian cohorts, 
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and foreigners had to be content with service in the less privileged 
auxiliary units. But in fact citizens often did serve in the auxiliary 
forces, and foreigners were not excluded fr?.::m the legions, being 
granted the citizenship on recruitment. [1he only important 
privilege of a citizen was that he could not be flogged or tortured, 
nor, unless he were a soldier, be put to death without appeal to the 
emperor, except for certain statutory crim~ 
Eve~ this distinction was by the beginrung of the third century 

beco!Illng blurred, ,giYin_g _ _:wa}l--tG-a-social-distinction..between 
Jiollf!J_tio:e.r and.lzt~ZPifii'r.e.s..:..these terms are never precisely defined by 
the jutlsts, and much was no doubt left to the discretion of the 
judge, but decurions and veterans appear to have been the lowest 
classes automatically ranking as honestiores. The social distinction 
first appears in the rulings of Hadrian, Pius and Marcus, who lay 
down severer penalties for humiliores than for honestiores; the former 
could be executed or sent to the mines; the supreme penalty for the 
latter was re!egatio, that is exile to an island with loss of property. 
Thi.s penalty could ;noreover be inflicted only by the emperor, and 
capital charges agamst decurions had therefore to be referred to 
him. Honestiores, whether citizens or not, had thus, it would seem 
an automatic appeal to tE:eemperor agamst capital charges. On th~ 
other hand provincial governors were sometimes given a merttm 
imperium (often, it would seem improperly, called ius gladii), against 
which even Roman citizens of lower degree had no appeal. Mter 
the whole population of the empire became citizens, such a merum 
imperium was regularly given to every provincial governor, and 

(l!~miliores thu. s became universally liable to flogging and summajy 
~xecution, and also, it would seem, to torture. 

· The Constitutio Antoniniana th';!S::_ completed, or at any r 
accelerated, two important changes.LQn the one hand it formally 
eliminated all geographical distinctions in the empire. Britons and 
even Egyptians were legally henceforth as good Romans as were 
Italians, and lived under the same laws.? It naturally took some 
time for Roman law to establish itself mall parts of the empire, for 
there were not enough notaries and lawyers everywhere who knew 
it, and in the process certain Hellenistic legal practices found their 
way into R~an law. But eventually a uniform legal system was 
established hat is more important, unity of sentiment was 
achieved. y the fourth century at any rate, the provincials thought 
of themselves as Romans, and there was in fact no preferential 
treatment of one area, or discrimination against another; a man had 
the same opportunity of advancement whether he lived in Gaul, 
Italy, Thrace or Cappadoc~ [}n the other hand the Constitutio 
~.S!.dJlnd.mad"'-univ.ers.aLtcsharp leg'!Lclistm.::tion. between..the· 

c 
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!!J.?P..e.Lmnk.s .. -oLs.odety, down to decurions and veterans, _and_ 
;;ommoner.s-, .. reser-vlng:f?! thdormer prhrjlegesanalogous to t~ose_ 
_.oLthe ... early.J~oman..Cl!I:<_ef1S, ancldegradmgthe latter to a statu~-- = 
.. similar to that ()f the oldperegrini. . - · · · · 

Caracalla lasted six years, being eventually assassinated in Syria 
by his praetorian prefect Macrinus, who, carefully concealing from 
the troops his part in the death of their favourite, managed to get 
himself acclaimed as emperor. This was something of a portent, 
for it was the first occasion on which a man who was not even a 
senator had risen to the throne. Macrinus tried hard to make 
himself acceptable to the senate, writing to them in most respectful 
terms, and reducing the inheritance duty to 5 per cent. once more. 
His accession was greeted with relief that Caracalla was dead, 
rather than with any positive satisfaction; Dio is highly critical of 
many of his appointments. Moreover Macrinus was unable to 
satisfy the senate by a downright condemnation of Caracalla and a 
reversal of his acts for fear of the troops, who were devoted to his 
memory. His position was equally weak with regard to the army, 
which had no particular reason to like or respect him, and he made 
himself unpopular by his conscientious financial policy. The 
treasury could not stand the strain of Caracalla's pay increases, he 
informed the senate, and he proposed gradually to get back to 
Severus' scale of army pay by putting new recruits on the old 
rates.13 

At Emesa lived Julia Maesa, Septimius Severus' sister-in-law. 
She introduced to the army one of her grandsons, Elagabalus, who 
was high priest of the local god, putting round the story that he 
was an illegitimate son of Caracalla. The troops rapidly rallied to 
this representative of the old dynasty, who was proclaimed as 
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, like his alleged father, and Macrinus 
was abandoned and killed. Elagabalus, as he is generally called, 
proved a fantastic emperor, devoted only to the glory of his god, 
and so completely alienated public sentiment at Rome that before 
four years were out his grandmother, having induced him to 
nominate as Caesar his young cousin Alexander, had him murdered. 

Severus Alexander was only fourteen when he ascended the 
throne, and the real direction of affairs rested with his grand
mother, till she died, and then with his mother, J ulia Mamaea. 
These ladies decided that the situation called for a reconciliation 
with the senate; sixteen eminent senators were selected as a council 
of state, and, in the enthusiastic words of Herodian, the monarchy 
was transformed from a brutal tyranny into the shape of an 
aristocracy. Secure in the dynastic loyalty of the troops, to whom 
he was the son of the deified Antoninus the Great (Caracalla), and 
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the. grandson of the deified Severus, and basking in the approval of 
the senate, Alexander reigned peacefully for thirteen years. The 
memory of this Indian summer of senatorial rule seems to have 
been cherished by the order, for when a century later the writers 
of the Augustan History wished to present a picture of the perfect 
emperor to Constantine, they chose as their model Severus Alexan
der. The biography is almost pure romance, for Alexander seems, 
from the contemporary account of Herodian, to have been an 
amiable nonentity, who never succeeded in freeing himself from his 
mother's apron strings. As long as peace prevailed things went 
smoothly, but when he was compelled to take the field against a 
Persian invasion, he showed an incompetence and cowardice which 
disgusted his troops, and during a second campaign on the Rhine 
in 23 5 one of his officers, Maximinus, organised a mutiny, and was 
himself proclaimed emperor.l4 

Up to this point the Severan dynasty had succeeded in main
taining its hold on the loyalty of the armies and thus keeping the 
empire relatively free from civil war and rebellion. Its position 
was, however, owing to senatorial hostility, never very secure. The 
Severan emperors could not entirely trust their senatorial army 
commanders. Severus took the precaution of dividing Syria and 
Britain into two provinces, and Caracalla of adjusting the frontier 
of the two Pannonias, so that henceforth no governor commanded 
more than two legions. Severus, moreover, when he raised three 
new legions, placed them under equestrian prefects, and put an 
equestrian prefect in charge of the reconquered province of Meso
potamia with two of the new legions. This had never been done 
since Augustus created the prefecture of Egypt, and was in marked 
contrast to the policy of Marcus, who, when he placed his new 
legions in Raetia and Noricum, replaced the procurators of these 
provinces by legates of senatorial rank. The Severan emperors also 
began the practice of keeping senatorial governorships vacant, and 
ruling a province through its procurator as acting governor (agens 
vices praesidis). These breaches in the senatorial monopoly of 
provincial governorships and commands were slight, it is true, but 
significant. 

The Severan emperors felt it necessary moreover ~the...
!!S'~Wit.hJarg_e_E~!lcl!POre fre_<:J!l_eflt.sl<J!l:ltlV:~§, priv:ileges, and 
lnCf_<!a,s_ed pay .. Some of the concessions were certainly eminently 
reasonable; permission to marry during service, for instance, 
remedied a legitimate grievance, and in fact only gave legal sanction 
to a long prevailing practice. But it is very questionable whether 
the increases in pay were justified. The pay sheets of two Egyptian 
legionaries show that even before Domitian increased it by one-
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third, a soldier could, after all deductions, put by a substantial 
proportion of his pay, and prices had not risen significantly during 
the second century. Nor is there any sign that, except when as 
during the Marcomannic war, large numbers of men had tC: be 
~urriedly raised to ~eplace heavy casu~lties, there was any difficulty 
m securmg ~ ~uffictent flow of recrmts. The increase in pay was 
ma.d<e f()r political reasons. - - -

'fhe increased military expenditure, d~-partly_ to. tlte. increase .. in . . 
th~ .. size oLthe.army, bu,t rr1ainlyt?the ... AU 'gherpttt:s qfpay, ':"~-
met .partly. by tlte large confiscauonsff~r which plots, real or 
allege:f, mamly of wealthy senators, gave the opportunity, and out 
of whtch tlte great department of the res privata was built up./ Apart 
from ~ar~calla's e~t~nsion o~ tlte sc~pe of tlte inheritance tai by the 
~onst1tut1o Antoruruana-his doubling of the rate of tax remaine<l_ 
m force for five years only-regular taxation was not it wou~d 
seem, increa.sed, an:f the deficit was met by successive depreciations 
of the denanus, whtch must have caused an inflationary rise in prices 

·~o all app~arances the prosperity of tlte empire suffered o 
senous check m the Severan period. The cities continued to build 
and to found new games, and civic extravagance still caused anxiety 
to J;he governme?-t. Cassius Dio in the speech on imperial policy 
which he puts mto the mouth of Maecenas-a speech which 
seemingly embodies his own views on contemporary problems
devotes a long chapter to civic extravagance, and recommends 
several drastic remedies, which were never carried out such as the 
total prohibition of chariot racing except at Rome and ;he abolition 
of pensions for victors in the games, save for th~ Olympia Pythia 
an~ those of Rome itself. The Severan lawyers also report ;epeated 
~lings on tltis problem. To):le jurists further reveal a marked 
In.E_rease of that reluctanceof thej:Stopertit;d classes to undertake the 
finand.a:r)'!i:trde11sofckvic: 9ffice, .. of ;w~ch some signs had alreaay
l\PPeared 1n the s~cond century. Elect!On of voluntary candidates 
see111:s to be a thirig of the past. Magistrates and decurions ii~- ~-~ 
no:runat.ed, and mustsen;-e :mless:they-appeal and establish to th.e 
sattsfacuon o~ the provmctal governor some legal exemption. 
These ex~!Xlpuon~ are ~laborately codified, and the rules of origin 
and :fonu~ile, whic~ bmd a man to serve the city of his birtlt and 
that m.whi.ch he ~estdes, .are worked out in detail. It was evidently 
~ecomlug_tn.creasmgly difficlll,t to keep the wheels. of.c;ivit_g6yei:j1~ -
men_tre_V:()~\'111.g, anc!compulswn had regularly to !J_e ~pp1ied to filL .. 
-.!~ !p-a~tstractes, and even to keep the counCil up to strength. 
Provmctal governors must have been kept hard at work hearing 
appe~ls, . and sorr1etimes had to intervene personally, themselves 
nommatmg candtdates for vacancies. 
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Maximinus was a peasant who had risen from the ranks by his 
vigour and efficiency. He could hardly hope for senatorial ap
proval, even if he had desired it, and he made no attempt to. placate 
the senate, dismissing Alexander's counsellors and condemning 
some of them for alleged misconduct. At the same time his hold 
on the troops was by no means secure; not only were tltere plots 
against him amongst the centurions and officers, but some of the 
oriental troops actually mutinied and acclaimed one of Alexander's 
friends. Conscious of his weakness Maximinus promised to double 
their pay, and t? raise money he carried out a syste!Ill!t:i<:: campaign 
of confiscation,\not o ly encouraging infoi:mei:s- to bring charges 

'--aga:ins\wealthy men) f ut seizing the civic and sacred funds of the 
cities. jHe thus macfb ehimself very unpopular not only with the 
upper classes throughout the empire, but with tlte commons, whose 
dissatisfaction infected his own troops. 

Three years later a group of landowners in the province of Africa 
proclaimed the proconsul, an aged nobleman called Gordian. He 
unwillingly assumed the purple, associating with himselfhis middle
aged son, Gordian, who was serving as his legate, and then duly 
informed the senate. The senate gladly acknowledged him, and 
acted with unexpected vigour, sending deputations on his behalf 
to all provincial governors, and securing the adhesion of many. 
The legate of Numidia, however, was loyal to Maximinus, and 
promptly marched on Carthage and crushed the two Gordians. 
Nevertheless the senate, having burnt its boats, kept up the fight. 
It elected two emperors, both as usual very elderly men, Maximus, 
a new man who had risen through his military ability, and Balbinus, 
a noble of some administrative experience. The introduction of the 
collegiate principle, which according to Herodian was deliberately 
adopted to check any tendency towards autocracy, is an interesting 
proof of the survival of republican sentiment in the senate. Another 
manifestation of the same spirit was the appointment of a board of 
twenty consulars to assist the emperors in organising the defence of 
Italy. The senate, however, did not have it all its own way even in 
Rome, where the populace, loyal to the dynastic principle, de
manded a Gordian as emperor. A grandson of the old proconsul, a 
child of twelve, was elected Caesar to placate them. The defence of 
Italy was vigorously conducted. Levies ofltalians were raised; the 
cities were put into a state of defence; and all supplies were re
moved from the countryside and stored within their walls. 
Maximinus, who was on the upper Danube whilst all this was 
happening~ promptly marched on Italy, and crossing the Julian 
Alps laid siege to Aquileia. The town resisted obstinately, and 
Maximinus' army began to starve. Soon the second Parthian 
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legion mutinied, and lynched the emperor, and the Danubian 
legions with some reluctance laid down their arms and acknow
ledged the senate's emperors. Maximus sent them' back to their 
s~ations, and with .the praetorian guard returned to Rome to rejoin 
hls coll~ague Balbmus. The two emperors did not last long. The 
p~aetonans, most.of.whom were drawn from the Danubian legions, 
with whom !YI~xrnunus had been popular, mutinied and lynched 
them, proclarmmg the boy Caesar, Gordian III, as emperor. 

~hese remarkabl~ ever;ts are .a striking t.estimony to the prestige 
'Yhich .the senat.e st.lll ~njoyed. m the empire, and to the constitu
tiOnal Ideals which It still chenshed. The senate was by this time a 
somewhat more representative body than it had been in the second 
century. The proportion of Italians had sunk to under half and 
Greek speaking senators, mainly from Greece proper and 'Asia 
Minor, had risen to over a fifth of the total· under Caracalla some 
Alexandrians were enrolled, the first Egypti~s ·to enter the House. 
Despite these statistical changes the senate probably, for the 
reasons already stated, kept a ,preponderantly Italian, or at any rate 
Western, tone. The confiscations of Commodus, Severns and his 
successors must have made a considerable hole in the corporate 
wealth of the order, but this would have been compensated by 
the estates of the new members.15 

The events of 2 3 8 illustrate the precarious hold which a military 
~su.rp~r .had. upon th~ loyalty <;>f his troops, an_d..-the -growing __ _ 
~plme m the J!Lllll_§, to which the absence of an established 
dynasty gaverise. This indiscipline, however, of which both Dio 
a?d Herodi~ compla!n, can easily be exaggerated. There is no 
sign that, gi':en effective leader~hlp, the troops did not respond, 
and even durmg the anarchy which followed the armies retained a 
high fighting spirit. f'rhe trouble was rather that the armies were 
imbued :nore w.ith ptofessional esprit de corps than with devotion to 
the ~mpir€) This was largely due to the system of recruiting. Even 
dunng the second century a high proportion of the intake had been 
sons of serving soldier~, born in the camp (castris), and sons of 
v~te~ans! and .the remai~der was r:sually; drawn mainly from the 
distnct m which the ur;-tt was ~tationed{Sg_!d_ir;rsthus ten_cle<:l-.!_?--

Jorm a ~eparate_c;ste, divorced m sympa~y from the general civil 
populatiOn, and hable to sack Roman crtres 1Ed villages and to 
maltreat the peasants when opportunity offered. The armies more
over, since units were rarely transferred ut remained from 
ger:eration to generation in the .sa:ne quarters, tended to fall into 
regional groups-the army_ of Bntarn, of the Rhine, of the Danubian 
provinces and of the ?ast? This tendency had emerged as early 
as 69, and reappeared l~ 9 3. In the succeeding period it would 
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make possible the long survival of a series of Gallic emperors. 
The next half century is in both senses o.f the word. one of ~he 

darkest in the history of the empire. Herodian closes his narrative 
in 2 3 8, and thereafter we have to rely u,pon su.ch meagre !at~ fourth 
or fifth century chroniclers as Aurelius. VI~tor, Eutropius at:d 
Zosimus, and on the biographies of the Histona Augusta .. Even :n 
these latter there is a hiatus between the death of Gordian III m 
244 and the capture of V alerian in 260. The loss is not, however, 
greatly to be deplored, as during all ~his period t~e authors f<;>r lack 
of material are reduced to romancmg. The Digest contarns no 
extract from any jurist between the Severan lawyers. and _Hermo
genian and Arcadius Charisius, who wrote under Diocletian, and 
very few imperial constitutions of the period have been preserved 
in the Code. There is some contemporary Christian literature of 
historical importance, notably the works of Cyprian, bu~ though it 
throws a brilliant beam of light upon the great persecutions o~ the 
middle of the century, it illumines the surrounding scene b':'t httle. 

For contemporary documents we are le~t wi~h .the coit;s, the 
Egyptian papyri and a rather meagre crop of J?Scnptions. '?"Ith t.he 
aid of these modern scholars have succeeded m reconstrnct!ng with 
fair certainty the chronological sequence of events, but ~~eir 
appreciation of the lea~g c~aracters <;>f t~e age and o.f the P?lrt!cal 
issues remains of necessity highly subjective, dependmg as It does 
on late and tendentious sources; for economic and social history 
there is very little material. The period is .like a ~ark tunn~l, 
illumined from either end, and by rare and exrguous light wells m 

· the interval. One cannot do much more than follow out the known 
tendencies of the Severan age, at the same time looking forward 
to the state of affairs which appears under Diocletian, and thus 
hope to grope one's way ~hrough .the !nt~r':ening darkness. 

Defective though our mformat!on Is; It Is abundantly c~ear that 
the period was profoundly troubled-1 In the first place It was a 
period of violent political instability J ;m the fifty years between the 
death of Severus Alexander and th.f accession of Diocletian there 
were about twenty emperors who may be styled legitimate, witho':'t 
counting the nominal eo-regents that some of them created, still 
less the host of usurpers w?o from time to tim~ rnle~ parts of the 
empire, usually for brief penods only, but ~on;.etimes, hke P?stumus 
in Gaul, for almost a decade( Postumus rune years are m fact a 
record, the longest legitin;.ate reign~ being the seven years. of 
Valerian and the eight of his son Gallienus: the ayerage, coo/J:ti?g 
legitimate emperors only, is about two years and SIX months./. \X:'rth 
the exception of Claudms, who died of the plague, and Valenan, 
who was captured by the Persians, every emperor-and nearly 
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every usurper-died a violent death; one, Dedus, fell fighting a 
foreign enemy, the%ths, the rest were all assassinated, lynched, or 
killed in civil wars. 

The reasons fo this instability are not altogether clear. @ur 
sources tend to blame the armies, whom they sometimes represent 
as forcing loyal generals to revolt; but this looks rather like an 
attempt to save the reputation of the emperor concerned:! The 
alleg!~s_e_gfthe armies was undgui:Jte:dly very.caprici6Uf.' ~ 
emperor succeeded· in reigiiliig long enough to establish a 
tradition of loyalty, still less to found a dynasty, and in the ab~~P.S:<e 
of_JLAyn~stic tradition the troops _co1.1ld be: readily secJ\lc.e(! py !l1iY 
a_11_1bj!if~1l~:.-general. Instability was also enhance. d by periodiC) 
friction l:letweenme senate and the emperor for the time being) 
This friction appears to have reached a crisis under Gallienus, who 
is represented in our sources, with their senatorial bias, as a 
frivolous poltroon. Attempts to make him into a hero are not very 
convincing, but he must have had some good qualities to reign 
eight years, even though during most of this period Gaul and 
Britain were ruled by a rival emperor, Postumus, and the Eastern 
provinces were controlled de facto by Odenath, prince of Palmyra, 
who owed a very nominal allegiance to Rome. Gallienus may very 
well have incurred the hostility which the senate usually displayed 
towards a son who succeeded his father, more particularly as he did 
nothing to avenge his father's capture by the Persians, and reversed 
his policy of persecuting the Christians; V alerian, to judge by the 
laudatory notices he receives despite his extremely disastrous reign, 
seems to have enjoyed senatorial approval, and Gallienus' neglect 
of his memory and reversal of his policy may well have been 
resented. 

Gallienus countered the senate's hostility, we are told by 
Aurelius Victor, by eJ{.cluc!ip,g .. senato.tsJm.nL.militaJ:y--command~ 
The scanty epigrapruc evidence partly bears out this statement. 
From Gallienus' reign no senatorial legati !egionis are known, and 
legions are commanded by a praejectus agens vices legati of equestrian 
rank, probably in most cases a promoted centurion. It is also 
increasingly common to find provinces commanded by a procurator 
agens vices praesidis, but there are cases after Gallienus of senatorial 
!egati governing military provinces. It may be that in such cases the 
senatorial legate was a civil governor only, and that the military 
command was either left to the legionary prefects, or entrusted to a 
forerunner of the Diocletianic dux, who has left no trace in an 
admittediy scanty record. But it is perhaps more likely that the 
exclusion of senators from military posts was not quite so systematic 
as Aurelius Victor states. The policy was evidently pursued un-
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obtrusively; the equestrian provincial and legionary commanders 
were technically, as their titles show, only of acting rank, and a 
normal senatorial legate could at any time be appointed, and no 
doubt sometimes was. There can, however, be little doubt that 
senators were henceforth rarely given military commands, ~~
tte-senate-thereby lost a great part of its -power . .It still possessed 
prestige, as is proved by the appeal of the army to the senate after 
the assassination of Aurelian to appoint his successor. The senate 
as usual appointed an aged nobleman, Tacitus, who did not long 
survive in those troublous times.16 

Racked as it was by constant cl_yil w~.j;J:l~_.e.mpire.was-the-less 
abie to resist foYeTlfJ;!agi.iX~~F:in; and:Jiruu.r.:ki!yitsmemiesweteJ!t. 
this tim~a!!l.sul~l.Y.:tct~y~. On the eastern frontier the Parthians 
had offered no se~ious· threat, but during_th~ reign of_J\.lexand_<:r __ _ 
S~Ycol!IL\tXeV:olutton ... too.k.plac.e,. ana:::ilie.l'ersian. .. dy.nastynLtb~ ..... 
Sassanids established itself. The Sassanids were much more 
efficient rulers than the Arsacids, and moreover revived the 
national pride of the Persian people, restoring the old faith of 
Zoroastrianism and recalling the glories of the Achaemenids. The 
new dynasty nursed irredentist ambitions of recovering all the 
territories which the ancient Persian kings had ruled, Syria, Egypt 
and Asia Minor, and theRo!ll:l!l empire was henceforth continually 
menaced by an aggressiveeasternncighl:loJJ.t, who on sevr:al 

'occ"lis10fis-autiii.g tllls j:ieflod-invaiied Mesopotamia and Syria. tJn 
the Danube old enemies like the Marcomanni and the Quadi were 
reinforced by immigrant German tribes, like the Goths and the 
Vandals, who not only repeatedly ravaged Illyricum and Thrace 
and even Greece and Italy, 1\lt taking to the sea, carried their 
devastations into Asia Minorf On the Rhine new confederations of 
tribes, the Franks and the At mans, appeared and invaded Gaul, 
and even penetrated into Spain. In the growing weakness of the 
empire unruly peoples long under control, like the Berber tribes of 
Mrica or the Isaurian highlanders of Asia Minor, broke loose again 
and raided their settled neighbours-:\ 
/the destruction caused by the con-tinued civil wars and barbarian 

invasions must have been immense. j C:ities were sacked and 
pll_rned, crops destroy_e:d, cattle driven off, and the· population ·· 
carried away into slavery by the barbarian raiders. Th10 Ro!ll.JHL 
armies were almost as destructive; they too sackeq cities-and 
requisitioned crops and cattle for f'?od and transport./ In the track 
of a Roman army, as of a barbarian horde, the population must 
often have starved, and it is not surprising that in the circumstances 
the plague, which had first invaded the empire under Marcus 
Aurelius, continued periodically to ravage the provinces] It is very 

.I 
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likely that the popul:Jtiqgs~!lk substantially, Depopulation seems 
to bave begun:as~early asthe.reign.o£Matcus, who settled thousands 
of Marcomannic prisoners in Italy. By the death of Comm~dus. so 
p1uch!and in Italy and the-pro:v:inceshadgone.out .of ~ult!Y~t:!Q~.- . 
as to disturb Pertinax, who offered a secure title ar:d ten years 
immunity {tom tribute to anyot;e who . wo;:tld bn~g ;feserte.d 
estates-even imperial prop~ro/-mto cultiyation agam. (There is 
some evidence that the conditions of the third century aggravated 
these problems~] Several emperors, no~ably J?robus, are recorded 
to have settled) large groups of barbanan pr1soners on th~ land; 
and Aurelian, in order to protect the revenue, o.rdered thatJll;each-----
city Jhe .collUcil shol!ld be corporat~ly responsible fot .. the .tnbute 
due on the desertedJands inits temtory.17 

·--The coins. show that the depreciation of the currency gained 
momentum and reached its climax under Gallienus, whose 
Antoninianl are not only short weight and vilely minted, but have 
become virtually copper coins, contain\ng less than 5 pe~ ce?t. of 
silver. Aurelian carried through some kind of reform, callmg m the 
mixture of issues bad and less bad, which were current, and 
substituting for th~m two uniform series of fairly respectable silve.r
plated copper coins, the larger marked XX.~ or XXI or XX (J? 
Greek KA), and the smaller VSV. The meamng of these mar~s ;s 
unfortunately very disputable, and the true character of A~relian s 
reform thus remains uncertain. It has been observed that m Gaul 
and Britain, which Aurelian brought under his authority after the 
reform, there seems to have been great reluctance to ac~ept the new 
coins and it may be inferred that the government tariffed them at 
an ex~ggerated value. Aurelian s~et;ns to ha~e repea:ed Caracalla' s 
manoeuvre in creating the Antommanu~, usu;g the issu~ of a new 
and slightly superior coin to put upon lt a higher nommal value. 
In that case the marks on the larger coin (which wa~ i.n weight and 
silver content a little superior to the current Antommanus) may be 
interpreted as meaning one nummus, worth twenty sesterc~s 
(sesterces were still the official basic unit ()f the .curren~y), that 1s 
five denarii. The mark on the smaller com, which weighs about 
half the larger, may stand for 'usualis:, indicating that i~. was the 
normal or standard piece, the Antonimanus of two der:anL It was 
perhaps at this period that a new monetary ~e~ommatlon was 
introduced, the fo!!is, or purse, probably contrumng r,ooo of the 
new XX .I coins, and therefore worth 5 ,ooo denam. Some such 
unit must have been highly desirable for making large payments 
in the absence of gold and s!lv~r coins.18 

. 

JE_<; o~jt:ct.-9f the. dep~eqatior1 of ~he ~()1_11S yza_s_.QjC()tlrS(:~C> _ .. 
enable~The government to 1ssue more denarn from the same am()tln..t. 
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of silver. The mints during this period were increased in number 
and-ellEirged in size, and were kept very busy issuing floods of bad 
coins. The re_sulting inflation of the currency was further enhanced, 
and more rap1dly, by the manoeuvres described above, whereby the 
nominal value of the coins was arbitrarily raised. The result was a 
~eep rise in prices. The intermediate stages cannot be traced·l:iUt---
it is-kiiowri that tlie·price of a modius of wheat, which in the se~ond 
century in normal conditions cost half a denarius or little more, was 
in 301 fixed at roo denarii; and Diocletian's prices were certainly 
below current levels. Wheat is a fairly good index of the general 

.
level of prices, an4:>uch few other prices as we possess show com
parable increases. ()!: would seem then that the real value of the 
denarius sank dunng the third century] to about o. 5 per cent. of 
what it had been before the inflation. I~ 

!he depr~ciation ()f the. denarius naturally killed the old copper 
comage, wh1ch the 1mpenal government and many eastern cities 
had issued as small change. When the denarius itself became 
virtually a copper coin, it was no longer economic to issue true 
copper coins with a lower nominal value, and both the imperial and 
civic issues cease with Gallienus. The depreciation of the denarius 
a!so upset the long s~anding stable relation between .the gold and 
silver currency, and virtually destroyed the former. Smce the reign 
of Augustus twenty-five denarii had gone to one aureus, and since 
the time of Nero, who had slightly reduced the weight of both 
coins, the aureus had been struck at 4 5 to the pound. Caracalla 
slightly reduced it, striking at fifty to the pound, but made no 
attempt to adjust its relation to the already heavily depreciated 
denarius; we klrow on the unimpeachable testimony of Cassius Dio 
that, officially at any rate, twenty-five denarii still went to the 
aureus. The reasons for this curious policy are unklrown. It may 
be that the imperial government hoped, by pegging the debased 
denarius to a sound aureus, to maintain the value of the formeb It 
is perhaps more probable that no policy was involved at all. IJhe 
troops were paid in denarii, and the government had therefore a 
pressing need for more denarii to cover pay increase~s; it accordingly 
reduced their silver content in order to mint more. There was no 
such regular and pressing need for aurei, and it t erefore did not 
debase them. The old relation between the two coins remained 
unaltered because the consequences were not foreseen. 

lhe..r-esulq:gy§_thave.been . .thata .. black.market-inaurei-grewJ~pr····
where they could be sold for more than their theoretical value of 
twenty-five denarii: this state of affairs is implied by a document 
of the reign of Elagabalus, which shows that it was a privilege for 
an officer to draw his salary in gold coins. No taxpayer was going 
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to pay his taxes in gold, if the treas.~ry would accept his aurei ~s 
being worth only twenty-five denar11 each, when he could pay m 
debased denarii. Aurei went into hoards or were melted down. 
Gold issues did not actua}ly cease altogether, b_ut they became r~re 
and sporadic, and the coms were mo~eover mmted at very vaned 
weights. It is probable that they were Issued only for. donatives (for 
which it was customary to use gold, as the sums mvolved were 
large), and that the coins w_ere not intended to ~ear any ?xed 
relation to the standard denanus currency, but were m effect p1eces 
of bullion which could be sold at current rates. The gold for these 
issues wa; obtained by concurrent levies of aurum coronarium from 
the cities. It was a very ancient practice that on joyful occasions, 
such as the accession or jubilee of an emperor, the cities of the 
empire should offer him gold crowns, and these levies of bullion 
had long been de facto compulsory. Cassius Dio complains that 
Caracalla multiplied the occasions on which crowns had to be 
offered by proclaiming fictitious victories, and the rapid succession 
of emperors in the third century must have made levies very 
frequent. 20 • • • 

The economic results of the mflat10n can only be conjectured. 
For the majority of the inhabitants of the empire t~ey were not 
catastrophic. Merchants and craftsmen naturally mcreased the 
price of their wares as the currency fell in value, and wages also 
went up doubtless after a time lag; under Aurelian we find the 
weavers ~f Oxyrhynchus dem~nding a higher price for their prod~ct 
'because of the increased pnce of the raw matenals, and the m
creased wages of the workmen'. Peasants could sell their produce 
at enhanced prices, and those of them who were tenants may even 
have gained, if they held leases at :noney r~nts: Landown.ers wo.uld 
not have suffered if they drew their rents m kind, a practice which, 
it seems, was not uncommon, and doubtless became commoner. 
Those of them who drew money rents, who were probably the 
majority would sometimes have lost by a sudden change; but the 
standard lease under Roman law was for five years only, and in 
some areas Egypt for instance, tenancies usually ran for one, two, 
or at most' three years, so that rents could be adjusted at fr~quent 
intervals. As land was by far the most important form of mvest
ment, the property-owning classes on the whole suffered little. 
Most other forms of property, buildings, slaves, and even cash, 
kept their value: for old coins retained their bullion value, and 
could be melted down, even if they did not-as they probably did
pass current in private transactions at an enhanced nominal value.21 

Long-term mortgages and fixed rent charges on land would ha_ve 
been virtually wiped out. The chief sufferers here were the ctty 
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governments whose endowments often took these forms; the 
~l'hhi:~ntary foundations in Italy must also have disappeared, 

so that Constantine had to make a fresh start. But the main victims 
of the inflation were those who depended on fixed cash incomes, 

--and_these_w.e.te_j:pe government itself and its employees. How the 
government coped wieh-rhe-problem :fsliii ooscure question, and it 
is impossible to trace with any accuracy the stages through which 
its policy moved, though the final result is tolerably clear. 

It has already been remarked that the fiscal system of the Roman 
empire was unduly rigid. It seems to have remained so through the 
inflationary period.[.Customs, the inheritance tax, the manumission 
tax, and other ad valorem levies of course automatically adjusted 
themselves to rising prkfs, and the revenue from them would have 
risen in nominal val~ Rents of imperial lands could also havve 
been adjusted. But these items formed a small part of the imperial 
revenue. The taxes at fixed rates do not seem to have been increase . 
Our only contemporary evidence is from Egypt, and here a detailed 
study has shown that rates of money taxes remained with a very 
few exceptions unchanged so long as they continued to be levied. 
In many cases the evidence for the exaction of taxes fades out as the 
inflation reaches its climax, and it would seem that, having become 
almost worthless, they were allowed to lapse. Elsewhere we have 
no evidence, but by the time of Diocletian it is evident that the 
money taxes were a relatively unimportant item in imperial finance 
and it may reasonably be inferred that in the other provinces as in 
Egypt they had not been raised in accordance with the rise in 
prices.22 

The government did not substantially increase its nominal 
revenue, and the real value of its receipts sank. It resorted, as we 
have seen, to depreciating the currency at an increasing tempo, 
thereby decreasing the real value of its revenue more rapidly. We 
do not know if the emperors after Maximinus increased military 
pay yet further, but pay certainly ceased to keep pace with the rise 
in prices, and by Diocletian's time the money pay was a small item 
in the soldier's income. Diocletian indeed declares-no doubt with 
exaggeration-that owing to the rise in prices 'a soldier is some
times by a single purchase robbed of his stipendium and donativum': 
in this context donativum apparently means an annual bonp in 
denarii, not the accession donative which was paid in gold. The 
troops nevertheless had to be fed, clothed and armed, an the 
cavalry had to be supplied with remounts and fodder as well. In 
the first and second centuries rations, uniforms and arms had been 
issued against stoppages of pay; it is not known whether remounts 
and fodder were charged to the trooper. By the time of Diocletian 
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they were all free issues\ The intermediate stages are not known. 
It has· been argued frorr\ a phrase in Cassius Dio that Caracalla 
made rations a free issue, and that the others may have followed. 
The interpretation of Dio' s words, however, is by no means 
certain, and it is possible that the deductions from pay were merely 
not increased with the rise in prices, and so ultimately became 
negligible items. 23 

In the first and second centuries the government had normally 
obtained supplies for the army by compulsory purchase through 
the city authorities. The price paid, being more or less arbitrary, 
naturally varied according to the honesty of the government: Pliny 
contrasts conditions under Domitian, when 'the crops were 
snatched from our groaning subjects like booty from enemy 
territory, and all to no purpose, to rot in the granaries', with those 
under Trajan, when 'they themselves offer what the land has 
produced, the sky has nourished, the year has yielded, and no 
longer let the old tribute fall into arrears, exhausted by fresh 
exactions', and 'the treasury buys what it purports to buy'. The 
Severan emperors, hard pressed as they were for money, made an 
exacting use of their powers of requisition. Dio indeed, protesting 
against the fiscal policy of Caracalla, speaks of 'the supplies which 
were exacted from us in large quantities everywhere, some without 
payment, some with additional expenses, all of which he gave to the 
troops or even resold'. This is no doubt an exaggeration, or may 
refer to special 'free gifts' extorted from senators. But the Severan 
lawyers speak of requisitions (indictiones) as a burden on land
owners analogous to the regular taxation, thus implying that the 
price paid was normally inadequate. By the time of Diocletian in 
nearly all cases no payment was made for requisitions; clothing is 
the only known exception. The intermediate stages are once more 
obscure. The Egyptian papyri have produced definite records of 
treasury payments for military supplies in 220 and 240-r, and for 
clothing in the reign of Aurelian; in the last case the price was woe
fully inadequate. On the other hand we also find cities paying for 
requisitions, in part at least, out of their own funds, and we hear of 
special levies to cover the cost of military supplies. It would seem 
that payments from the treasury became more and more irregular 
and inadequate, especially in view of rising prices, until eventually 
they were abandoned altogether.24 

The ultimate result of th.e inflationv:as that the g()v_et:m:ne!1_land 
its employees Y:? a large ~xtent abandoned a money economy-. Tfie·· 
government, 1t 1s true, still exacted man,J:._taxes, but met the but· of 
its requirements by levies in kin'!J~ldiers and officials still 
received money pay, but the more important part of their income 
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consisted of issues of foodstuffs and clothing7By the beginning of 
the fourth century promotion to higher ritrlk was rewarded by 
double and multiple issues of rations, and this practice may very 
well go back to the third century. These conditions, it may be 
noted, only applied to government employees. In private transac
tions the depreciated currency continued in full use. 

The soldiers certainly lost by the change. A private soldier in 
the second century received 300 denarii from v.-hich were deducted 
6o for rations, 9 for boots and straps, 7-! for bedding; for clothing 
the deductions varied according to what the men drew-in the two 
cases known to us they came to 5o and 6o denarii; the stoppage for 
arms also varied, and after initial equipment was probably not high
neither of our two men paid anything. A soldier might therefore 
have up to half his pay to save or spend after his food, clothing and 
arms had been provided. By the end of the third century he had his 
rations, uniform, arms and very little else, for his money pay, 
whatever its nominal amount, was of very little value. His only 
compensation was that in these troubled times donatives were 
more frequent occurrences. Nor did promotion bring him so much 
advantage as in the past; for whereas in the old days a duplicarius 
earned double pay, 6oo denarii, under the new regime a circitor 
enjoyed only double rations.25 

Officers and higher officials suffered even more severely. Pro
curators had enjoyed very substantial salaries, starting at r 5 ,ooo 
denarii rising to 25,ooo, 5o,ooo and finally 75,ooo. Senatorial 
governors were even better paid; the proconsul of Africa drew 
2 5 o,ooo denarii. These salaries were not increased in the third 
century; a magister memoriae, a man of the highest equestrian grade, 
under Diocletian still drew 7 5 ,ooo denarii, which were by now only 
worth about 400 pre-infl.ation denarii. In compensation, it is true, 
officers and higher officials received multiple allowances of rations 
and fodder (annonae and capitus), but not it would seem, on a scale 
to make up their loss of money income. We have no figures for the 
fourth century, but even in the sixth the basic salary of the Augustal 
prefect of Egypt and of the dux of Libya was only fifty ration 
allowances and fifty fodder allowances, which would have been 
worth about 6,ooo pre-infl.ation denarii.26 

The government thus. ultimately . considerably redttced. .its. real. 
.t~e!lciiture, _seeing that in effect it paid _its soldiers (and its lower 
civil servants, who were graded as soldiers) only about half what 
they had received in the second century, and its higher civil 

(,}.fficials and military officers only a fraction of their earlier salaries. 
. This saving may have been counterbalanced by an insrease in the 
size of the army, but here we are completely in the darJ New units 
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are known to have been raised, but on the other hand many old 
units had disappeared by the end of the period. All that can be 
affirmed with fair certainty is that the cavalry was greatly streng
thened by the formation of new units, vexillationes, which ranked 
on a par with the legions, in addition to the old auxiliary alae. 

The taxpayers ought to have gained in proportion as the troops 
lost, and it may be doubted whether the actual bulk of taxation was 
excess~ve, /though .it :,v:~~-Jt:yiesLfro~ __ shrun~!lJ?()~ati_on, im
poverish5_.c!JJJ . .the .. dest:ruc.tLon.ofspnstanl.-:RJ!rs. But .!Jie Eurdt:!l ... 
'wmrag;[ray;t_ted.by its.unev.en-incidenc<!~The r~quisitig_us.i.Vlifcliin--• 
~ct.supeJ:se4oc! the xegu)ar.taxatipp. were ajJ2itJ:>I.t:ilYJe:Y:ie~here 
!md when they were required, and might prove ruinous to some 
provinces, while others escaped lightly. Furthermore neither 
$oldiers nor officials were content with their meagre incomes. 
/Soldiers recm~.ped themsc;lves by plundering. when on campaign, 
rand by extorting free maintenance whenever they travelled about 
/the country. A number of inscriptions record the complaints of 
villages about the exactions of travelling soldiers and officials. It 
'was probably also during this period that officials began systemati
cally to exact from the public those fees (sportulae) which later 
,became a standing institution. 
\ On one aspect of the history of the period we are relatively well 
informed, the great persecution of the Christians by Decius in 
250-r and by Valerian in 257-6o, of which we possess contemporary 
accounts by Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, and Dionysius, bishop of 
Alexandria. These persecutions mark a new era in the relations of 
the government and the Christian church. Christianity, it is true, 
had been a banned religion from an early date, probably from the 
reign of Nero. The mere profession of Christianity, the nomen, 
without any aggravating offences, was punishable by death. 
Christians were, however, pardoned if they renounced their faith, 
and by a ruling of Trajan governors were forbidden to take active 
measures to hunt them down, and were only to try such as were 
denounced by private informers. The result of this policy was that 
persecutions were local and sporadic, due usually to an outburst of 
popular indignation against the sect. 

It would be out of place to discuss the tangled questions raised 
by ~he persecutions. The Christians were undoubtedly unpopular, 
basically no doubt because they were an unsociable and rather self
righteo":s sect, whose members kept themselves to themselves, and 
ostentatiously refrained from participating in the social life of their 
town, the games and festivals, and even private entertainments, 
which i~ their view were all, if not wicked in themselves, sullied by 
pagan rttes. Two specific charges were popularly brought against 
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them. They were accused in the first place of perpetrating horrid 
orgies of incest and infanticide at their secret meetings. The origin 
of these stories is fairly obvious. The Love Feasts could readily be 
misinterpreted, and the fact that Christians habitually called one 
another brother and sister gave an even more sinister twist to 
rumours; and the Christians on their own admission ate the flesh 
and drank the blood of a son of man. Such fantastic charges, how
ever, would hardly have been so persistently believed, unless the 
CQJ:istians had been for other reasons unpopular. 
Crhe second charge was that the Christians were atheists, which 

was from the pagan point of view true enough, since they ostenta
tiously rejected all the recognised gods, and indeed denounced them 
as evil demons] It was naturally felt that this contumacious 
atheism gave olfence to the gods, who might and sometimes did 
visit their wrath upon the whole society which tolerated it. Hence 
divine visitations, such as earthquakes, famines and plagues, led to 
demonstrations against the Christians and demands that the 
government should take action against them. 

The attitude of the government is more difficult to divine. It 
was in general tolerant of the established religious practices of com
munities, though they might seem outlandish and degraded, 
provided that they did not, like Druidism, involve such barbarities 
as human sacrifice. This attitude originated in the belief that the 
gods of various communities were best pleased by their traditional 
cults, and that the prosperity of the empire, in so far as it was 
dependent on divine goodwill, the pax deorum, was thus best served 
by general toleration. It was maintained, as religious belief waned, 
by indifference and inertia. The Roman government, however, had 
always viewed with suspicion religious propaganda which dis
turbed existing beliefs. The pax deorum might be disturbed by such 
movements and, on a more mundane level, they were often sus
pected of immoral tendencies, and thought likely to lead to corn
motions and breaches of the peace. Such being the general attitude 
it is not altogether surprising that Christianity, which preached an 
open contempt for the gods, and was suspected of the most 
heinous forms of immorality, was banned outright. It is, however, 
clear that the second century emperors had misgivings about this 
decision, and endeavoured to mitigate its effects, notably by for
bidding their officials to take any active steps against Christians on 
their own initiative. 

There can be little doubt that Decius, on the contrary, made a 
deliberate attempt to stamp out Christianity. The ostensible 
occasion was a general sacrifice and libation to the gods by all the 
inhabitants of the empire, which might be taken at its face value 

D 
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but that everyone was ordered :wt only to sacrifi_ce, but.to ~btain a 
certificate from specially const:tuted boards _of mspec~10n. m each 
city, that he had on this occas1on made. sacnfi~e and libati?n, and 
had always done so in the past. The edict achieved a consldera?le 
success. Vast numbers of Christians, as both Cyprian and Dionysms 
testify, especially members of the 1;1pper classes, whose absence 
would excite notice, crowded to sacnfice. On the other hand large 
numbers of humbler people held back, hoping to evade the test, and 
the steadfastness of a small number of confessors and martyrs, who 
refused to abjure under t<;rture and _eyen underwent th~ death 
penalty, roused and maintamed the sp1r1t of the rest. Deems was 
soon involved in the Gothic war in which he met his death, and the 
persecution lapsed. The final result was rather to strengthen the 
church than to weaken it. There were strong differences of 
opinion on the treatment of the lapsed, but eventually generous 
counsels prevailed, and they were re-admit~ed. 

Valerian's purpose was even more ev1dently to destroy the 
church; but he adopted a different line of attack. Persons of high 
degree, senators, Roman knights and imper~al freedmen, were 
ordered to abjure under penalty of confiscation and, as a final 
resort, death. The clergy, if they refused to abjure, :ve:e deporte_d, 
religious meetings were banned, and church bmldings, bunal 
grounds and other property confiscated: the ordinary Chris?an 
was left undisturbed. Later severer measures were taken agamst 
members of the clergy who ~roved obdurate, and several, inc~u~g 
Cyprian were executed. This attempt to break up the orgamsat1on 
of the church seems to have met with little success. The persecu
tion dragged on for three or four years, but was eventually called 
off when Valerian was captured by the Persians, by his son and 
su~cessor Gallienus. Gallienus not only released the clergy, but 
also resto'red its property to the church, thus initiating a policy of 
toleration, which was to last for forty years. 

While we know much of the Christian reaction to the persecu
tions we can only infer the motives which led Decius and Valerian 
to bleak with the traditional policy of the imperial government. 
Christianity had been SJ?read~ng, and i_n particular, as V ~lerian' s 
edict shows, had been Jnfectmg the h1gher ranks of society. It 
could no longer be igno~ed. !he unceasing series of <!isasters, ~he 
civil wars, barbanan mvaswns, plagues and farrunes, which 
afflicted the Roman world at this time, led to a widespread belief 
that the gods were grav~ly angere? against the empire. -r:he con
clusion was to many obv1ous, that lt was the spread of athe1sm that 
provoked the increasing anger of the gods: Cyprian endeavoured to 
rebut this conclusion, arguing that the world was suffering from 
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senile decay. /There was at the same time a marked growth of 
religiosity ,;;,iongst pagans, due no doubt in part to the sombre 
character of the timesj This particularly affected the upper classes
the masses had probably always preserved religious belief-among 
whom the easy agnosticism or thoughtless conformity of the first 
and sec'tll-d c_enturies ~!Cga)l to give way to a m?re serious religious 
attitude)\ Philosophy, which had been the gu1de of more earnest 

~sptfii'S;--Became impregnated with religious ideas, and struck up an 
alliance with popular religion: philosophers no longer ignored the 
popular cults of the masses, but defended them as allegorical 
versions of philosophical troth~ It is probable that in this changed 
climate of opinion the govermng class of the empire tended in
creasingly to share the popular belief that Christianity was an 
offence to the divine powers on whom the fate of the empire 
depended, and that this accounts for Decius' and Valerian's 
apparently abrupt reversal of the half-hearted policy of toleration 
hitherto pursued by the imperial government. 

In the 27o's things began to take a turn for the better. Aurelian 
succeeded in restoring the unity of the empire, suppressing the 
rival line of emperors which had for more than ten years ruled Gaul 
and Britain, and crushing the now openly rebellious empire of the 
Palmyrene Queen Zenobia in the East. He and his vigorous suc
cessors, Probus and Cams, also succeeded in beating back most of 
the barbarian invaders, and in inflicting a severe defeat on Persia. 
The area between the upper Rhine and the Danube which the 
Flavians had conquered was abandoned, it is true, and Aurelian 
found it necessary to evacuate Trajan's conquest, Dacia, transferring 
the name of the province and its garrison, and no doubt many of 
its civilian population, to an area south of the Danube on the 
border of the two Moesias. But with these exceptions the empire 
was restored to its second century boundaries. 
CThe condition of the empire nevertheless remained precarious 

in the extreme:-]There were still many local disorders, such as the 
devastations--Gii' the Berber tribes in Africa, and the widespread 
peasant revolts of the Bacaudae in Gaul. The land continued to go 
out of cultivation. The finances remained chaotic, the inflation of 
the currency gathered momentum, and the government lived from 
hand to mouth by requisitioning supplies. The city governments 
on which the administration depended showed signs of breaking 
down under the strain. Above all it seemed impossible to achieve 
political stability. Gallienus' exclusion of senators from military 
commands, if it was intended to reduce the possibility of rebellions, 
proved markedly unsuccessful. Aurelian was assassinated by a 
conspiracy of his officers after a five years' reign. Tacitus, whom 
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the senate at the army's request nominated as his successo.r, lasted 
only six months, and his half-brother and successor, Flonan, was 
defeated within three months by another pr~tender, Probu~. Probus 
during his six years' reign. had to d7al with four rebellions, ar;d 
eventually was killed by his praetonan .pre~ect, Can:s. C~rus m 
turn after a reign of less than a year, died m mysterious c!Icum
stan~es, probably at the han~s of his prae~orian prefec~, Aper, who 
next made away with Carus son Numenan. Aper did not profit 
by his murders for on the discovery of Numerian's death he was 
executed by th~ emperor whom the army acclaimed, Diocletian. 

CHAPTER II 

DIOCLETIAN 

WITH the accession of Diocletian we move out of darkness 
into a relatively well illuminated twilight. We still, it is 
true, lack a contemporary historian for secular affairs, but 

the Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius of Caesarea, besides de
scribing the Great Persecution which broke out towards the end of 
Diocletian's reign and continued under some of his immediate 
successors, throws a good deal of light on contemporary con
ditions. An even more valuable source is Lactantius' treatise On 
the Deaths of the Persecutors, since its author, who was professor 
of Latin at Diocletian's favourite residence, Nicomedia, during the 
last decade of his reign, and later lived at Constantine's court, made 
full use of his position to acquire material. The work is a highly 
polemical tract, and Lactantius' judgments must be treated with 
reserve; but it is based on first-hand information, and is all the more 
useful as it castigates the secular as well as the religious policy of 
the persecuting emperors. A few of the acts of the martyrs are 
genuine records of events which really took place, and shed light 
not only on the persecutions but on contemporary civil and 
military institutions. 

In these circumstances we need not so greatly regret that the 
reign of Diocletian has mostly vanished in a lacuna in the text of 
Zosimus. Aurelius Victor and Eutropius become slightly less arid 
as they draw nearer to their own day. The only other literary 
documents are a few panegyrics delivered by Gallic orators in 
honour of Maximian and his Caesar Constantius and the young 
Constantine. These highly rhetorical effusions are not very 
informative, but contain some useful allusions to contemporary 
events and institutions. 

The legal sources are considerably fuller than for the previous 
fifty years. Justinian's Digest contains substantial extracts from 
two jurists, Hermogenian and Arcadius Charisius, who seem to 
have written at this time, and Justinian's Code and other minor 
collections preserve about thirteen hundred constitutions of 
Diocletian. These are the less useful as historical material because 
they include very few administrative enactments, but are for the 
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most part rescripts to individuals on points of private law. They 
nearly al.l, mo:eov~r, .belong to the fi';st decade. of Di~cl~tian's 
reign. Fmally mscnptwns become relatively plentiful agam m the 
more settled conditions, and it so happens that a large number of 
papyri of the reign have been discovered.1 

From Diocletian's reign it also begins to be possible to use the 
Notitia Dignitatum as evidence. ~t"~t!i:~t-?f~lL~~~)~g~er ---~ 
Qf!i_ces_, ciyi!Ecll<;Lmilitacy~ of the empire is as we have It a composite 
document. The basic text was probably drawn up about 408. Our 
Notitiais certainly the copy belonging to the Western ~ollrt, ar;d as 
a result, the Notitia in partibus Orientis has bee;n but ht_t~e revised, 
and represents approximately the state. of. ~ffaus preya1ling ~t th_e 
beginning of the fifth century .. The Notltla tn parttkus Occ_t1entts 
ha;, on the other hand, been subjected to frequent partial revislOns; 
1he latest changes probably date from about 420. Such a document 
needs to be used with very great .caution, but it does yield some 
information even about periods antecedent to the redaction of the 
master copy. For in some departments .and ~ so~e areas very 
little was changed in the century followmg D10cletian, and even 
where great changes had taken place, vestigial remr;ants of. the 
Diocletianic order survived. Where contemporary evidence gives 
a fragmentary picture of Diocletianic 0~titutions,. it is. often 
possible to fill in the gaps from the Notltla, when Its ev1dence, 
after known later changes have been discounted, is found to coin
cide with and complete the earlier data. 2 

Diocletian was proclaimed at Nicomedia on .zo November 284. 
He still had a rival in Carinus, Carus' elder son, who had been left 
in charge of the empire during his father's absence in Persi.a. 
Diocletian crushed him next spring at the battle of Margus m 
Pannonia and forthwith appointed a Caesar, Maximian, a military 
man like 'himself and an old friend. Maximian was despatched to 
the West with the special mission of quelling the Bacaudae, the 
insurgent peasants of Gaul, who had raised a regular revolt under 
two leaders, Amandus and Aelianus. Next year, on I April 286, 
Maximian was r.aised to the rank of Augustus. He thus became 
constitutionally the equal of Diocletian, who only claimed superior 
authority as Senior Augustus. I~ ~ctuality the r.elationship of the 
two is better expressed by the divme names which they assun:ed, 
Iovius and Herculius.f Diocletian was the representative and vice
gerent upon earth of Jjipiter Optimus Maximus, king of gods and 
men;' Maximian of Hercules, his heroic agent in rooting out the 
evils which oppressed the world.il] . 

Maximian was soon faced by-11 rebellion. In 287-8 Carausms, 
a Gallic officer who had been charged with the suppression of the 
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Saxon pirates in the Channel, being suspected of collusion with the 
enemy and threatened with disgrace, proclaimed himself Augustus 
in Britain. Maximian built a fleet and launched an attack in 289, 
but his fleet and army suffered heavily in storms, and the oniy 
result of the war was that Carausius obtained a foothold in Gaul at 
Gesoriacum. For the moment he had to be left to rule Britain, 
where he claimed to be the colleague of his 'brothers' Diocletian 
and Maximian. Maximian meanwhile fought the Franks and re
established order in Gaul, while Diocletian conducted campaigns 
against the Alamanni, and farther down the Danube against the 
Sarmatians and Goths, and also in Syria against the Saracens. 

In 292 there was a serious revolt in Egypt. Diocletian decided 
that two men were not enough to cope with the multifarious 
difficulties which beset the empire, and on I March 293 two 
Caesars were proclaimed, Constantius in the ~~est and Galerius in 
the East; both were experienced military men. Constantius' assign
ment was to subdue Carausius. He forthwith captured Gesoriacum, 
and about this time Carausius was murdered by one of his officers, 
Allectus, who succeeded him in Britain. Th~ final attack, which 
was not launched until 296, was at last successful in reuniting 
Britain to the empire. Constantius thereafter continued to look 
after Gaul and Britain, while Maximian, who had been standing by 
in Gaul, moved to Africa, where during 297-8 he fought a series of 
campaigns against rebellious Moorish tribes.4 

Meanwhile Diocletian spent the years 293 and 294 traversing the 
Danubian provinces-we have a very full record of his movements 
in the dates of his laws preserved in the Code; it is not known what 
Galerius was doing at this time. In 29 5 Diocletian went into Syria 
while Galerius conducted a war against the Carpi on the Danube. 
In the summer of 296 there was another revolt in Egypt, headed 
by a certain Domitius Domitianus, who was proclaimed emperor, 
but apparently effectively led by his chief minister, styled corrector, 
Aurelius Achllleus. Diocletian dealt quickly with this revolt, 
capturing Alexandria in the winter of 296-7, but the Persian king 
Narses took advantage of the situation to expel Tiridates, the 
Roman protege who was king of Armenia. On Diocletian's orders 
Galerius invaded Persia in 297, but was defeated. Next year, how
ever, with more reinforcements from the Danube armies, he won a 
decisive victory over Narses, who was compelled in the peace 
treaty which followed to surrender seven satrapies north of the 
upper Tigris. After this date we hear of no more rebellions or 
foreign wars, and it would seem that the authority of the tetrarchy 
was well established within the empire, and that its external foes 
had been for the time being quelled. 
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During the last years of his reign Diocletian was occupied with 
his struggle with Christianity, which will be described later in this 
chapter. He appears to have spent the summer of 303 in Illyricum, 
making his way slowly to Rome, which he visited briefly-perhaps 
for the first time-in order to celebrate his vicennalia in the autumn. 
By January 304 he was in Ravenna, whence he travelled slowly to 
Nicomedia; he suffered during this year from a severe illness. 
Next year, on r May 305, he abdicated, proclaiming his Caesar 
Galerius Augustus in his place, and appointing a new Caesar, 
Maximin, to replace Galerius. On the same day Maximian-much 
against the grain, as later events proved-also abdicated, making 
his Caesar Constantius Augustus and appointing Severus as 
Caesar.5 · 

It is perhaps Diocletian's greatest achievement that he reigned 
twenty-one years and then abdicated voluntarily, and spent the 
remaining years of his life in peaceful retirement. How he achieved 
this remarkable result it is more difficult to divine. It is easy to say 
that the empire was weary of civil war. It had long been weary of 
civil wars, but they had continued unabated, and Diocletian himself 
had to deal with two serious rebellions, that of Carausius and 

~
llectus in Britain and that of Domitius Domitianus in Egypt. 
tress has been laid on Diocletian's introduction of oriental court 
eremonial and his claim, in the assumption of the title Iovius, to 
uasi-divinity. ~~~<?rdi~gto Aure~us Yictorand Eut~<?Ri;t~' __ 

,~~st·Roman_empemtto .. <l.C:m:l1ld<rtfor<tt~o;·li~~5t:godoraPersian ~: ... ·· 
kigg,frorp those who approached him, instead. of th" custOmary 

·· .ittlutf!ifo, andlie probably introduced the practice, castigated by one ·· 
otthe a\lthors of the Historia Augusta, of living in seclusion and. 
2nly rarely app~a,ringto the public, vested in the gorg~g_u:obes- --
wliidiVictoi describes with disapproval:6------

Subsequent history, however, proved that such an attempt to 
-inYe~tthe person of an emperor with an au,ra of sanctity was a very 
poor guarantee against'inilitary revolts. The new-arrangements 
may have been some practical safeguard against assassination, 
which becomes rarer. The claim to divinity was also a poor 
protection against rebellion and murder. In this Diocletian had 
been anticipated by Aurelian, Probus and Carus, whose title 
dominus et deus had not served to protect them. It is very difficult to 
understand how seriously these claims were taken. In official 
language 'sacred' and 'divine' had long been synonyms for 'im
perial', and the panegyrist~ .take a delight in weaving elaborate 
conceits around the theme, ~ow openly greeting the emperor as a 
god on earth, at other times subtly averring that his mind is more 
intimately infused with the supreme divinity than those of ordinary 
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mortalW. All this, however, did not in practice secure an emperor 
orjlinaty loyalty. 
jDiocletian's survival has also been attributed to his constitutional 

and administrative reform~ A critical analysis of the latter will 
show that they had little if any bearing upon the problem of 
security; in particular it may be noted that Diocletian did nothing 
to reduce the vast concentration of authority in the hands of the 
praetorian prefects, who had four times in recent history-in the 
persons of Macrinus, Philip, Carus and A per-proved over-mighty 
subjects. The constitutional scheme elaborated by Diocletian 1s 
more relevant. Thefo)ltemperors 1:heoretica1Jy{()£ffied a colleg<;, .. 
all laws being issued in their joint names; and an official communica
tions being addressed to all four. Even their praetorian prefects 
were theoretically a college, and their edicts and letters were issued 
in their joint names. In practice the emperors, as we have seen, 
took responsibility for separate areas. Maximian ruled the empire 
West of the Adriatic and the Syrtis, and within that area Con
stantius ruled Gaul and Britain. In the Eastern half of the empire 
Diocletian and his Caesar seem to have adopted more fleXible 
arrangements. Victor, it is true, assigns Illyricum to Galerius (to 
which Praxagoras adds Asiana) and the rest-Asia Minor, Syria 
and Egypt-to Diocletian; and Galerius certainly did much fighting 
on the Danube and may have spent much of his time there. Dio
cletian is known, however, to have spent the whole of the years 
293-4 and the greater part of 303-4 in Illyricum, and in 297-8 
Galerius was summoned to the Eastern frontier to fight the 
Persians. 7 

/This team of four emperors was an admirable safeguard against 
r'ebellion, so long as they remained loyal to one another, for the 
members of the college could between them keep in touch with all 
the armies, securing their loyalty by personal leadership, and in the 
event of a rebellion one member could act promptly to suppress it, 
secure in his knowledge that his colleagues would hold the front 
elsewhere]i:All depended, however, on the concord of the col
leagues, and this wa_~onlyseq),J:_eg_byJ)ioclt;tian'§m()rru(l()ffi!nanc:_e 
over his team')---·- · · · · . -----

T~ere ca!).~e !!() d()ubt that Diocletian al.s.o hoped. by his .. new.
syst~lfi to solve the problem of the succession. The Caesars, who 
were adopted by their chiefs, becoming Iovii and Herculli re
spectively, and married to their daughters, were obviously intended 
eventually to succeed. Di.Qcletian thus bro~e. <!witY. frorr1 Jb:~ _ 
hereditary principle and rt;verteg tothe second century·syste!Ilof:
adoption. Whether he originally contemplated the final stage in 
tlie-design is more doubtful: but when he himself decided to 
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abdicate in 305, he compelled his colleague Maximian to do like
wise, so that the two Caesars could be promoted Augusti simul
taneously. In the appointment of the two new Caesars' hereditary 
claims were once again ignored, Maxentius, the son of Maximian, 
and Constantine, the son of Constantius, being passed over. This 
highly artificial scheme very rapidly broke down in practice. First, 
Constantius died only a little over a year after becoming Augustus, 
and his armies promptly proclaimed his son Constantine as his 
successor. Galerius was obliged to accept Constantine as Western 
Caesar, promoting Severus to succeed Constantius. Then, en
couraged by Constantine's success, Maxentius also made a bid for 
the throne and was acclaimed by his father's armies, while old 
Maximian gladly resumed the purple in his son's interest. Severus, 
when he attempted to suppress the rebellion, was deserted by his 
troops and captured, and Galerius himself nearly met the same fate. 

The story of these years vividly illustrates the strength of the 
dynastic sentiment of the troops. They could always be relied upon 
to back an emperor's son against an outsider, and as the sons of 
emperors could hardly be expected to efface themselves voluntarily, 
Diocletian's neat theoretical scheme for the succession was doomed 
from the start. The story also demonstrates that war weariness was 
no guarantee against civil wars, and that a team of emperors was 
not necessarily harmonious. In fact it shows up strongly that it was 
Diocletian's dominating personality that gave the empire twenty 
years of comparative peace. His achievement was all the more 
remarkable in that he was, though a competent soldier, not a great 
general anq, wisely entrusted major military campaigns to his 
colleagues. ( His, genius was that of an organiser, and during his 
twenty yea&-reign he built up a solid administrative structure which 
gave the empire a fresh lease of lif~ 

One of the counts in Lactantius' denunciation of Diocletian is 
that 'the provinces were chopped into slices' ('provindae quoque 
in frusta concisae'). The charge is certainly true. There had been 
a gradual tendency to multiply provinces by subdivision since the 
beginning of the empire, and their number had probably by 
Diocletian's accession reached fifty, counting Italy as one. Inscrip
tions, papyri and imperial constitutions preserved in the Codes 
from the reigns of Diocletian and his immediate successors prove 
the creation of many new provinces during this period. In Africa, 
for instance, inscriptions show that under Diocletian Valeria 
Byzacena was detached from the Proconsular province, and 
Mauretania Sitifensis from Caesariensis, while Numidia was 
divided into Cirtensis and Militiana; under Maxentius Tripo-
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litania is also recorded as a separate province. In Egypt inscriptions 
and papyri show that the Thebaid was detached before 302 and 
Libya before 308; both these changes probably date from the re
organisation in 297, after the suppression of the revolt of Domitius 
Domitianus. Later, apparently in 3 I 3, what remained of Egypt, 
Aegyptus, was split into two provinces, Iovia and Herculia. In 
Asia Minor inscriptions of Diocletian's reign attest the provinces of 
Caria and of the Islands, detached from the great proconsular 
province of Asia, and under Galerius and Maximin a province of 
Pisidia, cut out of the old Galatia, already existed. Along 
the Danube Scythia was certainly detached from Lower Moesia 
under Diocletian, and Noricum had been bisected by 3I r. In 
Gaul a constitution probably to be dated 3 I 3 shows Lugdunensis 
divided into two provinces, and under Constantine an inscrip
tion attests a province of Flavia Viennensis, carved out of 
Narbonensis.s 

This evidence, so far as it goes, agrees very closely with a 
manuscript list of provinces, known as the Laterculus ·V eronensis. 
In particular this list records some provinces which are known to 
have had a short life-Aegyptus Iovia and Herculia, created in 3 13 
and reunited in 324, and Numidia Cirtensis and Militiana, .first 
attested in 304-5 and, it would seem, amalgamated again by Con
stantine in 314-and preserves the old name of one province, 
Diospontus, which was certainly renamed Helenopontus before 
the end of Constantine's reign.9 

The Laterculus Veronensis seems in fact to be a more or less 
accurate record of the state of affairs prevailing a few years after 
Diocletian's abdication, and it shows that he pursued a drastic 
policy of subdivision. Many small provinces, like Sicily or Cyprus, 
he naturally left untouched, but he bisected over twenty of medium 
size, and divided Narbonensis, Mrica, Cappadocia and Egypt into 
three each, Thrace into four, and the great province of Asia into 
seven. He also divided Italy i~to eight or more districts which were 
provinces in all but na~. \:!together he approximately doubled 
the number of provinces. r '\ 

In most. ~f the p:ovin es, which were\~rygarrisoned, 0e gov~r
nor had e1vil funCtions only. In some willch had gamsons Dro
cletian separated the military command from the civil government, 
but this was by no means a universal rule. In the Acta of the cen
turion Marcellus, dated 298, the praeses (of Ga!laecia) is still in 
command of Legio VII Gemina. An inscription honours Aurelius 
Litua, praeses of Mauretania Caesariensis, who, after crushing the 
Berber tribes, 'returned safe and sound with all the soldiers of our 
lords Diocletian and Maximian, the Augusti'. Numerous inscrip-
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tions record the erection and repair of frontier fortresses by 
praesides, in Britain, in Maxima Sequanorum, in Numidia, in 
Tripolitania, in Mauretania Sitifensis and Caesariensis, in Arabia 
and in Augusta Libanensis.1o 

Military commanders (duces) of the Diocletianic period are in 
fact rarely attested. One Valerius Concordius put up a dedication 
to Constantius Caesar at Trier (Augusta Trevirorum); he may be 
presumed to have commanded the army of one of the Germanies. 
Carausius is said by Eutropius to have been entrusted with coastal 
defence 'per tractum Belgicae et Armoricae', and may have been the 
first 'dux tractus Armoricani et Nervicani'. On the Danube a 'dux 
limitis provinciae Scythiae' is attested under the tetrarchy, and 
duces in Valeria in 303 and in Noricum in 3 ro-1 I. A constitution of 
3 1 r indeed implies that by this date all troops in Illyricum were 
commanded by duces. In Egypt there was by 308-9 a dux Aegypti 
Thebaidos utrarumque Libyarum, Aurelius Maximinus. In Mrica M. 
Cornelius Octavianus, dux per Africam Numidiam Mauretaniam, may 
belong to this period, but if so it must have been a temporary 
appointment, since the local praesides are all found fulfilling military 
functions at various times in the reign. The institution of the dux 
seems to have been a late development in Diocletian's policy and 
was not consistently carried through. It may be noted that the zone 
of a dux often covered several civil provinces. This is definitely 
attested for Carausius and Aurelius Maximinus-and perhaps for 
Cornelius Octavianus-in the early period. At a later date several 
duces commanded the armies of two provinces; Armenia and 
Pontus, Syria and Euphratensis, Pannonia Prima and Noricum 
Ripense, Pannonia Secunda and Savia, went together, and the dux 
Britanniarum is implied by his title to have controlled more than 
one British province. It is likely that these arrangements date from 
the first institution of these commands.11 

On the other hand, if in some provinces the military command 
was separated from the civil government, it is probable that in most 
the governor became responsible for both jurisdiction and finance. 
In the second century there had in most provinces been a proconsul 
or legate whose main function was jurisdiction, and a procurator 
who managed finance; only in the few provinces governed by a 
procurator were these functions united. In the third century 
jurisdiction and finance had often been de facto united by the 
appointment of a procurator agens vices praesidis, and legates and 
proconsuls had acquired financial duties, since they were respon
sible for assessing and levying requisitions in kind. 

Diocletian virtually completed these processes. On the one hand 
the hitherto irregular requisitions were reorganised and largely 
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superseded the old money taxes. On the o.ther, senatorial governors 
were almost eliminated. There were still a few proconsuls and 
legates at the beginning of his reign. By the end of it there were no 
legates and only the two consular proconsulships of Asia and 
Africa' both greatly reduced in territory, still survived, and were 
still filled by senators. Over the provinces into which Italy was 
divided Diocletian placed correctores, who were normally sen~tors, 
but might be of equestrian rank. Two old proconsular provmces, 
Sicily and Achaea, were also placed ':nder correct~res, so far as we 
know, senators. All the <gtl:ler_provmces ()fwh.ic~ we ha_ve a!J,y 
record<weregovefiieCf:byequestrian<pr<;f:iilies. ':fhis t:tle, which had 
been a general term used unofficially;and sem!-officially to denote 
governors of all ranks, now becomes technical for the lowest grade 
of governor, alw:ay~trian, as opposed to a procons~, who 
constitutionally must be a senator, or a corrector, who m1ght be 
one.12 . 

It seems likely that in the great majority of provmces the p~o
curator was thus merged in the governor, the procurator agens vtces 
praesidis becoming the praeses. But if this was the general. ~e 
Egypt formed an exception. Here the newly created pr?vmClal 
governors see~. under :qiocletian to have been responsible for 
justice and military affrurs only, and finance was handle~ by 
newly created procurators, each controllin{\ half a provmce. 
Whether correctores originally had financial duties we do not kn?w, 
but by Constantine's reign even proconsuls were responsible 
for taxation, and the Egyptian procurators seem to have been 
abolishedP . . 

It has often been stated that the object of the proyme1al .re-
_org~rusatio!i, was to redu.c~ the possibility of militat):' ~ebellions. 
The separation of the m1litary .comt?an~ frr:m the civ~ govern
ment seems prima facie a step m this direction, ~ut this change 
apparently came late in the reign and was only partially completed. 
Moreover some at any rate of the new ~uce! commanded far larger 
concentrations of troops than any provmcial governor had ~ad at 
his disposal for generations. Th~ dux. of Egyp~, the.Thebrud and 
the two Libyas is a striking case m pomt, for Dwcletian trebled or 
quadrupled the modest garrison :vhich the. prefect of Egypt had 
commanded in the second and third centunes. 

The subdivision of the unarmed provinces, whose governors ha~ 
never been a political danger, must be due to o~her reasons; and .it 
was unarmed provinces, it may be no~ed, hke Thrace and m 
particular Asia, :vhi~h were m'?st d~astically treated. The. true 
reason for the pohcy 1s correctly, if.un~dly, s.tat~d by Lactantiu.s
'multi praesides et plura offic1a smgulis regwrubus et paene 1am 
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civi~atibus i:>~ubare'. Ths:_.ohj@et--was-t.o.tighten_gp!_~S' __ ~_4minis
Jtation _gy .. .g1v.1ng .. each .governor a sm_al_kr ... area to controU4 ---

A governor now had to- divioe his time between jurisdiction and 
. finance. The latter ~ad bec'?me a much more complicated and 
troublesome matter, smce besides the old money taxes a multitude 
of requisitions in kind had to be organised. The re;ult was that 
jurisdicti_on tend~d to be neglected, which was all the more serious 
as the city magistrates had by now lost all but a few vestigial 
re:nnan~s of for.m~l jurisdiction and all cases went to the governor. 
Dlo~etian was ms~stent that the taxes should be both fairly assessed 
and ngorously lev1ed, and he also attached great importance to the 
administration of j~st!ce: ~e. ordered J;hat governors should no 
longer delegate ~he1r JunsdJctJon t? ;udtces pedanei, but personally 
tty all cases, or if too much occup1ed by other business or over
yrhelmed by the volume of litig~ti?n, appoint judges to decide the 
1ssue of fact after .themselves g1vmg a ruling on the law (iudices 
dare); and even th1s procedure was not to be used for important 
cases. Diocletian seems to have been much concerned that correct 
Rom~n law should be universally enforced; the vast number of his 
rescnpt~ on often elementary points suggests that more than two 
generations after the Constitutio Antoniniana Roman law was 
imperfectly known in many provinces, and that Diocletian was 
resolved to remedy this state of affairs.l5 

In addition t_o .finru:ce and jurisdiction governors had a heavy 
b~rdeJ?- of ad.~strative work. There was much activity in the 
re1sn. m rep:u.nng th~ long-neglected roads, and probably also in 
building posting stations and reorganising the public post which 
was subjected to heavier strains by the new fiscal system. 'Above 
a~ the g?vernor had to ~eep a constant eye on the city councils of 
~s provmce. No~ only d1d he have to hear appeals against nomina
tiot;s to the decunonate and the regula.r magistracies and the extra
ordinary offices, now regularly reqUired for the collection and 
delivery of requisitioned foodstuffs, clothing, remounts, recruits 
for .the army and labour for the public works. He also often had 
to mt~rvene personally or through his officials to enforce the 
collectwn of arrears or actually to collect them. In the circumstances 
it is little wonder that the proconsul of Asia even with his three 
legates, found it impossible to cope with the' 2 5o cities of the old 
province; the thirty or forty cities of the new provinces were a 
full-time job for their praesides. 

!"avjng created so m~ny provincial governors, Diocletian 
evidently found that the1r supervision too severely taxed the 
cen~ral government, even though this was divided into four 
sections. To deal with this difficulty he grouped the provinces 
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into larger circumscriptions, called dioceses, each of which was 
directed by a deputy of the praetorian prefects, vices agens praefec
torum praetorio, or vicarius for short. The Laterculus Veronensis 
shows the diocesan organisation at an early stage. In the West 
there are six dioceses, the Britains (four provinces), the Gauls 
(eight provinces, correspon~ing to the old .Belgica and_ Lugdu
nensis, with the two Germames and the Poenme Alps), V1ennens1s 
(seven prov.inces, corresp?nding to the old ~quita~a and. Nar
bonensis w1th the Mantime Alps), the Spatns (s1x provmces, 
including Mauretania Tingitana across the Strait), Africa (six or 
seven provinces) and Italy. Italy actually, though not officially, 
consisted of two dioceses, Italy proper, which included Raetia and 
the Cottian Alps besides Ital:y north of the Apennines, and the 
Suburbicarian diocese, which comprised southern Italy with the 
islands of Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica. For a vicarius praefectorunt in 
urbe Roma, the title borne by the vicar of the Suburbicarian diocese, 
is known in the early fourth century, and an agens vices praefectorum 
praetorio resided at Rome in 293-6. In the peninsula of Illyricum 
there are three dioceses, the Pannonias (seven provinces, carved out 
of the old Pannonias, Dalmatia and Noricum), the Moesias (ten 
provinces from Upper Moesia and Dacia on the Danube down to 
Macedonia, Epirus, Achaea and Crete) and the Thraces (six 
provinces answering to the old Lower Moesia and Thrace). In the 
East there are also three dioceses, Asiana (nine provinces, corre
sponding to the old Asia and Lycia-Pamphylia), Pontica (seven 
provinces, comprising the old Bithynia-Pontus, Galatia and 
Cappadocia) and Oriens (eighteen or nineteen provinces, from the 
Taurus down to Egypt and Cyrenaica).16 

Not many early vicarii are known, but they represent more than 
half the above dioceses: all whose rank is known were equestrian. 
The vicar seems to have deputised for the praetorian prefects in all 
their manifold functions. In particular he controlled the troops
those at any rate commanded by praesides, for his relations with a 
dux are unknown. Thus the centurion Marcellus in 298 was com
mitted by the praeses (of Gallaecia) for trial before Aurelius 
Agricolanus, agen~em. vice m pr~ejector~m .P~ae~orio (the vicar of t?e 
Spains, then at Tmg1), for rruhtary mdisc1phne. In 303 a frontier 
fort was built in Numidia by a military officer (a praepositus fimitis) 
on the orders of the vicar and the praeses. The proconsuls of 
Mrica and Asia were, doubtless in deference to constitutional 
principle, not subject to the vicars of Mrica and Asiana, nor 
for that matter to the praetorian prefects themselves-a fact 
which may help to explain Diocletian's abolition of the other 
proconsulatesP 
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Lactantius associates with t!Je vicars rationales and magistri ('item 
rationales multi et magistri et vicarli praefectornm'), and the rather 
meagre contemporary evidence of the inscriptions and imperial 
constitutions bears out this suggestion, that in each diocese there 
were besides the vicar at least one representative of the rationalis 
sttmmarttm and of the magister rei privatae; one early rationalis styles 
himself rationalis vicaritts per Gallias, which suggests that the office 
was originally conceived as a vicariate of the supreme rationalis at 
the emperor's court. Early rationales are known for Gaul, the 
Spains, urbs Roma, Mrica and Asiana, but also for t!Je Three 
Provinces (Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica), for Numidia and Maure
tania, and for Egypt. It would appear that normally each diocese 
had one rationalis, but that some were divided into two for fiscal 
purposes-the Suburbicarian diocese into the mainland and the 
islands, Mrica into the old proconsular province and Numidia with 
Mauretania, while Egypt was separated from the rest of Oriens. 
These arrangements correspond so closely with those shown in t!Je 
Notitia Dignitatum in t!Je West-no details are given in t!Je East
that it is reasonable to infer that t!Je Dioclecianic organisation had 
been little lf at all altered. If so the Pannonias were also divided 
into two districts .1s 

The magjstri rei privatae are associated with the rationales in 
several early constitutions, but very few individuals are attested in 
inscriptions or laws: we hear of Domitius Dracontius, magister rei 
privatae Africae, and Valerius Epiphanius, magister privatae Aegyptae 
et Liryae, both under Constantine. The Notitia again seems to 
pr<;serve the early organisation in the West. It shows a rationalis 
rei privatae (as the magistri were by now called) for eacll diocese, and 
one extra (probably a later innovation) for Sicily. The known early 
rationales and magistri are all of equestrian rank.19 

It is plain that Diocletian had very little use for senators. He 
systematically eliminated all legati pro praetore and of the pro
consulates he spared only the two traditionally reserved for ex
consuls ; and of these Africa was reduced to a third and Asia to a 
seventh of its ancient extent. Senators, viri clarissimi, were sill! 
employed-side by side with men of equestrian rank--as correctores 
in Italy and in two former proconsular provinces. Beyond this they 
had no share in the administration of t!Je empire except the largely 
ornamental office of praefectus ttrbi. It_$:as.to.men.of~qu.es.~rian.E:t_nk 
that Diqcletian entrusted ns>J:.Qnl.y:h!s finags.!:!s,.l!&<:!?.!~gjQ.MlCiem 
cusrO:ffi, hi!ftiie<::otfur1aii'd_ oftlJ.e )tftril~ii' a.!l.d tlJ.e civil .. admi~· s_!_ra:. 
tion ofthediocese~and·ofall buta handful of t!Je provinces. Not 
oriFjraf!onales ~d magjstri but dttces, vicarii and praesideTwer · all 
viri perfectissimi. \The supreme direction lay with the praetorian 
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prefects, who still alone held the highest eq'!,{s;ri~ank of viri 
eminentissimi. '---/ 

We know little of the men whom Diocletian employed to fill the 
new posts. The dttces were doubtless usually promoted army 
officers, and so were some praesides; for tl:lt! milittrycareerwas not 
Yt:tsharply. divided from-the civil,. and some praesides sill! com
manded troops. Thus M. Aurelius Dedmus, praeses of Numidia 
(under Carus), was ex principe peregrinorttm, and Aurelius Maxim
ianus, praeses of Numidia in Diocletian's reign, may well be the same 
man recorded earlier as ex praefecto legjonis in Moes1a Superior. The 
Caesar Constantius is said to have risen from protector to tribttntts 
and thence to praeses of Dalmatia, while Valerius Concordius was 
successively praeses of Numidia and dttx of one of the Germanies. 20 

But the majority of the posts required civilian rather than 
military talents-capadry to deal with papers, accountancy, and 
above all some knowledge of law-and a distinction is already 
made in a panegyric delivered in 289 between dttces and ittdices. 
These qualifications were sometimes found in clerks of the ojjicia, 
men like Flavius Flavianus, who rose from cornicttlaritts, or chief 
judicial clerk, of the praetorian prefects to be praeses of Numidia. 
But the majority were probably promoted direct from civil life, 
particularly from the bar. It was naturally lawy'ers who largely 
staffed the secretariats of the comitatus: Eum'egiJl~, professor of 
rhetoric at Augustodunum, praised the Caesar Constantius for 
fostering that liberal education whereby young men were trained 
for practice at the bar, and sometimes for the service of t!Je imperial 
chancery, and even for ministerial posts in the palace. But a liberal 
education was also a preparation for a provincial governorship. 
The same Eumenius or his successor in 3 ro recommended to Con
stantine's favour not only his five sons, one of whom had already 
risen to be advocatus jisci, counsel for the crown in treasury matters, 
but also his past pupils, many of whom governed t!Je emperor's 
provinces. 21 

In t!Je central administration Diocletian is not known to have 
made any innovation, except that he doubled and redoubled it to 
serve his colleague and then the Caesars. Since most emperors 
from the middle of the third century had been constantly on t!Je 
move campaigning-and Diocletian himself went regularly on 
tour, inspecting and organising-the central administration which 
served the emperor had come to be a migratory body, and was 
known as the comitattts. It comprised not only the emperor's 
personal household, his bedchamber (cttbicttlttm) as it was called, 
which was served by eunuch cttbiettlarii and a numerous sub
ordinate staff, and his bodyguard of praetorians and other troops, 
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of which more will be said presently, but also the imperial council 
or consistorium, the praetori~n prefect with his staff, the two finance 
ministries and the secretariats. 

The pr~etorian prefecture. ~ad at t~s pe.ri?d reache~ the zenith 
of its development. In add1t10n to his or1g1nal function as com
mander of the praetorian guard, the prefect had in the second 
century and even more under the Severi, acquired extensive 
judicial functions as the emperor's deputy; in particular he normally 
heard appeals from provincial governors. As the emperor's chief of 
staff he was responsible for the recruitment, discipline and supply 
of the armies. With the growth of the requisition system this last 
function increased in importance, and the praetorian prefect 
became in effect the principal finance minister of the empire, 
assessing and levying, through his vicarii and the provincial 
governors, the requisitions in kind which formed the bulk of the 
revenue. Finally he was, as the hierarchical chief of the vicars and 
goven;ors, ult~mately responsible for ~he ge_neral admit;istra~o~, 
including public works, roads and the 1mpenal post. Dwcletlan s 
early praetorian prefects, Asclepiodotus and Hannibalianus, were 
primarily soldiers, trained in the school of the emperor Probus; 
Asclepiodotus is recorded to have commanded in the field, taking 
charge of part of Constantius C~esar'~ ~xpedi~on. against the 
British usurper Al.lectus. After Dwcletlan s . abd1cat1on we ?r:ce 
again find praetotlan prefects, Rufius Volus1anus and Rust1c1us 
Pompeianus, commanding Maxentius' forces in the field. But the 
praetorian prefects must have been primarily men of administrative 
ability.22 

Of the finance ministers, the rationalis rei summae or summarum, 
despite the reduced value of the money revenue, retained some 
importance. He controlled the mines and the mints, and was res
ponsible, through his rationales vicarii and the governors, for the 
collection and expenditure of money taxes. The magister rei 
privatae, through his diocesan magistri and their subordinate pro
curators, collected the rents of imperial lands and claimed lands 
accruing to the crown. There seems, however, to judge by the 
imperial constitutions, to have been a good deal of co-operation or 
overlapping between rationales and magistri at diocesan level at any 
rate. This might be explained on the hypothesis that the res privata 
was subject to the supreme authority of the rationalis rei summae, 
and that diocesan rationales might sometimes as his agents act with 
the diocesan magistri, or even take action themselves in matters 
affecting the res privata. 

The various secretariats (ojjicia or scrinia) were controlled by 
magistri. Of these the most important was the magister memoriae; 
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it was a holder of this office, Sicorius Probus,· who negotiated the 
treaty with Persia after Ga!erius' victory in 298. There were also 
the magistri episto!arum ( Latinarum, and in the East Graecarum also) 
and libel!orum, who survived into a later period, and one other who 
did not, the magister studiorum. Officials styled a consifiis sacris 
probably served as a secretariat to the consistory.23 

The two Augusti, Diocletian and Maximian, must each have 
possessed a full comitatus. It is less certain that each Caesar had a 
full establishment. Asclepiodotus certainly served as praetorian 
prefect under Constantius' command, having previously been 
Maximian's prefect. It has been suggested that he was merely lent 
by Maximian to Constantius, but it is more probable that he was 
definitely transferred to the new Caesar on his creation, and that 
Maximian appointed another to serve himself. It is indeed difficult 
to conceive how the Caesars can have managed their armies without 
the assistance of prefects of their own. We know that Constantius 
also had his own magister memoriae, Eumenius, and presumably 
therefore the other secretaries. It is less certain that the Caesars had 
finance ministers. Later Constantius II's two Caesars, Gallus and 
J ulian, had praetorian prefects and secretaries but no finance 
ministers, and it may well be that Constantius II was following 
precedent. He appointed his Caesars' ministers, and Diocletian and 
Maximian may have done the same.24 

These reforms certainly made the admini~tration of the empire 
more efficient, but at a considerable cost. I The minis1irs of the 
comitatus had been quadrupled in number, or nearly so ;ftprovincial 
governors had been doubled by the creation of abou't fifty new 
posts; the new diocesan officials totalled between forty and fifty; 
the number of duces is uncertain, but may have reached twenty by 
the end of the reign. /Each officer, it is true, cost relatively little. In 
money even so important a minister as the magister memoriae 
received only the old maximum salary for equestrian officials (ex
cluding the praetorian prefects) of 3oo,ooo sesterces, now worth 
only about 400 second century denarii. If duces and praesides 
received fifty ration and fodder allowances each, and other officers 
were paid on a corresponding scale, the cost of salaries in kind 
will have been more considerable, but still far below second-century 
scales; fifty ration and fodder allowances were worth less than 
half the 6o,ooo sesterces which the lowest grade second-century 
procurator received. Nevertheless the total cost of the new offices 
will have been roughly equivalent to that of two legions, a heavy 
burden on the exhausted empire. 25 

This was not the end of the story, for as Lactantius complains, 
multi praesides meant plura ojjicia; each of these new officers had his 
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staff of clerks and orderlies. The numerical strength of the ojjicia 
is not known in Diocletian's time, but in the latter half of the fourth 
century three hundred was the standard establishment for a vicar, 
and one hundred for a praeses. If the numbers were on this 
scale under Diocletian, his admini~trative reforms will ha:'e a~ded 
the equivalent of two or three leg10ns to the total of officials. 

In a well-known passa{;e Zosimus contra~ts the arn;y ref?rn;s of 
Diocletian and Constantme. 'By the foresight of D10clet1an , he 
writes 'the frontiers of the Roman empire were everywhere studded 
with cl ties and forts and towers, in the way I have already described 
[the passage is lost], and the whole army was stationed along them, 
so that it was impossible for the barbarians to break through, as the 
attackers were everywhere withstood by an opposing force. But 
Constantine ruined this defensive system by withdrawing the 
majority of the troops from the frontiers, and stationing them in 
cities which did not require protection.'27 • • 

This is too absolute, for there were under Diocletian, and almost 
certainly had been before him, mobile forces under the immediate 
command of the emperor, which, since they accompanied him on 
his movements were called the comitatus. The clearest evidence 
comes from th;ee inscriptions which record the careers of soldiers 
who served first in the legions and were then :promoted to ~he 
Lanciarii; two were next promoted to the praetonan guard (which 
was disbanded in 3 u ), the third, who later became an officer, states 
that he served as a Lanciarius in the imperial mobile army ('in sacro 
comitatu'). Clearly there was a unit or units of Lanciarii, which 
under Diocletian ranked higher than tJ::e legions. and only. belo:v 
the praetorians, and was part of a comttatus: regiments with this 
name appear later with the highest precedence in the field army as 
recorded in the Notitia Dignitatum. A unit styled Comites appears 
in a large concentration of troops, whose requisitior:s. of chaff are 
recorded in a papyrus dated 295, probably an ex:pedit:o:J.ary .for;e 
led by Diocletian to Egypt. The very name of this urut implies its 
character; cavalry regiments styled Comites rank high in the 
field armies of ·the Notitia. The comitatus certainly was an 
established institution in 29 5, for in that year the proconsul of 
Mrica, endeavouring to break down the resistance of the 
Christian conscientious objector Maximilian, argued, 'There are 
Christian soldiers serving in the sacred comitatus of our Lords 
Diocletian and Maximian, Constantius and Maximian [i.e. 
Galerius] .'28 

• 

Its origins can be carried yet further back. Zenophilus the 
consular of Numidia in 3 zo, interrogating one Victor, asked: 'Of 
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what condition are you?' Victor replied: 'I am a professor of Latin 
literature, a Latin grammarian .... My father was a decurion of 
Constantina [Cirta], my grandfather a soldier; he had served in the 
comitatus, for our family is of Moorish origin.' Victor had already 
been a grammarian, and a reader in the Christian church, in the year 
of the Great Persecution, 303; so his grandfather must have served 
in the comitatus before Diocletian's accession. Victor's reply is 
further interesting in that it implies that Moorish units, presumably 
the Equites Mauri of the Notitia, were well known as belonging to 
the comitatus.29 

Other units which may have belonged to the Diocletianic 
comitatus are the legions of the Ioviani and the Herculiani, which 
were in the fourth century the crack regiments of the field army, 
and head the list of the Palatine legions in the Notitia. They may, 
as is generally assumed, have originated as detachments from the 
two legions of the province of Scythia, I Iovia and II Herculia, but 
they seem early to have achieved independent status as legions of 
the comitatus. The Equites Promoti, who immediately follow the 
Comites in order of seniority among the later vexif!ationes palatinae, 
may also have belonged to the Diocletianic comitatus: the name 
Promoti was given to legionary cavalry detached from their 
legion.30 

The comitatus also included another corps of a peculiar type, the 
protectores. The earlier history of this body is obscure. The title of 
protector divini !ateris, imperial bodyguard, seems to have been 
invented by Gallienus, who bestowed it on high-ranking officers, 
prefects of legions and praetorian tribunes. Later it was given to 
selected centurions, and apparently became a stepping stone to 
officer posts of the equestrian grade. By Diocletian's time there 
was certainly a corps of protectores which accompanied the emperor. 
He himself is stated by Aurelius Victor and the author of the Vita 
Numeriani to have been commander of the domestici at the time of 
his acclamation as emperor, and though the term used is anach
ronistic, the additional title of domestici not having been given to 
the protectores until later, the fact may be true. The tombstone of 
Valerius Vincentius, acttiarius protectorutn, at Nicomedia, which is 
probably of Diocletianic date, proves that the protectores were by 
then a corps, for the actuarius was the quartermaster of a unit, who 
distributed its rations, and suggests that they were in the comitatus; 
for Diocletian resided frequently at Nicomedia. Two protectores 
Augusti or Augustorum also appear amongst the officers who make 
requisitions of chaff for the Egyptian expeditionary force mentioned 
above.31 

The corps was formed of picked men, who after a few years' 
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service in it were then posted to equestrian commands; the career 
ofValerius Thiumpus, who after serving in Legio XI Claudia was 
picked for the Lanciarii of the comitatus, then was protector for five 
years and was finally al?pointed prefect of Legio II Herculia in 
Scythia is probably typrcal of many. The protectores may thus be 
re"ard;d as officer cadets and the corps was no doubt in part a 

" training school.32 
• • • • 

It is possible that Drocletian also formed the scholae, the rmpenal 
bodyguard proper. These units are first definitely attested in the 
latter part of the reign of Constantine, who is stated to have allotted 
rations from the civic supply of Constantinople to the Scholae 
Scutariorum and Scutariorum Clibanariorum. Sergius and Bacchus 
are, however, stated in their Acta (which, though rhetorical, seem 
to be accurate in their factual detail) to have been senior members of 
the Schola Gentilium at the time of their martyrdom, which took 
place during the Great Persecution und~r an emperor c~ed 
Maximianus. He must presumably be Galenus (who was offiCially 
known as Maximianus ), as Caesar before his proclamation as 
Augustus in 305; for the int:id~nt took place in ~yri~, whic~ passed 
in 305 to the rule of M~m1nus. Anoth~r h~nt 1s provr?e? by 
Lactantius, who, commenting on the rap1d r1se of MaX1m1nus, 
declares that from being a shepherd he was 'immediately a Scutarius, 
next a protector, soon a tri~mne, 3f1d the next . day Caesar'. The 
implication of these words 1s that 1t was exceptional to be drafted 
into the Scutarii straight away, and that the corps was therefore a 
select one. Many units of Scutarii are known, but the Schola 
Scutariorum seems to be alluded to here. If this evidence is 
accepted, there will have been u!l?er Diocletian ~t least .a Schola 
Scutariorum and a Schola Gentilium. The Gentiles, to judge by 
their title, must have been recruited from barbarians, the others pre-
sumably from R'?mans.33

• . ~ . , 
In spite of th1s there rs some substance m Zos1mus remar~s. 

The comitatus seems to have been a very small body under DlO
cletian. In the later lists of the comitatus the Comites and Promoti 
are immediately followed by vexillations which were very probably 
first raised by Constantine, and the Lanciarii, Ioviani and Hercu
liani by Gallic legions which Constantine enrolled in the army which 
he led against Maxentius. In Diocletian's day, when an important 
expeditionary force was required, it was .formed in the manner 
habiWal in the second century by assemblmg detachments drawn 
from the frontier legions and auxiliary troops. The papyrus which 
records the requisition of chaff illustrates this. Among the units it 
names are the legions IV Flavia and VII Claudia, of the province 
of Moesia I, commanded by the praepositus Julianus, and the legion 
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XI Claudia with another which is doubtless I Italica, of the province 
of Moesia II, under the praepositus Mucinianus. Seven other 
praepositi are named, who each presumably commanded detach
ments from the two legions of a province; one pair of legions was 
fairly certainly V Macedonica and XIII Gemina of Dacia, detach
ments from which became a permanent part of the garrison of 
Egypt; The papyrus also mentions an Ala II Hispanorum, 
which probably had been stationed in Moesia I, and stayed on in 
Egypt.34 

It is furthermore noticeable that in Diocletian's legislation on the 
privileges of veterans two classes of units are alone recognised, 
legions and vexillations of cavalry, which are the superior service, 
and cohorts, which (with alae) are the inferior. It is not until 
Constantine that a yet higher group, the comitatenses, appears in the 
laws.35 

It may even be that Diocletian was somewhat reactionary in his 
military policy, decreasing the comitatus which he inherited by 
drafting units to the frontiers. This is suggested by an inscription 
dated 3 I I, which records a squadron of Equites Dalmatae Aque
siani Comit. under the command of a dux (of Pannonia I and 
Noricum). It looks in this case as if a squadron of Dalmatian horse, 
which had served as comites, had been later stationed at Aquae 
under the local dux. An undated but probably early inscription 
speaks of a Vexillatio Equitum Dalmatarum Comit. Anchialitana, 
which again suggests that a once mobile unit had been permanently 
stationed, this time in Thrace. The Notitia contains similar hints. 
Among the pseudocomitatenses of Illyricum are the Lanciarii 
Comaginenses and the Lanciarii Lauriacenses: that is two legions 
of Lanciarii, which seem to have been specifically units of the 
comitatus, had at one time been stationed in two frontier towns of 
Noricum. Other legions of Lanciarii among the comitatenses bear 
similar local names, Stobenses, Savarienses and Augustenses, which 
suggest that they had at one time been garrison troops. It is also 
noticeable that the Dalmatian and Moorish cavalry which appear 
to have been part of Aurelian's mobile field army are in the 
Notitia mostly stationed among the limitanei along the Danube 
and the Eastern frontier. They may have been placed there by 
Aurelian, but it is equally possible that it was Diocletian who 
thus strengthened the frontier armies at the expense of the 
comitatus.36 

Be that as it may, Diocletian was mainly interested in strength
ening thefronti,~rs.. There is ample archaeological and epigraphic 
evidence for his activity in building strategic roads and fortresses; 
his work is best preserved on the desert frontiers of Africa, Syria 
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and Arabia, but excavation has revealed traces of his work on the 
Rhine and the Danube. 

Any estimate of Diocletian's achievement in strengthening the 
frontier armies is beset by two major difficulties. In the first place 
we do not know in what condition he found the armies. There is 
virtually no evidence for changes in the military establishment 
after the reign of Alexander Severus, and in the troubled half 
century between then and Diocletian's accession much must have 
been changed; many units must have been lost and many new 
formations raised. Moreover, even for the Severan period our 
information is incomplete; we can be sure about the legions, but 
we have no full record of the auxiliaries, the cohorts and alae, and 
very scrappy knowledge of more recent formations such as the 
numeri. 

In the second place, our contemporary evidence about the 
Diocletianic army is very weak, only a few inscriptions, tile stamps 
and papyri. His army can only be reconstructed from an analysis 
of the lists in the Notitia Dignitatum, drawn up over a century 
later. The task is not altogether impossible, for there is good 
evidence for believing that on some fronts Diocletian's arrange
ments remained very little changed, and on most the legions can be 
traced. It should however be emphasised that in some areas the 
Roman army suffered grave losses in the century and more which 
intervened between Diocletian's abdication and the Notitia, and the 
Notitia does not record these losses. We can form some estimate 
of what remained of the Diocletianic army in the early fifth century, 
but we can only conjecture how much had perished and been 
replaced by later formations. 

In effect, then, we can estimate the minimum size of the Dio
cletianic army, in particular the number of its legions, which are 
more easily recognisable and were less liable than the smaller units 
to disappear without trace. We can make no comparison save with 
the Severan army, and here too our only relatively complete and 
certain figures are for the legions. In any comparison account must 
be taken of the strength of the units. There is no reason to believe 
that the cohorts and alae in Diocletian's time differed from those of 
the principate, which were 5 oo strong, except for the few units 
styled mil!iariae, which were of double strength; a few alae and 
cohortes mi!liariae survive in the lists of the Notitia. We have no 
information about the new cavalry units, the vexil!ationes, but they 
too were probably 500 strong. The legion of the principate num
bered about 6,ooo, and there is good reason for believing that the 
new legions which Diocletian raised were of the same strength. 
They, like the old legions, later contributed detachments to the 
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comitatus, and in those areas, the Dartubian province and Egypt, 
where the frontier legions were later broken up into a number of 
detachments, the Diocletianic legions were divided in the same way 
as were the older legions. 37 

The armies of the Eastern frontier from the Black Sea to Egypt 
show a marked uniformity of structure in the Notitia. They consist 
of legions and cavalry vexillationes, and, ranking below these, alae 
and cohorts; there are only two formations of later type, two cunei 
equitum in the Thebaid. This structure corresponds so exactly with 
the classification of units found in Diocletian's laws that it seems 
likely that the disposition of the troops on the Eastern frontier had 
remained substantially unaltered since his time. The addition of 
sixteen units under Theodosius I and Arcadius can be readily 
detected, and a few other units bear dynastic titles which show that 
they were raised by Valens or by Constantius II or Constantine. 
When these are deducted the remainder probably all belonged to 
the Diocletianic armies; but these armies would originally have 
been larger, for some of the later units were certainly replacements 
of older units which had been destroyed, and some destroyed 
units may not have been replaced. 

On this front there were twelve legions in the Severan period: 
all these survive except one (VI Ferrata), and II Parthica has been 
transferred to this front from Italy. In addition there are three 
new legions in Egypt and the Thebaid, one each in Pontus, 
Mesopotamia, Phoenice and Arabia, and three in Isauria (one later 
withdrawn to the comitatus). This does not complete the tale, for 
among the pseudocomitatenses of the field army of the East there are, 
besides the Severan IV Italica, three new legions, I and II Atme
niacae and VI Parthica, which Diocletian probably raised to garrison 
his Persian conquests; and another, V Parthica, existed until 3 59, 
when it was destroyed at Amida. Finally the dux Libyarum, whose 
page is missing from our copy of the Notitia, must have had two 
legions like his colleagues. /In legions, then, the Severan garrison 
of twelve had been more tl,{an doubled by Diocletian's time by the 
addition of fourteen or more probably sixteen new units.) 

There are altogether seventy vexillationes of cavalry on the 
Eastern front. Each of the six provinces from Mesopotamia to 
Arabia has four units of what are called Equites Illyriciani, one of 
Promoti, one of Dalmatae, one of Mauri and one of Scutarii; these 
are evidently regiments brought in from Illyricum to strengthen 
the Eastern front, perhaps by Aurelian, after the defeat of Zenobia; 
his army is known to have included Dalmatian and Moorish 
cavalry on that occasion. The others are native (indigenae) regi
ments, and include twelve units of promoti, the cavalry components 
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detached from the local legions. With the exception of these 
twelve the vexillations are all additional to the strength of the 
Severan army. 

There are finally fifty-four alae and fifty-four cohorts which can 
be r~asonably assumed to have existed in Diocletian's time; a 
certam number go back to the army of the second century, fourteen 
have titles which mark them as creations of the tetrarchy. Com
pariso~ with the army of the principate is only possible in two areas, 
Armerua and Egypt. In the former the old garrison was four alae 
and ten cohorts, the Diocletianic six alae and eight cohorts. In the 
latter the figures are four and twelve for the principate, twenty
seven and nineteen for the reign of Diocletian. Egypt is certainly 
not typical, for Diocletian greatly increased the garrison of legions 
also, but the figures (which take no account of the missing page of 
the dux Lil!Jarum) suggest that the number of alae and cohorts was 
in general at lc:;ast not lower than that of the Severan age, and 
probably was mcreased more or less proportionally with the 
legions. 

Along the Danube there were under the Severi twelve legions. 
These all survive in the Notitia together with five new legions, 
four of which are certainly Diocletianic and the fifth probably so. 
In Raetia the typical organisation of the tetrarchy-three vexilla
tions, three alae and seven cohorts-survives; the numbers of 
the alae and cohorts have dropped considerably from the four 
and thirteen recorded from the second century. In the remaining 
Danubian provinces the Diocletianic formations (other than the 
legions) have been largely replaced by units of later types. 

In Britain very little has been altered since Diocletianic and 
indeed earlier times. Of the three old legions, XX Valeria Victrix 
has gone, but II Augusta and VI Victrix survive. Along Hadrian's 
wall there are four alae, sixteen cohorts, a numerus and a cuneus, all 
old formations, with one additional ala formed by Diocletian; on 
the south coast is another old cohort. Apart from these there are 
four vexillations of cavalry (one certainly Constantinian) and 
fourteen numeri, of uncertain date. The second and third century 
g_arrison of Brit_am ran to three legions, son:e nine alae and thirty
SiX cohorts, bes1des sundry numert. The garnson as recorded in the 
Notitia has therefore sunk considerably, but it was probably 
a good deal higher under Diocletian. XX Valeria Victrix certainly 
existed under Carausius, and may have survived to the days of 
Stilicho, who according to Claudian withdrew a legion from 
Britain. In general the garrison of Britain probably tended to 
shrink in the fourth and early fifth centuries, as troops were with
drawn either by the successive usurpers, Maximus and Constantine, 
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who were proclaimed in the island and invaded the continent, or by 
the central government, which had more pressing need for troops 
than the protection of an outlying and not very profitable diocese. 

In Spain there are still, as in the second century, one legion, VII 
Gemina, and five cohorts (four of them old formations); the two 
alae have vanished. In the Mrican provinces there had been under 
the Severi one legion, III Augusta, stationed in Numidia, and 
numerous auxiliary units, mostly in the two Mauretanias. For the 
patrol of the frontier there had been developed at least as early as 
the reign ofPhilip (244-9) a system ofpraepositi limitum, who were 
apparently commanders of local levies of tribesmen. It can be 
deduced from the data provided by the Notitia that the legionary 
garrison was enormously reinforced, probably by Maximian, who 
spent two years campaigning against the Moorish tribes. Seven 
new legions are recorded, one in Tingitania, one in Tripolitania, 
and five (together with III Augusta) in Mrica, Numidia and the 
Mauritanias. There were also some eighteen vexillations in the 
African provinces. One ala and seven cohorts survive in Tingi
tania; elsewhere there are only praepositi !imitum. 

In Gaul the Notitia records the debris of the armies which 
survived the great barbarian invasions and the civil wars of the 
early years of the fifth century. There is, however, no reason to 
believe that Maximian did not reinforce the Gallic armies at least 
on the same scale as Diocletian reinforced those of the Danubian 
provinces; the increase was probably larger, for the Severan 
garrison was small in Gaul. Of the four old Rhine legions three at 
any rate survived long enough to contribute contingents to the 
later comitatus. Tile stamps on the upper Rhine reveal the existence 
of two new legions, XII Victrix, of which no other trace survives, 
and I Martia, scattered detachments of which are recorded in the 
Notitia. The Notitia also contains a III Herculia, which implies a 
lost IV Iovia, and three Flavian legions probably named after 
Constantius Caesar, as well as two named after Sol and Diana, 
which very probably date from before the conversion of Con
stantine. 

Lactantius castigates the multiplication of the armies under the 
tetrarchy, 'since each of them strove to have a far greater number 
of men than earlier emperors had had when they were sole rulers 
of the commonwealth'. The suggestion that the army was more 
than quadrupled is, of course, a fantastic exaggeratioti;b.nt the facts 
adduced show that Lactantius had some solid gro"tl"nd for this 
complairif/ Under the Severi there had been thirty-four legions in 
all, of willch all but one or two survived in Diocletian's day. To 
these had been added before his abdication some thirty-five-it is 

,l~'i_ ,, 
j! 
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impossible to be exa~t in vie':' of the many individual doubtful 
cases, but the fi!;':'re 1s more likely to err on the low side. How 
;n~n:y of th~se leg10ns were raised by Diocletian and his colleagues 
lt 1~ rmpossr?le ~o say for ~ertain. Only a dozen are guaranteed by 
therr dynastic ~1tles,. but It seems improbable that many of the 
others were rarsed m the anarchic period between the death of 
Al7xa?d~r .Severu.s and the: accession of Diocletian. For the other 
uruts 1t 1s Impossrble to give even tentative figures but from the 
~xample of the ~astern front it would appear that thev were 
mcreased proportionally to the legions. The evidence suggests 
tha: the army was approximately doubled between the Severan 
penod and the reign of Diocletian, and that the greater part of the 
1~:_ase was due to Diocletian himself. 
~_Whatever the ~ctual figures, Diocletian certainly increased the 

arm1; ~s_o st;bstar:tially as to put a strain on the manpower of the 
emprr · . Lrke his predecessors, he made some use of barbarians 
from thout the frontiers, whether prisoners of war or volunteers. 
Among the alae and cohorts of. the Eastern frontier, including 
~gypt~ there are over twenty uruts named after barbarian tribes, 
mcluding Franks (three alae and one cohort), Alamanni (one ala and 
two coho~ts ), Saxons, V ~ndals, Goths, Sarmatians, Quadi, Iuthungi, 
Sugambn and Chamav1 from Europe, and Tzanni and Iberians 
from t~e Caucasus, n?t ~o speak of Assyrians, Corduenl and 
Za~~eru from the terntorres conquered in 298. The system of 
laett 1~ also .spo.ker: of by; a Gallic orator in 296 as if it were an 
estab~shed mst!tution. ~der this system, as we know it later, 
certam lands (terrae ~aeticae) in Gaul and Italy were set apart for the 
set~ement of barba~1ans from outside the e_gtpire, who were, with 
therr descendants, li~ble to military service~ 

/:the b_ulk of .rec~ts, however, had to come from the natives of 
the emprr~gDrocletian may well have enforced the rule which is 
first mentioned, as already established, in a law of Constantine 
proba~ly to be dated 313, that tJ:::~s.-~~~ra11s were obliged to 

___ s~rvyLit would not hav~ done more than partiallymeet::wastage;·-·/ 
and t.he bulk of the recrwt.s t;J-Ust have b~en raised by the new and 
d~astrc -s~stem o~ cc;mscrrpt.ron of which Lactantius complains 
brtterly.~ A constitution dating: from the beginning of the reign 
alr~ady speaks. o~ .the protostasta, and the Christian conscientious 
objector, Maxrmilian~s, was called up in Mrica in 295 by the 
agency of. a temonartu~. Both these are technical terms of the 
system which ol.'erated m the fourth century, whereby recruits were 
asses~ed and levied on the same basis as the annona. This system then 
certarnly g?es ~a~k to the e.arly years of Diocletian, and can hardiy 
be older, smce It 1s closely linked with his new fiscal arrangements.39 
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The new armies had not only to be recruited but maintained. It 
must again be emphasised that owing to the inflation the cost of 
each soldier, as compared with the se.cond and early third century, 
was very low. The common soldiers, who formed the great 
majority, received little more than their rations, clothing and arms, 
and, in the case of troopers, horses and fodder. Non-commissioned 
ranks got from double up to perhaps quintuple rations, while 
officers had lost even more by the depreciation of their once 
substantial money pay. Nevertheless even to feed, clothe, arm and 
mount so large an army was a heavy burden, and Lactantius was 
not entirely unjustified in complaining that the number of those in 
rer'pt of payment began to exceed that of the taxpayers.40 

iocletian made valiant effo~ts to re-establish a sound currency 
an thereby to stabilise prices. He issued good gold and silver 
coins clearly marked with thei weight, and a larger silver-washed 
copper num1nus of superior quality. He no doubt intended to 
create a unified currency of gold, silver and copper coins like that of 
the pre-inflation period. He certainly failed. His issues of gold and 
silver must have been small, and he continued to mint nummi in 
vast quantities. Prices therefore continued to rise, and the gold and 

j]er coins commanded a premium above their nominal value.41 

In 301 Diocletian attempted to stem the tide by his famous 
· ctum de Pretiis, which fixed maximum prices and wages in the 

utmost detail and threatened with the death penalty ~y who 
exceeded them or withheld their goods from the marketj Despite 
ruthless executions this measure was, according to Lactantius, an 
utter failure: goods simply vanished and the edict was soon 
allowed to become a dead letter. 42 

If he was unsuccessful in coping with the currency problem, 
Diocletian did a great service to the empire by rationalising the 
r~quisition~lp._kffid. . .which_ we!~.in.practice. the; .. !IlOst-.rrnp-o-rrant··· 
{O~rfC()tfrY~.!!J!t.. [hese requisitions had originated as indicfioit"es 
extraordinaria, and were apparently stillle)ded in an arbitrary and 
inequitable way, when and where required.1 Diocletian in the first 
place made them a reg1,1lar.annualevent:in Egypt a quinquennial 
cycle of indictions was instituted in 287-the well-known cycle of 
fifteen years was not introduced till after Diocletian's time in 312. 
And in the second place the burden was equitably distributed 
between provinces, cities and individuals. As Aristius Optatus, 
prefect of Egypt, announced in 297, 'Our provident emperors, 
Diocletian and Maximian the Augusti, and Constantius and 
Maximian the Caesars, have learned that the assessment of fiscal 
burdens takes place in such a manner that some taxpayers are 
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undercharged and others overburdened. They have decided in the 
interests of the provincials to stamp out this detestable and per
nicious practice, and to publish a salutary edict, in conformity with 
which the taxes are to be fixed.'43 

To provide a basis for the new assessment a series of censuses 
was held throughout the empire. The work seems to have been 
carried out gradually, province by province, and diocese by 
diocese, and not on uniform lines throughout the empire. Cen
sitores were active in Syria and Arabia (in the diocese of Oriens) 
even ):>efor~ the proclamation of the Caesars it; 293. From Egypt 
(also m Onens) there comes a group of declarations of land to censi
tores dati1_1g fron: 29.8 to 303.; declarations ?f persons f?llow in 309-
ro. At Nicomedia (m the diocese of Pontica) Lactantms witiiessed 
a census held by Galerius after his accession as Augustus in 305. 
From the provinces of Lydia, Caria and the Islands (in Asiana) 
comes a group of inscribed census records, but none of them are 
dated. In Gaul we know that the census had been completed 
by 3Il.44 

The objects assessed were land, stock and the rural population, 
slave and free. For the land the most elaborate system was that 
apJ::lied in Syria, where the re~koning was in ideal units called iuga, 
which were eqmvalent to 20 zugera of the best arable or 40 iugera of 
seco.nd-class arable or 6o iugera of third-class arable, or to 5 iugera 
o~ vm~yard or 220 p_er~icae of o~d olive trees or 450 perticae of moun
tam ~live :re~s. A similar but simpler system was applied in Asiana. 
~ne mscnption from Lesbos reckons arable, vineyards and olives 
m two classes each, but in all the other records this refinement is 
aband.oned. Here, as in Syria,, the iugera of arable and vineyard and 
the olive trees are reduced to zuga, but apparently of a very different 
value from those used in Syria. In Egypt, on the other hand the 
iugum sy.s:em was never introduced~ the assessment being based on 
the traditional arura of arable and vmeyard, and on olive trees. We 
know little in detail about the Western dioceses but in Mrica the 
unit of assessment was the centuria of 200 iug:ra (no distinction 
apparently being drawn between different types of cultivation) and 
in Suburbicarian Italy the millena (also probably a crude area). All 
these units were probably based on local customary measures. All 
are. in later legislation either equated with or alluded to as iuga, 
which was used as a general term to denote the local fiscal unit of 
land, however constituted and whatever its size. It is to be ob
served that the accuracy of the assessment varied greatly in different 
p~rts of the empire, allowance being made in some places for 
different types of cultivation, and even for varying quality within 
these types, whereas in others crude area only was counted. More-
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over the value of the iugum differed in the several dioceses, being for 
instance much higher in Asiana than in Syria.45 

There were similar variations in the assessment of the population. 
In Egypt, according to ancient practice, only males were counted. 
In Syria~n in Illyricum both males and females were reckoned a 
full caput. In Pontica and Asiana, on the other hand, it would 
appear t a woman counted as only half a caput/ There were age 
limits for liability to tax, which also varied fro~district to district. 
In Syria males were chargeable from I4 to 65, females from I2 to 
65; in Egypt the lower age limit (for males) was certainly below r4, 
for a boy aged r 2 is entered as chargeable. The animal population 
of the land was assimilated to the human, being assessed at fractions 
of a caput.46 

In the Eastern provinces Diocletian seems to have registered only 
the rural population, the 'rusticana plebs, quae extra muros posita 
capitationem suam detulit', as he puts it in a constitution addressed 
to the governor of Syria; in Egypt similarly the prefect published 
in 297 'how much has been imposed on each head of the peasants, 
and from and up to what age'. Galerius, on the other hand, 
includ~the urban population also; at Nicomedia, Lactantius 
report , 'the heads of the people were counted, the urban and rural 
popul · n were assembled in the cities, all the market squares were 
packed with crow cl~ of families; everyone was there with his 
children and slaves\Jin Egypt a group of four receipts, dated 3or, 
305, 308 and 3 I4, record the payment of an urban poll tax of which 
there is no trace at any other time. Here it would seem that 
Diocletian, perhaps under Galerius' influence, did include the 
urban population towards the end of his reign, and that Maximin 
continued this practice during his reign (305-t3). On Galerius' 
death Maximin enacted that the city population in Asia j'\'finor (the 
surviving copy of the decree, dated 3 rr, is addressed to the 
governor of Lycia-Pamphylia), 'as is the practice in the provinces 
of Oriens also', should be exempted 'as also the same urban plebs 
had been immune under our lord and parent Diocletian, the senior 
Augustus'; and it would seem that the urban poll tax was abolished 
in Egypt by Licinius after Maximin's falJ.47 

This remained the rule in the East henceforth. In the \'7 est the 
position is more doubtfuL Severus is said by Lactantius to have 
begun registering even the plebs of Rome in 305-6 under Galerius' 
orders: this move provoked the revolt of Maxentius and was never 
repeated. In Africa, however, a law of 3 74 implies that at that time 
the urban population, both slave and free, was enrolled in the 
census and paid poll tax, and in Gaul the capitatio plebeia may have 
included town dwellers as well as peasants. 48 
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(Under Diocletian the annona, the requisitions in kind, seem to 

have been assesse~on land only, while the capitatio, the poll tax, 
was paid in money. In the law of 290 addressed to the governor of 
Syria the peasants a e said to pay 'capitationem suam ... et annonam 
congruam'. The jurist, Arcadius Charisius, distinguishes between 
the curial officers 'who collect or exact or pay out requisitions in 
kind, and the exactors of money on heads'. Lactantius likewise 
states that after Galerius' census 'money was paid on heads', and in 
Egypt the urban poll tax at any rate was paid in cash. 49 

Very soon, however, a different system was introduced, in some 
dioceses at least, whereby the iuga and capita of each taxpayer were 
aggregated, a iugum being counted as equal to a caput, and the 
annona was assessed on the combined total, the money poll tax being 
apparently dropped. This system is first definitely attested in a 
constitution addressed in 3 r I to Illyricum, whereby serving soldiers 
and veterans who have served their full time are excused four 
capita 'from the census and the regular payments of the annona', 
whereas a veteran who has received an honesta missio only is excused 
'two capita, that is his own and also his wife's, from the annona 
tax'. It is also assumed in a similar law addressed in 3 2 5 to the 
diocese of Oriens, in which a soldier is granted exemption for four 
capita, his own and his wife's, his father's and his mother's, and is 
allowed, if any of them should have died, to claim exemption for 
an equivalent of his other (real) property. 

The inscribed registers from Asia Minor and the Islands also 
show iuga and capita in parallel columns, and in one case they are 
totalised. In Egypt, on the other hand, there is no record of this 
system, and annona payments are always assessed on land only. For 
the West we have no early evidence, but later legislation implies the 
prevalence of the new system except in Africa and Gaul (there is no 
evidence at all for Spain or Britain), where perhaps a money poll 
tax was maintained. In the language of the later laws capita or 
capitatio and iuga or iugatio are often used as equivalent terms, and 
the first pair are frequently applied to land (the second pair are 
never applied to persons). The two schedules were however separ
ately assessed, so that any given levy could be imposed or exemp
tion granted on iuga or capita alone, or on the two combined. 50 

A by-product of the reform was that Italy-and the provincial\ 
cities which enjoyed the ius Italicum-lost its ancient fiscal immunity Jj 
Italian landowners had always been liable to indictiones, compulsoi:f 
purch;tse of supplies, and when indictiones became the regular land 
tax they paid like the rest. Capitatio apparently was not imposed on 
Italy until after Diocletian's abdication; discontent at the enumer
ation of the population by Severus' censitores was, as we have seen, 
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one of the ·contributory causes of Maxentius' rebellion. The 
ius Italicum was not abolished, but it only meant that the rules 
of conveyancing were different in Italy and the coloniae i:'r(s Italici; 
this obsolete anomaly was at length swept away by J~$t.Ullan. 51 

The virtue of the new system lay in its simplicity.[Jt provided a 
ready means of assessing the incidence of the diverse levie~ whi~h 
the government required to raise, in wheat, barley, meat, wme, oil, 
clot~· g, horses, camels, mules, oxen, recruits, labourers and what 
not: \ Each taxpayer was assess~d at so J_Dany iuga and s~ many 
captta, he assessment of each c1ty comprised the total of Its tax
payers, that of each province the trtal of its cities, and that of each 
diocese the total of its provinces:\ When the praetorian prefecture 
had calculated that the army requt d so many modii of wheat and of 
barley, so many pounds of meat, so many sextarii of wine and of oil, 
so many cloaks and tuuics, it involved only a simple arithmetical 
calculation to determine how much each Jugum (or in the developed 
system each Jugum or caput) must produce, and to draw up the 
demand notes for each province, city and individual taxpayer 
accordingly\ 

There were of course certain complications. Indivisible objects, 
such as recruits and labourers, animals and garments, which were 
required in relatively small quan~ties, could not be assessed on 
individual Juga or capita. For recruits (and no doubt for labourers) 
larger groups of Juga-capita, called capitula, were formed, so that 
while a great landowner might be responsible for producing more 
than one recruit, according to his assessment, the humbler tax
payers clubbed together to produce one man: the precise arrange
ments are only known for a later peri~d. Fo~ anim~ls ~or the cursl!s 
publicus we find a money commutation bemg pard m Egypt .1t1 

3 ro-I2. The government in 3 I4 paid in cash f<;>r garments in Egypt 
(the prices correspond. to those of the Edict o~ 30I), so that 
theoretically (for the pnce was no do~bt by now mad~quate) the 
requisition of clothes was not a financial burden, and did not need 
to be exactly assessed between taxpayers. This system still pre
vailed in the diocese of Oriens (except for the provinces of Osrhoene 
and Isauria) in 377; by this time payment was made in gold, and a 
countervailing gold tax was levied per iugum. It may well be that 
Diocletian levied a similar special tax in denarii in the areas where 
requisitions for clothing were paid fc::r il?- money. ~2 •• 

By his new system, whereby multif~l.ous r~qws1t1on~ coul~ be 
assessed equitably on every taxpayer, \PJOcletlan made 1t possible 
for the state to dispense with the use of money, except for such 
minor adjustments as those mentioned above, and to r_ely __ a!mos .. L. __ _ 
entirely on requisiti()!lSin kigd, The system wascarri(!(f very __ farL ____ .,_ _____ , ... ·-o·--· _ ..• ~- ·• •-

F 
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not only for articl~~like_f()()cl_a,!ls!."lothing_hut,-as-we_hav~seen,for-
aiuma!s {fOffne army and the CUrS!fS pubficus),jgLJ:e£f!J-ItSJoJJl:Je---

-arii:}y: and for labourers for P\l~llc_;v9Ik§,_, Lac~antms makes a 
·-particulatcomplainCof the last practice. 'To this was added an 
unbounded passion for building and a corresponding exaction 
from the provinces in supplying workmen and craftsmen and 
wagons and everything that is required for building operations. 
Here a basilica was built, there a circus, here a mint, there an 
armament factory, here a house for his wife, there one for his 
daughter.'! A number of papyri attest the application of the same 
methods to\quarrying; villages were required to send year by year 
one or more workmen or craftsmen, with beasts of burden, to work 
in various quarries! Diocleti~n was certainly a great bui~der, but 
though some ofhil works-his great palace at Spalato, for mstance, 
and the large-scale im~rovements in Nic?medi~, his favourite 
residence which Lactantms declares he rebuilt to nval Rome-can 
be classed as luxuries, most of his buildings were utilitarian and 
necessary the mints and factories which Lactantius mentions, and 
frontier f;rts and roads and bridges. 53 

Fi!',_a.]!y_!J:e ne,wsystem made itpossiblef()rthe first titne for the. . .. 
Roman empire to. have a E1I<1get ifl. ,th:t: tnC>cleW sens.e, an al¥'gal--. 
assessment oT governmental requirements, and ~aunJtal fld)'Jst
mentoftai~s iq fu~et tgese reql}it#fr!e!li~~ Tl1~-indiction for e~ch 
year--was calculated by the pra.etonan prefects m accordance wr~h 
estimated needs. The calculations naturally became after a while 
fairly stereotyped, but adjustments were regularly made and 
usually, as was natural, in an upward direction. It was in fact a 
fault of the system that it ;vas. t<?o fl~xible. It was _fatally easy to) 
add a little more to the mdictwn mstead of trymg to reduce , 
expenditure. j 

Diocletian did not rely only upon requisition to meet the needs" 
of the state. He also instituted a number of state factories. Lac
tantius speaks of his bu~ding_ arman:ent works Vabricae ), and a 
constitution of Constantme Issued m 3 26 mentions the state 
weaving establishments (gynaecia and lit!Jphia); it is to be ~resumed 
that the dyeing works (baphia) were also started by Diocletloo. The 
weaving and dyeing works wer~ manne~ by imperial s!aves, as 
were the mints; the above-mentioned edict of Consmntme frees 
Christians who had been made slaves of the treasury and drafted 
into the weaving mills during the persecution. They were directed 
by procurators under the control of the rationalis summarum. The 
armament workers, on the other hand, were soldiers. Each factory 
was commanded, like a regiment, by a tribune or praepositus, under 
the supreme control of the praetorian prefects. 54 

j 
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The new 'fiscal system must have put a severe strain upon the 
public post, especially upon the heavy wagon service (cursus 
clabularis), for the army on the frontiers was now supplied by( 
requisiti?ns which.were oft~~ made in the provinces o~ ~h.e i~terior. 
The junst Arcadius Chansrus speaks of the requlSltiorung of 
horses and mules for the post, and of the curial officers who had 
charge of the wagon post and were responsible for requisitioning 
teams and conducting government convoys, but no details are 
known. The obscure institution of the primipili pastus dates from 
before Diocletian, who cites a constitution of Aurelian on the 
subject, but seems to have become more important in his reign. 
From later legislation it would appear that it was the duty of the 
centurio princeps of each provincial ojjicium, on being promoted 
primipilus, to convoy to a dux on the frontier the annona levied in his 
province. The task seems to have been an expensive burden, and 
often left the primipilus concerned in debt to the treasury: three 
constitutions of Diocletian deal with legal questions arising out of 
such debts. In this way the once honourable rank of primus pilus, 
which is still under Valerian spoken of as a source of profit, became 
a burden to be if possible evaded. 55 

fly his administrative, military anlf fiscal reforms Diocletian gave 
security and order to the empire/ {rhe huge army which he built 
up effectively defended the frontiers and suppressed internal dis
orders. His enlarged bureaucracy administered justice more 
promptly and vigorously, saw to the execution of m~ch-needed 
public works, and collected the necessary revenue wrth ruthless 
efficiency.fJ!he new fiscal sys~e ; ensured that the burden was more 
or less equitably apportioned JAs against this the increased army 
and civil service imposed a eavy burden on the already strained 
economic capacity of the empire/ Lactantius declares that the 
burden was intolerable: 'the number of recipients began to be so 
much greater than that of the taxpayers that the resources of the 
cultivators were exhausted by the enormous levies, and the fields 
were abandoned and cultivation returned to woodland'. 56 

Lactantius' words are echoed by the orator who in 3 II thanlced 
Constantine for remissions to the civitas of the Aedui in Gaul. (He 
laments the ruin of agriculture, citing the flat land along the Saone, 
which had once been vineyard, and was now a marsh, and as the 
reason states that 'land which never meets its expenses is inevitably 
deserted, owing to the poverty of the country people, who, 
staggering under a load of debt, cannot carry out the drainage work 
and cut back the growth of bushes'./ The orator, however, claims 
that his city laboured under specia!l disabilities; it possessed no 
navigable rivers, and roads with such severe gradients that wagons 
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had to be unloaded or sent only half full, and the transport charges 
of the annona were therefore excessive. He contrasts with the 
territory of the Aedui the flourishing fields of the Reml, Nervii ~nd 
T ricassini. The truth_ would seem to be that the rate of t~ll1:(on 
was such asto ma~Ji(;_~c_i!1lii~Io!!:~<if~§!Ile initi:ginaJ)end 1ill=-

~Pt9Uf~!?1~ou1.lioft99 flighJoUhat of average quality!_0e crude 
system of assessmen~ !n-p;any _dioc~ses ma~e. no allowance. for 
differences of productivity.\Aurelius VIctor, wntingtwo generations 
later, could say that the taxation of Diocletian's day was tolerable, 
owing to the moderation of that period, and-had.-only-be£9!!1.~-----

.. _ruin,QJ!S_ in his own<J.!ty,_I£, as Themistius states, it had doubled 
!nthe interva1;tlle-original rate cannot have been very excessive. 57 

Diocletian's fiscal reforms had one by-product which was to 
prove of far-reaching importance. It was a common administrative 
practice in Egypt, and probably in other provinces also, when a 
census was to be taken, to order the population to return to their 
own place (in Greek Wta, in Latin origo). A typical edict of a 
prefect of Egypt runs: 'As the house to house registration is in 
progress, it is necessary to warn all persons who are for any reaso? 
absent from their own homes that they must return to their donu
cile to complete the usual operation of the registration and devote 
themselves to their agricultural duties.' The primary object was no 
doubt to facilitate the compilation of the lists on which the poll tax 
was based, but the government took the opportunity of the census 
to recall peasants to their land. Diocletian appears to have rein
forced this rule and made it universal. In 307-8 the praepositus of 
the fifth p~gus of the .AJ:sin?ite t~rrito1 wrote to a colle~g.ue in a 
neighbounng pagus renunding him of the order of the divme and 
celestial August fortune of our lords the emperors' that strangers 
found in the villages should be restored to their homes under 
penalty of fivejolles, and requesting that certain villagers of 
Caranis reporte to be in his correspondent's pagus should be 
returned: A generation later we find the surviving inhabitants of 
Theadelphia appealing to the prefect of Egypt to repatriate their 
errant fellow villagers, whom they had tried in vain to round up 
by their own efforts. 58 

It henceforth j)~~ill~~tf9! 21: E._ea~~!:IE:::-the _tl.l_l~ !:!PPlit;,L()_11ly ~ 
tothe. rural popula,tj,()n,_§lnce_they aJg!le w<:t<: r<Og!stered i1} _tlie 

·census an:a·para·t:he .. poll tax-tqJellY~ N~ r(!gi*red d9micile. 
B.owtnanron:Uciie was defined depended on the form of the census 
records. In Egypt the rural population was registered by villages, 
and a man's legal origo was therefore his village. Elsewhere also 
freeholders were normally registered in their villages, bl.lttenants 
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h many provinces by _t:!_l_eirf?:rt;ls E.!lder. the h~ading of the-land- -
,.o.wner~·this-istne·system found m the epigraphic census records of 
Asia Minor. ':Qtis meant_!n.~f!:ec:t.!h!ttthe.te!lll!ltwa,s_]:,()t:Uld to his . 
particular farm an!i.tlius .. to.~slandlo.t<l.· Th~ tiew.as.here.ditir}', 

{for ortgo h~d always been ::letermi?ed by pate:nity and not ?Y 
!residence: m the census records children, even tnfants, are re~1s.l 
'Tered although they paid no poll tax, with the evident implication 
that they belonged to their patent's place of registration and would 

ue course pay their poll tax there.S9 

Twenty years of peace from civil wars and barbarian invasions 
an the gradual suppression of local disorders must have brought 
some renewal of prosperity to the cities of the empire, and there are 
signs of it in the greatly increased number of public dedications and 
some revival of building activity. But the financial exigencies of 
the government increased the burdens of the decurions, who had 
to shoulder the task of collecting the recurrent levies and to make 
good from their own fortunes the ~ficits which were more likely 
to occur as the rate of taxation rose~ There was as a result a growing 
reluctance of sons of decurions to to ow in their fathers' footsteps, 
and of other financially qualified persons to accept nomination: 
Diocletian had to inform a certain Protus that neither a grant of 
immunity from the governor, nor the fact that he was over the age 
of fifty, nor that he had the gout, were valid excuses] In some 
respects Diocletian maintained old standards: he did not relax the 
ban on the admission of freedmen to the curia. But others of his 
laws suggest that in some cities it was difficult to find satisfactory 
recruits. He ruled that illiteracy was no bar to the decurionate, and 
that infamia (which followed on conviction for offences such as 
fraud), while it debarred a man from honores, did not excuse him 
from munera. 60 

The shortage of decurions was no doubt in part due to im
poverishment following on the troubles of the third century. But 
it was greatly increased by the wide range of alternative careers 
thrown open to decurions and their sons and other potential 
members of the curia by Diocletian's expansion of the army and the 
civil service. It is a measure of the gravity of the situation that 
Diocletian, despite his urgent need for military manpower, had to 
debar from the army 'not only sons of decurions, but all who offer 
their names for armed service to the prejudice of civic burdens'.61 

This prohibition will have affected only the humblest strata of 
curia!es: no man of substance would have wished to enlist as a 
common soldier. A greater leniency was shown with regard to 
officer posts in the army. Diocletian, at a consistory to which the 
principa!es (leading decurions) of Antioch were summoned, ruled: 
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'We have granted indulgence from pers_onal and civic munera to 
certain dignities, viz. to those who are e1ther former protectores or 
former praepositi .. They will therefore not be ca~ed to personal ~r 
civic munera.' This ruling led to abuse. Constantlne thundered: It 
is not to be borne that those who have never seen a battle, nor set 
eyes on the standards, nor handled weapons, should creep into 
titles of military distinction. Accordingly those who have received 
letters bestowing the rank of former protectores, former praepositi, 
or former tribuni are not to have the privilege which is earned by 
those who reach tllls rank after completing the regular course of 
service under arms.'62 

Decurions were similarly not debarred from the equestrian 
grades of the civil service, which, like officer posts in the army, 
carried immunity from civic burdens for life. In a curiously out
spoken petition Aurelius Plutarchus, alias Atactius, states in 299 
that 'endeavouring to secure release from civic munera, he had long 
ago petitioned the Divine Fortune of our Lords the Augusti and 
Caesars to grant him the dignity of the egregiatus, and their Divine 
Fortune consented and granted it, and he now enjoys it'. He 
proceeds to recite public functions which he had undertaken on the 
orders of the prefect and the rationalis of Egypt, and to complain 
that he has been nominated to a curial office at Oxyrhynchus, 
though 'he holds a greater dignity, which frees him from civic 
munera'.63 

The government could hardly bar curiales from these ranks, for 
it needed men of education and standing to fill the numerous posts 
which carried them, and men of these qualifications were hard to 
find outside the ranks of the .curial class. Provided that they had 
previously performed all their curial offices, no harm was done by 
their obtaining equestrian rank, for they would only enjoy personal 
immunity for the rest of their lives, and their sons would take over 
their curial duties. The privileges were, however, liable to abuse. 
In the first place decurions and their sons, or persons liable for 
nomination to the curia, might obtain an equestrian dignity before 
completing, or even before beginning, their civic career. And 
secondly they might through interest or bribery acquire titular 
equestrian dignity without performing any service to the state. 
Both these abuses had appeared before 3 I7, when both Constantine 
and Licinius issued constitutions to check them. Constantine 
insisted that no decurion was to be appointed a praeses until he had 
filled· all his civic offices. Licinius ruled that decurions, who had 
by corrupt practices obtained codicils of the perfectissimatus, 
ducena, centena or egregiatus-the four grades of the equestrian 
hierarchy-should forfeit them, and be restored to their councils. 64 

THE CHRISTIANS 

For the first fourteen years of his reign Diocletian maintained the 
tacit toleration of Christianity which Gallienus had inaugurated. 
As the memories of persecution faded, the Christians gained self
confidence, and ventured to build fine churches in conspicuous 
positions: the church at Nicomedia faced the imperial palace, and 
was an edifice of some architectural pretensions. Many Christians 
served in the army and in the civil service, and some reached 
positions of importance, such as provincial governorships: we hear 
of one Adauctus who was magister rei privatae and rationalis sum
marum. The membership of the church increased, and more 
persons of the upper classes joined; a Christian council in Spain 
had to rule how far a Christian might conform to pagan usage, if 
he became duumvir of his city, or was elected to the high-priesthood 
of the provincial imperial cult. 65 

It was probably in 298 that an incident occurred which broke 
the peace. At a sacrifice held in the presence of Diocletian and his 
Caesar Galerius the haruspices were unable to obtain the desired 
omens, and attributed their failure to Christians present, who were 
averting the power of the demons by making the sign of the Cross. 
Diocletian, who seems to have been a man of rather old-fashioned 
piety-he had adopted the old Roman god Jupiter Optimus 
Maximus as his patron-was naturally infuriated by this insolent 
interruption of the traditional rites of the Roman state, and issued 
an order that all soldiers must sacrifice to the gods or be discharged. 
This order created little stir-the numbers involved were probably 
relatively small-and nothing further happened for five years. Then 
in 303 the storm broke. It is somewhat mysterious why action 
should have been so long postponed, or why such strong measures 
should have been taken after the long delay. Lactantius is probably 
right in regarding the Caesar Galerius, who was a rabid pagan, as 
the prime mover in the affair, and it would seem that he had some 
difficulty in inducing Diocletian to take action. 66 

On 23 February 303 an edict was published at Nicomedia 
ordering all copies of the Scriptures to be surrendered and burnt, 
all churches to be demolished or dismantled, and forbidding 
meetings for Christian worship. The church at Nicomedia was 
promptly demolished by a squad of troops. Next day a supple
mentary edict was posted depriving all Christians who failed to 
conform of any rank that they might hold (thus making them liable 
to torture and summary execution), and debarring all Christrian 
from bringing actions in the courts; imperial freedmen who 
remained Christian were reduced to slavery. These edicts were 
promulgated in the \1(! est also, and were strictly enforced by 
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Maximian in Italy, Spain and Africa. In Gaul and Britain the 
Caesar Constantius, who was sympathetic to the Christians, con
tented himself with demolishing the churches. 67 

As a result of fires which broke out in the imperial palace
alleged to have been arranged by Galerius--and hostile demonstra
tions in Syria and Armenia Minor, another edict went out for the 
arrest of all bishops and clergy. After a while, however, the 
government tired of holding so many prisoners and decided on a 
dramatic stroke. The clergy were to be released-with other 
minor malefactors-on the occasion of Diocletian' s vicennalia, but 
first they must be made to sacrifice. They were accordingly bullied 
or flogged or tortured into submission. If this failed, they were 
physically constrained to go through the motions of sacrifice, or in 
some cases merely issued with certificates that they had sacrificed, 
after which they were released. There is no evidence that these 
measures were taken in the West. Finally, about a year after the 
opening of the persecution, an edict was issued ordering everyone 
to sacrifice. There is no convincing evidence that this edict was 
promulgated in the West. ss 

About a year later, on I May 305, Diocletian and Maximian 
abdicated and were succeeded by Gaierius and Constantius. For 
about a year the persecution seems to have hung fire throughout 
the empire, and in the West it was never resumed. Constantine 
continued the tolerant policy of his father, and Maxentius made 
peace with the church and even restored its confiscated property. 
In the East the persecution was revived under Galerius and his 
Caesar Maximin, both ardent pagans, and dragged on for four years 
in the European provinces until Galerius' death in 3 I I, and for two 
years longer, until Maximin's fall in 3 I 3, in the dioceses of Pontica, 
Asiana and Oriens. We have a full account of events in Oriens, 
where Eusebius lived throughout the whole persecution. Here 
another general sacrifice was ordered in the spring of 306, and yet 
another in the autumn of 308. They were more efficiently organised 
than that of 304, for which no administrative preparations seem to 
have been made: in 306 lists were drawn up and individuals called 
up by name to sacrifice, and in 308 the curator and duoviri of each 
city, with the tabularius, who kept the census records, were in
structed to enforce the edict. Food put out for sale in the market 
was hallowed by libations, while sentries were posted at the doors 
of the baths to compel all entrants to sacrifice. Executions were 
relatively few, for from 307 onwards Maximin no longer imposed 
the death penalty save in exceptional cases of contumacy, but sent 
obstinate recusants to the mines, having first blinded them in one 
eye and severed the tendons of one foot. 69 

THE CHRISTIANS 73 

In Galerius' dominions the persecution, which was doubtless as 
rigorous, was abruptly called off on 30 April 3 n, when the 
emperor, who had contracted a painful disease which he apparently 
attributed to the vengeance of the Christian God, issued an edict 
explicitly granting toleration to the Christians. He died a few days 
later, but his edict was observed both by Licinius in the European 
provinces which he occupied, and by Maximin in Asia Minor; the 
latter extended its application to his own original dominions, 
the Oriental diocese. The convicts were released and the 
churches reopened, and the Christians joyfully celebrated their 
victory.70 

They were, however, premature in their rejoicings, for before 
six months were out Maximin, who had evidently accepted Galerius' 
edict of toleration with reluctance, was reopening hostilities. This 
time the campaign was more subtle. In the autumn of 3 II the 
authorities of Nicomedia, the imperial residence, petitioned the 
emperor that no Christian might be allowed to live in their territory. 
Maximin graciously acceded to their request, and other cities fol
lowed suit, including Antioch and Tyre. Soon whole provinces 
were making similar petitions; we possess a copy of that drawn up 
by the provincial council of Lycia and Pamphylia. Maximin also 
waged a vigorous propaganda campaign against Christianity, 
posting up in public places the spurious Acts of Pilate, and in
structing that they be taught in all schools, and publishing the 
confessions of formerly Christian women that they had taken part 
in incestuous orgies. He furthermore endeavoured to revivify 
paganism by appointing a high priest for each city to supervise the 
other priests and see that sacrifices were daily offered to the gods, 
and in each province a superior high priest to supervise those of the 
cities. These official priests had authority to ban Christian worship, 
public or private, and to arrest Christians and h~nd them over to the 
provincial governor if they refused to sacrifice. Maximin at first 
enforced these measures by hard labour in the mines, but later re
introduced the death penalty. This persecution was relaxed by 
an edict issued in the winter of 3 I 2-I 3, and finally called off in 
the spring of 313, immediately before Maximin's defeat and 
death. 71 

There is no reason to doubt that the motive of the persecution 
was, as Galerius and Maximin state in several edicts, religious. 
Both these two emperors, who were the prime movers of the policy, 
were by all accounts convinced and fanatical pagans, and no doubt 
sincerely wished to restore the traditional worship of the gods in 
accordance with 'the ancient laws and public discipline of the 
Romans'. They do not seem, however, to have had much popular 
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support. We hear of no public demonstrations against the Chris
tians during this period and no popular demands for their punish
ment; the official petitions of Nicomedia and other cities were 
clearly stimulated by Maximin himself. 

Some governors, such as Florus of Numidia, are branded by 
the Christian sources as ruthless persecutors, but the majority 
seem to have been content to do their strict duty. Anullinus, pro
consul of Mrica, who figures prominently in the acts of the 
martyrs, is revealed by one story to have been far from enthusiastic. 
Information was lodged that the books which he had seized and 
burnt in the church of Carthage were not really the Scriptures, but 
heretical texts; Anullinus refused to take any action against the 
bishop, Mensurius-the Scriptures had been officially burnt, and 
that was enough. At a lower level the city magistrates were equally 
accommodating: at Tigisis in Numidia they pressed the bishop, 
Secundus, to give them any literature to burn, so that they could say 
that they had obeyed the edict. In the East officials were willing 
(for a consideration) to register as having sacrificed any Christians 
who were reluctant to do so but wished to avoid the penalties. Even 
more obligingly they would arrange bogus tortures for clerics who, 
having sacrificed once, wished to rehabilitate themselves as con
fessors. The public, it would seem, had got used to Christians and 
their peculiar ways-which were gradually becoming less peculiar 
--during the forty years of toleration, and now had little perse
cuting zeal. 72 

The severity of the persecution differed very greatly in the 
various parts of the empire. There was no persecution in Gaul or 
Britain, and in Italy, Mrica and Spain it lasted for little more than a 
year, and moreover, since only the first edict seems to have been 
promulgated, affected mainly the clergy, including readers, who 
had to surrender the Scriptures and church property; the laity 
were only involved lf they attended illicit services. There seems 
to have been very little resistance except in Africa, where Chris
tianity had. spread to the peasantry, who were fanatically devoted 
to their new faith, and were of tougher stuff than the townspeople. 
The records show that large numbers of the clergy tamely sur
rendered the Scriptures, others went into hiding, and many 
compromised by surrendering secular books, heretical works, or 
worn-out copies of the Scriptures. But a considerable number 
openly defied the government, and some of them were executed. 73 

In the East the test was much more severe, lasting eight years in 
the European provinces and ten in the Asiatic. Here again there 
seems to have been no mass resistance except in Egypt, where 
Christianity bad spread to a peasant population which was notorious 
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for its fanaticism and stubborn defiance of authority; 'amongst 
them', as Ammianus remarks, 'a man blushes if he cannot show 
many scars on his body, earned by refusing his taxes'. How many 
were executed is unknown, but very large numbers must have been 
condemned to the mines and quarries; those of Egypt did not 
suffice to hold them, for Eusebius records that two batches, of 97 
and I 30 respectively, were transferred to the copper mines of 
southern Palestine, and even farther afield to Cilicia. We possess 
accurate statistics for one province only, Palestine, where Eusebius 
kept a careful count. Here during the whole course of the persecu
tion thirty-seven persons were executed, apart from eight Egyp
tians, who were caught carrying comforts to their fellow country
men in the mines, and forty-three convicts, also probably Egyptians 
for the most part. There is no reason to think that Palestine had a 
smaller Christian population than most provinces, or that its 
percentage of martyrs was lower. 74 

The actual number of executions, therefore, would seem to have 
been low in the East, except perhaps in Egypt, despite the length of 
the persecution. This is, of course, no measure of the suffering 
inflicted. Many more were maimed and sent to the mines, and 
many underwent flogging and torture. The government was not 
out to kill Christians, but to make them conform, and it was only 
as a last resort that the death penalty was inflicted. In a very high 
proportion of the recorded cases, indeed, it appears that the 
martyrs brought their fate upon themselves by deliberate acts of 
contumacy. In Palestine, for instance, the first martyr, Procopius, 
provoked the governor by reciting the Homeric verse, 'A multitude 
of lords is not good: let there be one lord, one king', an obviously 
seditious reflection on the tetrarchy; six others presented them
selves before the governor with hands bound, shouting that they 
were Christians; and four interrupted the governor at a public 
sacrifice. 75 

The mild scale of penances laid down by Peter, bishop of 
Alexandria, and by the council of Ancyra, suggests that very large 
numbers of Christians lapsed, or had resort to more or less dubious 
compromises, such as getting a pagan friend-or, less creditably, 
compelling a Christian slave-to impersonate them. Many, in
cluding Eusebius himself, succeeded in lying low, without either 
compromising themselves or suffering arrest. As with the Decian 
and Valerianic persecutions the general effect was to strengthen the 
Church. Its morale was enhanced by the valour of the martyrs and 
confessors, and as the lapsed hastened to be readmitted when the 
storm had passed, its numbers were not reduced. The only 
permanent damage done to the Church was the formation of two 
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dissident sects, the Donatists in Africa and the Melitians in Egypt. 
In these areas, where resistance had been strong, mainly amongst 
the lower classes, there was bitter feeling against those who had 
compromised or lapsed, and large numbers of rigorists refused to 
readmit them or to s;tb~t to clergy whos~ ~ecord they regarded as 
suspect. Of these ngonst sects the Melit1ans certainly and the 
Donatists probably, survived the Arab conquest. 76 ' 

CHAPTER III 

CONSTANTINE 

C
ONSTANTINE'S reign is well documented on the religious 
side. Lactantius, it is true, only carries his narrative down to 
the battle of the Milvian Bridge in 3 r 2. Eusebius' Ecclesias

tical History, which was originally planned to end with Galerius' 
recantation in 3 r r, was later extended to the fall ofMaximin in 313. 
Though, as finally published, it was brought down to Licinius' 
defeat in 3 24, it is very summary towards its close. At the end of 
the fourth century Rufinus translated Eusebius into Latin, and 
added a very sketchy continuation down to 395, but apart from this 
the history of the Church was not taken up again until the middle 
of the fifth century, when Socrates, Sozomen and Theodoret wrote 
Ecclesiastical Histories covering the same ground, starting with the 
conversion of Constantine. 

We have, however, from the pen of Eusebius a panegyric on 
Constantine, delivered at his thirtieth anniversary in 3 3 6, and what 
is commonly called the 'Life of Constantine', which is in fact a long 
obituary notice dwelling particularly on his religious achievement. 
The authenticity of this work has been challenged, but there is no 
good ground for doubting that it was written by Eusebius. The 
most valuable element in the Life is the great series of lengthy 
imperial edicts and letters, which it cites in extenso. These are 
certainly genuine; a fragment of a contemporary official copy of 
one has been preserved in a papyrus, and agrees verbatim with 
Eusebius' text. A younger contemporary of Eusebius, Athanasius, 
wrote a number of polemical tracts on the religious controversies 
of the last decade of Constantine's reign; he too cites a number of 
original documents. Other Greek documents, imperial letters on 
religious questions, letters of bishops and canons of councils, are 
preserved by various ecclesiastical historians of a later date and in 
collections. A particnlarly valuable dossier of Latin documents, 
comprising imperial letters and minutes of legal proceedings, is 
preserved in an appendix to Optatus' history of the Donatist con
troversy, and in Augustine's works on the same subject. The con
temporary life of Antony by Athanasius and the life of Pachomius, 
compiled later but based on sound traditions, throw light not only 
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on the origins of the monastic movement but on the secular life of 
the age.l 

For secular history the sources are less satisfactory. Apart from 
brief chapters in Aurelius Victor, Eutropius and other minor 
chroniclers, there is no narrative of the reign earlier than that of 
Zosimus, who wrote in the fifth century, and drew on Eunapius, 
who wrote at the end of the fourth: both were ardent pagans, and 
the resultant picture of Constantine is very unfavourable. There 
is _also an anonymous Latin chronicle of the reign, probably 
wntten in the fifth or sixth century, but containing some useful 
details. 

On the other hand with 312 begins the Theodosian Code. This 
collection of imperial constitutions was published in 43 8, and its 
compilers were ordered to insert in it all extant constitutions of 
legitimate emperors from 312, whether they were still in force or 
obsolete. By the time that the collection was made much of Con
stantine:s legislation, enacted more than a hundred years before, 
had penshed, but over four hundred laws or fragments of laws 
survi~e in the Theodosian Code or in that of Justinian, which 
supplies some lacunae in the text of the earlier collection. This 
number is less than a third of Diocletian's total but for the his
torian they are far more useful, since they are mai~ly administrative 
enactments. U~ortun_ately many o.f the laws cannot be securely 
dated. The cop1es which the compilers of the Code utilised seem 
in many cases to have had defective or abbreviated dates, which 
they expanded or restored rather arbitrarily. The many imperial 
consulates of Constantine and his sons have caused particular con
fusion, and it is sometimes impossible to say whether a law belongs· 
to the earlie~ part of Constantine's reign or to the latter part of that 
of C~nstan!=Jus II, nearly ~alf a century later. Inscriptions and 
papyn continue to be plentiful, and provide much useful material. 2 

Constantine is revealed by his actions and recorded utterances an 
_il_11Pl!~~L!J}!!112LYi2klltt~mp_er, str()ngly religious in a some'Yhat 
cfuc!e . fa§hJQp, b~t.}lJO';e f!Jl_thlng§ ~ln:bitious £or power fllld. 
supreln:elyconfidem m hl~ st.~r. When he hastened to his father's . 
deat~=bedJ;i 306 he mus~ have calculated that if he were on the spot 
a~ this cruc1al moment, his father's. ttoop~ would be likely to acclaim 
him emperor; and he was not disappomted. He was grudgingly 
acknowledged as Caesar by Ga!erius the su~iving Augustus, but 
n~xt year. the revolt of. Maxentms offered h!m an opportunity for 
highe~ things. M~en~us natu~ally v::ooed him as a potential ally, 
and his father ~ax1m1an pronused him th.e hand of his daughter 
Fausta and the t1tle of Augustus. Constantme was thus affiliated to 
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the Herculian house. Shortly afterwards Maximian quarrelled with 
his son, and having unsuccessfully attempted to depose him, fled 
to his son-in-law. Yet another rebellion broke out in the West, 
when Domitius Alexander, the vicar of Africa, was proclaimed 
Augustus by his troops. 

At this juncture Galerius called a conference at Carnuntum, to 
which he invited the two retired Augusti. He pressed Diocletian to 
resume the throne in order to quell the growing anarchy, but 
Diocletian refused, and also persuaded Maximian to abdicate once 
more. Galerius then appointed a second Augustus, Licinius, 
assigning him, pending the recovery ofitaly and Mrica, the diocese 
of Pannonia: he himself governed Asia Minor, Thrace and Moesia. 
Constantine and Maximin were recognised as Caesars, ruling the 
Gauls and Oriens respectively. Maxentius and Alexander were 
denounced as rebels. Neither Maximin nor Constantine was con
tent with his junior status, and Galerius, after attempting to 
placate them with the title of 'sons of the Augusti', was obliged to 
recognise them as equal colleagues. There were thus now six 
Augusti in the Roman empire. 

In 3 IO old Maximian, who had retired to Constantine's court 
once more, attempted to seize the throne: the revolt misfired and, 
according to the official version, he committed suicide. Con
stantine now cut his connection with the Herculian dynasty and 
revealed the fact, hitherto strangely neglected, that he was 
descended from Claudius Gothicus. His official panegyrists 
extolled the hereditary principle, emphasising that 'it was no 
chance agreement of men, no sudden outburst of popular feeling' 
that had made Constantine emperor: the reference to Maxentius is 
obvious. a 

In 3 I I Galerius died, and his two neighbours Licinius and 
Maximin raced to occupy his dominions. Maximin seized Asia 
Minor, Licinius the European provinces; their troops faced one 
another across the straits, but there was no conflict. Constantine 
and Licinius drew together, and it was arranged that the latter 
should marry the former's sister. In the face of this coalition 
Maximin and Maxentius also drew together. In 3 I I Maxentius 
reconquered Africa, and this success seems to have determined 
Constantine to strike quickly before his rival became too strong. 
The odds were, according to our sources, which tell the story 
from Constantine's point of view, heavily against him and since he 
could not leave the Rhine unguarded, he could employ ouly a 
small proportion of his troops in the civil war-his panegyrists 
declared he used only a quarter. Nevertheless he determined to 
attack. 
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It was at this time, so he told Eusebius under oath many years 
later, that he saw a sign in the sky, a cross of light superimposed on 
the sun. There is no reason to doubt his word: a cross, though 
rare, is a well-attested form of the 'halo phenomenon'. He took 
this for a promise of victory-his statement that he saw the words 
'Hoc signo vince' written in stars around the cross is doubtless a 
product of his imagination-from the God whose symbol was the 
cross. The vision may explain his bold decision to attack. He 
certainly put his faith to the test in the final battle of the campaign, 
when he ordered his men to paint a monogram of Christ on their 
shields. His victory convinced him that he was indeed the favourite 
of the Highest Divinity whom the Christians worshipped, and that 
this Highest Divinity was the arbiter of victory. 4 

Maxentius perished at the battle of the Milvian Bridge and the 
senate duly acknowledged Constantine as senior Augustus, and 
dedicated to him a triumphal arch, 'in as much as by the prompting 
of the Divinity and the greatness of his soul he with his armies 
avenged the Commonwealth with just arms on the tyrant and all 
his faction'. In the following winter we find Constantine not only 
restoring their property to the churches of Mrica, and doubtless of 
other provinces, but making huge donations to them from the 
imperial treasury, and granting to the Christian clergy immunity 
from curial duties. The reason which he assigned for the last 
measure is significant. It was, as he wrote to Anullinus, the pagan 
proconsul of Mrica, in order that the clergy 'may not be diverted 
by any sacrilegious error or slip from the service which is owed to 
the Divinity, but rather may without disturbance serve their own 
law, since their conduct of the greatest worship to the Divinity 
will in my opinion bring innumerable benefits to the Common
wealth'.5 

In February 3 I 3 Constantine and Licinius met at Milan. Licinius' 
marriage with Constantia was celebrated, and the two emperors 
discussed their policies, particularly, as appeared later, on the 
relig~oc;s issue: The conference was. interrupted by .the ne~s. t~at 
Maxurun had rnvaded Europe and rnvested Byzantium. Lrcrnrus 
hastened eastwards and inflicted on him a decisive defeat near 
Adrianople. Maximin retreated into Asia Minor, but at Tarsus gave 
up the struggle and committed suicide. Licinius entered Nice
media in triumph and on Ij June issued an edict in which he in
formed his new subjects that he and Constantine had at Milan 
agreed to grant full toleration to Christianity as to all other religions, 
and to restore all Christian property which had been confiscated. 
The wording of the edict suggests it was a compromise, and if so 
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there can be little doubt that it was Constantine who pressed the 
claims of the Christians. Licinius was indeed acclaimed at the 
time by both Lactantius and Eusebius in language which suggests 
that they regarded him as a convert, and he was apparently 
sufficiently convinced by Constantine's arguments to prescribe 
to his armies a monotheistic prayer addressed to the Highest 
Holy God. But his later career shows that he remained a pagan 
at heart. 6 

The motives and character of Constantine's conversion have 
been a subject of infinite debate. It has been assumed that he must 
have been swayed by prudential motives of a worldly character and 
that he wished to secure for himself the support of the Christian 
church. To this it must be answered that the church was not at this 
time worth courting. Christians were still a tiny minority, especially 
in the \YI est, and they were on the whole people of no importance. 
The senate was and long remained a stronghold of paganism, the 
vast majority of the upper classes were pagans, and, what was more 
important, the army was pagan. Twelve years later, after intensive 
propaganda for the new faith, the veterans discharged after the 
defeat of Licinius shouted: 'The gods preserve you, Constantine 
Augustus.' 7 

Constantine's position was, it is true, at this early period some
what ambiguous. He continued for some years to issue coins in 
honour of the Unconquered Sun, and in 321 he issued a constitution 
forbidding legal proceedings on 'the day celebrated by the venera
tion of the Sun'. The idea of the Sunday holiday is distinctively 
Christian, but the words quoted suggest that Constantine believed 
that the Christians observed the first day of the week as being sacred 
to the Sun. It is possible that Constantine's beliefs passed through 
a syncretistic phase, when he regarded the Highest Divinity who 
had sent him the sign of the cross as identical with the Sun, but his 
actions and his public pronouncements make it abundantly clear 
that from 312 he regarded himself as a worshipper, and moreover 
the chosen servant, of the Divine Power whom the Church 
worshrppecl:&-----·/ 

This attitude is further illuminated by his dealings with the 
Donatists. In Africa a schism had developed after the Great 
Persecution, one party recognising Caecilian as bishop of Carthage, 
while the other declared that he had been consecrated by a traditor, 
a bishop who had surrendered the Scriptures to be burnt, and 
elected a rival, Majorinus. Even when he first sent his gifts to 
Africa Constantine had been aware of this division in the church, 
and on the advice of Hosius, bishop of Corduba, who was already 
his principal spiritual adviser, had reserved his favours to those 

G .. 
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called Catholics who acknowledged Caecilian. When, however, 
!ne-party of Ma)orinus petitioned t~at the dispute be sub~tt.ed to 
bishops in Gaul, h~ acc~pted thetr plea. and ord~red Milttades, 
bishop of Rome, to tnvesttgate th~ case wtth .t~e asststance of three 
Gallic bishops whom he no~ated. Milttad.es added fifteen 
Italian bishops to the court, which pronounced m favour of Cae
cilian. The opposition, now led by Donatus, who had succeeded 
Majorinus as the rival bishop of Carthage, again appealed, and 
Constantine, though impatient of their obstinacy, summoned a 
larger council of bishops to Arles.9 

All this implies that he thought the matter important, and he 
reveals the reason in a postscript to a letter which he wrote to 
Aelafius, the official in Africa charged with sending representatives 
of the two parties to Aries. 'Since I am informed', he wrote, 'that 
you too are a wors~pp~r of the Highest God, I will c'?n[ess to your 
gravity that I constder lt absolutely contrary to the divtne law that 
we should overlook such quarrels and contentions, whereby the 
Highest Divinity may perhaps be moved to wrath not only against 
the human race but also against me_myself,to wl:tosec~r.e.hehasJX)'---··· 
~estiaLwilLcommittedthe.go.v:ern.ment .of ~]L earthly things.' 
Constantine had evidently been convinced, presumably by Hosius, 
that discord in the church was highly displeasing to the Highest 
Divinity, and that if he was to retain his favour he must resolve or 
suppress it.10 

It would be tedious to pursue the history of the Donatist con
troversy in detail. The council of Aries decided against the 
Donatists, but they appealed to Constantine himself. He at first 
refused to take the case, but later gave judgment against them. By 
investigation on the spot it was proved that Felix, bishop of 
Aptunga, who had consecrated Caecilian, was not a traditor, and 
later evidence emerged that some bishops of the Donatist party 
were themselves traditores. Feeling that the issue was clear Con
stantine endeavoured to suppress the dissidents by force, but the 
Donatists remained unconvinced by facts or arguments and gladly 
faced martyrdom. Constantine soon sickened of persecuting 
Christians, and granted them toleration, explaining that he left 
them to the judgment of God.ll 

Meanwhile relations with Licinius had deteriorated. As the 
result of an obscure quarrel Constantine invaded Illyricum in 314 
and after some rather indecisive fighting Licinius agreed to sur
render the Pannonian and Moesian dioceses. There followed an 
uneasy peace, butit becam~ in<:reasing!yQJ;nrions that Constantine 
would never be content with half the . empire. Licinius grew·
suspicious of his Christian sul5jects, whom he-no doubt rightly 
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believed to be praying for his rival's victory, and opened a rather 
half-hearted perse~ution. Confi~ent in t~e suppor~ of the Highest 
Divinity Cons tan tine launched his attack m 3 24. Hts troops fought 
under the protection of the . Labarum, the imperial standa~d 
carrying the monogrz:r: '?f Chrts.t, ~d many tales were told of tts 
miraculous power. Ltcrmus earned mto battle the emblems of the 
old gods, but they proved ineffectual. After a great nava~ battle in 
the straits Byzantium was captured, and at Chrysopohs . O? the 
Asiatic shore Licinius was finally defeated. He, wtth Martlruanus, 
the Caesar whom he had appointed, surrendered: they were 
executed shortly afterwards, according to the official version 
because they had endeavoured to raise a revolt. 

It was apparently immediately. after the defeat of Licinius that 
Cons tan tine was inspired to rebuild Byzantium and_g!v«ithis QW:fl---.. 

l!l!Ple, .. and the new city may be regarded as a memorial of the final 
'victory whereby God had cons~mmated his great designof .. _ 
granting dol:I)inion ()Ver the. world. to. his s~cy.ru;tt. In the d~ 
passage in his surviving laws in which Constantine alludes to his 
new foundation, he states that he had 'bestowed upon it an eternal 
name by the commandment of God'. ~ the S!:!J?!e.!!l~J>ow.(!J:,_to . 
9.1:1o!e,. t11~-~ml?.'!~()(~own ;.yg.rds in/a!lother,,~j:II<:t, ~<?hru!:!&.h.t,<?"l:lt!l;~i! ...• , 

j5;~;~~wrMY~r~~~Ii.liJtlit~§a~~~~~~~ ·r·e~k.m~~fa~~i~~ 
human race might be recalled to the worship of the august law .>1t_ 
naturally follow<'!E that Constantinople should b~ dedicate~ to the 

· new·frulli:ano there is no reason to doubt Eusebms' assertton that 
it was never sullied by pagan worship. The city was provided 
with a galaxy of magnificent churches, and Eusebius of Caesarea 
was specially commissioned to provide fifty finely written 
and gorgeously bound copies of the Scriptures for their equip
ment.12 

According to Socrates Constantine enacted that his city should 
have the official style of the second Rome. Constantinople did not, 
however, share the constitutional position of Rome. It had no 
prefect of the city, being subject to a proconsul. It had no quaestors, 
tribunes of the plebs or praetors. And it had no senate in the proper 
sense of the word: the members of its so-called senate were given 
the style of c!ari, not ciarissimi like Ron;an seJ?ators: Consti!ution~lly 
Constantinople was no more than an tmpenal restdence, like Trter, 
Milan, Sardica or Nicomedia, which all had their palaces, though 
it was more magnificent than any of them, and was no doubt from 
the first intended to be what it soon became, the normal residence 
of the emperor in the Eastern parts.13 
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The work was pressed forward with great haste_:_so much so 
that many of the buildings were shoddily constructed and soon 
required repair-and was formally inaugurated on II May 330. 
Th~ teJ:!!rlteS._Qf..Ql~~lll!'iX~ :W:!'fe§t~iE~~g_cl,(t~d_r §:1~1t.c,g11J,p:tn.~-~cL, 
marSfes, ofbrc>nze dogrs ~d ro()fyJes, t() aqornrt~ p)ll;>lic p)li).\f: 

-- mgs:··at}_g s.c.ores .. oLthe m:~sterpiece~ of anc;ient_ Greek art wew 
carried ' off to decorate its streets and squares. The emperor 
~colirageclpiivai:e-bUITdii:ig--by-·gl:anililgianCi81rbm the imperial 
patrimony in Asiana and Pontica on condition that the grantee 
built and maintained a house in the new city. Many substantial 
residents were thus attracted, and the members of the imperial 
comitatus no doubt built themselves houses in the new capital. As 
a further attraction to settlers, Constantine inaugurated on I 8 May 
33 2 regular distributions of bread (and no doubt of other food
stuffs) on the model of those at Rome, diverting from the 
old to the new capital the produce of Egypt. Some civic 
bread rations ( annonae civicae) were allocated to builders of houses, 
and remained attached to the house in perpetuity, whoever 
came to own it. Others were apparently granted to two of the 
regiments of the guard, the scholae. In addition to these special 
alocations rations were distributed to the humbler citizens. The 
amount is stated to have been 8o,ooo loaves (or perhaps rations) 
per day.14 

We know very little of the secular history of the last thirteen 
years of Constantine's rdgn, when he was sole Augustus. He 
resided in the East, latterly at Constantinople, paying only one visit 
to the West, to celebrate the vicennalia at Rome in p6. He seems 
to have become more and more absorbed in the difficult ecclesias
tical problems which he encountered in the East and, if Eusebius is 
to be believed, he devoted more and more of his time to the study 
of the faith which he had adopted; as~me went on he spoke with 
more authority on theological issues.\_ To an increasing degree he 
entrusted the administration and military defence of the empire to 
his sons and nephews, whom he successively promoted to be 
Caesars and thus marked out as his heir~ 

As early as 317 he had proclaimed as' Caesars, in concert with 
Licinius, who simultaneously promoted his son Licinianus, his 
eldest son Crispus and his eldest son by Fausta, Constantine. 
Crispus was shortly afterwards put in charge of the Gauls, 
probably under the tutelage of an experienced praetorian prefect, 
and in 320 was acclaimed for a victory over the Franks. 
Constantine himseif at this period normally resided in Illyricum, 
making Sardica his capital, and took charge of the Danube frontier, 
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where he inflicted several defeats on the Sarmatians and Goths. 
Crispus played a brilliant part in the victory over Licinius as 

commander of the fleet, but in p6, while accompanying his father 
to Rome for the vicennalia, he was suddeniy executed at Pola: the 
reasons are unknown, and the later story which associated his 
execution with that of Fausta in the same year is probably mere 
gossip. He may have been succeeded in Gaul by Constantine 
Caesar, who won the honorific cognomen of Alamannicus. The 
young Constantine next took charge of the Danube front, where in 
alliance with the Sarmatians he defeated the Goths in 33 2. Two 
years later the Sarmatians, faced by a rising of their subject peoples, 
sought refuge in the empire, and more than 3oo,ooo of them are 
said to have been settled in Thrace, Macedonia and Italy. Mean
while Constantine's third son Constantius, who had been pro
claimed Caesar in 324, was put in charge of Gaul when still, as 
Julian tells us, a mere boy. In 333 Constantine's youngest son, 
Constans, was made Caesar and in 33 5 his nephew Dalmatius was 
accorded the same rank. At some period late in the reign the 
younger Constantine was transferred back to Gaul, and Con
stantius to the Eastern front. Constans was assigned Italy with 
Mrica and Pannonia, and Dalmatius the lower Danube front with 
Thrace, Macedonia and presumably Dacia.15 

Relations with Persia had been quiet since the peace of 298. 
Tiridates, who had then been restored to the Armenian throne by 
Diocletian, had early in the fourth century been converted to 
Christianity and had enthusiastically imposed his new faith on his 
subjects. Constantine naturally favoured a fellow Christian 
monarch, and renewed the old alliance with him. He also wrote 
to Sapor, the Persian king, reciting the victories which the Christian 
God had granted to him and the disasters which he had inflicted 
on those who opposed his worship, and urging Sapor to win his 
favour by treating his Christian subjects with kindness. jrhis letter 
naturally had the effect of making Sapor suspect the Christians in 
his kingdom as his enemy's proteges, and perhaps provoked him 
to seize the Christian king of Armenia, Tigranes, and occupy his 
kingdom. The Armenian nobles, or at any rate the pro-Roman and 
pro-Christian party, appealed to Constantine and offered him the 
kingdom. He accepted and crowned another of his nephews, 
Hannibalianus, as king of kings of Armenia and the neighbouring 
countries. This of course meant war with Persia, but Constantine 
died before it broke out.16 

Constantine had cherished hopes that the wisdom and authority 
of the Eastern bishops might solve the still intractable Donatist 
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problem. But no sooner had he arrived at Nicomedia than he 
found to his horror that the Eastern churches were riven by a dis
pute more widespread than the Donatist quarrel. A priest of 
Alexandria named Arius had been preaching novel doctrines which 
shocked oldcfashioned Christians. He was a pupil of Lucian of 
Antioch, the great Origenist scholar who had been martyred in 312, 
and proceeding from the philosophical premise that God is the 
eternal and unknowable monad argued that the Son could not be 
God in the same sense. Though created or begotten before all 
ages, he was posterior to the Father, who, since his own being is 
indivisible, must have created him out of nothing. Arius was ex
communicated by Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, with the almost 
unanimous support of the other Egyptian bishops, but leaving 
Egypt he found considerable support among the more intellectual 
bishops, who were, like him, pupils of Lucian and followers of 
Origen: in particular he gained to his side Eusebius, bishop of 
Nicomedia, the imperial residence, and the historian Eusebius, 
bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, a learned and highly respected 
scholar. There followed a war of pamphlets, and the bishops of 
the East divided into two partiesP 

Constantine's first reaction was that of the plain man: surely such 
recondite metaphysical points were not of importance, and could 
not Alexander and Arius, like pagan philosophers, agree to differ? 
He wrote a letter in this sense, addressed to them jointly, and dis
patched it by the hand of Hosius. Both parties remaining obdurate, 
Hosius took advantage of the death of Philogonius, bishop of 
Antioch, to convene a large council of bishops from all the pro
vinces which regarded Antioch as their spiritual capital, from 
Cilicia and Mesopotamia in the north to Palestine in the south. The 
council elected Eustathius, a violent opponent of Arius, as Philo
gonius' successor, condemned the Arian doctrines, and redri
manded those bishops, including Eusebius of Caesarea, who had 
supported Arius.1s 

Constantine, however, no doubt forewarned by his experience 
with the Donatists, was not satisfied with a local council however 

' , 
)arge .. He had alre~dy planned to hold a greater council, probably 
mcluding all th~ bishops of ~he East, at Ancyra; ~his was already 
known to the bishops at Ant10ch, who had accordingly made their 
decisions pro;risional and ~ubject to confirmation by the emperor's 
greater council. Constantme now went a step further. He decided 
t? make his council representative of the whole church, calling in 
bishops from Italy and the West also, and to attend it himself. He 
accordingly altered the place of meeting to Nicaea, which would be 
more convenient for himself and the Westerners.19 

THE ARIAN 'IEONTROVERSY 

The council of Nicaea met on 20 May 3 2 5. Only half a dozen 
bishops came from the Latin West; the bishop of Rome excused 
himself but sent two deacons to represent him. But it was a 
representative gathering of the Eastern churches, comprising 2 5o 
to 3oo bishops from all the Greek-speaking provinces. Constantine 
himself presided at the crucial debates on the doctrinal issue, and 
took an active part in guiding the discussion. His prime object was 
to obtain a unanimous decision, and he asked Eusebius of Caesarea, 
whose views had recently been provisionally condemned, to pro
pose to the council a statement of the faith. Eus~bius produced the 
traditional creed of his church of Caesarea, which was a perfectly 
orthodox and scriptural document, but did not satisfy the opponents 
of Arius because it was compatible with his doctrines. They 
therefore proposed additional clauses, but could find none that the 
Arian party were not willing to accept. Finally the emperor himself 
suggested the ad~tion of !he words 'consubstanti~leJ? patri' 
( Of'oovawv <0 na<e<). There is strong reas~n for be~evmg that 
tllls was a Western formula, suggested to him by Hosms. It was 
certainly deeply distasteful to the great majority of Eastern theo
logians and was only welcome~ by the oppo1_1ents of Arius because 
it was utterly unacceptable to him. Constantme by strong personal 
pressure induced Eusebius to accept this amendment, and even
tually all the bishops were pressed into signing, with the exception 
of two strong supporters of Arius, who with Arius himself were 
excommunicated. 20 

The council also dealt with a number of minor schisms and 
heresies. The Melitians, an Esrptian sect similar to the Donatists, 
and the Novatians, another ngorist sect which had broken away 
after the persecution of Decius and Valerian for similar reasons, 
were offered generous terms, their bishops and clergy being 
allowed to retain their orders provided that they rejoined the 
communion of the Catholic church. The Paulianists, or followers 
of Paul of Samosata, who had been condemned for heresy in 268, 
were more severely treated, having to submit to rebaptism before 
being accepted back into the fold. The council also passed a 
number of canons on the treatment to be given to those who had 
lapsed in the persecutions, and ordained that Easter should be 
celebrated by all the churches on the same day, that fixed by the 
churches of Rome and Alexandria. It also legislated on the con
stitution of the church, defining and probably strengthening the 
authority of the bishop of the metropolis of each province over the 
other provincial bi~hops. It furtherm?re confirmed the tr~ditional 
authority of the bishop of Alexandna over all the provmces of 
Egypt and Libya, that of the bishop of Rome over all the provinces 
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of the suburbicarian diocese, and the rather vaguer primacy of the 
bishop of Antioch over the East, that is the diocese of Oriens 
excluding Egypt.21 · 

Constantine was jubilant at his success. The creed produced by 
the council was to his mind an inspired document, 'for the decision 
of 300 bishops must be considered no other than the judgment of 
God'. He forthwith issued an edict banning various minor heresies, 
the V alentinians, Marcionites, Cataphrygians (or Montanists) 
Paulianists and Novatians-the Melitians had accepted the Council'~ 
terms--confiscating the churches of these 'enemies of the truth, 
foes ~f life: and counsellors of destruction' and forbidding them to 
meet m pnvate houses: he shortly afterwards restored their churches 
to the Novatians, whose stern piety and orthodox beliefs apparently 
impressed him. His final ambition was to reconcile the few re
maining Arians, and particularly Arius himself, to the church. He 
at length extracted from Arius and his friends a vaguely worded 
confession of faith which seemed to him adequate and, when 
Alexander of Alexandria refused to receive Arius back on the 
strength of this document, reassembled the council of Nicaea in 3 27. 
Arius was read~tted to co_mmunioD:, as w:re two bishops who 
had supported him, Eusebms of N1comed1a and Theognius of 
Nicaea.22 

Constantine's work might now seem to have been accomplished: 
unity was at length established in the church. The next ten years 
':'ere, however, anything but harmonious. For one thing, Athana
~ms, w~o was elected to succeed Alexander in 3 28, was an utterly 
mtrans1gent character. He stubbornly refused to take Arius back 
and he soon fell foul of the Melitian bishops. On the other side th~ 
Origenist bishops, led b-y: Eusebius of Caesarea, though they dared 
n?t tou.c~ the creed of N1caea, looked out for every opportunity of 
d1scred1tmg the more extreme adherents of the homoousion. They 
succeede~ in getting a number of them cond~mned for heresy or 
uncanorucal conduct, amongst them Eustathius of Antioch and 
Marcellus of Ancyra. They made a succession of charges against 
Athan.asius, and eventuaJly pe.rsuaded the emperor to summon a 
council at Caesarea to mvestigate them. Athanasius refused to 
attend, but next year in 33 5 he yielded to the emperor's command 
and presented himself before a council held at Tyre under the 
presidency of an imperial commissioner, the comes and consular 
Dionysius. He was condenmed, and rushed to Constantinople to 
appeal personally to the emperor. But Constantine had at last lost 
patience with his obstinacy and banished him to Trier. Meanwhile 
he had invoked a great council at Jerusalem. It was his tricennalia 
_and he intended to celebrate it by the consecration of the great 
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church which he had built on the site of the Holy Sepulchre and by 
the final reconciliation of Arius and his remaining supporters to the 
church. In response to an assurance from the emperor that he had 
personally examined Arius in the faith and found him orthodox, 
the assembled bishops readmitted him to communion; he actually 
died before being received, a judgment of God in which the homo
ousian party found much satisfaction. The unity of the church was 
now at last complete, if one might forget the Donatists, who were 
still as rebellious as ever, and the Novatians, who were still tolerated 
in spite of their dissidence,23 

,ConStaJ:lti,nef.rom_his-conversion .onwards _showered_ privileges 
and-money on the church~ _ As we have seen, one of his first acts 

illenne battle of the Milvian Bridge was to grant immunity from 
curial charges to all the clergy, in order that nothi)lg might distract 
them from the service of the Highest Divinity. ';rhe result seems 
to have been that decurions, and others _gualified,by their wealth 
to become such, flocked into holy orders,! Some twelve or fifteen 
years later Constantine was compelled to_;limit his generosity. He 
ordered that henceforth clergy were not to be ordained indis
criminately, but only to fill vacancies caused by death, ~~that no 
person of curial family or fortune was to be ordained at itll, 'for the 
rich ought to support the needs of this world, the poor e main
tained by the wealth of the churches' ,24 

Another of his earliest actions was to order the rationalis of 
Africa to pay to Caecilian, bishop of Carthage, 3,ooo folies, to be 
distributed amongst the clergy of the diocese of Africa; this order 
was no doubt matched by others to the remaining diocesan 
rationales. Later regular annual subsidies of corn and other food
stuffs were paid in every city to the churches, for the use of the 
clergy, widows and the poor. These payments were cancelled by 
J ulian, and when revived by J ovian were reduced to a third of their 
original amount.25 

After the defeat of Licinius in 3 24 Constantine circularised all 
Eastern metropolitans, authorising them to draw from the pro
vincial governors or the office of the praetorian prefects any sums 
which they required for repairing or enlarging the churches in their 
provinces, or for building new churches. This was a temporary 
measure, designed to make up arrears caused by Licinius' persecu
tion. Constantine also built a considerable number of magnificent 
new churches as his personal contribution. At Rome the Liber 
Pontificalis records the Basilica Constantiniana of the Lateran and 
its Baptistery, the Fons Constantini, St Peter's on the Vatican hill, 
St Paul's, the Church of the Holy Cross of Jerusalem, St Laurence, 
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and SS Peter and Marcellinus, besides churches at Ostia, Albanum, 
Capua and Naples. In Mrica we hea.r incidentally that Constantine 
built a basilica at Constantina, as Cirta was renamed, and that 
when it was forcibly seized by the Donatists, he gave orders 
to build another for the Catholics, rather than enter into a 
wrangle.26 

In the East he was particularly active in the Holy Land. He or his 
mother, Helena, built churches at Jerusalem on the site of the Holy 
Sepulchre, and on the Mount of Olives at the place of the Ascension, 
at Bethlehem over the cave of the Nativity, and at Mamre at the 
place where according to tradition Abraham had entertained the 
Son of God with two angels. No expense was spared to make these 
worthy memorials of their imperial founder, In a letter to Macarius 
bishop of Jerusalem, about the projected church of the Holy 
Sepulchre, Constantine authorises him to obtain craftsmen, 
labourers and materials without stint from the provincial governor 
and the vicar of Oriens, asks him to specify what columns and 
marbles he requires from other parts of the empire, and suggests 
the desirability of a gilded and coffered ceiling. Constantine natur
ally adorned his new capital, Constantinople, with a magnificent 
group of churches, of which three, the Holy Wisdom, the Holy 
Apostles, and the Holy Peace, are the most celebrated. He also 
endowed Nicomedia with a grand new church to replace that 
destroyed by Diocletian, and began the famous Golden Church of 
Antioch, which was only completed after his deathP 

The emperor not only built these, and no doubt many other 
churches, but endowed them with vast estates. The rents of the 
lands granted to the various Roman churches, of which a detailed 
schedule is given in the Liber Pontificalis, totalled over 30 ooo 
solidi a year, or well over 400 pounds of gold. The endowments of 
the other Italian churches were much more modest, r,89o solidi for 
Alhanum, r,or 8 for Ostia, 710 for Capua, and 673 for Naples. The 
emperor's example was followed by his friends; Gallicanus, 
probably the consul of 3 30, gave lands with a rental of 869! solidi 
to the church of Ostia. In 32 I Constantine issued a constitution 
legalising and encouraging bequests to the church, and with the 
increasing number of wealthy converts a stream of gifts and 
legacies began to flow in, which soon made many churches wealthy 
corporations.•s 

The clergy gained not only in wealth but in prestige and status. 
They became honoured guests at the court, and were freely granted 
warrants to travel by the public post to the comitatus or to ecclesias
ti~al assemblies. J'bey.we.re"also givegJegal authority. In 32I 

brshops were authorised to mariuinit slaves ih chutch- with full 
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validity, a pri':ilege hitherto confined to provincial governors. 
Later Constantlne gave an even more extraordinary privilege to 
bishops, ruli.ng that in any lawsuit either party !night at any stage 
b~f~re final judgment .!£_lll1-*J;Jhesl!seto th<;loca]bishop's_jg~ 
dic~~nd that the. b.rshop s J~?gJent should b~ mappellable and · 
be e~e~uted by th~ crvil authorltles. In 3 33 Ablabrus, Consta~tine's 
Chnstlan praetonan prefect, ventu ed to ask the emperor if this 
really was his intention, and Constantine confirmed the law in most 
explicit terms.29 

Constantine was zealous in propagating his new religion. 
Eusebius draws a glowing picture of the emperor delivering 
sermons to his court, and describes the measures whereby he 
endeavoured to christianise the army. Christian soldiers were 
allowed time off to attend Sunday services, and the rest were mean
while paraded and made to repeat a monotheistic prayer closely 
resembling that which Licinius had dictated to his troops in 3 r 3. 
The emperor also recommended his religion to his subjects in 
edicts which Eusebius has preserved. ao 
\Constan~e s owed marked favour to Christian individuals and 

colnm.unities. e was naturally obliged to employ pagans for the 
most part in is ser'(ice, but his preference was for men of his 
newly adopted faith.\ Ablabius, the greatest of his praetorian 
prefects, was a Christian of very humble origins, and no doubt 
owed his advanc'\ment in some part to the fact that he shared the 
emperor's faith. \(\ccording to Eusebius Constantine showered 
money and honours upon prominent converts~ we know of a 
specific instance, J oseph, an apostle of the JewisH patriarch, who 
was rewarded with the rank of comes with a salary attached. Com
munities which had favours to ask of the emperor also found it 
profitable to mention that they were predominantly Christian. 
Thus the villagers of Orcistus in Phrygia, when they petitioned to 
be detached from Nacoleia and granted a charter as a separate city, 
included in their plea that they were mostly Christians, and the 
emperor took favourable note of the fact in his reply. Similarly the 
inhabitants of Maiuma, the Christian port of pagan Gaza, and those 
of Antaradus, the mainland suburb of Aradus, obtained city status 
on this score. The result of imperial favour was that converts 
began to pour in, many, as Eusebius regretfully admits, from 
interested motives.al 

Towards the pagans who formed the vast majority of his subjects 
Constantine's attitude stiffened as he became increasingly impatient 
of their obstinate blindness in not appreciating the moral of his own 
victorious career. In a long edict issued shortly after the defeat of 
Licinius he urged them to adopt the true faith, but expressly 
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allowed them to carry on their cult, and indeed forbade Christians 
to interfere with them. But there is no doubt that he later pro
hibited sacrifices. Eusebius' vague and rhetorical statements to this 
effect are not indeed good evidence, and no constitution survives 
in the Code, but only four years after Constantine's death Constans 
issued a constitution, which is preserved, citing the 'law of the late 
emperor, our father' which prohibited sacrifices. az 

Constantine demolished a few famous temples, that of Asclepius 
at Aegae in Cilicia, famous for its miraculous cures, and those of 
Apheca and Heliopolis in Phoenicia, which were particularly 
offensive to Christian sentiment as centres of ritual prostitution; 
but in general he left the buildings undisturbed. He did, however, 
systematically despoil them of their treasures, not only seizing their 
accumulated dedications, but even stripping the gold plate from the 
cult statues, leaving only the wooden armature. He thus acquired 
a vast stock of gold and silver bullion, of which, as will be seen, he 
made use in his currency reform. It is also probable that it was 
Constantine who confiscated the temple estates, which after being 
restored to them by J ulian, later became once more an important 
category in the lands held by the imperial res privata; this 
measure was apparently not extended to the ancient endow
ments of the Vestal Virgins and the ancestral cults of the city of 
Rome.33 

Constantine's legislation shows some traces of Christian in
fluence. His laws on the observance of Sunday have already been 
mentioned. In 3 20 he abolished the disabilities which Augustus 
had imposed on celibates of both sexes and on childless couples .. 
In 3 26 he enacted a savage law against abduction, inflicting frightful\ 
penalties not only on the man but on the woman if a willing victim. ! 

\ In 33 I he severely tightened up the rules governing divorce: he1 

\also penalised bastards. In 32 5 he prohibited gladiatorial combats. 
In Italy and Mrica--illld no doubt in other dioceses-he ordered 
that grants of money, food and clothing be made from public funds 
to poor parents who might otherwise be tempted to sell or expose 
their children. But whether these measures were prompted by 
Christian motives is more doubtful. Christian charity was mainly 
directed to widows, virgins and orphans, and a more direct 
precedent is to be found in the alimentary foundations of the 
second century emperors. 34 

His attitude to the Jews was more certainly influenced by his 
Christian belief. In the edict in which he promulgated the decision 
of the council of Nicaea on the date of Easter he took the oppor
tunity of denouncing the wickedness of the Jewish people, who 
had murdered the Lord. His actual legislation was, however, not 
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unreasonable. He prohibited proselytism, and penalised Jews who 
circumcised their pagan or Christian slaves, and menaced the 
Jewish authorities with severe penalties should they injure converts 
to Christianity. On the other hand he confirmed the immunity 
from curial duties of synagogue officials.as 

Constantine' s conversion necessarily had repercussions on the 
imperial cult. He could no longer be a god, but he suffered little 
thereby in his own estimation or in that of his subjects, whether 
pagan or Christian. In hl~ own eyes Constantine was the man 
whom_ t~e S11ErelJ:lf: I'9werli,ll:~C§9i!ght <;iritand jtidgea fittiri1rf'or 
!Us-own piii:pose, starting from the sea which laps distaritBi:itaiii 
·and· from those· quarters where the sun is commanded by an 
ordinance of fate to set'. Pagan panegyrists who had been used to 
addressing the emperor as a god upon earth took refuge in the 
vague monotheism or pantheism which was prevalent in educated 
circles: 'Surely, Constantine,' said one, 'you have some secret 
communion with that Divine Mind which, delegating our care to 
lesser deities, deigns to reveal itself to you alone.' To Christians 
Constantine was the agent, even the representative, of God upon 
earth. In the panegyric which he delivered before the emperor at 
the tricennalia, Eusebius of Caesarea elaborated on this theme. It 
was, he declared, from and through the \'(! ord of God that 'in the 
likeness of the kingdom on high, the emperor, the friend of God, 
holds the tiller of all earthly things and steers them in imitation of 
the Mighty One'.36 

The emperor and everything connected with him remained 
sacred and divine, and opposition to him was still sacrilege. Even 
the imperial cult continued in an emasculated form. The provincial 
assemblies still elected high priests who celebrated games in honour 
of the emperor and even built temples to his name. \'(! e have 
curious evidence of this in an inscription from Hispellum in 
Umbria. The cities of Umbria, which had hitherto been grouped 
with those of Tuscia, asked leave to build a temple of their own and 
to hold theatrical and gladiatoral games under their own high 
priest. Constantine graciously assented, only stipulating that 'the 
temple dedicated to our name shall not be polluted with the false
hoods of any contagious superstition'. Nor did Constantine-or 
for that matter his Christian successors for two generations-feel 
any qualms about holding the pagan title of Pontifex Maximus. It 
was a traditional part of the imperial titulature, and involved no 
participation in pagan cult.37 

The conversion of Constantine raised a problem which was to 
trouble the empire for the rest of its existence, the proper relation 
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of a Christian emperor to the church. Constantine himself had no 
doubts on this matter. It had always been the function of the 
Roman government to maintain the pax deorum to ensure the 
continued goodwill of the gods towards the empir~ by maintaining 
their regular ~ult, and when they showed ~igns of displeasure, to 
take appropnate steps to placate them. tS;:onstantine perfectly 
naturally assumed that it was his duty as emperor to secure the 
favour of the Highest Divinity for the empire, and his feelings were 
all the .stronger since he belieyedthat_he_p_ersonally.h~db(Oen chosen 
and rmsed to power by Ggdl As he wrote to Domitius CeJsus--tile-
iiicarofMrita; in 3r6: 'What higher duty have I in virtue of my 
impe~ial. oflic~ and policy than to dissipate errors and to suppress 
rash mdJscretJOns, and so to cause all to offer to Almighty God true 
religion, honest concord and due worship.' ss 

In carrying out.this duty Constantine, like his pagan predecessors, 
tc;>ok .expert adv1ce. As they had consulted the haruspices, the 
S1hylline Books or the oracles, he consulted the bishops. When 
the Donatists appealed to him, he appointed the bishops of Rome, 
Cologne, Autun and Aries to investigate the facts and report to 
him. When the Donatists appealed against the verdict he sum
moned a larger council of bishops at Aries. But when the'Donatists 
~efused to a~cept the decisi?n of !his counc~ either, he finally gave 
judgment himself. In dealing w1th the Anan controversy, in the 
hope of securing an absolutely unquestionable verdict, he took 
the unprecedented step of summoning a universal council of the 
who!~ church at which he himself presided. When the schism 
remmned unhealed, he summoned further councils at Caesarea, 
Tyre and Jerusalem, the last another universal gathering of the 
church. 

These councils bear a superficial resemblance to those which the 
me~ropolitan regularly held fo~ each p~ovince to deal with current 
affa1rs, or to the larger gathermgs which were sometimes held to 
settle important issues. But the imperial church councils were 
Sll;mmoned by the emperor, who fixed the date and place of meeting, 
lmd .down the. agenda and selected the particip~ts. He himself 
pres;ded a~ N!cU;ea, and ~t !he subsequent councils appointed as 
presidents 1mper1al comffi!SSJOners, supported by a staff of officials 
-Athanasius complains bitterly of the presence at Tyre of a 
commentariensis and specuiatores. Constantine moreover reserved 
the.final decision. to himself; he re~eived an appeal from Athanasius 
aga1n~t the verdict of the Council of Tyre though he ultimately 
decided against him. 39 ' 

It was natu~ally .difli~ul.t for Cor:stafi:tine to ~o':l' exactly where 
to draw the line m his Intervention m eccles1ast1cal affairs. He 
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clearly felt strongly that it was his duty as emperor to take the 
initiative in resolving schisms in the church. At the same time he 
professed, and probably sincerely believed, that the decisions of 
councils were inspired. He speaks of the decision of the Council of 
Aries as 'the judgment of Christ: for I say-and it is the truth
that the judgment of priests ought to be regarded as if the Lord 
himself sat in judgment'. And of Nicaea he declares that 'the Holy 
Spirit, dwelling in the hearts of so many men of such character, 
brought to light the Divine Will'. It was naturally his function to 
take the necessary e;5:eeutiv-y action to enforce conciliar decisions, 
and it :vas by imp~ial e<;litt that heretica! or schismatic bishor:s 
were exiled,. and the churches of the sectanes confiscated and the!! 
meetings banned. But it was also tempting to influence conciliar 
decisions in the cause of unity, and in his anxiety to secure Arius' 
~eadmission to the. church Constantine took it upon himself to pass 
judgment upon his orthodoxy, and to recommend the Council of 
Jerusalem to receive him into communion. Constantine even on 
one occasion intervened in an episcopal election. After the 
Council of Nicaea there was serious party strife at Antioch and 
the emperor not only appointed two imperial commissioners 
to preside over the council which was summoned to fill the 
vacancy, but recommended two candidates between whom it 
should choose.40 
T~e ch~rch had always been used to settling its own disputes, 

and 1t m1ght have been expected that it would have resdtlted 
imperial interference. This was far from being the case. ! The 
Christians seem to have thought it quite natural and proper to 
invoke the judgment of a Christian emperor in their disputes. )rhe 
Donatists originally called in Constantine against their Catholic 
rivals, and persistently appealed to him personally against the 
?ecisions of the bishops whom he appointed to investigate the 
1ssue. I! was only when Constantine finally g~ve judgment. against 
them himself that they accused the Catholics of invokmg the 
secular power in an ecclesiastical dispute. The Melitians and 
Eusebians made frequent charges against Athanasius to the 
emperor, and Athanasius himself appealed to Constantine against 
the Council of Tyre: it was again only when the decision had gone 
against !Urn that Athanasius raised the cry against imperial inter
ference m church affairs. Only once did the bishops manifest some 
uneasiness at the growing tendency to call in the emperor on all 
occasions. The Council of Antioch mentioned above passed two 
canons against this practice, one forbidding bishops or priests to 
go to court without the prior consent of the metropolitan and the 
provincial synod, the other condemning deposed bishops and 
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priests, who instead of appealing to a greater council invoked the 
emperor.41 

Constantine's conviction that he was God's servant impelled 
him to intervene in ecclesiastical disputes with conviction and 
energy, and he established a number of important. preceden~. In 
particular as the first to convene an oecumerucal council he 
established the rule that only an emperor could convoke such a 
council. In some ways he went further than his successors. His 
intervention in episcopal elections, for instance, was not followed 
up, and except for the see of the imperial capital, Constantinople, it 
seems to have been unusual for the emperor to dictate the choice of 
bishops. The general principle, however, that it was the right and 
duty of the imperial government to suppress heresy and schism was 
firmly established. 

The conversion of Constantine effected a revolution in the 
fortunes of Christianity, and of the church. Christians had 
hitherto enjoyed at best a precarious toleration, and were liable at 
any moment to persecution. There were by this time very many 
who were Christian by family tradition, and whose faith was, as the 
number of the lapsed showed, not very ardent, but no one would 
have had any motive for joining the church but sincere conviction. 
Christians were certainly a small minority in most parts of the 
empire; we have no statistical material for estimating even approxi
mately how small a minority. They belonged, moreover, pre
dominantly to the lower middle classes. They included, it would 
seem, a substantial number of decurions, even some who could 
aspire to the expensive honour of the provincial high-priesthood, 
and some members of the equestrian class, and even a few senators. 
But .the-bulk of them seem to have belonged to the lower classes in 
the towrls. Only in a few areas, notably in Africa and Egypt, had 
ChriStiaf'rity spread to the countryside, and Christians were there
fore sparsely represented in the army. The churches, though they 
owned some property, were scantily endowed and the clergy were 
mostly humble folk. 

With Constantine's conversion the situation was completely 
changed. ~!;l __ p._onreci:irLonth@..church,. and the middle classes 
began to press into holy orders. It was no longer a social dis
advantage and a slight risk to be a Christian. \fonverts could not 
only feel secure, but might hope to gain material advantages froll}, 
their conversion'\ As a result the number of Christians grew,.\) 
e.specially among the middle and upper classes. } 
'Z . On a long view it is probably no exaggeration to say that 
C6istantin'(s conversion was decisive for the future fortunes of 
Christianit)r. \_He enjoyed a prosperous and victorious reign of 
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twenty-five years after his conversion, and left the empire to sons 
who had been brought up as Christians, the last of whom reigned 
for a further twenty-four years. DurinJU;his_half_centmy Chris:. 
tianiJ;y~pe~;ame~oll:ll@.!lL!.t:.Ugion of the e.mt>ir~ and J u!ian' s 
attempt to re-establish paga~sm was prob~bly doomed to .frulure, 
even if h9' had not been killed after a retgn of barely eighteen 
months. j.t:lut for the ch~ce of C<;>nst~ntine's con':ersi?n .Chris
tianity might hav~ remaJned . a mmority sec~, as It did 1n the 
neighbouring emptre of Pers1a, where no king was con':erted, 
and Christianity continued, as in the .Pagan Roman empir~, to 
enjoy long periods of de facto toleration, broken by occasiOnal 
persecutions) 

In the military organisation of the empire Constantine made an 
important change by the creation of a large-scale field army, a 
central striking force, which he placed under the command of. two 
newly created officers, t~e n;agis(er peditum and the magister efjuttum. 
No magistri of Constantlne s re1gn are known, but under his sons 
several were decorated with the ordinary consulship, and the office 
must from the first therefore have ranked high, almost, if not quite, 
on a par with the (>raetor!an pref~cture .. T~e field army itself is fi.rst 
attested in a law 1ssued 1n 325, 1n which tts members, the comzta
tenses, are given superior privileges to the ripenses, the soldiers of 
the frontier legions and vexillations, .and the cohortales a?d alares. 
There is, however, good reason t~ b~lieve tha.t the fo!mation of ~he 
comitatenses goes back to C?nstantlne s camprugr: agamst Maxentius 
in 3 r 2, for a high proportion of the leading uruts of the later field 
army had evidently been originally drawn from Gaul and western 
Germany.42 

We have no direct information on the comitatenses of Constan
tine's own day; indeed we know nothing of them until Ammianus 
mentions a fair number of units in his accounts of the wars of 
Julian as Ca.:sar and o~ C<?nstantius ~I. at t~e ~ame period. For a 
full list we have to wa1t till the Notitta Dignttatum, and by that 
time many new units had been raised, and many old ones had no 
doubt dropped out. It is, however,. legitimate to assum~ th~t from 
the beginning the field army cons1sted as late~ of vexillation~ of 
cavalry and of legions of infantry, and ~so of tnfantry f<;>.rmations 
of a new type, auxilia. Among the legions the Lanc1aru and ~he 
Ioviani and Herculiani, which had all probably belonged to the Dw
cletianic comitatus, are followed by the Divitenses and the Tungri
cani. The full name of the former, as we happen to know from 
epigraphical evidence, was Le~io II It~ca Divit~nsis; it v:a~ . a 
detachment ofii Italica, the legwn ofNoncum, stationed at DIVJtia 
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on the right bank of the Rhine opposite Agrippina. The inscrip
tions further suggest that this unit took part in tl}e war against 
Maxentius. The Tungricani were doubtless another legionary de
tachment, taking their name from their station in the territory of 
the Tungri. Other senior legions of the comitatus; such as the 
Primani and Undecimani, are more obviously derived from 
the old legions, while others like the Pannoniciani and Moesiaci 
take their name from the provinces from which they were 
drawn.43 

The auxilia on the other hand seem to be new formations. Some 
of the senior, and presumably oldest, units bear fancy names, such 
as Petulantes or Cornuti or Brachiati (the last two apparently from 
the ornaments on their helmets), and of their provenance nothing 
can be said. But a substantial number are named either from the 
warlike tribes of eastern Gaul, the Batavi, Tungri, Nervii or 
Celtae, or from the German tribes across the Rhine, like the Heruli, 
Salli or Tubantes. Among the vexillations the Comites and 
Promoti, who belonged to the Diocletianic comitatus, are followed 
by units with the same names as the auxi!ia, Batavi, Brachiati, 
Cornuti, and presumably like them new formations.44 

Zosimus' charge that Constantine merely withdrew units from 
the frontiers into the interior of the empire is therefore only partially 
true. Constantine somewhat weakened the frontier armies, but a 
substantial proportion of the comitatenses were new units. The total 
numbers of the army must thus have been increased but not 
perhaps very greatly. The original comitatenses were not very 
numerous: for his campaign against Maxentius Constantine is 
stated by a contemporary orator to have used a bare quarter of his 
total strength. The overall rise must have been well under z 5 per 
cent., since many of the units forming the field army were old 
formations transferred from the frontier army.45 

Constantine has been charged with barbarising the Roman army. 
He certainly did raise some vexillations and auxilia from the 
German tribes, butthis was-nothing-new,_~nd the numbers involved 
do not seem to have been large. There is perhaps more truth in the 
allegation that he favoured German troops, and gave high promo
tion to German officers. A Frank, Bonitus, is known to have been 
one of his generals, and, if as Julian later said, he raised barbarians 
even to the consulate, it is likely that some of his magistri must have 
been Germans, for officers of lower rank would hardly have 
received the highest of all honours.46 

Constantine does not seem to have neglected the frontier in 
favour of his new field army. It is rather difficult to distinguish his 
work in the Notitia, as many ofthe dynastic titles characteristic of 
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the Flavian family are equally appropriate to Constantine himself, 
his father, and his sons, and furthermore a Constantinian title may 
in many cases conceal a unit raised by one of the 'tyrants' whose 
memory Cons tan tine condemned. Three legions, I, II and III Iulia 
Alpina, which were once frontier legions-for two of them are 
recorded as pseudocomitatenses, while one has been promoted to be 
comitatensis-probably owe their name to one of Cons tan tine's sons, 
Julius Crispus, Julius_ Constantius or Julius Constantine, who 
successively ruled Gaul as Caesars. They may perhaps have be
longed to a military district obsolete by the time of the Notitia called 
Gallia Riparensis, which included the Rhone valley and the 
adjacent Alpine provinces, and have been intended to secure the 
important lines of communication through this area against the 
local Bacaudae. Another legion recorded as comitatensis in the East, 
Iulia Alexandria, may have been a Constantinian addition to 
the Egyptian garrison. The Equites Crispiani of Britain must 
certainly be a Constantinian creation, and so no doubt are some 
of the other fairly frequent Flavian formations in various 
provinces.47 

On one frontier, the middle and lower Danube, it is probable 
that a major re-organisation is due to Constantine. In Scythia, 
Dacia and the two Moesias the vexillations of cavalry familiar on 
the Eastern frontier are completely replaced by units with another 
title, cunei equitum. In Valeria and the two Pannonias vexillations 
and cunei are found side by side. No alae survive in any of these 
provinces. The legions are throughout divided into three or more 
detachments. Very few cohorts survive, mostly in rear areas, and 
in their place appear new infantry units called auxilia.48 

It is difficult to date this re-organisation precisely. The order of 
battle depicted in the Notitia certainly existed as early as 375. when 
a law of Valens alludes to those 'qui in ripa per cuneos auxiliaque 
fuerint constituti'; the ripa can only be that of the lower Danube. 
There is probably-making due allowance for the rhetorical vague
ness of the language of the Code-an earlier allusion to the new 
formations in a law which speaks of auxiliares cunei under the com
mand of duces: unfortunately this law is one of a group which may 
equally well belong to Constantine or to Constantius II. A number 
of the cunei and auxilia bear such titles as Constantiniani or Con
stantiani. Serious wars were fought against the Goths and the 
Sarmatians on the lower Danube in the latter part of Constantine' s 
reign, and there was thereafter no great activity on this front till the 
reign of Valens. It seems likely therefore that the Diocletianic 
system of defence was badly damaged under Constantine, and the 
frontier re-organised by him on new lines.49 
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The nature of the re-organisation is also difficult to define. The 
great majority of the cunei bear the same titles as the older vexilla
tions-Prorooti, Dalrnatae, Stablesiani, Sagittarii and so forth; it 
would seem that they are old units re-organised. But the cavalry 
has also been reinforced by new cunei-those with dynastic names, 
and others such as the Dalroatae Divitenses, which have clearly 
been brought in from Gaul or elsewhere. The auxi!ia, except the 
few which bear dynastic titles, are mostly named after the station 
which they occupie?; a fev: like the Dacisci, Moesiaci and Scythici 
are called after theu: provrnces; some others have fancy titles
Superventores, Praeventores, Insidiatores. They would seem to be 
local irregulars, not unlike the auxi!ia which were drafted into the 
comitatus in Gaul. 

The pagan Zosimus holds Constantine responsible for the 
military debacle of the Western empire in his own day. His version 
of Constantine's reforms is that by withdrawing the best troops to 
the comitatus he weakened the frontier army, which in Diocletian's 
day had provided an impregnable defence, so that the barbarians 
could easily break through, while the units withdrawn to form the 
field army were corrupted by the luxury of the cities in which they 
were stationed. This criticism is obviously the fruit of religious 
prejudice. It is true that Constantine somewhat reduced the 
numbers of the frontier army and lowered its quality and morale. 
But it is highly questionable whether the empire could have sup
ported a frontier army strong enough to hold a barbarian attack at 
any point until reinforcements could be sent from the other 
frontiers; and a static army would probably in any case have 
gradually sunk in efficiency, even if it bad not lost its best troops 
and been starved of good recruits. 

In the comitatenses Constantine formed a striking force which 
could immediately be marched to any tlu:eatened point, or could at 
the worst oppose an enemy who had broken through: and despite 
the luxurious billets which according to Zosimus ruined its dis
cipline and morale, it .ren;~ed an efficie~t force so long as it was 
kept up. In the West lt d1s1ntegrated, owrng to lack of recruits and 
money, but in the East it retained its high traditions; it was with 
armies of which regiments of comitatenses formed the core that 
Justinian reconquered Mrica and Italy. 

It is not clear whether the magistri peditum and equitum from the 
first assumed authority over the duces of the frontier armies as they 
did in the 3 6os, but it is certain that the praetorian prefects ~ow lost 
their military func~ons; thei~ immediate command, the praetorian 
guard, had been disbanded m 3 I2 after the defeat of Maxentius. 
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The prefects remained responsible for recruitment, supply of 
rations and the armament factories, but ceased to have any opera
tional or disciplinary controL The same naturally applied to their 
vicars, and it is probable that by now military and civil command 
were separate in nearly all provinces. There always remained a few 
exceptions; in Isauria, for instance, the offices of dux and praeses 
were normally combined, and from time to time there was a 
temporary union of powers in other provinces, such as Arabia and 
Tripolitania. The dux continued often to command the army of 
several civil provinces; in Egypt, for instance, the dux under Con
stantine as under Diocletian commanded Egypt, the Thebaid and 
both the Libyas. 5o 

The effect of these changes was to complete th_e growing 
cleava e bej:~.J;h.c-;;fyilii!Q __ wA_.!!@tary careers. There were . 
· eJl~o_rth ~qU1t~~f~!<:J~gg_e;;§__QLRr9JJ.19Jion, and it w:iSf 

f.Jlrnost un:kii:own M a roan to switch over from one to the oth':!J_ 
t;,he magistri and duces were selected from the tribunes who com
manded the regiments, and were men with a purely military l;>ack
ground, often uneducated and not infrequently barbariani}Ll'he 
praesides, vicars and prefects, on the other hand, were d!awn mainly 
from the educated classes, and were frequently lawyersJit is often 
argued that Constantine's primary object in these reforms was to 
weaken the over-powerful praetorian prefecture. It seems more 
probable that he realised tbat the office had come to demand a 
combination of abilities and experience, military, judicial, financial 
and administrative, difficult to find in one roan. 

According to Zosirous, Constantine also created the four 
territorial praetorian prefectures of the Gauls, Italy, Illyricuro and 
the East, which existed in his own day. This is certainly untrue, 
but it does appear that Constantine did break with the tradition 
that a praetorian prefect was always attached to an emperor's 
person, and appointed some prefects to govern fixed areas. The 
evidence is so slight that it is difficult to be more precise. Mter the 
defeat of Maxentius and Maximin there were only two praetorian 
prefects in the empire, serving Constantine and Licinius respec
tively. It is possible, and indeed probable, that when Crispus 
became Caesar in charge of the Gauls in 3 17, a third prefect was 
appointed to assist him. Mter the unification of the empire in 3 24 
down to Constantine' s death in 3 37, thirteen prefects appear in the 
Code or in inscriptions-and there is no reason to believe that 
our list is complete--and moreover many of these prefects, 
according to the dates given in the Code, held office for considerable 
periods. It seems certain that several must have held office 
simultaneously _51 
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There is explicit evidence for prefects of Mrica. As early as 
320-2 Menander held authority over all the provincial governors of 
Mrica, including the proconsul. He is, however, never given the 
title of praetorian prefect, and may have been a temporary com
missioner with special powers; even a praetorian prefect normally 
had no jurisdiction over a proconsul. Some years later Lucius 
Aradius Valerius Proculus describes himself in verse as 'praefectus 
Libyae' and more precisely in prose as 'having fulfilled the office of 
the praetorian prefecture throughout the proconsular province and 
Numidia, Byzacium, Tripolis, and also Mauretania Sitifensis and 
Caesariensis'; this office he apparently held concurrently with the 
proconsulship of Africa. Felix (3 33-6), who published several laws 
in Carthage and dealt with the complaints of the Mrican curiales, is 
instructed to communicate a law about the Jews to the governors 
'throughout the diocese entrusted to him'. Gregorius (336-7) 
published at Carthage a law which contains a special reference to 
that city, and is also known to have been an object of hatred to the 
Donatists. 52 

Apart from Mrica there is no probant evidence of regional 
prefects, and Mrica was obviously a special case. It cannot have 
been normal to appoint a praetorian prefect to rule one diocese 
only, and it seems likely that it was the persistent trouble with the 
Donatists, which Constantine took so much to heart, which led 
him to appoint so high-ranking an official to govern this small area. 
It would seem not impossible that the other praetorian prefects 
were attached to Constantine himself and to his sons and nephew, 
who were successively proclaimed Caesars, and who by the end of 
the reign were all ruling various parts of the empire. 

An inscription at Tubernuc in Mrica, probably to be dated 
immediately after Constantine's death, proves that there were then 
four prefects. Of these Annius Tiberianus is said by J erome to have 
ruled the Gauls, the share of Constantine II, Papinius Pacatianus is 
known from the Code to have been active at Rome, the capital of 
Constans, and Flavius Ablabius was at Constantinople soon after 
Constantine's death; he was probably the prefect of Constantius 
II, who was in charge of the East. The fourth, Nestorius Timoni
anus, is otherwise unknown. He might have been the prefect of 
Mrica, having just succeeded Gregorius, who still held that office 
on 4 February 3 3 7; but it is more likely that the Mrican prefecture, 
which never reappears, had already been abolished. On the whole 
it seems more probable that he was prefect to the fourth Caesar, 
Dalmatius, who was ruling eastern Illyricum and Thrace. Con
stantine himself presumably had his own prefect, but with his 
death the post would have lapsed; he was perhaps Evagrius, 
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who is recorded as praetorian prefect in a law dated 22 August 
336.63 . 

A number of innovations appear in the Constantinian period in 
the secretarial departments of the comitatus: some are definitely 
attributed to Constantine, others are found both under him and 
under Licinius, and may be of earlier origin. Among the latter 
group is the corps of notaries, who kept the minutes of the imperial 
consistory. The first notary of whom we know is Auxentius, who 
suffered in the Licinian persecution, the second Marianus~ who con
vened the Council of Jerusalem in 335· From later evidence we 
know that they held military ranks, starting as protectores (or 
domestici), and rising to be tribunes, and finally praetorian tribunes. 
The senior notary, the primicerius notariorum, came to be a 
very important person, having under his charge the laterculum 
maius, or notitia omnium dignitatum et administrationum tam 
militarium quam civilium and issuing their codicils of office to all 
the higher officials from duces and praesides upwards, and their 
commissions to the tribunes of the scholae, legions, vexillations and 
auxilia.54 

Another innovation was the magister officiorum. Two, both 
bearing the title of tribune, are recorded in the Code in Constan
tine's service, Heraclianus in 320, and Proculeianus in 323; another, 
Martinianus, served Licinius, and must have been a person of con
sequence, since he was promoted to be Caesar in 3 24. The title 
implies that the primary function of the magister was to control the 
officia, or as they were by now more commonly called, the scrinia, 
the secretarial departments of memoria, epistolae and libelli. The 
master of the offices also probably from the beginning, as in the 
Notitia, controlled the officium admissionum, which is first mentioned 
in a Constantinian law. He thus regulated audiences with the 
emperor, a function which he certainly fulfilled when Athanasius 
interviewed Constans about 345.55 

An important corps which probably from the beginning came 
under the control of the master of the offices was the schola of the 
imperial couriers, the agentes in rebus. According to Aurelius 
Victor, they replaced the frumentarii of the Principate, who were 
abolished by Diocletian, and though first mentioned in a Constan
tinian law, must presumably have existed earlier. They were 
organised as a cavalry regiment, starting as troopers (equites) and 
passing through the usual non-commissioned grades up to 
ducenarius. They thus ranked much lower than the notaries, who 
started as officer cadets (protectores or domestici) and rose to be 
tribunes. In their humbler sphere however they too became 
important as confidential agents of the imperial government, 
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especially the _senior members of the corps :who were s_ent out to the 
provinces as mspectors of the post (curtost ). The curtosus of Egypt 
was already in 3 3 5 regarded by the provincials as an important 
person: the clergy of ~lexandria and of Mareotes ~ent him 
copies of the protests which they addressed to the Council of Tyre 
and the prefect of Egypt on the conduct of the Mareotic 
commission. 56 

Another innovation which is attributed to Constantine by 
Zosimus-no holder of the office is known till the middle of the 
fourth century-is the quaestor of the sacred palace. His main 
function was to draft imperial constitutions, in which service he 
was assisted by clerks drawn from the three scrinia. As legal 
learning and eloquence were demanded from him, he was often a 
barrister or a rhetorician. The curious title is probably an anti
quarian reminiscence of the quaestores Augusti of the Principate, who 
used to read the emperor's speeches in the senate. 57 

Constagtine .~!J.ow~f!;;d £E_ivileges on his palatini, the staffs of the 
various ministries of the comilZTfus;TnC1ii<illigTmm1Thity from curial 
burdens for themselves and their sons and grandsons, exemption 
of their property from all munera sordida, and of themselves from all 
personal or corporal munera. He also gradually assimilated their 
status to that of soldiers. Thus in 326 he granted them the military 
privilege of peculium castrense, justifying this step by the argument 
that 'they are not strangers to the dust and toil of the camp, who 
follow our standards, who are always present at our acts, who, 
intent on their learned studies, are tried by long marches and 
difficult expeditions'. These words show clearly that the palatini 
were not soldiers then, and a later constitution still distinguishes 
their privileges from those of the agentes in rebus, who 'rely on their 
military merits'. Eventually the palatini came to enjoy the status of 
soldiers, wearing military uniform and receiving rations and fodder. 
Their assimilation, however, was never complete. They did 
not, for instance, hold military ranks, but retained the old 
grades characteristic of the equestrian and freedman and slave 
services.58 

Constantine was the creator of what may be called the Order of 
Imperial Companions. Those who accompanied the emperor on 
his journeys had always been semi-officially styled his comites, but 
Constantine was the first to bestow the title by official codicil, and 
to classify the comites into three grades (ordinis primi, secundi and 
tertii). The position of comes at first, in principle at any rate, 
involved somy form of service, and was held during the emperor's 
pleasure, so that the rank of retired companion (ex comitibus) was an 
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honourable one. The title, however, seems from an early date to 
have been given as a mere honour, and it was from the first divorced 
from its etymological meaning: for comites who were really members 
of the comitatus distinguish themselves as comites intra palatium, or 
intra consistorium, or domestici.59 

Tb._e rank of_!:Q!t!f!.J>rl:II!La.rduu:cw~snatumllygiven e~yfjjcjo t~ 

~
rinciJ2al ministers .... oLthe.comitatus, and in some cases came to 
uper8eire'their original title. Whether this happened seems to 
-a.ve depended on popular usage rather than on any official ruling. 
The master of the offices and the quaestor were regularly comites, 
but are not so called except in formal documents. The magistri 
equitum and peditum usually retain their original title, but in some 
authors, Ambrose for instance, are regularly called comites. The 
rationalis on the other hand ceased to be so called, becoming (before 
345) the comes sacrarum largitionum, and the magister became (before 
340) the comes rei privatae. The commander of theprotectores, whose 
original title is unknown, had by the middle of the fourth century 
become the comes domesticorum. In addition to the ministers, 
members of the consistory without portfolio naturally bore the 
title of comes (intra palatium or consistorium).so 

Outside the court comites were employed for a variety of mis
cellaneous tasks. We hear of them in ecclesiastical affairs, presiding 
over episcopal councils. Constantine also quite frequently_ ap
pointed one of his comites to take charge of a diocese, as a substitute 
for, or over the head of, the normal vicar of the prefects. We hear 
of Octavianus, comes of the Spains in 316-17, Tiberianus, comes of 
Africa in 3 26-7 and later in 3 32 of the Spains, Severus, who suc
ceeded him in Spain in 333-4, Acacius comes in 327 of Macedonia, 
Tertullianus in 3 30 of the diocese of Asiana, and Lollianus comes 
Orientis. As a class they are styled comites provinciarum or comites qui 
per provincias constitu~i sunt. They seen; to have petf?rme~ the 
normal functions of Vicars, but were spectally charged to mvest!gate 
complaints of judicial corruption and extortion by pr~vincial 
governors. This innovation proved transitory except m one 
diocese Oriens where for reasons unknown, the vicar was 
perman'ently replaced by the comes Orientis, who ranked higher 
than a vicar, but apparently did the same work. Soon after 
Constantine's death we also hear of military counts (comites rei 
militaris), commanding detachments of the field army in the 
provinces. s1 

Constantine seems to have been fond of pomp and circumstance. 
H~ VIas evidently concerned to invest the service of the empire with 

.. !Ilore glamour by the grant of grandiloquent titles to the me:r:bets · 
of his comitatus. At the same time he was attracted by the tradit!Onal 
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splendours of the Roman senate and diQ._g_()t __ ~J:la~7~!?i()c;let.!a_n:~- . 
, ~?.~t_i!f_ty.Jq.thesen;J,t()tialQ~de.r .. ffle seen:s to have-aimed ra!her at 
'!5nngmg together and to some efunt fusmg the old senatonal and 
the new imperial aristocracies] The creation of the order of 
imperiaL=ite cmay be regardecf as a step in this direction:· Foi:_rt_ 
w.a,sc:thm.";f..n-~~!9 s~9..ts.~n~_!o the Pe/fff.ti~{f!J2.fJ1fth_eJrrij?~r:~L _ 
setv1.ce alike, <tnQ bQllislasses WE!e J:h~s 1}11lte<iJn a .new.ansto<::r~~y ·•·· 
~~ted tgJhepe.rso~ ()ft~~-ef11p~r?f· · Another move. in th~ same · 
direction was the rev1val m a new· form of the anc1ent t1tle of 
p<ttrician. This had been under the J3:incipate a hereditary title 
gr<tnted to the older noble families. (From Constantine's day it 
became a personal distinction, grantet! by the emperor to his 
nearest friends and highest officials~ The distinction was given 
by Constantine to some men o~quite humble origin, like 
Optatus, who had risen in his service; it always remained a very 
select order. 62 

Constantine is also stated by Eusebius to have been liberal in 
granting senatorial rank, and there is no reason to doubt the state
ment, though there is too little evidence to substantiate it. It had 
long been a standing practice, maintained by Diocletian, to 
nominate the .. praetorian prefects as ordinary consuls during their_ 
office, and thus to enrol them in the senate with the highest 
secioriry. eonstalitirie seems to have sometimes made his offichls 
se!H!tors · at an earlier stage in their careers. Thus C. Caelius 
Saturninus, after a long official career culminating in the posts of 
vicar of the praetorian prefects (twice), vicar of the urban prefect, 
and comes of the emperor, was 'adlected among the consulars on 
the petition of the senate', and only later became praetorian'/refect. 
The sons of Constantine's officials were similarly honoure . Thus 
L. Nonius Verus, son of Caecilianus, who died still a vir petjectis
simus, was a vir consu!aris, when he had only been corrector of two 
Italian provinces and comes. ss 

~hlf~-€<p.IS!~rian officials and their sons were freely adlected into 

~~~~:;It:r~~:;~;!;~~~~~:;~K~i~J£~e~~lJ!~};~;;~;g7j~-: 
and praefectus annonae at Rome, and Aradius Valerius Proculus, a 
senator by birth, became praeses of Byzacium. It was, however, 
evidently felt to be rather beneath a senator's dignity to serve as a 
praeses, and Constantine met the difficulty by upgrading a number 
of provinces, giving their governors the title of consularis: this was 
in effect reviving the old legati Augusti pro praetore, who had been 
unofficially known as consulares. Correctores were also replaced by 
consulars in several provinces--Campania, for instance, and 
Sicily-and the corrector of Achaea was raised to proconsul; C. 
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Vettius Cossinius Rufinus seems to have become 'proconsul of the 
province of Achaea by lot', according to the antique rule, as soon 
as Constantine acquired the province in 314.64 

In this way an. increa~0g.number. of provincial governorships· 
· were-thfowii opelitosenators, andmdeed r~served to them;.for 
only a senator could be a proconsul or consular. Sena~()J:~ ll,l_S() 
began to pene;trate into. th~ diocesan. adrnjnistratio!l: Aradius 

·f'rocnlus· combmed·the v1canate of Mnca w1th the proconsulate. 
Septimius Acindynus becj!P.e vicar of the Spains, and Maesius 
Lollianus comes Orientis. l.Jhe increased range of appointments 
thrown open to senators is probably to be linked with the expansion 

o.f the. sena···to. r. i. al·o· r .. d. er ....... S···o·· ns o.f.ennob.le. d equestr .. it_n officials wet_!! .. 
thus enabled to follow in theiJ:Jithers' JoDtsteps:l ~ut members of 
the old senatorial families also took advantage bf the new policy, 
and the Roman aristocracy thus began to recover the political 
power w1ch it had lost under the emperors of the late third 
century.65 

In the iocesan organisation Constantine made one change, 
splitting the Moesias into two, Dacia and Macedonia. This change 
was probably made before 327, when Acacius is recorded as comes 
Macedoniae. On the other hand he reunited a number of provinces 
which Diocletian and his successors had split. Thus Numidia 
Cirtensis and Militiana were amalgamated in 3 14, and Aegyptus 
Iovia and Herculia in 324· In several instances consulars were 
appointed to the reunited provinces and Constantine's motive may 
have been to enhance the dignity of the new senatorial governors 
rather than to improve administrative efficiency. Few of these 
unions proved permanent, several being dissolved by Constantine' s 
sons.66 

In the financial sphere Constantine's greatest achievement was 
the creation of the solidus, the famous gold coin which was to 
maintain its weight and purity down to the eleventh century. The 
solidus was struck at 72 to the pound; this figure was presumably 
chosen to enable fractions of the pound, which was divided into r 2 

ounces, each of 24 scruples, to be readily made up into solidi, 
which weighed 4 scruples each. Constantine began to mint solidi 
quite early in his reign, but his issues, li~e his contempora:ies' 
issues of aurei, were on a small scale owmg to lack of bullion. 
Diocletian and his successors all tried to build up a coinage in the 
precious metals, and from Egyptian papyri we know how some of 
them obtained the necessary bullion. Diocletian made regular com
pulsory purchases of gold from the cities, p_aying (in 300) 6~,ooo 
denarii per pound. One of his successors pa1d IOo,ooo denaru; on 
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this occasion the allocation of one city, Oxyrhynchus, was 3 8 
P.ounds. I? 306 and 307 we. fll:d Maximin imposing a surcharge in 
silver (whlch was partly paid m gold coin) on the wheat tax, at a 
rate. o~ I i ounces to I ?o artabae; we hear of a similar surcharge 
agaJ.n m 3 I r. Constantme also apparently levied a gold and silver 
surcharge on tlre land tax; it is alluded to in a law issued im
mediat~ly after his de~tlr.. He also collected the rents on imperial 
lands m gold, and mstituted new taxes payable in gold and 
silver.s7 

A certain amount of gold and silver was withdrawn from hoards 
by ~hese taxes, and by tlre aurum coronarium which continued to be 
le~ied, but what enabled Constantine to launch a gold and silver 
comage on a large seal~ wa~ tlre cor:fiscation_of the temple treasures 
towards tJ:e end of !:is reign, which put mto his hands a great 
accumulation of bullion. As an anonymous writer of about a 
generation later puts it: 'In the time of Constantine there was lavish 
expenditure: he assigned gold to mean transactions instead of 
bron~e, w~ch ~orm~rly used to be held of high value.' The origin 
of this avance is .believed to have come from tlre following cause. 
When gold and ~ilver ~d a. grea~ quantity of precious stones which 
~a.d been stored m.anC1ent times m tlre temples came into public use, 
it mflamed the desire of all for giving and possessing. And whereas 
the expenditure even of bronze . . . already seemed heavy and 
excessive? nevertheless owing to a kind of blindness there was a 
more lavish zeal for expenditure in gold, which is considered more 
valuable.' ss 

!his author's e:onomic theory is crude; he seems to tlrink that 
usmg a mo.re preC1ous metal for tlre currency makes things clearer. 
But there is no doubt that there was a steep rise in prices-as 
reckoned in ~en~rli-such as he implies to have taken place. Even 
·?efore tlre mmting of the temple treasures tlre continued reckless 
Issue of copper nummi and tlreir progressive debasement-by the 
ear~y 3 20 s they had s;mk to less tlr~ a third of tlreir original 
weight-. h~d caused pnces to go on nsmg. By Constantine's time 
the capttat;o was no longer a cash tax levied in denarii but was 
conflated with the iugatio as the basis for levies in kind. This meant 
that tlre go~ern:nent .collected no important tax in denaril. On tlre 
?ther h~nd it still paid the aJ.mual stipendium et donativum of troops 
m denaru.; we po.ssess the pay statement of a praepositus in Egypt in 
Constantlne' s reign-he received 3 6 ooo denarii in stipendium and 
2,1oo in donativum. Th~ government' must therefore have annually 
mmted enough .nummt to cover army pay, and since it did not 
recall ar;tY ~f this. new money through taxation, the amount of 
copper m circulation rapidiy swelled. On top of all this a large 
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quantity of gold and silver, hitlrerto sterilised, was now minted and 
put into circ';llatio_n. P!ices !n ?enarfi rose fantastically. A modius 
of wheat, pnced m D10cletian s edict of 301 at roo denarii, was 
being sold in Egypt for over 6,ooo denarli in 33 5 and had by 3 3 8 
risen to ove.r ro,ooo. The price of gold in denarii rose similarly. 
In 324 a solidus was worth about 4,250 denarli, by the end of tlre 
reign it seems to have reached about 2 5 o,ooo. 69 

Important as were the ultimate results of the creation of a sound 
gold currency for the economy of tlre empire, its immediate effect 
must not be exaggerated. The .. fin<W<:5!S.9f .the empiresontinue.d 
~roug~ou!_th(!J()\lrt~ <:~~~.ty t() be mainly based on levies and .. 
.w;ues.JtLJana:; and it was only gradiially;-and'ffiaifilyaurinjf tlie -
fifth .century, that these were commuted into gold. Under Con
stanune and for two or three generations later gold was mainly 
used by the government for paying the quinquennial donatives to 
the troops, ~d for other more casual benefactions, rarely for 
regu~ar ~xpe_ndi~re. The only known example of tlre latter in Con
stantme s reign is afforded by a law of 3 34, which fixes the freight 
payable to the shippers (nt11licularii) of the Oriental diocese at the 
rate. already paid t<? tlre shippers of Egypt, 4 per cent. of tlre grain 
earned and one solidus per r,ooo modii. In private transactions the 
solidus quickly came into general use where large sums were 
involved, as in the purchase of real property or slaves. For every
day purposes tlre gold coins were too valuable. 70 

Constantine was of a lavish disposition· a later chronicler 
declares that 'in his last ten years he was cilled "the prodigal" 
owing to his unbounded profusion'. He must have spent vast sums 
on hi.s new capital. . He b~t ~~ endowed a .large number of 
magruficent churches m tlre chief cities of the empire. He subsidised 
all t~e churches on a scale which later emperors had to cut down to 
a thir~. But abov: all he was pr?fuse in his gifts to his friends and 
courtiers. According to Eutropms he 'let pass no opportunity to 
make them richer and grander', and Eusebius insists on tlre indis
criminate gene~osity ?f his hero: _'no one w~o hoped to receive a 
benefit was disappomted of his expectation, some receiving 
quantities of money, others of land'. Ammianus puts the same 
point from another angle: 'for, as manifest proofs have demon• 
strated, it was Constantine who first of all opened the throats of his 
friends, but Constantius who stuffed them with the marrows of the 
provinces'. 71 
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Some part of this lavish expenditure came out of the reserve 
accum':llated by Licinius, who h~d been not only ruthless in 
extrac!lng.the revenue but .economical, not to say parsimonious, in 
spending lt; and, when this reserve was exhausted, from the vast 
quantity of bullion which Constantine secured by the confiscation 
of the temple treasures. But these two windfalls evidently did not 
suffice for Constantine's extravagance, for he invented two new 
taxes .. The fir~t, the collatjo Justralis, was a quinquennial levy of gold 
and silver, evidently designed to cover the quinquennial donatives 
to the army, ?n merchants in th~ widest sense, including craftsmen 
who .sold thett own product.s. Smce the urban population, in most 
provmces at any rate, had hitherto paid no taxes, the impost seems 
reasonable enough. In the event it not only proved grossly 
oppressive but raised a negligible revenue; the urban traders and 
craftsmen were on the whole very humble folk and even a modest 
tax .was ruinous to them. The other new tax, ;he collatio glebalis or 
follts, was a surta~ on senators graded at three rates, eight, four or 
two folies, according to the amount of their landed property. In 
principle it was an excellent tax, for the great fault of the Roman 
fiscal system was that taxation was not progressive and the rich 
paid too little in proportion to their incomes. B~t the collatio 
glebalis, though it occasioned much grumbling among poorer 
senators, was so modest an impost as to be of very little help to 
the treasury. 72 

It would seem that Constantine also annexed to the Jargitiones the 
local customs and other dues (vectigalia) which were levied by the 
cities of the empire. This change, while it did not increase the total 
tax burden, impoverished the cities, and in particular the decurions 
who had to make good the deficit in the civic revenues. Further~ 
more i~ is pr'?bable that Constantine substat;tially increased the rate 
of the mdict10n. We have no figures, but 1t is perhaps significant 
that Th~mistius in 364 ~tates that in the l~st forty years the rate had 
by a senes of gradual nses been doubled m the Eastern parts· for it 
was in 324 that Constantine became ruler of the East. 73 ' 

Shortly after Easter 3 3 7 Constantine fell ill. Feeling that his end 
was near he received baptism from Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia. 
It has heel?- thought strange that one who for many years had 
regarde? himself as the ~erv~t of God and as 'appointed by God 
to be bishop of those Without the Church, should have remained 
to his'. dying day .a catechumen.. But ~or:stantine was merely 
followmg the prac~ce of many. se~10us Christians, who fearing that 
they could not av01d mortal sm m the course of an active secular 
life postponed baptism until they could sin no more. 74 

BAPTISM III 

Constantine has many great lachievements" to his credit. He 
firmly established Christianity as the religion of the empire. He 
built a new capital, which was to outlive the old Rome by nearly a 
millennium. He organised an efficient mobile army, and laid the 
foundations of a sound gold currency. But he set a standard of 
extravagant expenditure and reckless fiscality, which undermined 
the economic stability of the empire. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE HOUSE OF CONSTANTINE 

XTER the death of Constantine there was a curious inter
regnum of over three months: it was not until 9 September 
3 37 that his three sons declared themselves Augusti. The 

reason is not far to seek. During the interregnum or immediately 
after it the army at Constantinople mutinied, declaring that it 
would have none but the sons of Constantine to succeed him, and 
lynched the Caesar Dalmatius, Hannibalianus, recently crowned 
king of Armenia, the elder Dalmatius and Julius Constantius, the 
dead emperor's half brothers, and several elder statesmen, including 
the patrician Optatus and the praetorian prefect Ablabius. Con
stantius and Constans partitioned Dalmatius' zone, the former 
adding Thrace to Pontica, Asiana and Oriens, which he already 
ruled, the latter taking Dacia and Macedonia in addition to Pan
nonia, Italy and Mrica; Constantine, the eldest, only kept Britain, 
Gaul and Spain, but was apparently given some precedence. This 
arrangement did not last long. In 340 Constantine, complaining 
that Constans had flouted his authority, invaded Italy, but was 
killed at Aquileia. The youngest brother thus came into possession 
of two-thirds of the empire, from Britain to the borders of Thrace.1 

We know very little of secular affairs during the next decade. In 
Constans' dominions there were apparently serious troubles in 
Britain. There were disturbances in Mrica also, where military 
forces had to be used to suppress the bands of Donatist circum
cellions who waged a guerrilla warfare against the catholics, 
especially the rich landlords and moneylenders. In the East Con
stantius was kept busy by the Persian war which his father had 
bequeathed to him. The Persian king took the offensive, besieging 
the frontier fortress city of Nisibis on three occasions (3 3 8, 346 and 
35o); the one pitched battle at Singara in 348 was costly to both 
sides but indecisive. 

In January 350 Constans was overthrown by a palace revolution 
promoted by Marcellinus, his comes rei privatae, and Magnentius, an 
officer of Germanic descent (a laetus) who commanded the Ioviani 
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and the Herculiani, was proclaimed Augustus. This happened in 
Gaul, where Constans was resident at the time. On I March 
following, V etranio, the magister militum in Illyricum, was pro
claimed Augustus by his troops, and on 3 June Nepotianus, a 
nephew of Constantine, succeeded in seizing Rome and proclaiming 
himself emperor there. Nepotianus was suppressed by Magnentius 
within a few weeks. Magnentius and Vetranio both angled for 
Constantius' recognition, but Vetranio was apparently persuaded 
to withdraw from the struggle. At any rate he allowed Constantius 
to address his troops, and when they returned to their allegiance to 
the house of Constantine, abdicated and was rewarded with an 
ample pension. With his brother's murderer, Magnentius, Con
stantius refused to treat and both sides prepared for war. Mag
nentius nominated his brother Decentius as Caesar to take charge of 
Gaul during his absence, while Constantius similarly nominated his 
young cousin Gallus, the elder son of Julius Constantius, to be 
Caesar in charge of the East. 2 

Constantius met Magnentius at Mursa on 28 September 351· 
Constantius prevailed but the battle was stubbornly fought, and, 
according to a contemporary, Eutropius, casualties were very high. 
Magnentius retreated into Italy and thence into Gaul, where in the 
summer of 3 53 he was finally defeated at the battle of Mons Seleu
cus. The Roman empire was once again united under one emperor. 3 

The three sons of Constantine had been brought up from infancy 
as Christians, and they followed faithfully in their father's footsteps. 
They maintained and exaggerated his later hostility to paganism. 
Constans in 341 reiterated his father's decree against sacrifices1 
Constantius in 3 53 once again banned the nocturnal sacrifices which 
Magnentius had permitted, and three years later reaffirmed the 
death penalty against all who sacrificed or worshipped idols, and 
moreover ordered all temples to be closed so that 'all abandoned 
persons be denied the opportunity of offending'. Many temples 
were demolished, being granted to private persons who pulled 
them down for building material. In 342 Constans had to write to 
the prefect of the city that 'although all superstition is to be utterly 
blotted out, we nevertheless wish the fabrics of temples which lie 
outside the walls to remain intact and undamaged. For whereas 
the inauguration of games, chariot races or athletic contests starts 
from some of them, it is unseemly to demolish buildings from 
which the celebration of ancient entertainments is provided for the 
Roman people.' If things had gone so far in Rome itself that its 
ancient public monuments were threatened, many obscurer temples 
must have perished. Constantius when he visited Rome in 357 
went so far as to remove from the senate house the famous altar of 

I 
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Victory on which senators had offered incense since the reign of 
Augustus.4 

In their dealings with the church the sons of Constantine were 
faced with very different situations. In the West opinion was 
practically unanimous in favour of the Nicene formula of faith, and 
Athanasius, in exile at Trier, was acclaimed as a hero. Constantine 
and Constans naturally conformed with the wishes of the church, 
and Constantine's first act when he heard of his father's death was 
to send Athanasius and the other exiles back to their sees in Con
stantius' dominions. In the East opinion was divided on the doc
trinal question, but the majority of the intellectual leaders were, 
though not Arians, gravely dissatisfied with the Nicene formula. 
Constantius took his theology from them, and shared their hostility 
to the uncompromising Athanasius. 

By returning to Alexandria Athanasius laid himself open to 
attack. He had been duly condemned and deposed by an ecclesias
tical council at Tyre, and he had accepted reinstatement by the 
emperor. By the canon laid down by the council of Antioch he 
had forfeited his see. In 339 a group of hostile bishops met at 
Antioch and acted on this canon, consecrating a Cappadocian 
named Gregory as bishop of Alexandria. Constantius appointed 
another Cappadocian, Philagrius, prefect of Egypt, and he saw to 
it that Gregory was installed at Alexandria. Athanasius went to 
Rome and appealed to the pope, Julius, who, glad of an oppor
tunity to assert the traditional claim of his see to be the ultimate 
arbiter of all ecclesiastical disputes, warmly took up his cause, and 
demanded that Athanasius' accusers should come to Rome so that 
he could give judgment on the issue. The Eastern bishops naturally 
ignored his summons, and at a council held at Rome in 340, Julius 
declared Athanasius and various other appellants, including Marcel
lus of Ancyra, innocent of the charges brought against them. 5 

The Eastern bishops took no notice of this decision and began 
to try to devise a creed which would better express their beliefs 
than that of Nicaea. The task was difficult, for there were many 
gradations of opinion, from the extremists on the Arian side, who 
declared that the Son was unlike the Father (the Anomoeans ), to 
those who held that Father and Son were like (Homoeans), or 
were of like substance (Homoiousians): but most preferred to avoid 
the unscriptural term substance, and all alike detested the Nicene 
formula 'of one substance', which they considered dangerous as 
encouraging Sabellianism. Meanwhile Pope Julius urged upon 
Constans the necessity of a general council to settle the affair of 
Athanasius and the other exiles, and Cons tans persuaded his brother 
to co-operate. 
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The council was held in 342, or more probably 343, at Sardica, 
just within Constans' dominions on the border of Thrace. It proved 
an utter fiasco. The Western delegation insisted that Athanasius 
and the others, whose cases were at issue, should sit as members of 
the council. The Eastern delegation then withdrew to Adrianople 
in Constantius' dominions, and the two halves of the council pro
ceeded to make diametrically opposed decisions, the Westerners in 
favour and the Easterners in condemnation of Athanasius and the 
other exiled bishops. The Easterners also promulgated a creed: 
the Westerners eventually decided to remain content with the 
creed of Nicaea, but passed a number of canons conferring 
appellate jurisdiction on the bishop of Rome: these canons 
were never accepted in the East and had very little influence in the 
West. 6 

In 345 Gregory of Alexandria died, and Constantius, probably 
under pressure from his brother, invited Athanasius to resume his 
see. Mter some hesitation Athanasius agreed and re-entered 
Alexandria in triumph on zr October 346.7 

Up to the death of Magnentius our sources are as meagre as for 
Constantine's reign. Among the secular historians Eutropius and 
Aurelius Victor acquire more value as being by now contemporary, 
but their narrative remains very brief, and for a fuller account we 
have to fall back on Zosimus. The only other secular sources are a 
few flowery and uninformative panegyrics on Constantius by 
Themistius, a pagan philosopher who enjoyed the emperor's high 
favour, by Libanius, professor of rhetoric at Constantinople, Nice
media and Antioch, also a pagan, and by Julian when recently 
appointed Caesar. About a hundred laws have been preserved in 
the Codes. For ecclesiastical affairs we are rather better placed, 
having besides the church histories of the late fourth and the fifth 
centuries, Rufinus and Sulpicius Severus, Socrates, Sozomen and 
Theodoret, the contemporary polemical treatises of Athanasius 
and his great Western champion Hilary of Poitiers. Between 
them these authors have preserved a large number of original docu
ments, and others, including the canons of Sardica, survive in 
independent collections. 

From the commencement of Constantius II's sole reign the 
situation changes utterly, for at this period begin the surviving 
books of Ammianus Marcellinus. Ammianus was an Antiochene 
who served as protector on the staff of the magister equitum Ursicinus 
from 3 53 to 3 6o both on the Eastern front and in the comitatus in 
the West, and subsequently took part in Julian's Persian expedition. 
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A full and detailed narrative by a well-informed contemporary is in 
itself a priceless boon, but Ammianus is also a great historian, a 
man of penetrating intelligence and of remarkable fairness, a pagan 
who could appreciate the virtues of Constantius and criticise 
Julian. For the last years of Constantius, and for Julian's reign, the 
material becomes even more abundant. On the Christian side we 
have Gregory Nazianzen's orations against Julian, on the pagan a 
number of speeches written by Libanius at Antioch during and 
shortly after the reign. We also have Libanius' voluminous corre
spondence for the decade 3 55 to 365, and above all many writings 
of Julian himself, including his letters and the Misopogon, the 
ironical tract which he wrote to defend himself against the attacks 
of the Antiochenes. Eunapius in his Lives of the Sophists gives a 
very interesting picture of the leading pagan intellectuals of the 
time, and Jerome's Life of Hilarion, a Palestinian hermit whose 
active career fell mainly in this period, throws some light on 
contemporary conditions. The legal material also increases in 
quantity; about a hundred and sixty laws survive for the ten years 
353 to 363. 

Constantius II appears in the pages of Ammianus as a con
scientious emperor but a vain and stupid man, an easy prey to 
flatterers. He was timid and suspicious, and interested persons 
could readily play on his fears for their own advantage. The first 
execution of the sole reign seems, however, to have been justified. 
The Caesar Gallus had had a relatively easy task, for the Persian 
war had petered out, and he was faced only with minor troubles; a 
revolt of the Jews in Galilee, which he suppressed ruthlessly, 
destroying one of its chief towns, Diocaesarea, a recrudescence of 
piracy and brigandage among the Isaurians, and food riots in 
Antioch. In dealing with the last Gallus showed a violence and 
cruelty which suggested that he was unfit for authority. Con
stantius gradually changed his ministers and withdrew his troops, 
and finally in the autumn of 354 recalled and executed him. The 
case of Silvanus, on the other hand, illustrates Constantius' unduly 
suspicious character and its unhappy results. Silvanus was a 
Frankish officer, who as a reward for deserting Magnentius had 
been promoted to magister peditum and placed in command of the 
troops in Gaul. A treasonable letter was forged over his signature 
by his enemies and produced before the emperor, who immediately 
assumed its truth. Warned by his friends, Silvanus, knowing the 
emperor's character, decided that his only chance was to raise a real 
rebellion, and was proclaimed Augustus by his troops on I I 

August. 3 55. Constantius, however, feigning ignorance, sent him a 
reassurmg letter by the hand of Ursicinus, the magister equitum, who 
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having won over a number of Silvanus' officers effected his arrest. 
The rebellion was thus quelled without bloodshed, but it need 
never have occurred. a 
. During these years, 3 54 and 3 55, Constantius conducted two 

campaigns against the Alamans, who with the Franks had taken 
advantage of the civil war to create havoc in Gaul. It became 
evident however that he could not spare the rime to complete the 
long task of pacifYing Gaul, and, warned by the example of 
Silvanus, he determined to delegate the task to a member of the 
imperial family. He accordingly summoned the last surviving 
male relative of Constantine, Julian, the younger half brother of 
Gallus, from Athens, where he was completing his education, and 
on 6 November 3 5 5 proclaimed him Caesar. 9 

He conducted a third campaign against the Alamans in 3 56, paid 
his first and only visit to Rome in 3 57, and in the following years 
conducted successful punitive expeditions against the Sarmatians, 
Quadi and Limigantes on the middle Danube. Hence he was sum-

.. moned by bad news to the East. Mter fruitless negotiations 
Sapor had resumed the offensive and in 3 59 captured Amida, 
arid in the following year Singara and Bezabda. Constantius 
est~blished his headquarters at Antioch and prepared for a counter
offensive. 

During all these years Constantius had been working patiently to 
solve the problems of the church~-LikeJJ,is father he considered it 

_his duty to restore unity, and having been brol:rghrupihEaiitefu 
theological circles he naturally regarded the Western bishops as the 
dissidents who were responsible for the prevailing discord. Until 
the fall of Magnentius his hands had been tied because he did not 
control the whole empire. No sooner had he gained control of 
the West than in 3 54 he called a council of Gallic bishops at Aries, 
which condemned Athanasius, and next year a larger council at 
Milan, which confirmed this verdict. The few recalcitrant bishops, 
Hilary of Poitiers, old Hosius of Corduba, and Liberius, who had 
succeeded Julius at Rome, were deposed and banished. There was 
now no question that Athanasius was in illegal occupation of his 
see, and on 7 February 3 56 Syrianus the dux of Egypt surrounded 
the church where he was celebrating with 5 ,ooo men (or so 
Athanasius alleges). Athanasius escaped and went into hiding, and 
George, a Cappadocian who had been consecrated in his place, 
soon took possession of Alexandria.1o 

A series of councils were now held at Sirmium to work out a 
creed on which unity might be based. Liberius and Hosius both 
made their submission. The way was clear for the first act. It was 
decided in order to save unnecessary travelling to hold two great 
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councils simultaneously, one in the West and one in the East. In 
359 more than 400 bishops from all the Western provinces met at 
Ariminum under the presidency of Taurus, a trusted minister of 
Constantius who had been appointed praetorian prefect of Italy. 
The majority of the bishops did not like the creed presented to 
them, but eventually their resistance was worn down and all signed. 
The Eastern council, held at Seleucia on the Calycadnus under the 
presidency of another trusted minister, Leonas the quaestor, 
assisted by Lauricius, the comes rei militaris of Isauria, was smaller, 
comprising only about 150 bishops. It proved more troublesome 
than the Western, but here again the opposition was gradually 
worn down and a tmanimous vote was obtained. Finally in 36o a 
council at Constantinople confirmed the decision of the two 
regional councils.ll 

Constantius had performed his imperial duty and given unity to 
the church. Unfortunately for his memory the theologians whose 
advice he took were ultimately discredited and the malcontents 
whom he pressed to conform emerged victorious. The creed 
accepted at Ariminum and Seleucia, a Homoean document, to 
which both moderate Homoousians and moderate Arians could 
conscientiously subscribe, was eventually condemned by the 
intransigent Homoousians, precisely because it did not exclude 
Arians. The great councils of. 3 5 9-6o are therefore not reckoned 
oecumenical in the tradition of the church, and Constantius II is not 
remembered as a restorer of unity, but as a heretic who arbitrarily 
imposed his will on the church. 

Constantius enlarged the privileges of the clergy, with due regard 
to the interests of the treasury. In 346 he exempted them from all 
supplementary taxes and corvees (extraordinaria et sordida munera) 
and from requisition of beasts for the postal service (parangariae ). 
They and their men, if they practised a trade or kept a shop, were 
to be immune from the collatio lustralis, and they themselves and 
their wives, children and slaves were to be struck off the census and 
thus freed from the capitatio. These privileges were promulgated 
in Western parts also in 3 56. The clergy were not satisfied and at 
the council of Ariminum put forward a claim for total exemption 
from the regular land tax, both for church property and their own 
estates. Constantius granted immunity for church lands; this con
cession is never heard of again and must have been revoked by 
J ulian. He rebuffed the second demand, and restricted the scope of 
his previous remission of the collatio lustra!is. Only poor clergy and 
grave-diggers, who scraped a bare living by trades and crafts, were 
to be immune: regular merchants who were on the matricu!a 
negotiatorum and had subsequently taken orders were still to pay.l2 
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Constantine's law completely forbidding the ordination of men 
of curial family or equivalent fortune was apparently later modified 
by a rule that such persons could be ordained if they surrendered 
their property. Constantius relaxed this rule considerably in 36r. 
Those consecrated bishops were allowed to retain all their property. 
Those ordained priests, deacons, or subdeacons were also exempted 
from the rule, provided they were publicly chosen in the presence 
of the provincial governor and the curia with the approval of the 
people. Only those who were ordained surreptitiously were 
obliged to cede their property to their sons, if any, or two-thirds 
of it to relatives who would take up their curial duties, or in the 
last resort to the curia itselfP 

Meanwhile the Caesar Julian, raised abruptly to power at the 
age of 24 without any previous experience of war or public affairs, 
was showing remarkable talents as a general and administrator. In 
a succession of victorious campaigns he cleared the barbarians out 
of Gaul and re-established Roman authority over the tribes beyond 
the Rhine. By sharing their dangers and hardships he made himself 
the idol of his troops. During the winters he carried through a 
thorough overhaul of the administration of Gaul and in particular 
of its finances. In 3 57 Florentius, the praetorian prefect appointed 
for him by Constantius, informed him that the current indiction 
was inadequate and that an additional levy would be required. 
J ulian refused to sanction it, and going through the figures in 
detail proved that the original indiction provided for a small 
surplus. Florentius complained to Constantius that Julian was 
throwing doubts on his good faith, and produced the order for a 
supplementary levy for Julian to sign. Julian threw it on the floor 
and asked that he might be allowed to conduct the levy personally 
in one province, Belgica II. Here he successfully demonstrated his 
thesis that if the taxes were fairly collected there would be no arrears 
and the yield would be sufficient. Tax collecting was a profitable 
occupation for those who were in a position to bring undue pres
sure on the taxpayers, and the officials of the provincial governor 
and even of the praetorian prefect had formed the habit of meddling 
with the levy, which properly fell to the susceptores appointed by the 
curia of each city. They lined their pockets and the taxpayers fell 
into arrears. J ulian, by forbidding any praefectianus or praesidalis 
to intervene, successfully got the whole amount collected with no 
arrears.14 

In other ways Julian reformed financial methods, for the benefit 
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of both the humble taxpayer and the treasury. It was the practice 
to let arrears accumulate for a while, and periodically write them 
off by a general indulgence; meanwhile deficits were covered by 
supplementary levies. Julian refused to issue indulgences: they 
profited the bigger taxpayers, who had sufficient influence to post
pone payment, while the small man was ruthlessly compelled to 
pay on the nail. By this equitable but strict fiscal policy, combined 
no doubt with economies on the spending side, J ulian was able 
during five years to achieve the extraordinary feat, incredible if it 
were not vouched for by Ammianus, of reducing the standard levy 
on each caput in Gaul from the value of twenty-five to seven solidi 
a year.16 

The reports of Julian's success and popularity alarmed Con
stantius' suspicious mind, and in the winter of 3 5 9-6o he sent a 
notary to Gaul with orders that J ulian should send to the East four 
auxilia palatina, the Heruli and tbe Batavi, the Celtae and the 
Petulantes, 300 men from each of his other regiments, and the pick 
of his two scholae, the Scutarii and Gentiles. The ostensible reason 
was the needs of the Persian war, but the move was suspiciously 
like the opening move against Gallus. Julian did not object, but 
the troops, reluctant to leave their beloved commander and their 
families, mutinied and declared him Augustus on a February day 
of 360. Julian, after a show of resistance, accepted and paid the 
usual donative. He then endeavoured to secure Constantius' 
recognition, offering a number of concessions, but Constantius 
would accept no compromise. Eventually in 3 6 r J ulian marched 
East, but before he reached Constantinople Constantius had died 
in Cilicia (3 November 36r).1s 

J ulian had long been a secret pagan. Reacting violently against 
the Christian teaching that he had received in a lonely and miserable 
childhood, he had developed a passionate interest in the art, 
literature and mythology of Greece and had grown to detest the 
new religion which condemned all he loved as pernicious vanity. 
He was of a strongly religious temperament, and found solace in the 
pantheistic mysticism which contemporary Neoplatonist philo
sophers taught. Philosophy had by now long come to terms with 
popular religion, whose myths and rites it interpreted symbolically, 
and Julian was thus able to indulge to the full his antiquarian 
passion for the old ritual. Philosophy was also impregnated with 
asceticism, which appealed to Julian's puritanical temper, and with 
magic; it was the miracles of the philosopher Maximus-who 
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seems from the accounts of him given by his admirers tci have been 
more than half a charlatan-that finally converted Julian. 

Now that he was sole Augustus he was able to come out into the 
open. General toleration was proclaimed for all, pagans, Jews and 
Christians-including heretics, whose quarrels with the orthodox 
and with each other Julian watched with pleasure. The privileges 
given by Constantine to the church were withdrawn: the state 
grant was discontinued and the clergy were no longer exempted 
from curial duties. On the other hand, the temples were reopened, 
and where they had been demolished the beneficiaries were com
pelled either to rebuild them or to pay an indemnity. The temple 
lands were restored and the public cult of the gods was reinstituted." 

Julian naturally weighted the scales in favour of paganism. He 
preferred pagans in his service, he praised cities that restored the 
ancient worship with enthusiasm, and punished those that were 
recalcitrant. He introduced pagan rites and emblems into all public 
functions. The troops when they received their pay were marched 
up to an altar, and most of the men made an offering of incense. 
The emperor's picture in official buildings showed him surrounded 
by gods and goddesses, and it was difficult to pay respect to the 
emperor without including them. Official sacrifices were celebrated 
on a large scale for the army, who were thus gorged with meat. IS 

Julian fully realised the weakness of paganism, the lack of a 
professional organised priesthood, and taking a leaf out of the book 
of Maximin, fifty years ago, appointed a priest for each city and a 
high priest for each province. Several letters of Julian survive 
giving instructions to these pagan bishops and metropolitans. 
They are to lead a holy and austere life, obeying the laws of the 
gods and the state. They are not to attend theatres, chariot races or 
hunts of wild beasts, nor consort with actors and charioteers. They 
are to maintain their dignity before the provincial governor, 
waiting for him to call on them in their temples. They are to show 
universal benevolence, and practise and preach charity to prisoners 
and the poor. Julian had been greatly impressed by the organised 
charity of the Jews and Christians, and ordered that hostels be 
opened for poor strangers. He hoped that rich pagans would be 
persuaded to contribute and pagan villages to offer first fruits, but 
like Constantine he supplemented private enterprise by a state 
grant; Galatia received annually 3o,ooo modii of wheat and 6o,ooo 
sextarii of wine, a fifth of which was earmarked for the indigent 
assistants of the priests and the rest for strangers and beggars.19 

Julian's final and most controversial step was the edict for
bidding Christians to teach literature in the schools. The edict is 
logical enough. A teacher must instruct his pupils in the content 
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as well as the form of literature; a Christian cannot honestly ex
pound pagan thought when he believes that the gods whom the 
classical authors worshipped are devils. Christians should go to 
the churches and teach the gospels in which they believe. The edict 
aroused the impotent fury of educated Christians by its superficial 
logic. They knew that upper-class Christian parents would not 
send their children to receive a Christian education based on the 
Scriptures. They wanted them to be educated .as gentlemen and be 
prepared for the bar and the civil service, and they would continue 
to send them to the regular schools, whether the professors were 
pagans or not. The younger generation would be exposed to pagan 
propaganda, which was of course exactly what Julian wanted. 
Two Christian professors endeavoured to save the situation by 
translating the Scriptures into Homeric epics, Pindaric odes, 
comedies, tragedies, and Platonic dialogues, and thus making them 
a suitable vehicle for a classical education. It may be doubted 
whether these bogus classics would have caught on as textbooks; 
in fact their authors' labour was wasted since Julian's death almost 
immediately restored to Christian teachers the right to teach the 
real classics. 20 

The sudden change of policy naturally gave rein to popular 
passions, and a good many old scores were paid off. The Alexan
drians rose and lynched their hated bishop George. At Arethusa 
in Syria all classes united in hounding to death the bishop Marcus, 
who had recently demolished one of their temples. At the strongly 
pagan city of Gaza the authorities arrested two men who had un
successfully tried to get their temples destroyed; but the crowd 
refused to wait and lynched them. Sometimes Christian fanatics 
were the aggressors. At Mems in Phrygia three men, thirsting for 
martyrdom, smashed up the statues in a newly opened temple; they 
achieved their ambition. The enthusiastically Christian people of 
Caesarea, who had already in the past reign demolished their two 
chief temples of Zeus and Apollo, chose this moment to destroy 
their third and last shrine, that of Fortune. At Edessa, on the other 
hand, the Christiqn community, which was Arian, was moved to 
assault the local heretical conventicle of V alentinians, who had no 
doubt taken full advantage of the imperial decree of toleration.21 

In other minor ways there was petty persecution by provincial 
governors and local authorities. Libanius, an enthusiastic supporter 
of the pagan revival, was obliged to write a number of letters 
deprecating the vexatious pursuit of inoffensive Christians who had 
bought stone from demolished temples and were now threatened 
with the demolition of their houses, or were unable immediately to 
pay the indemnities they owed and asked for time; as he reminded 
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Belaeus, the over-zealous praeses of Arabia, the last thing Julian 
wanted was another Marcus of Arethusa. 22 

Julian was far from impartial in the way he punished these dis
orders. He imposed a fine of 300 pounds of gold on Caesarea, 
besides confiscating the property of the church, enrolling the clergy 
as officials of the praeses, and putting the laity of the town on the 
rural census, so as to make them liable to capitatio. At Edessa he 
confiscated the lands of the church to the res privata and its money 
to the largitiones. At Alexandria, on the other hand, he contented 
himself with giving the citizens a mlld reprimand for their precipi
tancy in taking vengeance on George; and he is said to have 
cashiered the consular of Palestine for dealing too drastically with 
the ringleaders of the antichristian riots at Gaza. This was as near 
to persecution as he got. Gregory of Nazianzus, indeed, in his two 
diatribes against Julian, almost accuses him of unfairness in not 
allowing any Christians to enjoy martyrdom. His methods, he 
complains, were subtle and underhand, and thereby all the more 
pernicious. He devotes more than half his space to the edict against 
Christian professors, which, though unfair, and admitted as such 
by moderate pagans like Ammianus, hardly amounted to persecu
tion.23 

Julian stopped ouly five months in Constantinople, moving on 
in May 362 to Antioch, where he wintered. During these fifteen 
months he was feverishly active, not ouly promoting his religious 
campaign, but carrying through many administrative reforms. He 
conducted a drastic purge of the comitatus, cutting down the 
domestic staff of the palace to a level so austere as to be in Am
mianus' opinion beneath the proper dignity of a Roman emperor, 
and reducing the swollen number of notaries, protectores and 
agentes in rebus to a bare minimum. He also made great economies 
in the public post, and took active steps to restore the finances of 
the cities and to fill up their councils, showing in this last matter a 
severity which Ammianus thought excessive. In addition to all this 
he was busy preparing for the invasion o~Persia. Neithe~ he nor ~is 
historians have left any clear explanation of the motives which 
prompted this invasion. The war had recently gone hadJy for the 
Romans, and a victorious campaign was doubtless desirable to 
secure a favourable peace. But Julian, inspired by memories of 
Alexander and Trajan, seems to have envisaged something more 
spectacular than a punitive expedition.24 

He left Antioch on 5 March 363. Detaching a small force under 
a kinsman, Procopius, to cross the northern Mesopotamian plain 
and invade Adiabene, he himself marched with the main body down 
the Euphrates. He defeated the Persian army covering Ctesiphon, 
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the capital of the kingdom, but did not attempt to capture the city. 
Burning the fleet which had convoyed the army down the Euph
rates, he marched northward to make a junction with Procopius, 
but found progress increasingly difficult through a devastated 
countryside with a mobile and elusive enemy hanging on his flanks. 
In one of the engagements he was wounded and died. 

The three sons of Constantine were virtual! y independent 
monarchs, and each had his own share of the comitatenses, and very 
probably his own magister peditum and magister equitum. The field 
army thus ceased to be a unified force and fell into three regional 
groups. With the elimination of Constantine II the major groups 
were reduced to two, but each was soon yet further subdivided. 
When in 342 disturbances arose at Constantinople, Constantius, 
who was at that time on the Eastern frontier with the bulk of his 
army, ordered Hermogenes, his magister equitum, who was in 
Thrace, to restore order. It would appear then that Constantius 
kept a portion of his mobile forces stationed in Thrace, as a sup
port for the Danube frontier, even when he was fighting with most 
of his forces in Mesopotamia, and further that he employed his 
magister equitum not to command the cavalry under his own direc
tion, but as an independent commander of a regional group of 
infantry and cavalry. Little is known of Constans' arrangements, 
but it is clear that after Constantine' s fall there were at least two 
major army groups in the West, for at the time of his death Constans 
was in Gaul with one group and Vetranio, his magister peditum, 
commanded another in Illyricum.2s 

It is under Constans also that we first meet with comites rei 
militaris: Gratian, the father of the future emperors V alentinian 
and Valens, had served as comes in Mrica, and then after an interval 
held the same office in Britain, and was already living in retirement 
at the time of Magnentius' rebellion. The title seems to have been 
given to officers commanding groups of comitatenses, ranging from 
substantial army corps to a couple of regiments, allocated to a 
special task or assigned to a/articular area. 

The field army thus tende to split into an increasing number of 
local groups, some larger under magistri, some smaller under 
comites, When Constantius reunited the empire under his rule this 
practice continued. There was a substantial part of the army which 
was attached to the emperor's person, and was commanded by a 
magister peditum and a magister equitum, who to distinguish them 
from the regional commanders were styled in praesenti or praesen-
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tales. But wherever the emperor might be there was a large body 
of the field army permanently stationed on the Eastern frontier 
under a magister equitum, and another large body in Gaul under 
another magister equitum. There were also substantial groups in 
Illyricum and Thrace; their commanders normally bore the lower 
title of comes. And there were smaller groups in Mrica and else
where, also under comites. The system was still at this date flexible. 
The ranks of the various group commanders were not rigidly fixed, 
and the comes of the army of Illyricum might be promoted to 
magister. A temporary need might demand the despatch of field 
army units to some province, and a comes might replace the local 
dux for the time being but the troops and their commander later be 
withdrawn. Thus in Britain Gratian's appointment seems to have 
been temporary, and we later find the dux again in supreme com
mand. The office of comes Africae on the other hand became 
permanent: here, it would appear, the local garrison of limitanei 
was permanently reinforced by regiments of comitatenses, and their 
commander, hitherto a dux, was therefore upgraded to comes.26 

Units of the field army remained in theory fully mobile, and 
could be transferred from one end of the empire to the other. In 
practice, however, units long stationed in one region formed local 
attachments. The regiments of Julian's Gallic army ordered to the 
Eastern front by Constantius were very reluctant to move, leaving 
their families behind them, and were not placated even when Julian 
gave them the use of the public wagon post to take them with 
them. There were moreover in the Gallic army Germans who had 
enlisted on the specific understanding that they were not to serve 
beyond the Alps.27 

It must have been in this period that there grew up the distinction, 
first recorded in a law of 3 6 5 and fully set out in the Notitia 
Dignitatum, between palatini and other comitatenses. In the Notitia 
all auxilia are graded as palatina, legions and vexillations are 
divided between the two classes. In the Eastern parts the palatine 
units are with a few exceptions under the command of the magistri 
praesentales, the comitatenses under the regional magistri. The same 
distinction, though sometimes blurred, is observable in the 
Western parts, where a majority of the palatine units are under the 
magistripraesentales in Italy. The titles thus gave official recognition 
to the distinction which had grown up in practice between the 
inner core of the field army, which remained at the immediate dis
posal of the emperor, and the regional field army groups. The dis
tinction between palatini and comitatenses had already become 
stereotyped by the time the lists in the Notitia were drawn up, for 
in these lists a few units graded as comitatenses are in the central 
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armies and conversely a few palatine units in the regional armies. 
That is to say units did not now automatically change their status 
when transferred from . the central to the regional armies or vice 
versa.28 

The same law of 365 which first mentions the palatini also 
contains the first mention of the pseudocomitatenses. These are 
found in the Notitia almost exclusively in the regional armies, and 
are fairly clearly units of limitanei which have been transferred to 
the field army. Here again distinctions have hardened and become 
stereotyped. A unit no longer automatically acquired the status of 
comitatensis by being drafted in the field army, and the law of 365 
suggests that it did not obtain the privileges attaching to that 
status; for the law lays down a lower rate of pay for the actuarii of 
pseudocomitatenses than for those of palatini and comitatenses (who 
receive equal treatment). 29 

Each of the three sons of Constantine naturally had his own 
comitatus and his own praetorian prefect. When Constantine II was 
eliminated his comitatus was disbanded, but Constans continued to 
appoint a praetorian prefect to administer his former dominions, 
which bad probably been under the charge of a separate prefect 
ever since Crispus had been appointed Caesar in 317. A territorial 
praetorian prefecture of the Gauls thus grew up, comprising the 
dioceses of Britain, Gaul, Viennensis and Spain, and became a 
standing institution, independent of the division of the empire 
between emperors. In the East similarly the dominions of Con
stantius II, comprising the dioceses of Thrace, Asiana, Pontica and 
Oriens, became a standing territorial prefecture. When Constan
tius, about to move against Magnentius, appointed Gallus Caesar 
of the Eastern parts, he appointed for him a comitatus and a praetorian 
prefect, and though on his execution his comitatus was disbanded, a 
separate prefect for the East continued to be appointed. Constans' 
dominions likewise remained a prefecture after the reunification of 
the empire under Constantius. Constantius towards the end of his 
reign divided this rather unwieldy area between two prefects, 
assigning to one Italy and Mrica, and to the other the three 
Illyrican dioceses of Pannonia, Dacia and Macedonia. This division 
did not however prove permanent, and Illyricum, Italy and Mrica 
continued normally to be one prefecture till the division of the 
empire between the sons of Theodosius the Great.30 

There were no formal innovations in the organisation of the 
comitatus during this period, but some important developments 
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took place. Notable is the emergence into the political limelight of 
the eunuch staff of the Sacred Bedchamber. Constantius II was 
notoriously under the thumb of his eunuchs, and in particular of his 
Grand Chamberlain (praepositus sacri cubiculi), Eusebius. Lesser 
members of the staff of the bedchamber were employed on con
fidential missions. The eunuch Arsacius assisted Philagrius, 
prefect of Egypt, in installing Gregory at Alexandria in 340, and 
Hesychius the castrensis-the controller of the household, who 
ranked third among the eunuchs after the praepositus and the 
primicerius-was one of the two imperial commissioners who con
trolled the Eastern contingent of bishops sent to the Council of 
Sardica in 342-3. Julian also employed his praepositus, Eutherius, 
as ambassador to Constantius when he was endeavouring to obtain 
recognition as Augustus. It is strong evidence of the power of the 
bedchamber staff that Liberius, when in 3 57 he assented to the 
condemnation of Athanasius, sent copies of his recantation to 
Hilarius, 'the faithful eunuch of the emperor'. 31 

Another corps of palace functionaries first achieved prominence 
in this period. These were the thirty silentiaries who, bearing white 
rods, served as gentlemen ushers in the consistory. They were 
under the command of three decurions: one of these, Eusebius, 
was sent by Constantius to Alexandria in 346 to remove all docu
ments derogatory to Athanasius from the records of the prefect 
of Egypt and the governors of Augustamnica, the Tbebaid and 
Libya.32 

These were also the great days of the corps of tribunes and 
notaries. Constantius constantly employed them for the most 
important and confidential missions. Two of them, Hilarius and 
Diogenius, were sent to Alexandria in 3 5 5 to eject Athanasius and 
install George as bishop. In two missions to Sapor, king of Persia, 
in 3 58, one of the three envoys was a notary. Another notary, 
Decentius, was sent to Julian in Gaul in 359 to demand from him 
and forthwith take over the troops which Constantius had decided 
to withdraw from his command. Above all they were employed for 
spying on and rounding up political suspects. Paul us, who won for 
himself the grim sobriquet of the Chain, was particularly notorious 
for his ingenuity and ruthlessness in this task: he was sent to 
Britain after Magnentius' fall to arrest his supporters, was employed 
in tracking out the accomplices of Silvanus, and in 3 59 was dis
patched to Egypt to investigate another alleged plot. Gaudentius 
was sent to Gaul to keep an eye on Julian, and later, when Julian 
rebelled, to Africa to secure that province for Constantius.33 

Many members of the corps received signal promotion. Felix 
was appointed master of the offices. Domitian became comes 
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sacrarum largitionum and then praetorian prefect of the East. 
Taurus was promoted quaestor, and then in 3 55 praetorian prefect; 
he held the consulate in 36r and was made a patrician. Philippus 
rose to be praetorian prefect in about 345 and consul in 348. Yet 
another member of the corps, Elpidius, became praetorian prefect 
of the East in 36o. Another, Dulcitius, rose to be consular of 
Phoenice and proconsul of Asia, and yet another, Datianus, though 
he held no office, became one of Constantius' most influential 
comites, and was raised to the patriciate and the consulate in 3 5 8.34 

These men were all of humble origin, as were no doubt most 
members of the corps at this date: Domitian's father according to 
Libanius had been a manual worker, Philip's a sausage maker, 
Dulcitius' a fuller, while Datianus' had served as a cloakroom 
attendant in a public baths. It is not surprising that gentlemen of 
the old school like Libanius detested the notaries, and accused 
them o~ exercis~g a reign o[ terror, enriching themselves by 
blackmail, extortiOn and delation. The corps swelled greatly in 
numbers under Constantius, and Julian carried through a drastic 
purge; he kept only four, according to Libanius, and evidently 
relegated them to their primary function of shorthand writers to 
the consistory. Here Julian showed an exaggeratedly puritanical 
spirit, and his ~eform proved short-lived. Less than twenty years 
later the notanes numbered 5 2o, and Libanius was complaining 
again of .their undue influence and extravagant promotion. 35 

In therr humbler sphere the agentes in rebus also flourished, and it 
was during this period that they acquired their sinister reputation 
as informers. Ammianus singles out two who were particularly 
notorious for nosing out real or alleged plots, Apodemius and 
Gaudentius: the latter was rewarded by promotion to the rank of 
notary, and continued his activities in that capacity.36 

It was probably during this period that the curious practice was 
introduced of appointing senior agentes in rebus as principes in the 
ojjicia of the praetorian prefects and other important officers. The · 
system had two objects. In the first place it gave to the magister 
ojjiciorum at the court a certain control over the prefects: for the 
princeps occupied a key position, having to countersign every docu
!llent, and would natu~ally report back to his old master any 
1rregular conduct by his new one. In the second place it was 
highly profitable to the agentes in rebus, since the post of princeps was 
not only responsible but lucrative, every signature carrying a fee. 
The post was normally held for one year and formed the culmina
tion of an official's career, after which he could retire in affluence.37 

Fro!? . se,vera! c<?nstitutions da~ng from the beginning of 
Valentlman s re1gn Jt appears that Jt was by then the established 
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practice th~.t the principes of the praetorian prefects were drawn not 
from their own ojjicia but from the agentes in rebus. The same rule is 
later known to have applied in the office of the prefect of the city 
of Rome, where it is first attested in 3 8 5, and in those of vicars, the 
comes Orientis and the proconsuls of Mrica and Achaea (Asia was 
for reasons unknown exempted). In the Notitia Dignitatum it also 
applies to all the dttces of the Eastern frontier. 38 

In a law dated 3 59 Constantius II speaks of the principatus as 
being the culmination of the career of an agens in rebus. An incident 
recorded by Ammianus for the year 3 54 suggests that the system 
was already in operation then; the agens in re bus Gaudentius, having 
nosed out a plot, reported the case to Rufinus, princeps of the 
ojjicium of the praetorian prefect, who promptly carried the news to 
the comitatus and was rewarded with a second year in his post: the 
natural inference is that Gaudentius reported to a senior member 
of his own corps. The system accords well with the suspicious 
temperament of Constantius, who would thus have had senior 
members of his trusted corps of agentes in rebtts as watchdogs in the 
office of every important civilian officer in the empire; it also 
accords well with the lavish generosity of Constantius to his 
palatine officials; for the agentes in re bus acquired a fine series of 
lucrative jobs.39 

· The corps of agentes in rebus naturally swelled in numbers, and in 
3 59 Constantius ordered a purge. The master of the offices was to 
weed out 'all who, of unworthy birth and bad character, have 
aspired to or been transferred to the school of the agentes in re bus', 
and promotion was to be according to work and seniority, not by 
interest. Julian was far more drastic when he came to the throne 
three years later, reducing the corps, if Libanius is to be believed, 
to seventeen members. If the figure is correct, Julian must have 
abolished the system of principes described above, and also the 
much hated curiosi or inspectors of the post, for whom a recent law 
had laid down an establishment of two per province. Even for 
their primary purpose as couriers the number seems very in
adequate. Here again Julian's austerity went beyond the mark, and 
his reform was short-lived. The curiosi and the principes reappear 
forthwith, and the number of the corps swelled till Libanius in 
about 3 So could say they were 'ten thousand'. The exaggeration is 
obvious, but not utterly fantastic, for later evidence shows that the 
corps was with difficulty kept below I ,2oo or I, z 5o in the Eastern 
parts alone. 40 

J ulian also purged another palatine corps which had apparently 
grown to excessive size-the domestici et protectores. Here we have 
the good evidence of an imperial constitution. An establishment of 
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fifty for each schola, that is twolhundred in all, was fixed; all above 
that number were to have their rations and fodder stopped and be 
sent to their homes.41 

Another extravagance which Julian sharply curbed was the 
abuse of the public post. Constantius grossly overloaded it, and 
thereby threw an additional burden on the provincials, who had to 
replace worn-out beasts and supply emergency mounts. In particu
lar he is blamed for the indiscriminate issue of warrants to hordes of 
bishops attending one council after another. The charge is brought 
n?t only by paga~s. like. Ammianus, whose judgment might be 
btased, but by Chmttan btshops themselves-who blame, it is true 
not the emperor but their theological opponents who provoked th~ 
need of c?uncils! b~t ad~t the ~~us effect. Julian naturally had 
pleasure m abolishiJ;g tJ:ns practice: lt must, however, be admitted 
that he was very lavtsh m grants of warrants to philosophers whom 
he invited to court. 42 

The main trouble lay, however, in the large number of authorities 
entitled to issue warrants. Constantius had appreciated this and 
had deprived provincial governors of their right to do so. ' The 
pro!;ibition seems ho:vever to have been ineffective, for Julian, 
finding that not only vtcars but consulars and praesides continued to 
overburden the post, introduced a new and most rigorous system. 
Hencef?rth only ilie emperor himself and the praetorian prefects 
could stgn warrants. The emperor provided each vicar with ten or 
twelve signed warrants, and each provincial governor with one. 
The praetorian prefect gave each governor two, for use within his 
provmce only: ~ll warrant.s were renewable a~ually. The system 
proved too rtgtd, and J ultan had to amend tt himself allowing 
provincial governors to issue warrants for ilie conveyanc~ of money 
taxes to the comitatus if the vicar should be absent. But the effect 
according to Libanius was magical: in Julian's reign one saw the 
managers of the postal stations actually exercising their horses to 
keep them in condition. 43 · 

T~e growi~g extravagan<;e of the g?vernment inevitably meant 
heavter taxation. Constantms according to Ammianus 'took no 
thought. f~r the :elief ot: the pr~vinc~s ;;vhe~ they were oppressed 
?Y multiplied levtes ~nd tmposts . This ts unjust, for a constitution 
tssued to the praetortan prefects and posted as an edict in 3 56 shows 
that Constantius was disturbed by the growth of supplementary 
levies. He insists that the budget must be accurately prepared so 
that the annual in?iction. will cover all foreseeable expenses. If a 
local emergency artses a vtcar or governor must in no circumstances 
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exact a supplementary levy himself, but apply to his praetorian 
prefect, who is authorised to sign, but must report immediately to 
the emperor for confirmation of his action. It is doubtful, however 
if these good principles were put into practice; in the very next yea; 
Constantius supported Florentius' demand for a superindiction in 
Gaul against Julian's protests. Nor did Julian have time to reduce 
the indiction during his brief reign as Augustus; his ruthless 
economies in the comitatus will have been more than outbalanced 
by the expenses of his Persian campaign. Themistius is explicit 
that the indiction continued steadily to rise till V alens' first year and 
Libanius is only able to claim for his hero that he would have 
reduced taxation after a Persian victory.44 

.Constantius seems towards the end of his reign to have appro
prtated to the crown the landed endowments of the cities of the 
empire. The confiscation is recorded in none of our sources but it 
had certalnly been carried out by the end of Constantius' reign: on 
t~e other h~d, Liba~us in. a ~peech de~vered in 3 55 speaks of the 
ctty of Anttoch as bemg still m possesston of considerable landed 
properties. The civic lands and house property formed henceforth 
a special schedule (fundi iuris reipublicae) in the res privata and were 
managed by its comes.45 ' 

The cities had, it would seem, already lost ilieir revenue from 
taxes (vectigalia) under Constantine. The appropriation of their 
lands, whose rents were probably a much more important item in 
their budgets and covered a large part of the expenses of local 
government, must have been disastrous for the life of ilie cities. 
All local services had no;;v to be financed either by the decurions, 
who already bore a considerable share, or by extraordinary levies 
supplementary to the imperial indiction. The result must hav~ 
been that the already difficult problem of keeping the city councils 
up to strength was gravely aggravated, gpd not only the amenities 
oLurban .. lif~ but eveq_ .the essential services -were-·scamne-d -or .. 
a~~!l<:i()!l~<i.. J ulian.iesored i:hdrfands and-taxes· i:oi:lie··atii;s;Fut--· 
t1iis, like so many of his reforms, was speedily revoked by his 
successors. 46 
Th~ othe~. g~eat financial abuse of Constantius' reign, on which 

Ammtanus mststs far more strongly than on the excessive taxation 
was the immense growth of petitio, or in other words the lavish 
grant of lands to the emperor's comites and palatini. This of course 
did not affect the ordinary taxpayer, nor did it greatly diminish the 
revenue. For the lands granted were not normally already in the 
poss~ssion of.the .res privata, although. a. g?od .deal of the recently 
acqwred fundt zurzs temp forum and jundt turts rezpublicae were in this 
way alienated. Usually the lands wert:! bo_na damnatorum, the estates 
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of persons condemned_qn ~ capital charge, usually treason. The 
treasury thus lost only potential increase of revenue from the-rents 
of these lands, and in fact gained by the grants, since Constantius 
imposed a special tax in gold and silver on grapted lands. The evils 
of the practice are underlined by Ammianus.Ut gave a pecuniary 
motive to the emReror's entourage to stimulate his too ready 
suspicion of plots., 

On 9 September 340 Constantius addressed a constitution to the 
senate, establishing three annual praetorships, the Flavialis, the 
Constantiniana and the Triumphalis, and laying down the sums 
which the holders were to spend on the production of games. The 
senate thus addressed was evidently a new creation, and had pro b
ably been recently called into being by Constantius himself, who 
was perhaps jealous of his younger brother Constans, in possession 
of Rome, the ancient capital, with its senate, and craved to raise the 
prestige of his capital, the New Rome. Even when Rome had 
fallen under his rule Constantius continued to foster the Constan
tinopolitan senate. In 3 56 he allowed it to choose the praetors, 
laying down a quorum of fifty for the election meeting. On I I 

December 3 59 Honoratus was created the first prefect of the city of 
Constantinople, replacing the proconsuls who had hitherto 
governed the city and presided over its senate. In 36I a compre
hensive constitution augmented the status of the prefect of the city, 
regulated once more the election of praetors and their financial 
obligations, and granted to senators sundry fiscal privileges. The 
prefect of the city was to receive appeals from nine neighbouring 
provinces. The praetors, now five in number, were to be elected by 
a select group including ten who had been ordinary consuls, 
prefects or proconsuls, and those who had already held the praetor
ship. Of the five praetors three were still to give games, but the 
other two to subscribe to the public works of the city. The senate 
was authorised to elect defensores to protect the fiscal interests of its 
members in each province. Senators were to pay the regular 
indiction only, as fiXed by the praetorian prefect and countersigned 
by the emperor, and were expressly exempted from charges levied 
for public works by provincial governors.48 

The nucleus of the new senate was presumably formed by the 
Roman senators domiciled in Constantius' dominions. In 3 57 the 
emperor transferred to the Constantinopolitan senate clarissimi 
resident in Achaea, Macedonia and all Illyricum, ruling at the same 
time that those who had given games at Rome were not to be corn-
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pelled to repeat the performance at Constantinople. Numbers were 
swelled by the accession of new men who acquired senatorial rank 
by holding the offices of pro~<?nsul or c<?nsular of a province, or 
were created senators by codicil on appomtment as vicars, as was 
by now the usual practice. The emperor's more distinguished 
comites were als? naturally enrolled .. The senate of Constantinople, 
however, remamed under Constantlus a small body; it numbered 
scarcely three hundred in 3 57, according to Themistius.49 

Though legally equated with the Roman senate in status the 
senate of Constantinople always remained very different from lt. It 
lacked that nucleus of ancient families of vast inherited wealth 
wh!-ch dominated the Roman senate. Consisting as it did in the 
;uam o~ men :who ha~ risen, sometimes from quite humble origins, 
m the 1mpenal serv1ce, and of their descendants it was far less 
aristocratic and more official in tone than the R~man senate. In 
wealth too there was a marked contrast between the two senates as 
is shown by the scale of expenditure expected for the games whlch 
the praetors had to produce. Not that the new men who rose to 
senatorial rank in the East did not make handsome fortunes; but 
~ven _the most s?ccessful could not compete with men who had 
mhented the frmts of many generations of accumulation. 
. In t.he second place the s~nate _of Constantinople was from its 
Inception and throughout Its history closely linked with the 
comitatus. The emperor, and the praetorian prefect of the East 
n<?rJ_Ually resided i? the city. The same men served as the emperor'~ 
m1rusters and sat m the senate. The membership of the senate and 
the consist<;>ry must have overlapped to a large degree; the senate 
was a consrderably more numerous body, but its more influential 
and active members are mostly likely to have belonged to the 
sJ_U:Uler group. In the West the emperor paid only brief ceremonial 
v~s1ts. to Rome; he often lived in Gaul, at Trier, or in Illyricum, at 
S1rmmm, and when m Italy normally resided at Milan. The senate 
and the comitatus were therefore out of touch and at times sus
picious and hostile to one another. The senat~ of Constantinople 
~ould .hardly develop any corporate sentiment as distinct from the 
1mpenal government; the Roman senate had its old traditions, which 
we~e ~ot altogether friendly to the imperial government, and 
mamtamed them. 

The contrast between the two senates is reflected in the com
position of the official aristocracy. In the East the great majority of 
the men whom Constantius promoted to the praetorian prefecture 
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were parve11us. Only one, Septimius Acilldy11us, is lmow11 to have 
bee11 of se11atorial birth. Philippus, Taurus, Domitim md Elpidius 
were, as we have see11, of humble origill, md Strategius Musocia11us 
was an A11tioche11e, who had rise11 to power u11der Co11stallti11e 
because through his proficie11cy ill both Lati11 a11d Greek he had 
bee11 useful to the emperor ill his 11egotiatio11s with eastem 
bishops. 5° 

I11 the West, 011 the other hand, se11ators, oftell members of 
highly aristocratic families, almost mo11opolised the praetoria11 
prefecture ofitaly u11der Co11sta11s, a11d held office frequelltly u11der 
Consta11tius too. Aco Catullillus was succeeded by M. Maecius 
Memmius Furius Baburius Caecilia11us Placidus, whose many 
!lames proclaim his 11oble lilleage. There followed Vulcacius 
Rufi11us, Maecilius Hilaria11us, Rufius Volusimus a11d Q. Flavius 
Maesius Eg11atius Lollia11us. The same applied to offices of the 
seco11d grade. The proco11sulate of Africa was regularly filled by 
Roman aristocrats, md se11ators frequendy served as vicarii ill 
Westem dioceses. I11 the East, by co11trast, Co11stantius ill359 had 
to illsist on former vicars and proco11suls holdi11g the praetorship. 
'Facu11dus ex-procollSul and Arsecius ex-vicar', he remi11ds the 
se11ate, 'were i11vested with the insigcia of the praetors; 11either of 
them thought the praetorship beneath his digcity. What example 
more illustrious thm these can be fou11d? Surely this fact ought to 
have co11vinced others too possessed of the office of proco11sul or 
the vicariate of the prefecture that the praetorship was 11ot below 
their merits.' It thus appears that at Collsta!ltillople a mall was not 
illfreque!ltly gazetted a senator only 011 becoming a vicar or pro
co!lsul; if he had bee11 a se11ator bom he would have performed his 
praetorship long ago, as soon as he came of age if 110t earlier. 51 

The palatille millistries-the quaestorship, the mastership of the 
offices, the two filla11cial comitivae-do 110t appear to have b<jell 
thrown ope11 to the 11obility at this period eve11 in the West. Or 
perhaps it may be truer to say that Roman aristocrats still conside'red 
such posts, illvolvi11g the perso11al service of the emperor, as 
be11eath their digcity.t At any rate the holders of these offices were 
all, so far as is lmow11, 11ew me11. Some, like the quaestor Taurus, 
the master of the offices Felix md the comes sacrarum largitionum 
Domitia11, are recorded to have rise11 from the corps of 11otaries, 
while a11other comes sacrarum largitionum, Nemesianus, was a 
promoted diocesan rationalis. These me11 were often rewarded 
with a seat in the senate, but such promotio11 was not automatic. 
Nemesianus was still a vir perfectissimus as comes sacrarum largitionmn 
in 34 j, and in the official minutes of a collSistory held at Coll
sta!ltinople i11 362, of the three ministers prese11t o11ly Jovius the 
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quaestor is sty.led vir c!arissimus; Anatolius, the ·master of the 
offices, and Fehx, the comes sacrarum largitionum, were presumably 
not senators. 52 

)'•l().!_cli4Jhe .. nol:Jility. during this.p~t;iC>d ,aspire t() th~ llli!itary 
. __ offices, __ A1Lthe .. ge11era!s- -were--gellU11le.soldiers, .. and .. a ... s.l.lbstariti:il.: 
.. !li!IJ!Qt'!!;.Wer.\!J:Jarbarialls. Of the magjstri Silvmus is lmow11 to have 

·· been a Fra11k, Agilo aii 'li:Etmall, Nevitta a Germa11 of some ki11d 
Victor a Sarmatia11, a11d Hormisdas a Persim a11d several other~ 
bear p~te11dy .barbaria11 11ames. Ma11y rose fro~ the scholae, where 
barbana11s to judge by the 11ames were predominmt. Thus Silva11us 
owed his p~omotio11 to havi11g betrayed Mag11e11tius at the batde of 
Mursa as tnbu11e of the Armaturae, a11d Gomoarius who rose to be 
magister, had similarly betrayed Vetracio as tribun; of the Scutarii. 
Agilo was promoted direct from tribu11e of the Ge11tiles a11d 
Scutarii to magister peditum: this was u11usual, some i11termediate 
comma11d as comes rei militaris or comes domesticorum beillg 11ormally 
held. 53 

Ba~baria11s, however, did 11ot mo11opolise either the scholae or 
the higher comma11ds. The future emperor Vale11ticia11 md his 
ruooer-up Eqcitius, both Paooocia11s, were tribu11es of the scholae 
and many duces, comites and magistri bear Roma11 names. This is nof 
proof of Roman birth, as the cases of Silva11us the Frank a11d 
Victor the Sarmatim show, but is presumptive evidence ill its 
favour. Two ge11erals, Vale11ticim's father Gratian, who rose to be 
comes. o~ Mri~a and o_f Britai11, a11d Arbetio, for mmy years Coll
stallttus magtster equttum praesentalis, are recorded to have risen 
from the ranks, but such cases aroused comment and were presum
a~ly rare. More usua!ly _110 doubt . a future. gelle~al.st;ttted .as ... a 
t~AR\l!leDX}J.a_llEa!e:_~protecfor. In ma11y ~ases they were probably 
151ven .a flymg start by a fafhe-r·who had achieved high rank. J ovian 
IS unlikely to have reached the post of primicerius domesticorum by 
the age of thirty-two, had 110t his father Varrocianus been comes 
domesticorum.54 

Magistri were by this time 110 doubt 11ormally promoted to the 
senate-five, Sallustius, Eusebius, Salia, Arbetio md Nevitta, were 
awar~ed the co11sulate. Co11~ta11~us is, ~owever, recorded by 
Amm1a11us to have been sparmg m awarding se11atorial rank to 
military me11: he !lever gave the clarissimate to duces. 55 

The promotio11 of 11ew me11 illto the se11atorial order begm 
duri11g this period to have its repercussio11s 011 the problem of the 
city cooocils; for the new men would ofte11 be of curial status. The 
main problem was still the purchase of titular equestria11 digcities, 
and now also of the ho11orary ra11k of comes. No less than nille 
constitutions are preserved ill which the so11s of Consta11ti11e 
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fulminate against this abuse, whereby they complain the curiae of 
the empire are utterly denuded. As early as 340, however, Constans 
assured the council of Cirta in Numidia that none might abandon 
their local council and enter the senatorial order before they had 
held the city magistracies and fulfilled all their duties. Other laws, 
not securely dated but probably later, forbade access to the senate 
to curia!es, though confirming the rank of those who had already 
got in. In 361 Constantius issued an even more severe law to the 
senate of Constantinople, ordering all former decurions to be 
expelled, even if they had held the praetorship: the problem was 
doubtless more pressing in the Eastern parts, where the senate was 
expanding rapidly. The infiltration of curia!es into tl1e senate was a 
more dangerous development than their acquisition of equestrian 
rank or the comitiva. For the latter were personal honours, which 
did not affect the status of the recipient's sons, whereas senatorial 
rank was hereditary. 56 

The sons of Constantine carried on their father's policies, and 
u_nder their rule the empire developed on the lines that he had set, 
't~ey _ _c:().P_ti!!.u~ci_t<)favour Christianity, increased the privileges of 
the£le:rgr,;and carri~d mucK further the_campaign against paganism 
~eh he. had initiated; As a result the number of Christians rapidly 
increased, especially among the new aristocracy. jLike their father, 
too, they regarded themselves as responsible for the unity of the 
church, and they intervened even more actively than he, if less 
successfully, to promote that unity.; \rhey likewise carried on the 
tradition of lavish mvnificence an<~ 1onspicuous spending which 
Constantine had set./ The luxury and splendour of the court 
increased, and palatine services swelled in numbers and receive¥, 
mounting pay and privileges. Ta;.atiQ!l . .ll<ttuta,lly continued to rise,/ 
and the confiscation of the treasures and estates of the temples was.. . 
followed by the seizure of the lands of the cities. 

In more ways than one Julian attempted to stem the tide, and to 
put things back as they had been before the reign of the uncle whose 
memory he loathed. He swept away the ostentatious splendour of 
the court and drastically pruned the palatine services. He en
deavoured to reduce the burden of taxation and to revivify the 
cities. Above all he strove to restore the worship of the ancient 
gods. 

His 'se.cular reforms seem to have been effective for the time 
being, though few had any lasting results. How successful his pagan 
revival was during the eighteen months that it lasted it is impossible 
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to say. ThF.re was, of course, a powerful body of opinion ready to 
welcome it-the old senatorial families at Rome, and many, if not 
most, of the cultured classes throughout the cities of the empire. 
In a letter to the philosopher Maximus written soon after his entry 
into Constantinople Julian claims that 'the majority of the army 
which marches with me is god-fearing', and this was probably true, 
for Gregory is obliged to admit 'that no small part' of the army 
yielded to his wiles. This was to be expected, since the rank and file 
were mainly recruited from the peasantry or from barbarian tribes, 
where Christianity had made little progress as yet. But it is impos
sible to generalise. From city to city the reception given to Julian's 
campaign varied enormously. In the diocese of the Orient, where 
we happen to have most information, Gaza, Anthedon, Heliopolis 
and Arethusa welcomed it warmly, but Julian was bitterly dis
appointed with the sullen response he got from Antioch, and in 
one of his last letters deplores the stubbornness of Beroea, where a 
personal address to the council left them unmoved. 57 

The shrillness of the Christians' protest, however, betrays their 
alarm. \'\That they professed to fear was that J ulian, on his vic
torious return from Persia, would launch a genuine· persecution. 
0'V'hat they had more reason to fear was that Julian, with all the 
R:estige of a conqueror, should have continued during a long and 
prosperous reign the insidious policy whose deadly effect Gregory 
of Nazianzus so well appreciated) 

I 



CHAPTER V 

FROM JOVIAN TO THEODOSIUS I 

W HEN Julian was killed, the situation was perilous in the 
extreme. The house of Constantine was extinct; no suc
cessor was designated. The generals, with the higher 

officers of the regiments, met in conclave to choose an emperor. 
Those generals who owed their promotion to Constantius could 
not agree with the newer group appointed by Julian, and as a com
promise the purple was offered to the aged praetorian prefect of the 
East, Salutius Secundus, a cultured pagan whom both sides could 
trust. He refused, and, as so often happens in bitterly disputed 
elections, the choice fell on a nonentity, Jovian, a genial and 
popular young man of little over thirty, who was no more than the 
senior member of the corps of domestici et protectores: he was a 
Christian. J ovian was naturally very anxious to lead his army back 
within the empire in order to confirm his title, and to extricate it 
signed a highly disadvantageous treaty with the Persian king, 
whereby he ceded not only five of the Transtigritane satrapies 
which Diocletian had annexed, but the two cities of Nisibis and 
Singara which had belonged to the empire since the reign of 
Septimius Severus. Jovian's claims were actually acknowledged by 
the other armies for the moment. How long he would have 
retained their allegiance was not put to the test, for he died near 
Ancyra on 17 February 364 after a reign ofless than eight months.1 

That the succession should have been settled in so quick and 
orderly a manner on Julian's death is hardly surprising. The army 
was in a difficult situation in hostile territory, and self-preservation 
demanded a speedy choice. It is a testimony to the growing 
stability of the empire that on Jovian's death, when the immediate 
danger had passed, the succession was again settled by peaceful 
debate. The great officers of the empire, military and civil, met at 
Nicaea. , Again the parties compromised on a very junior officer. 
Equitius, a Pannonian promoted comes rei militaris from tribunus 
scholae by J ovian, was thought of, but was rejected as too boorish 
and brutal. Jovian's brother Januarius, comes rei militaris in Thrace, 
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was also considered. Eventually, on 26 February, a unanimous 
vote of the conclave elected another Pannonian officer, Valentinian, 
recently promoted by Jovian to be tribune of one of the scholae. 
Valentinian was forty-three years of age, the son of a peasant who 
had risen from the ranks to be comes rei militaris. He was an earnest 
Christian, and had offered to resign his commission under J ulian 
rather than assist at pagan ceremonies. Though less of a boor than 
his runner-up, Equitius, he was of a violent and brutal temper, and 
not only uncultivated himself, but hostile to cultivated persons: as 
Ammianus tell us, 'he hated the well-dressed and educated and 
wealthy and well-born'. He was, however, an able soldier and a 
conscientious administrator, and took a real interest in the welfare 
of the humbler classes, from which his father had risen. Unfor
tunately his good intentions were often frustrated by a bad choice of 
ministers, and an obstinate belief in their merits despite all evidence 
to the contrary.2 

Directly he was proclaimed the army demanded that he choose a 
colleague. A month later he nominated his younger brother, 
Valens, aged thirty-six, as Augustus. The choice had very little to 
commend it, save that V alens' loyalty could be depended upon. 
Valens was utterly undistinguished, still only a protector, and pos
sessed no military ability: he betrayed his consciousness of inferiority 
by his nervous suspicion of plots and savage punishment of alleged 
traitors. But he too was a conscientious administrator, careful of 
the interests of the humble. Like his brother, he was an earnest 
Christian. 3 

The two brothers parted in August at Sirmium, V alentinian 
going on to take charge of Illyricum, Italy, Mrica and the Gauls, 
while Valens returned to rule the Eastern prefecture. A year later 
he was challenged by a revolt. The usurper was Procopius, a 
relative of Julian: he claimed that the late emperor had designated 
him a~ his successor by the gift of a purple robe. He had .not had a 
very distinguished career, having after long service as a tnbune and 
notary only recently been raised by J ulian to the rank of comes rei 
militaris but as a cultivated man he had the sympathy of the , . 
educated classes in the East. He managed to rally a few regiments 
in Thrace and to seize Constantinople, but the German generals 
whom he appointed, Agilo and Gomoarius, successively betrayed 
him, and his troops melted away. V alens took ruthless vengeance 
on his real or supposed supporters. 4 

Athanaric, king of the Tervingi or Visigoths, who occupied the 
land north of the Lower Danube, had sent a contingent to support 
Procopius. Valens determined to punish this and earlier mis
demeanours of the tribe, and for the next three years (367-9) con-
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ducted a number of campaigns north of the Danube, eventually 
compelling. Athanaric to make peace on favourabl~ ter~s; the 
subsidy which the Roman government had h1therto pa.td to him was 
stopped and commerce was confined to two towns on the Danube. 
Meanwhile Sapor, king of Persia, had taken the opportunity to 
depose the king of Armenia and install a nominee of his own on 
the throne of another Roman client kingdom, Iberia. In 3 70 
V alens moved to Antioch, where he spent the greater part of the 
next eight years, conducting through his generals rather ineffective 
military interventions in Armenia and Iberia and pursuing 
inconclusive negotiations with Sapor. 5 

Meanwhile Valentinian had moved Wem into Gaul, where he 
resided from 365 to 375, mainly at Trier, conducting a long series 
of campaigns against the ever-troublesome Alamanni on the upper 
Rhine. There were also serious disturbances in Britain, where Picts 
and Scots from beyond the Wall, and Frankish and Saxon pirates 
and Attecotti from Ireland, created havoc, killing Nectaridus, the 
comes litoris Saxonici, and capturing the dux Britanniarum, Fullo
faudes. In 3 67 an expeditionary force was despatched to the island 
under a comes rei militaris, Theodosius. He returned victorious next 
year, and was promoted magister equitum. Mrica also had its troubles. 
The cities of Tripolitania suffered severely from the raids of the 
Moorish tribes of the desert owing to the negligence and corrup
tion of Romanus, the comes Africae, and in 372 Firmus, a Moorish 
chieftain with whom Romanus had quarrelled, raised a revolt, 
winning several Roman regiments to his side. Theodosius was sent 
to quell this rebellion, a task which he successfully carried out. Not 
long after he was executed in mysterious circumstances. 6 

In 375 Valentinian moved to Illyricum, which had been overrun 
by a sudden attack of the Quadi and Sarmatians. On 17 November, 
while he was receiving a deputation of Quadi at Brigetio, he 
became so violently enraged at the insolence of the barbarians that 
he had a stroke and died. He had already eight years before made 
provision for this eventuality. During a serious illness in 367 he 
had learned that names were being canvassed for the succession, 
and he had promptly proclaimed his eight-year-old son Gratian 
Augustus. Gratian, who had been left behind at Trier, now at the 
age of sixteen took over the government. But meanwhile, on 22 
November, the ministers of the late emperor in concert with the 
magister militum in Illyricum, Merobaudes, proclaimed as Augustus 
Valentinian the second son of the late emperor, who was a child of 
four and was staying near Sirmium with his mother Justina. The 
object of this move was to secure the loyalty of the Illyrian army, 
which had seen little of Valentinian, against a possible usurper, and 
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Gratian accepted it with a good grace. V alentinian Il remained. for 
the time being a sleeping partner in the college of the Augusti, as 
Gratian had been in his father's lifetime.7 

The two brothers naturally promoted their Pannonian friends; 
the process had indeed begun under Jovian, who was likewise of 
Pannonian origin. Those who thus came to the front were of a very 
different type from the men of lette~s whom J uli.an ha~ fa:'oured, 
and were highly distasteful to cultiyated men like .L1baruus and 
Ammianus, who frequently chara~tepse them as boor~sh and blood
thirsty. Many were of humble ongm~. Two s~c~ess1ve ~a~ters of 
the offices who had great influence with V alentiruan, Renugms and 
Leo had both started as financial clerks in the office of one of the 
magtstri militum. Maximinus, for the latter p~rt of t~e reign prae
torian prefect of the Gauls, where Valent1ruan res1~ed, and the 
emperor's right-hand man, was the. so? of a cohortalts, one of the 
despised officials who served a provmc1al go_v~rnor: he went to t~e 
bar, rose to be praeses of Corsica and of Sardinia, corrector ?f TusCJa, 
and praefectus annonae at Rome, where ~e won favour by his ruthless 
investigation of crime among the ~nstocracy and v.:as prom'?ted 
vicar of the city and finally praetonan prefect. A fnend of his,. a 
fellow barrister named Festus, rose to be consular of Syna, 
magister memoriae under Valens, and finally proconsul of Asia, 
despite the fact that he knew no Greek.8 

. 

This is not to say that the two brothers employed Pannoruan~ to 
the exclusion of all others. Modestus, praetonan prefect of the East 
during most of Valens' reign, was a l~wyer from the pr_ovi?ce _of 
Arabia who had risen under Constantms to be comes Ortentts; dis
missed' by Julian, he regained his favour by being conve~ed to 
paganism and was promoted prefect of the c1ty of Constantmople; 
under Valens he became a Christian again and praetorian prefect. 
Tatian, a pagan lawyer fro~ Lycia, als~ rose ~g;h in V al~ns' 
service. His career, which IS recorded m detail m a metncal 
inscription, is of interest.. He started by serving as assessor suc
cessively to a praeses, a v1car, a proconsul and two prefects; then 
he became himself praeses of the Thebaid, next prefect o~ Egypt 
from 367 to 371. During his term of o!fice Egyp! was constitute~ a 
separate diocese, and the prefect received the title of Augu.stalis, 
taking rank as a vicar. Tatian passed on to be consular. of Syria and 
comes Orientis, and from 374 to 3 79 comes sacrarum largtttqnl!m. ~or 
did V alentinian eliminate Roman senators from the adnurustration. 
At the beginning of his reigr: he reappoi_nted Vulcacius Rufinus 
praetorian prefect ofitaly, Afnca and Illyncum, and another great 
Roman noble Petronius Probus, governed the same vas't prefecture , h . 9 for the remaining seven years oft e re1gn. 
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The high military offices fell to much the same mixture of 
Romans and Germans as under the Constantinian dynasty. Equitius, 
the Pannouian who had been suggested for the purple, was comes 
and then magister equitum in Illyricum. Theodosius, who as comes 
and magister successively restored order in Britaih and subdued the 
rebellion of Firmus in Africa, was a Spauiard of good family. Of 
Valentiuian's other generals Jovinus and Severus appear to have 
been Romans, Dagalaifus was clearly a German, and Merobaudes 
a Frank. Of Valens' generals Trajan, Sebastian, Lupicinus and 
Julius had Roman names: Arinthaeus was presumably a German 
and Victor despite his name a Sarmatian.10 

Despite the signal favour shown to Petronius Probus Valen
tinian had little liking for the aristocrats of the Roman senate, and 
they had still less for him. Relations were embittered by a long 
series of trials at Rome, in which large numbers of senators were 
accused of magic, poisoning, aduitery and similar offences. The 
trials were conducted by Maximinus, one of Valentinian's brutal 
Pannonian friends, promoted for that purpose to vicar of the city, 
and continued to be pressed by him when he rose to be praetorian 
prefect at Valentiuian's side. They are represented by Ammianus as 
amounting to a reign of terror.11 

Another cause of discontent was the high favour shown by 
V alentinian to military men. This was strikingly shown by the 
awards of the consulate: of the eight consuls who were not members 
of the imperial family six were generals, and only two, Petronius 
Probus and Modestus, civilians, and only Probus a senator by 
birth. How bitter a grievance this was to the aristocracy can be 
seen from the speech delivered by Symmachus in the senate shortly 
after Valentiuian's death, thanking the House for proposing and the 
young Gratian for bestowing a consulship on his father. Concord 
once more reigns between the emperor and the senate and true 
merit is rewarded, is his theme, and the implicit contrast with 
Valentiuian's regime is obvious. Amruianus also contrasts with 
later practice the good old days under Constantius li when military 
m~n were ke.Pt .in their place: 'under him no one was promoted dux 
w1th the clanss1mate: theJ: were,, as I myself remember, perfectissimi. 
The governor of a provmce did not advance to greet a magister 
equitum, or allow him to meddle in civil affairs. All the military and 
civilian offices always looked up to the praetorian prefects as the 
highest of all dignities, according to the ancient order of pre
cedence~.12 

It was ~~idently with the object of securing proper recognition 
for the m1litary offices, and also those of the comitatus, that V alen
tinian laid down elaborate rules fixing the precedence in the senate 
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. and the consistory of actual or past holders. o.f imperial offices. 
Precedence was defined by reference to the c1v1l offices normally 
held by senators; the praetorian and urban prefects ranked highest, 
next proconsuls, next vicars, and finally consulars of provinces. 
Valentinian ruled that ex-prefects of the city and of the praetorium 
and masters of the infantry or cavalry should be equal in rank, 
taking precedence by seniority of appointment. The four comites 
consistoriani, that is the quaestor, the master of the offices and the 
comites sacrarum largitionum and rei privatae, were graded above pro
consuls. Comites rei militaris and honorary magistri equitum or 
peditum ranked below proconsuls, and the magistri scriniorum above 
vicars. There are obvious gaps in Valentinian's rules as preserved 
in the Code. No mention is made of the comitiva domesticorum, an 
important office, often the stepping-stone to the mastership of the 
soldiers; its holder probably, as later, ranked with the comites 
consistoriani. Nor is anything said of duces, who in Valentinian's 
reign regularly became clarissimi, and probably as later ranked 
above consularesP 

From laws of the next reign it would appear that the primicerius 
of the notaries in Valentinian's time ranked like the magistri 
scriniorum above vicars, and that the ordinary tribunes and notaries 
were graded as consulars. The once lowly corps of the notaries had 
risen in the world. The opportunities of promotion which it 
offered made it attractive to men of higher social status than Philip 
the sausage maker's son. Libanius complaim that wealthy parents, 
who ought to have sent their sons to study literature and rhetoric 
under him, had them taught shorthand instead. Even humbler 
palatine ministries rose in status. The chief clerks (proximi) of the 
three sacra scrinia and the magister dispositionum would seem by 
Valentinian's reign to have retired with the rank of consulars.l4 

The various grades of senators had already before Valentinian's 
day begun to be distinguished serui-officially by special titles, and 
under him the practice became more stabilised. Praetorian prefects 
were already in the 3 5o s addressed as clarissimi et illustres: under 
Valentinian all officers of the same group, the urban prefects and 
the masters of the soldiers, are fairly regularly so styled. The grade 
of proconsulars began under V alentiuian to be called spectabiles; 
the four comites consistoriani, though ranking above proconsuls, 
originally received this title, but soon became illustres, as did the 
comes domesticorum. The title of spectabilis eventually was attached 
to all grades from proconsul to dux, only consulars still ranking as 
simple clarissimi. The use of these titles still remained fairly fluid 
till the end of the century, by which time it had become stereo
typed.15 
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Old senators may well have felt that the order was being vul
garise~ by .V alentinian. It was henceforth flooded by duces of 
barban~ bmh or, ;vhat was hardly better, of peasant origin. Mere 
clerks like the notanes or the proximi of the scrinia regularly became 
senators. With this regular inflow of new merrt'bers the senate 
st~adi!y expanded in numbers. Many more provinces also had by 
tlus tlme become consular, and as the men appointed consulars 
were frequently not senators, this again increased the numbers of 
t?e senate. Numerous grants of titular dignities and of the claris
simate to wealthy and ambitious provincials swelled the total. In a 
let.ter to Festus, pr_oconsul of Asia, V alens .allowed the annual high 
pr:e~ts of the provmce to become senators If they so wished. If this 
pnvilege was accorded to many provinces it must have involved a 
considerable annual intake of new senators. The senate of Con
stantinople, whim had numbered barely three hundred towards the 
end of the reign of Constantius, had by 385 reached two thousand.1• 

The expansion .of the senatorial order greatly aggravated the 
problem of the curtales, In the first year of their reign the emperors 
enacted a new principle, that decurions who became senators could 
transmit their new rank ouly to sons born after their promotion, 
~d must have a son or sons to carry on their duties in their native 
city. In 371 Valens regulated the admission of curiales to the senate 
by a long and comprehensive constitution. All who had obtained 
the rank before 36o were confirmed. As from that date no curialis 
was admissible unless he already had at least one son whom he left 
in his cttria. By way of compensation a man who al~eady had two 
or more sons might hand on his senatorial rank to one of them 
dividing his property ~q?itab!y between them. In principle ouly 
~en who had held adm;rustrauve posts were eligible, but retrospec
tively so many exceptions were allowed that few can have been 
excluded. All who had held the praetorship or the tribunate of the 
p!e):>s were confirmed, as w~re a.ll wh'? had received honorary dig
rutles down to the consularttas mclus1ve. These rules were satis
factory in so far that they ensured-if they could be enforced-that 
for the f~ture ev_ery efl!J-oble~ curial famlly must leave a branch to 
carry on lts service to 1ts natlve city.l7 

Vale?tini~' s . care for the humbler classes is most notably 
exemP_lified m his. treat~ent of the office of defensor civitatis. This 
?ffice ls not .me~tlo~ed. m the Codes till V alentinian' s reign, but it 
1s reco~de~ m mscnp~ons. as early .as 322 in Arabia, and papyri 
attest that It already eXIsted m Egypt m the 3 30 s and that its holders 
had the s~~ fu?-ctions as did Valen~inian's .defensores. It may have 
been an .mst!tut!on lo~al ,to t~e Onental dwcese, or it may have 
lapsed smce Constant!ne s re1gn. Valentinian appears, from the 
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languag.e h~ uses, t~ have introduced it afresh into Illyricum, and 
a constltutwn of his brother shows that it was introduced or 
revived in his dominions: it was henceforth universal throughout 
the empire.18 

The function of the defensor is stated in general terms to be 
patron of the plebs against the injuries of the powerful. More 
specific instructions to a defensor, Seneca, state that he is to decide 
minor cases of debt or restitution of runaway slaves, or claims of 
over-exaction of taxes, and to remit more important cases to the 
governor. Another constitution of Valens to the senate of Con
stantinople stresses the value of the office in assuring cheap justice 
to the peasantry. 'We have provided by a useful plan that the 
innocent peace of the peasantry shall enjoy the benefit of special 
protection, to prevent its being wearied and troubled by the tricks 
oflegal controversy even when it demands redress; while a grasping 
advocate is briefed, the princeps who guards the door of the court 
is softened by large bribes, the record of the trial is sold by the 
shorthand clerks, those who administer justice demand more in 
fees from the successful litigant than his opponent is going to pay 
him.'19 

The praetorian prefects were instructed to select a defensor for 
each city and to submit his name for the emperor's personal 
approval. On the principles of selection Valentinian laid down 
careful rules. The defensores were to be c!Josen among ex-provincial 
governors, former agentes in rebus, who had been principes in the 
offices of the praetorian prefects or vicars, other retired palatine 
civil servants, and retired barristers. Valentinian expressly debarred 
ex-officials of the praetorian prefects, vicars and governors, and, 
with emphasis, decurions. The former are clearly excluded as being 
the persons who oppressed the poor by extortionate collection of 
taxes and judicial fees, and it seems likely that the emperor regarded 
the decurions too as among the 'powerful persons' from whose 
injuries the plebs required protection. The classes he selected were 
perhaps the best that could be found, but neither provincial 
governors nor palatini were very likely to be very sympathetic to 
the wrongs of the humble, and agentes in re bus had a bad reputation: 
nor do Valens' own words quoted above suggest that advocates 
were friends of the poor. The whole plan is very typical both of 
Valentinian's good intentions and of his unwarranted faith in his 
personal subordinates. The institution probably did not fulfil its 
founder's high hopes, but it proved of lasting use in providing a 
cheap and accessible court of justice for poor litigants, who had 
hitherto had to take their plaints to the provincial governor. 20 

At the beginning of their joint reign the two brothers enacted a 
L 
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radical change in the system of tax collection. The collectors 
(susceptores) of the various levies and the managers of the depots in 
which they were stored (praepositi horreorum) were no longer to be 
decurions, nominated by the city council, but, as a general rule, 
retired officials nominated by the provincial ofliciut~~. The grades of 
officials liable are not specified, but palatini (with the exception of 
the !argitiona!es civitatum, who were only technically p:Uatine) w~re 
exempt, as were apparitores of the masters of the soldiers: officials 
of the praetorian prefects were apparently liable unless they had 
reached the rank of cornicu!arii. For the levy of uniforms (vestis) the 
susceptores were to be selected from the principa!es, or leading de
curious, and honorati, those who had received codicils of the comitiva 
or equestrian rank. A similar change was made in the administra
tion of the wagon post (cur sus c!avu!aris). According to a .constitu
tion issued to the praetorian prefect of Italy and Illyncum the 
managers of the posting stations were to be selected from those 
who had received honorary codicils as comites,praesides or rationa!es.21 

These reforms have been interpreted as a move to relieve the 
overburdened decurions of the onerous duty of tax collection. It 
would be more in accord with Valentinian's known sentiments to 
regard them as intended to deprive the decurions of opportunities 
for extortion. In point of fact the emperor's motive is stated in one 
law: 'The reason why we have ordered that the collectors of taxes 
in kind should be nominated from the body of officials in the 
provinces of Illyricum is that it is known that they are more suitable 
than those who nsed to be appointed collectors in the city councils, 
both in property and in reliability.' The object was in fact merely 
fiscal, to secure collectors who would not cheat the government or 
could pay up if they did. The reform proved difficult to operate 
because there were not enough qualified persons to fill the posts, 
or so at any rate it was alleged: more probably the persons concerned 
were difficult to catch. Almost from the start exceptions had to be 
made. The governor of Cilicia was allowed to revert to the old 
practice and the vicar of Mrica was permitted to employ curia!es as 
susceptores, the emperor consoling himself that, if they were less 
suitable, the results of their negligence or fraud would have to be 
made good by their curia. The praetorian prefect of Italy and 
Illyricum was allowed to appoint curia!es again to the posting 
stations. The reform probably did not outlive its creators. 22 

Valentinian and Valens once again confiscated the lands and 
revenues of the cities, which Julian had restored to them, but after 
a few years refunded to them a proportion of the rents to enable 
them to repair their public buildings. A letter of Valens to Eutro
pius, proconsul of Asia in about 370, reveals that various amounts 
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had already been refunded to different cities according to their 
needs. From 374 a fixed proportion, one-third, of the rents was 
refunded to all cities; if one city had exceptional needs, they had to 
be met from the thirds of its neighbours. The same rule seems to 
have been applied in the civic taxes. A constitution of 374, placed 
in the Code under the title 'de vectigalibus et commissis', speaks of 
the division being made 'ex reditibus rei publicae omniumque 
titulorum ad singulas quasque pertinentium civitates'.23 

The two brothers thus mitigated to some extent the disastrous 
effects of the confiscation of the civic lands and revenues, though 
they were unable to maintain Julian's more generous policy. Both 
are praised for their fiscal policy by Ammianus. Of Valentinian he 
says that he was 'extremely sparing in his demands on the pro
vincials, everywhere relieving the burden of the tribute', of Valens 
that he was 'a very just protector of the provinces, each one of 
which he guarded from harm like his own house, relieving the 
weight of the tribute with a singular care, admitting no addition to 
the taxes'. 24 

Ammianus' eulogy of Valens is borne out by Themistius, who in 
a panegyric delivered on the emperor's fifth anniversary cites some 
useful facts. For the last forty years before V alens' accession the 
annual indiction had steadily mounted. V alens stabilised the figure 
during his first three years, and in his fourth reduced the indiction 
by half: in view of what Julian achieved in Gaul this reduction is 
not incredible, though attested only by a panegyric. V alens, as 
Themistius says, had been a private householder before he became 
emperor, and knew the value of money. He was sparing in his 
gifts, but this, Themistius hastens to explain, was not meanness but 
true economy: lavish gifts made higher taxation necessary. Am
mianus also records that Valens was strictly fair in dealing with 
petitions for caduca and vacantia, allowing the occupant of the 
property a full opportunity to disprove the claim. Moreover, 
where a claim was proved, he would often share the property 
between the petitioner and three or four others who had made no 
claim; this practice must have discouraged petitio by greatly 
reducing the profits. 25 

Valentinian's record is less good. He may have kept taxation 
under control with the help of Maximinus in the Gauls, but in the 
great prefecture of Illyricum, Italy and Mrica he allowed Petronius 
Probus a free hand. Here too his intentions were excellent: in the 
poor and much ravaged provinces of Illyricum he abolished the 
capitatio, which weighed particularly heavily on the peasants. He 
does not seem, however, to have admitted the corollary that the 
revenue from that area must be reduced, but supported Probus' 
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ruthless exaction of additional iugatio, which brought many land
owners to ruin, ignoring all complaints 'as if his ears were sealed 
with wax'. Ammianus gives a lurid picture of the havoc wrought 
by Probus' constant superindictions among the gentry of the area, 
many of w~om fled to other prov:i~ces, while thos~ ~hat rem~ed 
languish~d m gaol. When V alent1ruan personally ~1s1ted Illyncum 
in 3 7 5 h1s eyes were opened. Among a delegation sent by the 
province of Epirus to thank the emperor for the b.enefits of Probus' 
administration was a philosopher named Iphicles. Asked by 
V alentinian what the provincials really thought of Probus, Iphicles 
spoke up boldly and rev~aled to the em12eror that :n_any of his old 
friends had fled the provmce or been dnven to smc1de or flogged 
to death: Valentinian suddenly died very shortly after, fortunately 
for Probus. Illyricum was the worst scandal, but the success of the 
rebel Firmus in Africa was, we are told, largely due to the ruthless 
fiscal exploitation of the provincials, who rallied to him in despair.26 

Both the brothers made a concerted attempt to increase the pro
duction of gold. In 365 it was enacted that gold miners should 
pay a tax of 8 scruples per annum, and sell the rest of their product 
to the !argitiones, from which they would receive 'an equitable 
price' presumably in debased denaril. Valentinian hoped that on 
these 'terms volunteers would take up the trade, but compulsion 
was soon required to recall workers who had strayed from the 
industry into agriculture. In 3 70 V :Jens '?r~ered all runaway 
miners to be combed out throughout his dom1ruons, even from the 
lands of the res privata, and his brother loyally ordered Petronius 
Probus to track down and return all Thracian miners who had 
found refuge in Illyricum and the Macedonian diocese. Similar 
measures were taken in the West, where for reasons unknown 
miners attempted to escape to Sardinia: the praetorian prefects of 
Italy and Gaul were instructed to order the governors of maritime 
provinces to keep a strict watch on the coast, and masters of ships 
were to be fined 5 solidi for every miner to whom they gave a 
passage.27 

Another sign of the interest which V alentinian and Valens took 
in augmenting their gold currency is that from 372 they collected 
the collatio Justra!is no longer in gold and silver, as hitherto, but in 
gold alone. It would seem to have been the deliberate policy of the 
government to establish one gold currency for imperial purposes. 28 

Both the brothers were soldiers by profession and took a great 
interesdn the army. Valentinian was, according to Ammianus, a 
ruthless disciplinarian, but, while very hard on the common 
soldier, was too lenient with his officers. Valens, according to 
Themistius, cared for other ranks, seeing to it that they really 
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received their rations, arms and uniforms, and severely checked the 
peculations of officers. In particular he curbed the common abuse 
whereby officers allowed their units to fall under strength, pocketing 
the pay of the non-existent soldiers. Both brothers were extremely 
active in fortifying the river frontiers along the Rhine and Danube, 
and V alens at any rate reinforced his armies with several new units: 
none can be certainly attributed to Valentinian, but this is due to 
our defective record of the Western armies.29 

Strenuous efforts were made to maintain and increase the numbers 
of the army. Sons of veterans were combed out of the o/}icia, and the 
conscription was regularly carried out every year. Valens systema
tically reformed its machinery. The custom had apparently grown 
up whereby landowners, reluctant to part with an agricultural 
worker, bribed some tramp to enlist by a large bounty, and pro
vincial governors had taken advantage of this custom to supply the 
recruits themselves and charge the landowners exorbitant sums, as 
much, we are told, as So solidi per man. Valens ordained that in 
each consortium of landowners liable for the production of a 
recruit the members should supply a man in rotation annually, but 
that, to even things out between rich and poor members, a levy 
should be raised from all members in proportion to their iugatio to 
provide compensation-at the rate of 30 solidi-to the landowner 
who provided the recruit. Recruits were encouraged by tax 
exemptions for themselves and their families and veterans rewarded 
by more liberal grants of land tax free, and gifts of seed corn and 
stock and money to give them a start. 30 

There are signs that the demands of conscription were more than 
the agricultural population could easily support. It is worthy of 
note that Valentinian had to reduce the minimum height required 
of recruits to 5 feet 7 inches and that V alens exempted the lands of 
the res privata from furnishing recruits. The levy of recruits was 
moreover in certain provinces from time to time commuted for a 
gold tax, the aurum tironicum. The principle does not seem to have 
been to draw recruits from the areas which produced the best 
material, and money from the rest. A constitution addressed to the 
vicar of the city shows that men were levied from the Suburbicarian 
diocese, which had not the reputation of a good recruiting ground, 
while the papyri prove that in some years men were levied from 
Egypt and in some years money. The motive behind the system 
was probably partly fiscal, but partly to give all areas an occasional 
respite.31 

Julian's pagan revival was not altogether fruitless; it won for 
paganism nearly thirty years of toleration. The temple lands were 
once again confiscated, but the temples were not closed and the 
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pagan cult was ?-ot prohibited.. J ovian _is.sue~ an edict of general 
religious toleratwn; only mag1c and divmatlon were banned, as 
they had been by pagan emperors. Valentinian and V alens renewed 
this edict, and, as far as pagans were concerned.,~, both brothers 
observed it. Valentinian was generous in his interpretation of it. 
When Agorius Praetextatus, the pagan proconsul of Achaea, pro
tested against the ban on nocturnal sacrifices, which as being 
usually associated ':'ith magi.c and ~vination were s~ill prohibi~ed, 
pointing out th~t 1t made 1mposs1ble the celebrat!~n. of ancient 
mysteries on which the Greeks set great store, V alentlnlan allowed 
the law not to be enforced in these cases. He also sanctioned the 
old and respectable Italian form of divination, haruspicina, which 
Constantine and his sons had banned: 'I do not consider', he wrote, 
'any rite permitted by our ancestors to be criminal. The laws issued 
by me at the beginning of my reign are witnesses, whereby everyone 
was granted a free choice of practising whatever religion his mind 
determined.'32 

Under V alentinian most heretics also enjoyed toleration. Only 
Manichees, whom pagans and Christians alike held to be a dan
gerous and antisocial s~ct, were banned .. R;ebaptism, "':~eh was 
practised by the Donat!sts, was also prohibited. Valent!ruan was 
one of the few emperors who firmly refused t? t~ke sides .in t~eo
logical controversies. When at the very begmrung of his re1gn, 
while he was still in Thrace, a group of oriental bishops approached 
him, asking for a synod on the faith to be suml?oned, he. replied: 
'It is not right that I, a layman, should meddle m such things: the 
bishops, whose J:H~siness it is, !?ay meet on their own a.s they wish.' 
In his own domln!ons he was little troubled by theological disputes, 
as the West was almost solid in favour of the Nicene formula, in 
which he himself believed: a council held at Paris in the first year of 
Julian's reign had already disavowed the creed of Ariminum.33 
, The main ecclesiastical controversy of the reign was a disputed 
election for the Roman see, which the two candidates, Damasus and 
Ursinus conducted with such vigour that on one day a hundred and 
thirty -s~ven corps~s '?'e.re counte~ fn the bas~ca of ~icininus, 'a 
meeting place of Lht1st1an worship , as Amffilanus dnly remarks. 
'Nor do I deny,' he goes on, 'considering the ostentation of life in 
Rome, that those desirous of these things shonld struggle with all 
their might to attain their ambition: since, when they have gained 
it, they will ~e sure. of being enric~ed by the offerings of.la.dies, and 
riding in their camages and wearmg fin~ clothes ~nd g1vmg mag
nificent dinners, so much so that their entertamments surpass 
imperial banquets.' Constantine's donations had made the bishop 
of Rome a very wealthy man, and since then gifts and legacies had 
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flowed in fast: one of Rome's richest aristocrats, the same Agorius 
Praetextatus who saved the mysteries of Greece, used jokingly to 
say to Damasus,: 'Make me bishop of Rome and I'll be a Christian 
tomorrow.' Much of the wealth of the Roman see came from pious 
ladies of the aristocracy, and Valentinian was so disgusted by the 
way in which their piety was exploited that in 3 70 he directed a 
constitution to Damasus prohibiting ecclesiastics or monks from 
entering the houses of widows or unmarried girls, and declaring 
void all gifts or legacies which they received from them.34 

It was another sign of the times when in 374 Aurelius Ambrosius, 
the son of a praetorian prefect, and at the time consular of Aemilia, 
was elected by acclamation bishop of the metropolis of that pro
vince, Milan. Ambrose was without doubt selected for his high 
character, and accepted the nomination from a sense of duty. But 
the incident nevertheless bears witness to the growing prestige of 
the episcopacy. A generation earlier it would have been unthink
able that a senator should become a bishop, even of so important a 
city as Milan. ss 

On the ordination of curia!es both brothers took a firm line. A 
constitution issued in the first year of their joint reign ordered that 
a curialis on being ordained must surrender all his property either 
to a relative who would replace him on the council or to the council 
itself corporately, and forbade absolutely the ordination of rich 
plebeians. The enforcement of this law was in 3 70 limited by 
Valens to clergy ordained within the last ten years: his brother in 
371 more equitably limited it to those ordained since his accession.s6 

Valens had a more complicated theological situation to deal with 
in the East, where opinion was still much divided. He took the 
correct line of insisting on subscription to the creed established by 
the councils of Ariminum, Seleucia and Constantinople, and issued 
an edict exiling once more all bishops who had been exiled by Con
stantius II and recalled by J ulian; only Athanasius was spared, 
technically on the ground that he had again been exiled by J ulian, 
and recalled by J ovian, but really because it was evident that there 
would be serious commotions in Alexandria if he were expelled. 
Valens' rigid adherence to official orthodoxy was unfortunate, for a 
large body of moderate opinion was by now becoming reconciled 
to Nicaea: the novelty of the formula was wearing off, and many 
Eastern theologians now interpreted it in a sense which did not 
conflict with their principles. This group, led by Basil, bishop of 
Caesarea in Cappadocia, were negotiating with the bishops of the 
West, and working toward an agreement with them.37 

During the first years of his reign Valens had no time to spare for 
ecclesiastical affairs, but from 3 7 r, when he moved to Antioch, until 
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3 78 he conducted a veritable persecution against the recusants. He 
came into violent conflict with Basil of Caesarea, who definitely 
refused to accept the official creed, but in the end, impressed by his 
strong personality, the emperor let him be. On Athanasius' death 
in 373 he attacked the Nicene stronghold of Egypt, deposing Peter, 
Athanasius' brother, whom he had consecrated as his successor, and 
installing a conformist bishop, Lucius. We possess Peter's account 
of the operation. He is able to make much play of the fact that of 
the government officials involved, Palladius, the prefect of Egypt, 
was a pagan, and Magnus, the comes sacrarum largitionum, who was 
specially sent down with Lucius, had burnt down a church at 
Berytus in Julian's reign, and been compelled by Jovian to rebuild 
it at his own expense. The soldiers were seconded by a large pagan 
mob, who evidently took great pleasure in the opportunity offered 
to them of desecrating a Christian church and stripping, insulting 
and raping Christian virgins. Having duly installed Lucius, Magnus 
put under arrest nine priests and deacons who refused to subscribe 
to the official faith, and having vainly tried, by the third degree 
methods habitual in the Roman courts, to break them down, 
shipped them to exile at Heliopolis in Syria, a rabidly pagan city. 
Twenty-three monks who demonstrated against this action were 
condemned to the mines of Phaeno. and Proconnesus, as was a 
deacon of the Roman church, sent by Damasus, who tried to inter
vene. Magnus next rounded up the bishops of Egypt. Some he 
was able to enrol in the city councils to which they rightfully 
belonged. Eleven were exiled to the Jewish city of Diocaesarea. 38 

In 376 Valens was faced with a crisis. The Huns, advancing 
westwards across the plains of South Russia, had spread panic 
among the Sarmatian and German tribes of that area. The powerful 
Gothic kingdom of the Greuthungi (or Ostrogoths) had fallen, and 
its king, Hermanric, committed suicide in despair. Athanaric, king 
of the Thervingi (or Visigoths ), endeavoured to organise the 
defence of his kingdom, but was deserted by his people, who, 
terrified at the Huns' approach, petitioned Valens to be received 
within the empire, promising to serve in its armies. It was a 
tempting offer, and flattering to Valens' pride. It was represented 
to him by his advisers that such a vast accession of manpower 
would make his armies invincible, and that he would be able to 
suspend the conscription in the provinces, and thereby greatly aug
ment his revenue from the aurum tironicum. Fritigern and Alavivus 
the Gothic chieftains, were accordingly given a favourable reply' 
and promised lands to cultivate in the Thracian diocese-presum: 
ably the deserted lands which abounded in this area. In the late 
autumn of 376 the Goths were ferried across the Danube}9 
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The reception of this vast body of immigrants was an operation 

which required very careful handiing if things were not to get out 
of hand. Unfortunately the decision was taken hurriedly, before 
supplies of food had been assembled to support the newcomers. 
The situation was not utterly mishandled. A considerable number of 
Goths were marched off to the Eastern frontier, where they were 
drafted into new units under Roman officers by Julius, the magister 
militum per Orientem. A beginning was made with dispersing the 
remaining tribesmen, a large group being sent to winter at 
Adrianople. But the bulk of the immigrants remained north of 
the. Haemus and food soon ran short. The situation was made 
worse by the officers on the spot, Lupicinus, the comes rei militaris 
per Thracias, and Maximus, the local dux, who were of the type 
castigated by Themistius a few years earlier, as 'rather slave 
merchants and dealers, whose only activity was buying and selling 
on the largest scale possible'. They shamelessly exploited the 
starving Goths, selling them even dogs' meat, at the rate of one 
man per dog, and made a vast profit from selling the Goths thus 
enslaved throughout the diocese. 40 

Disturbances naturally arose, and the remnants of the Ostro
goths, who had been refused admission to the empire, took advan
tage of the confusion to cross the Danube, under the leadership of 
two nobles, Alatheus and Safrax, guardians of their young king, 
Viderich. Lupicinus put a spark to the powder barrel by massac
ring the escort of the two Visigothic chiefs while they were dining 
with him at Marcianopolis. The Goths rose in revolt and began 
plundering the villas of the Thracian countryside. They were soon 
joined by the group of their countrymen at Adrianople, where the 
civic authorities had refused them food supplies and eventually 
levied the townsmen to attack them-with disastrous results. The 
recently enslaved Goths naturally rejoined their tribesmen, and 
numbers of the Thracian gold miners, shortly before dragged back 
to the mines, deserted to the Goths, and by their knowledge of the 
country proved very useful guides and scouts.41 

V alens, who was at this time at Antioch, sent up reinforcements, 
and eventually in the spring of 3 78 himself marched west, reaching 
Constantinople on 30 May. Gratian had also been asked to send 
troops, and some Pannonian and Gallic units were marching east
wards under the dux Frigerid, followed by another force under 
Richomer, comes domesticorum. But Frigerid moved slowly, making 
his gout an excuse for frequent stops, and was denuded of most of 
his troops by Merobaudes, the 111agisterper I!lyricum, who feared for 
the safety of his own area. Valens in any case was over-confident 
and wished to gain the sole glory of another Gothic triumph. The 
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Roman army met the Goths at Adrianople on 9 Au,c;nst 378 and 
suffered a shattering defeat. Valens himself and many high officers 
were killed. The slaughter was immense.42 · 

The Goths, now joined by bands of Buns and Alans, moved 
against Constantinople, but were beaten off by a contingent of 
Saracen cavalry sent by their queen, Mavia, who had arrived too 
late for the battle. Ammianus declares that they were frightened by 
these naked savages, who drank the blood of their slaughtered 
enemies, but the attack was probably only a demonstration, for the 
Goths were not trained or equipped to storm walled cities; as 
Fritigern had earlier put it, when he abandoned an attack on 
Adrianople, 'we are at peace with walls'. A potential danger in the 
East was averted by the prompt action of J ulius, the magister per 
Orientem, who sent sealed orders to all the Roman officers com
manding the recently enrolled Gothic units to order them out on 
the same day to a pay parade outside the cities where they were 
billeted, and to massacre them. The operation was carried out 
without a hitch. 43 

Ammianus Marcellinus brings his history to a conclusion with 
the battle of Adrianople, and thereafter we have once more to rely 
on the very inferior narrative of Zosimus, eked out by the three 
Greek ecclesiastical historians, Socrates, Sozomen and Theo
doret. These are supplemented by some Latin historians, who lived 
nearer to the events which they describe, but are wretchedly meagre 
in content. For secular affairs there are the last two chapters of the 
Epitome de Caesaribus, and the rhetorical and tendentious Historia 
Contra Paganos, written by Orosius in 417; for the story of the 
church the ecclesiastical history of Rufinus and the chronicle of 
Sulpicius Severus, which gives an illuminating glimpse of the reign 
of Maximus in Gaul. 

If the historical sources for Theodosius' reign are weak, the 
codes are rich in laws for the whole period. The contemporary 
literature is also abundant. In the East Themistius delivered a 
series of fifteen orations, ranging from 3 64 to 3 8 5, which though 
panegyrical in character contain some factual information. Libanius 
was silent during Valens' reign, but under Theodosius produced a 
long series of speeches on current topics of the day which throw a 
very valuable light on contemporary conditions; his correspon
dence from 388 to 393 is also preserved. 

The sermons and letters of Basil, bishop of Caesarea from 3 70 to 
3 79, of his brother Gregory, bishop of Nyssa from 372 to about 
394, and of his friend Gregory of Nazianzus, whose episcopal career 
ranges from 372 to about 390, are valuable not only for the history 
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of the church, but for the incidental light which they throw on con
temporary secular affairs. Basil's correspondence is particularly 
illuminating, since he took an active interest in the welfare of his 
city and province. Gregory of Nazianzus has also left us a large 
number of poems of topical interest, including a metrical auto
biography. John Chrysostom's earlier sermons, while he was still 
a priest at Antioch, give some interesting pictures of the life of the 
great city and the surrounding countryside. Epiphanius, bishop of 
Salamis in Cyprus from 367 to 403, has left us a work on the 
heresies which is a mine of curious information. 

There is finally a large mass of literature describing the lives of 
the monks of Egypt in the last decades of the fourth century. The 
earliest document is an account in Greek of a tour of Egypt made in 
394-5 by a party of seven persons: this was later translated into 
Latin by Rufinus under the title Historia Monachorum. Palladius, 
who spent the years 3 88 to 400 in Egypt, wrote up his reminiscences 
in the Lausiac History in 417-18. John Cassian, who was in Egypt 
at about the same period, later described the monastic life as he had 
known it in his Institutes (420) and Collationes (c. 429). The travel 
record of Postumianus, a Gaul who visited Egypt in 401-2, was 
worked up by Sulpicius Severus in his first Dialogue. 

For the West our most important source is the correspondence 
of Ambrose, bishop of Milan from 374 to 397· His intimate rela
tions, friendly or hostile, with the court under Gratian, Valentinian 
II and Theodosius give his letters a peculiar value, but his funeral 
orations and moral treatises also throw much light on the times. 
His life, written by his secretary Paulinus, also contains much useful 
information. Sulpicius Severus' Life of J\fartin, bishop of Tours 
from 372 to 397, and his second Dialogue, devoted to anecdotes of 
Martin, give a vivid picture of Gaul. Augustine's Confessions 
record his life as student and professor at Tagaste, Carthage, Rome 
and Milan up to his conversion in 387. The earlier part of Jerome's 
vast output, including about fifty of his letters, falls in this 
period. 

The secular authors of this period are also copious. From 
Ausonius, the professor of Bordeaux who became Gratian's tutor, 
we have a panegyric on his pupil delivered in 3 79 on his elevation 
to the consulship, and a mass of light verse, which tells us much 
about his own family and academic and social circle in Gaul. 
Another Gallic rhetorician, Drepanius Pacatus, wrote a panegyric 
to Theodosius after his defeat of Maximus. The vast correspon
dence of Quintus Aurelius Symmachus, which ranges from 364 to 
402, tells us less than might have been expected of the events of the 
day, but is revealing of the life of a great Roman noble; his official 
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dispatches (relationes) as prefect of the city in 384-5 give a valuable 
insight into the administration of Rome. 

On his uncle's death Gratian immediately realised that he could 
not manage the whole empire alone; he had enough on his hands 
in his own dominions, which were threatened, both on the upper 
Danube and the Rhine, by the Alamans and by other tribes set in 
motion, directly or indirectly, by the Huns. To cope with the disas
trous situation in Thrace he recalled Theodosius, the son of 
Valentinian's magister equitum, who had retired to his estates in 
Spain on his father's execution, and on I9 January 379 proclaimed 
him Augustus at Sirmium. He was given charge not only of the 
regions which Valens had ruled, but also of the dioceses of Dacia 
and Macedonia.44 

Theodosius was faced with a very difficult task. The depleted 
ranks of the army had to be rapidly filled up, and the laws of the 
Code show that conscription was rigorously applied. Throughout 
the Eastern parts sons of soldiers and veterans were combed out of 
the o!Jicia or called up from their fathers' farms. The new emperor 
had to impose penalties on those who offered slaves or other un
suitable persons, such as cooks, bakers, shop assistants or bar
tenders, to his recruiting officers. Recruits who amputated their 
thumbs were no longer, as Valentinian had ordered, to be burned 
alive; even they must serve, but those who offered them to the 
army must give two mutilated men for one recruit. Theodosius 
also, according to Zosimus, freely enrolled barbarians, and to 
attract them offered very easy conditions: a man might return to 
his tribe when he wished, providing a substitute. The troops so 
raised were not only quite undisciplined, but of very dubious 
loyalty, as several incidents proved. Theodosius tried to mitigate 
the evil by sending newly raised barbarian units to the East, and 
bringing to the front old Roman units: Zosimus records a fracas 
which arose at Philadelphia in Lydia when some regiments marching 
from Egypt met barbarian troops moving eastwards.45 

It is impossible from our miserable sources to draw any coherent 
picture of the course of the war between 3 79 and 3 82. Theodosius 
made Thessalonica his headquarters for the first two years, moving 
to Constantinople in November 3 So. Gratian gave active aid to his 
colleagues, sending an army under Bauto and· Arbogast to Mace
donia. ·The barbarians broke up into several bands. The Ostro
goths and other tribes moved westwards and invaded Pannonia, 
but Gratian appears to have bought them off with subsidies. A 
civil war broke out among the Visigoths between Fritigern and the 
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old king Athanaric, who in January 3 8 I took refuge with his 
followers at Constantinople. The honourable welcome which 
Theodosius accorded to their king, and the magnificent funeral 
which he gave him when he died shortly afterwards, are said to 
have created a great impression on the Visigoths, but it was not 
until nearly two years later, on 3 October 3 82, that a treaty of peace 
was signed. 

The negotiator of the peace, Saturninus the magister militum, was 
rewarded with the consulship of 383, and Themistius delivered a 
panegyric to celebrate the occasion. He praises the wisdom and 
humanity of the emperor in filling Thrace with men rather than 
with tombs, and in populating the country with former enemies 
rather than transplanting Phrygians and Bithynians to its desolated 
fields. In another speech delivered two years later he avers that the 
emperor has gained men whom he may use either as cultivators or as 
soldiers, and that the Thracians and Macedonians have received the 
Goths to share their homes. This, apart from later events, is .the 
only evidence that we have of the terms of the treaty. It would 
appear that the main body of the Visigoths received lands along the 
Danube in the two northern provinces of the dioceses of Thrace 
and were perhaps billeted on the local population, and that they 
were liable to fight for the empire. But Themistius veils the 
important point that the settlement was made by a treaty with the 
Visigothic people, who continued to be governed by their own 
chiefs and fought under their command as allies (foederati) of the 
e~ire.46 

LThe settlement was, in fact, a grave breach with precedent. 
Barbarians had served in large numbers in the Roman army, but 
under Roman officers and discipline) Barbarian refugees and 
prisoners had been settled in the provinces, but they had either 
been planted in small groups as facti under Roman prefects, or 
assigned individually to landowners. Barbarian contingents, sent 
by foreign kings, had fought side by side with the Roman army in 
individual campaigns, but had returned to their homes when the 
war was over. Now a foreign people of substantial numbers-the 
Goths are said to have contributed a contingent of 2o,ooo men to 
Theodosius' forces in 393-was given a home within the empire but 
was still allowed to retain its political and military cohesion. 47 

The results proved disastrous and it is easy, after the event, to 
criticise Theodosius' lack of foresight. But we do not know 
enough of the facts of the time to judge. After three or four years 
of inconclusive warfare it may have seemed hopeless to prolong a 
struggle which must have been terribly costly in manpower. It may 
have been thought that the Visigoths had been taught to respect the 
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authority of Rome, and that they would, as Themistius prophesied, 
beat their swords into ploughshares and settle down quietly on 
their new farms. And it was no doubt true enough that Thrace 
and Macedonia were gravely depopulated. 

Four years later, in 3 86, the Ostrogoths or a party of them, led 
by a chieftain named Odotheus, appeared north of the Danube and 
attempted to force a crossing. They were intercepted by Promotus, 
magister mi!itum per Thracias, and large numbers were killed or 
captured. It was perhaps the Ostrogoths taken on this occasion 
who are later found settled in Phrygia. 48 

At about the same time a peace treaty was signed with Persia, 
whereby the kingdom of Armenia, so long a bone of contention, 
was partitioned between the two powers. The Roman share was by 
far the smaller, only about the fifth of the kingdom, but the six 
satrapies which it comprised filled the deep re-entrant between the 
upper Euphrates and the upper Tigris, and apart from this strategic 
gain, peace with Persia was worth paying for. The annexed area 
was not brought under the normal provincial system. The here
ditary satraps continued to rule their people according to Armenian 
law, and to maintain their own armies. Their new status was 
marked by the fact that on accession they received the insignia of 
their office, a purple cloak and silken tunic embroidered with gold, 
a golden brooch set with precious stones, and purple boots, from 
the Roman emperor instead of from the Armenian king.49 

Meanwhile in the West the empire had been troubled by civil 
war. Valentinian had not reigned long enough to establish a firm 
dynastic loyalty in the army, and his son Gratian not only succeeded 
very young-he was only sixteen when his father died-but was 
unfitted for his responsibilities. He had received a good classical 
education from Ausonius and could write admirable poems and 
compose eloquent speeches. He was also a keen sportsman, and 
practised throwing the spear day and night. His personal character 
was without blemish. In fact 'he would have been filled with every 
virtue if he had put his mind to learning the art of government, 
from which he was alien both by temperament and training'. He 
alienated the goodwill of the armies by the extravagant favour he 
showed to a newly raised regiment of Alans, and when an officer of 
Spanish birth, Magnus Maximus, was proclaimed Augustus by the 
army of Britain and invaded Gaul, Gratian was deserted by his 
troops and killed (25 August 383).50 

Maximus did not push on beyond the Alps, and Italy, Pannonia 
and Africa maintained their allegiance to Valentinian II, who had 
been Augustus in name since 375. He was still only thirteen, and 
his mother Justina appears to have taken over control in his name. 
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Theodosius made no move to avenge Gratian. He seems to have 
paid a visit to Italy in the summer of 3 84, and it was doubtless on his 
advice that Maximus was officially recognised as Augustus. To 
compensate J ustina for this concession Theodosius apparently 
ceded the dioceses of Dacia and Macedonia to the government of 
Valentinian. 51 

Maximus kept the peace for three years. Mter his fall he was 
denounced by Pacatus for his ruthless fiscal policy, and Sulpicius 
Severus admits that he was prone to accept capital charges with an 
eye to confiscating the accused's property, but excuses him on the 
ground that his predecessors had left the treasury empty, and that 
he was financially hard pressed by his heavy military expenditure. 
Otherwise he receives a good character both from Sulpicius and 
from Orosius-'a vigorous and honest man, worthy to be Augustus 
had he not risen by usurpation contrary to his oath of allegiance'. 
But the prefecture of the Gauls did not satisfy his ambitions, and in 
3 87, after vain attempts to inveigle Valentinian into his power, he 
invaded Italy. Valentinian and his mother fled to Thessalonica. 
Theodosius yielded to their appeals and next year marched West. 
Defeated in two battles at Siscia and Poetovio, Maximus retreated 
to Aquileia, where he capitulated and was executed. 52 

Theodosius stayed in Italy for three years, leaving the East under 
the nominal rule of his elder son Arcadius, already proclaimed 
Augustus in 3 8 3, and dispatching Valentinian to Gaul, under the 
care of the Frankish magister militum Arbogast. In 391 he returned 
to Constantinople, leaving Italy and Illyricum under Valentinian's 
rule. But in the next year Valentinian quarrelled with his over
bearing magister militum, who killed him and proclaimed as Augustus 
one Eugenius, a Roman professor of rhetoric, who then occupied 
the relatively humble position of magister of one of the scrinia. In 
394 Theodosius reluctantly marched West again and defeated 
Engenius and Arbogast at the battle of the Frigidus on 6 September. 
Less than five months later he died at Milan, leaving the empire to 
his two sons, Arcadius, whom he had left at Constantinople, and 
Honorius, whom he had proclaimed Augustus in 393 and brought 
with him to Italy. 53 

In both these civil wars the growing importance of federates as 
against regulars is notable. Pacatus waxes lyrical over the hordes of 
barbarians, Goths, Huns and Alans, who followed the standards of 
Theodosius when he marched against Maximus, and Maximus 
boasted to Ambrose that 'thousands of barbarians fight for me and 
receive rations from me'. In the second civil war Eugenius em
ployed hordes of federate Franks and Alamans and Theodosius 
again made large use of Gothic contingents, whom he put in the 
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forefront of the battle; he cannot have been unduly distressed when 
ten thousand of them fell in the first engagement. 54 

Theodosius did not, however, neglect the regular army. He 
seems to have reinforced the comitatus with upwards of twenty new 
regiments: many of these were no doubt replacements for un!ts 
destroyed in the Gothic wars. He also strengthened the frontier 
garrisons of Armenia, Mesopotamia, Osrhoene, Egypt and the 
The bald with a number of new regiments: these again no doubt 
replaced unit.s withdrawn from these provinces t~ reinforce the 
comitatus. It 1s less easy to detect the work of Gratian and V alen
tinian in the West, but three or four units in the field army can be 
assigned to them. 56 

Among the generals Germans came very much to the front in the 
West under Gratian and V alentinian II; a leading role was played 
by two Franks, Bauto and Arbogast, and most of the other magistri 
have German names. In the East Theodosius kept a better balance. 
He employed a number of Romans, Majorianus, Saturninus, 
Timasius Promotus Abundantius, as well as Germans, such as 
Richome~ and Hellehich, two Goths, Modares and Butheric, and 
the Vandal Stilicho, who became his right-hand man at !he end of 
his reign. He also promoted orie?tals: . Sap<;>r, by his name a 
Persian . and Addaeus, whose name 1s agam onental, were succes
sively ~asters of the soldiers in the East, and Bacurius, the king of 
Ibe. ria rose from dux of Palestine to comes domesticorum and took , 
part in the campaign against Eugenius. 56 

In the civilian offices the accession of Gratian marked a great 
change. Valentinian's Pannonian friends did not long survive him, 
Maximinus the praetorian prefect of the Gauls and Leo the. master 
of the offices being disgraced wit?in a fe;v months. In !he1r pla~e 
Gratian gave extravagant promotion to his tutor Ausoruus and his 
family and literary circle in Gaul. Ausonius himself, quaestor at the 
beginning of the reign, became praetorian prefect of the Gauls an.d 
then of all Gratian's dominions, with his son Hesperius as his 
colleague. Hesperius had before this been made proco~sul of 
Africa and Ausonius' son-in-law Thalassius was made v1car of 
Macedonia, and then succeeded Hesperius as proconsul. A 
nephew, Arborius, became prefect of the city. From the ~a:ne 
circle came Syagrius, who had served as a notary under Valentlruan 
and been cashiered, but now rose to be master of the offices and 
praetorian prefect. 57 • • 

Gratian also showed favour to the senatonal anstocracy of Rome. 
Petronius Pro bus, after a brief check following the revelation of his 
misdeeds in Illyricum, went on to hold the prefecture of the Gauls 
in 380 and that of Italy in 383. Under Valentinian li also the old 
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senatorial families were favoured. In 3 84 the great pagan aristocrat 
Agorius Praetextatus, who had held no office since he was pro
consul of Achaea in 362 and prefect of the city in 367-8, was made 
praetorian prefect of Italy. In 3 87 Probus again held the same 
office-his fourth and last prefecture-and in 3 9 I -2 another great 
Roman noble, Nicomachus Flavianus, held the Italian prefecture: 
the latter was reappointed to the same post by Eugenius. 58 

Theodosius followed the same general line as Valens and the 
other emperors who had ruled in the East, employing as praetorian 
prefects men who had proved their efficiency in lower offices. He 
promoted two of Valens' men, Eutropius, the historian, who had 
served him as magister memoriae and been proconsul of Asia, and 
Tatian, the Lycian lawyer whose long administrative career has 
already been recorded. Others he brought in from the West: 
Neoterius, who had started as a tribune and notary under Valen
tinian, the Spaniard Cynegius, who was magister scrinii before 
becoming praetorian prefect, and a Gaul from Aquitania, Rufinus, 
who gained a great ascendency over Theodosius towards the end 
of his reign. He served as master of the offices, probably from 3 88, 
and perhaps secured the transfer of the fabricae from the department 
of the praetorian prefect to his own; he was certainly in charge of 
them in 390. In 392 he procured the disgrace of Tatian, who had 
been praetorian prefect of the East during Theodosius' absence in 
the West (388-91), and succeeded to his office, which he still held 
on Theodosius' death. 59 

Gratian and Theodosius continued Valentinian's work of regula
ting senatorial precedence; Theodosius in particular issued an 
immensely complicated constitution fixing the relative rank of 
those who had actually held dignities and those who had received 
honorary codicils of dignities, including, to add to the complexity, 
those who had held a lower dignity with a high titular rank. The 
four comites consistoriani were promoted to form a lower grade of the 
highest class of prefects and magistri mi!itum, and thus acquired the 
title of i!Justres instead of spectabi!es. By mutual agreement, or in 
mutual rivalry, the emperors created three new proconsulates. A 
proconsul is recorded in Spain and the consular of Campania 
became a proconsul, both in the latter years of Gratian's reign. 
Shortly afterwards in 3 8 3-5, we find three successive proconsuls of 
Palestine. This move to vulgarise the proconsulate was however 
shortlived: in Spain the office was abolished before Gratian's death 
and only one proconsul of Campania is known. 60 

Gratian and Theodosius also carried further the practice begun 
by Valentinian of granting senatorial rank to the higher palatine 
civil servants. In their joint reign all notaries, even the domestici et 
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notarii became senators. The proximi of the scrinia were raised from 
the gr~de of consulars to that of vicars, and agentes in re bus became 
senators of consular rank on holding the post of princeps officii. One 
of the results of this practice was to bring relatively poor men into 
the senate, and they complained that they were unable to pay the 
senatorial surtax, the collatio glebalis, even at the lowest rate of two 
folies. It was accordingly ruled that the poorest senators should pay 
only seven solidi a year, but that anyone who regarded this modest 
contribution as above his means must renounce his senatorial rank. 61 

The influx of curia!es into the senate of Constantinople continued 
to give the imperial government concern. At first decurions were 
permitted to enter the senate, provided that they performed their 
civic offices first and left a son or other substitute to fulfil their 
duties in their native cities: in 3 8 3 this rule was enforced retro
actively on all senators enrolled since 360. But in 386 a more drastic 
policy was initiated. It was then ruled that a decurion who became 
a senator, leaving a substitute in his city, remained fully responsible 
for his curial burdens as well as for the burdens of a senator. In 3 87 
senators of curial origin were ordered to return to their cities even 
when they had left sons there. Finally in 390 it was enacted that 
curia/os to whom the emperor had 'granted splendid magistracies' 
or whom he had 'adorned with the insignia of dignities', should 
continue to hold the rank so conferred, 'but should remain in the 
bosom of their native city, and as it were dedicated to a priesthood 
keep guard over a perpetual mystery', and their sons likewise. Later 
laws waver as to whether they were technically senators or not. A 
constitution of 392 declares expressly that they are not to aspire to 
membership of the senate. Another of 393 allows them to be sena
tors themselves and if they have three sons to make one a senator, 
provided that all their property remains liable to ci vie burdens. 62 

Theodosius' financial position must have been difficult. The 
ravages of the Goths caused a loss of revenue. In 3 84 he remitted 
their collatio glebalis to the senators of the Macedonian as well as of 
the Thracian diocese, and he also abolished the capitatio in Thrace, 
as Valentinian had done in the Illyrican dioceses a few years earlier. 
On the other hand his military expenditure must have been heavy 
throughout his reign. On his personal habits we have two entirely 
contradictory verdicts. Pacatus in his panegyric goes out of his way 
to praise Theodosius' abstemious habits and to contrast his 
frugality with the luxury of previous emperors. Zosimus on the 
other hand declares that his luxury was unprecedented, and that 
cooks and eunuchs swarmed in his palace. Both versions are sus
pect, for Pacatus was writing a panegyric and Zosimus hated the 
great Christian emperor; but both may be true, and Theodosius on 
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campaign may have been a very different man from Theodosius at 
Constantinople. Other accounts represent him as lavish: 'he made 
great gifts in a great-hearted fashion, he loved his fellow citizens 
and the friends he had known in private life, and bestowed on 
them offices, money and other benefits', says a contemporary author. 
Libanius in 3 8 I complained of the prodigious expansion of the 
palatine services-five hundred and twenty notaries, and agentes in 
r:ebus beyo~d counting. All this.must have cost mo~ey, and there 
1s some ev1dence apart from Zos1mus' rather conventional diatribes 
that Theodosius' taxation was severe. In 3 87 the announcement 
at Antioch of a fresh levy of aurum coronarium or collatio Justralis, 
or more probably both, provoked riots in which the emperor's 
statues were destroyed. Such an unprecedented defiance of im
perial authority can only have been the frnit of utter desperation. 63 

On Valens' death Gratian, as sole emperor in the interval before 
th: appointme~t of The.odosius, is~ued from Sirmium a general 
ed1ct of toleration. In this same penod (autumn 378) he received a 
petitior: f~om a council ~f bi~hops .held by Pope Damasus at Rome, 
complammg that despite 1mpenal orders Damasus' old rival 
Ursinus and other bishops of his party were still at large, and 
openly flouted the pope's jurisdiction: they accordingly requested 
that the praetorian prefects and vicars should be instructed to arrest 
and dispatch to Rome bishops who contumaciously refused to 
appear when summoned. Somewhat inconsistently Gratian granted 
this request, and next summer he formally abrogated his edict of 
toleration, and prohibited all heretical conventicles. This constitu
tion was issued from Milan, where he stopped on his way back 
from Sirmium to Trier, and it may be suspected that it was inspired 
by Ambrose, the bishop of that city. 64 
~r?m 3 8 I <?-ratian resided fairly regularly at Milan, and his 

relig~ous zeal mcreased. He dropped the pagan title of Pontifex 
MaXlmus, and even went so far as to remove the altar of Victory 
from the senate house once more, and to confiscate the revenues of 
the Vestal Virgins and other ancient Roman priesthoods. In 382 · 
the senate petitioned for these measures to be reversed, but Pope 
Damasus organised a counter-petition of Christian senators, and 
Ambrose was able to hold Gratian to his decision.65 

Mter Gratian's death another petition was organised in 384. 
Symmachus, the prefect of the city, voiced the opinions of the 
pa15ans 0- his famous Relatio, .b?t Ambro~e's co~nter-plea pre
vruled With the young Valentlnlan II. H1s relations with the 
government were, however, soon clouded. Valentinian II's 
moth~r Ju~tina was an A~ian, and the court at Milan was served by 
an Anan b1shop, Auxentius, whom Theodosius had expelled from 
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his see of Durostorum in Moesia. Auxentius having requested 
Ambrose for the use of a church and been refused, Justina in 386 
got her son to issue a constitution granting freedom of assembly to 
those who held the faith declared orthodox under Constantius II at 
the councils of Ariminum and Constantinople, and proceeded to 
make an official demand that Ambrose surrender one of his churches. 
There followed the famous struggle in which Ambrose, supported 
by his flock, was ultimately victorious. This was the last occasion 
on which the imperial power was exercised in favour of Arianism, 
and the heresy fairly soon faded away within the empire. Unfor
tunately, however, a number of East German tribes, including both 
branches of the Goths, the Vandals and the Burgundians, had been 
converted to Christianity while Arianism was the official doctrine of 
the Eastern empire under Constantius and Valens, and they clung to 
the faith as they had received it. 66 

Maximus' reign is chiefly notable for his ruthless suppression of 
the Priscillianists, an esoteric sect given to extreme ascetic practices 
which had gained considerable strength in Spain. Though cone 
demned by a local episcopal council and rebuffed by Damasus and 
Ambrose, the leaders of the sect, who were influential persons, 
succeeded under Gratian in securing through the master of the 
offices an imperial rescript in their favour. They also gained the 
support of the local proconsul and the vicar of Spain to such good 
effect that their principal opponent, Ithacius, bishop of Ossonoba, 
had to withdraw to Trier, where he tried to enlist the support of the 
praetorian prefect of the Gauls. 

At this juncture Maximus overthrew Gratian, and Ithacius 
appealed to him. He ordered that a council be held at Burdigala 
to settle the matter. The sect was condemned, but Priscillian, its 
leader, appealed to the emperor. He was tried before the praetorian 
prefect, Ithacius being his accuser, and was convicted of magic and 
of studying obscene doctrines, frequenting nocturnal meetings of 
infamous women, and praying naked. The case was reheard by 
Maxim us himself: on this occasion Ithacius was not the formal 
accuser, the prosecution being entrusted to the patronus fisci. 
Priscillian was condemned and executed, as were four of his 
principal adherents, including a woman, and but for the insistence 
of Martin, bishop of Tours, tribunes would have been sent with 
military forces to Spain to track out and execute the remaining 
sectaries. Though Priscillian and his followers were technically 
condemned for secular offences, they were regarded as martyrs by 
the sectaries, and many catholics strongly deplored the infliction 
of the death penalty on an essentially religious issue and in particular 
the vindictive conduct oflthacius.67 

GRATIAN AND THEODOSIUS 

Theodosius was a pious, not to say fanatical, Christian and 
having spent all his life in the Western provinces where Ari~sm 
was universally abhorred, he naturally accepted without question 
the faith of Nicaea. Very early in his reign, while he was still at 
Thessalonica, having fallen gravely ill, he summoned Acholius the 
bishop of that city, and, having ascertained that his doctrine' was 
sound, was baptised by him. Henceforth his natural piety was 
reinforced by fear of the dread consequences of sin. 68 

On 27 February 3 So Theodosius issued a constitution recom
mending all his subjects to adopt the faith delivered by St Peter 
to the Romans, which was now followed by Pope Damasus and 
by Peter, bishop of Alexandria: the adherents of this faith he de
c~a~ed to be the only catholics, and all others heretics, subject to 
div111e vengeance and, in due course, to his own chastisement. 
0~ entering_ Constantinop_le later in the year _he deposed Demo
phtlus, the bt~hop of the ctty, who was an Artan, and recognised 
Gregory Naztanzen, the leader of the Nicene conventicle. On 
ro January 3 8 I he fulfilled the threat contained in his previous 
constitution, ordering that all churches should be surrendered to 
bishops of the Nicene faith, which he defined in his own words 
and forbidding all whose beliefs were different to hold religion~ 
meetings .OB 

Having thus settled the issue on his own authority, he sum
moned a general council of I 50 bishops, drawn from the dioceses of 
~hrace,. Asiana, Pontica, Oriens and Egypt, to meet at Constan
tln'?pl~ 111 May 3 8 r. Ther~ was in fact little opposition. A great 
maJOrity of ~~e Eastern b~shops was now willing to accept the 
Western posttJon, and had 111deed done so already at a council held 
at Antioch in the autumn of 3 79· The council of Constantinople 
therefor~ found no difficulty in drawing up a satisfactory definition 
of t:he fruth. It was a!so called ':lpon to fill the see of Constantinople, 
which Gregory Nazranzen resrgned, and submitted a list of candi
dates to the emperor. Theodosius unexpectedly chose an aged and 
pious senator of Constantinople, named Nectarius, whose name 
had been added as an afterthought to the list: it caused some 
embarrassment when it was found that he had not yet been bap
tised .. Fi?ally the council enacted two impor.tant canons on the 
orgarusattor; of the church. One declared that 111 Egypt the bishop 
of Alexandna should have sole control, and that in Thrace Asiana . , , 
PontJca and Oriens the bishops of each diocese should manage their 
own affairs without external interference. In the last diocese the 
primacy of Antioch was confirmed but not defined~ but in the 
others no see was specified as holding authority over the rest. The 
other canon declared that 'the bishop of Constantinople should 
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have the primacy of honour after the bishop of Rome, because it 
was the New Rome', but gave him no sphere of authority.70 

In accordance with the spirit of these canons Theodosius on 30 
July 381 handed over the churches to those bishops who demon
strated their orthodoxy by communion with Nectarius of Constan
tinople, with Timothy of Alexandria in Egypt, and with selected 
bishops in Oriens, Pontica, Asiana and Thrace; Antioch was not 
mentioned because there was an unresolved dispute between two 
rival claimants to the see.n 

Theodosius was implacable against heretics: no less than 
eighteen constitutions directed by him against them are preserved 
in the Code. In general he went no further than to bar their 
meetings and confiscate their churches or the private houses in 
which they held their conventicles. Towards Manichaeans he was 
severer, depriving them of the right to make wills or receive 
inheritances. Against certain obscurer sectaries, the Encratites, 
Saccophori and Hydroparastatae, he enjoined utterly ruthless 
measures; they were to be hunted down and executed. He was aiso 
the first emperor to penalise Christians who reverted to paganism, 
inflicting on them the same penalties as on Manichaeans ; in this he 
was followed by Gratian and V aientinian II. 72 

Despite his piety Theodosius did not relax the rules governing 
the ordination of curiales. In a constitution dated 383 he re-enacted 
the rule that curia/os who wished to take orders must surrender their 
property, remarking rather sarcastically that it was unfitting that the 
minds of those devoted to the worship of God should be filled with 
thoughts of their patrimony, and in 3 86 he reminded clergy of 
curial origin that they must endow with their property substitutes 
to carry their civic burdens. Later he appears to have combed out 
clergy who had evaded the law, for in 388-9 Ambrose complained 
that priests and other clergy of thirty years' standing and more were 
being dragged back to serve on the city councils. Theodosius was 
evidently moved by this complaint, for in 390 he enacted that 
priests, deacons or exorcists ordained before 388 might retain their 
property. Theodosius also shared V alentinian I's distaste for legacy 
hunting by the clergy, and in 390 enacted that all bequests by 
deaconesses and widows to the church, individual clerics or the 
poor should be null and void: this law, however, he rescinded two 
months later, doubtless under pressure from Ambrose. 73 

Towards the Jews Theodosius was tolerant, enacting in 392 that 
governors were not to force the synagogues to receive back 
members who had been expelled, but to leave all such matters to 
the heads of the Jewish communities, who were authorised by the 
Jewish patriarch to settle religious disputes. In 388, on receiving 
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information that the Christians at Callinicum in Euphratensis had 
burnt down the local synagogue, he gave orders that the bishop 
must rebuild it, In this case he was bullied by Ambrose into 
res<;inding the order, but in 393 he instructed the master of the 
soldiers in the East to punish anyone who destroyed or looted 
synagogues or prevented Jews from holding their services.74 

For the first twelve years of his reign Theodosius pursued an 
ambivalent policy towards paganism. In 3 8 r and again in 3 8 5 he 
enacted severe penalties against sacrifices, whether by day or by 
night, for purposes of divination. The effect of these laws was that 
pagans did not venture to offer sacrifices at all: indeed Libanius in 
his speech on behalf of the temples, written probably in 3 84, 
regards them as legally banned. But he insists that other forms of 
pagan cult, including the offering of incense, were still permitted, 
and his claim is borne out by a law of 3 86, which directs that pagans 
only should be appointed to the high priesthood in Egypt, as they 
alone would look after 'the temples and the solemn rites of the 
temples'. No general order for the closure or destruction of 
temples was issued, but petitions for the demolition of individual 
temples or their conversion into churches were favourably received, 
and a blind eye was turned on unauthorised attacks upon them. 75 

The result was that a large number of temples was destroyed, 
with or without official sanction. We know most of events in the 
diocese of Oriens. At Antioch Libanius complained bitterly of the 
groups of monks who were allowed to destroy the rural shrines in 
the surrounding countryside. The campaign received encourage
ment from Cynegius, praetorian prefect of the East, who toured 
Otiens and Egypt in 3 8 5. Zosimus is doubtless exaggerating when 
he states that he had received instructions to close all temples and 
suppress pagan cult altogether, but he certainly lent official support 
to Marcellus, bishop of Apamea, in the destruction of the great 
temple of Zeus, putting at his disposal two regiments of troops to 
overawe the pagan population. Marcellus was a very active 
destroyer of temples not only in Apamene territory but further 
afield, employing troops and hiring gladiators to quell the resistance 
of the peasantry; he was eventually killed in an attack on a temple 
in the Massyas valley. Disorders are also recorded at Heliopolis, 
Gaza, Raphia, Petra and Areopolis, where the local population, 
who were strongly pagan, vigorously defended their temples 
against Christian aggressors.76 

In Alexandria bishop Theophilus obtained permission from 
Theodosius to convert a temple of Dionysus into a church. He 
took advantage of this grant to parade the secret paraphernalia of 
the Dionysiac mysteries through the streets. Rioting between 
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pagans and Christians followed, and the pagans, led by a philo
sopher, Olympius, occupied the Serapeum and from this fortress 
conducted raids on the Christians. Evagrius, the Augustal prefect, 
and Romanus, the dux of Egypt, reported to the emperor, who 
ordered all the temples of Alexandria to be demolished. Resistance 
forthwith collapsed, but the pagans still hoped that the divine 
vengeance would descend on those who laid sacrilegious hands on 
rhe colossal bronze statue of Serapis. When, however, Theophilus 
himself struck the first blow, there only emerged a swarm of rats. 
The successful destruction of the Serapeum, one of the most sacred 
shrines of the East, created a great impression, and many pagans 
were converted.77 

It was not until 391, when he had been over two years at Milan 
after the defeat of Maximus, that Theodosius declared. open.wacon . 
];1Wnism: the influence of Ambrose may be suspected. In a con-

----stitution-··aated 24 February all sacrifice was prohibited and the 
temples closed to the public; magistrates who took advantage of 
their official position to enter them were made liable to heavy fines. 
This law was promulgated throughout the empire. Mter returning 
to Constantinople Theodosius issued a yet more drastic law on 
8 November 392. The ban was extended even to the domestic 
worship of the lares and penates, to lighting lamps, burning incense 
or hanging up garlands. If a man did any of these things on his own 
premises, the house or farm was confiscated: if in a public place or 
on another's property, he was fined 20 pounds of gold. The 
defensor and curia!es of each city were ordered to inform the 
provincial governor of all infractions of the law, and the governor 
was threatened with a penalty of 30 pounds of gold, and his ojjicium 
with the same fine, if he failed to follow up such information. 78 

By the time that the second law was issued Theodosius was no 
longer in control of the West. Here Eugenius, whose Christianity 
seems to have been somewhat superficial, made some rather half" 
hearted attempts to win the support of the pagans without alienating 
the church. Petitioned by the senate he at first refused but later 
consented to restore the altar of Victory. He would not go so far 
as to return their endowments to the Vestals and priestly colleges, 
but he granted them to prominent pagan senators-who could put 
them to their proper use. His principal supporters, however, his 
magister mi!itum, Arbogast, and his praetorian prefect, Nicomachus 
Flavianus, were both overt and zealous pagans, and the latter 
ostentatiously revived the pagan cults of Rome. Three contem
porary poems testify to the alarm which Christians felt at these 
hints that Eugenius might prove a new Julian, and Paulinus reports 
that Arbogast and Flavianus swore that on their victorious return 
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from the war with Theodosius they would stable their horses in the 
churches and conscript the clergy into the army. 79 

It was, however, Theodosius who won the day, and the ban on 
pagan cult was never lifted after 391. Paganism was not killed by 
the blow. The law was not very efficiently enforced-there were 
too many pagans or sympathisers with paganism in high places for 
that-and the cult continued overtly in some places for several 
generations, and secretly for some centuries. There was moreover 
as yet no ban on pagan beliefs, and no penalties or disabilities 
attaching to the open profession of them. Overt pagans could still 
gain high preferment in the state service, and many long continued 
to do so. Nor did the pagans utterly lose heart. Nearly a hundred 
years after the final closing of the temples the pagans of i:he East 
still hoped and the Christians still feared that a new Julian would 
restore the ancient gods. 

Theodosius I has been dubbed the Great by posterity, but it is 
questionable how far he deserves the title. It is difficult to judge 
between the panegyrics of the ecclesiastical historians, and the 
venomous prejudice of the pagan Zosimus. The success of his 
ecclesiastical policy was largely due to the happy chance that the 
church had already by the beginning of his reign achieved sub
stantial unity, and that his theological views happened to coincide 
with those of the winning side. His bigoted and fanatical piety was 
thus directed only against minor groups of sectaries and against the 
pagans. His piety and his premature baptism made him very vul
nerable to the spiritual sanctions with which Ambrose more than 
once threatened him. Ambrose sometimes acted in a good cause. 
In 390 Theodosius punished the city of Thessalonica for the 
lynching of his magister mi!itum Butheric by an indiscriminate 
massacre of its citizens. For this he was compelled by Ambrose to 
do penance, and it was doubtless on Ambrose's advice that he ruled 
that death sentences should be stayed for thirty days to allow of 
second thoughts. In 388, on the other hand, in the affair of the 
synagogue at Callinicum, Ambrose force~ Theodosius into an un
justified breach of the old estab~shed policy of the Ro~an gove~n
ment, which had always recogrused and protected Jewlsh worship. 

l
tlt was fortunate for the empire that the conjunction of a pious 
,emperor and a masterful bishop ~d not recur.80 

• 

- In the field of finance TheodoslUS reverted, after the pars1mony 
of Valentinian and Valens, to the lavish extravagance of Constan
tine and his sons. In the grave military problem which faced him 
at the beginning of his reign he may be suspected of having shown 
insufficient resolution and of having with too little thought adopted 
the line of least resistance. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE HOUSE OF THEODOSIUS 

THE sons and grandsons of Theodosius the Great reigned 
for more than half a century, until 4 5o in the East and 
until 4 55 in the West. We possess a fairly full and accurate 

narrative for the first fifteen years of this period in the last two 
books of Zosimus, who down to 404 is following Eunapius, and 
thence till 410, when his work breaks off abruptly, Olympiodorus 
of Thebes. Thereafter our historical record becomes extremely 
thin. Olympiodorus, whose work covered the years 407 to 425, 
has survived only in the use made of him by Zosimus and Sozomen, 
and in meagre excerpts. Of Priscus of Panium, who wrote the 
history of the years 433 to 4 74, only fragments-a few substantial
are preserved. The loss of these two histories is greatly to be 
regretted, as, to judge by the scraps which have come down to us, 
both were of good quality: Olympiodorus in particular displays an 
uncommon interest in economic history and a welcome taste for 
precise facts and figures. For secular affairs-apart from the notices 
in the ecclesiastical historians, which are abundant in the concluding 
books of Socrates and Sozomen-we are reduced to Orosius, but 
his narrative, which becomes more interesting as it reaches his own 
times, stops in 417. Thereafter we possess only the baldest annalis
tic chronicles, and the picturesque but highly unreliable narratives 
of the sixth-century Malalas and later Byzantine historians. For 
ecclesiastical history we are not much better served. Theodoret's 
work tails off after the accession of Theodosius II in 408. Sozomen 
carried his narrative down to 425, and Socrates his down to 439· 
For the later period there is no historian until Evagrius, who in the 
last years of the sixth century wrote a work covering the years 43 I 
to 594· 

By contrast the legal sources are well preserved. The compilers 
of the Theodosian Code, which was published in 438, naturally 
found it easy to obtain copies of constitutions issued during the 
previous forty years, and their collection is probably fairly complete 
with one small exception: the Code includes no Western laws sub-
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sequent to 432. For the period after the publication of the Code we 
have forty-six novels (new constitutions) issued by Valentinian III 
between 438 and 454, and thirty-four novels issued by Theodosius 
II between 438 and 447, and communicated by him in the latter 
year to his Western colleague. These novels are of particular 
interest historically in that they are preserved in full with their 
preambles, which often give valuable clues to the circumstances 
which provoked their issue and to the motives of the ministers who 
drafted them. The novels of Valentinian III are probably a nearly 
complete record of his legislative output. The Theodosian novels, 
on the other hand, are not: they are only those laws which Theo
dosius II communicated to Valentinian III and which the latter 
promUlgated in his dominions. The Justinian Code incorporates 
(in summarised form) forty-eight laws of Theodosius II issued 
between 43 8 and 4 5o which are not preserved in the collection of 
Theodosian novels. 

The Notitia Dignitatum acquires particular value for this period 
as a contemporary source. The lists for the Eastern parts seem to 
have been drawn up at the beginning of Theodosius II's reign and 
to have undergone little if any revision thereafter. Those for the 
Western parts were probably drawn up at the same date, but were 
kept up to date in a very unsystematic fashion down to the end of 
Honorius' reign. Their inconsistencies provide some clues to the 
changes in the military organisation of the Western empire during 
the period. 

For the years 3 9 5 to 404 a certain amount of information can be 
gleaned from the poems of Claudian in praise of his patron Stilicho 
and in defamation of his patron's enemies, Rufinus and Eutropius. 
The fragments of the verse panegyrics of another poet, Mero
baudes, shed a little light on the early part of Valentinian HI's 
reign. The address delivered to Arcadius in 3 99 by Synesius of 
Cyrene and his curious allegory The Egyptian Tale give valuable 
information about the revolt of Gainas and the party politics of 
the day. 

Synesius' letters, especially those written later, when he was 
bishop of Ptolemais (410-13), illuminate the troubled state of 
Cyrenaica. There survive several other collections of correspon
dence which throw valuable light on contemporary conditions 
in various parts of the empire. The letters written by John 
Chrysostom during his exile (404-7) give a vivid picture of the 
ravages of the Isaurians in eastern Asia Minor. From the corre
spondence of Augustine when he was bishop of Hippo (395-430), 
and his polemical writings on the Donatist controversy, we learn 
much of Africa in the generation which preceded the Vandal con-
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quest .. Jerome continued until his death in 420 to pour out a steady 
stream of letters from Bethlehem to correspondents all over the 
empire, and particularly to his aristocratic friends in Rome. The 
voluminous correspondence ofPaulinus ofNola (394-431) contains 
less of interest to the secular historian, but the letters of Theodoret, 
bishop of Cyrrhus from 423 until 457, tell us much about life in 
Syria . 

. There exist a number of contemporary biographies. Possidius, 
bishop of Calama, wrote a life of Augustine which adds something 
to what we know of its hero from his own writings. The biography 
of Melania the younger, a lady of a great Roman family, and of her 
equally noble husband, Pinianus, who in 404 decided to sell all 
their goods and give the money to the poor, and who later settled 
in Palestine, gives a vivid and circumstantial picture of the immense 
wealth of the senatorial aristocracy of Rome. In his metrical auto
biography Paulinus of Pella tells of his youth as a wealthy land
owner in Aquitania and of the troubles which overwhelmed him 
when the Visigoths invaded the country. The life of Germanus of 
Auxerre, who after practising at the bar and governing a province 
became bishop of his native city in 418, and died in 448 on a 
mission to Ravenna, though it was not written until a generation 
later, is of particular interest as giving a glimpse of life in northern 
Gaul and even Britain (which Germanus twice visited) in the first 
half of the fifth century. 

In the Eastern half of the empire the biography of Porphyry, 
bishop of Gaza, by his deacon, Mark, gives a vivid picture of the 
pagan city of Gaza and of the court and government at Constan
tinople in the reign of Arcadius. The Dialogus of Palladius, bishop 
of Helenopolis, contains a detailed and interesting first-hand 
account of John Chrysostom's tenure of the see of Constantinople 
and of his fall from power. Useful information is also to be found 
in the life of Hypatius, who became a monk in Thrace in 386 and 
early in Arcadius' reign founded a monastery near Chalcedon, 
where he died in 426. Theodoret's Historia Religiosa, a series of 
short biographies of the holy men of Syria before and in his own 
day, not only throws light on the eremitic and monastic move
ments, but contains much anecdotal material illustrative of the 
social and economic history of the age. 

Much light is thrown on the organisation and discipline of the 
church by the canonical letters of the popes from Siricius to Leo I, 
and by ,the acts of numerous councils. Of particular value are the 
verbatim records of the First Council of Ephesus in 43 r, and those 
of the Second Council of Ephesus in 449, and of other lesser 
councils, which are incorporated in the Acta of Chalcedon. These 
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include a number of petitions and complaints which vividly depict 
the. seamier side of clerical life. 

Sermons and moral treatises on the whole yield disappointingly 
little material of historical interest. A notable exception to this 
rule is Salvian's De Gubernatione Dei. His denunciation of the 
sins of the Romans, though rhetorical and exaggerated, gives 
nevertheless a striking picture of the social evils of the Western 
empire in the middle of the fifth century. 

None of the male descendants of Theodosius the Great inherited 
his ability or force of character: they rei&ned rather than ruled ~he 
empire. Most of them suffered from the disadvantage of succeeding 
to the throne at an immature age. Arcadius was seventeen or 
eighteen when his father died and left him to reign in Constan
tinople. His brother Honorius, who inherited the West, was only 
ten. Arcadius died in 408, leaving the throne to his son Theo
dosius II at the age of seven. Hor:orius survived t~ll 42 3, b';'t h!s 
nephew V alentinian III was only s1x when he was mstalled 1n h1s 
place as Augustus in 42 5. There was thus a series oflong mil:lorities, 
and not one of the four emperors succeeded in later life in emanci
pating himself from the tutelage of ministers or favourites. Arcadius 
and Honorius were personally decent, respectable men, but weak 
and sluggish. Valentinia.n III seem~ to haye been_idle, irresponsible 
and dissolute. Theodosms II received high prruses from contem
porary Christian writers for his devout piety. His palace was like a 
monastery we are told: he and his sisters rose early every day and 
sang psalO::s together. The emperor fasted frequently, especially on 
Wednesdays and Fridays; he knew the Scriptures by heart and c?l
lected a huge library of theological works: and he made a pra~tlce 
of pardoning all criminals condemned to death. Such amiable 
qualities did not make a good emperor. 

The women of the family had more character and some of them 
played an important part in J?Olitics. Pulcher!a, !he~dosius II's 
elder sister, was even more p1ous .t~an he-his p1ety mdeed was 
largely the fruit of her resolute traJmng-but she had strength of 
character and seems during the middle years of her brother's reign 
to have directed affairs in his name. Galla Placidia, half-sister of 
Honorius and mother of Valentinian III, ruled the empire for some 
ten years during her son's minority.1 

Nevertheless, though they did not rule, simply by reigning the 
emperors performed a useful function. As descendants of the great 
Theodosius and legitimate heirs to the throne they attracted t~e 
loyalty of their subjects, and i.n particular. of the ar~y> and their 
existence acted as a check agamst usurpat!ons and CIVil wars. In 
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the East the child Theodosius II succeeded without question to 
Arcadius, and the authority of both was unchallenged. By the ti~e 
that Theodosius II died, leaving no male heir, a strong dynastic 
sentiment had grown up, and his successor, Marcian, thought it 
wise to strengthen his position by marrying Pulcheria. In the W ~st 
the military disasters which overwhelmed the empire, and the m
ability of the legitimate government to cope with the situation, 
produced a crop of 'tyrants' between 407 and 413, but they all 
proved ephemeral. As soon as Honoriu~' armies appeared on t~e 
scene they were quickly subdued and their troops returned to their 
lawful sovereign's command. 

When Honorius died in 423 there was no male member of the 
Theodosian house on the spot, for Honorius had recently quar
relled with Galla Placidia, and she had taken refuge in the Eastern 
parts with h.er little ~on. In these cir~umstances llfl outsider, John, 
the primicertus notartorum, was proclaimed, but his rule was short. 
When the government of Theodosius II decided to back the claim 
of the young Valentinian Ill, a brief campaign sufficed to suppress 
the pretender and to install the legitimate heir, whose authority 
thereafter remained unchallenged. 

In the West the men who actually ruled the empire in the name 
of the faineant monarch were almost always generals. In the East 
the generals played no prominent role and the reins of power were 
usually held by civilian ministers, the fraetorian prefects or the 
masters of the offices, or by eunuchs o the palace. The contrast 
was in part due to the circumstances in which Theodosius I died. 
He had just conquered the usurper Eugenius, and the bulk of the 
field armies of the entire empire were in the West, under the 
supreme command of Stilicho, his chief magister militum. Stilicho 
was moreover, a trusted friend of the late emperor, who had given 
him' his niece Serena in marriage and had charged him on his death
bed to protect the interests of his heirs. Stilicho's authority was 
thus unchallenged, and he naturally made use of it to make 
permanent the temporary concentration of military power which 
circumstances had put into his hands. 

The precise constitutional forms are not altogether clear. In the 
Notitia Dignitatum there are two magistri praesentales in the West. 
The magister peditum commands all the infantry units of the field 
army in whatever province they are stationed: the magister equitum 
commands all the cavalry units. The magister peditum has also under 
his command all comites rei militaris in charge of regional groups of 
the field army, and all duces of the frontier troops. Furthermore in 
nearly all the ojficia of the comites and duces the princeps, commen
tariensis and two numerarii are men annually seconded from the 
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ojficia_ of the. two m~gistri praesent_a(es. This last arrangement was · 
~ertamly ~ 1;movation ~ue to Stlhcho, for a law of 398 enacts its 
m~~oduction.mto the ojfictum o~ the comes Africae as in the remaining 
~tar;' ojficta; up to then G1ldo, who was already before Theo
~osms death m command ?f the troops in Mrica with the excep
tiOnal rank of comes et magtster utriusque militiae per Ajricam, had 
been to? powet!ully entrenched to meddle with, but after the 
suppression of his revolt the office which he had held was brought 
under the same centralised control as the rest. 2 

The arrangements in the Notitia seem scarcely workable. On 
the one hand the magister peditum has authority over all regional 
army commanders, on the other the magister equitum is his equal in 
rank, cot_nmands the cavalry regiments in the regional armies and 
sha~es With the magister peditum the c?ntrol of t~e regional military 
ojfi~ta. The syste~ could only work if the magtster equitum praesen
ta!ts was a subor<fu.tat~ of t?e magister peditum, and in fact he certainly 
was so. The magtsfrt equttum praesentales of this period are very 
obscu~e characters: J a.cobus is know:n to history only because 
Claudian wrote an ep1g~am about him in 4or, and Vincentius 
because he was lync.hed m 408. The laws and inscriptions show 
how the appa~ent diff_iculty w:a~. solved. Stilicho is always styled 
(comes et) magtster utrtusque miltftae: he united both offices in his 
pers?t;• and had a subordinate colleague as magister equitum.a 

Stilicho fell abruptly from power in 408. The chief author of his 
fall was Olympius, master of the offices, who spread rumours 
amon!Sst the troops that the great general was a traitor who was 
plannmg to u.surp the throne. Olympius for a brief while con
t~olled Honorms, and to .s~cure his power appointed two nonenti
ties, V.aranes and Turpilio, to be magistri peditum and equitum 
respectively. V~r~nes was shortly afterwards dismissed and 
repl~ced by ':furpllio, ~nd an equally obscure Vigilantius was made 
f!!agtSter equtfum. It IS probable that Olympius separated the 
l~a~try. and cavalry co~mands :vhich Stilicho had united. Olym
pms failure to cope With Alanc soon discredited him and the 
palace eunuchs secured his dismissa1.4 

Jovi~s, the praetori.an prefect of Italy, now had the ear of 
Honorms, and he engmeered a mutiny in which the troops de
man~ed the removal of the two generals whom Olympius had 
appomte~ an~ als'? of the two ~unuchs who had brought about his 
fall. J ovms m his turn appomted two nonentities Valens and 
All?b1ch, to .be magistri,,but ~ave the former the pow~rs of magister 
utrtu_sque miltttae. At this pomt (4ro) our narrative fades out but 
the mterlude ?f civilian control of the government was brief. In 
41 I Constantius appears as master of the soldiers conducting a 
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campaign agains,t the usurpers in Gaul, and for the next ten years, 
until his death in 42 I, he ruled the Western emJ?ire. By 4 I 5 he 
enjoyed the rank of patrician. This rank, which was rarely, if ever, 
granted to other generals, henceforth became a normal distinction 
for the supreme commander, who was thus differentiated from the 
other magistri, even when, they ,also received the title of magister 
11triusque militiae. Henceforth the emperor normally sp~ke of his 
commander-in-chief as 'our patrician' or 'our parent and patrician', 
and 'the patrician' was his usual everyday title. Constantius, on 
I January 4I7, married Galla Placidia, the emperor's half-sister, 
and on 8 February 42I was crowned Augustus by his brother-in
law. He died a few months later, however. 5 

Constantius was succeeded as magister utriusque militiae by 
Cas tin us, who probably also succeeded to his power; at any rate 
he was suspected of having promoted the proclamation of John 
and shared the usurper's fate. The next few years saw the rise to 
power of Aetius, but unfortunatdy our sources are too meagre and 
fragmentary to trace the process with any accuracy. Aetius' power 
seems to have been based not so much on his military ability, which 
was undeniably great, as on the close relations which he had formed 
with the royal fatnily of the Huns, in whose court he had spent 
some years as a hostage in his youth. In virtue of this connection 
he was dispatched by the usurper John to solicit aid from the Huns. 
Before his return John had been defeated, but Aetius arrived with 
6o,ooo Huns (the number may be taken with a grain of salt) at his 
back and was thus able, despite having taken the wrong side, to 
force Galla Placidia to condone his treason and to make him 
magister equitum in Gaul. As magister utriusque militiae praesentalis 
Placidia appointed Felix, a dim figure whose chief merit was 
probably subtnissive loyalty. 

Four years later Felix was granted the rank of patrician, but 
Aetius was moved to Italy as the second master of the soldiers, and 
next year Felix was killed; the chronicles suggest that Aetius was 
behind the murder. Placidia retorted by summoning Boniface, who 
was an old and loyal supporter of hers, from Mrica and making 
him patrician. There followed an open battle between Boniface 
and Aetius in which the latter was defeated, but Boniface soon died 
from wounds received in the battle and was succeeded by his son, 
Sebastian. Aetius had meanwhile once again sought aid from his 
Hunnic friends, and returning to Italy was able to force Placidia to 
distniss,Sebastian and reappoint himself as magister utriusque militiae 
and patrician. From this year (probably 43 3) Aetius ruled the Western 
empire for over twenty years, until in 4 54 he was treacherously 
assassinated by Valentinian himself, aided by his chief eunuch. 6 
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, Towards the end, of his career ,Stilicho had been suspected of 
collusion with A)aric and, had incurred ,the hostility of the Roman 
troops by his reliance on German federates, and after his fall he was 
branded as ,a traitor who had deliberately betrayed the interests of 
Rome to his German kinsfolk. It is evident that this propaganda 
campaign had its effects. Mter Stilicho's fall the supreme command 
was never, so far as we know, held by a German. The commanders
in-chief all have Roman names, and those whose origins we know 
were certainly Romans: the two greatest were of Illyrian birth, 
Constantius coming from Sirtnium in Pannonia, and Aetius from 
Durostorum in Moesia. Even in the lesser commands Germans 
are rarely found during this period. Al!obich was magister equitum 
for a brief period shortly after Stilicho's fall. The Goth Ulfilas 
held the same office under Constantius in 4I I, and Gaiso is recorded 
in 413 : Sigisvult, another Goth, was second in command as 
magister utriusque militiae to Aetius during most of his period of 
ascendency, The other magistri recorded all appear to have been 
Romans. 7 

Under Honorius the higher civilian offices seem for the most part 
to have been filled by men who had worked their way up from 
modest beginnings, and had acquired some adtninistrative ex
perience in the process. But from the accession of Valentinian Ill 
the praetorian prefecture of Italy was almost monopolised by 
members of the great senatorial families, Flavius Anicius Auchenius 
Bassus, Rufinus Antonius Agrypnius Volusianus, Caecina Decius 
Acinatius Albinus, Anicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus, Nico
machus Flavianus and Petronius Maximus. Such men were 
obviously not chosen for their ability, and were unfitted by their 
whole upbringing for the laborious work of adtninistration. They 
were, moreover, often given high offices in extreme youth
Petronius Maximus was made comes sacrarum largitionum in his early 
twenties and held the praetorian prefecture without any serious 
adtninistrative experience, and Anicius Faustus had previously 
occupied only the more or less ornamental office of prefect of the 
city.s 

At the death of Theodosius the Great the situation in the East 
was quite different. When he marched against Eugenius, Theo
dosius had taken the bulk of the field army with him and had left 
Rufinus, the praetorian prefect, in charge of affairs under the 
nominal rule of Arcadius. Rufinus' ascendency was brief, for when 
the Eastern troops were recalled at the end of 395 he was assas
sinated, probably at Stilicho's suggestion, by Gainas, the Gothic 
officer who led them. Gainas, however, did not step into Rufinus' 
shoes. The praepositus sacri cubiculi, Eutropius, had already under 

N 
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Rufinus' rule gained the confidence of Arcadius,_ and he now as
sumed the control of affairs. He was naturally suspicious of 
generals-he secured the disgrace and exile of two of Theodosius' 
leading commanders, Timasius and Abundantius-and it was he, 
no doubt, who created the organisation of the military commands 
which we find in the Notitia.9 

This followed the same general lines which had hitherto pre
vailed in the East. There were two magistri praesentales, and 
magistri commanding the armies of the Eastern frontier and of 
Thrace, and also of Illyricum, which was now attached to the 
Eastern empire. What was perhaps a novelty was that five com
manders all held the same rank of magistri utriusque militiae, and each 
commanded a mixed army of horse and foot of approximately the 
same size. A balance of power was thus established, the central 
army being divided into two parts, each equivalent to a regional 
army. The system worked well in that it was difficult for any 
general to acquire undue power, and it remained unchanged until 
Justinian's day.1o 

Despite these precautions Eutropius' fall was brought about by a 
general, Gainas the Goth, who had been rewarded for his services 
by being appointed one of the magistri militum. The story of his 
revolt, though told in considerable detail by Zosimus (following 
Eunapius), by Socrates (who apparently used two epic poems 
written to celebrate Gainas' fall), by Sozomen, and in an allegorical 
form by Synesius in his Egyptian Tale, is highly involved and most 
obscure.11 

Gainas took advantage of the revolt of a body of Goths settled 
in Phrygia under the leadership of their commander, Tribigild, 
who had a personal grudge against Eutropius. Charged, with an 
incompetent colleague, Leo, to suppress this rising, he allowed it 
to grow to formidable proportions, and eventually declared that he 
could not control the situation unless Tribigild's demand for the 
dismissal of Eutropius was satisfied. This demand caused little 
difficulty. Eutropius had recently fallen foul of the empress 
Eudoxia, and he was hated by the senatorial aristocracy: powerful 
eunuchs were always disliked, and Eutropius increased his un
popularity by flaunting his power, having gone so far as to nominate 
himself consul for 3 99· He was duly disgraced and exiled. But 
Gainas was again foiled. Apart from their common hostility to 
Eutropius the senators were divided. There was a group led by 
Caesarius, who were prepared to use Germans to attain power, and 
another group, led by Caesarius' brother, Aurelian, who regarded 
the Germans in the service of the empire as the major menace to 
its integrity. The latter group prevailed, and it was Aurelian who 
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was appointed praetorian prefect to succeed Eutychianus; who had 
served under Eutropius. 

Gainas was now forced to . come into the open. He overtly 
joined forces with Tribigild and marched on Constantinople, 
demanding that Aurelian and others of his enemies be surrendered 
to him. Arcadius yielded: Caesarius became praetorian prefect, and 
Gainas entered the capital with his Gothic followers-federates 
who had formed part of his original army and Tribigild's men. 
Gainas' supremacy only lasted about six months. Though he took 
the precaution of stationing the Roman regiments of his army at a 
distance from the capital, he was apparently nervous of his security 
in the hostile city, and eventually in a moment of panic he with
drew. The cause of his alarm, we are told by the Christian his
torians, was the appearance of a host of angels, who were mistaken 
for Roman troops. Gainas left instructions for his Goths to follow 
him unobtrusively in successive small detachments. But a chance 
fracas between a party of retreating Goths and some citizens pro
voked a popular rising, in which the remaining Goths, trapped in 
the city, were massacred. Arcadius recalled Aurelian to the prae
torian prefecture, and a new magister militum was appointed to 
succeed Gainas. He was oddly enough another Goth, named 
Fravitta, who had seen long service under Theodosius I in the East. 

Our detailed record ceases at this point, and we do not know 
who held the reins of power during the rest of Arcadius' reign. 
But it is probable that from 405, when he became praetorian 
prefect of the East, Anthemius, who had already been comes 
sacrarum largitionum and master of the offices, controlled affairs. 
He is recorded as a patrician from 406, and was certainly well in the 
saddle when Arcadius died in 408, and was virtual regent, as 
Socrates .tells us, for the infant Theodosius II for the first six years 
of his reign. Altogether he held the prefecture for nearly ten years 
continuously, a most exceptional tenure. When he disappeared 
from the scene in 414, probably by death, it would seem that 
Pulcheria, who was proclaimed Augusta in that year, took over the 
control of affairs. The praetorian prefects from now onwards were 
changed every two or three years, and none of them seems to have 
been influential. On the other hand Helio, who became master of 
the offices in the same year, continued to hold that post for the un
precedented period of at least thirteen and perhaps for fifteen years: 
he, like Anthemius, was honoured with the patriciate. Though 
little is known of him except that he went to Rome in 425 to 
crown Valentinian Ill as Augustus, it seems likely that he was, 
under Pulcheria, the effective prime minister during all his period 
of office.12 
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• ·It iS not dear who, if anyone, succeeded to Helio's position. 
Pulcheria continued for another ten or twelve years to be influential, 
and the empress Eudoxia, who had a mind of her own, seems also 
to have played some part in politics. Her brother V alerius was 
consul in 43 2 and master of the offices· in 43 5, and her friend the 
poet, Cyrus of Panopolis, held the combined offices of prefect of 
Constantinople and praetorian prefect of the East from 439 to 441, 
holding the consulship in the last year. Soon after this Chrysaphius, 
one of the palace eunuchs, succeeded in disgracing Cyrus and in 
alienating the emperor from his sister and his wife. Chrysaphius 
exercised the supreme power for the rest of Theodosius' reign, 
apparently in conjunction with Nomus, who was master of the 
offices during the same period. In a petition addressed to the 
Council of Chalcedon the nephews of Cyril, patriarch of Alexandria, 
attribute their woes to Chrysaphius and Nomus 'who held the affairs 
of the world in his hands at that time', that is, shortly after Cyril's 
death in 444· According to Theodore Lector 'Chrysaphius and 
the party of Nomus the consul, being violent partisans of Eutyches, 
persuaded Theodosius to call the council of Ephesus' in 449.13 

In the reigns of Arcadius and Theodosius II a,_· hereditary 
aristocracy was be<>inning to form from the sons and-g' randsons-:a~· 
tJie ... l:l£\Y••-·w-~ii-~wl1~Jiii:<I .. ilsii:l~ii?:!1l~t<lfi-i!l~ilie::Ia1.-p;'t1l.:G:~P.i~n::. 
·caesarius and Aurelian, who alternately held the praetorian prefec
ture of the East in the early years of Arcadius, were the sons of 
Taurus, the humbly born notary who had been promoted by 
Constantius II, and in the next generation Aurelian's son Taurus 
was comes rei privatae in 416 and praetorian prefect of the East in 
433-5. The great Anthemius was grandson of another of Con
stantius II's new men, Philip. His son Isidore was proconsul of 
Asia, prefect of the city, praetorian prefect oflllyricum (423-4), and 
finally praetorian prefect of the East (435-6). Such men, however, 
by no means monopolised the high civilian offices. We know too 
little of the origins and careers of the praetorian prefects and other 
great officers ofstate in this period to speak with any certainty, but 
the list includes many otherwise unknown names, and we can infer 
from the laws that men of curial origin were still in this period 
rising to illustrious offices in some numbers.14 

The government, it is true, made many efforts to stem the 
indiscriminate admission of decurions to the senate. In 3 98 it for
bade them to aspire to provincial governorships, which all by this 
time carried senatorial rank, even praesides having become c!arissimi. 
In 416 and again in 418 it prohibited the grant of codicils of the 
clarissimate to them. These laws did not however debar curiales 
from the two higher grades of the senatorial order, and in 436 it 
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was enacted that spectabiles and ilfustres of curial origin already in 
the senate should retain their privileges, but that in future decurions 
who became spectabiles should remain personally responsible for 
their curial duties, while those who obtained honorary illustrious 
offices should perform them by deputy. In 439 an absolute ban was 
placed on decurions entering the senate, but it was evidently not 
maintained, for in 444 honorary illustrious offices were forbidden 
to decurions. It is significant that in the laws of 436 and 444 1:10 
mention is made of the position of curiales who held active illustrious 
offices. From a law of Leo it appears that not only were they per
mitted to hold them, but that by so doing they, with their sons 
born after their tenure of office, were freed from their curial 
obligations.15 · 

After the fall of Gainas there was, it would seem, a revulsion 
against the employment of Germans in the high military .:ommands. 
Even Fravitta, Gainas' conqueror, was shortly cashiered and 
executed, and thereafter for . about twenty years we hear of no 
German generals in the East. Our information is admittedly very 
incomplete, but we know that in 415 the two praesentafes wery 
Florentius and Sapricius, while in the Eastern command Lupianus 
(412) was followed by Hypatius (414-15), and in Thrace Constans 
was magister in 412.16 

By the 420 s the feeling against German magistri mifitum had 
evidently waned. In 421-2, of the generals who conducted the 
operations against Persia two, Areobindus and Ardaburius, were 
Germans and two, Vitianus and Procopius, Romans. In 425 Arda~ 
burius was .entn:sted with the campaign against the usurper John, 
together w1th h1s son Aspar and a Roman general, Candidianus. 
In431 Aspar commanded an expedition to Africa. In 441 the two 
praesentales were both Germans, Areobindus and Aspar; in that 
year Areobindus operated against the Vandals, assisted by one 
German, Ansila, and one Roman, Germanus. Aspar continued to 
be magister mifitum praesentafis until471, and it was not until the last 
years of Theodosius II's reign that the other praesental command 
was filled by Romans, Apollonius and Anatolius. Other German 
magistri who figure in the history of these years are Plinthas, a Goth, 
who was consul in 419 and still an important figure in 434, John 
the Vandal and Arnegisclus, who were successively magistri in 
Thrace in 441-7, and Agintheus, magister in Illyricum in 449· On 
the other hand the Eastern command seems to have been reserved 
to Romans: we know of Procopius (422-4), Dionysius, a Thracian 
(428-33), Anatolius (438-43) and Zeno, an !saurian (449)P .. 

There was in point offact .no political objection to the appoint
ment of German generals durmg the last thirty years of Theodosius 
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II's reign, when the principal enemies of the empire were the Huns, 
whom the Germans had every reason to hate as much as the 
Romans. Moreover, since the expulsion of the Goths in 400 there 
was no large homogeneous block of Germans in the service of the 
empire on whom an ambitious general could base his power. The 
barbarian magistri, so far as we know, served the empire to the best 
of their ability, and there is no hint that their loyalty was suspected. 
Some of them held office for very long periods-Areobindus 
already held a high command in 422 and was still in office as 
praesentalis in 441, while Aspar, who first appears as his father's 
lieutenant in 42 5, was praesentalis down to the end of the reign. 
Moreover the leading German generals formed a close-knit family 
group-Aspar was not only the son of Ardaburius, but a kinsman 
of Plinthas and Areobindus. Nevertheless they seem during 
Theodosius' reign to have exercised no political influence: it was 
not until the Theodosian house was extinct that Aspar's ambitions 
for power became evident. They seem during the long years that 
they spent in Roman service to have become thoroughly assimi
lated, and several of them founded families whose members 
blended with the senatorial aristocracy. Is 

From the death of Theodosius the Great the Eastern and 
Western halves of the empire were not reunited under a single 
ruler until Justinian reconquered the greater part of the Italian 
prefecture from the barbarians. The significance of this fact can 
be exaggerated, for in the 11 o years since Diocletian had handed 
over the rule of the West to Maximinian in 28 5 the empire had been 
united only for brief periods-in the latter part of Constantine's 
reign (324-37), from the death of Magnentius to the division of the 
empire between Valentinian and Valens (353-64), and for the last 
few months of Theodosius the Great's life. During most of the 
period when the sons and grandsons of Theodosius ruled the two 
halves of the empire relations between East and West were as close 
as they had hitherto normally been, and on several occasions the 
Eastern government gave military support to the Western. 
Anthemius sent 4ooo men to aid Honorius against Alaric in 409; 
Theodosius II's government sent a large expedition to crush the 
usurper John and install Valentinian III in 42 5; and on two 
occasions, in 431 and 441, it sent important forces against the 
Vandals in Mrica. But for the first thirteen years after Theodosius' 
death, while Stilicho ruled the West, there was friction between the 
two governments which had serious results.19 

r 
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Stilicho claimed that Theodosius the Great had on his death-bed 
commended to his care both his sons. He furthermore claimed that 
the dioceses of Macedonia and Dacia belonged to Honorius' share 
of the empire: the rights and wrongs of the dispute are most 
obscure, but it would seem that the two dioceses had normally 
hitherto belonged to the Western Augustus, but had during 
Theodosius' campaign against Eugenius been administered from 
Constantinople, and were retained by Arcadius' government on the 
grounds that no express change had been ordered by Theodosius. 
In the circumstances it was inevitable that Rufinus and his succes
sors should have regarded with deep suspicion any intervention by 
Stilicho in Arcadius' dominions, and especially in the disputed 
dioceses. 20 

This situation gave Alaric, king of the federate Visigoths, who 
had been settled in the northern part of Thrace, an admirable 
opportunity to advance his own interests and those of his people 
by playing off one government against the other. The early stages 
of the story are obscure. Alaric started by ravaging southern 
Thrace and threatening Constantinople, but soon marched west
wards to Greece. Stilicho promptly moved against him with the 
united forces of East and West, and had him at his mercy in 
Thessaly, if Claudian is to be believed, when he received orders 
from Arcadius to return the Eastern army to Constantinople, and 
himself withdraw. Stilicho obeyed, but saw to it that Rufinus, who 
had dictated Arcadius' message, was removed. He now had at his 
disposal only the Western army, which must after its recent defeat 
under Eugenius have been in a poor state. Recruits were con
scripted on a large scale and deserters rounded up, and in 397 
Stilicho felt strong enough to send a force by sea to Greece. Again, 
according to Claudian, he had Alaric at his mercy, but once again 
he was ordered to withdraw. Eutropius was as unwilling as 
Rufinus to allow Stilicho to establish himself in eastern Illyricum, 
and preferred to use the Visigoths against him rather than see them 
destroyed. He now appointed Alaric magister mi!itum per I!lyricum, 
thereby allowing him to build up his strengili and above all to arm 
his followers from the Roman arsenals. 21 

Another malcontent who exploited the tension between the 
Eastern and Western governments was Gildo, the Moorish 
chieftain who had ten or twelve years previously secured the post of 
magister utriusque mi!itiae per Africam as a reward for the help which 
he had given to the Roman government in suppressing his brother 
Firmus' revolt. In 3 97 he withheld the corn which fed the city of 
Rome, and transferred his allegiance to Constantinople. Eutropius 
perhaps instigated and certainly welcomed his adhesion and issued 
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edicts in Arcadius' name giving him moral support, though he sent 
him no material aid. To meet this emergency there was another 
call-up, in which not even the tenants of the res privata were allowed 
to commute the recruits due from them for gold, and senators were 
called upon to surrender some of their slaves for military service, a 
most exceptional step. Actually, in deference to the protests of the 
senate, neither provision was enforced, and senators were allowed 
to pay gold in lieu both of the co!oni and of the slaves who should 
have been levied from them, and the tenants of the imperial lands 
were also let off with a money payment. In the event a very small 
force, seven regiments or perhaps 5 ,ooo men, sufficed to reduce 
Gildo. The victory was due to his own brother Mascazel, but 
Stilicho did not repeat the mistake of his predecessors. Mascazel 
was feted for his achievement, but was killed in an opportune 
accident. The Mrican command was reduced to its previous status 
of a comitiva rei mi!itaris and brought under the control of the 
magister praesenta!is: in 40I it was entrusted to a brother-in-law of 
Stilicho, Bathanarius.22 

Mter five years Alaric had probably sucked the poverty-stricken 
Dacian and Macedonian dioceses dry, and he turned his eyes west
wards for opportunities of richer booty or blackmail. In the 
autumn of 401, taking advantage of Stilicho's absence in Raetia, 
he marched into Italy and besieged Milan. Next year Stilicho, 
having collected reinforcements from Gaul and even from Britain, 
defeated him at Pollentia and again at Verona, and Alaric, having 
suffered heavy losses by casualties, disease and large-scale desertions, 
was allowed to withdraw; where he spent the next few years is not 
recorded. 23 

Three years later, in 405, another barbarian chief, Radagaesus, 
invaded Italy from the north with a huge horde of Germans of 
various tribes, causing vast destruction and even greater panic. In 
face of this peril very exceptional measures were taken to reinforce 
the army. The provincials were invited to enlist as volunteers, 
apparently on a temporary basis, and were offered a bounty of ro 
solidi, 3 on joining up and the rest on discharge. Slaves also were 
urged to join the colours, being promised their freedom and a 
bounty of 2 solidi. Next year Stilicho, having collected thirty 
regiments at Ticinum, and reinforced them with bands of Alan, 
Gothic and Hunnic federates, decisively defeated Radagaesus at 
Faesnlae. Vast numbers of his men were killed or enslaved, and 
u,ooo,were enrolled in the Roman army.24 

During the following winter Stilicho, encouraged by these 
successes, determined to make good his claim on Dacia and Mace
donia by force of arms. J ovius was appointed praetorian prefect of 
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Illyricum, Alaric was given the rank of magister militum and 
ordered to occupy Epirus and there await the arrival of Roman 
troops from Italy. But during the same winte;r hordes of Vandals, 
Sueves and Alans crossed the Rhine and, sweeping over Gaul, 
created a desolation of which lurid accounts have come down to us; 
and what was even more alarming, the army of Britain proclaimed 
a series of pretenders, Marcus, Gratian, and finally Constantine, 
who crossed over to Gaul in 407 and endeavoured to round up the 
barbarian invaders. In these circumstances the Illyrian expedition 
had to be postponed and Alaric saw an opportunity for blackmail. 
Complaining that he and his force, having occupied Epirus; had 
been left in the lurch and obliged to retire, he claimed 4,ooo lb. gold 
as compensation. The demand was outrageous, but the sum was 
not an exorbitant price to pay in order to retain Alaric in Roman 
service at this critical juncture; 4,ooo lb. gold was the annual 
income of a wealthy senator. Stilicho put the proposition to the 
indignant but submissive senate and, having made them share the 
odium by their agreement, paid up. 25 

Next year the pretender Constantine extended his rule to Spain, 
where one of his magistri mi!itum, Gerontius, and his son Constans, 
whom he had proclaimed Caesar, established his authority. In the 
same year the news of Arcadius' death reached Italy. Honorius was 
anxious to go to Constantinople and exert his authority as uncle of 
the infant Theodosius II, but Stilicho, who wished to undertake 
the mission himself, urged that the situation in the West, with a 
usurper in Gaul and Alaric ready to pounce, required the emperor's 
presence. He accordingly suggested that Honorius should stay in 
Italy, that he himself should go to Constantinople, and that Alaric 
should be sent with his Visigoths, and other generals with Roman 
troops, to subdue Constantine. But by now Stilicho's favour with 
the emperor and his prestige and popularity with the troops had 
waned, and Olympius was able to instigate a mutiny and finally to 
secure Stilicho's arrest and execution.26 

The Roman troops, who had long been jealous of the barbarian 
federates, now wreaked their spite upon them by massacring their 
families, and the federates, over 3o,ooo strong, we are told, marched 
off to join Alaric. Despite this accession of strength Alaric was 
prepared to come to terms with the imperial government. He 
demanded only a moderate sum of money (we are not given the 
figure) and leave to transfer his tribe from Noricum to Pannonia. 
Honorius, advised by Olympius, haughtily refused this offer, but 
made no preparations to meet the attack which his refusal would 
provoke. Alaric marched swiftly on Rome and blockaded the city. 
The senate, left to its own devices, eventually had to buy him off 
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with 5,ooo lb. gold, 3o,ooo lb. silver, and other gifts in kind, 
including 3,ooo lb. pepper, on receipt of which Alaric agreed to 
withdraw, on condition that the senate induced the emperor to 
renew his alliance with him. 27 

Olympius, though pressed by two successive embassies from the 
senate, postponed negotiations, but took no effective steps to 
retrieve the military situation. He endeavoured to garrison Rome 
with five regiments withdrawn from Dalmatia, but they were inter
cepted by Alaric and destroyed. He failed to prevent Alaric's 
brother Athaulf from bringing in reinforcements. Olympius fell 
from power, and Jovius, his successor, decided to treat. Alaric 
now demanded a grant of gold and of corn and the settlement of 
his men in the provinces of Venetia, Noricum and Dalmatia. Jovius 
recommended Honorius to conciliate him by making him magister 
utriusque mi!itiae, but Honorius rejected this suggestion in insulting 
terms, which J ovius unfortunately read aloud to Alaric. Alaric 
again marched on Rome, but alarmed by the news that Honorius 
had secured the aid of ro,ooo Huns, renewed negotiations through 
Innocent, bishop of Rome. His terms were now much more 
modest, an annual grant of corn only and no gold, and only the two 
provinces of Noricum, which as he pointed out, were greatly 
devastated and paid little revenue. Jovius, however, to atone for 
his previous undue weakness, had sworn by the emperor's head 
never to treat with Alaric, and refused the offer. 28 

Since Honorius could not be induced to treat, Alaric decided to 
create another emperor who would give him what he wanted. By 
the threat of starvation the senate was persuaded to elect his 
nominee, Attalus, then prefect of the city, and Attalus duly 
appointed Alaric his magister militu1n. It remained to assert the 
authority of the new emperor in the provinces and to dispose of 
Honorius. Neither task proved easy. An expedition to Mrica, 
control of which was vital to Rome, was defeated, and Honorius, 
who had received a reinforcement of 4,ooo men from the Eastern 
government, held out obstinately in the almost impregnable city of 
Ravenna. Alaric found that he had gained nothing by creating an 
emperor, and decided to see what he could secure from Honorius 
by deposing Attalus. An interview took place near Ravenna, but 
unfortunately it was interrupted by Sarus, a Gothic chieftain who 
had deserted Alaric for the imperial service. Infuriated, Alaric for 
the third time marched on Rome, and this time entered into no 
negotiations, but sacked the city (410).29 

The sack of Rome sent a thrill of horror throughout the empire, 
but it was Alaric's last achievement. In the same year he died at 
Consentia after a vain attempt to cross into Sicily, and his brother 
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Athaulf, who was elected his successor, decided in 412 to abandon 
Italy and try his fortune in Gaul. Here in the meanwhile the 
situation had become chaotic. Gerontius, who had been left in 
Spain, had unwisely entrusted the defence of the Pyrenees to 
barbarian federates, and owing to their negligence or treason in 
409 the hordes of Vandals, Sueves and Alans, who had exhausted 
the plunder of Gaul, penetrated into Spain. The Caesar Constans 
cashiered Gerontius as being responsible for the disaster, but 
Gerontius retorted by proclaiming a rival emperor, Maximus, at 
Tarraco. He next matched into Gaul, defeated and killed Constans, 
and finally besieged Constantine in Aries. 30 

During all this confusion a large section of the Burgundians had 
established themselves in Roman territory on the west bank of the 
middle or lower Rhine, and the provincials of Britain and Armorica, 
left to defend themselves, took up arms and expelled the barbarian 
invaders and then, in Zosimus' words, 'expelled the Roman 
magistrates and set up a government of their own choice'. From 
the words used by Rutilius Namatianus to describe the subsequent 
pacification of Armorica in 417, 'Exuperantius now teaches the 
shores of Armorica to love the return of peace, he restores the laws 
and brings back freedom, and does not suffer them to be the slaves 
of their own servants'-it would appear that in Gaul this revolt 
was followed by a rising of the coloni and slaves against their 
landlords. 31 

At this point Constantius and Ulfilas, the generals of Honorius, 
led an army into Gaul. On their approach many of Gerontius' 
Roman troops deserted him and rallied to the legitimate emperor. 
Gerontius was forced to withdraw to Spain, where he soon perished 
in a mutiny of his remaining troops: Maxim us, the emperor whom 
he had set up, fled to the Vandals, and was eventually rounded up 
and executed in 418. Constantine held Aries against Honorius' 
forces in the hope of relief by his general Edobich, whom he had 
sent to collect forces from the Franks and Alamans, but Edobich 
was defeated by Constantius and Ulfilas. Aries fell and Constantine 
was captured and sent off to Italy.32 

Scarcely had Constantine been reduced when another usurper, 
Jovinus, was proclaimed on the Rhine. He owed his elevation to 
Gundahar, king of the Burgundians, and Goar, king of a body of 
Alans who had settled in the same area. Athaulf, king of the Visi
goths, who had just moved into Gaul, also offered his services to 
Jovinus, but soon quarrelled with him and, transferring his 
allegiance to Honorius, subdued Jovinus. Gaula!lci.§l'a.:if!_~e_re 
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.JI-cqnies!;e .ig the settlement of the Butgl.)!ldJ"!ns on the west bank~ 

. 9ftl:J.I': Rhine_; their position was probably regularised by a treaty 
recognising them as federates. Athaulf soon quarrelled with the 
imperial government. In return for his services, and for the release 
of Galla Placidia, who had been a prisoner of the Visigoths since 
the capture of Rome, Honorius had promised corn supplies to 
Athaulf. When they failed to arrive-the rebellion of Heraclian, 
comes Africae, at this juncture must have made it difficult for the 
imperial government to fulfil its promises-Athaulf seized Narbo, 
Tolosa and Burdigala, himself married Placidia, and once again 
proclaimed as emperor Attalus, who had followed the . Visigoths 
in their wanderings. Constantius, however, by a naval blockade 
reduced the Goths to starvation, and they evacuated Gaul. and 
moved into Spain. Goat's Alans, who had attached themselves to 
Athaulf, now deserted him and entered the Roman service. 33 

Ig SpaJg the ... barbarian. invad.ers bad partitioned the country ·by · 
.agreement. . The Siling Vandals took Baetica as a plundering 
ground, the Alans Lusitania and Carthaginiensis. The Sueves and 
the Asdil!g Vandals both s~ttled in the north-west, whence they no 
doubt rruded Tarraconensrs, but the eastern parts of the province 
seem to have remained under Roman control until the Visigoths 
moved in. Here also they were reduced to starvation, and when 
Athaulf·was assassinated at Tarraco in 415, his successor Wallia 
agreed to surrender Galla Placidia and enter the Roman service in 
return for 6oo,ooo modii of corn. Wallia was commissioned to 
subdue the other barbarians in the name of Rome, and in the next 
two years annihilated the Silings and decimated the Alans, the 
survivors of whom joined the Asdings. The greater part of Spain 
was thus cleared of barbarians, and only the Asdings and the Sueves 
were left in Gallaecia, where they were probably given the status of 
federates. 34 · 

Wallia and his Visigoths were now (418) ordered to evacuate 
Spain; 11nd were given:.a.homeinJ;puth-west __ G._ag). The six civitates 
of Aquitarua Secunda and some otliers-adjacent to the province 
inclu~ng Tolosa, were ass~gned to them, a broad belt of country 
runnrng along the Atlantic coast from the lower Loire to the 
valley of the Garonne. In · the previous year the Armorican 
Bacaudae had been reduced and Roman rule re-established north 
of the Loire. Both Gaul and Spain appeared to be pacified. 35 · 

For the remainder of Honorius' reign we have no information 
about ~aul. Pe;ace !Tiay have been ma!ntained, but it was precarious, 
depending as lt . did upon .the dubrous. loyalty of the barbarian 
fed~rates settl_ed in . t_his ~rea. Early in V ~lentinian IIl's reign 
Aetrus as magtSter milttum m Gaul had to reheve Aries, which the 
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Visigoths were besieging, and twice to fight the Franks, who.were 
encroaching in the north.~In 435 the Bacaudae ofArmorica ag.ain 
broke into revolt under the leadership of a certain Tibatto, .and 
maintained their resistance for two years. Both the Burgundians 
and the Visigoths took advantage of the situation to attack the 
cities adjacent to them. The Burgundians were drastically punished. 
Aetius commissioned his allies the Buns to subdue them, and they 
are said to have massacred 2o,ooo of them (436). The Visigoths 
proved more difficult to deal with. In 436 Litorius, Aetius' suc
cessor as magister mi!itum per Gallias, succeeded in .relieving Narbo, 
which they were besieging. The war continued in 437 and 438, on 
the whole to the advantage of the Roman side, and in 439 Litorius 
attacked Tolosa. But with the victory almost in his grasp, he was 
defeated and taken prisoner. Peace was made with the Visigoths 
in the same year; the terms can hardly have been favourable to 
Rome.36 

In the next few years a number of new federate settlements were 
made in Gaul. In 440 a group of Alans, commanded by one 
Sambila, were planted in the territory of Valentia, and in 442 
Goat's group of Alans in the Civitas Aurelianorum. In 443 the 
chastened remnant of the Burgundians were assigned a new home 
in Sapaudia. The Armorican Bacaudae continued to give trouble. 
Goar and his Alans were commissioned to crush them, but Get
manus, bishop of Auxerre, intervened and persuaded Goar to hold 
his hand, while he went to Ravenna to plead the rebels' cause. He 
obtained their pardon, but news then arrived that the revolt had 
broken out again under the leadership of Tibatto. Germanus' 
attempt to make peace was thus frustrated: the Bacaudae were 
ruthlessly suppressed and Tibatto killed.37 

In Spain conditions were even more troubled. No sooner had 
Wallia and his Visigoths been withdrawn than the Vandals and 
Sueves came to blows. The Vandals won the upper hand, and had 
penned the Sueves in the Nervasian mountains, when Asterius, 
comes I-Iispaniarum, intervened on behalf of the defeated party. 
Baulked of their prey the Vandals abandoned the area to which they 
had been assigned and marched southwards to Baetica. In 42 I 
Castinus, the magister militum, attacked them with a large force of 
Roman troops and Gothic federates, but was betrayed by the latter 
and had to retire to Tarraco. The Vandals now extended their 
ravages as far as Nova Carthago and Hispalis and in 428 captured 
the latter city. Next year they moved on to Africa, and southern 
Spain enjoyed a few years of peace. But in the north the Sueves 
remained to plague the country.38 

\Xfe possess a contemporary chronicle written by a Spaniard, 
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Hydatius, and his notices, though so brief as to be scarcely intel
ligible, give some impression of the unending troubles which a 
barbarian people settled in their midst caused to the provincials. 
Time and again the Sueves broke the treaty and plundered their 
Roman neighbours. Time and again envoys were sent to complain 
to the Suevic king, and peace was renewed; but a few years later 
the raids began again. At first they were confined to Gallaecia, but 
when Rechila took over the leadership of the tribe from his ailing 
father, Hermetic, their range was extended. In 439 Rechila forced 
his way into Emerita, in 441 he capmred Hispalis, and is said to have 
brought Baetica and Carthaginiensis under his sway. Meanwhile in 
the north peasant revolts had broken out, and between 441 and 443 
two successive magistri militum, AsU!rius and Merobaudes, were 
occupied in reducing the Bacaudae of Tarraconensis. In 446 a 
third magister militum, Vitus, endeavoured to expel the Sueves 
from the south, but he was defeated and had to withdraw, and 
the only result was that both sides ravaged Baetica and Cartha
ginensis. 39 

Down to 429 Africa had been spared invasion. The only dis
mrbances were caused by the rebellions of successive military 
commanders, Gildo in 397-8 and Heraclian in 41 3· In 427 Boniface, 
comes Africae, was suspected of similar disloyalty and was recalled. 
He refused to obey and troops were sent to Africa to depose him. 
The first expedition was unsuccessful, but the second under 
Sigisvult occupied Carthage and Hippo. The Vandals in Baetica 
seized this opportunity to cross the straits and ruthlessly plundered 
the Mauretanian provinces. Galla Placidia, to unite the Roman 
forces, hastened to pardon Boniface, more troops were sent from 
Italy, and an expeditionary force from Constantinople arrived 
under the command of Aspar, but all to no effect. The Vandal 
advance continued, and eventually in 43 5 the Roman government 
had to agree to cede to them the territory which they had already 
conquered, the Mauretanias and Numidia. 40 

Gaiseric, the Vandal king, probably never intended the settle
ment to be final: the rich provinces of Proconsularis and Byzacena 
were his goal. In 459 he took Carthage. There was panic in Rome, 
where an imminent Vandal attack was anticipated, and the Italian 
coasts were put in a state of defence. A large fleet and army were 
once again sent from Constantinople. Gaiseric did in fact attack 
Sicily, and the Roman forces do not seem to have venU!red to land 
in Africa. EvenU!ally in 442 peace was made. By this agreement 
the Vandals occupied Proconsular Mrica, Byzacena and Tripoli
tania, and retroceded Mauretania and Numidia to the emperor.41 

The fate of Britain at this period is an unsolved problem. In 
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about 409 the provincials, as we have seen, had expelled the 
imperial magistrates and organised their own defence. Since it was 
the representatives of the tyrant Constantine who were expelled, 
this move received Honorius' official approval. There is no record 
that imperial authority was ever thereafter restored, but it would 
seem inherently probable that after the suppression of the tyrants 
of Gaul and the reduction of the rebellious Armoricans Constantius 
would have brought Britain under the authority of Honorius. What 
is certain is that in the chapter in the Notitia which gives the dis
tribution of the troops-a chapter which seems to have been kept 
more or less up to date down to the end of Honorius' reign-three 
regiments of infantry and six squadrons of cavalry are shown 
in Britain under the command of the comes Britanniarum. In 
429 when Germanus, bishop of Auxerre, visited the island, a great 
victory was won over the Picts and the Saxons, and there is no 
indication that at the time of his second visit about 440 Britain 
had ceased to be part of the empire. Under the year 442 a Gallic 
chronicle records that 'the Britains hitherto troubled by various 
events and disasters were subjected to the sway of the Saxons', and 
according to Gildas the Britons wrote appealing for aid to 'Aetius 
for the third time consul', that is in or after 446. It is unlikely that 
any reinforcements were sent at this or any later date, and in the 
confusion that followed the deaths of Aetius and V alentinian Ill 
Britain was doubtless forgotten. How long the inhabitants 
maintained their resistance to the invading Saxons remains 
doubtful.42 

To meet the changing military situation the system of command 
was considerably modified, but the exact history of the successive 
changes cannot be reconstructed with certainty. Under Stilicho 
there were, besides the two magistri praesentales, the magister equitum 
per Gallias, commanding a large force of horse and foot, and the 
comes Africae and the comes Tingitaniae, each with a few units only. 
There was also a regional commander, probably a comes rei mi!itaris, 
in Dalmatia. On the occupation of Gaul by the barbarians and the 
tyrants, the magister equitum per Gallias, Chariobaudes, withdrew to 
Italy, and after his death in 408 the post seems to have been abol
ished. To maintain a foothold in Gaul and defend the north
western approaches to Italy a new command was created, that of 
the comes tractus Argentoratensis, whose duty it was to guard 
Sequanica, whence he would have been supplied. Shortly after 
Stilicho's death the command of the comes Dalmatiae was enlarged 
to embrace Noricum and Raetia, including the Alpine passes. This 
command seems to have been short-lived. The defence of the 
Alps was later entrusted to a comes Italiae, whose zone no doubt 
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included Raetia .and Noricum, and Dalmatia seems to have been 
temporarily abandoned.43 . . . · 
· Constantius, the magister praesentalis, expelled the tyrants and 

conducted the war against the Visigoths until 416, and it was 
probably shortly after that date, when Gaul was temporarily. pacic 
fied, that a magister equitum per Gallias was once again appointed: 
the post of comes tractus Argentoratensis was no doubt now sup
pressed. At about the same time a comes Hispaniarum was created 
to command a newly formed army group of Spain; the first recorded 
occupant of the post was Asterius, who in 420 intervened in the 
war between the Vandals and the Sueves. About the same time, it 
would seem, the post of comes Illyrici was created to protect the 
diocese of Pannonia, and the post of comes Italiae was suppressed. 
Later the commander in Gaul was promoted to the rank of magister 
ttlriusque militiae, and we find officers of the same rank operating in 
Spain in 441, in 443 and in 446. These may have been magistri 
praesentales or per Gallias transferred to Spain, but it seems more 
probable that the Spanish command was upgraded.44 

Mter the expulsion of Gainas and his Goths the Eastern empire 
enjoyed a respite from major wars for twenty years. In 408, it is 
true, the Hunnic king Uldin invaded Thrace, but the Roman com
mander in the course of parleys managed to lure several of his 
chieftains from their allegiance, and Uldin had to beat a hasty 
retreat across the Danube, abandoning many thousands of Scirae, 
one of his subject peoples, to be captured by the Romans. Apart 
from this incident there were only local. disturbances. Synesius as 
bishop of Ptolemais (410-13) complains bitterly of the raids of the 
Austurians in Cyrenaica. The Isaurians also got out of hand, 
extending their raids far and wide. The letters of John Chrysostom, 
written during his exile in 404-7, show that Cucusus and Arabissus 
in Armenia Secunda lived virtually in a state of siege, and that a 
great city like Caesarea of Cappadocia was in terror of the raiders, 
who burnt the surrounding villages. Theodoret in his lives of the 
Syrian hermits alludes to the devastations of the Isaurians in Syria, 
and Jerome in a letter dated 405 reports an Isaurian raid as far south 
as Phoenicia and Galilee. To deal with the menace many cities were 
garrisoned-John Chrysostom mentions a tribune leading out his 
men from Caesarea, and congratulates himself that he is at any rate 
safe at Cucusus, owing to the presence of a garrison-and a new 
command was created, that of the comes dioeceseos Ponticae, first 
mentioned in 413.45 

THE HUNS AND THE PERSIANS 193 

In 42 ~ the Persian king V aranes, incensed at the refusal of 
Theodosms II to surrender his Christian subjects who had taken 
refuge from. persecution in Roman territory, declared war. The 
RoJ?ru:' ar~e~ ~ook the offensive, ravaging Persian Armenia and 
besregmg Nrsrbis. Next year after a severe defeat in Mesopotamia 
Varanes made peace. In the same year another invasion of Thrace 
by the Buns is recorded. It was perhaps now that the Roman 
15overnn:ent, to secure im:nunity from furth~r r~ids, agreed to close 
its frontiers to rebel subjects of the Hunruc kmg and pay him a 
modest subsidy of 3 5o lb. gold a year. 46 

In 42 5, as we have seen, the armies of Theodosius overcame the 
usurper John and installed Valentinian III in Italy. Six years later 
another expeditionary force was sent to the West to combat the 
Vandals: it. suffered a disastrous defeat. Taking advantage of this, 
Rua, the ~~g. of the Buns: became aggressive in 434, demanding 
the extradltlon of several tnbes which had rebelled against him and 
;;vhich tl_Je Ro~an gove~nment had, contrary to the treaty, taken 
mto therr servrce. During the negotiations Rua died and Attila 
succeeded. He proved a tough bargainer, and in return for peace 
the Romans had not ouly to promise to extradite the rebels they 
had recei':ed and to admit no more, but also to return escaped 
Roman pnsoners, or to pay a ransom of 8 solidi per head for them, 
and to allov.: trad~ to be conducted on equal terms at certain fairs 
on the frontier. Fmally they had to agree to raise the subsidy from 
350 to 700 lb. gold.47 

In 4;4~ Theodosi':s II sent a large expeditionary force to assist 
Vale.nnru~n Ill agamst the Vandals, and in the same year the 
Persian kmg again attacked the Eastern frontier. On the Eastern 
front the Roman. armies were successful, and peace was soon 
restored. But Attl!a took advantage of the situation to complain 
th~t the .terms of his treaty had not been fulfilled, and receiving no 
satisfaction, ~rossed the D~nube and destroyed Viminacium, 
Margus, Smgidun~m and Sirmium. Mter a pause in 442, he 
mov~d eastwards m 443 and destroyed Ratiaria, Naissus and 
Sardica. At length the Roman armies attempted to stem his 
advance, but they were disastrously defeated. Attila's terms had 
~o be accepted-the immediate payment of 6,ooo lb. gold (which 
mcluded arrears of the subsidy), and a future annual payment of 
2,:oo lb. gold: the ransom of escaped Roman prisoners was also 
rrused from 8 to I 2 solidi. This treaty brought peace for four years. 48 

In 447, on w.hat pre~ext is unknown, Jl:ttila again crossed the 
Danube. On this occas10n the Roman arm1es opposed him on the 
frontier, but with as disastrous results as before. After Thrace and 
Illyricum had been ruthlessly ravaged, the imperial government had 
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again to accept Attila's dem3f?s. The~e included the evacuation of 
a strip of territory five days JOUrney m depth along the southern 
bank of the Danube from Singidunum to Novae. In 449 Chrysa
phius endeavoured to secure Attila's assassination. The plot was 
bungled and Attila was able to confront the ~oma?- embassy en
trusted with its execution with evidence of the1r guilt. Strange to 
say, however, he was induced next year to sign a treaty more 
favourable than the last, agreeing to make no further demands for 
the return of rebellious Hunnic subjects already under Roman 
protection, and to withdraw from the zone south of the Danube 
which the Romans had evacuated.49 

It would appear that Attila was losing interest in the Eastern 
empire, from which he could h~rdly expect t'? extra~t ~uch ;nore 
blackmail, and wished to establish good relations Wlth 1t while ~e 
turned to the West. He was given a pretext by the fol~y of Honona, 
the sister of Valentinian III, who in resentment at bemg compelled 
to marry the husband chos~n for her by her. brother? wrote ~o 
Attila imploring his protection and. sending hm; her r~ng. Attila 
on the strength of this message clatmed Honor1a as his affianced 
bride, and demanded half the empire as her rightful ~eritance. 
When his demands were refused, he marched westwards mto Gaul 
with a vast army of 1:-Iuns and subject peoples. Aetius met him with 
as large an army as he could muster from .the regular Roman tro~ps 
and the laeti and federates of Gaul, and m 4 j I on the Catalauruan 
plains a battle was fought which, if not decisive, made ~ttila 
withdraw. Next year he invaded Italy, but, though he ;net w1th no 
serious resistance, again withdrew. Next year he died and the 
Hunnic empire fell to pieces. The subject Germafl: peoples rebelled 
and defeated their overlords. The 1:-Iuns broke up mto small hordes 
and never regained the unity which had made them a serious 
menace to the empire. 50 

The story summarised above raises many questions, but our 
meagre sources unforrunately do not provide materials adequate 
for answering them satisfactorily. How larg~ in the fir~t place were 
the barbarian hordes that the Roman arm1es were mcapable of 
crushing? The ancient authors give us figures from time to time, 
but they are almost all worthless, fo~ the v_ery goo~ reason .that no 
one at cthe time possessed any reliable information. W1th one 
exception the figures are estimates, or rather guesses, and are 
naturally for the most part grossly exa&gerated. The one exceptio?
is the figure recorded for the Vandals m 428-9, on the eve of their 

I 
BARBARIAN AND ROMAN NUMBERS I9j 

crossing to Africa. According to Victor Vitensis Gaiseric took a 
census of his people, who included not only the Asding Vandals 
but the remnant of the Alans, and they amounted to 8o,ooo persons, 
including old men and children, free men and slaves. Victor does 
not mention women, but as the census was evidently taken in order 
to estimate the amount of shipping which would be required to 
transport the tribe to Africa, they were presumably included in the 
count. If 8o,ooo was the gross total, one may estimate that the 
fighting men would have numbered about a quarter of this number, 
or perhaps, since during their recent migration old men, women 
and children may have suffered abnormal losses, a rather larger 
proportion, say 2 5 ,ooo. s1 

Jerome in his chronicle under the year 373 gives the same figure 
of 8o,ooo for the Burgundians. How he arrived at the number is 
not known, but it has at least the merit of plausibility as a gross 
total. Orosius, using this passage of J erome, gives 8o,ooo as the 
number of the Burgundian fighting men. This is a good example 
of the reckless way in which numbers were exaggerated by his
torians, and is a warning against accepting their inflated figures. 
The Goths when they crossed the Danube in 376 are said by 
Eunapius to have numbered close on zoo,ooo fighting men. If the 
figure really represents the gross total of both the Visigoths and the 
Ostrogoths, it is a not improbable estimate. The fighting strength 
of either tribe would have been 2 j ,coo. In 393 the Visigoths are 
said to have contributed a force of 2o,ooo to Theodosius' arruy. 52 

The difficulty of making any reliable estimates is increased by the 
fact that the tribes fluctuated very greatly in size from time to time. 
Even the settled German tribes were very loosely knit agglomera
ions of clans, whose chieftains often fought one another, and only 

on rare occasions obeyed a single leader. In their migrations the 
precarious unity of the tribal groups was put to great strains. 
Sometimes part of a tribe moved and part remained at home: 
sometimes it split into several groups under rival leaders. The 
cohesion of a group depended very largely on its leader's success. 
If he were defeated not only individuals but whole groups deserted 
him, and either took service under the Roman government or 
joined another more successful tribal group, or pursued an 
independent career under their own leaders. 

The story as we have it from the ancient historians is clearly 
much simplified and schematised and it is only occasionally that we 
catch a glimpse of the complicated realities. The Burgundians are 
said to have crossed the Rhine and to have established themselves 
in Roman territory on the left bank; but after tills date we hear 
casually of a substantial group of Burgundians still living east of 
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the Rhine. The Alans are said to have passed from Gaul into Spain 
in 409, and there certainly was later a strong group of Alans in 
Spain. But other Alans appear in 4I 2 under their king Goar with 
the Burgundians, and a few· years later with the Visigoths in 
Aquitania, and in the early 44os not only Goar's group but a third, 
under another king, were settled in Gaul. 53 

Not only did tribal groups break up. Conversely a successful 
leader attracted to his standard members of other tribes. Thus the 
broken remnants of the Alans in 4I 8 united themselves to the 
Asding Vandals, and Alaric's Visigoths were in 408 joined by 
barbarian federates who deserted the Roman government after 
Stilicho's fall, and by barbarian slaves who escaped from Rome. 
Thus Alaric's army is said by Zosimus to have reached the figure 
of 4o,ooo. 54 

It seems likely, then, that the barbarian tribes .were relatively 
small groups, which could normally have put into the field about 
2o,ooo men, and in the most favourable circumstances about 
double that number. But it must be remembered that the Roman 
government had to cope with quite a number of these groups, and 
that on occasion they temporarily combined. The barbarian horde 
which Radagaesus led into Italy in 405 was apparently composed 
of many tribes, and in the winter of 406-7 at least four tribes 
simultaneously crossed the Rhine into Gaul. Attila, moreover, 
who ruled a large empire of subject peoples, was probably able to 
put very la~g_e ar;nie.s into the field for a major campaign. 55 

The Notltla Digrutatum enables us to make some estimate of the 
Roman forces during this period. In the West the lists show the 
state of the· army about 42 5. The Western army then comprised 
about 3 7 5 units, probably rather under 2 5 o,ooo men. This seems at 
first sight an adeq_uate force to deal with the barbarian tribes, but 
only a small fraction of these forces could be concentrated for a 
campaign. In the first place I 9 5 regiments, perhaps I 3 5 ,ooo men 
were limitanei, garrison troops which could not be withdrawn fro~ 
their posts without exposing the frontiers. Of the limitanei the bulk 
were statione~ along the Danube (II7 units) and in Britain (43 
units). In Mnca there were very few, only 8 units in Tingitania 
and 2 .in !ripolitania. In Gaul too the ~umber was .very low, only 
I4 uruts m the four ducatus of Sequaruca, Moguntiacum Belgica 
and Armorica. 56 ' 

The reason. for this curious distribution becomes apparent when 
one exarni_nes the ~s!s of .the comitatus. They sho:-v the field army 
of I 8 I r~gn;nents divided mt? seven groups, 44 un1ts in Italy under 
the magtstrt praesentales, 58 m Gaul under the magister equitum per 
Gal!ias, 22 under the comes Illyrici, I6 under the comes Hispaniae,. 3 I 
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ar:d 5 in Africa and Tingitania under their respective comites, and 5 
wit~ the comes Britanniae. Of the 36 units in north Africa, 30 are 
regim~nts of localfi'!Jitanei which had been upgraded at the end of 
the rergn of Honorms: Of the 58 units in Gaul, 26 are likewise 
recently promoted regiments of limitanei, mostly from Gaul itself 
a f~w from Bri!ain, Sp~in and ~he Danubian provinces. Th~ 
Ita~an ~nd Illynan armies also mclude some ro regiments of 
ltmttanet, drawn from Gaul, Spain and the Danube. 

F:om the .grand to~al _of ~he cotnitatus, say I I 3,ooo men, the 
armies of Afnca and Tmgitarua, about 2 3 ,ooo men, must be written 
off .. They were not availab!e f<:r use. els~'Yher~, being in fact 
garnson troops, fully occupied m mamtrurung Internal security 
against the Moors. Even if they could have been concentrated 
agai_nst th.e Vandal attac~, they would have been barely a match for 
the mvadm~ horde, and m fact they must have been dispersed over 
seven provmces. The little. British army of about 3,ooo men must 
also have been fully occupied by local needs. In Spain ro,ooo to 
rr ,ooo men were clearly inadequate to deal with both the Sueves 
and the Vandals, and the I3,ooo to I4,ooo men in Illyricum could 
not protect the area against any major invasion. Only the armies 
of Italy (nearly 3o,ooo) and Gaul (about 35,ooo) were of a size to 
cope successfully with a barbarian tribe, and the Gallic army had 
to con!rol the Visigoths, Burgundians and Franks as well as the 
Armoncans. Only the army of Italy could spare reinforcements for 
ot~er areas. In t~~se circumst~nces it is remarkable that during the 
reign of Valentlruan III Aetlus was as successful as he was in 
keeping the empire together. 

The str.ate,gic~l problems wlJ!.ch faced Stilicho at the beginning 
of ~Iononus .rei.gn were less difficult. Apart from a few units in 
Afnca and Bntam the bulk of the cotJtitatus would then have been 
concentrated in the two armies of Italy (which also had to cover 
Illyricum) and Gaul. Unfortunately we do not know how large an 
army Stilicho ha? at his disposal. T~e gross total may well have 
been l~rg_er tha~ m 42 5, but a much high~r proportion would have 
been ltmztanet, smce. at that date the Afncan and Gallic provinces 
would have had therr full complement of garrison troops, and the 
cotJutatus may t;ot have been l~rger than that of the Eastern parts at 
that date, that Is about I 50 uruts or Ioo,ooo men. This would allow 
about 6o regiments, say 4o,ooo men, in Gaul and a similar number 
in Italy with Illyricum. 

The largest force that Stilicho is recorded to have mustered for a 
single oper~tion, the b~tt!e of Faesulae against Radagaesus in 405, 
was 30 regiments. This 1s compatible with the figures suggested 
above, for not only must he have left some forces in Illyricum, but 
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he must have maintained garrisons in the cities of northern Italy to 
protect them against the roving bands of barbarians which detached 
themselves from Radagaesus' main horde. Stilicho thus had a very 
narrow margin of superiority over the barbarian invaders of Italy, 
and deserves some credit for twice defeating and expelling them. 
That his less able successors were utterly helpless against Alaric is 
hardly surprising, for Alaric's forces had now swelled to 4o,ooo 
men. But their impotence was partly due to their incompetence, 
for in their hands the Roman army was apparently dispersed in 
garrisons. Zosimus justly criticises Honorius for not concentrating 
all Roman regiments against A!aric in 408. Orders were issued in 
409 to 'all the troops, infantry and cavalry, which were distributed 
in the cities' to assemble in order to resist Athaulf, but these orders 
were apparently never executed. 57 

It is often stated that in order to save Italy Stilicho stripped Gaul 
of its troops, and that this accounts for the collapse of Gaul in 407. 
It is true that Stilicho did withdraw some units from Gaul-and 
even a legion from Britain-to reinforce the Italian army against 
Alaric in 402. But there is no reason to believe that he. permanently 
depleted the Gallic field army. Even at full strength it could hardly 
have resisted the combined attack of the four or five tribes which 
swept across the Rhine in the winter of 406-7.58 

The Notitia Dignitatum reveals one startling fact about the 
history of the Roman army of the West during the reign of 
Honorius. An analysis of the lists shows that of the I 8o units 
which the field army comprised in 42 5, only about 8 5 had belonged 
to the comitatus before 395· Of the remainder about two-thirds 
were regiments of limitanei which had been drafted into the field 
army, and about one-third were new units which had been 
raised since 395. These figures indicate what terrible losses the 
Roman army must have suffered in the barbarian invasions and 
civil wars in Honorius' reign: even if the comitatus in 3 9 5 numbered 
only about I 50 units, as suggested above, it lost nearly half its 
effectives in thirty years. The army of the Gauls shows, as might be 
expected, the heavie~t losses. It contained only 2 I old units out of 
58; to these II new formations had been added, and the remaining 
26 units had been scraped together from what survived of the 
limitanei. 59 

These tremendous losses must have been increasingly difficult to 
replace. The empire's resources of manpower were limited, and the 
conscription put a heavy strain on them. Landlords could ill spare 
their agricultural labourers, and the great senatorial magnates 
occasionally exercised political pressure, as in 397, to avoid sur
rendering their coloni as recruits, and regularly offered passive resis-
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tance to the levy. Furthermore as outlying districts ceased to be 
under effective administrative control, the burden fell the more 
heavily on those which remained, and especially on Italy.60 

In these circumstances it was natural that the government 
tended to rely more and more on federates. Such a policy spared 
the manpower of the empire, and the barbarians were good fighting 
material ready to hand, whereas the process of training Roman 
recruits was slow and painful. 

The barbarian troops employed by the Roman government 
during this period fall into many categories. There were in the first 
place contingents obtained under treaty or by negotiation from 
barbarian kings outside the empire. The leading instance is the 
Huns. Stilicho was aided in his campaign against Radagaesus by a 
force of Huns under their king Uldin. Honorius in 409 attempted 
to hire Io,ooo Huns against Alaric: great preparations were made 
to feed them by levies of corn, sheep and oxen from Dalmatia, but 
they did not materialise. We have seen how Aetius in 424 raised a 
large force of Huns for the usurper John, and in 433 again retrieved 
his position by the use ofHunnic auxiliaries, and for the next five or 
six years he employed them regularly. Not only did they crush the 
Burgundians on Aetius' request, but they served, apparently in 
considerable force, under Litorius against the Bacaudae and the 
Visigoths. They are not mentioned after 439.61 . 

Secondly there were the tribal groups which had been admitted 
within the empire, or had forced their way in. Their employment 
was not entirely a matter of choice. The Roman government was 
faced with the alternative of either crushing them completely or 
taking them into its service, and the former alternative was costly 
and hazardous, a11d as· a geneJ;al·policy· beyond the resources Of the · 
empire. Some tribes, the Siling Vandals and the Alans in Spain, fof 

· instance, were destroyed, and the Burgundians were so thoroughly 
crushed that they long ceased to be formidable. But it is note
worthy that Constantius and Aetius employed other barbatians, the 
Visigoths and the Huns, for these operations: where its own troops 
were concerned the Roman government did not risk a fight to the 
finish. 

It would seem, however, th~t the government regarded the 
.inttusive tribes as potential sources of manpower .. which .. would.be ... 
useful, if. they could be brought unde~ control, and.t;laysometimes 
have deliberately spared them for this reason. Stilicho, when he 
obeyed Arcadius' orders to withdraw from Thessaly and from 
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Greece, may have reflected that Alaric might some day fight on his 
side, and again, when he allowed the Visigoths to retire from Italy 
in 402, may have anticipated that he might find occasion to employ 
them in the future, as he in fact did in 407. Constantius' motives in 
recalling the Visigoths from Spain before they had subdued the 
Sueves and the Asdings may also have been mixed. On the one 
hand it might have been dangerous to allow the Visigoths to absorb 
all the remnants. of the barbarian tribes in Spain; but he may also 
have hoped-rrustakenly as the event proved-that the Sueves and 
the Asdings, having deen duly chastened, would be useful auxiliaries. 
The larger tribes proved in fact to be more of an embarrassment 
than an asset. Knowing their power their kings treated their con
tracts very lightly. . They ~~nstantly raided the neighbouring 
country, a_nnexe.d adJacent cities, and extracted heavy blackmail 
fron:: the Impenal governments as a price for their intermittent 
services. 

Thirdly there were small groups which followed minor chieftains. 
There seem to have been many little bands of barbarians who for 
one reason or another had in the confusion of the times broken 
a-..yay fr?m t.he larger tribal groups. Sometimes a chieftain quarrelled 
with his lung for personal reasons and marched off with his 
follo":ing. The Visig?thic no~le, Sarus, who pursued an un
relenting vendet~a agrunst Alaric and Athaulf, is a well-known 
e~ample. In particular after a defeat, when the prestige of a tribal 
kinii was sha.ken,_ large groups would desert the main body under 
the1r own chleftams: after the battle of Verona Claudian speaks of 
whole blocks and squadrons abandoning Alaric. Stilicho readily 
took such bands into his employment, and by the time of his death 
there were, as we have seen, nearly 3o,ooo barbarians in Roman 
service in Italy. These also included prisoners of war; after the 
defeat ofRadagaesus Stilicho is said to have enrolled u,ooo of his 
captured f~llowers. A legal distinction was apparently drawn 
between pnsoners, who were styled dediticii, and barbarians who 
had enlisted voluntarily and served under contract who were like 
the large tribal groups, called foederati. But ther~ seems to 'have 
~een little practica! difference between the two categories. Some• 
times these barbari~ bands were converted into regiments of the 
~oman arn;y; Orosms records that the defence of the Pyrenees was 
m 409 unwisely entrusted to 'some barbarians who had at one time 
been received on contract, and had been enrolled in the army and 
called Honoriaci'. 62 

It is impossible ~rom our scanty sources to draw any clear picture 
of the ch~niies which the Roman army underwent during the reign 
ofValentiruan Ill. The meagre notices in the chroniclers show that 
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in all major campaigns barbarian auxiliaries were used, and 
apparently on a large scale. The Huns played a large part in 
Litorius' campaigns in Gaul in the 43os, and the Goths in operations 
in Spain in the following decade. The absence of any laws relating 
to the conscription may indicate that the regular army was allowed 
to run down. In 440 and the following years levies of recrnits are 
recorded, and an effort was apparently made to build up the Roman 
forces again. This was no doubt partly due to the alarm caused by 
Gaiseric's occupation of Carthage, partly perhaps to the with
drawal of the Hunnic auxiliaries on which Aetius had hitherto so 
greatly relied. But the army which Aetius mustered to meet Attila 
in Gaul was a very motley host. In the account given by J ordanes 
the Visigoths play the most prominent role, but even when his 
patriotic bias has been discounted the Roman troops seem to have 
been in the minority. In the order of battle the Visigoths held the 
right wing, the Romans the left, while the centre was held by a 
variety of federates-Salian and Ripuarian Franks, Burgundians, 
Alans, Saxons-and Sarmatian and other !aeti, together with the 
Armoricans, who appear to have become a virtually independent 
people.63 

The failure to build up or even to maintain the strength of the 
Roman army at this period was probably partly due to financial 
difficulties. In a novel of 444 V alentinian Ill openly admits that 
his plans for a larger army are being frustrated by the fact that the 
revenues do not suffice to provide food and clothing for the 
existing forces, much less for the new recrnits who are being 
enrolled. Financial shortage probably explains why a number of 
federate groups were settled on the land at the same period. 64 

We unfortunately know little of the terms on which the federate 
tribes served the imperial government. Alaric appears to have 
expected to receive a regular annual subsidy of corn (and of gold 
too, if this could be squeezed out of the government), and in 
addition a group of provinces where the Visigoths could make their 
homes; these provinces were apparently to pass under his rule, and 
the Roman government would have had to forfeit their revenue. 
These were probably extravagant demands. At any rate Honorius' 
government rejected them, and later Athaulf and Wallia took 
service under the empire in return for a subsidy of corn only. 
When the Visigoths had subdued the other barbarians in Spain and 
their services were no longer required for the time being, they were, 
as we have seen, granted an area in Gaul to occupy. We have no 
contemporary evidence about this settlement, but it is probable 
that the Visigoths were not only billeted as hospites on the local 
landlords, but were also allocated a proportion of their estates. 
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Thus the government was rid of the burden of feeding the Visi
goths, mainly at the expense of the local landlords, though it had 
to forgo a part of its revenue, since the barbarians' allotments were, 
it seems, tax free.65 

No further settlements of this type are known to have been made 
until the 44os, when two groups of Alans and the remainder of the 
Burgundians were planted in Valence, Orleans and Savoy respec
tively: in the first case deserted lands were utilised, but in the second 
and the third the landlords had to surrender a share of their estates. 
It is possible that the same economical policy was applied to 
regular Roman troops also. A letter of Honorius to the troops in 
Spain, preserved in an extremely corrupt and almost unintelligible 
mediaeval transcript, appears to hold out to them the prospect of 
becoming hospites when the conquest of Spain has been completed, 
and among those who fought on the Roman side against Artila 
J ordanes mentions 'the Olibriones, once Roman soldiers, but then 
already counted as auxiliaries'.66 

In the Eastern parts the lists of the Notitia Dignitatum give the 
state of the army at the end of Arcadius' reign. They show a total 
of about 495 rurits, perhaps 3 5o,ooo men. Of these over two
thirds, about 340 units or nearly 2 5o,ooo men, are limitanei, I 58 
regiments on the Eastern front, 8 8 along the Danube, and about 
the same in Egypt and Libya. The comitatus, comprising I 57 units, 
or rather over Ioo,ooo men, is divided into five roughly equal 
groups, two praesental, and one each for Illyricum, Thrace and 
the East.67 

If the government had all these troops at its disposal it is at first 
a little difficult to see why it was so impotent in face of Gainas. At 
the height of his power, when he had not only his own federates but 
Tribigild's men under his control, he seems to have commanded 
only about 3o,ooo Goths: Zosimus tells us that 7,ooo were trapped 
and massacred in Constantinople, and according to Synesius these 
were rather over a fifth of his total strength. But it must be 
remembered that Gainas was himself in command of one of the 
praesental armies, and after the death of the incompetent Leo of 
both, and deliberately dispersed their strength. It is not clear why 
the government did not call in the Thracian or Eastern armies, but 
having failed to do so, it was helpless for the moment. When, 
however, it at length resolved to resist Gainas, it found no difficulty 
in placing sufficient troops at Fravitta's disposal. SS 

The programme of Aurelian, as enunciated by Synesius in his 
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speech on the Imperial Office, was to expel the Germans from the 
army and from the empire and by drastic application of the con
scription to build up a powerful Roman army. It would seem that 
for a few years the first item of this policy was maintained. The 
Goths were expelled, and when in 408 large masses of Scirae were 
captured in Thrace, they were not, as they would have been in the 
West, enrolled in the army, but either sold as slaves or given away 
to landowners as coloni, and exempted from conscription for twenty 
years. How far the second item was realised we cannot say. No 
Eastern laws about the conscription are preserved in the Code 
during this period, but this does not prove that it was not applied; 
we happen to hear that the regiment which effected John Chryso
stom's arrest in 404 consisted of newly conscripted Thracians.69 

The ban on barbarian federates does not seem to have been long 
maintained. In about 412 a squadron of Unigardi was sent to 
Cyrenaica to stiffen the local limitanei against the attacks of the 
Austurians: Synesius, forgetting his principles, gave them the 
highest praise and urged that they should be reinforced, barbarian 
federates though they were. The frequent and apparently justified 
complaints of Rua and Attila that the Roman government was har
bouring rebel Hururic subjects suggest that from the 42os barbarian 
recruits were welcomed in the Eastern empire, but the numbers 
involved were probably small, and the Roman government during 
this period must have largely relied on internal resources. There is 
a hint that it made use of the !saurian mountaineers, whose warlike 
habits had of late years been so destructive to the Eastern provinces. 
In 447 we are told that Zeno with a large force of Isaurians was 
entrusted with the defence of the capital, and when two years later 
he was magister militum per Orientem he used the same Isaurians to 
defy the government. It is not clear from the brief notice that we 
have whether these Isaurians were Zeno's personal bodyguard or 
regular troops, but the latter seems more likely. 70 

Two laws show that during the same period the government was 
anxious to improve the quality of the limitanei. One issued on the 
suggestion of Anatolius, magister militum per Orientem in 43 8, 
ordered that they should not be distracted from their military duties 
by being summoned to distant civil courts. The other, issued in 
443, was evidently inspired by Nomus, the all-powerful master of 
the offices. It directs that the limitanei on all the frontiers are to be 
brought up to full strength and to receive their pay with only the 
lawful deductions and are to be drilled daily. Furthermore, to 
ensure that these instructions are carried out, the master of the 
offices is to submit to the consistory an annual report on the state 
of the Jimitanei. 71 

!i 
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The strategic problems facing the Eastern empire, though 
serious, were simpler than those which proved too much for the 
Western. Throughout the period peace was broken only twice on 
the Eastern frontier. On both these occasions, the brief Persian 
wars of 421-2 and 441-2, it was possible to reinforce the Eastern 
army from the praesental armies, and the Roman forces were fully 
adequate to cope with the enemy. The government was thus able 
to concentrate the bulk of its forces for the defence of the Danube 
frontier, and even found it possible to intervene in the West to 
suppress the usurper John, and to assist V alentinian III against the 
Vandals in 431 and 441. Despite this it was utterly incapable of 
preventing Attila from overrunning Illyricum and Thrace when
ever he chose, but this is hardly surprising, for even if the two 
praesental armies and those of Illyricum and Thrace were concen
trated, they were probably hardly a match for the vast hordes which 
Attila could, when he wished, assemble. Attila's success, however, 
was limited. He could lay waste the Thracian and Illyrian provinces, 
or alternatively extract vast sums of gold as blackmail, but he could 
not penetrate farther into the empire. Constantinople had received 
a new line of walls from Anthemius in 413, and these walls, 
strengthened by Cyrus in 439 and by Constantine in 447, proved 
impregnable. Holding Constantinople the Roman armies barred 
access to Asia Minor, and from Constantinople they could always 
recover Thrace and Illyricum when the Hunnic forces were 
withdrawn.72 

The military disasters of the Western empire seriously weakened 
its finances. Not only did the government lose the revenue from 
regions which, like Spain or Africa, were temporarily or per
manently occupied by the invading tribes, or which like Armorica 
threw off Roman rule; it also had to make very substantial rec 
missions to devastated areas. In 413, after the final withdrawal of 
the Visigoths from Italy, Honorius reduced the land tax of all the 
Suburbicarian provinces to one-fifth of what they had paid before: 
the remission was initially for five years only, but at the end of that 
time the taxes of Picenum and Tuscia had to be further reduced to 
one-seventh, and those of Campania to one-ninth. In 440, after 
Gaiseric's invasion of Sicily, the taxes of the island were reduced to 
one-seventh, and when by the treaty of 442 the Vandals evacuated 
Numidia and 1fauretania Sitifensis, the taxes of these provinces 
were reduced to one-eighth. There must have been similar reduc
tions, of which we have no record, in Gaul and Spain when they 
were recovered from their tyrants and the barbarian invaders. 73 
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The government made various sporadic attempts to remedy the 
situation by special levies. In 405 one year's rent was exacted from 
owners of houses and shops, and in 42 3 it was enacted that those 
who had received grants of imperial lands should be liable to a levy 
of two years' rent, if they had enjoyed the gifts for over ten years, 
or of one year's rent if they had held them between five and ten 
years. In 444, when the situation had become desperate, the 
government of Valentinian II~ .devised a ~ew perma~ent tax, the 
si!iquaticum, a payment of r stltqua per solidus (that Is a twenty-
fourth) on all sales. 74 

• • 

The government's difficulties were J?artly o~ Its own ~aking,, ~or 
it seems to have been culpably lavish m grantmg fisca!Immumtie.s 
of all kinds to wealthy and influential petitioners. It was ~ot until 
the position was critical that steps ':'ere taken t? remedy this abu.se. 

(i:n 440 a law issued on the suggestiOn of MaX!mus, the praetorian 
'--prefect of Italy, noted the obvious fact that 'the burden of tribute 

which is withdrawn from individuals falls on the rest' and ordered 
the cancellation of all privileges which conflicted with the gener_al 
rules of law. In the following year a second law, after agam 
explaining at length that 'the burden which ~he powerful refuse and 
the rich reject' was imposed on a de~reas:ng number of poorer 
taxpayers, abolished further exemptionsJ Many persons had 
obtained land by grant, purchase. or excfiange from t~e domus 
divina of the emperor ~d bfs ~amily, and claimed its ex~mptionfrom 
gold levies and supermdictions. Others had c~?llingly. ~ade a 
nominal cession of their own lands to the domtts dtvtna, retrumng the 
usufruct and enjoying the privileges .. Others again, chur~h.es or 
illustrious persons, had secured for their lands the same privileges 
as the domus divina. All were now ordered to pay taxes at the 
normal rates. 75 

By the same law the government abolished the many e~empJ:!ons 
from sordida munera which had been granted to holders of Illustrious 
dignities, palatine civil servants an? the church. In: th~ ?Id days, 
the emperor explai~ed, such priv:Ie15es had been .mvidious a~d 
unfair, but not inJUrious to the public mterest .. Now It wa~ essential 
that all without distinction should share m the repair of the 
military roads, the. manufa~t.ure of arm.s, the rebuilding of fortifica
tions the production of military supplies and other tasks necessary 
for the defence of the empire. 76 

The government was lax in granting general remissions of arrears. 
On 8 July 438, to celebrate his marriage, Valen~nian III remitted 
all arrears of taxation up to 31 August 436: this was not merely 
writing off bad debts, but allowing wealthy taxpayers who ha? post
poned payment to get off scot free. On 5 iVfarch 4 5o, evident! y 
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yielding to strong pressure from the senate, the emperor cancelled 
all arrears up to 31 August 447; at this date, when the financial 
position was admittedly desperate, such wholesale generosity was 
culpable weakness. 77 

.By co!'ltrast th~ finances of the Easte~n empire were sound during 
this penod. This was partly due to Jts more favourable military 
position. Th~a~e and Illyricum were, it is true, much ravaged, at 
first by the V1S1goths and later by the Huns, and can have yielded 
little reven1:1e. But Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt, the richest parts 
of the emp1re, were untouched save by the raids of the Isaurians 
and the nomads of the desert, and must have yielded a steady flow 
of taxes. The finances seem to have been on the whole carefully 
managed. The usual routine remissions of arrears were made, but 
they were so calculated as merely to write off debts which were 
virtually irrecoverable: in 414 the arrears of 368-408 were cancelled 
and in 43 3 those of 408-28. In 424 the Eastern government 
follov;:ed the example of t~e Western in mulcting grantees of 
1mpenal lands of part of the1r rents; the Eastern law was stricter 
compelling those who had held such lands for three years only t~ 
pay six months' rent, and exacting one, two and three years' rent 
from those who had enjoyed theirs for three to five, five to ten and 
for over ten years. 78 

In 430 Antiochus, praetorian prefect of the East made a great 
att.ac~ on fiscal privileges. In the first place he compelled the bene
ficlane~ to refund to the treasury one-fifth of the sums which they 
had gamed as a result of rebates of taxation during the last thirty
five years, sin~e the ~ccession of Arcadius. ~ the second place he 
made a drastic cut m all rebates granted smce the accession of 
Theodosius I. Th~ law was evidently aimed at wealthy tax evaders. 
When the rebate ~d not exceed 400 iuga or capita, half was allowed 
to ~tand; ':'here lt exceeded that figure, only the first 200 iuga or 
captta remamed exempt. On the rest the landowner had henceforth 
to pay .the full rate. In 443, in order to raise the large sums payable 
to Attila, t~ose who had received fiscal rebates were again com
pelled to disgorge a proportion of their past gains. The measure 
caused such protests that the end of 444 the government remitted 
whatever sums. remained outstanding from the levy and gave a 
guarantee that lt would not repeat such a measure. But the cut in 
rebates made by Antiochus was specifically reaffirmed. 79 

A levy.of gold was also extracted from senators in 443, and these 
two special taxes seem to have sufficed to meet Attila' s demands: 
at any rate Priscus, who protests violently against these two 
exac~ons, mentions no others nor any rise in the general rate of 
taxation. It would seem that by its relatively firm attitllde about 
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tax exemptions the government of Theodosius II was able to meet 
Attila's ruthless exactions without increasing the burden on the 
ordinary taxpayer. In so far as its normal resources were inadequate 
it placed the additional load on the shoulders of those best able to 
bear it, the senators. 8o . 

There is some evidence that the financial administration was far 
more efficient in the East than in the West. By 4 58 the various 
perquisites payable to the officials concerned with the collection of 
the taxes had been consolidated at 2 solidi per iugum in Italy. We 
have no contemporary figure for the East, but a prefectorial edict 
which probably dates from the end of the fifth century limits the 
perquisites of officials to I siliqua (one twenty-fourth of a solidus) 
per iugum. 81 

The greater firmness and efficiency of the Eastern government in 
finance were probably in large measure due to a better choice of 
praetorian prefects. The great aristocrats who held the office in the 
West, often without previous administrative experience, must have 
been very much at the mercy of their officials and were evidently 
unable to control their extortions and peculations. Being great 
landowners themselves they must have b<~en unduly sympathetic to 
the complaints of the landed interest and fOtmd it difficult to resist 
their pleas for immunities and tax concessions. The praetorian 
prefects in the East, on the other hand, were either new men who 
had risen by ability and gained experience on the way, or came 
from families with a tradition of administrative service: they too 
normally served in a number of lesser offices before promotion to 
the prefecture. Such men were better qualified to control their 
staffs, and would be more inclined to regard the interests of the 
government, to whose service they or their families owed their 
advancement, than those of the great landowners. 

From 395 both the Eastern and Western governments abandoned 
the issue of any copper coinage except tiny nummi weighing about 
r scruple (288 to the pound). Issues of silver also became very 
sparse and irregular, and were probably made only for special 
occasions when custom demanded the distribution of silver coins; 
the accession donative of the troops, for instance, was traditionally 
fixed at 5 solidi and a pound of silver. On the other hand gold, in 
the form of solidi, semisses (half solidi), and tremisses (which from 
the reign of Theodosius I weighed a third of a solidus), continued 
to be minted in large quantities, and there was by now a gold 
coinage amply sufficient to meet the economic needs of the 
empire.82 

As a result levies and payments in kind were progressively 
commuted to gold. The process had begun in a small way under 
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Valentinian and V alens, and had been gradually extended by 
Gratian and Theodosius I. Under the successors of Theodosius I 
commutation was carried much further. The \'\lestern government 
seems to have been more thoroughgoing than the Eastern in making 
the changeover. From a novel of Valenrinian III it appears that 
before the Vandal invasion of 429 the taxes of Numidia amounted 
to 33,6oo solidi, 9,6oo annonae and I,6oo capita, and those of 
Mauretania Sitifensis to 40 ooo solidi and 400 capita, and that the 
annonae had already been c~mmuted to gold: the rate, which had 
probably hitherto varied, was fixed in 445 at 4 solidi for each 
annona. From a law of 458 it is evident that the land tax of Italy 
was by that time paid entirely in gold. The troops, the civil service 
and the officers of state must presumably have been paid in gold, 
and when the government required foodstuffs to sup,rly an army in 
the field it obtained them by compulsory purchase. . 

In the East the policy of commutation was less consistently 
applied. In 42 3 the annonae of ~ivil servants were commuted to go~d, 
and in 43 9 the annonae .and capztus of officers of the rank of spectabilts 
and clarissimus. In some provinces the limitanei were paid entirely 
in gold-this was already the rule in Palestine by . 408-. . but 
normally, it would seem, troops actually present at th~Ir stations 
received rations in kind, and money annonae were pmd only to 
officers and to men detached for special service or on leave. The 
land tax was still assessed in kind, and most of it apparently still 
paid in kind. Payment in gold was a special concessio_n made to 
individual landowners, and was assessed on average pnces over a 
period of five years: this concession seems to have be~n.sparing!y 
granted-out of 62,ooo iuga at Cyrrhus only I 5 ,ooo pmd 111 gold 111 
43 5 •

84 

The death of Theodosius the Great brought no relief to paganism. 
The temples remained closed-officially at any rate-and the cult 
forbidden. Honorius in 408 went further and debarred pagans 
from the imperial service, and in 4I6 Theodosius II, or rather his 
pious sister, Pulcheria, enacted the same rule in the East. Honorius' 
law was, however, withdrawn within a year, and in the East the 
corresponding law seems to have been laxly observed. Nor were 
the rules against the pagan cult: strictly enforced. Arcadius was, it 
would seem, of a tolerant character; though press~d by the empress 
Eudoxia he flatly refused to order the destruction of the pagan 
temples of Gaz~, on . the ground that th~ G.azans were dutiful 
subjects who pmd their taxes regularly. His prous son re-enacted 
the penalties against sacrifice in 42 3 and 43 5. Honorius in 407 

., 
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ordered strong measures to be taken against the still flourishing 
pagan temples of Africa, and in 415 re-enacted this lav.: and made it 
of general application throughout his half of the emprre. 85 

In the West the church was troubled by no major controversy, 
and its relations with the state were harmonious. Only one doc
trinal question threatened for a time to disturb the peace. Pelagius, 
a lay theologian, whose lectures attracted large audiences at Rome, 
in his zeal to inculcate the practice of the Christian virtues tended 
to overstress the importance of the human will and to slur over, if 
not to deny, the necessity of ~vine grace. His v:iew~ were w~d~ly 
accepted not only in Italy but 111 Gaul and even 111 distant Bt1ta111. 
But in Africa they met with disapproval, and in 41 I one of his dis
ciples, Caelestius, was officially condemned by an episcopal council 
at Carthage. Pelagius himself, who had left Rome at the time of 
Alaric's attacks on the city and had migrated to Palestine, was there 
challenged by a ycung Spanish priest, Orosius, who had come 
under the influence of Augustine. But the attack misfired: Eastern 
theologians were little interested in the issue, and a council held at 
Diospolis in 4I 5 acquitted Pelagius.86 

Alarmed by this, the Mricans, inspired by Augustine, took up 
the question seriously, and in 4I6 in two councils, held simul
taneously at Carthage and at Milevis, the bishops of Africa and 
Numidia reaffirmed their condemnation of Caelestius and asked the 
pope to condemn Pelagius' views. Innocent I, pleased by the 
rather unusually deferential tone of the African church, readily 
concurred but on his death in the following spring his successor, 
Zosimus, 'having reviewed the case, decl~red Pelagiu~ orthod?x. 
On 30 April 4I 8 however, the emperor Issued an edict ordenng 
the expulsion of the Pelagian leaders, and on I May a united c?uncil 
of the Mrican bishops pronounced a reasoned condemna~Ion of 
their doctrines: the coincidence of the dates can hardly be accrdental. 
The stage seemed set for a major conflict between the Roman and 
African churches, and between the emperor and the pope, but 
Zosimus thought it wisest to retract. Pelagianism was thus in t~e 
last resort officially and unanimously condemned, and though rt 
still had its adherents in Britain in 429 and in !stria in 440, it 
ceased to be a serious problem. 

The normal penal laws against heretics con~ued to be issued. 
But the main struggle, or at any. rate that on w~ch. our d?cumenta
tion is most complete, was aga111st the Donatlsts 111 Mnca. Here, 
inspired by Augustine, the Catholic. bishops, s~pported by ~e 
imperial government, waged a determ1ned campmgn to crush therr 
adversaries once and for all. Augustine at first deprecated the use 
of the secular arm, and throughout the campaign made valiant 
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efforts to convince the Donatists by reason, writing voluminous 
tracts to expose their errors, and arranging public debates with 
their leaders. But in a few years he had convinced himself that 
penal laws were an effective aid to moral suasion: In 405 the 
imperial government finally declared that Donatism was not 
merely a schism but a heresy, and inflicted particularly severe 
penalties on the Donatist habit of rebaptising. converts from the 
Catholic church. Further penal laws followed m 407 and 408, and 
in 4I I the imperial government made a finai effort to settle the long 
controversy by summoning a plenary council ?fail the Catholi: and 
Donatist bishops at Carthage under the presidency of the tnbune 
and notary, Marcellinus. 87 

Both parties regarded t?e council ~s a trial of strength,. ar;d the 
Catholics managed to whip up 286 brshops to the Donatists 284. 

Despite persistent obstruction by the Donatist~ the arg17ments of 
the Catholics were eventuaily heard, and Marcellinus gave judgment 
in their favour. Fortified by this verdict the government issued yet 
more drastic penal laws, inflicting crippli?g fines, graduated 
according to the offender's rank, on Donatist recusants. ~or a 
time the Donatist church seemed to have been crushed, but rt was 
scotched, not killed, and after a long period underground, re
emerged in the open once again in the sixth century. 

The most important development in ecclesiasticai aff~irs during 
the reigns of Honorius and Valentinian III was the growmg success 
with which the Roman see asserted its authority over the Western 
churches. The popes of this period were for the most part men of 
ability and detennination, and two of the ablest, Innocent I (4oi-I7) 
and Leo I (44o-6r ), had the good fortune to enjoy long reigns, 
while the tactless and blustering Zosimus fortunately died after less 
than two years of office (4I7-I8). The papal elections, moreover, 
with one exception were conducted in a seemly fashion. On the 
death of Zosimus two parties amongst the Roman clergy simul
taneously elected and consecrated two rival popes, Eulalius and 
Boniface. The prefect of the city, who happened to be a pagan, 
Symmachus, the nephew of the great orator, found great c!if!iculty 
in curbing the disorders which ensued, and appeaied for gmdance 
to the emperor. The patrician Constantius at first took a correct 
line; both candidates were removed from Rome pending the con
vocation of a large council of bishops to decide the issue. Eulalius, 
however put himself out of court by returning to Rome without 
permissi;n to celebrate Easter, and the imperial go~ernment, 
without waiting for the proposed council, declared Boniface duly 
elected. This incident might have proved a dangerous precedent 
for imperial interference, and Boniface, when he felt his end was 
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near, was unwise enough to request the emperor to maintain the 
peace at the forthcoming election. Honorius, however, refrained 
from exploiting the opportunity, and contented himself with ruling 
that if two popes were elected both would be disqualified.88 

Mter the death of Ambrose in '>97 and the removal of the court 
to Ravenna in 40I-2. the see of Milan lost the position of authority 
which it had enjoyed when its great bishop had dictated to em
perors. The bishop of Rome had now no rivai in the West. It was 
to him that the other churches applied for guidance in their 
difficulties: the defeated party in any controversy appealed to him 
for redress, provincial councils sought his approbation for their 
decisions, and ambitious provincial prelates invoked his support in 
their schemes against their neighbours. The successive popes of 
this period made good use of their opportunities, laying down the 
law to the churches ofltaly, Gaul, Spain, Mrica and Illyricum, and 
demanding obedience as the successors of Peter. Their claims were 
not always unchailenged. The Mrican church, under the leadership 
of the bishop of Carthage, had always had a mind of its own, and 
was jealous of its autonomy. Over the Pelagian controversy it had 
decided views, and it did not hesitate to call Pope Zosimus to order 
when he disregarded them. Soon afterwards it was able to ad
minister another snub to the Roman see. An African priest named 
Apiarius, who had been excommunicated by his bishop, appealed 
to Rome. Zosimus eagerly received his appeal, acquitted him, and 
sent him back to Mrica with an Italian bishop and two Roman 
priests armed with instructions to reinstate him. The African 
bishops were eventually able to prove that the aileged canons of 
Nicaea, on which Zosimus had based his interference, were not 
genuine-they were in fact canons of the Council of Sardica-and 
to request Pope Caelestine not to receive appeals from African 
bishops or lower clergy, nor to send judges to Mrica, as such acts 
were infringements of the rights of the African church.89 

In the dioceses ofDacia and Macedonia, which in 395 had passed 
under the government of the Eastern empire, Rome was faced with 
the competition of Constantinople. To counter this threat Siricius 
renewed the alliance which Damasus had formed with the bishop of 
Thessalonica, and gave him as papal vicar the right of consecrating 
all bishops in the two dioceses. The bishop of Thessalonica 
naturally welcomed papal support in increasing the authority of his 
own see, and the pope profited by acquiring a local agent whose 
loyalty was assured. This arrangement, which was renewed by 
successive popes and became a standing institution, proved highly 
successful. In 42. I the Eastern government instructed the praetorian 
prefect of Illyricum to see that the prerogatives of the New Rome 
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were ·respected in that area, but Boniface was able to persuade 
Honorius to issue a protest to his nephew, and the decree was 
withdrawn.90 

An attempt by Zosimus to create a similar papal vicariate in 
Gaul, on the other hand, proved a fiasco. In this affair Zosimus 
appears to have been the dupe of Patroclus, the ambitious bishop 
of Aries, who designed to use papal authority to increase the 
prerogatives of his own see. The metropolitans of the three pro
vinces which he wished to bring under his sway were so recalcitrant 
that Zosimus' successors dropped the scheme, and Leo I in 44 5 
made a complete vofte face, energetically defending the rights of the 
three metropolitans against the encroachments of another ambitious 
bishop of Aries, Hilary. On this occasion again the papacy per
suaded the imperial government to enforce its pretensions, and 
Valentinian III instructed the patrician Aetius to exercise com
pulsion against any Gallic bishop who defied a papal summons to 
come to Rome.91 

. Despite occasional blunders and rebuffs papal authority grew. 
In the end even the African church ceased to give trouble. When 
Proconsularis and Byzacena were ceded to the Vandals, the bishops 
of Carthage were reduced to impotence, and in 446 Leo the Great 
had the satisfaction of issuing authoritative instructions to the 
bishops of Mauretania Caesariensis, which had been retroceded to 
the empire by the treaty of 442.92 

In the East the reigns of Arcadius and Theodosius II saw a 
similar growth of the power and pretensions of the see of Con
stantinople. The bishop of Constantinople had much weaker 
canonical claims. The oecumenical council of 381 had, it is true, 
accorded to the New Rome a primacy of honour second only to 
that of old Rome, but it had assigned to it no specific jurisdiction, 
but had on the contrary declared that the bishops of each diocese 
should manage their own affairs without outside interference. 
Nevertheless the prestige of the see as that of the imperial capital 
stood high, and as the bishop of Constantinople could generally rely 
on imperial support, and reinforce his spiritual authority by sum
moning ad hoc councils of the numerous bishops who flocked to the 
capital, there was a natural tendency to refer disputes, grievances 
and claims to him, more especially from the three neighbouring 
dioceses of Thrace, Asiana and Pontica, where there were no out
standing sees to challenge his claims. Within these areas the 
growing authority of Constantinople met with little resistance 
except from Ephesus, whose bishops had somewhat ill-defined 
claims over Asiana. But the bishops of the great sees of Rome, 
Alexandria and Antioch resisted any encroachments on their 
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spheres of influence, and watched the growing ascendency of 
Constantinople with a jealous eye.93 

Rivalry was keenest between Constantinople and Alexandria, 
which had hitherto taken the lead in the East, and the successive 
controversies which rent the Eastern church in the first half of the 
fifth century have been interpreted as battles for power between 
these two sees. Such a view is exaggerated, for there were genuine 
doctrinal differences involved in two of the disputes. In the first 
clash, however, it is difficult to see anything but an attempt by 
Theophilus, bishop of Alexandria, to crush what he regarded as 
the arrogant pretensions of John Chrysostom, bishop of Con
stantinople. The dispute arose from an appeal to John by four 
Egyptian monks who had been excommunicated for heresy by 
Theophilus. John very properly refused to accept this appeal, as 
according to the canons of the Council of Constantinople he was 
forbidden to interfere in the affairs of another diocese. The monks, 
however, interested the empress Eudoxia in their cause, and an 
imperial order was issued summoning Theophilus to Constan
tinople to stand his trial before John.94 

Theophilus was naturally infuriated by what he must have re
garded as an attempt by John to interfere in his diocese, and he 
determined to take his revenge. He sailed for Constantinople with 
a group of Egyptian bishops, and proceeded to rally round himself 
all who had grievances against John. This task was easy, for John's 
tactless zeal had raised up many enemies amongst his own clergy 
and the bishops about the court, and he had recently provoked the 
fury of the empress. Theophilus was able to get together a council 
in a suburb of the capital, and summoned John to answer the 
charges brought against him. John refused to appear and was con
demned for contumacy, and the emperor was persuaded to decree 
his exile. Riots followed, and Eudoxia changed her mind and 
John was recalled, but not for long. He again aroused the em
press's rage, and on the ground that he had resumed his functions, 
though his condemnation by an episcopal council had never been 
rescinded, he was again exiled. 

This struggle did nothing to diminish the prestige of the Con
stantinopolitan see. John's sufferings excited general sympathy 
outside Egypt, and his name was soon vindicated officially by its 
insertion in the diptychs. Atticus, who filled the chair of the capital 
from 406 till42 5, quietly consolidated the authority of his see in the 
three neighbouring dioceses; an attempt to annex Illyricum to his 
see was, as we have seen, foiled by Pope Boniface. 

The next clash with Alexandria came under Nestorius, who was 
summoned from Antioch by Theodosius II to fill the chair of Con-
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stantinople. Nestorius was an opinionated and intolerant character, 
and carried to an extreme views current in Syria, which were highly 
distasteful to Alexandrian theologians. His sharp separation of the 
divine and human natures of Christ, and in particular his objection 
to calling the Virgin Mary the Mother of God, seemed to Cyril, 
who had succeeded Theophilus as bishop of Alexandria, to be 
heretical. Cyril prepared the ground carefully. He wrote in a 
flattering fashion to Pope Caelestine, expounding the iniquity of 
Nestorius' doctrine and asking for the pope's decision. Caelestine, 
gratified by this deference and not understanding the question at 
issue, summoned a Roman council which condemned Nestorius, 
and sent Cyril a letter authorising. him to depose him unless he 
retracted his errors within ten days. Cyril in the meantime 
was busy framing Twelve Anathemas, which set out his view of 
the orthodox position, and did not hurry to execute the pope's 
mission. Nestorius took advantage of the delay to persuade the 
emperor to summon a general council to Ephesus. Cyril's bomb
shell having thus misfired, he determined to win the day at the 
council at all costs. The pope also consented to be represented 
at the council, though he insisted that it should only register his 
prior decision. 95 

The council had been convoked for Whit Sunday (7 June) 431. 
Nestorius arrived in time with his adherents from Constantinople, 
but he soon found himself in a minority. Memnon of Ephesus, 
animated rather by jealousy for the prerogatives of his see than by 
zeal for orthodox doctrine, had mustered a large body of the 
bishops of Asiana, and Cyril soon arrived with fifty-odd Egyptian 
bishops. Five days after the council should have begun Juvenal, 
bishop of Jerusalem, arrived with fifteen Palestinian bishops: his 
subsequent career proves that he was an unscrupulous opportunist, 
bent only on becoming a patriarch, and, as John of Antioch, who 
was the principal obstacle to his scheme, was on Nestorius' side, he 
ranged himself on Cyril's. Cyril was now anxious to proceed at 
once, without even waiting for the Roman delegates, seeing that 
the Syrian contingent, who had been delayed on their journey, 
would substantially reinforce Nestorius' party. Overruling the 
protests of Candidianus, the comes domesticorum, whom the emperor 
had charged with the maintenance of order in the council, he con
voked the bishops. Nestorius and his supporters refused to attend, 
and Cyril and his partisans promptly condemned and deposed him. 
John ahd the Syrians now at length arrived and joined forces 
with Nestorius and his friends. Under the presidency of Candi
dianus they held a council, in which they condemned the Twelve 
Anathemas and deposed Cyril and Memnon. Finally the Roman 
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legates arrived and gave their approval to the verdict of Cyril's 
council. 

Theodosius, .apparently baffled by the contradictory reports 
which he had received from the two parties, impartially confirmed 
the deposition of Nestorius, Cyril and Memnon, and condemned 
any deviation from the faith of Nicaea. Cyril now got to work at 
Constantinople, laying out vast sums in bribes to the principal 
eunuchs and the chief ministers, and inciting the monks in the 
capital to demonstrations. Eventually he got his way. He and 
Memnon were allowed to resume their sees, Nestorius resigned 
and retired to his monastery at Antioch. It still required long 
negotiations to heal the breach between the Alexandrian and 
Antiochene sees, but eventually Aristolaus, the tribune and notary 
entrusted with the task, succeeded in arranging a compromise 
whereby John condemned Nestorius' doctrine but Cyril tacitly 
abandoned his Twelve Anathemas. It was not until 43 5 that 
the imperial government officially declared Nestorius' views 
heretical. 

The compromise achieved was, however, uneasy, and relations 
were strained between those who, like Theodoret of Cyrrhus, con
demned only the more extreme deviations of Nestorius' doctrine, 
and those who reverenced Cyril's Twelve Anathemas. Among the 
latter was a highly respected abbot of Constantinople named 
Eutyches, who carried the Cyrillic doctrine to an extreme, teaching 
that Christ had only one nature, the divine having absorbed the 
human. This doctrine caused scandal to some, and in 448 Eusebius, 
bishop of Dorylaeum, lodged a formal charge of heresy against 
Eutyches before Flavian, bishop of Constantinople. Flavian was 
most reluctant to take action, but Eusebius insisted. Eutyches was 
eventually persuaded to appear before a small council, held under 
the presidency of Florentius, the former praetorian prefect of the 
East, and was condemned. He appealed to Rome, and Flavian sent 
a full dossier of the controversy to Leo, who confirmed his decision. 
Eutyches, however, enjoyed the favour of the all-powerful eunuch 
Chrysaphius, who persuaded the emperor to convoke a general 
council at Ephesus, under the presidency of Dioscorus, bishop of 
Alexandria, to reconsider the whole matter. Leo consented to this 
course and sent three legates to represent him.96 

The decisions of the council were a foregone conclusion. Not 
only was Dioscorus in the chair with two imperial commissioners 
to back him. Of the I 30 bishops summoned, the majority, notably 
the Egyptians and the Palestinians under Juvenal, were committed 
to support Eutyches. Eutyches was duly declared orthodox, and 
Flavian and Eusebius of Dorylaeum were deposed; their fate was 
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shared by a number of prominent divines objectionable to Dies
corns such as Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Ibas of Edessa, and Domnus 
of A~tioch himself. The theology of Alexandria appeared to have 
triumphed, but less than a year later Theodosius II died, Chrysa
phius was executed, and under a new emperor the case was re
opened. 

THE 

CHAPTER VII 

EASTERN EMPIRE FROM MARCIAN 
TO ANASTASIUS 

OUR sources for the reigns of Marcian, Leo, Zeno and 
Anastasius are as unsatisfactory as they are for that of 
Theodosius II. From the last part of Priscus' history, which 

came down to the death of Leo in 474, only fragments survive, 
and very little is left of the work of Candidus the Isaurian, who 
covered the reigns of Leo and Zeno (457-91). There are more sub
stantial remains of Malchus of Philadelphia, who told the story of 
the years 474-80. For the rest we are reduced to the unreliable 
narratives of John Malalas, John of Antioch and later historians, or 
to chronicles which, though contemporary, are extremely bald. An 
exception is the Syriac chronicle of Joshua the Stylite, which gives 
a detailed and interesting first-hand account of events in Meso
potamia between 494 and 5 o6. For ecclesiastical history we have 
Evagrius, and a Syriac summary of the work of Zacharias of Mity
lene, a monophysite who during the reign of Anastasius wrote a 
church history covering the years 450 to 491. 

The legal sources are also somewhat meagre for this period. 
Five novels of Marcian are preserved in full. For the rest we have 
only the Codex Justinianus, which incorporates some twenty laws 
of Marcian, and fifty or sixty each of Leo, Zeno and Anastasius. 
This must be a very small proportion of the legislation of these 
emperors, and the editors of the Code have preserved only very 
summary versions of those laws which they selected. By contrast 
the documentary sources for ecclesiastical history are extremely 
voluminous, including the Acta of the Council of Chalcedon, and a 
large body of correspondence between the popes, from Leo the 
Great to Hormisdas, and the successive emperors of the East and 
the Eastern patriarchs. 

There are some useful contemporary biographies, notably the 
life of Daniel the Stylite, who stood upon a pillar in the vicinity of 
Constantinople from 460 to 493, and was frequently visited by the 
emperors Leo and Zeno and the great men of the capital, and that 
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of Severus, the monophysite theologian who became bishop of 
Antioch in 5 u: the latter, written by his friend Zacharias of 
Mitylene, survives only in a Syriac translation. The letters of 
Severus when bishop of Antioch are also preserved in a Syriac 
version, and throw valuable light on the state of the church in this 
period. Cyril of Scythopolis in Justinian's reign wrote the lives of a 
number of Palestinian monks who played a prominent part in the 
doctrinal controversies which followed the Council of Chalcedon: 
those of Euthymius and Saba are particularly valuable. Other 
miscellaneous literary sources include two panegyrics on Anastasius, 
a poem in Latin by Priscian and a Greek oration by Procopius of 
Gaza, and the De Magistratibus of John Lydus, who served in 
the praetorian prefecture of the East from 5 II to 55 r, and not 
only describes in great detail the organisation of the depart
ment, but includes a number of useful personal reminiscences. 
Embedded in the De Cerimoniis of Constantine Porphyrogenitus 
are the official records of the election and coronation of Leo and of 
Anastasius. 

According to late and not very reliable sources Theodosius II on 
his death-bed indicated that he wished Marcian to be his successor. 
This is probably a reflection of contemporary propaganda. What 
is significant is that Marcian was a retired military officer of no 
distinction-he had only achieved the rank of tribune, having 
risen from the ranks-who had been domestic to Aspar, and that 
one of his first acts was to appoint one of Aspar's sons, Ardaburius, 
magister tnilitum per Orientem. There can be little doubt that Aspar 
arranged Marcian's election by the senate and the army, probably 
with the co-operation of Pulcheria Augusta, who consented to 
marry the new emperor and thus confer upon him the hereditary 
prestige of the Theodosian house.1 

The new emperor promptly executed the eunuch Chrysaphius 
and reversed the policies which he had been pursuing in foreign, 
domestic and ecclesiastical affairs. He refused to pay Attila his 
subsidy. This rash gesture of defiance, which might have involved 
the European provinces of the empire in yet deeper ruin, turned out 
luckily, for Attila was too busy with his Western schemes to 
retaliate at once, and died before he had time to take his revenge. 
Marcian took advantage of the break-up of the Hunnic empire to 
form alliances with many of its former subject peoples and to grant 
some of them homes in the desolated areas ofillyricum and Thrace. 
The Ostrogoths-or rather a large group of them-were planted 
in Pannonia under their three kings, Valamir, Videmir and Theo
demir. Some Rugians were settled in Thrace round Bizye and 
Arcadiopolis, and some Scirae and Alans in Moesia Inferior and 
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Scythia. Groups of Runs were also welcomed. Some, mixed with 
Sarmatians, were planted round Castra Martis, other groups in 
Scythia and in Dacia Ripensis. It is probable that at the same time 
large numbers of Ostrogoths were taken into the imperial service 
as federates without being allotted lands. They appear early in the 
next reign under the command of a Gothic officer of humble 
origin, named Theoderic Strabo, who was allied by marriage to 
Aspar.2 

Marcian's defiance of Attila was probably designed to win the 
favour of the senatorial order, which had been highly critical of 
Chrysaphius' policy of buying peace with subsidies to which they 
were forced to subscribe. The cessation of the subsidies enabled 
Marcian to win their lasting goodwill by abolishing the senatorial 
fo!!is. There had also been much complaint in senatorial circles of 
the waste of money-their money-on shows and spectacles, and 
to satisfy this Marcian reduced the number of praetors to three, 
who were to be cllosen by the senate from i!!ustres resident in the 
capital, and were relieved from all obligatory expenditure on games: 
he also abolished the customary distribution of largesse to the 
people by the consuls, substituting for it a subscription towards the 
repair of the aqueducts. If there was to be any relief of taxation, the 
fo!!is was the last tax that ought to have been abolished, but it can 
at least be said for Marcian that he was careful of the interests of the 
treasury. The remission of arrears which he made on his accession 
in 450, covering the years 437 to 447, erred on the generous side, it 
is true, but the reform of the praetorship and the consulship cost 
the state nothing, and the jo!!is can have yielded little revenue. He 
is said by John Lydus to have left a reserve of over IOo,ooo lb. gold 
in the treasury when he died. 3 

Marcian's ecclesiastical policy was probably inspired by Pul
cheria, who is likely to have had pronounced theological views. 
But it may also have been influenced by diplomatic considerations. 
Marcian was anxious to have his election ratified by his Western 
colleague, and Pope Leo I had great influence at the Western 
court. Anatolius, the new bishop of Constantinople, was also 
anxious for recognition by the pope. Leo had naturally been 
infuriated by the outcome of the second Council of Ephesus. He 
had given his definition of the true faith in his letter to Flavian
the famous Tome of Leo-whicll his legates had taken to the 
council, and it had been utterly ignored. His demands for another 
council to be held in Italy under his own presidency had been curtly 
refused. Marcian may therefore have had some ulterior motives in 
acceding to Leo's demand for a new council, insisting only on its 
being held in the East. The pope at first resisted the idea of an 
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Eastern council, and indeed argued that no council was necessary 
at all, if the emperor was prepared to accept his Tome. But 
Marcian persisted, and eventually Leo agreed to send legates, on 
condition that the doctrinal issue was not to be reopened.4 

Great care was taken by the imperial government to keep the 
council under control. Originally summoned to Nicaea, it was 
moved to Chalcedon, so that the emperor might be able to attend 
its sessions without inconvenience. To guide the proceedings a 
huge commission of ten ministers and twenty-seven senators was 
appointed. All went according to plan. At the first session on 
8 October, 4 5 I, the proceedings of the Second Council of Ephesus 
were condemned and Flavian was declared orthodox: only Dio
scorus and his Egyptian colleagues stood to their previous decision, 
and Juvenal of Jerusalem hastily abandoned what was clearly a 
sinking ship. At the third session Dioscorus was formally cited, 
and, as he refused to appear, was condemned for contumacy and 
deposed. The other leaders of the opposition were allowed to 
submit;. only the Egyptian bishops remained obdurate. It proved 
more difficult to formulate a creed acceptable to the majority. 
The Roman legates insisted on Leo's Tome and threatened to walk 
out if it was not accepted. Many Eastern bishops who were by no 
means in agreement with Dioscorus' views had strong objections 
to Leo's forthright but somewhat crude statement of the faith. 
But the imperial commissioners, on the instructions of the emperor 
allowed no compromise. The bishops were asked to choose betwee~ 
Leo and Dioscorus, and having inevitably voted for the former, 
were asked to sign a creed which incorporated the most objec
tionable parts of Leo's definition. 

The council went on to consider a number of individual cases 
and to formulate a series of canons. They ratified a compromise 
between Maximus of Antioch and Juvenal of Jerusalem, whereby 
the latter achieved the dignity of a patriarch, but with jurisdiction 
only over the three Palestines. In the famous twenty-eighth canon 
they formally bestowed on the bishops of Constantinople that 
authority over the dioceses of Thrace, Asiana and Pontica which 
they had gradually established during the past two generations. 

The Roman legates vigorously resisted the twenty-eighth canon 
and Leo refused to accept it. Eventually however the bishops of 
Rome had to acquiesce in the consolidation of New Rome's 
ecclesiastical authority. The doctrinal decisions of the council led 
to more lasting troubles. It would no doubt have been difficult in 
any case to reconcile the two theological parties, but the Council of 
Chalcedo? by adopting a formula which all theologians of the 
Alexandnan school could not but regard as Nestorian made the 
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task impossible. In Egypt and Palestine the reaction was immediate 
and violent. The installation of Proterius, who was appointed to 
succeed Dioscorus at Alexandria, required the assistance of a large 
body of imperial troops, and was only effected after bloody battles 
in the streets of Alexandria. In Palestine the monks, when they 
heard of Juvenal's defection, rose in rebellion and set up a new 
bishop of Jerusalem. It required a regular campaign to overcome 
resistance, and it was nearly two years before Juvenal was able to 
recover his see. 

Marcian died in 4 57 without having designated a successor, and 
the senate again obediently elected a nominee of Aspar, an 
obscure officer named Leo, who had once been agent of his 
estates and was now tribune of the Mattiarii. No sooner was the 
death of Marcian known in Egypt than a monophysite bishop of 
Alexandria, Timothy, nicknamed the Cat, was elected, and when 
the comes Ae!!Jpti arrested him Proterius was lynched. Leo at first 
showed some hesitation. He thought cif summoning another 
general council, but eventually contented himself with sending a 
circular letter to all metropolitans asking whether the decisions of 
Chalcedon should be maintained and whether Timothy of Alexan
dria should be recognised. He received unanimous replies, 
affirmative to the first question and negative to the second, but he 
still delayed taking action against Timothy. It was not until 46o, 
after prolonged and fruitless negotiations, that force was employed. 
Timothy the Cat was exiled and another Timothy, called the White 
Hat, was established. 5 

Leo was also troubled by the barbarians whom Marcian had with 
doubtful wisdom established in Illyricum. The Ostrogoths, com
plaining that their subsidy had not been paid, and envious of their 
kinsmen under Theoderic Strabo, who were receiving good pay, 
invaded Epirus and captured Dyrrachium in 459· They were 
eventually persuaded in 46 r to return to Pannonia on condition that 
their subsidy was raised to 300 lb. gold a year. 6 

Aspar's position in the first few years of the reign was extremely 
strong. Not only was he one of the magistri praesenta!es: he had at 
his disposal a powerful army of federate Goths under the command 
of Theoderic Strabo, and one of his sons, Ardaburius, was magister 
mi!itum per Orientem. He evidently adopted a rather dictatorial tone 
towards the emperor, but Leo was not always submissive. We hear 
of quarrels and high words about Vibianus, who was appointed 
praetorian prefect in 459, and about Tatianus, who was sent as 
envoy to the Vandals a few years later, and when the Ostrogoths 
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became involved in a war with the Scirae, Leo insisted, contrary to 
Aspar's advice, on aiding the latter. 7 

In 466 Leo was given the opportunity of weakening Aspar's 
position. An !saurian officer named Tarasicodissa arrived in Con
stantinople bringing documentary evidence that Ardaburius was in 
treasonable correspondence with Persia. Leo confronted Aspar 
with this information in a session of the senate, and Aspar was 
obliged to consent to his son's dismissal. Jordanes, comes stabu/i, 
son of the Vandal John, who had been magister ofThrace under 
Theodosius II, was appointed to the Eastern command, and 
Tarasicodissa was rewarded with the comitiva domesticorum and 
adopted the name of Zeno, after the distinguished !saurian general 
who had been magister militum per Orientem at the end of Theodosius' 
reign. With his aid Isaurians were recruited in large numbers and 
stationed in the capital. It was probably also at this time that a new 
personal bodyguard for the emperor, the Excubitors was re-
cruited.8 ' 

Zeno rose rapidly in imperial favour. The very next year, 467, 
Leo gave him his elder daughter, Ariadne, in marriage and ap
pointed him to be magister militum per Thracias. At the same time 
the emperor took a more independent line in foreign policy. He 
acceded to Ricimer's request for aid against the Vandals, appointed 
Anthemius, the son-in-law of Marcian, as Augustus of the West, 
and prepared a powerful naval expedition which sailed for Mrica in 
468 under the command of Basiliscus, the brother of the empress 
Verina.9 

The exped~tio~ p~oved a d!sastrous failure, and Zeno, having 
nearly lost his life 1n a mutmy, had to abandon the Thracian 
command. Both events were later attributed to the machinations 
of -0-~par, but the former was probably due to the incompetence of 
Basiliscus, and the latter to the unpopularity of Zeno with the 
European troops. But meanwhile, during Zeno's absence in Thrace 
Ariadne had given birth to a son, who was named Leo after hi~ 
grandfather, and Zeno was nominated consul for the next year 
(469) and appointed magister militum per Orientem, a post in which 
his .!saurian connections would be useful to him. Aspar seems to 
h~ve been alar~ed at the possibility of Leo's being succeeded by 
his grandson w1th Zeno as regent, and to have determined to fore
stall this danger while he was strong enough to do so. He de
man~~d th~t Leo should give his other daughter in marriage to 
Patncms, his second son, and should create him Caesar. Leo could 
not refuse, and after long delays actually proclaimed Patricius 
Caesar, despite his barbarian birth and Arian faith.lO 

In 470 Leo received further information which alarmed him. 
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Anagast, son of Arnegisclus, who had been appointed to succeed 
Zeno in Thrace, had in 469 achieved a notable victory over an 
invading horde of Huns, led by Dengizich, one of Attila's sons. 
He had been offered the consulship as a reward, and had refused it 
because he suffered from epilepsy, but he now threatened to revolt, 
ostensibly on the ground that his enemy, Jordanes, had been given 
the consulship which he had refused. He was mollified by gifts, 
and excused himself by declaring that he had been suborned by 
Aspar's son, Ardaburius. Zeno at the same time reported that 
Ardaburius had been trying to tamper with the Isaurians, pre
sumably the troops in the capital.U 

Leo still did not feel strong enough to challenge As par overtly. 
He ostensibly maintained friendly relations, and invited him with 
his sons to the palace, where they were attacked by the eunuch 
bodyguard. Aspar and Ardaburius were killed, the Caesar Patricius 
was wounded, but allowed to survive, stripped of his honours. A 
third son, Ermanerich, who was not in the capital, also managed to 
escape. The danger was by no means over. Ostrys, Aspar's 
domestic, rallied the Gothic federates in the capital and attacked the 
palace. He was beaten off, however, by the Excubitors and with
drew to Thrace, where he joined forces with the main body of the 
Gothic federates under Theoderic Strabo. Theoderic seized his 
opportunity. The Goths elected him their king, and he demanded 
on their behalf lands in Thrace and for himself Aspar's estate and 
the post of magister miJitum praesentaJis. Leo refused the first two 
demands and Theoderic retorted by ravaging Thrace and besieging 
Arcadiopolis, which he eventually starved out. He failed, however, 
to take Philippi and his men in their turn were soon starving. 
Eventually in 473 a compromise was reached. Theoderic was 
appointed magister praesentalis and recognised as king of his Goths. 
They did not get their lands, but an annual payment of 2,ooo lb. 
gold.12 

Meanwhile the Ostrogoths, who had been settled in Pannonia, 
had again been causing trouble. In 471 they decided to abandon 
that poverty-stricken province. One group, led by Videmir, moved 
westwards and ultimately joined the Visigoths in Gaul. The other 
two groups, which were now united under the rule of Theodemir 
(the third brother, Valamir, having perished in battle), moved east
wards, and, after ravaging Dacia and Macedonia and attacking 
Thessalonica, were settled by the imperial government in seven 
Macedonian cities. Here Theodemir died and was succeeded by his 
son Theoderic, who had already been associated with him in the 
kingship since 47r.13 

A constitution of Leo reveals that by his reign a number of new 
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military commands had been created in Asia Minor and Syria: 
Three o.f these,. the comitivae of Pamphylia, Pisidia and Lycaonia, 
were evidently mtended to control Isaurian raids to the north and 
west. The co;;titiva of the Pontic ~ocese had by now been abolished, 
but the frontier ducate of Armerua had been divided into two. The 
tw~ new duc~s were styled utriusque Ponti and utriusque Armeniae, and 
their authonty thus extended well into the centre of Asia Minor. 
Farther south the unit~d command of Syria and Euphratensis had 
been divided, and the title dux novi limitis Phoenicae implies that this 
command had been reorganised.14 

It is often stated that Leo freed the Eastern empire from the 
menace of German domination. This would seem to be an over
statement of his achievement. He finally succeeded after fourteen 
years in ridding himself of his patron, As par, and ensuring that the 
throne should pass to his favourite, Zeno, and his grandson, Leo. 
But he lef~ to his successors the problem of dealing with the Gothic 
federates m Thrace and Macedonia. 
. Financially h!s reign was ruinous. On the great Vandal expedi

tion of 468, which proyed such a dis~strous failure, he spent all the 
accumula~ed reserves m th~ treasunes of the praetorian prefects, 
the largt!tone~, and the. res pnvata, ~t;nounting to 65,ooo lb. gold and 
7oo,ooo lb. s1lver. It IS not surpr!Smg that after this he was driven 
to the ruthless confiscations of which Malchus accuses him. Is 

Leo died on 18 January 474 and was duly succeeded by his 
seven-years-old grandson, who three weeks later by the advice of 
t?e senate c~eated hi~ father Augustus. Before the year was out the 
httle Leo died and Zeno was left to rule alone. His position was 
ex~remely precario';ls. Sav~ as son-in-law of the late emperor he 
enjoyed no dynastic prestige, and even here he had rivals. His 
mother-in-law, Verina, detested him, and was only too happy to 
lend the support of her name to pretenders, and Mardan, the son 
of the late emperor of the West Anthemius had married Leontia 
L ' d ' ' ' eo s secon d.aughter. By the senatorial aristocracy Zeno was 
hated and despised as an upstart, and as an Isaurian he was un
popular with ~he mass of the people and of the army. Nor was he 
the man to wm the respect of the army by his personal qualities· 
he. was not physically an impressive figure, and he was no hero: 
I-lls only asset was the loyalty of his Isaurian countrymen which he 
end~avoured to ensure by giving their leaders posts in the imperial 
serv.tce. But even here his position was far from secure· there were 
other Isaurian leaders whose more martial qualities ~ade them 
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dangerous rivals in the affection of the fickle mountaineers. To 
make things worse there were the two Theoderics with their Gothic 
armies, ready to exploit the emperor's difficulties in order to extort 
blackmail. Finally the treasury was extremely low.l6 
. Zeno's reign was as a result punctuated by a series of revolts, and 
It was only by adroit and unscrupulous diplomacy that he managed 
to survive for seventeen years. He had not reigned a year before he 
had to flee from Constantinople to Isauria, in face of a formidable 
conspiracy in which V erina, her brother Basiliscus, an Isaurian 
general named Illus, and Theoderic Strabo combined forces. The 
conspirators soon fell out. Verina had intended that her favourite 
Patricius, a former master of the offices should become emperor' 

' ' and that she should return to power as his wife. But her brother 
double-crossed her and had himself elected as emperor. Basiliscus 
quickly estranged his supporters. The reign began with a great 
massacre of the Isaurians in the capital, which cannot have pleased 
Illus. The new emperor offended Theoderic by appointing his 
nephew Armatus, a young man of no experience or ability, as 
magister militum. Being extremely short of ready money-Zeno had 
managed to carry with him whatever reserves there were-he was 
obliged to resort to ruthless taxation, and even to extort money 
from the church. Finally he raised a riot in the capital by issuing 
an Encyclical condemning the Council of Chalcedon. Illus who 
had been sent to Isauria to reduce Zeno, now changed side~, and 
the two marched on Constantinople. Basiliscus sent Armatus 
against them, but Zeno, by promising to make him magister militunt 
for life and to proclaim his son Caesar, induced him to march by a 
different route to Isauria. Zeno was thus able to enter Constan
tinople unopposed less than two years after he had left it (476). 
Basiliscus and his son Marcus, whom he had proclaimed as his 
colleague, were executed. Armatus' son was duly proclaimed 
Caesar, but Armatus was shortly afterwards assassinated and his 
son compelled to take holy ordersP 

Zeno had still to deal with Theoderic Strabo. He dismissed him 
and promoted the other Theoderic to be magister militum praesentalis 
in his place, created him a patrician, and adopted him as his son. 
Strabo retorted by ravaging Thrace, but his federates, deprived of 
their pay, became discontented and sent envoys to Constantinople 
asking that their leader might be received back into favour. Zeno 
put the issue to the senate, which declared that funds were inade
quate to pay both groups of Goths, and left Zeno the choice of 
which he should employ. Zeno summoned a great parade of the 
Roman troops in the capital and denounced Strabo's treachery; 
they responded by proclaiming him a public enemy. Troops were 
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concentrated from Pontica and Asiana and even from Oriens, and 
wagons cattle and wheat were collected. Illus was to take the 
comma~d, but was superseded by another general, Martinianus. 
Theoderic, son of Theodemir, was informed that he also must play 
his part as magister, and having secured from the emperor and the 
senate an oath that they would never be reconciled to Strabo, agreed 
to obey.18 · 

A great joint operation was now planned. Theoderic with his 
tribesmen was to march south from Scythia, whither the Ostro
goths had now migrated from Macedonia; on crossing the Haemus 
he would be joined by u,ooo Roman troops under the magister 
mi!itum per Thracias, and at Adrianople there would be another 
Roman army of 26,ooo men. For reasons unknown neither Roman 
army appeared, and Theod~ric ":as le~t to face. his _namesa.ke u~
aided. Strabo reproached him wlth bemg a traitor m fightmg his 
brother Goths for the benefit of the Romans, and the son ofTheode
mir, seeing that his followers were becoming dissatisfied, agreed to 
join forces with him. A joint embassy was sent to Constantinople 
conveying their demands, for Theoderic Strabo his reappointment 
as magister praesen~a!is, and the arrears o[ pay for his men; ~or ~he 
other Theoderic his emoluments as magtster, and land for his tnbe 
and corn until the next harvest. Zeno tried to lure back Theoderic, 
son of Theodemir, by a promise of I,ooo lb. gold and Io,ooo lb. 
silver and an annual subsidy of Io,ooo solidi, but in vain. He then 
announced that he would himself lead the Roman armies against 
the Goths, but postponed action, until at length Martinianus had 
to send the troops back to their winter stations.19 

Zeno now decided that he must at all costs placate Strabo. He 
agreed to reappoint him magister praesenta!is and also to give him 
the command of two of the scho!ae and to supply him with pay and 
rations for 1 3,ooo men. The other Theoderic was dismissed and 
led his people into Macedonia, sacking Stobi and threatening 
Thessalonica. He found it difficult, however, to feed his men, and 
eventually agreed to enter into negotiations. Zeno offered him 
lands in the territory of Pautalia, and, as no crop had been sown 
there, authorised the praetorian prefect of Illyricum to SJ?end 200 lb. 
gold on buying provisions for the Goths during the wmter.20 

Theoderic, while professing to accept these terms, got into 
touch with Sidimund, an Ostrogoth in Roman service, who had a 
large estate at Dyrrachium. Sidimund, by declaring that Zeno had 
granted. Dyrrachium to Theoderic, bluffed the citizens and the 
garrison of 2,ooo men into evacuating the city, and Theoderic 
marched in. Adamantius, the Roman plenipotentiary, protested at 
this treacherous act and insisted that Theoderic must take his men 
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as arranged to Pautalia, where there were waste lands available, 
instead of turning the people of Dyrrachium out of their city. 
Theoderic professed to agree, only asking that his weary men be 
allowed to stay where they were for the winter. He would, if so, 
put 6,ooo men at the emperor's disposal either to fight the Goths in 
Thrace in conjunction with the imperial troops or to support 
Julius Nepos in Dalmatia. At this point Sabinianus, the newly 
appointed magister militum per IJfyricum, having collected a number 
of regiments at L ychnidus, intercepted Theoderic' s baggage train 
and rearguard, which was still defiling down to Dyrrachium, and 
captured 5 ,ooo prisoners and 2,ooo wagons. Encouraged by this 
news, Zeno ordered Sabinianus to carry on the war,21 

In 479 Marcian, as champion of his mother-in-law, Verina, 
raised a revolt against Zeno. Verina had tried to procure the 
assassination of the !saurian Illus, who was at this time Zeno's 
chief supporter, and Illus, having established Verina's complicity, 
had demanded that she be surrendered to his keeping, and had 
imprisoned her at Dalisandus in Isauria. Marcian, having collected 
a band of barbarians and secured the support of one of the regi
ments of the garrison, on the first day almost succeeded in obtaining 
control of the capital; but during the night Ill us was able to ferry 
over Isaurians from Chalcedon, and next day Marcian was defeated. 
He was ordained and exiled to Cappadocia. Theoderic Strabo, who 
was in the plot, arrived too late. He was again deprived of his post 
and again joined hands with the other Theoderic. The two pro
ceeded to ravage Thrace, and in 48 I almost succeeded in surprising 
Constantinople. Foiled in this attempt by Illus, Strabo marched off 
to Greece, where he was accidentally killed. His son Recitach suc
ceeded to the command of his horde, which is said to have num
bered 3o,ooo.22 

In 482 Zeno made an attempt to heal the doctrinal discord which 
had rent the church since the Council of Chalcedon. He himself 
probably had monophysite sympathies: before he became emperor 
he had, as magister militum per Orientem, assisted the monophysite 
Peter the Fuller at Antioch. The response to the Encyclical of 
Basiliscus in Egypt, Palestine and Syria, and even in Asiana, had 
shown how widespread was the opposition to Chalcedon. Even the 
patriarch of Constantinople, Acacius, who had led the resistance to 
the Encyclical in the capital, was not enthusiastic for Chalcedon, 
and he suggested to Zeno that unity might be achieved if it could 
be buried. An imperial constitution, the Henotikon or decree of 
union, was accordingly issued in this sense. The emperor, having 
asserted his adhesion to the creeds of Nicaea and Constantinople, 
his ;:tcceptance of the Twelve Anathemas of Cyril, and his con-
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demnation of the heresies of Nestorius and Eutyches, set forth a 
brief statement of the faith, which mentioned neither the one nor 
the two natures of Christ, and anathematised all who believed or 
had believed otherwise now ot ever, at Chalcedon or any other 
council.23 

The Henotikon failed to satisfy the extreme monophysites, 
especially the monks of Egypt, Palestine and Syria, who clamoured 
for a more explicit condemnation of Chalcedon. It was equally 
unacceptable to such fanatical Chalcedonians as the Sleepless Monks 
of Constantinople. But the leaders of both parties subscribed to it, 
and it was probably welcomed by most moderate theologians, who 
could interpret its deliberately vague formulary in whatever sense 
they preferred. The government appears to have maintained a 
genuine neutrality. Egypt remained solidly monophysite, and in 
Syria and Palestine monophysitism gained ground. At Antioch 
Peter the Fuller, who succeeded Calandion in 484, and his successor 
Palladius, were strong adherents of the cause; so was Sallustius, 
who became patriarch of Jerusalem in 486. On the other hand, 
after Acacius' death in 489 the Chalcedonians gained the upper 
hand in Constantinople, and Euphemius, a strong adherent of the 
council, was elected. 

Pope Felix Ill naturally refused to assent to a document which 
ignored the Tome of Leo, and excommunicated Acacius. But Zeno, 
unlike his predecessors, was not interested in the affairs of the West 
and ignored the pope's opposition. 

Zeno's relations with Illus deteriorated during this period. The 
empress Ariadne pressed him to release her mother from confine
ment, but Illus refused. She then tried to procure his assassination, 
and Illus, finding the atmosphere of Constantinople unhealthy, 
requested the emperor to make him magister militum per Orientem. 
Zeno could not afford an open breach with Illus at this juncture and 
granted his request, but hastened to make his peace with Theoderic, 
who was ravaging Macedonia and Greece again. In 48 3 Theoderic 
was reappointed magister mi!itum praesenta!is, granted lands for his 
men in Dacia Ripensis and Moesia Inferior, and nominated consul 
for the ensuing yeai. Encouraged by Zeno he killed Recitach, with 
whom he had a blood feud, and took over the leadership of his 
Goths also. Meanwhile Illus had been consolidating his position in 
the Eastern provinces, and entered into negotiations with the 
satraps of Roman Armenia, with the Persian king, and even with 
Odoacer in Italy. The last rejected his advances, the others 
promised their aid when called upon, but only the Armenian satraps 
kept their word when the time came. 24 

Zeno made the first move by sending one of his !saurian 
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generals, the patrician Leontius, to demand the release of Verina. 
Leontius, however, seems to have been persuaded that he would do 
better for himself by winning Verina's favour and effecting a 
reconciliation between her and Illus. Zeno next demanded the 
release of his brother, Longinus, whom Ill us also held as a hostage, 
and on Illus' refusal dismissed him from his post. Illus retorted by 
producing Verina in her imperial robes at Tarsus. She proclaimed 
the patrician Leontius as emperor and sent out to all the provinces 
letters in which she claimed that the empire was hers, and announced 
t~a~, as ?er nom!nee Tarasicodiss~ had disappointed h~r hopes by 
his tnsatlate avance, she had appotnted a new emperor 1n the pious 
Leontius.2s 

To cru~h the_ reb~llion Zeno had to risk using his German 
federates 1n Asta Mtnor, but he prudently kept Theoderic at 
Constantinople, and entrusted to a more reliable barbarian general, 
John the Scythian, a mixed force of Roman troops, Ostrogoths and 
Rugians. Illus was defeated; the Isaurians deserted him and he shut 
himself up in the fortress of Cherris. The war was now over and 
Zeno hastily withdrew the Ostrogoths, leaving the Rugians to 
continue the siege, which dragged on for four years. Four of the 
hereditary Armenian satraps who had supported Illus were deposed 
and replaced by ordinary civil governors. It was probably now 
that the post of comes Armeniae was created to take over the com
mand of the local levies which protected the area. 26 

Theoderic was perhaps offended with Zeno for not having 
allowed him to leaa his own men against Illus. He may also have 
been jealous of the favours whiclt Zeno granted to the Isaurians 
when they abandoned Ill us' cause: for to ensure their continued 
loyalty he paid them a subsidy of r ,400 lb. gold a year, and ap
pointed an !saurian, Cottomenes, as Theoderic's colleague. At any 
rate, in 486 Theoderic was again ravaging Thrace, and in 487 
he attacked Constantinople itself. But next year he marched off 
with his people to the West with Zeno' s authority to expel 
Odoacer from Italy and reoccupy it in the emperor's name. In 
48 8 Zeno was thus freed from his last two enemies, Illus and 
Theoderic. But he enjoyed only three years of untroubled peace, 
dying in 49 r. 27 

Zeno was throughout his reign short of money. He was by all 
accounts lavish and unbusinesslike by temperament, and apart from 
this he was obliged to be munificent to his supporters if he was to 
retain their loyalty. He was also compelled to spend large sums to 
keep the two Theoderics quiet, and in the last years of his reign to 
win and hold the support of the Isaurians. He must have gained 
considerable wealth from the confiscation of the property of un-
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successful rebels, but he was, we are told, unlike his predecessor, a 
merciful man by nature, and did not fill the treasury by encouraging 
informers to promote capital charges against the rich. It would 
have been unpopular, and therefore for an emperor in Zeno's 
position highly impolitic, to increase taxation: his first praetorian 
prefect, Erythrius, handed in his resignation rather than do so. 
Sebastianus, who succeeded to the prefecture in 476, found a less 
painful remedy for his master's financial embarrassment in the 
systematic sale of offices. Offices had, of course, often before been 
obtained by bribery, but by bribery of the great men by whose 
interest they were obtained. Sebastianus, it would seem, demanded 
an official suffragium, payable to the treasury, for every appointment, 
and sometimes sold the right to appoint to a given office for a 
lump sum.28 

Zeno appointed no successor during his lifetime, and on his 
death the ministers and the senate duly met to elect a new emperor. 
On the proposal of Urbicius, the praepositus sacri cubiculi, the choice 
was referred to the empress Ariadne, who nominated an elderly 
silentiary named Anastasius, and four months later married him. 
The choice must have caused some surprise, for Anastasius had 
played no part in politics hitherto, but it was accepted by the senate 
and the troops without question. It naturally did not please the 
Isaurians who occupied many of the high military and administra
tive posts, and was a great disappointment for Longinus, Zeno's 
brother, who had hoped for the throne.29 

Anastasius acted promptly against them. Using as his excuse a 
riot which broke out in the capital, he arrested Longinus and 
exiled him to the Thebaid, and expelled the other Isaurians from 
the city. A revolt had already broken out in Isauria, and the rebels 
marched on Constantinople. Anastasius concentrated against them 
the army of the East under John the Scythian, the conqueror of 
Ill us, and the praesental armies, which he placed under the command 
of a Roman general of Thracian origin, John the Hunchback: 
Gothic and Hunnic federates were also put into the field. A great 
battle was fought at Cotiaeum in Phrygia, in which the Isaurians 
were completely defeated. This battle broke the back of the 
rebellion, but the reduction of the various Isaurian strongholds 
took another seven years, and it was not until 498 that Longinus of 
Selinus, the last of the rebel leaders, was captured. But this time 
the pacification of the country was thorough. The mountain 
strongholds were demolished and thousands of Isaurian prisoners 
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were transported and settled on waste lands in Thrace. Henceforth 
the Isaurians played no part in politics, though they continued to 
serve in large numbers in the Roman armies. ao 

On the Danube front the Roman armies were less successful. 
Their principal enemies by this time were the Bulgars, a Mongolian 
tribe which, it would seem, had absorbed what remained of the 
Huns. Julian, the magister militum of Thrace, was killed in battle in 
493, and in 499 Aristus, the magister militum oflllyricum, suffered a 
severe defeat in Thrace, losing 4,ooo men out of an army of r 5 ,ooo. 
In 502 the Bulgars again ravaged Thrace, and this time the Roman 
armies did not venture to oppose them. To protect the immediate 
neighbourhood of the capital from such ravaging hordes Anas
tasius greatly strengthened the Long Wall, a line of fortifications 
running from the Black Sea to the Propontis about 40 miles west of 
Constantinople. The military defence of the line was entrusted to a 
vicarius of the magistri praesentales, and the supply of the troops and 
the civil administration of the area enclosed by it to a vicarius of the 
praetorian prefect of the East. 31 

In 502 hostilities broke out on the Eastern front. Under the 
treaty of 442 the Roman government had agreed to pay an annual 
subvention to the Persian king for the defence of the passes of the 
Caucasus, as being of common interest to both empires. Zeno had 
discontinued this payment on the ground that in 48 3 the Persian 
king had failed to retrocede Nisibis, which had been surrendered by 
Jovian in 363 for a period of 120 years. Anastasius had refused 
renewed Persian demands for the subvention, and Cavades, the 
Persian king, whose hands were tied by civil wars, had been 
obliged to acquiesce. But in 499 he had re-established his authority 
at home, and in 502 he made a sudden attack upon the empire, 
capturing Theodosiopolis of Armenia, Martyropolis, and, after a 
long siege, Amida.a2 

Next year Anastasius mustered a large army against him under 
Areobindus, the magister militum per Orientem, and the two magistri 
praesentales, Patricius and Hypatius, the emperor's nephew. 
According to Procopius no larger force was ever mustered on the 
Eastern frontier, before or since, and Joshua Stylites, a local and 
contemporary witness, declares that Areobindus' corps mustered 
r z,ooo men and those of the other two generals 4o,ooo. These 
figures receive some support from the circumstantial details which 
Joshua gives of the means taken to feed the army. In 503 Apion, 
who had been appointed quartermaster-general with the rank of 
praefectus praetorio vacans, compelled the people of Edessa to bake 
63o,ooo modii of wheat into biscuit; in 504 his successor Calliopius 
raised the figure to 8jo,ooo modii; and in 505 the Edessenes again 
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baked 63o,ooo modii, but other cities were ordered to do their share 
also. These quantities of wheat would provide active service rations 
adequate to feed from 32,500 to 4o,ooo men for six months. The 
army included a considerable number of Gothic and other bar
bari~n federates and a continge_nt from the client kingdom of 
Laz1ca, but a very large proportion of the two praesental armies 
must have been put into the field. 33 

. The results of the campaign of 503 were disappointing, largely, 
lt would seem, from lack of co-operation between the three com
manders. Next year Anastasius sent Celer, the master of the 
offic~s, to t~ke the sup.reme command. Amida was recaptured, and 
PersJan temtory was 1nvaded and ravaged. In the following year 
negotiations were begun, and in 5 o6 a truce of seven years was 
arranged. The Persians were evidently tired of the war, for 
Cavades raised only a formal protest when Anastasius, in defiance 
of the treaty of 442, built a great fortress at Dara within a few miles 
of Nisibis. The truce does not appear to have been formally 
renewed, but peace reigned on the Eastern frontier for the rest of 
Anastasius' reign.34 

Anastasius was a man of somewhat puritanical piety: in 499 he 
abolished wild beast fights throughout the empire, and in 502 
prohibited the mime. He also had pronounced theological views, 
being a convinced monophysite. The patriarch Euphemius strongly 
objected to his election, and only consented to play his part in the 
coronation if the emperor gave him a signed statement that he 
would respect the decrees of Chalcedon. Anastasius had to yield, 
but ~e naturally resented Eup~emiu~' dictation, and Euphemius 
contmued to pursue an aggressive policy. In 492 he held a council 
which reaffirmed the decisions of Chalcedon, and he wrote to 
Pope Felix Ill asking to be received into communion with him 
and suggesting joint action against Athanasius, the patriarch of 
Alexandria. After five years the emperor lost patience. A council 
was held at Constantinople in which Euphemius was condemned 
as a Nestorian and deposed: Anastasius promptly exiled him to 
Euchaita in Pontus. 35 

Apart from this intervention, which seems to have been inspired 
as :nuc.h by personal antipathy as by odium theologicum, Anastasius 
mamtamed a neutral attitude in ecclesiastical affairs during the first 
twenty .Years of his reign. When Sallustius of Jerusalem died in 
494, Eh~s, wh? ~ad made no secret of his Chalcedonian leanings, 
was, on subscnpt!on to the Henotikon, consecrated as his successor 
and in 49.8 the n:onophysite. Palladius was succeeded by th~ 
Chalcedoman Flav1an at Ant10ch. Even at Constantinople no 
attempt was made to replace Euphemius by a monophysite. His 
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successor, Macedonius, seems at first to have taken a rather 
equivocal line, but he soon revealed his true Chalcedonian senti
ments. 

Anastasius n:ust have been distressed by the reaction towards 
Chalcedon, which was. gaining strength in Syria and Palestine, and 
he fel~ much unde.r the m~uence of two able theologians, Philoxenus, 
a Synan. from H1erapohs, and Severus, from the Pisidian city of 
Sozop.ohs, who were the leading spirits of the monophysite resis
~ance m these areas. Eventually he decided that he must intervene 
m support of what he believed to be orthodoxy. 

The expulsion of Macedonius was the most difficult task for 
he was highly rever~d by th~ peoJ?le of Constantinople, and had the 
monks of the capital behind him. Anastasius waited until his 
vicennalia in jii. qn 27 July he summoned a consistory and 
denounced. Macedomus as a perjuror, who despite his signature of 
the .~enot!kon h~d been propagating Nestorian doctrines. The 
p~tnc1an ~lel'Il:entmus responded on behalf of the council: 'God 
himself w!ll reject from the priesthood him who has lied to God.' 
On the 29th the emperor summoned the officers of the guard and of 
the army, and after ~dministering an oath of allegiance gave them 
the customary do native; next day the donative was paid out to all 
the troops. 36 

Meanwhile information had been lodged that Macedonius had 
called t~e emperor a Manichee and an Eutychian. On the 3 rst 
Anastasms suf?mone? ar:other consistory, and in an impassioned 
addre~s procla1me~ his farth, and offered to resign the throne if the 
counc111~ubted his o.rthodoxy. The council protested with tears, 
and Patncms, the magtster praesentalis, declared: 'Whoever has done 
t~s, God will not forgive him, nor the imperial majesty pardon 
him, nor the canons of the church.' One of Macedonius' deacons 
was now arrested, and confessed that the patriarch was plotting 
rebellion. Finally on 6 August a full meeting of the senate was held 
and Macedonius was formally tried and condemned. Next day h~ 
was arrested and exiled to Euchaita. His expulsion was subse
quently regularised canonically by an episcopal council held at 
Claudiopolis in Honorias. 

Next year Flavian of Antioch was deposed and replaced by 
Severus. At Jerusalem Elias was allowed to keep his seat until 5 r6, 
when he too was deposed and exiled. But in Palestine the zeal of 
the monks, who were by this time unanimous in support of Chalce
don, proved too much for the government. John, one of Elias' 
deacons, who was selected by the authorities to take his place, pro
fessed his willingness to anathematise the council, but when the 
day of his consecration came, fortified by the presence of ten 
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thousand monks, he defiantly declared his adhesion to Chalcedon, 
and the dux of Palestine thought it prudent not to intervene.37 

Meanwhile the expulsion of Macedonius had led to more serious 
troubles. \Vhen his successor, Timothy, introduced the mono
physite version of the Trisagion into the liturgy at Santa Sophia, 
violent riots broke out, and the crowd proclaimed as emperor 
Areobindus, formerly magister mi!itum per Orientem, who, as the 
husband of Juliana Anicia, the last survivor of the Theodosian 
house, had some claims to the throne. Luckily he was not willing 
to play the part demanded of him, but even so the disturbances 
were only quelled by the personal courage of the aged emperor, 
who appeared before the crowd without his diadem and offered to 
resign his office. This gesture caused a revulsion of feeling in his 
favour, and the mob dispersed. as 

Macedonius' cause was now taken up by a more dangerous 
cha.mpion, Yitalia_n, the comes foederatorum in T~race. By exploiting 
their financial gnevances and the unpopulanty of Hypatius, the 
magister mili!um per Thraciam, he rallied to his cause not only his 
own barbanan troops but the regular regiments of the Thracian 
army. His forces were swelled by the local peasantry, and he 
marched on the capital with a huge host, said to have numbered 
l o,ooo men. Anastasius opened negotiations, and by promising to 
remedy the grievances of the troops, and to submit the ecclesias
tical issues to the judgment of the pope, induced him to withdraw. 
But Vitalian assassinated Cyril, the new magister militum of Thrace, 
whom Anastasius appointed to succeed Hypatius, and the emperor, 
having got the senate to proclaim him a public enemy, marshalled 
a large army, said to have numbered 8o,ooo, under the command of 
his nephew, Hypatius, who had been one of the commanders in the 
Persian war. In l I 3 the army moved into Thrace, but it was almost 
annihilated in a disastrous battle near Odessus, and Hypatius was 
captured. Next year Vitalian again marched on Constantinople, 
and Anastasius yielded to his demands that he should be appointed 
lltagister militum of Thrace, and that a general council should be 
held at Heraclea in the following year, at which the pope should 
preside: the emperor had to pay 9,ooo lb. gold for Hypatius' 
ransom.39 

Anastasius went so far as to write to Pope Hormisdas, and the 
latter sent representatives to Constantinople. As, however, they 
were instructed to insist that the emperor and all the Eastern 
bishops must give their unqualified assent to the Council of Chalce
don and.the Tome of Leo, and to condemn the memory of Acacius, 
negotiations broke down.· Vitalian then marcl1ed for the third time 
on Constantinople, but this time, under the able leadership of a 
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civilian, the former praetorian prefect Marinus, the imperial forces 
won a decisive victory (Pl)· Vitalian went into hiding and the 
rebellion collapsed, but the Roman forces had been seriously 
weakened by the civil war. In F7 the Bulgars were able to pene
trate into Macedonia and Greece and carry off thousands of 
prisoners.40 

Anastasius' great title to fame is his financial rehabilitation of the 
empire. His most celebrated adviser in this field was Marinus the 
Syrian, a clerk on the financial side of the praetorian prefecture of 
the East, who was ultimately towards the end of the reign. promoted 
to be prefect himself (l I 2-13 ). But it is likely that two other financial 
clerks of the prefecture, Polycarp and John the Paphlagonian, who 
were respectively praetorian prefect of the East and comes sacrarum 
largitionum in 498, played an important part in the reforms of the 
early part of the reign.41 

Anastasius seems to have achieved his results mainly by careful 
measures to prevent peculation and cut out waste. He probably 
regulated and reduced the sportulae or fees, which added to the 
burden of taxation. He made sure that the soldiers were not cheated 
of their pay by their quartermasters, and carefully regulated the fees 
payable by the limitanei to the officials of the duces. He insisted on 
regular and accurate returns of ration strength from the military 
authorities.42 

One of his major reforms was to calculate accurately how much 
of the taxes should be levied in kind, and how much payable in 
gold. Some of the land tax had, as we have seen, already been com
muted into gold, but in an unsystematic fashion by concessions to 
individual landowners. In some areas it is probable that too much 
was collected in kind and went to waste, in others not enough was 
collected to supply the army, and the government had to make 
compulsory purchases to make up the deficiency. Anastasius con
verted the bulk of the land tax into gold, levying in kind only so 
mucl1 as was needed in each area to supply the troops, and forbade 
compulsory purchase (coemptio, <TVvwv>]) except in emergencies, 
and then only on his personal authorisation: an exception to these 
orders was the diocese of Thrace, where the yield in tax was too 
low to feed the armies, and coemptio was permitted as a standard 
measure. The Code contains a number of laws which illustrate the 
care with which these rules were applied in detail. Military com
manders were ordered to keep troop movements, which demanded 
a revision of the tax schedules, to the absolute minimum, and to 
give ample warning of them to the praetor!an prefecture. Elabora~e 
rules were made for the supply of soldiers detached from the1r 
regular units for special duties.43 
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A major change was also made in the collection of the land tax. 
Officials known as vindices were appointed by the praetorian prefec
ture for each city. The vindices do not seem to have replaced the 
officials of the provincial governor and the curiales of the cities, 
who continued to perform the actual task of collection, but they 
supervised their activities and no doubt saw to it that wealthy tax
payers were not treated with undue leniency, and that the officials 
and curiales did not pocket more than their legal perquisites. The 
vindices also controlled municipal finance, which was closely inter
locked with the imperial fiscal system: we possess the detailed 
scheme drawn up by Potamo, the vindex of Alexandria, for the 
apportionment of the civic revenues. The vindices were not un
naturally unpopular with the city councils, whose members were 
deprived by their watchful care of many sources of illicit profit, but 
Jobn the Lydian, who bitterly disapproved of the system, was 
obliged to admit that it enriched not only its author, Marinus, and 
his friends, but also the imperial treasury.44 

Another reform brought Anastasius great popularity as well as 
profit. Seeing that the imperial mints since the accession of 
Arcadius had issued very little except gold and tiny copper nummi, 
the growing shortage of coins of medium value must have caused 
grave inconvenience to the public. In 498 the comes sacrarum 
largitionum, John the Paphlagonian, profiting by and improving 
upon the example set by Odoacer (or the senate) in Italy and by the 
Vandal kings in Mrica, initiated the issue of large copper coins in 
four denominations, clearly marked with their face value in nummi. 
The new currency was welcomed by the provincials as a great boon, 
and, since it could be sold to them for solidi at a rate which left an 
ample margin over the cost of minting, it must have enriched the 
treasury. 45 

The emperor Jus tin I later alluded somewhat contemptuously to 
his predecessor's 'economical ingenuity' ('parca subtilitas'); but 
Anastasius' careful attention to detail enabled him to spend freely 
on objects of public importance and to be generous in cases of real 
hardship. He did not spare expenditure on the army; the state
ment of his panegyrist, Priscian, that 'recruits now fill the regi
ments with sturdy soldiery' is borne out by the large forces that 
Anastasius was able to put into the field in the Persian war and 
against Vitalian. He also spent liberally on public works, and 
especially on the fortification of the frontiers. In 5 05 to remedy the 
damage caused by the Persian war he made a grant of 2,ooo lb. gold 
to the province of Mesopotamia, enabling its governor to rebuild 
the walls of Batnae and Edessa, and at the latter city to repair the 
praetorium, the baths and two aqueducts. The measures which he 
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took to build Dara are a good example of his judicious liberality. 
By offering high rates of pay he rapidly collected a large and willing 
labour force, and .was thus able to complete the fortress before the 
Persian king had time to object to the breach of the treaty.46 

Chary as he was of granting unconsidered remissions of taxation, 
Anastasius could be generous where a good case was made out. 
Joshua the Stylite records a series of measures taken to relieve dis
tress in Mesopotamia at the beginning of the sixth century. In 
499-5oo, when the harvest was ruined by an invasion oflocusts, the 
emperor not only reduced the taxes but provided money for dis
tribution to the destitute. In 503-4, 504-5 and 505-6, he reduced the 
taxes of the province, which was heavily burdened by the presence 
of a large army. Mter the war Celer, the commander-in-chief, and 
Calliopius, his quartermaster-general, were authorised to make what 
further concessions they thought necessary. At Amida, which had 
suffered severely in the war, they remitted the entire tax for seven 
years, and at Edessa they reduced it by half. Again after the 
Bulgarian raid on Macedonia and Greece, Anastasius authorised 
the praetorian prefect of Illyricum to spend r,ooo lb. gold on ran
soming captives, a task usually left to private charity or to the 
church.47 

Anastasius' greatest benefaction to his subjects was the total 
abolition in 498 of the collatio lustralis, which caused much suffering 
to humble craftsmen and merchants. This may be regarded as his 
personal gift to the empire, for. he made up the ~oss.of revenue fr?m 
the res privata, the treasury which was by constJtutJonal convention 
at the emperor's personal disposal. Lands whose rent was equiva
lent to the yield of the collatio lustralis were detached f~OJ? the res 
privata and placed under the manal;\emt;nt of a ne"Y m1n1stry, the 
patrimonium. In the latter part of h1s re1gn AnastasJUs went on to 
reduce the most oppressive schedule of the land tax, the 'levy on 
souls' or capitatio humana et animalium, which unduly increased the 
burden of the poor peasant with a large family and a small holding. 
In 5 r 3 he reduced the capitatio by one-quarter in the dioceses of 
Asiana and Pontica, and according to John the Lydian he would 
have abolished the tax completely but that death prevented him.48 

It is a measure of Anastasius' financial achievement that, despite 
these substantial fiscal concessions, and despite three major wars, 
he left after a reign of twenty-seven years a reserve in the treasury 
of 32o,ooo lb. gold.49 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE FALL OF THE WESTERN EMPIRE 
AND THE BARBARIAN KINGDOMS 

FOR events in the West in the two generations which followed 
the death of Valentinian Ill we have in the main to rely on the 
same meagre chronicles and fragmentary and unreliable his

tor~ans. that recount the story of the Eastern empire. From the 
leg1slat1on of the last emperors of the West we have only nine 
novels of Majorian, two of Severus, three of Anthemius and one of 
Glycerius. The verse panegyrics of Sidonius Apollinaris on A vitus, 
Majorian and Anthemius contain some historical information, and 
his letters, written between 4 52 and 4 79, give vivid sidelights on 
the last twenty-five years of Roman rule in southern Gaul. Eugip
pius' life of Severinus, who died in 482, affords an interesting 
picture of the condition of Noricum in the same period. Another 
biography, Ennodius' life of Epiphanius, bishop of Ticinum from 
467 to 497, tells us something of Italian affairs from the reign of 
Anthemius to the Ostrogothic conquest. 

We have rather summary accounts of the reign of Odoacer in 
Procopius' introduction to his history of Justinian's Gothic wars, 
and in an anonymous Latin chronicle. We have also from this 
period one contemporary document, preserved in a papyrus, a 
grant of lands by Odoacer to a Roman senator named Pierius. In 
Theoderic's reign our information about Italy becomes abundant. 
We have not only Procopius and the anonymous chronicle, but the 
letters of Ennodius, written in the first two decades of the sixth 
century, and his panegyric on Theoderic, the Edict of Theoderic, 
and above all the Variae of Cassiodorus, the official letters he wrote 
as quaestor (5o6-u), master of the offices (523-7), and praetorian 
prefect (53 3-8). These letters throw a flood of light not only on the 
foreigP. and domestic policy of Theoderic and his successors but 
on the condition of Italy under Ostrogothic rule, and o~ the 
detailed working of the administration. For the history of the 
papacy under Odoacer and the Ostrogothic kings we have abun-
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dant materials in the letters of the popes and in the acts of Roman 
councils held in 48 3 and in 499-501. 

The story of the outlying parts of the empire under the rule of 
the barbarian dynasties is much less well documented. Procopius 
in his introduction to his Vandalic War gives a brief and not very 
reliable summary of the history of the Vandal kingdom, and Victor 
Vitensis, an Mrican bishop, wrote in about 486 a history of the 
persecution of the Catholics in Mrica by the Vandal kings. The 
work, though strongly biased, is valuable as a contemporary record, 
as is the life of Fulgentius, bishop of Ruspae, who lived from 468 to 
53 3. A group of documents, mostly conveyances of land, found in 
southern Byzacena, throws welcome light on the economic history 
of Mrica in this period. 

For the Burgundian kingdom in south-eastern Gaul and the 
Visigothic kingdom in south-western Gaul and Spain the narrative 
sources are extremely thin, and there is very little in the way of 
letters or contemporary biographies. Some information on Bur
gundian affairs can be gleaned from the letters of A vitus, bishop of 
Vienne from 490 to 5 23, and the life of Caesarius, bishop of Arles 
from 5 02 to 5 42, tells us something of the vicissitudes of that city 
under its various barbarian rulers. The records of the ecclesiastical 
councils held in the Burgundian and Visigothic kingdoms often 
contain revealing information, but our most useful sources are the 
codes of law issued by the German kings. For Burgundy we have 
the Lex Romana Burgundionum, a brief synopsis of Roman law as 
it was administered to the provincials, and the Lex Gundobada, a 
collection of royal ordinances, both published in the early sixth 
century. For the Visigothic kingdom we have the Breviarium 
Alarici and the Leges Visigothorum. The former is a selection of 
the writings of the Roman jurists and of imperial constitutions 
drawn from the Gregorian, Hermogenian and Theodosian codes 
and the post-Theodosian novels: it was issued in 506 by King 
Alaric II on the advice of a council of bishops and provincial 
notables. The choice of laws to be preserved in itself provides 
valuable clues to the administrative structure of the Visigothic 
kingdom at this date, and the interpretations appended to the con
stitutions, which give their gist in contemporary language, are often 
very revealing. The Leges Visigothorum, as we possess them, are 
the result of a codification carried out by King Reccesvind in 654, 
but this collection distinguished as antiquae the laws of an earlier 
code, compiled by King Leovigild (568-86), and a number of laws 
can be identified as belonging to the earliest collection of royal 
ordinances issued by King Euric ( 466-8 5 ). 

For the earlier history of the Frankish kingdom there are virtually 
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no contemporary sources except the·acts of a few episcopal councils. 
In the last six books of the Historia Francorum, which cover the 
years 547 to 59 I, Gregory of Tours (540-94) gives a vivid picture of 
contemporary conditions in Gaul, but in books II and III he is 
dependent upon chronicles and traditional tales. 

On I 6 March 4 5 5, barely six months after he had killed Aetius, 
Valentinian III was assassinated by two of his late patrician's re
tainers. Both crimes, it is said, were instigated by Petronius 
Maximus, the great senator who had been twice prefect of the city, 
twice praetorian prefect ofltaly, and twice consul. There were rival 
candidates for the throne, but Maximus with his immense wealth 
was able to outbid them all with his bounties to the troops, and was 
proclaimed the following day. He reigned for less than eleven 
weeks. Gaiseric promptly occupied the African provinces still 
under Roman rule, and Sardinia and Corsica, and launched an 
expedition against Rome itself. Maximus fled in panic, and was 
killed by the Roman crowd as he tried to escape on 3I May. The 
Vandals entered Rome unopposed three days later and systemati
cally sacked the city for a fortnight.1 

One of the few recorded actions of Petronius Maximus had been 
to appoint a distinguished Gallic senator, Eparchius A vitus, 
magister militum per Gallias. In the anarchy which prevailed in Italy 
he saw his opportunity, and with the support of Theoderic II, king 
of the Visigoths, he was proclaimed emperor, and subsequently 
duly elected by a congress of Gallic senators. In the autumn of 4 55, 
leading his Gallic troops and a contingent of Visigoths, he marched 
to Rome. He did not remain there for long. There was famine in 
tire capital, deprived by the Vandals of its usual sources of supply 
and tire presence of his troops accentuated the shortage. There wa~ 
no money in the treasury, and Avitus was forced to melt down the 
bronze statues of Rome and sell the metal in order to obtain solidi 
to pay his men. He returned to Gaul, leaving as patrician one 
Remistus, who was probably a Visigoth. In the autumn of 456 a 
Suevian officer, named Ricimer, whom he had appointed to resist a 
Vandal attack on Sicily, and who had successfully beaten them off 
took advantage of his absence to rebel and defeated Remistus a~ 
Ravenna. Avitus again marched on Italy to assert his authority, 
but on I7 October he was defeated and captured by Ricimer at 
Placentia, and forcibly consecrated bishop of that city.2 

Ricimer as a barbarian and an Arian would have been unaccept
able as emperor, and apparently had no ambition to assume the 
di~dem himself. He wis~ed to rule the ~mpire as the patrician of a 
fameant emperor, as Aetrus had done w1th such success. He did in 
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effect rule what remained of the empire for the remaining sixteen 
years of his life, but he never found an emperor who would satis
factorily play the role of Valentinian III. After A vitus' deposition 
no successor was elected for over eighteen months. It is probable 
that the delay was due to negotiations with the Eastern emperor. 
Marcian had not recognised Petronius Maximus or A vitus, and 
may have made difficulties about regularising Ricimer's position 
and confirming his choice of a Western emperor. It is at any rate 
suggestive that three weeks after Leo succeeded on 7 February 4 57, 
Ricimer was officially appointed patrician, and Majorian, the comes 
domesticorum, promoted to be the second magister utriusque militiae. 
A month later (I April) Majorian was saluted as emperor by the 
troops, but appears to have refused office, preferring no doubt to 

. await official nomination by Leo. The latter, however, made no 
move and after waiting nearly nine months Majorian on 28 
December allowed himself to be proclaimed by the troops and 
elected by the senate without his colleague's consent.3 

Majorian proved a vigorous emperor. He made serious efforts, 
as his surviving novels show, to combat the administrative abuses 
whereby tire taxpayers' burden was increased. He induced Marcel
Jinus, the comes rei militaris of Dalmatia, who had been in rebellion 
since Aetius' death, not only to return to his allegiance, but to bring 
an army of Huns to Sicily to combat another Vandal attack on the 
island. In Gaul he forced tire Visigoths and Burgundians to with
draw from the cities which they had occupied in the period of 
anarchy which followed A vitus' deposition. From Gaul he moved 
on into Spain, where the Visigothic king Theoderic II had recently, 
on tire orders of A vitus, crushed the Sueves and was occupied in 
sacking cities and reducing not only Gallaecia but Lusitania and 
Baetica. Here too he reasserted Roman authority and prepared to 
attack the Vandals in Mrica. But the fleet which he collected was 
destroyed, and he returned to Gaul and thence proceeded witlrout 
his army to Italy. When he arrived at Dertona he was arrested and 
executed by his old friend Ricimer (2 August 46I).4 

Majorian had evidently been too active an emperor for Ricimer's 
taste, and as his successor he chose a very undistinguished senator, 
Libius Severus. Severus was not recognised by Leo, nor by 
Aegidius, whom Majorian had appointed magister militum per 
Gallias, nor apparently by Nepotianus, Majorian's magister militum 
in Spain, nor by Marcellinus in Sicily. Aegidius threatened to march 
on Italy, and Ricimer only prevented him from doing so by using 
the Visigoths and Burgundians against him. They naturally had to 
be rewarded. Gundiuc, the Burgundian king, was appointed 
magister militum in Aegidius' place, and was probably allowed to 

R 
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occupy Lugdunum. Narbo was collusively betrayed by its Rom~n 
commander the comes Agrippinus, to Theoderic II. Theodenc 
also dealt 'with Nepotianus, deposing him and appointing a 
nominee of his own, Arborius. Ricimer by offering higher pay 
induced Marcellinus' Huns to desert him, but Marcellinus himself 
managed to get back to Dalmatia, whence he threatened to invade 
Italy. Meanwhile Gaiseric was regular~y harrying the coasts c;f 
Sicily and Italy. Ricimer, beset on all s1des, aske~ Leo to use ~s 
good offices on his behalf. Leo persuaded Marcellinus to hold his 
hand, but his embassy to Gaiseric was rebuffed. 5 

Severus died on I 5 August 46 5. It was alleged that he had been 
poisoned by Ridmer but it is difficult to see why Ridmer should 
have wanted to get rld of so harmless a figurehead. Again, as after 
the deposition of Avitus, there was an interval of over eighteen 
months before a successor was appointed, and on this occasion the 
delay was certainly due to negotiations with Leo. Ridmer wanted 
naval support from the East against the Vandals; Leo as his price 
insisted that he should choose his own Western colleague and not 
merely ratify Ricimer's nominee. He chose Anthemius, son of 
Procopius, a former magister militum per Orientem des~ended from 
Julian's relative of that name, a grandson through his mother of 
Anthemius, the great praetorian prefect of the East, who had ruled 
the empire in the name of Theodo~ius II, an~ husband of ~he 
emperor Marcian's daughter Euphem1a: he had himself served w1th 
distinction as magister militum oflllyricum and had held th~ consul
ship in 43 5. Ricimer can hardly have welcomed the selection of so 
eminent a person to be his emperor, but was placated by the 
promise of the hand of Anthemius' daughter. 6 

Anthemius at the head of a large army marched to Italy and was 
proclaimed Augustus on I 2 A~ril 467; ~e was accomp~nied by 
Marcellinus, whom he had appomted as his second patrician. Leo 
spared no expense, as we have seen, to make the attack on the 
Vandals a success, but it miscarried. Basiliscus, tbe commander of 
the Eastern naval expedition, had to withdraw with the remnants 
of his great fleet to Constantinople, and Marcelli~us, who ha~ been 
placed in command of the Western fleet, was killed, according to 
popular report on Ricimer's orders. The only result of the great 
campaign was that Sicily fell to the Vandals. 7 

Anthemius' attempts to restore the position in Gaul were equally 
unsuccessful. Here the principal enemy was king Euric, who had 
in 466,murdered his brother Theoderic and made himself king of 
the Visigoths. He was a fanatical Arian and he made no pretence 
of owing any allegiance to the empire, Against him Anthemius 
tried to form a coalition of his potential enemies. In the south-east 
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there were the Burgundians, still nominally Roman federates. In 
the north-west there were the Armoricans, now reinforced by 
immigrants from Britain, and henceforth known as Bretons 
(Britanni), under their king, Riothamus. In the extreme north 
there were the Franks, who were generally loyal to their treaty 
obligations. Between these three there was an area still under 
Roman administration, defended by the Roman troops whom 
Aegidius had commanded: he had died a rebel, and had been suc
ceeded by a comes Paulus. 

The coalition was not very effective. Riothamus occupied 
Bourges, which was threatened by a Visigothic attack, but he was 
defeated and had to flee with his Bretons into Burgundian territory. 
The Burgundians gave no other assistance to the common cause, 
and the comes Paulus, leading the Roman troops and the federate 
Franks, only succeeded in preventing Euric from crossing the 
Loire. The total result of the campaign was the loss of Bourges 
and the neighbouring cities to the empire.s 

In the south Anthemius sent his own troops under his son's com
mand against Euric, who was besieging Arles. The Roman army 
was defeated, and Euric ravaged the Rhone valley and tried by 
repeated invasions to wear down the Arverni, who, inspired by 
their bishop, Sidonius Apollinaris, put up a stubborn resistance. 

Relations between Anthemius and Ricimer had never been 
cordiaL Anthemius took up his residence at Rome and Ricimer at 
Milan, and their discord became a public scandal. The notables of 
Liguria begged Ricimer to make his peace with the emperor and 
suggested that he should send Epiphanius, the bishop of Ticinum, 
as mediator. Ennodius gives a vivid account of this episode. 
Ricimer openly spoke of the emperor as a 'little Greek' or an 
'excitable Galatian', and the emperor expatiated on his condescen
sion in giving his daughter's hand to a barbarian clad in skins. In 
such an atmosphere Epiphanius found it difficult to effect a recon
ciliation, and open war broke out. Ricimer moved on Rome; 
Anthemius summoned to his aid Videmir, the Ostrogothic king, who 
had recently marched with his people to seek his fortune in the West. 
But Videmir was defeated and Anthemius was killed (I I July 472).9 

In his place Ricimer proclaimed as emperor Olybrius, a Roman 
noble who was the husband of Placidia, daughter of Valentinian 
III. Ricimer died six weeks later and Olybrius did not long survive 
him, dying of dropsy on 2 November. The army of Italy was now 
commanded by Gundobad, a Burgundian prince who was a 
nephew of Ricimer: he had presumably been appointed patrician 
by Olybrius in place of his uncle. On 5 March 473 Gundobad had 
Glycerius, the comes domesticorum, proclaimed as emperor, but Leo 
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had other ideas and with his approval Julius Nepos, the nephew of 
the comes Marcellinus, who had succeeded him in Dalmatia with the 
rank of magister militum, marched on Rome. Gundobad withdrew 
to Burgundy, Glycerius was deposed, and Nepos was elected 
emperor on 24 June: he appointed as his patrician a Roman, 
Orestes, who in his younger days had been secretary to Attila.lO 

During the confusion which followed Anthemius' death Euric 
had seized his opportunity and had occupied not only Arles but 
also Marseilles. Nepos must have achieved some military success 
in Gaul, for in 475 Euric agreed to retrocede these two important 
cities in return for the Civitas Arvernorum (Clermont-Ferrand), 
whose resistance could not in any case have been long maintained. 
This was Nepos' last achievement. In the same year Orestes 
rebelled against him and he had to withdraw to Dalmatia. In his 
place Orestes proclaimed as Augustus his own son, Romulus.n 

ln the twenty years that had elapsed since the death of Valen
tinian Ill the Roman army proper seems to have dwindled to 
nothing. As the government lost control of Africa, Spain, Dal
matia and all but the south-western corner of Gaul, its recruiting 
grounds shrank to Italy itself, and there is no record of the conscrip
tion being applied here after the death of Aetius. The senatorial 
aristocracy continued to dominate the civil administration under 
Ricimer's rule: Flavius Caecina Decius Maxim us Basilius, who was 
praetorian prefect in the first year of Majorian's reign, held the 
office again under Severus in 465. Such a great landed magnate 
was unlikely to impose the conscription which was so strongly dis
liked by the landlords. In 465 at the instance of one of them, the 
vir illustris Ausonius, he even enacted in the name of Severus that 
when Jaeti had intermarried with coloni or slaves their offspring 
should go to the landowner and not to the army.12 

The regular regiments must have come to exist on paper only, if 
they were not officially disbanded, and the government came to 
rely exclusively on bands of barbarian federates, who were by 4 7 5 
mainly drawn from the Heruli, Scirae, Turcilingi, Rugi and other 
German tribes. They were probably irregularly paid, for the 
financial resources of the government were limited, and in 4 76 they 
demanded that like the federate tribes in Gaul they should be given 
a third of the land. When Orestes refused their demand, they 
mutinied and elected as their king a Scirian officer named Odoacer. 
Orestes was captured and killed. Romulus was deposed, but in 
consideration of his youth his life was spared, and he was given a 
pension of 6,ooo solidi a year.ra 
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Odoacer's situation was much the same as Ricimer's after the 
deposition .of Avitus .. Like Ri.cimer he ;vanted his own position to 
be regularJSed by bemg officrally appomted patrician but unlike 
Ricimer he decided that it would be more comfortable' not to have 
an emperor on the spot, but to owe allegiance to the Eastern 
emperor. The senate was accordingly persuaded to send an 
embassy to Zeno, who had just recovered his throne after the 
revolt of Basiliscus. The senatorial envoys carried with them the 
imperial regalia, and stated that they had no need of an emperor in 
the ~'(!est, since Zeno' s rule was sufficient for both parts of the 
emprre, and requested that Zeno should confer the rank of patrician 
upon ~doacer,. ~?o they affirmed was well fitted by his political 
and mrhtary abilities for the office, and entrust to him the adminis
tration of Italy.14 

Unfortunately .there simultaneously arrived at Constantinople 
envoys from Julius Nepos, congratulating Zeno on having re
covered the throne,. and asking ~or money and tro_ops to enable 
Nepos to recover his. Zeno, unlrke Leo, took no Interest in the 
We.st, and certai~y had no intention of sparing money and men 
which he could ill afford upon Nepos' behalf; but having himself 
crowned N~pos he could not overtly disavow him, especially as he 
was a relauve of the empress mother, V erina. He accordingly 
hedged. He lectured the senators for having killed one emperor 
whom the Eastern government had sent them and expelled another 
and he told them that their only course was to take Nepos back: 
To Odoacer's personal representatives he answered that he ought 
to seek his appointment as patrician from Nepos. Nevertheless he 
praise~ him for the good b.egi~g ~e had made in preserving the 
auth.o~rty of Rome, and rn ~s w:rrtten reply addressed him as 
patrrcran .. Odoac~r had to satrso/. himself with this rather qualified 
confirmation of his de facto pos!tlon. Nepos was killed four years 
late~, .but Zeno,, so far as we know, neyer appointed Odoacer 
patrrcran. For his part Odoacer used the trtle of rex like the other 
barbarian kings of the West.rs 

Almost the. whole o~ th~ W~stern empire was thus by 476 ruled 
by Gert;tan kmgs,. Garserrc, kinJS .of the Vandals, had occupied all 
the Afrrcan provmces and Sardirua and Corsica with the Balearic 
Isles soon after the death of Valentinian III, and had after many 
attacks finally conquered Sicily in 468. The Burgundians had by 
now extended their rule to the upper Rhine on the north, the 
Saone and the Rhone on the west, and the Durance on the south. 
The Visigothic kingdom embraced most of Spain and south-
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western Gaul. In Spain it seems unlikely that there had been any 
organised resistance since Theoderic II in 462 had deposed 
Majorian's magister militum and appointed a successor of his own 
choice. Some cities held out for another ten or twelve years, but in 
473 Euric's generals crushed the local nobility who had led the 
resistance in Tarraconensis and captured Pampelo, Caesaraugusta 
and Tarraco itself. The only parts of Spain not subject to Visi
gothic rule were Gallaecia, where the Sueves still held out despite 
their crushing defeat by Theoderic II in 4 5 5-6, and the moun
tainous country to the east of Gallaecia, where the native Vascones 
maintained their independence. In Gaul Euric, as we have seen, 
had by the capture of Bourges in 469 and the surrender of the 
Arverni in 4 7 5 rounded off his kingdom up to the Loire, the 
Sa6ne and the Rhone. On Nepos' fall he promptly reoccupied 
Aries and Marseilles, and pushed on to the Italian frontier. To the 
north of the Visigothic and Burgundian kingdoms there still sur
vived between the Bretons and the Franks an enclave of Roman 
territory ruled by Syagrius, son of Aegidius: he figures in Frankish 
tradition as 'rex Romanorum'.16 

The dominions of Odoacer were at first limited to Italy itself, 
and what remained of Raetia and Noricum, but he forthwith 
entered into negotiations with Gaiseric and secured possession of 
Sicily in return for an annual payment, and five years later, when 
Nepos was dead, he occupied Dalmatia. The other provinces of the 
Pannonian diocese had long been occupied by barbarian tribes: 
the Ostrogoths had been settled there. by Marcian, and on their 
departure in 472 the Gepids replaced them. The greater part of 
Raetia had also been overrun in the 46os by the Alamans, Heruls 
and Thuringians. Noricum, though perpetually harried by bar
barian raids, was still a Roman province. In Severinus' day there 
were in many towns regular Roman regiments, presumably 
limitanei, who were drawing their pay from Italy. But, as Eugippius 
explains, with the cessation of their wages these units melted away, 
until at length only one was left at Batavi; and finally this regiment 
too drew its last year's pay and melted away Felitheus, the king 
of the Rugians, who lived across the Danube, assumed authority 
over the Roman towns and eventually, instigated by Zeno, made 
war on Odoacer. In a two years' campaign (487-8) Odoacer utterly 
crushed the Rugians, the remnants of whom took refuge in the 
Eastern empire, but he decided that it was beyond his powers to 
hold Noricum. On his orders the whole Roman population was 
evacuated and settled in south ItalyP 

Odoacer did not long survive this event. In 489 Icing Theoderic, 
commissioned by Zeno to recover Italy in the emperor's name, 
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marched with his Ostrogoths into V enetia. Mter two fiercely con
tested battles Odoacer was forced to retire to Ravenna. Next year 
he marched out again, but was decisively defeated in a third battle. 
He still held out in Ravenna for another two and a half years, but in 
the spring of 49 3 Theoderic lured him into surrendering the city by 
promising to share the government with him, and having got him 
into his power promptly killed him. Those of Odoacer's barbarians 
who survived the war were systematically massacred, and the 
Ostrogoths succeeded to the lands which they had occupied.18 

Theoderic was not content to be merely magister utriusque 
militiae et patricius. In 490 he sent Festus, a leading senator, to ask 
Zeno for leave to wear the purple, but Zeno died while Festus was 
at Constantinople, and Anastasius would not consent. In 49 3, 
when he had killed Odoacer and taken Ravenna, he had himself 
proclaimed king by the Goths, 'without waiting', as the chronicler 
says, 'for the command of the new emperor'. Since Theoderic had 
been for many years king of the Ostrogoths, and his position as 
such required no confirmation from the emperor, it would seem 
that what he desired from Anastasius and now assumed for himself 
was kingship over Italy. Anastasius acquiesced in the usurpation: 
in 497, when Festus was again sent to Constantinople, he handed 
over to him the imperial regalia which Odoacer had delivered to 
Zeno. Theoderic did not, however, claim to be emperor. He was, 
it is true, often addressed as princeps-as were the other German 
kings-and he even issued a few gold coins on which he placed his 
portrait with that title. In one inscription he is designated by one 
of his subjects 'gloriosissimus atque inclytus rex Theodericus, 
victor ac triumphator semper Augustus'. But officially he used 
only the title of rex, and was so addressed by the emperors.19 

Theoderic reigned for thirty-three years (493-5 26). Having once 
become king of Italy he became a very differe?t man from ~he 
Theoderic who had brutally ravaged the Illynan and Thrae1an 
provinces. Not only did he do his utmost to conciliate his Italian 
subjects, but he strove to maintain peace with all his neighbours. 
There was one clash with the empire in 5 05, when in the course of 
a war against the Gepids he occupied Sirmium and lent his support 
to a barbarian chief named Mundus, who was ravaging Moesia 
Prima, against Sabinianus, the magister militum per Illyricum. But 
though Sabinianus was routed, Theoderic did not pursue his 
advantage beyond permanently annexing Sirmium to his 
dominions. 20 

Meanwhile in northern Gaul Clovis, king of the Salian Franks 
(481-j!I), had in 486 defeated Syagrius and ~c<;>rporated in his 
kingdom the last remnant of the Roman emprre m the West. In 
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507, in alliance with the Burgundians, he launched an attack on the 
Visigothic kingdom, now ruled by Euric's son, Alaric II (485-507). 
Near Poitiers the Visigoths were utterly defeated and their king 
killed, and the allies proceeded to occupy their Gallic dominions. 
Theoderic now intervened and his general Ibbas succeeded in re
conquering the coastal strip as far as Aries, which was annexed to 
the Italian kingdom. As Alaric's only legitimate son, Amalaric, 
was a child, the Visigoths elected as their king a bastard son, named 
Gesalic, but he was not a success, being driven out of Narbo by the 
Burgundians. Theoderic decided to assert the claims of Amalaric, 
who was through his mother his own grandson. Ibbas recovered 
Septimania, the coastal strip west of the Rhone, and, marching into 
Spain, ejected Gesalic. Henceforth Theoderic ruled Spain and 
Septimania in his grandson's name. The Visigothic kingdom was 
not united to the Ostrogothic, but was administered by two 
nominees of Theoderic, one Goth and one Roman, and the military 
command was entrusted to an Ostrogoth named Theudis. The 
surplus revenues of Spain were paid into Theoderic's treasury, and 
he in return gave the Visigoths their annual donatives.21 

The German kings not unnaturally maintained more or less un
changed the civil administration of the provinces which they ruled. 
Some, like Theoderic the Ostrogoth, had a genuine respect and 
admiration for the Roman way of life, and sedulously preserved 
ancient institutions. Most probably maintained the existing system 
merely through inertia. They had to preserve law and order in 
their dominions and to collect the revenues, and they knew of no 
other way of doing so than to apply the ancient law and make use 
of the administrative machinery which they found in being. 
Naturally also they employed Romans to fill the civil offices, for 
they al9~e knew the law and could operate the complicated fiscal 
system: Jn most things the provincials must have felt little change 
when for the imperial government there was substituted the rule of 
a barbarian kingl They took their mutual disputes to the same 
courts, were jud!SM by the same law, and paid the same fees that 
they had always done. They paid the same taxes to the same col
lectors, and suffered the traditional exactions-the use of false 
weights and measures, the arbitrary fixing of prices in compulsory 
pUJ;ch~se, the extraction of perquisites by the officials.22 

(In one respect, however, they suffered a drastic change for the 
worse, in the settlement of the barbarians on their lal{-dS~ This was 
effected in different ways in the several kingdoms. In'tlle Frankish 
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kingdom we hear nothing of it, and it is possible that no systematic 
settlement was made. The Franks when Clovis came to the throne 
had been settled for many generations on lands along the right bank 
of the middle Rhine and between the lower Rhine and the Meuse, 
and it is probable that there was no large-scale emigration from 
these areas into the provinces which he conquered. The Frankish 
kings rewarded their ministers and favourites with estates, but for 
this purpose they probably used the lands of the res privata, of 
which they, like the other German kings, assumed possession, and 
properties which were confiscated by judicial process. They also, 
as we know from the canons of contemporary ecclesiastical councils, 
filched much land from the church to give to their followers.23 

In Mrica Gaiseric, when he occupied Proconsularis and Byzacena 
in 442, made ruthless use of the rights of conquest to satisfy his 
tribesmen. He exiled or enslaved the senators and other great land
owners and confiscated their estates. Much land in Mrica of course 
remained in the hands of its Roman owners, especially in the less 
fertile districts, and in the provinces which Gaiseric occupied later; 
some great landlords preserved their fortunes, like Victorianus of 
Hadrumetum, who is said by Victor Vitensis to have been the 
richest man in Africa. Nevertheless Gaiseric' s confiscations were 
massive. Some idea of their scale is given by a novel of Valen
tinian III which allocated to the dispossessed landlords of Pro
consularis and Byzacena all the deserted lands of Numidia, amount
ing to r 3,ooo centuriae, together with the praedia pistoria-the lands 
owned by the bakers' guild of Rome-and all the imperial lands in 
Mauretania Caesariensis and Sitifensis. 24 

The confiscated lands in Proconsularis were distributed in here
ditary tax-free allotments-the sortes Vandalorum-to the Vandal 
warriors. Those in Byzacena and the outlying provinces were re
tained by the crown or given to members of the royal family. Some 
of this land was later returned to its former owners. The senator 
Gordianus, Fulgentius' grandfather, lost all his lands in 442 and 
fled abroad, but two of his sons later returned and by royal grant 
received back some of their father's estates in Byzacena, which had 
presumably remained in the hands of the crown, though not his 
property at Carthage, which had been given to Vandal priests.25 

In Italy and in the Visigothic and Burgundian kingdoms the land 
settlement was aclrieved by rather less arbitrary methods. The 
Roman government had, it would seem, allocated land to the Visi
goths in Aquitania and to the Burgundians in Sapaudia on a system 
which was based on the rules of billeting (hospitalitas). A soldier 
was entitled to occupy a third of the house in which he was billeted, 
and when the Visigothic and Burgundian federates were settled 
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permanently they were apparently granted one-third of the estates 
on which they were planted. This at least can be inferred from the 
terminology of the later German laws, which show that estates were 
divided between their Roman owners and barbarians and apply the 
technical term hospes to the two parties. 26 

In Italy, as we have seen, the federates demanded from Orestes 
and received from Odoacer a similar grant, and Theoderic settled 
the Ostrogoths on the same system. Under Theoderic the settle
ment was made by the praetorian prefect ofltaly, Liberius, and the 
land was allocated by officers known as de!egatores, who issued 
certificates of title (pittacia) to the grantees. By no means all the 
land was divided: no Goths were settled in Apulia and Calabria, for 
instance. But it would seem that throughout Italy a third of all the 
land was regarded as available for distribution, and that the owners 
of undivided estates remained liable to lose one-third to a grantee, 
and in the meantime paid rent (tertiae) for this third. This at any 
rate is the natural inference from two letters of Theoderic. In one 
of them he tells the people of Tridentum that, inasmuch as he had 
given an allotment (sors) to the priest Butila, a corresponding 
reduction will be made in their tertiae. In the other he assents to the 
petition of the Catalienses that their tertiae be amalgamated with 
their ordinary land tax, and comments that he will thereby be freed 
from petitions for grants of land; it was evidently with the object 
of securing their estates from division that the Catalienses asked for 
the tertiae to be made a regular part of their tax. It was obviously a 
matter of concern to purchasers of land to know whether it was still 
liable to hospitalitas or not, and in a conveyance of 541 we find a 
vendor guaranteeing that the land he is selling is free 'from 
barbarian allotment' (a sorte barbari).27 

What is surprising is that such sweeping measures of confiscation 
were carried out with so little apparent outcry. When the system 
was first introduced there was at least one case of resistance. A 
Gallic chronicler tells us that in 442 'the Alans, to whom lands in 
farther Gaul had been assigned by the patrician Aetius to be 
divided with the inhabitants, subdued those who resisted by force 
of arms, and ejecting the owners, took possession of the land by 
force'. It required a revolution for the Italian federates to get their 
share of the land, but once the distribution was effected Odoacer 
apparently lived on cordial terms with the senatorial aristocracy. 
By Theoderic's time the landowners were no doubt more or less 
resigned to their loss, but he must have had to confiscate yet more 
land to accommodate his tribesmen, who were almost certainly 
much more numerous than the federates. 28 

Nevertheless no protest has come down to us: on the contrary 
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the land settlement was warmly praised by contemporaries. 
Ennodius, it is true, was flattering Liberius when he assured him 
that 'you have enriched the countless hordes of Goths with a 
generous grant of lands, and yet the Romans have hardly felt it. 
The victors desire no more, and the conquered have felt no loss': 
but he would hardly have introduced the topic at all if it had been a 
painful one. Cassiodorus also enlarged on Liberius' able handling 
of the land settlement in an address to the senate which he com
posed for Theoderic. 'It gives us pleasure to refer to the way in 
which in the assignment of the thirds he united both the possessions 
and the hearts of Goths and Romans. For though men usually 
quarrel when they are neighbours, the sharing of estates seems in 
this case to have produced harmony. For the result has been that 
both peoples, by living together, have achieved concord, an un
precedented and altogether praiseworthy accomplishment.. By the 
division of the soil the hearts of the owners have been uruted, the 
friendship of the people has grown by their losses, and at the cost 
of a part of the land a defender has been acquired, so that the 
security of the estate is wholly preserved.' It would hardly have 
been tactful to use such language to an assembly of landowners, if 
they had felt bitterly resentful at their losses.29 

The Goths, it would appear, paid the regular land tax on their 
tertiae, and the revenue was thus not diminished by the division of 
the land while the tertiae tax on undivided estates was a clear gain 
to the government. It was thus possible to meet increases in 
expenditure without increasing the land tax, and this was no doubt 
some consolation to landowners for their losses. 

In the Visigothic and Burgundian kingdoms the confiscation of 
land was more drastic. If the original distribution was based on the 
rule of hospitalitas, it was a third which the barbarians at first 
received, and this conjecture is borne out by the demand of the 
Italian federates for a third in 476; for they presumably claimed 
what was at the time the standard rate. ·There is also a Burgundian 
law which implies that when it was issued the allotment was a third: 
it enacts that a Burgundian freedman, if he cannot buy liberty to 
depart by the customary payment of I2 solidi, must remain in his 
former master's household, unless he has .received a third from the 
Romans.31 

In the law of Euric, however, the sors of the Gothic hospes is 
two-thirds, and the Roman owner retains only one-third, and in one 
of his enactments the Burgundian king Gundobad speaks of 'the 
time when our people received a third of the slaves and two-thirds 
of the land' and recalls that 'whoever had received land with slaves 
by our bou~ty or that of our parents should not demand a third of 
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the slaves and two-thirds of the land in the place where hospita!itas 
has been assigned to him'. 32 

More details of the settlement emerge from the Visigothic and 
Burgundian laws. Under the latter, at any rate, a father was not 
allowed to alienate his sors, but must leave it to his sons and 
daughters. Sales of sortes were nevertheless common, and it was 
found necessary to issue a law which forbade a Burgundian to sell 
his sors unless he possessed another sors or other lands elsewhere; 
it was enacted that the Roman hospes to whom it had originally 
belonged should in such cases have the right of pre-emption. From 
a Visigothic law ordering the local authorities to take away the 
thirds of the Romans from Goths who had usurped them and 
restore them without delay to the Romans, 'so that there should be 
no loss to the treasury', it may be inferred that the sortes of the 
Visigoths paid no tax. 33 

Both codes deal with various contingencies which led to disputes 
between barbarian and Roman hospites. The boundaries of the 
whole estate might be contested. A law of Euric ruled that 
alienations of land from one estate to another prior to the coming 
of the Goths should stand, that is that the division should be made 
on the basis of the extent of the estate at the Gothic conquest: 
subsequent changes in the boundaries could only be made with the 
knowledge and consent of the other hospes. A Burgundian law 
enacts that boundary disputes must be settled between the original 
Roman owners according to Roman law, and that the barbarian 
hospes of the victor could then claim consequential adjustment of 
his sors.34 

It also appears that only the arable was divided one-third and 
two-thirds and the woodiand and waste was either held in common 
or divided half and half: under the Burgundian law the latter rate 
applied also to the homestead and orchards. If either party cleared 
a part of the waste, it was ruled that the other might enclose an 
equal area; the other laws deal with cases when one party had 
cleared land, and in particular planted a vineyard, on the other's 
half of the waste when it had been divided, either in error, or with 
his partner's consent, or in defiance of his protests. It appears from 
a Burgundian law that when the barbarians' shares were increased 
to two-thirds, many of them claimed that proportion of the 
clearings hitherto or subsequently made; but this claim was not 
allowed.35 

The, hospita!itas system must have been highly inequitable for 
both sides. The division was apparently made on the basis of the 
individual farm (fundus) and not of the entire complex of estates 
owned by each landowner. This gave a certain rough justice to the 
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recipients, for though fundi were by no means of equal size, there 
were not such vast discrepancies as there were between the total 
propetties of different landlords. The barbarian nobles and other 
royal favourites were also given special grants from the res privata. 36 

From the point of view of the Romans the Italian system was the 
most equitable, for all landowners either surrendered a third of 
their land or paid rent for a third. In the other kingdoms the con
fiscation must have been most arbitrary, for it is unlikely that all 
estates were divided. The surviving peasant holdings were 
probably spared, since they would not have been worth dividing. 
The man who suffered most must have been the small landowner 
who was unlucky enough to lose two-thirds of a single fundus: 
larger landowners might by the luck of the draw keep some of their 
estates intact. The division of the land was apparently applied not 
only in the original area in which the Visigoths were settled, but in 
regions which they subsequently annexed. Otherwise Euric's laws 
on the subject would not have been retained in the revisions of the 
Visigothic code which took place when Aquitania had been lost. 
In Burgundy too the process was a continuing one, and later Bur
gundian immigrants into the kingdom received allotments: such 
new allotments were, however, limited to half the estate by 
Gundobad.37 

The extent to which the Roman administrative machine survived 
in the several kingdoms differed considerably. In Italy Odoacer 
and Theoderic inherited and preserved with little change the whole 
complicated structure which had been built up to govern the 
entire Western empire. Like the emperor they had their quaestors, 
masters of the offices and comites rei privatae and .racrarum !argitionum 
with their respective staffs, and their notaries and their referen
daries. There was still a praetorian prefect of Italy and a vicarius 
urbis Romae; Theoderic even created a vicar and later a praetorian 
prefect of Gaul, to govern the few cities of that diocese which he 
acquired in 5 u. The provinces were still administered by con
sulars and other governors of lower degree. 33 

Rome still had its prefect and the lesser functionaries who 
managed the subordinate departments of the city's administration. 
The praetors continued to give their games, and the senate. to hold 
its sessions. The senate indeed gained enhanced prestige and 
influence for both Odoacer and Theoderic were anxious to con
ciliate th~ senatorial aristocracy in order to gain their support in 
negotiations with the emperor and to counter any hankerings they 
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might have for the restoration of Roman rule. Under Odoacer, for 
the first time since the mid-third century, copper coins were issued 
with the legend S( enatus) C( onsulto ), and Theoderic addressed the 
senate in most deferential terms and deferred to its wishes in 
ecclesiastical affairs. Both employed members of the aristocracy in 
the high administrative posts, honoured them with the illustrate, 
the patriciate and the consulate, and bestowed upon them grants 
of imperial land. 39 · . 

The coins marked SC were a new departure, fine big copper 
pieces clearly marked XL (nummi), with smaller denominations of 
XX, X and V. They were a great improvement on the miserable 
little nummi hitherto current, and were copied in Mrica, where the 
mint of Carthage under the Vandals issued similar pieces marked 
N XLII and XXI. These coins formed the model for Anas
tasius' currency reform in the East. 40 

The same taxes were levied as in the last days of the empire. 
There was the land tax with its consolidated supplementary fees, 
the so-called bina et terna or zt solidi per mil!ena-. Majorian had 
added an extra half solidus to the two hitherto levied. There were 
the pensio auraria (or collatio !ustra!is) and the siliquaticum, instituted 
by Valentinian III, with which was amalgamated the monopolium. 
The taxes were, as they had been under the last emperors, paid 
wholly in gold, and supplies required for the troops were obtained 
by compulsory purchase (coemptio).41 

Justice was administered to Romans by the old courts of the 
provincial governors, vicars and praetorian prefects. The law was 
that of the old jurists and the Codes and Novels. Theoderic him
self issued an Edict, or rather a group of I 54 edicts, in which, 'con
sidering the peace of the commonwealth and having before my 
eyes contingencies which may frequently arise', he summarised the 
law to be followed by both Romans and barbarians on a number of 
points which affected the public order and gave rise to disputes 
between members of the two peoples. But he expressly by a saving 
clause maintained the exisring laws, and, though he did make one 
or two changes, most of his edicts are in fact simply restatements of 
the Roman law in simple language.42 

Like a Roman emperor Theoderic had a praepositus cubicu!i and 
eunuch cubicularii; those of whom we hear were Goths. He also 
had a royal household in the Germanic style, whose members were 
styled maiores domus regiae. They probably took over the duties of 
the silentiaries, who were disbanded and pensioned off. As royal 
mes.sc:nl?ers and agents he made use of Roman officials styled 
comtttact and a corps of Goths known as saiones. The former were 
apparently members of the officium of the comes et magister militum 
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praesentalis, whose functions had been absorbed by the crown: at 
its head was a princeps cardinalis at court, who had a vicarius at Rome, 
and among them there were scriniarii for the financial work. The 
latter were the retainers (the word apparently means 'followers') of 
Theoderic as a German king. Both were used much as the agentes 
in rebus had been by the emperors, to convey royal commands, 
execute royal judgments, carry out special commissions and sup
port the civil administration against unruly subjects: one was, for 
instance, detailed to press sailors, and another to commandeer 
timber for a newly established fleet, others were used to control the 
public post and check postal passes, others to enforce revenue 
collection or claim treasure trove. They called up the Goths for 
military service, and saw to their transport and supply. They might 
also be detailed for the protection (tuitio) of petitioners who 
claimed that they were in danger from powerful enemies.43 

Odoacer and Theoderic created for themselves a personal 
treasury which was, under the latter at any rate, called the patri
moniunt, and was managed by a comes patrimonii, who was normally 
but not always a Goth. The comes rei privatae continued to manage 
all the old imperial lands which were let on perpetual leases, and to 
claim bona caduca and vacantia for the crown. The patrimonium 
corresponded rather to the imperial domus divina whose lands it 
doubtless took over, but its revenues were much more considerable 
and its expenditure was not confined to the maintenance of the 
royal household. Its lands were no doubt swelled by gifts, in
heritances and confiscations, but it appears also to have received 
the ordinary tax revenue of Sicily and of Dalmatia (including 
probably the newly conquered areas of Savia and Pannonia), and, 
when Theoderic took over the Visigothic kingdom, of Spain. We 
have a specific statement in an officialletter ofTheoderic's successor, 
Athalaric, that the comes patrimonii had recently levied a super
indiction from the province of Dalmatia. Theoderic himself states 
that the Spanish revenues went to his cubiculum, and after the re
conquest Justinian ordered that 'according to ancient custom' the 
comes patrimonii per Italiam should collect the taxes of Sicily. On 
the other hand Theoderic appears to have paid the expenses of 
these outlying areas out of his patrimonium. In one of his letters the 
comes patrimonii is directed to supply provisions for the army of 
the comes Colosseus who is proceeding to Pannonia, and in another 
to compensate the shippers who had been conveying Sicilian corn 
to the army in Gaul for losses due to shipwreck. 44 

In Spain the explanation of the apparent anomaly is clear enough. 
Theoderic ruled Spain in a personal capacity as guardian of his 
grandson, and therefore naturally collected the revenues and paid 
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out the donative through his personal account. It may be inferred 
that when Odoacer leased Sicily from Gaiseric and conquered 
Dalmatia from the assassins of J ulius Nepos he similarly regarded 
these areas as his personal acquisitions, and T'heoderic treated his 
further conquests in Illyricum, Savia and Pannonia in the same way. 

The Roman army had, as we have seen, virtually disappeared 
under the last emperors. Theoderic pensioned off the scholares and 
the protectores domestici and the post of comes domesticorum was 
retained oniy as a titular office. Under Odoacer the barbarian 
federates who had elected him king constituted the army, and 
under Theoderic the Ostrogothic people, occasionally supple
mented by contingents from other barbarian peoples, such as the 
Gepids, who were subject to his suzerainty. Standing armies were 
maintained in the frontier provinces, and garrisons in some of the 
principal cities, such as Syracuse and Naples; the Goths serving in 
these received rations (annonae). For a major war all able-bodied 
Goths of military age were mustered: they too received rations 
when on active service. They were expected to present themselves 
with their horses and arms, but the latter were apparently, as in 
Roman days, issued to them from the state factories. We know 
very little of the internal organisation of the Ostrogothic army, but 
the mention of millenarii suggests that it followed the same lines as 
that of the Visigothic army. In peace time the mass of the Ostro
gothic people lived on their lands. They received an annual 
donative from the king, and periodically groups of them were 
summoned to court to parade before the king and receive their 
do native personally from his hands: we possess a summons issued 
to the Goths settled in Picenum and Samnium, and the instructions 
given to the saio who mustered them through their millenarii.45 

The system of command was complicated by the fact that 
military officers were required not oniy to command the frontier 
armies and the garrisons of the cities, but also to maintain order in 
Italy, and to administer justice to the Goths, who lived under their 
own laws, and to regulate their disputes with their Roman neigh
bours. Odoacer gave the title of magister militum to the generals 
who commanded his main armies, but Theoderic suppressed the 
title: it was not until after his death that his successor, the child 
Athalaric, appointed a patricius praesentalis to command the Gothic 
army. The generals of such expeditionary forces as operated in 
Gaul and Spain were styled comites and duces. In the frontier pro
vinces also there were comites and duces, such as the dux Raetiarum, 
and the comites Pannoniae Sirmiensis, Da!matiarum and Saviae, whose 
functions were primarily military. But there were also in some 
Italian provinces comites provinciarum, charged with suppressing 
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brigandage and violent crime. At a lower level there were comites 
civitatum;usually secundi ordinis, who commanded the garrisons .. of 
such cities as possessed them.· These comites civitatum were some
times given administrative functions: the comites of Naples and 
Syracuse, for instance, controlled the trade of these ports. They 
also had jurisdiction in cases where Goths were concerned. Finally 
there were comites Gothorum per singulas civitates, whose functions 
were primarily judicial, to decide disputes between Goths, and 
with the assistance of a Roman assessor, between Goths and 
Romans: they were presumably appointed only in cities in whose 
territory Goths were settled.46 

Though the Visigothic kingdom was before 5 I I considerably 
larger than the Ostrogothic, and about as extensive after the loss of 
Gaul, its administrative structure was simpler, since it inherited 
neither the offices of the comitatus nor the praetorian prefecture. 
We know nothing of its central administration in early times, but 
later evidence suggests that it was a rather primitive affair based on 
the royal household. The provinces continued to exist with their 
governors, usually called rectores or iudices. They had their official 
residences (praetoria), which they had to maintain at their own 
expense, and were paid annonae and eel/aria. They also retained their 
ojjicia, and their assessors (consi!arii), domestici and cancel!arii, who 
were chosen with the assent of the citizens-presumably of the 
metropolis: so also were their tabularii, who handled the financial 
records. 47 · 

The old taxes survived, including the solutio auraria (that is the 
collatio lustralis) and the vectigalia or customs, divided into the canon 
transmarinorum, levied on seaborne trade, and the canon te!onei, 
levied on internal trade: the vectigalia were still farmed for periods 
of three years according to Constantine's regulations. The land tax 
was assessed according to the fiscal registers (polyptychi), which 
were maintained by tabularii, elected by the citizens of each city, and 
collected by curial exactores or susceptores or a!lecti: part was payable 
in corn, and was according to Valentinian I's rule brought to the 
state granaries (horrea) in three instalments.48 

The estates of the crown ( domus jisca!es or dominicae) were evi
dently an important source of revenue. The local managers were 
known as ordinatores or actores jiscales or dominici, and under them 
were conductores who paid over the fixed customary rent and, by a 
regulation made by king Theoderic as regent, received salaries pro
portionate to their responsibilities. The minister in charge of the 

s 
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domus dominicae bore the title of comes patrimonii, as app~ars fr?m a 
curious document dated 592, the consensus de ftsc_o B.arcmonenst .. In 
this the bishops of the cities in the financi~ distnct of Ba:ctno 
according to custom .. agree with the. numerartt annually aJ;>pomted 
by the comes patrimontt the rates at which the payments due~ wheat 
and barley are to be commuted for gold, and the charges which may 
be levied to cover the cost of collection and possible deterioration 
or price changes.49 •• 

Each city had its defensor, who was ch?sen by the c1~7ns and 
possessed his own ojjictum. He was according to the !3rev1anum the 
normal judge of first instance for Romans, but as a judge he seems 
to have been later superseded by the officer called in .t~e Vi~igothic 
laws the iudex territorii. In judicial affairs the V!Slgothic c?de 
regularly couples with him the comes civitatis; the office certainly 
dates back to the reign of Euric, ~d seems to have been st~?ar? 
for every city. Like his Ostrogothic counterpart the comes ct~ttatts 
was presumably a Goth with authority over the ~?~hs settled m ~he 
territory, and like him he had a ge~eral respons1bihty for enforcmg 
law and order. In one law he is directed to lend assistance to the 
iudex if Goths defy the latter's su~ons. In another the _co;nes 
civitatis and the iudex are ordered to s1t together to h~ar all cnmmal 
cases. The supreme judicial authority was the king, to whom 
comites civitatis and iudices alike were ordered to send all cases not 
covered by the laws, and before whom important personages were 
judged.50 

• • • · 
The Visigothic laws give intere.s~& details on the mustermg of 

the army (hostis). When the mo.bili,satlon was decreed ~oyal. slaves 
(servi dominici) conveyed the kings orders to the thtuja~t, who 
apparently corresponded to the millenarii of the Ostrogothic army, 
and they passed them on to their s~balterns, th~ quingentenarii, 
centenarii and decani, who were respectively responsible for groups 
of 500, roo and ro men. If any of these_offi~ers, by favour o: for a 
bribe, let off one of his men, or worse still fail~d to present himseif, 
he had to pay a fine? graded .according to his rank, .to the comes 
civitatis in whose terntory he lived, and the latter, havmg extracted 
the money notified the king, and with his authorisation paid it to 
the comp~y of a hundred (centena) which had been cheated of one 
of its men. 51 

Apart from this we know li~tlt; of milita~ ?rg~sation o~ the 
kingdom. In peace time the maJority of the V1s1gothic people li':'ed 
on their lands receiving like the Ostrogoths, an annual donatlve 
in gold. Som~ served in ~tanding garrisons which were ~aintained 
in some cities and fortresses. The Goths who served m the gar
risons received rations (annonae) supplied by the comites civitatum, or 
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special officers entitled annonarii ot erogatores or dispensatores 
annonarum. · If these falled to produce the rations the troops could 
complain to their army commander (comes exercitus or praepositus 
hostis), who reported to the king, and he, having verified the period 
during which the rations had remained unpaid, compelled the 
guilty comes civitatis or annonarius to make restitution fourfold. 52 

The German kings of Italy, under whose dominion fell the 
senate of Rome, paid great attention to senatorial rank; they 
punctiliously maintained its privileges and protocol and themselves 
granted codicils of the patriciate and of the illustratus, spectabilitas 
and clarissimatus. In t~e Breviarium of Alaric, on the other hand, 
only four laws referrmg to senators were retained, a novel of 
Marcian which allowed senators to marry women of low degree, 
two laws of the Theodosian Code which forbade them to charge 
more than 6 per cent. interest on loans, and another which reserved 
to the emperor jurisdiction over the crimes of senators. In the 
second law the term senator is glossed as meaning those of sena
torial birth, and in the last it is altered to maiores personae aut 
alicuius dignitatis viri. It would thus appear that the Visigothic kings 
did not recognise senatorial rank. Families of senatorial origin no 
doubt enjoyed considerable social prestige, as they continued to do 
in Merovingian Gaul down to the end of the sixth century, but 
they had no legal privileges, save in so far as their members were 
deemed to be 'greater persons or men of some dignity'. Members 
of the curial order as a result enjoyed a somewhat enhanced status. 
They were still rigorously tied to their condition: the Breviarium 
reproduces in full all the latest imperial legislation restraining 
curia!es from abandoning the service of their cities. But on the 
other hand the term honorati is interpreted as meaning curiales, and 
they thus gained such privileges as sitting on the bench at the 
provincial governor's side. 53 

The Vandal kingdom, which took over the diocese of Africa and 
a few detached provinces, seems from the meagre information 
available to have had a relatively simple administrative structure. 
Under the king the principal minister was a praepositus regni: the 
two of whom we know, Heldica and Obadus, were both Vandals. 
He was assisted by Roman civil servants, possibly the former 
ojjicium of the vicarius Africae: Victor Vitensis records that Huneric 
ordered that Catholics who held positions in his court should be 
deprived of their customary rations and pay, and later that none 
but Arians might serve in his palace or conduct public business; 
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The provindal governors (Judices provinciarum) continued to exercise 
their functions, and there was still a proconsul at Carthage: the only 
proconsul of whom we know was a Roman, Victorianus of Adru
metum. The estates of the king and the royal family were managed 
by procurators, who in all cases of which we have knowledge were 
Romans. Fulgentius served in this capacity until, ordered to use 
brutal methods to extract the rents and arrears, he resigned his 
post; we also hear of Felix and Sarurus, who were procurators of 
the estates of Gaiseric's two sons, Huneric and Theoderic. 64 

. Of the organisation of the Vandal army we know nothing save 
that there were, as in the Ostrogothic army, officers called millenarii. 
It was scarcely ever called up under the later kings, and no standing 
garrison appears to have been maintained to police the desert 
frontiers. As a result under the later kings the Moors got out of 
control and encroached on the settled areas, while the army lost its 
martial spirit. Belisarius found no difficulty in defeating the Vandal 
levy, but it proved an arduous task to re-establish Roman authority 
over the Moors. 55 

The Burgundian kingdom was a much more modest affair than 
any of those hitherto described. It had grown from very humble 
beginnings by the piecemeal absorption of small districts and 
individual cities, and at its greatest extent it comprised only parts of 
several provinces. The Roman provincial administration did not 
survive, and the king and his court dealt directly with the cities. 
The members of his court are described by King Gundobad as 
optimates, consiliarii, domestici and maiores domus. The optimates, also 
styled proceres or comites, formed the royal council. The first 
constitution of the Lex Gundobada was issued 'consilio comirum 
procerumque', and was signed by thirty-one comites (of whom only 
one had a Roman name), while the other laws are stated to have 
been discussed with the 'optimates nostri populi'. The other 
three titles seem to have been borne by humbler persons who 
dealt with mere routine matters: applications for royal grants were 
dealt with by the king's 'consiliarii et maiores domus'. The king 
also had his cancellarii, the officers of the royal court of justice, 
and his pmri or wittiscalci, who executed judgments and collected 
fines. 56 

In each city, and in some of the pagi of the more extensive 
territories, there were two comites, one Roman and one Burgundian. 
They are principally mentioned in their judicial capacity, but they 
had general administrative duties as well; they gave letters of 
recommendation to persons in their cities who wished to apply to 
the crown for grants of land, and on instructions from the crown 
assigned lands to successful applicants from elsewhere. Judges had 
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their notat"ii, whose fees were regulated by law, and other civil 
servants (militantes) are mentioned. 57 ·· 

Of the early Frankish kingdom we know very little, but its 
structure was probably somewhat rudimentary. The central 
administration was the king's court, which in Gregory's time was, 
as it no doubt always had been, a typical Germanic royal household. 
We hear casually of comites of the palace, domestici and maiores domus. 
An important minister was the referendary, whose Roman title 
suggests that he was in origin the judicial adviser of the king: but 
he had by Gregory's time become a kind of royal chancellor, who 
held the king's seal and concerned himself with any business which 
might come up, including finance. ss 

Clovis may have preserved the provincial administration of the 
areas which he conquered: this is suggested by a letter in which 
Rernfg_ius, ~ishop of ~eims, congratulates him on taking over 'the 
~dmuu~tra_uon of B~le;1ca Secunda' after the defeat of Syagrius. But 
m the mtncate partltlons of Gaul between the four sons of Clovis 
the provinces were broken up, and ceased to exist as administrative 
units, except in the area in the south-eastern corner of Gaul which 
had belong~d to the Ostrogothic kingdom. Here in Gregory's day 
there was still a rector provinciae or praefectus: the latter title is perhaps 
a reminiscence of Theoderic's praetorian prefect of Gaul who had 
governed this district. The highest administrative unit of the 
Merovingian kingdom was thus the city, each of which had a comes 
civitatis, appointed by and directly responsible to the king. By 
Gregory's time the comes civitatis combined all functions, adminis
tering justice, collecting the taxes, calling out the levy and even 
commanding it in war. 59 

The Roman fiscal machinery was still working at the end of the 
sixth cenrury, though by this time it was somewhat out of gear 
owing to prolonged neglect. In 5 89 on the request of the local 
bishop King Childebert sent two members of his court, a comes and a 
maior domus, as discriptores to revise the registers of Poitiers, which 
had become very out of date. Many of the persons named in them 
were dead, and the weight of the tribute as a result fell upon widows 
and orphans and the poor. Having satisfactorily accomplished this 
task the two commissioners moved on to Tours, but there the 
bishop, who was Gregory himself, stoutly resisted them. He 
admitted that a tax register had existed in the days of Lothar, but 
declared that out of respect for St Martin that king had remitted 
the city's taxes. Under his son Charibert, Gaiso, the comes civitatis, 
had once levied taxes on the basis of the old register ('capitularium 
in quo ttibuta continebantur'), but the king had refunded the 
money, and the city had since been immune. Gregory won the 
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day, for he appealed to the king, who confirmed the fisc;al privileges 
of Tours.60 

Not all the Frankish kings were as accommodating as Childebert. 
Chilperic and his queen, Fredegund, in 578 imposed severe new 
levies (discriptiones) in all the cities of their kingdom. At Limoges 
there was a riot and the people burned the new registers (!ibri 
discriptionum) and almost lynched Marcus, the referendary, who had 
drawn them up. The king suppressed the disorders severely and 
persisted in exacting the taxes, until a year later he and his two sons 
fell ill and Fredegund, overcome with superstitious fears, persuaded 
him to burn the records and restore the old rate of taxation. Franks 
were immune from taxation in the early years of the kingdom, and 
attempts by later kings to impose taxes on them were fiercely 
resented. When King Theudebert died in 548 the Franks of his 
kingdom (N.E. Gaul) lynched his minister, Parthenius, who had 

. inflicted tribute upon them, and a generation later, in 5 84, Audo, a 
minister of Childebert who had done the like in his kingdom (N.W. 
Gaul), only escaped a similar fate by taking sanctuary. 61 

The Frankish army, like those of the other Germanic kingdoms, 
was a levy called up as occasion demanded. The comes civitatis was 
responsible for calling up the men from his territory, and exacted 
the fines from those who neglected the summons. The commander 
of the army was sometimes styled the patrician; Agricola and his 
successors, Celsus, Amatus and Mummulus, who led king Gun
tram's forces in the 56os, all bore this title. More usually the 
commander-in-chief was styled dux, a title which was also borne by 
the military governors of groups of cities. 62 

The Ostrogoths, Visigoths and Burgundians were all Arians, but 
they were on the whole tolerant of the religious beliefs of their 
Roman subjects. The Visigothic king Euric was, according to 
Sidonius Apollinaris, a fanatical Arian; but the worst that Sidonius 
can say against him is that he forbade the consecration of bishops to 
fill sees which fell vacant in his kingdom, in the hope that, deprived 
of their pastors, the Romans would be converted. Later Visigothic 
kings maintained the privileges of the catholic church, and showed 
due deference to its bishops; the bishops as well as the lay notables 
were convoked by Alaric II to approve his Breviarium. Eventually 
in 589 King Reccared and all his people acceptedthecatholicfaith.63 

The :Surgundian king Gundobad maintained cordial relations 
with the catholic clergy, and Avitus, bishop of Vienne, exercised 
considerable influence over him. His son, Sigismund, was con
verted to catholicism during his father's reign, and on his accession 
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to the throne in p6 most of the Burgundian people seem to have 
followed his lead. 64 · 

Odoacer only once intervened in ecclesiastical affairs, and then on 
the express desire of Pope Simplicius, who had requested him to 
prevent bribery in the election of his successor. On the pope's 
death in 48 3 Odoacer, through the praetorian prefect Basilius, 
summoned an episcopal council at Rome and caused it to pass a 
canon forbidding the alienation of church property-which 
candidates were in the habit of promising to their backers-and to 
elect a new pope forthwith. Theoderic was as correct in his 
attitude. Not only did he tolerate catholicism, but he discouraged 
interested conversions of Romans to Arianism. He only intervened 
in the affairs of the papacy at the request of the senate and the 
Roman clergy to settle the disputed election of 499, when Sym
machus and Laurentius were both elected on the same day by rival 
parties, and to restore peace and order in the capital when the two 
parties continued, despite his decision in Symmachus' favour, to 
carry on the feud. 65 

In Mrica, on the other hand, the catholics suffered under the 
Vandal kings a series of persecutions, which, however much one 
may discount the rhetorical exaggerations of Victor Vitensis and 
the later chroniclers who carry on the story, were evidently of a 
sustained savagery such as the imperial government had rarely 
attained. Gaiseric adopted an aggressive attitude as soon as he 
occupied Mrica in 445, seizing churches, confiscating ecclesiastical 
property, exiling numerous bishops and forbidding the catholic 
cult to be celebrated on the lands assigned to the Vandals. 66 

His son Huneric (477-84) was not content with such half 
measures. He began by confiscating the property of all bishops on 
their decease, and by demanding a fee of 500 solidi for the consecra
tion of a new bishop. He ordered all Roman civil servants to accept 
the Arian faith on pain of dismissal, and later of exile and deporta
tion to Sicily or Sardinia. He rounded up 4,966 bishops and clergy 
and relegated them to the far south, entrusting them to the tender 
mercies of the Moors. Finally on I February 484 he held a great 
council of the Arian and catholic bishops, and, having secured the 
condemnation of the latter as heretics, re-enacted against the 
catholics the most dr:tstic laws which the imperial government had 
issued against the Donatists. The laws, moreover, were ruthlessly 
enforced. The bulk of the bishops were deported to Corsica and 
put to forced labour, felling timber for the fleet, and soon after
wards all the clergy of Carthage, numbering over 5 oo, were sent 
into exile. 67 

Fortunately for the catholics Huneric died on 22 December 484, 
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and his successor, Gunthamund, allowed the persecution to lapse 
and later recalled the exiles. Thrasamund, who succeeded him in 
496, renewed· the attack, though not in so brutal a fashion as 
Huneric. He closed all the catholic churches, forbade the conse
cration of any new bishops, and when his orders were disobeyed, 
exiled the bishops en masse to Sardinia. For over twenty years, until 
his death in 5 23, the Catholics of Africa remained deprived of their 
churches and their bishops. 68 

The Franks, having been converted from paganism to the 
catholic faith under Clovis, had no doctrinal quarrel with their 
Roman subjects, but relations between the Frankish kings and the 
bishops were not always happy. Though some of them made 
lavish grants of land, and even more lavish grants of immunity, to 
particular churches which they favoured, in general they milked the 
churches unmercifully, bestowing ecclesiastical properties freely 
upon their followers, and rewarding their ministers and favourites 
with bishoprics. 69 · 

The German kings seem on the whole to have wished to give 
their Roman subjects a fair deai; Where the interests of their own 
countrymen and those of the Romans clashed, as in the matter of 
the land distribution, they naturally gave the preference to the 
former, but they preserved the Roman law and the Roman courts, 
and did their best to preserve the provincials from the violence of 
their German subjects: they strove moreover to prevent judicial 
corruption and fiscal extortion. 

We gain the most favourable impression of Theoderic. Not only 
is he well spoken of by contemporary historians, but in the letters 
and edicts which Cassiodorus wrote for him he shows a constant 
solicitude for the welfare of his Roman subjects. Theoderic was 
clearly a conscientious sovereign, who did his best to check abuses 
of all kinds, but in particular he never tires ·of preaching i:ivilitas, 
the observance of law and order, to his Gothic countrymen. 
Theoderic was no doubt exceptional, but his successors maintained 
the same tradition, and the same spirit inspired other barbarian 
kings. The Visig6thic and Burgundian laws protect the Roman 
landowners against the encroachments of their barbarian bospites, 
and both King Gundobad of Burgundy and the Visigothic king 
Theudis issued severe laws against corruption amongst judges, 
barbarian as well as Roman. The attitude of the Vandal kings was 
warped· by their religious fanaticism, but we might form a.les.s un
favourable view of them if we possessed their edicts on secular 
matters, and were not entirely dependent on the historians of their 
persecutions. 70 

THE GERMAN KINGDOMS 

The condition of the provincials under their new masters never
theless does not seem to have been very happy. The German kings 
were as impotent as had been the imperial government to eradicate 
the old established abuses of the administration, and to these were 
added the violence and indiscipline of their tribesmen, who had long 
been used to plundering the provinces and did not easily settle 
down to an orderly and law-abiding life. It is revealing of the state 
of affairs which prevailed even in the Ostrogothic kingdom that 
Theoderic had solemnly to warn the parties of Goths who came 
up to Ravenna to receive their donative not to plunder the Italian 
countryside on their journey. It was a confession of defeat that he 
had to give royal protection (tuitio) to individuals as a regular 
routine, and to require a bond from those who received the pro
tection of his saiones that they would not use them for violent attacks 
on their enemies. If this was the state of affairs in Italy under the 
firm and vigilant rule of Theoderic, the disorder which reigned in 
the other kingdoms must have been far worse, and it got no 
better with the passage of time: in the Frankish kingdom of the 
late sixth century Gregory of Tours records the most appalling acts 
oflawless violence as a matter of course. 71 



CHAPTER IX 

JUSTIN I AND JUSTINIAN 

F?R the brief reign of Justin (518-27) we are not much better 
info~med than for tt:ose of ~s predecessors. We possess the 
offic1al record of his electron and coronation and about 

twenty-five of his laws are included in the Codex' Justinianus. 
There s~rvive also his correspondence with Pope Hormisdas on 
the reuruon of the churches and the acts or synodicallerters of 
several councils which dealt with the same topic. 

With the reign of Justinian we enter upon one of the best 
docu~ented J?eri<;ds in the histo!Y of the later empire. The military 
and diplorr,tatlc hJStory of the re1gn up to 55 2 is told in great detail 
by Procopm~ of Caesarea, wh? as a~sessor to Belisarius from 5 27 
to 5 3Q, fitst m the East, then m Mnca and finally in Italy, was an 
ey7-~1tness of many of the. events which he records. Though 
childishly credulous about d1stant lands which he had never seen 
and careless and uncriti~al about events before his time, he gives ~ 
ve_ry accur~te and well-~ormed account of contemporary history. 
H1s ?~rratlve was c<;ntlnued by Agathias, who after the death of 
Just1n1an wrote a history of the years 55 2-8, and under Maurice 
Menander. the _protector carried on the story to 5 82: the former 
work surv1ve.s m f~ll, and _of 0e latter substantial fragments, mainly 
con~er~e? w1th diplomatic history, are preserved. A gap in Pro
copms history of the wars is filled by the Johannid of Corippus a 
portentous Latin epic which describes in great detail the exploits 'of 
John, the magistermilitum in Mrica from 546 to 548. 

For internal affairs the historians are less useful. Procopius 
recounts some of the n:ore striking events in the Wars, and in a 
se£ar~te monograph g1ves a very full account of Justinian's 
bwldings. He also wrote for private circulation a Secret History of 
the reign down to 55 '?• but this venomous pamphlet does not 
deserve the respect which is often accorded to it. Much of it is 
~candal?us gossip, and the account of Justinian's public measures 
1s. ~o distorted. that every statement must be regarded with sus
plcJon. The chief value of the work to the historian lies in the side-
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lights which it throws on the administrative and fiscal system, whose 
abuses Procopius attributes to the malignancy of the emperor. The 
only other secular historian of the reign is John Malalas, whose 
narrative, though childish, has at least the merit of being a con-
temporary record. · 

The lack of good historians is, however, amply compensated by 
the legal sources. The second edition of the Code was published in 
5 34, and the compilers naturally included in it most of the laws of 
the reigning emperor in a fairly complete form. For Justinian's 
legislation from 5 34 onwards we are dependent on private collec
tions, which preserve about I 8o novels, the great majority issued 
in the first ten years after the publication of the Code. The record 
is certainly not complete, especially for the last ten years of the 
reign, from which only about twenty-five laws are extant, but the 
laws which do survive have been preserved in full, and their 
preambles throw valuable light on Justinian's character and policy. 

There is no continuous ecclesiastical history save that of Eva
grius. The personal reminiscences of John, the monophysite 
bishop of Ephesus, and his lives of the monophysite saints, are 
valuable as giving the point of view of the opposition, and in
cidentally present very vivid pictures of contemporary conditions. 
The documentary sources for church history are voluminous, 
including the acts of the second oecumenical Council of Con
stantinople. 

Justin was an Illyrian peasant who had risen from the ranks, and 
was now, at the age of about 65, comes excubitorum: his military 
career had been respectable but not distinguished, and he possessed 
neither culture nor administrative experience-his enemies alleged 
that he was illiterate, and had to use a stencil to sign his name. The 
story of his elevation to the throne is obscure. According to the 
official record the ministers and the senate met in the palace the 
morning after Anastasius' death, while the people and the scbolares 
and the Excubitors assembled in the Hippodrome. The people 
called upon the senate to choose an emperor, but despite the insis
tence of Celer, the master of the offices, that they should make their 
choice quickly, the senators were unable to agree. Meanwhile the 
Excubitors proclaimed John the tribune, the scbolares one of the 
magjstri militum, and the Excubitors Justinian, a nephew of their 
commander, Justin, who was one of the candidati. But the two 
bodies of guards could not agree on a name, and the chamberlains 
refused to hand over the imperial robes. At length the senate 
elected Justin, and despite some murmuring amongst the scholares 
he was forthwith crowned.l 

According to Malalas and another contemporary chronicler, 
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Marcellinus, Amantius, the praepositus sacri cubiculi, had planned to 
put on the throne his domestic, Theocritus, and had entrusted 
Justin with money to bribe the troops in his interest, but by the 
will of God the troops chose Justin. The story is confirmed by the 
fact that Justin's first act as emperor was to execute Theocritus and 
Amantius, but even if, as appears probable, he used Amantius' 
money to bribe the troops in his own interest, the course of events 
which preceded his election is difficult to explain. It is evident that 
he had failed to win the scbolares, who were an aristocratic corps, 
and could rely only on his Excubitors, and it is likely that he could 
rally only a minority in the senate. It may be that he calculated that 
the opposition of the scbolares could only be overcome if his 
nomination came from the senate, and that the senate could only be 
stampeded into electing him by fear of a military coup d'ftat. On 
this theory the Excubitors did not propose his own name lest the 
scbolares should reject it, but kept on proclaiming unlikely candi
dates for the throne in order to frighten waverers in the senate into 
agreeing to Justin's nomination as a lesser evil: for he was at least 
old and respectable, and he could control the troops. 

Coming as he did from the Latin-speaking diocese of Dada, 
Justin was a convinced Chalcedonian, and he immediately reversed 
his predecessor's ecclesiastical policy. A council of about fotty 
bishops who were on the spot was hastily convened at Constan
tinople, and they promptly affirmed their acceptance of Chalcedon 
and called upon the patriarch John to open negotiations with Pope 
Hormisdas. Councils were likewise held at Jerusalem and Tyre 
and Apamea, and Severus of Antioch and his monophysite sup
porters were condemned and expelled. The emperor himself sent 
his magister memoriae, Gratus, to Rome, and communion was soon 
restored between the Holy See and all the Eastern churches except 
that of Egypt, where, despite Pope Hormisdas' representations, 
Justin did not venture to disturb the patriarch Timothy IV2. 

Justin had no sons but several nephews, whom he had given a 
good education and launched on military careers. One of them, 
Germanus, he appointed magister militum of Thrace, in which 
capacity he won so resounding a victory over an invading horde of 
Antae that his name was held in terror by that people for many years 
after. Germanus had thereafter a distinguished career as a general, 
but he never aspired to political power. Justin's favourite nephew 
was Petrus Sabbatius, whom he had adopted, and who is better 
known.by his adoptive name, Justinianus. Justinian was promoted 
to the rank of comes immediately after Justin's accession, and from 
the first exercised great influence with his uncle, taking an active 
part in the negotiations with the pope. Two years later he received 
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yet higher promotion. As part of his reaction against Anastasius' 
monophysite policy Justin on his accession had nominated that 
champion of Chalcedonian orthodoxy, Vitalian, one of .the magistri 
militum praesentales, and had awarded him the consulate m 5 zo; But 
Vitalian was not a trustworthy person to place in a position of 
power, and during his consulship he was assassinated, and Justinian 
succeeded to his position as magister praesentalis and consul. 3 

In the last years of Justin's reign war broke out with Persia. One 
cause of quarrel was the little Christian kingdom of Iberia, which 
was under Persian suzerainty. The Persian king Cavades tried to 
impose Zoroastrianism on it, and the Iberian king revolted and 
appealed to the Roman government. The other cause was more 
serious. Cavades wished his third son, Chosroes, to succeed him, 
and knowing that there would be opposition at home was desirous 
of securing the support, or at least the neutrality, of the Roman 
emperor. He therefore made the rather curious proposal that 
Justin should adopt Chosroes as his son. Justin was delighted, but 
unfortunately his quaestor, Proculus, a very conservative and 
formalist lawyer, objected that if Chosroes were adopted under 
Roman law he would be able to claim the empire as his inheritance, 
and persuaded Justin to reply that, as Chosroes was a barbarian, he 
could only adopt him in the same fashion that he adopted German 
chieftains. Cavades was deeply incensed, and even more was 
Chosroes, and war broke out, the Persians attacking Lazica and the 
Romans making counter-attacks into Armenia. In the spring of 
527 Justin became dangerously ill and the senate requested him to 
crown Justinian as his colleague. The ceremony was performed on 
4 April, and on r August J ustin died, leaving Justinian as sole 
Augustus.4 

Whatever may be the verdict on his policy and achievements, 
there can be no doubtthat Justinian was a commanding personality 
and a most conscientious emperor. He was lucky in being served 
by a number of able generals and ministers, but he had at least the 
merit of having picked them out and promoted them; often from 
very humble posts, and he directed their policy and. commanded 
their unswerving loyalty. His own abilities were not perhaps of the 
first order, but he used them to the full in the service of the empire. 
He was immensely industrious, regularly working far into the 
night and his legislation shows that he took an active interest in all 
depa;tments of government and had a remarkably detailed know
ledge of their complexities. His laws also show that he was deeply 
concerned for the welfare of his subjects, and strove to give them 
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honest governors, protect them from fiscal extortion and· assure 
them uncorrupt justice. 5 

Justinian had two major passions which overrode all other 
considerations. He was in the first place a Roman to the core. It 
was his boast that Latin was his native tongue. He was, by the 
standards of the time, well versed in Roman history and antiquities, 
and took pleasure in reviving such antique titles as praetor and 
quaestor in their primitive significance. His respect for Roman law 
was profound and inspired the great work of codification which he 
undertook. But above all he felt it to be his mission to restore the 
ancient g:lories of the ~mpire by recovering the. provinces of the 
West which the barbanans had usurped, and to rescue Rome itself 
from shameful servitude. His second passion was religion. He was 
an earnest Christian, and as such felt it to be his duty to crush 
heresy and paganism and to impose the orthodox faith on all his 
subjects. His secular and religious objectives were to his mind 
complementary. For by securing the orthodoxy of his subjects he 
would gain God's favour in his wars, and by his reconquest of the 
West he would free the church from the rule ofheretics.s 

. Before he came to the thron.:: Justinian had fallen deeply in love 
w1th an actress, Theodora, and m defiance of convention had made 
her his lawful wife, having in j 22 induced his uncle to abrogate the 
law which forbade marriages between senators and actresses. 
Theodora was bitterly hated by the aristocracy, and is depicted by 
Proc?pius in his Secret J:Iistory as a sinister fig~~e who completely 
dommated her weak-mmded husband. Justln!an was certainly 
devoted to her, and in one of his novels he publicly acknowledged 
the advice given to him by 'the most pious consort whom God has 
given to us'. But it may be doubted whether Theodora had as much 
influence upon public policy as Procopius alleges. She was naturally 
often able to advance the interests of her favourites, and to secure 
the disgrace of her enemies, but even in personal questions her 
power over her husband was limited. Though she detested John 
the Cappadocian, he held the praetorian prefecture of the East for 
ten years, and she ultimately succeeded in securing his fall only by 
an .elaborate plot whereby Justinian was convinced that he was 
guilty of treason. On the one major issue where Theodora's views 
clashed with her husband's she was unable to influence his policy. 
She was a strong monophysite, but Justinian, though he sought to 
find some means of reconciling the moderates of the party never 
weaken.ed in his support of the doctrine of Chalcedon ;nd his 
repression of its opponents. The most that Theodora could do was 
to give her protection to persecuted monophysite confessors and to 
encourage their resistance by her moral support. 7 ' 
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Though he was n,eyer willing to surrender the lawful claims of 
the Rom~n empir.::,Justinian had no ambitions for co-?-quest in the 
East. H1s objective seems to have been to exerase sufficient 
military p~essure on the Persians to make them keep the peace, and 
thus set him free to reconquer the lost provinces of the West. On 
his accession he acted according to these principles, actively 
carrying on the war, but at the same time keeping negotiations 
going for a settlement. In j 28 he made a major change in the 
Eastern command, creating a new magister militum per Armeniam. 
who took over the whole northern sector of the front from the 
Black Sea to Martyropolis. The post of comes Armeniae was simul
taneously abolished, and now or soon afterwards the whole line of 
defence was moved forwards. In the north two duces were estab
lished in the territory of the Tzani, a tribe living to the east ofPontus 
Polemoniacus which had been recently reduced to obedience, and in 
the south two more in the Armenian satrapies, hitherto protected 
by local levies under the direction of the comes Armeniae. In the 
centre a fifth dux guarded the approaches to Armenia Magna. The 
old ducates of Pontus and Armenia west of the river Euphrates thus 
became superfluous and were abolished. The number of ducates 
was also increased in the northern part of the front which was left 
to the magister militum per Orientem. In Mesopotamia an additional 
dux was established at Circesium, and in Phoenice at Palmyra. s 

The first holder of the post of magister militum per Armenian was 
Sittas, a young Armenian officer who had served in Justinian's 
bodyguard when the latter was magister militum praesentalis. Next 
the emperor, having reinforced the army of Oriens, bringing it up 
to about 2. j ,ooo, appointed as magister militum per Orientem another 
young officer who had served in his bodyguard, Belisarius, a 
Roman from Germana in Dacia. Under the two new generals the 
war, which had hitherto gone badly for the Romans, took a more 
favourable turn. In 530 Sittas defeated a Persian army at Theo
dosiopolis and at Satala, and Belisarius won a great victory at Dara. 
In the following year, however, Belisarius was severely defeated at 
Callinicum and was recalled to the capital. 9 

At Constantinople Belisarius was able to retrieve his reputation. 
In January j 32 there was an uprising which assumed serious pro
portions. It began as an ordinary riot of the circus factions, which 
was repressed with impartial severity by Eudaemon, the prefect of 
the city. The two factions then united, and on 14 January, shouting 
'Nica', stormed the prefect's office, rescued their condemned 
partisans, and set fire to several public buildings. Next day they 
assembled in the Hippodrome and demanded the dismissal not only 
of Eudaemon but of two other ministers, John, who had been 
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appointed praetorian prefect of the East in the previous year, and 
Tribonian, w~~ had been quaestor sin~e 5 29. John, a Cap~adocian 
of humble ongms who had never received a hberal education, had 
started his career as a scriniarius in the ojficium of one of the magt'stri 
mi!itum; he had probably come to Justinian's notice when the latter 
was magister militum praesentalis. Tribonian was a barrister who had 
won the emperor's favour by his work on the commission which 
prepared the first edition of the Code. Both were strongly disliked 
by the aristocracy, but there is no reason to think that they were 
particularly unpopular with the ordinary citizens of the capital, and 
it may be that the agitation against them was promoted by the 
aristocrats.10 

Justinian weakly consented to dismiss all three ministers, but the 
crowd was not appeased, and went to the house of Probus, a 
nephew of Anastasius, wishing to proclaim him emperor; but 
he had fled, and they had to content themselves with burning 
his house and setting light to yet more public buildings. On 
I 8 January the emperor again tried to appease the crowd by 
promising a general amnesty, but they greeted him with hostile 
demonstrations, and learning that two other nephews of Anas" 
tasius, Hypatius and Pompeius, who had hitherto been in the palace 
with Justinian, had returned to their homes, they marched off and 
proclaimed Hypatius emperor. Hypatius, after holding a council of 
a number of senators who supported him, marched with the crowd 
to the Hippodrome. 

The situation seemed desperate, for there were very few troops 
in the capital, and they were doubtful which emperor to support. 
Justinian had almost decided on flight when Theodora galvanised 
him into taking the ·offensive. There happened to be in the palace 
two generals, Belisarius, the magister militum per Orientem, recently 
recalled from the East, and Mundus, the magister militum per 
Il!Jricum. The former had with him his bucellarii and the latter a 
company of Heruls. The generals personally led their men into the 
Hippodrome and by a sudden and resolute attack retrieved the 
situation. The battle soon became a massacre in which 3o,ooo 
citizens are said to have perished. Hypatius with his brother was 
arrested and both were executed next day. The senators who had 
supported him were exiled and their property confiscated: later, 
however, tl1ey were pardoned and recovered their estates, as did 
the sons of Hypatius and Pompeius. 

In the autumn of 53 I king Cavades had died and Chosroes, who 
wished to have his hands free for possible troubles at home, agreed 
in the spring of 5 32· to sign a treaty of Eternal Peace. Territorially 
the status quo antebellum was restored. On the other hand Justinian 
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agreed to pay Chosroes II ,coo lb. gold in consideration for the 
latter's abandoning all claims to the old subsidy towards the defence 
of the Caucasus.n 

Justinian was willing to pay so very high a price for peace because 
he too wished to have his hands free for his designs in the West. In 
5 30 the aged Vandal king Hilderic, who had proved quite incapable 
of checking the encroachments of the Moors, had been deposed and 
replaced by the next eldest descendant of Gaiseric, Gelimer. Jus
tinian had promptly protested at the deposition of a king who was 
in treaty relations with himself and who moreover had abandoned 
the persecution of the Mrican Catholics, and he was eager to use 
this pretext for attacking the Vandal kingdom. The project was 
greatly disliked by his generals, who recalled the disastrous issue of 
all previous attacks on Mrica, and it was openly opposed on financial 
grounds by John the Cappadocian, who had been reappointed 
praetorian prefect of the East. Justinian overbore all opposition, 
and in 53 3 the expedition sailed. It was commanded by Belisarius, 
who was still rather inappropriately styled magister militum per 
Orientem: as his quartermaster-general was appointed Archelaus, a 
former praetorian prefect of Illyricum and of the East, with the rank 
of praefectus praetorio vacans. The army was not large, comprising 
Ij,ooo regular troops and I,ooo barbarian allies to whom must be 
added Belisarius' bucellarii, who may have numbered some thousands 
already. They were carried by a fleet of 5 oo transports, manned by 
3o,ooo sailors and escorted by 92 small warships, whose comple
ment totalled 2,ooo.12 

Gelimer was distracted by revolts of the Romans in Tripolitania 
and of his own governor in Sardinia, and, neglecting the threat 
from Constantinople, sent 5 ,coo Vandals and, what was more 
important, I 20 warships to subdue the latter. Belisarius was thus 
able, after buying provisions and horses in Sicily, where the Ostro
gothic government gave him all facilities, to effect an unopposed 
landing in Mrica. Two battles sufficed to crush the Vandal power, 
and Belisarius proceeded to occupy their outlying dominions, while 
the Moorish chieftains, who had awaited the outcome of the 
struggle, gave their allegiance to the empire. 

In 5 34 Justinian issued instructions for the civil and military 
organisation of the reconquered provinces. Archelaus was ap
pointed praetorian prefect of Mrica, and under him were placed 
seven provincial governors, the consulars of Proconsuiaris, 
Byzacena and Tripolitania, and the praesides of Numidia, Maure
tania Sitifensis and Caesariensis and Sardinia. On the military side 
there was a magister militum per Africam and under him five duces, of 
Tripolitania, Byzacena, Numidia, Mauretania Caesariensis and 
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Sardinia. As much of the frontier territory including all the 
country west of Caesarea had been lost to the Moors by the 
Vandals, the four African duces were instructed to make their head
quarters for the time being at Lepcis 1;fagn~, C~psa or T_helepte, 
Cirta and Caesarea: the dux of Mauretama mamtamed a regiment at 
Septem (Ceuta), the last surviving outpost of Tingitania. They 
were urged, however, to recover the lost territory and to re-estab
lish the old limes, and to build up regiments of limitanei to patrol it 
as soon as possible in order to relieve the strain on the field army. 
These instructions well illustrate Justinian's meticuious attention 
to detail, for they include exact schedules of the ojftcia to be assigned 
to the praetorian prefect, civil governors and duces, with their 
salary scales. The lands occupied by the Vandals were resumed by 
the crown (we are not told that they were restored to the descend
ants of their original owners) and the Africans were given five years 
to enter claims for any land of which they or their ancestors had 
been unjustly deprived by their fellow provincials under the 
Vandal regime. The property of the Catholic church was restored, 
and paganism and all heretical cults (in particular Donatism and 
Arianism) were banned: even the Jews were deprived of their 
synagogues, which were converted into churches.13 

In the same year Belisarius, having completed his task, was 
recalled to Constantinople. He took with him Gelimer and several 
thousand Vandal prisoners, who were enrolled in five regiments for 
use on the Eastern frontier. He also brought with him the immense 
treasure which the Vandals had accumuiated from the sack of Rome 
and their constant freebooting expeditions. He was granted the 
first triumph which had been celebrated by a subject since the reign 
of Augustus.14 

Belisarius' services were required for the next stage of the 
reconquest of the West, for the time seemed to be ripe for the 
recovery of Italy. Theoderic had died in 5 26, leaving the throne to 
his ten-year-old grandson, Athalaric, in whose name his mother, 
Amalasuntha, governed the kingdom. Amalasuntha's position was 
precarious, for not oniy did the Goths chafe at the rule of a woman, 
but many of them objected to the pro-Roman attitude which she 
maintained in conformity with her late father's policy. They in
sisted that Athalaric should not be given a Roman education, but 
be brought up in proper German fashion under the charge of some 
young Gothic nobles. Amalasuntha thus had to watch her son 
being alienated from her, but worse was to come, for under the 
tuition of his new masters Athalaric took to drink, and it became 
obvious that he wouid not long survive. To reinsure herself 
Amalasuntha entered into secret negotiations with Justinian, 
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offering to resign the kingdom to him in return for asylum; but, 
having managed to assassinate three of her chief opponents, she 
took courage, and on Athalaric's death on 2 October 5 34 she 
assumed the title of queen, taking as her consort her cousin 
Theodahad, whom she proclaimed king. Theodahad was a highly 
Romanised Goth, a great student of Plato, who had hitherto shown 
no signs of political ambition, contenting himself with increasing 
his already vast estates. Amalasuntha had reckoned on his leaving 
the government to her, but she was soon undeceived. Theodahad 
put himself at the head of the Gothic opposition, deposed her and 
imprisoned her on an island on the lake of Bolsena, where she was 
shortly afterwards secretly put to death (April 53 5 ). 

This was Justinian's opportunity. He delivered a vigorous 
protest against the murder of a friendly queen and at the same time, 
hoping thereby to intimidate the weak-minded Theodallad into 
surrender, launched two expeditions against the outlying portions 
of the Ostrogothic kingdom. Mundus, the magister militum per 
Illyricunt, occupied Dalmatia without difficulty. Belisarius, with a 
very small force-7,ooo reguiars, 500 barbarians and his bucellarii
sailed for Sicily with instructions to seize it lfhe could do so without 
a struggle, but, if he anticipated resistance, to sail for Mrica. He 
met with no opposition except from the Gothic garrison of 
Panormus, and this was quickly overcome.15 

Theodahad promptly entered into secret negotiations with Peter, 
the imperial ambassador, and the latter agreed to submit to Justinian 
a draft agreement whereby Theodahad was to rule Italy as a vassal 
of the empire. He was to send each year to the emperor a crown of 
300 lb. gold, supply 3,ooo troops on demand, to refrain from 
executing or confiscating the property of any senator or cleric and 
from granting the patriciate or senatorial rank save with the 
emperor's permission: the emperor's name was to come before his 
in all acclamations and his statue to stand on the right of every 
royal statue. In his panic Theodahad not oniy made these humiliat
ing concessions, but confidentially informed Peter that in the last 
resort he would be prepared to surrender Italy in return for estates 
in the East to the annual value of 1,200 lb. gold.16 

Peter naturally betrayed Theodahad's confidences to Justinian, 
and the latter naturally rejected the draft agreement and accepted 
the second offer. But Theodahad, encouraged by a temporary 
Gothic success in Dalmatia, changed his mind, and Justinian 
ordered Belisarius to take the offensive. He advanced up the west 
coast of Italy, meeting with no opposition save at Naples, where 
the Gothic garrison, backed by a party amongst the citizens, 
resisted for three weeks. On the fall of Naples the Goths deposed 
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Theodahad, whose inaction they suspected was due to treaci:ery, 
and elected as their king a competent but somewhat cautious 
general named Vitigis. He· decided to withdraw to the north to 
consolidate his forces, and Belisarius pushed on to Rome and 
occupied it, the Gothic garrison of 4,ooo men whom Vitigis had 
left marching out as he marched in. All southern Italy now sub
mitted, but with his exiguous forces Belisarius could venture no 
farther, and, after seizing some cities in the Apennines to delaJ: the 
counter-attack which he anticipated, he prepared Rome for a Siege. 

Vitigis in the meanwhile recovered Dalmatia except for Salona, 
and arranged a treaty ~ith the Franks, who, .having; conqt;tered the 
Burgundian kingdom 1n 5 34, were now the immediate neighbou~s 
of the Ostrogothic kingdom. Justinian had already secured their 
alliance by a gift of money, but Theod~had h~d tr~ed to lure ~~et? 
to his side by the offer of the Ostrogothic provmce 1n Gaul. Vltlgis 
now fulfilled this agreement and withdrew the Gothic troops from 
Gaul to reinforce his main army; he gained little else, for the 
Franks, having accepted the offers of both sides, waited for a 
favourable opportunity to intervene in their own interests. 

In February 53 7 Vitigis moved with all his forces on Rome and 
settled down to besiege it. Belisarius had at his disposal only 5 ,ooo 
men to whom in April were added r,6oo Huns, Antae and 
Scla~enes sent by the emperor, and food inevitably soon ran short. 
But he resolutely held out and so harried the besiegers that he 
reduced them to starvation also, and when in the winter of 53 7-8 a 
relieving force of 4,8oo men under John, the son of Vita!ian, and a 
large convoy of provisions collected by Procopius arnved, they 
abandoned the siege, which had lasted just over a year.17 

In the spring Belisarius resumed the offensive. A force of r ,ooo 
men was sent by sea to Genoa, and occupied most of Liguria, 
including Milan, while John with another corps of 2,ooo men 
crossed the Apennines and pushing north seized Rimini. Shortly 
afterwards another Roman army of 7,ooo men landed on the east 
coast of Italy. It was commanded by Narses, Justinian's eunuch 
sacellarius, who had given evidence of his military talents in t_he 
Nica riots. Everi after these reinforcements the Roman arnnes 
were still inferior in numbers to the Goths, and the Frankish king 
Theudebert now decided to intervene on the Gothic side without 
breaking his treaty with Justinian by sending ro,ooo Burgunc!ian 
'volunteers' to Liguria. With their aid the Goths besieged Mtlan 
and another Gothic army invested Rimini. Disagreements now 
broke out between the Roman generals, for although Justinian had 
vested the supreme command with Belisarius, some of the generals 
of the newly arrived armies were insubordinate: and in particnlar 
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Narses, relying on his intimate relations with Justinian, took a very 
independent line. As a result of divided counsels relief came too 
late to Milan and this great city was captured and destroyed: its 
male inhabitants were massacred (to the number, it is said, of 
3oo,ooo) and the women were enslaved and given to the Bur
gundians.18 

On receiving Belisarius' report on this disaster Justinian con
firmed him in the supreme command and recalled Narses. In 5 39 
Belisarius reduced the two principal strongholds still held by the 
Goths south of the Po valley, Faesulae and Auximum, and closed 
on Ravenna. 

Negotiations were already in train for a settlement. The Goths 
were ready to make substantial concessions, and Justinian was by 
now willing to make a compromise. His Western wars had been 
making heavy demands upon his manpower. Not only was he 
maintaining large armies in Italy, but he had been obliged to send 
reinforcements to Mrica. No sooner had Belisarius left the 
country in 5 34 than the Moors began to ravage Roman territory. 
Solomon, Belisarius' domesticus, who on his departure had been 
appointed both magjster militum and praefectus praetorio, succeeded 
in quelling them in a series of campaigns, but in 5 3 6 a serious 
mutiny broke out in the Roman army. Many of the men had 
married Vandal women and were aggrieved when the government 
confiscated the Vandal allotments, which their wives considered 
their own. There were also a large number of Arian barbarians in 
the army, who were infuriated by Justinian's suppression of their 
church. The mutineers elected as their leader a soldier named 
Stotzas, and soon two-thirds of the army had joined him.19 

To deal with this grave situation Justinian sent his cousin 
Germanus as magister militum to Africa. Germanus succeeded by 
conciliatory measures in winning back a sufficient number of the 
mutineers to make him a match for Stotzas, and in 53 7 inflicted a 
decisive defeat upon him. He was recalled in 5 39 and Solomon was 
sent out again with reinforcements. He had again to chastise the 
Moors, who had once more broken loose during the period of 
confusion which followed the mutiny.20 

In addition to the wars in Italy and Africa there had been con
tinued troubles in Illyricum and Thrace. Almost every year from 
5 28 to 53 5 the Bulgars and Sclavenes had raided these countries in 
force, and in 53 6 the Gepids in defiance of their treaty of alliance 
seized Sirmium, which Justinian's forces had just recovered from 
the Ostrogoths. In 5 40 a great Bulgar horde penetrated to the walls 
of Constantinople, and stormed the city of Cassandreia in Mace
donia, after which they returned in safety with all their booty.21 
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Hitherto Justinian had enjoyed peace on the Eastern frontier, 
but Chosroes was becoming increasingly impatient of the Eternal 
Peace which bound him to stand by and watch Justinian conquering 
the West, and in 539, spurred by an embassy which managed to 
reach him from Ravenna, he began to pick a quarrel with Justinian 
over a trivial boundary dispute between the federate Saracens of the 
two powers. 

Justinian therefore offered the Ostrogoths more favourable terms 
than they might have expected in their present plight: Vitigis was 
to hand over half the royal treasure, and his people were to retain 
the territory north of the Po. The Goths accepted these con
ditions, but Belisarius, who thought that complete victory was now 
in sight, refused to endorse the agreement, :md t~e Got;bs,. sus
pecting treachery, refused to surrender unless it received his signa
ture. They were desperate, and, with the consent of Vitigis him
self, made to Belisarius secretly the surprising proposal that he 
should declare himself emperor, in which case they would become 
his loyal subjects-it is not clear whether they actually offered to 
elect him their king. 

Belisarius saw in this offer an opportunity of finishing the war 
without bloodshed. He gave his oath, as requited, that he would 
do no harm to the Goths, but refused to swear that he would 
assume the throne, declaring that he would do so when the sur
render of Ravenna was completed. The Roman army marched into 
the town and took possession of the royal treasure. Vitigis was put 
under guard but treated with respect; the Goths who lived south 
of the Po were ordered to go to their homes, and the remaining 
garrisons evacuated the cities which they held. All this while the 
Goths never doubted that Belisarius would proclaim himself 
emperor. But presently the news got around that he had been 
summoned by Justinian to take over the Eastern command, and to 
their amazement he sailed, taking with him the royal treasure, King 
Vitigis and some of the Gothic nobles. The conquest of Italy 
seemed to be complete. 22 

During the thirteen years that his armies were fighting successive 
wars against the Persians, the Vandals and Moors, and the Ostro
goths, Justinian was busily occupied in great legal and administra
tive reforms at home. On I3 February 528 he appointed a com
mission to produce a new code of imperial constitutions to super
sede the Gregorian, Hermogenian and Theodosian Codes and all 
subsequent novels. In the new work all obsolete laws were 
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eliminated, and the laws which remained in force drastically 
abbreviated and where necessary emended. The new Code was 
published on 7 April 5 29, and on I 5 December in the following 
year a second commission was appointed to codify the works of 
the old jurists: once again only extracts which were still valid were 
preserved, and these were where necessary emended and arranged 
in titles according to subject. This work took three years, the 
resultant volume, the Digest, being published on I6 December 533· 
A textbook oflaw for use in the universities, the Institutes, was also 
produced in the same period and published on 2 I November 53 3. 23 

During the years which followed the publication of the Code 
Justinian had issued much legislation, simplifying and bring
ing up to date the old law, and on I6 November 534 a second 
edition of the Codex Justinianus, that which we possess, was prom
ulgated. Justinian's legislative activity did not stop here. Not only 
did he continue to make alterations in the law and to clarify doubtful 
points as they came up; he issued a series of novels consolidating 
the law on various points, probably with a view to producing a 
complete codification of the law which should supersede the Code 
and the Digest. The minister who was mainly responsible for 
these vast legal reforms was Tribonian, who served on the com
mission which published the first Code and was president of that 
which produced the Digest. He was quaestor from 5 29 to 53 2, and 
having been dismissed during the Nica revolt, was appointed 
master of the offices in 5 33 and again became quaestor in 53 5, 
which office he continued to hold until his death in the early 5 40s. 24 

Justinian's administrative reforms were probably mainly inspired 
by John the Cappadocian, who held the praetorian prefecture of the 
East continuously, except for a brief period after the Nica revolt, 
from 5 31 to 54 I, when he fell a victim to an ingenious plot of the 
empress Theodora. The first important move was a law of 53 5 
prohibiting the sale of provincial governorships. This meant some 
loss of revenue, since Justinian not only forfeited the imperial 
suffragia, but compensated those who since Zeno's time had 
acquired the right of appointing to certain posts and enjoyed the 
suffragia paid for them. But the emperor was rightly convinced that 
the system lay at the root of the corruption and extortion from 
which the provinces suffered, and made the necessary sacrifice to 
ensure pure justice for his subjects, and in the hope that they would 
pay their taxes more regularly if freed from illegal extortion. At 
the same time a standard set of instructions (mandata) was drafted 
to guide provincial governors in the execution of their duties, and 
the office of defensor civitatis was reformed and strengthened with 
the object that its holders might be more effective champions of the 
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provincials against governors' malpractices. The defensores were 
also entrusted with increased jurisdiction, being empowered to give 
final judgment in all cases involving less than 300 solidi, and the 
provincials were thus spared the expense of going on minor issues 
to the provincial governor's court.25 

In 53 5 the military and civil vicariates of the Long Wall were 
amalgamated into the praetorship of Thrace: 'the one continual and 
unending business' of the two vicars had, according to Justinian, 
been 'to quarrel with each other eternally', and he hoped that one 
praetor would see to the defence and administration of the Long 
Wall more effectively. In 5 36 a new office, the quaestura exercitus, 
was created, with the object, it would seem, of providing more 
efficiently for the supply of the troops on the Thracian frontier. 
The quaestor exercitus was in effect a junior praetorian prefect with 
authority over five provinces detached from the praetorian prefec
ture of the East, Moesia II and Scythia, where the troops were 
stationed, and the Islands, Caria and Cyprus, whence the supplies 
needed could be transported by sea. Justinian also made improve
ments in the administration of Constantinople. In 53 5 he replaced 
the praefectus vigilum by a higher ranking and better paid chief of 
police, who was styled the praetor of the demes. Four years later 
he instituted a new office, that of the quaesitor, whose business it 
was to control temporary visitors to Constantinople and to ensure 
that when they had concluded their business they returned to their 
homes; he also had to deal with the unemployed, deporting those 
who had drifted into the capital from elsewhere, and putting 
residents to work. 26 

In 53 5-6 a complicated series of changes were made in the 
provincial organisation of the dioceses of Asiana, Pontica and 
Oriens. They may be summarised as follows. The vicariates of 
Asiana and Pontica were abolished and the salaries of the former 
vicars added to those of the provincial governors of Phrygia 
Pacatiana and Galatia Prima, who were given the title of comites 
and were assigned military as well as civil authority. Two pairs of 
provinces, Hon~rias and Paphlagonia, and Helenopontus and 
Pon:tus Polemoruacus, were amalgamated, the governors of the 
resultant provinces being styled praetor and moderator respectively, 
and receiving military authority, and the combined salaries of the 
former governors. In Pisidia and Lycaonia the posts of military 
comes and civil governor were combined in the office of praetor: 
these ptaetors also received higher salaries. In Cappadocia I the 
offices of governor and comes domorum were amalgamated in a pro
consul, who enjoyed an exceptionally high salary, and possessed 
military authority. In Armenia there was a complete reorganisation. 
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Great Armenia was enlarged by the addition of three cities from 
Armenia I and two from Pontus Polemoniacus, and placed under 
a proconsul; Armenia I was compensated by a city from Pontus 
Polemoniacus and another from Helenopontus and was renumbered 
II; Armenia II was renumbered III and placed under a comes with 
military authority, and finally a province of Armenia IV was formed 
from the satrapies. 27 

In the diocese of Oriens the changes were fewer. The functions 
of the comes Orientis were abolished and his title and salary assigned 
to the consular of Syria I. In Isauria the offices of military comes and 
civil governor, which had been separated, were again amalgamated. 
In Arabia and Phoenice Libanensis the civil governors received 
increases of salary and the title of moderator, and the governor of 
Palestina I was raised to the rank of proconsul with a yet higher 
salary.28 

The reorganisation of Egypt came later, possibly in 5 39· Here 
too the authority of the praefectus Augustalis over the whole 
diocese was abolished. His office was combined with that of the 
dux Aegypti and he exercised civil and military authority over the 
two provinces of Aegyptus, with a civil governor subordinate to 
him to administer Aegyptus II. A sitnilar arrangement was made 
in the Thebaid, where the dux Thebaidis was given the title of 
Augustalis, except that here the dux et Augustalis had two sub
ordinate civil governors, one for the upper province and one for 
the lower. In Libya there was a dux with a subordinate civil 
governor. The chapters of the law which deal with the two 
provinces of Augustamnica I and II, Arcadia and Pentapolis (if it 
was included in the reorganisation), are lost, but it seems likely from 
other evidence that Augustamnica was treated on the same lines as 
the Thebaid, and Arcadia and the Pentapolis like Libya. 29 

Certain general principles can be detected in these complex 
changes. The abolition of the surviving vicariates (that of Thrace 
had already gone) and the corresponding offices in the dioceses of 
Oriens and Egypt was probably dictated by a desire for simplifica
tion and economy. The vicars had by now ceased to have any useful 
financial function, since the praetorian prefect directly supervised 
the provincial governors through his tractatores. Their courts of 
appeal were probably of low repute and little used; for they were 
badly paid and correspondingly corrupt, and a further appeal lay 
from them to the emperor. Most litigants probably therefore pre
ferred to appeal from the court of the provincial governor direct to 
the praetorian prefect. 

In the second place many of the changes were designed to make 
the provincial government stronger by abolishing conflicts of 
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jurisdiction, and in particular by combining civil and military 
authority in one hand. This was clearly a dominant consideration in 
Asia Minor, where brigandage was rife, and in Egypt, where civil 
commotions were frequent. But it may be noted that Justinian up
held the old principle of the division of the civil and military power 
in the frontier areas, where the duces had a real strategic task: in 
Armenia I and IV and in Phoenice Libanensis, Arabia and Palestine 
the duces and the civil governors remained separate and co-ordinate, 
and in the last three provinces the status of the latter was enhanced 
expressly in order to prevent their falling under the power of the 
duces as had hitherto been the case. 

A third dominating motive was to improve the status and in
crease the emoluments of the provincial governors in order to 
secure better men to fill these posts and to give them less temptation 
to corruption and extortion. All the new proconsuls, praetors, 
moderators and comites were given the rank of spectabilis and all 
were well paid. Where possible Justinian tried to economise by 
combining the emoluments of two pre-existing offices, but where 
necessary, as in Palestina I, Arabia and Phoenice Libanensis, he did 
not shrink from incurring additional expenditure, and in some 
cases, as with the Augustal prefect, he augmented the combined 
salary of the two posts. 

The new iudices spectabi!es played an important part in Justinian's 
judicial reforms. Owing to the corruption of the provincial 
governors, and, it would seem, of the vicars, an immense flood of 
appeals came to the praetorian prefect and the emperor at Constan
tinople, and this involved litigants in heavy expenses and long 
delays. To check this abuse the spectabiles iudices were given the 
right of final judgment in all cases involving less than 5 oo solidi, a 
limit shortly raised to 750. This jurisdiction they mostly exercised 
ouly in cases arising in their own provinces, but some were given 
an appellate jurisdiction over a neighbouring province; the pro
consuls of Cappadocia I, Palestina I and Armenia I heard appeals 
from Cappadocia II, Palestina II and Armenia II, and the comes of 
Armenia III from Armenia IV, and probably the praefectus Augus
talis of Egypt and the dux Augustalis of the Thebaid from their 
pairs of provinces. 30 

This provincial reorganisation was no doubt intended to fit a 
variety of local conditions and its lack of uniformity may be partly 
due to this fact. But when all allowance is made for this, it remains 
a somewhat makeshift scheme, and it had some serious defects. The 
virtual abolition of any unit of government larger than a province 
or a pair of provinces did not make for the efficient preservation of 
law and order, for brigands, by crossing over from one province to 
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another, were able to evade capture. While in some provinces a 
reputable court was established, there remained many provinces 
where there was no appeal from a low-grade governor except to 
Constantinople. It might have been wiser, instead of abolishing the 
vicars, to have improved their quality by giving them better 
salaries, and to have entrusted them with military powers to deal 
with internal disorders and a more effective appellate jurisdiction. 
It may be that John the Cappadocian was not willing to contem
plate the diminution in the power of his own office which such a 
reform would have involved. 

Despite the heavy expenditure of the Persian, Vandal and Ostro
gothic wars, and the large payment made to Chosroes for the 
Eternal Peace, and many smaller subsidies paid to barbarian kings, 
Justinian was able to carry out a very extensive building programme. 
He rebuilt the fortifications of many cities, especially along the 
Eastern frontier, and in countless towns he restored the aqueducts, 
baths and other public edifices. In 5 26-9 there was a series of 
disastrous earthquakes which ruined a number of important cities, 
notably Antioch, and Justinian undertook the task of rebuilding 
them. Mter the Nica uprising he made good on a magnificent 
scale the damage caused by the fires; on his greatest work, the 
Great Church of the Holy Wisdom, no expense was spared.31 

At the beginning of his reign Justinian was probably still able to 
draw on the remains of Anastasius' accumulated reserve; for though 
Justin had been extravagant, he can hardly, as Procopius alleges, 
have exhausted the whole of it in nine years. But John Lydus, a 
more reliable witness, states that it was quickly spent on the 
Persian wars. Thereafter expenses had to be met out of revenue, 
for Justinian's wars did not bring in much money apart from the 
treasure of the Vandal kings. Nor can the reconquered provinces 
have paid their way. Taxation was promptly levied in Mrica, where 
it was necessary to make extensive new assessments, as much of the 
best lands had been tax-free Vandal allotments and the old records 
had been destroyed: but the Moorish incursions and the mutiny 
must have made it very difficult to collect much revenue for several 
years. Sicily was organised in 53 7, a year after its occupation, being 
placed under a praetor directly responsible to Constantinople, and 
its revenues were paid to the comes patrimonii per Italiam. In Italy a 
praetorian prefect was appointed as early as 53 7, but while the war 
went on the collection of the revenues must have been very 
irregular. 32 
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J.ustinian was able nevertheless ~o. make ends meet during this 
penod. In j 36 and j 38 there were, 1t1s true, some complaints from 
the. troops in. Africa that their pay was in arrears, but such com
plamts were, lt would appear, a very minor part of the grievances 
which led to the mutiny, and the trouble was probably due to 
administrat_ive delays: the government may well have hoped to get 
more than lt was able to do out of local revenues and have failed to 
send enough money from home. as 

That the budget was balanced was largely due to the financial 
ability of Jo~n the Cappadocian. Unfortunately no laws bearing on 
~ance surv1ve,.an~ we have to rely on the malicious misrepresenta
tlons of Procopms m the Secret H1story and the rhetorical diatribes 
of John the Lydian, who detested the great prefect. Procopius 
states that John ~evied a supplement to the land tax, called the air 
tax ( aeet"6v), which added 3,ooo lb. gold to the annual revenue. 
This is his only recorded addition to the tax burden and it was not 
very considerable. He owed his success rather to the vigorous and 
no doubt often brutal efficiency with which he collected the 
revenues-a !~rid account of his methods is given by John Lydus
and to the stnct controls whereby he checked the misappropriation 
of public funds, and to a number of economies.a4 

He appears to h~ve drastically curtailed the cursus publicus, which 
was ~ very ~xpens1ve luxury, throughout the dioceses of Asiana, 
Pontlca, Onens and Egypt, except on the main road from Con
stantinopl7 to the _Eastern f~ont. Four ~dditional regiments of the 
scholae which Justm had ra1sed were disbanded: this was no loss 
from the military point of view, as the scholae had long become a 
purely orn:unental c~rps, but i~ was somewhat inequitable, as no 
compensatwn was prud to the d1scharged men for the prices which 
they had paid for their places. The old regiments of scholae and the 
protectores domestici were moreover ordered to the front for the 
successive wars, and were graciously allowed to stay at home when 
they offered to forfeit their pay for a given period to avoid active 
service.35 

. ~ mi!itary economy of mo~e dubious .wisd<;>m was to compel the 
lt!mtanet of the Eastern frontler to forfe1t theu pay for a period of 
years on the conclusion ?f the Eternal Peace in l3 2; for when 
Chosroes broke the peace m j 40 the frontier garrisons were not un
naturally in a very poor state, and that of Beroea actually deserted 
to the enemy. According to Procopius Justinian abolished from 
t?e very be~~!lg of his reign the custom~ry quinquennial dona
tlve of j solidi glVen to all the troops. But Jt is hardly credible that 
the armies w~uld. have made no protest and would have fought as 
well as they did, if they had suffered such a cut, and it seems likely 
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that Procopius either exaggerated delays in the payment of the 
donative, or misrepresented a measure whereby the donative was 
consolidated with the annual annona. The latter is suggested by the 
fact that in Africa an annona, which was commuted for 4 solidi under 
Valentinian III, was reckoned at j solidi under Justinian. as 

To recover misappropriated funds and to ensure that the public 
moneys were not misspent John sent out discussores (l.oyoOhat) 
from among his scriniarii to audit accounts, mainly those· of cities 
and of regiments. There is no doubt that these officials often mis
used their powers to feather their own nests by blackmail. The mal
practices of one of them, a certain John, caused such a scandal that 
Justinian made it a standing order that none should be appointed 
except by his personal warrant, and that until such warrant had 
been verified by reference to the capital the local authorities of the 
cities might refuse to show their accounts. It is also no doubt true 
that they excited much discontent amongst the troops, by striking 
absentees and the aged and unfit off the rolls and abolishing· many 
cherished abuses. But it is certain that, stimulated by a commission 
of one-twelfth of the money they recovered, they saved the 
treasury very large sums. 37 

Justiuian was also very active in the religious field during these 
years. Believing as he did that the success of his armies and the 
welfare of the empire depended on God's favour, and that God 
would be offended by laxity or abuses in his church, he took it upon 
himself to regulate its internal affairs with the minute attention to 
detail which was characteristic of him. Numerous laws were issued 
on the election of bishops and on the discipline of the clergy with a 
view to eliminating simony and ensuring that fit and proper persons 
were appointed to clerical posts and that they did their duty and led 
seemiy lives. The election of abbots and abbesses and the discipline 
of monks and nuns was also regulated by imperial legislation, for 
their prayers were specially efficacious. Another series of laws was 
ditected to prevent the alienation of church property and to ensure 
its efficient management. 38 

As important a condition of God's favour was the elimination of 
paganism and heresy. In j 29 all pagans were ordered to come to 
church with their families and receive instruction and be baptised 
under pain of confiscation and exile, and in the same year a purge 
of the Constantinopolitan aristocracy was held, and a number of 
eminent persons were convicted of pagan practices and executed. 
In 542 John of Ephesus was officially commissioned to convert the 
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rural pagans of western Asia Minor, and baptised 7o,ooo of them. 
Strong measures were also taken against the more extreme heretical 
sects: in 52 7 a number of persons of high station were executed as 
Manichees, and later the Montanists of Phrygia were driven by 
persecution to mass suicide. 39 

In a series of laws of increasing severity the disabilities inflicted 
on pagans, Jews, Samaritans and heretics were increased. They 
were forbidden to hold any imperial dignitas or militia (except the 
lowly and burdensome militia cohorta!is), to be curatores or defensores 
of cities, or to enjoy the privileges of decurions, though still saddled 
with the burdens of curial status, to practise at the bar or hold 
professorial chairs. They were also deprived of many of their civil 
rights, being forbidden to bequeath or give their estates to any but 
Catholics or to receive inheritances or donations or to give evidence 
in court against Catholics. In Mrica in the first flush of the re
conquest Justinian ordered all Jewish synagogues to be converted 
into churches, but this seems to have been a local and temporary 
measure. In general he maintained the traditional toleration ac
corded to the Jewish cult. Samaritans, on the other hand, were 
treated with the full rigour of the law. At the beginning of his 
reign he ordered all their synagogues to be demolished, and when 
as a result the Samaritans broke into revolt, the severest penal laws 
were directed against recusants, and many were executed. 40 

Monophysites are not expressly mentioned in any of the earlier 
penal laws, which seem to have been directed mainiy against 
Manichees and other small extremist sects, and in Egypt at any rate, 
where the monophysite patriarch, Timothy IV, was left undis
turbed, no active steps were taken against them. In dealing with 
this problem Justinian's policy was to try to find common ground 
between the Chalcedonians and the moderate monophysites of the 
school of Severus of Antioch, so that, having reconciled the latter, 
he could with reasonable hopes of success crush the extremists by 
penal measures. With this object in view he arranged a discussion 
between six Chalcedonians and six Severan monophysites in 5 p. 
As a result of their deliberations he issued next year an edict in 
which he set forth a version of the true faith which he hoped might 
be acceptable to both parties. It anathematised Nestorianism and 
Eutychianism, but made no mention of the one or two natures of 
Christ, and made use instead of the formula that Christ 'who was 
incarnate and made man and crucified is one of the Holy and 
Consubstantial Trinity'. This formula he submitted to Pope John 
II, who gave it his approval in 5 34·41 

In 535, when Timothy IV died at Alexandria, Theodosius, a 
Severan monophysite, was installed as patriarch, and when he was 
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ejected in favour of an extremist, Narses was sent with 6,ooo men 
at his back to reinstate him. In the same year Epiphanius, the 
patriarch of Constantinople, died, and was replaced by Anthimus, 
bishop of Trapezus, who had been one of the six Chalcedonian 
representatives at the conference of 5 32· He invited Severus of 
Antioch himself to the capital to continue negotiations. But in the 
spring of 5 36 Pope Agapems arrived in Constantinople as envoy of 
Theodahad. Agapems was less accommodating than his pre
decessor, and he rallied the intransigent Chalcedonians and, it 
would seem, convinced Justinian of the error of his ways. A council 
was held under his presidency in which Anthimus was condemned 
and deposed, and an orthodox Chalcedonian, Menas, elected in his 
place. 

The pope, having consecrated Menas, died, but the latter carried 
on the campaign, holding a large council which once again 
anathematised Severus of Antioch and his two principal supporters 
and condemned their doctrine. Justinian followed this up with an 
edict banishing the condemned bishops from the capital and 
ordering Severus' works to be burned. He endeavoured to persuade 
Theodosius, whom he was maintaining by force of arms at 
Alexandria, to subscribe to Chalcedon, but finding him obdurate 
replaced him in 538 by a Chalcedonian Egyptian monk, Paul, who 
was given full powers to call upon the military to aid him in his 
task. The persecution of the monophysites, which was already in 
full swing in Syria, was now extended to Egypt. Paul's method's 
proved too brutal even for the imperial government, and he was 
deposed in 542; but he was replaced by a Palestinian monk named 
Zoilus who, though a milder character, was as firm a Chalcedonian. 42 

Before Belisarius left Ravenna in the spring of 5 40 the dis
illusioned Ostrogoths had elected a new king, Ildebad, under whom 
the struggle was resumed, and in the same spring Chosroes broke 
the Eternal Peace and invaded Syria. For the next twenty years the 
Gothic and Persian wars were to drag on. It was not until 5 6x that 
peace was finally signed with Persia, and in the same year the last 
Gothic strongholds fell in Italy. Meanwhile Mrica was still 
troubled from time to time by Moorish rebellions, and Thrace and 
Illyricum continued to be regularly raided by the Bulgars, Sclavenes, 
Antae and other barbarian tribes. But perhaps the most serious 
calamity which afflicted the empire in these years was the bubonic 
plague. Starting from Pelusium it swept over Egypt, Palestine and 
Syria in 542, and in the following year reached Constantinople and 
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spread over the whole of Asia Minor, Thrace and Illyricum, and 
through Mesopotamia into the Persian empire: it was also carried 
westwards to Italy and Mrica and penetrated to Gaul. Of its su?
sequent ravages little is recorded, but it recurred at 0-tervals m 
various districts, though in a less virulent form; Agathias records 
one such recurrence at Constantinople as late as 55 8, and Western 
chroniclers tell of a severe outbreak in Italy and Gaul in 570-r, and 
yet another in Constantinople in 5 73-4•43 

Placing too implicit confidence in Chosroes' good ~aith, Jus
tinian had neglected the army of the East, and despite rece?t 
warnings he had evidently taken no measures to strengthen It. 
When Chosroes, acting earlier than had been anticipated, moved 
with a large army into Mesopotamia in 540, he met with no 
opposition. His object was not conquest but money and loot, and 
he proceeded methodicallJ: to sack or extract blackmail !rom _Sura, 
Hierapolis, Beroea, Chale1s, Edessa, Apamea and Antwch ttself, 
after which he withdrew unscatl!ed. Next year he invaded Lazica 
and captured Petra, its principal fortress, while Belisarius, who had 
been reappointed magister mi!itum per Orientem, conducted a rath~r 
ineffective counter-attack in Mesopotamia. In 5 42 Chosroes agrun 
invaded Mesopotamia, but, impressed by the improved morale of the 
Roman army under Belisarius' command, and perhaps alarmed by 
the onset of tl!e plague, rapidly withdrew: in tl!e following winter 
Belisarius was recalled to resume command in Italy. In 543 
Chosroes moved to the northern sector again, but owing to the 
plague did not launch any attack: the Roman generals counter
attacked but were beaten off witl! heavy loss. Next year Chosroes 
again turned his attention to Mesopotamia, where he besieged 
Edessa but failed to take it. By this time he was wearying of the 
war, which had ceased to bring quick profits, and Jn 545 he 
assented, in return for a payment of 5 ,coo lb. gold, to sign a truce 
for five years. He refused however to abandon his conquests in 
Lazica, and there the truce did not apply. 44 

Meanwhile in Italy Ildebad was after a few months assassinated 
in a private quarrel, and tl!e Goths accepted as his successor a 
Rugian named Eraric. He proved a traitor, but he was replaced 
in 541 by Totila, under whose able leadership the situation was 
transformed. Though at first he was able to muster only 5,000 
Goths, and the Roman armies numbered I2,ooo, taking advantage 
of the fact that after Belisarius' recall no supreme commander had 
been appointed and the numerous Roman generals failed to co
operate, he boldly took the offensive in 5 42, and marching south 
occupied Apulia and Calabria, Lucania and Bruttium, and Cam
pania, where he laid siege to Naples. In these areas he recruited 
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slaves, many of them no doubt of barbarian origin, and methodic
ally collected tl!e regular taxes and also the rents hitherto paid by 
the coloni to their absentee landlords. By this policy, which he 
henceforth normally pursued, he was able to build up his army 
and to feed it wiiliout ruining the country which he occupied by 
indiscriminate ravaging. Next spring Naples was starved out, 
and he demolished its fortifications: this also became his regular 
policy, for he could not afford men to garrison all the towns he 
captured. 45 

In 544 Belisarius arrived at Ravenna with 4,ooo men whom he 
had recruited in Thrace, but he was able to achieve little. Mter the 
fall of Ravenna in 540 Justinian had expected that Italy would pay 
for itself; he had accordingly sent no money to pay the troops, and 
dispatched a discussor, Alexander, to conduct a thorough audit of 
the accounts of the reconquered praefecture. Alexander not only 
created great discontent amongst the Italians by raking up old 
claims dating back to the period of Ostrogothic rule, but by dis
covering and exploiting irregularities in the regimental accounts 
alienated the troops. With their pay several years in arrear tl!ey 
were by now thoroughly demoralised, and many of them deserted. 
Belisarius' forces were soon reduced by the departure of the units 
which had been transferred from the army of Illyricum to the 
Italian command; complaining that they had received no pay 
during the years that they had been in Italy, and that their families 
in Illyricum were endangered by the barbarian invasions, they 
mutinied and marched back to their old stations. 46 

Belisarius wrote a strongly worded dispatch to Justinian, 
demanding reinforcements and money. Now tl!at a truce had been 
signed with Persia Justinian could spare troops for tl!e West, but it 
was not until the end of the year that a small force arrived under 
John, the nephew of Vitalian, and meanwhile Totila was able to 
extend his conquests northwards, encircling Rome, to which he 
laid siege in the winter of 545-6. In 546 Belisarius, unable to force 
his way from Ravenna to Rome by land, sailed round to Portus, 
but having unwisely left the bulk of the troops with John, who 
wished to recover southern Italy, he was too weak to relieve the 
city, which was betrayed by ~our !saurian soldiers of the garrison 
on I7 December. The garnson of 3,ooo men escaped. Of the 
civilian population only about 5 oo remained, tl!e rest having either 
died of starvation or been evacuated during the siege.47 

Totila according to his policy removed the gates and started to 
demolish the walls, but soon abandoned the Herculean task to 
march against John, who had gained considerable successes in tl!e 
south. He left a large force near the deserted city of Rome, but 

u 
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nevertheless Belisarius contrived to reoccupy it, restock it with 
provisions and repair the walls, and when Totila returned his 
attacks were successfully beaten off. Some troops now arrived from 
the East, first 3oo Heruls, 8oo Armenians, and Valerian, the 
magister militum per Armeniam, with r,ooo bucella;ii, .and later 2,ooo 
infantry, but they were too few to enable Belisar1Us to take the 
initiative, and he sent his wife Antonina to Constantinople to use 
her influence with Theodora to obtain really adequate reinforce
ments. She arrived to find that Theodora had just died (on 28 June 
548), and that Justinian was more interested in the possibility of 
recovering Lazica, whose king had appealed for aid against Persian 
oppression. Being unable to perform her mission, she asked for her 
husband's recall, and Belisarius left Italy early next year. He was 
received with honour at Constantinople and reappointed magister 
militum per Orientem, but he never took up this command.41l 

Late in 548 a general named Dagisthaeus was dispatched to 
Lazica with 7,ooo men, but he failed to recapture Petra, and in 540, 
despite two victories over Persian armies, he was recalled. His 
successor, Bessas, succeeded in taking Petra in 55 I, and in the same 
year the five years' truce, which had lapsed in 5 5o, was renewed for 
a payment of 2,6oo lb. gold; it still did not apply to Lazica, on 
which Chosroes refused to relinquish his claim. 49 

Meanwhile Totila was completing the reconquest of Italy. In 
5 50 he recaptured Rome and proceeded to invade Sicily. This 
news finally aroused Justinian to the seriousness of the position in 
the West. He immediately dispatched a small army to the defence 
of Sicily, and appointed his cousin Germanus to the Italian com
mand. In view of the Lazic war no troops could be released from 
the East, and from the Thracian army only a few cavalry regiments 
could be spared, but with funds supplied by the treasury and 
drawn from his own ample resources Germanus quickly got 
together a large army. Roman volunteers, many of them buce!larii 
of other generals, flocked to the standard from Thrace and Illy
ricum, barbarians from the Danube eagerly enlisted under so 
celebrated a general, and the king of the Lombards promised a 
contingent of r,ooc men. 50 

Germanus' preparations were interrupted by an invasion of the 
Sclaveni, and before he could march he died. In his place Justinian 
appointed Narses, who had now risen to be praepositus sacri 
cubiculi. Narses refused to accept the command unless he was 
provided with an even larger army and with ample funds, sufficient 
not only to cover the costs of the expedition but to pay the arrears 
due to the troops in Italy. In 55 2 he marched, leading a huge and 
rather motley host. The total is not recorded, but it included, 

besides some regiments from the praesental armies, the forces which 
Germanus had collected and more recruits from Illyricum and 
Thrace, 5,500 Lombards sent by their king, Audoin, over 3,ooo 
Heruls under Philemuth, and numerous smaller barbarian con
tingents-Gepids, Huns, Persian deserters, and another group of 
Heruls.51 

The Roman and. Gothic armies met at Busta Gallorum, where 
Narses won a complete victory in which Totila was killed .. Next 
year he inflicted an equally decisive defeat at Mons Lactarius on 
Totila's successor, Teias, and the renmant of the Gothic army 
yielded on condition that they should be allowed to leave Italy and 
never bear artns against the empire. The fighting was not over, for 
there were still Gothic garrisons holding out in a number of towns, 
and in the north the Franks, who.had some years past taken advan
tage of the struggle to occupy large parts of the Alpine provinces 
and Venetia, now became aggressive. In this same year (55 3) a vast 
horde of Franks and their Alaman subjects swept through Italy, but 
in 5 54 they too were decisively defeated at Capua and withdrew. 
The sieges of the northern towns dragged on for some years more
it was not until 561 that Verona and Brixia fell-but from 554 
Italy enjoyed peace. 52 

In this year Justinian issued a Pragmatic Sanction settling the 
affairs of the country. The acts of the 'tyrant' Totila were annulled, 
and. those who claimed that they had sold property under pressure 
during his reign were permitted to recover it on refunding the price 
which they had received. Returned exiles and prisoners recovered 
their rights and property, slaves were restored to their former 
owners and coloni to their landlords. Various administrative 
abuses were corrected. The officials of the praetorian prefecture 
and the palatine ministries were not to intervene in the collection 
of taxes, which was left to the provincial governors and their ojjicia. 
Provisions were to be purchased for the troops at market prices in 
the provinces where there was a surplus, and in Apulia and 
Calabria, where the landowners had agreed to pay a superindiction 
in order to be free from coemptio, compulsory purchases had to be 
made from merchants only. Cases between civilians, or when the 
defendant was a civilian, might not come before the military 
courts. At Rome the issue of free corn to the citizens and the 
salaries of the professors and doctors were restored, and the funds 
allocated for the repair of the aqueducts and public buildings re
established. One very interesting innovation was introduced. It 
was enacted that provincial governors were henceforth to be 
nominated on the recommendation of the bishops and notables of 
the provinces concerned. 53 
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On one important topic the Pragmatic Sanction is silent. From a 
contemporary papyrus we know that the lands of the Gothic church 
were granted by. the emperor to the catholic church. It is less 
certain that the Roman landowners recovered the third of their 
farms that had been assigned to the Goths. The express recognition 
by the Pragmatic Sanction of donations made by Athalaric, Amala
suntha and Theodahad implies rather that the status quo was main
tained. In that case the few Goths who remained would have 
retained their lands-and the papyri record some landowners with 
Gothic names-and the bulk of the sortes Gothorum would as bona 
vacantia have lapsed to the crown. 54 · 

Narses remained in Italy as commander-in-chief and virtual 
governor-general; he had no title as such, being still styled prae
positus sacri cubicu!i et patricius in official documents. Under him 
four magistri mi/itum (vacantes) commanded the garrison troops who 
guarded the Alpine passes. There continued to be a praetorian 
prefect of Italy, whose jurisdiction was by now reduced to the 
peninsula itself, a prefect of the city, and a vicar of the city; the 
vicariate of Italy was apparently revived. The Gothic office of 
comes patrimonii (per Ita!iam) was also maintained. But with the re
union of Italy to the empire the offices of the. western comitatus, 
which the Ostrogothic kings had preserved, ceased to exist. This 
must have been a blow to the Roman senatorial aristocracy, whose 
members could no longer become quaestors, masters of the offices, 
or comes sacrarum largitionum or rei privatae save at Constantinople. 
In effect the only illustrious office available to them was the prefec
ture of the city, for even the praetorian prefecture of Italy was 
frequently given to men from the Eastern parts. 65 

In the same years that Narses was completing the conquest of 
Italy Justinian embarked on the reconquest of Spain. On the death 
of Theoderic the Ostrogoth Spain had become an independent 
kingdom once more, Amalaric having attained his majority. Five 
years later in 53 I Amalaric, having been defeated by the Franks, 
was lynched by his troops, and Theudis, the Ostrogothic general 
who had commanded Spain under Theoderic, became king. Mter 
a reign of seventeen years he was assassinated in 5 48, and his 
successor, Theodegisel, suffered the same fate eighteen months 
later. His successor, Agila, by violating the shrine of the local 
martyr at Corduba promoted a rebellion of his Roman subjects, who 
soundly defeated him, and in 55 I he was challenged by a pretender 
named Athanagild, who asked Justinian for aid. The emperor 
seized the opportunity and sent an army which conquered a part of 
southern Spain in Athanagild's interest, and the Visigoths in alarm 
killed Agila and accepted Athanagild as their king. Having 

achieved his ambition Athanagild naturally had no further use for 
the Roman troops, but they held on to the area which they had 
occupied, which included Nova Carthago, Malaca and Corduba. ss 

In Mrica· meanwhile the able Solomon, who had succeeded in 
subduing the Moors, was killed in 5 44 in a renewed uprising 
provoked by the folly of his nephew Sergius, the .dux of Tripoli
tania, who treacherously massacred the chiefs of the local tribe, the 
Levathi, during a parley. Justinian unwisely appointed Sergius to 
succeed him, but when he proved utterly incompetent sent out a 
member of the Constantinopolitan nobility, the patrician Areo
bindus, as magister militum. The position had meanwhile deterior
ated. Not only were most of the Moors in revolt, but Gontharis, 
the dux of Nurnidia, was in secret league with them, desiring with 
their aid to make himself the ruler of Mrica, and the Roman troops, 
whose pay was in arrears, were unreliable. Areobindus proved 
quite incapable of dealing with this difficult situation. Gontharis 
occupied Carthage, and having lured Areobindus from the sanc
tuary to which he had fled, murdered him. But he in his turn was 
assassinated by Artabanes, a loyal Armenian general who had per
force accepted his rule. Artabanes succeeded in rallying the Roman 
troops to the lawful emperor, and his successor John in 5 4:1-7 
crushed those of the Moors who remained in revolt. Thereafter 
Africa enjoyed peace for the rest of Justinian's reign, except for 
one Moorish rebellion in 563, which was quickly quelled. 57 

Thrace and Illyricum continued to be harried by periodic bar
barian raids. The Bulgars invaded Illyricum in 5 44, and the 
Sclaveni penetrated as far as Dyrrachium in 5 48, and in 5 5o swept 
over Thrace, Dacia and Dalmatia; on this occasion they passed the 
winter in Roman territory, and it was not until the spring of 5 5 I 
that the Roman army succeeded in making them retire beyond the 
Danube. Mter this we hear of no invasions until 5 59, when a new 
enemy, the Cotrigur Huns, together with the Bulgars and the 
Sclaveni, crossed the Danube. One group ravaged the Macedonian 
diocese and was only halted by the defences of Thermopylae. 
Another overran Thrace and succeeded in penetrating the Long 
Wall. There was panic in Constantinople, where there were no 
troops save the scholae and the protectores. In this crisis Justinian 
entrusted Belisarius with the defence of the city. With a makeshift 
army drawn from the civilian population, stiffened by a few 
hundred veterans, he inflicted a defeat on the Cotrigurs sufficiently 
serious to make them withdraw into Thrace, and some months 
later they were persuaded by the promise of an annual subsidy to 
evacuate Roman territory. In 56 I a yet more formidable tribe, the 
A vars, advanced to the Danube and demanded to be settled in the 
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province of Scythia, but were ultimately persuaded to accept a 
subsidy instead. 58 

After the second Five Years' Truce of 55 I there was a little 
desultory fighting in Lazica between 5 54 and 5 56, but next year, 
when the truce was renewed, it was extended to Lazica also. At 
length in 56 I a peace of fifty years was agreed. Chosroes relin
quished his claims to Lazica and evacuated the remaining positions 
which he held there. He also agreed to prevent barbarians from 
crossing the Caucasus. In return Justinian undertook to pay him 
3o,ooo solidi a year; the first seven payments, which amounted to 
3,ooo lb. gold, were made in advance, and the next three were to be 
paid in the eighth year. Other clauses probably only confirmed pre
existing arrangements. The federate Saracens of both parties were 
included in the peace : trade was restricted to certain towns; pro
visions were made for the settlement of disputes between Persians 
and Romans; deserters were not to be received by either side; 
Persian objections to Dara were withdrawn, but no large force was 
to be stationed there and no new forts were to be built near the 
frontiers. Justinian obtained from Chosroes an undertaking not to 
persecute his Christian subjects. One point remained unsettled. 
Suania, a dependency of Lazica, had in the last few years revolted 
and come under Persian rule: Justinian claimed that it should be 
retroceded, but Chosroes refused to surrender it. 59 

Mter the fall of John the Cappadocian some defects in the 
scheme of provincial reorganisation which he had inspired were 
corrected. As early as 5 42 the comes Orientis had recovered some 
measure of authority over at least the northern part of the diocese, 
where there were no other spectabiles iudices. In Pontica it was found 
that by moving from province to province brigands eluded the 
governors who had received military powers, and in 548 the 
vicariate of Pontica was revived in a new form to deal with the 
nuisance. The new vicar was primarily a police officer responsible 
for public order throughout the whole diocese, and to make sure 
that he shouid not be hampered in his activities by any conflicts of 
jurisdiction, was given authority over soldiers and civil servants of 
the palatine ministries. At about the sam:: time a similar P.olice 
officer, styled the biocofytes (preventer of v10lence ), was appomted 
to maintain order in five provinces of the Asianic diocese, Lycaonia, 
Pisidia, Lydia and the two Phrygias: in 513 Pisidia and the two 
Phrygias were deemed sufficiently pacified to be removed fr<;>m his 
jurisdiction. Justinian seems also to have restored the vicanate of 
Thrace. 60 
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Thou~h there were no other major changes in the administrative 
system, 1t need not be inferred that Justinian lost interest in the 
welfare of the provincials. During the latter part of his reign he 
issued a number of comprehensive enactments dealing with the 
collection of the revenue and the administration of justice, in which 
he carefully regulated the procedure and endeavoured to stamp out 
current abuses. He also strove to protect the independence of the 
civic authorities against the encroachments of the provincial 
governors, forbidding the latter to appoint deputies (loci servatores, 
ro:JWUJ!!'f/-r:al) in the several cities subject to them. 61 

Justinian's principal financial adviser in the latter part of his 
reign was Peter Barsymes, a scriniarius of the praetorian prefecture 
of Syrian origin, who was appointed comes sacrarum largitionum in 
about 5 40 and praetorian prefect of the East in 5 43. In this office 
he made himself very unpopular by attempted economies in the corn 
supply of the capital; for having sold off surplus stocks in 544 at 
good prices, he was compelled by the failure of the Egyptian 
harvest in 545 to make extensive compulsory purchases of corn in 
Thrace, Bithynia and Phrygia. He was dismissed in 5 46, but was 
soon reappointed to the largjtiones, and in 5 54-5 became praetorian 
prefect once more: this office he continued to hold till 5 62 at least 
and probably until the end of the reign. 62 

He is represented by Procopius as an unscrupulous rogue, but 
two laws addressed to, and probably therefore drafted by, him 
reveal him as a careful and conscientious administrator, as solicitous 
for the protection of the taxpayer as for the interests of the treasury. 
One of these laws regulates minutely the whole procedure for the 
collection of the regular taxes, ensuring amongst other things that 
the annual indiction should be given full publicity well in advance 
and that tax receipts should show in detail not only the amount 
paid and the date, but the assessment on which the tax had been 
calculated. Another lays down very precise and equitable rules for 
the compulsory purchase of supplies for troops in transit. This 
law, which is dated 545, throws some doubt on Procopius' allega
tion that in the same year Peter unscrupulously exploited the 
coemptio of grain for the capital to ruin the landowners and enrich 
himself and the treasury. 63 

The financial situation must have been even more difficult when 
Peter was in control than it had been under John, but none the less 
the government was able in 5 5 I to supply Narses with funds 
sufficient to pay off all the arrears which had accumulated in Italy 
and to raise the very considerable army with which he finally 
defeated the Ostrogoths, and in 54 5, 5 5 I and 5 62 to raise the sums, 
totalling over 7,500 lb. gold, required to buy the two truces and the 
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final peace with Persia. Unfortunately we have no evidence except 
Procopius' malicious misrepresentations on the methods whereby 
Peter balanced the budget, and even Procopius' evidence only goes 
down to 550, when he wrote the Secret History. 

Peter's main exploit was to create a state monopoly in silk 
fabrics. The purchase of the raw silk at the frontier had always 
been restricted to the governmental commerciarii who re-sold 
what was not required by the state factories to private dealers. 
When as a result of the Persian wars the price of raw silk rose, the 
manufacturers naturally charged more for the finished product, 
until the government intervened in the interest of the public and 
fixed maximum prices. As the price of raw silk continued to rise 
private merchants and manufacturers were driven out of business, 
and Peter exploited the resultant shortage by selling the products 
of the state factories at very high prices. By this process the 
!argitionos came to monopolise the manufacture and sale of silk 
fabrics, and to make handsome profits out of those to whom they 
were a necessity of life. 64 

Peter Barsymes may also have been responsible for the sale of 
monopolies in other categories of goods to the guilds of shop
keepers. The system was apparently first applied in Constantinople 
and was later extended to o.ther large cities; in Alexandria it was 
introduced under Hephaesrus, who was Augustal prefect in 5 46. It 
naturally led to a rise in prices, though we need not accept Pro
copius' statement that they were trebled. There may also be some 
truth in Procopius' allegation that Peter systematically revived the 
sale of offices. The clause in the Pragmatic Sanction whereby in 
Italy the bishops and notables were empowered to nominate 
provincial governors sine suffragio seems to imply that by 5 54 
suffragia were usually paid for governorships in other parts of the 
empire. 65 

Justinian became increasingly religious with advancing years. 
He continued to issue laws regulating minutely the internal affairs 
of the church, and he even extended his interest to the Jewish cult, 
laying down rules for the synagogue services. The penal laws 
against pagans, Jews, Samaritans and heretics were not relaxed, and 
there was a renewed drive against pagan practices in 562. Justinian 
also continued untiringly his efforts to reconcile the monophysites 
to the true faith. One of the stumbling blocks which impeded their 
acceptance of the Council of Chalcedon was the fact that it had 
rehabilitated Theodoret of Cyrrhus and Ibas of Edessa, .and had 
approved the doctrines of Theodore of Mopsuestia, all of whom 
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were deemed by the monophysites to be infected with Nest
orianism. Justinian became convinced that their objections were 
in part well grounded, and in 543-4 he issued an edict in three 
chapters condemning certain works of Theodoret and Ibas and 
denouncing Theodore as a heretic. 66 

The Eastern patriarchs were induced after some hesitation to 
sign this document, but in the West the bishops strongly resented 
any suggestion that the council of Chalcedon could have erred, and 
Pope Vigilius, though he owed his election to the imperial govern
ment, refrained from making any pronouncement. Impatient of the 
delay, Justinian had him brought to Constantinople, where he 
arrived in 54 7· In 5 48 he held a council there and issued a judgment 
(Judicarum) condemning the Three Chapters, as the works con
demned in the edict of the three chapters had come to be called. 
The publication of this document aroused a storm of protest in the 
West, and there followed a long struggle between the emperor and 
the pope, who retracted and reaffirmed his condemnation of the 
Three Chapters according as his fear of Justinian or of his Western 
colleagues prevailed. Eventually in 55 3 the emperor summoned a 
general council at Constantinople which duly ratified his edict. 
Vigilius refused to attend, but under threat of deposition renewed 
his condemnation of the Three Chapters in the following year. He 
died on his way back to Italy and was replaced by one of his 
deacons, Pelagius, who, having been the leader of the opposition, 
swallowed his scruples on being offered the papal chair. 

Justinian thus got his way in the end, but the results were dis
appointing. In the West the churches of Mrica, Spain and Gaul did 
not accept the decisions of the Council of Constantinople, and even 
in Italy the metropolitans of Milan and Aquileia refused to enter 
into communion with Pelagius; the schism outlasted Justinian's 
reign. In the East the condemnation of the Three Chapters was 
accepted by the Chalcedonians, but failed to achieve its object of 
reconciling the monophysites, who during the years of persecution 
since 53 6 had rallied their forces and built up an underground 
organisation. The leader of the movement was James Baradaeus, a 
monk from Constantine in Mesopotamia, who in 542 was secretly 
consecrated bishop of Edessa by Theodosius, the deposed patriarch 
of Alexandria. He spent the rest of his life travelling in disguise 
through Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine and Egypt, encouraging the 
faithful and consecrating bishops and ordaining priests and 
deacons. Before he died in 5 78 a powerful monophysite church had 
been organised in Syria and Egypt. 67 

Justinian nevertheless persisted in his quest for a formula which 
would unite Chalcedonians and monophysites. Towards the end 
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of his life he convinced himself that the doctrine of the extreme 
monophysites, who held that Christ's body was incorruptible and 
impassible, was compatible with the Chalcedonian dogma of the 
two natures, and in 5 64 he issued an edict declaring the aphtharto
docete doctrine orthodox, and required the patriarchs to sign it. 
They unanimously refused, but their courage was not put to the 
test, for next year the old emperor died. 68 

It is not easy to draw up a balance sheet of Justinian's reign. 
Territorially he greatly increased the empire by the recovery of 
Dalmatia, Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Mrica, the Balearic Isles 
and most of Spain south of the Baetis. But it may be questioned 
whether the empire was not weakened rather than strengthened by 
these conquests. The problem may be divided under two heads. 
In the first place it may be asked whether Justinian's aggressive 
wars in the West did not so exhaust the Eastern parts in finance and 
manpower as seriously to weaken the defence of the Danube and 
the Eastern front. And secondly it may be asked whether the 
recovered provinces of the West were not rather a liability than an 
asset, requiring Eastern troops to garrison them and yielding in
sufficient revenue to pay for their defence. In the absence of 
statistics no decisive answer can be given to either of these questions, 
but some rough estimate may be attempted. 

The wars of reconquest were undoubtedly long and exhausting. 
It took twenty years of continuous fighting to reduce the Ostro
goths, and though the Vandals were quickly defeated, the pacifica
tion of Mrica required another twelve years of warfare. That these 
wars were so prolonged was in great part due to the fact that the 
expeditionary forces received very meagre reinforcements and were 
consistently starved of money. It does not, however, follow from 
this that men and money were not available. It would seem rather 
that Justinian, encouraged by Belisarius' brilliant initial success 
against the Vandals and the Ostrogoths, persisted in under
estimating the difficulties which faced later commanders in Mrica 
and Italy, and that, having been informed of the reduction of the 
two countries, he expected them forthwith to pay for themselves. 
The latter mistake was particularly disastrous, since with their pay 
in arrear the troops already in the field became mutinous and 
deserted; the prolonged troubles in Mrica were due as much to 
mutinies of the Roman troops as to the revolts of the Moors, and 
in Italy insubordination and desertion became so rife that a new 
army had eventually to be sent out. 
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The fact that in 5 5 I Narses was supplied with enough money 

both to pay a large new army and to settle all arrears in Italy shows 
that by that date the financial resources of the empire were not 
exhausted. The composition of his army does, however,Jerhaps 
suggest that manpower was running low, for it containe a high 
proportion of barbarian allies, whom Justinian had hitherto used 
sparingly, and the bulk of the regular troops seem to have been 
drawn from Thrace and Illyricum, where they would ill be spared. 
But the shortage of men cannot have been acute, for in the same 
years Justinian was able to send an army to Spain strong enough to 
win and hold a considerable province against the Visigoths. 

The diversion of the empire's resources in manpower and 
money to the West inevitably weakened the Danube and Eastern 
fronts. Against Persia Justinian managed to hold his own with 
remarkable success, despite the fact that he was faced by a king of 
exceptional ability and energy, who exploited his opportunities to 
the full. Apart from the disastrous year 5 40, when Chosroes sacked 
Antioch, the Eastern provinces suffered little damage, and in the 
end Justinian was able to make good his claim on Lazica. These 
results were achieved less by military operations than by diplomacy 
and the payment of blackmail, but this policy at least enabled the 
emperor to conserve his manpower on the Eastern front, and was 
probably not more expensive than the large-scale military effort 
which was the only alternative. 

On the Danube Justinian was less successful. No territory, it is 
true, was actually lost, and from Singidunum to the river's mouth 
the chain of fortresses was maintained intact. The emperor more
over fortified Illyricum and Thrace in depth, improving and 
repairing the defences of the cities and building a vast network of 
small forts over the whole area. But he relied too much on purely 
passive defence, assisted by diplomacy and subsidies to the tribes 
beyond the frontier. He not infrequently withdrew troops from the 
Illyrian and Thracian armies for service in Italy, and exploited the 
area as a recruiting ground for his Italian wars. As a result the 
Roman armies were rarely able to meet the barbarian invaders in the 
field, and the .whole country from the Adriatic to the Black Sea as 
far south as Dyrrachium and Thessalonica and Constantinople 
itself was subject to perennial devastation. 69 

Mrica was finally more or less pacified in 548, the Spanish 
province conquered in 55 2, and the reduction of Italy completed in 
5 54: the same year saw the end of hostilities in Lazica. So far the 
finances of the empire had stood the strain. The manpower 
situation was more precarious. To supply enough troops· for the 
Western campaigns the armies of Armenia and Oriens had been 
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reduced to a dangerously low level during the successive truces, 
and those of Illyricum and Thrace had been so freely drawn upori 
that they could offer no serious resistance to invaders. 

For the last decade of the reign there was peace in the West, but 
the condition of the reconquered provinces was far from happy. 
When Italy was finally recovered it was exhausted by the long years 
of fighting. In j j 6 Pope Pelagius declared to the bishop of Aries 
that the estates of the Roman see were so desolated that no one 
could achieve their rehabilitation, and in a letter to the praetorian 
prefect of Africa he asserted that 'after the continuous devastations 
of war which have been inflicted on the regions of Italy for twenty
five years and more and have scarcely yet ceased, it is only from 
the islands and places overseas that the Roman church receives 
some little revenue, however insufficient, for the clergy and the 
poor'. 70 

Africa was in rather better case, but the Roman government 
never succeeded in recovering from the Moors the large areas 
which they had occupied in the last years of the Vandal kingdom, 
and even within the area effectively under Roman administration 
the great fortifications erected by Solomon and his successors 
suggest that prosperity was greatly reduced and conditions highly 
insecure. Even in the northern parts of Numidia and Byzacena and 
in Proconsularis itself every town was fortified; in most the 
enceinte was drastically reduced, and in many the forum itself \Vas 
converted into a stronghold. Only Sicily and Sardinia had peace, 
except for Totila's brief incursion, and enjoyed some prosperity. 

Financially the Western provinces can hardly have paid their way 
during this period; they certainly can have contributed nothing 
towards the general expenses of the empire. In manpower they 
were undoubtedly a drain on the resources of the Eastern parts. 
Italy was depopulated by the war and could furnish no recrUits, 
and very few Ostrogoths took service under the empire. Mrica 
made some contribution: not only were a substantial number of 
Vandals transported to the Eastern front, but Moors were also 
recrUited for service overseas, and some Mrican regiments were 
raised-two are found in Egypt. But these cannot have compen
sated for the large number of Eastern troops required for the 
garrison of Mrica.n 

The wars of reconquest had lasted longer than they need have 
done because Justinian had refused to expend the men and money 
needeg to achieve a quick decision, and as a result Italy, and to a 
lesser extent Mrica, were so exhausted by the time that they were 
finally pacified that they could contribute little to the revenues of 
the empire. Though the Western wars cannot be said to have 
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exhausted the empire, their net result was to saddle it with heavy 
military commitments without any countervailing increase to its 
resources. 

In the peaceful last decade of his reign Justinian might have done 
something to improve the situation, but he was growing old and 
losing his grip. Agathlas, commenting on the great Cotrignr 
invasion of j j 9, draws a gloomy picture of the condition of the 
empire in the last years of the reign. In his old age, he says, the 
emperor relied more and more on diplomacy and subsidies to keep 
his enemies at bay, and increasingly neglected the army. Money 
was wasted on games and spectacles, the pay of the troops was 
allowed to fall into arrear, and what little they received was filched 
from them by the discus sores. As a result many soldiers deserted or 
drifted into civil life, and the armies shrank to a total of barely 
I j o,ooo men. These had to cover Italy, Mrica, Spain, Lazica, 
Egypt and the Eastern front, where very few were left, since the 
truce was deemed to be sufficient protection. Thrace was denuded 
of troops, and the Cotrigurs were thus able to penetrate to the 
walls of Constantinople. 72 

Justinian's successor used even stronger language in a law which 
he issued in the first year of his reign. 'We found', he says, 'the 
treasury burdened with many debts and reduced to utter exhaus
tion', and 'the army already ruined by lack of supplies, so that the 
commonwealth was devastated by the perennial raids and incursions 
of the barbarians.'73 

Justin's strictures must be taken with a grain of salt. He was 
bitterly critical of his uncle's policy of placating the barbarians with 
subsidies, and accordingly exaggerated its evil results. The debts 
owed by the treasury cannot have been a very serious matter, since 
he promptly paid them out of his own pocket, and, if there was no 
reserve in the treasury after the recent heavy payment to Persia on 
the signature of the Fifty Years' Peace, there is no indication that 
Justin was embarrassed by lack of money during his reign. 

Agathias evidently shared Justin's sentiments, or thought it 
prudent to profess them. But his more temperate criticism con
tains some useful facts. A field army of I j o,ooo men can scarcely 
have been sufficient to hold all the fronts which he enumerates, 
when at the end of the fourth century an army of Ioo,ooo had barely 
proved adequate to protect the lower Danube and the Eastern 
fronts only, and that at a time when the Persian empire was 
quiescent, and there was no religious conflict to disturb the 
internal security of Egypt. At the same time the army was j o per 
cent. larger than it had been, and the revenues of the reconquered 
provinces can hardly have sufficed to cover the increased expendi-

··I· ' 
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ture. It is easy to criticise Justinian for economising on the army 
and spending his money on subsidies, but he had not the resources 
both to build up an army of a sufficient size to protect the far-flung 
empire which he had conquered and in the meanwhile to secure 
peace, and it was natural that as he grew feebler he should have 
preferred the latter alternative. CHAPTER X 

THE SUCCESSORS OF JUSTINIAN 

FOR the reigns of Justin II (565-78), Tiberius Constantine 
(578-82) and Maurice (582-602) the contemporary historical 
sources, though not so rich as for that of Justinian, are fairly 

adequate. We possess substantial fragments, mainly concerned 
with diplomacy, from the history of Menander the protector, who 
wrote under Maurice and brought his story down to his accession. 
His contemporary, Theophanes of Byzantium, also covered the 
reigns of Justin II and Tiberius, but of his work we have only a 
summary of the earlier books going down to 573· John of Epi
phania wrote a history which ended with the restoration of 
Chosroes by Maurice in 591, an event of which he was an eye
witness, but of this work too only the introductory narrative up to 
575 has been preserved. A full, if somewhat diffuse and rhetorical, 
account of the reign of Maurice survives in the History of Theo
phylact, a magister scrinii, who published his work after the death 
of Phocas in 6ro. 

All these historians give scant attention to events in the Western 
provinces of the empire, and for the Lombard invasion of Italy we 
have to rely mainly on a late and untrustworthy source, Paul the 
deacon, who wrote at the end of the eighth century. But the 
Register of Pope Gregory the Great (59o-6o4) throws a flood of 
light not only on the affairs of the church but on the imperial 
administration of Italy and the general condition of the country 
during the last twelve years of Maurice's reign. 

Evagrius carried his Ecclesiastical History down to 593· Its last 
two books, which cover the period from 565 to 593, are par
ticularly valuable as a contemporary record and contain much 
information on secular affairs. A different point of view is given 
by the Ecclesiastical History of the monophysite leader John of 
Ephesus. The third section of this work, which covers events from 
571 down to the reign of Maurice, has survived more or less intact 
and is again of special value as the work of a contemporary. 

The legal sources for the period are, on the other hand, very 
3°3 
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scanty; only a few scattered novels of Justinian's successors have 
been preserved. Some. light is thrown <;m th~ character and poli<:Y 
of Justin li by a Latin v~rse panegync wntten to. celebrate ~s 
accession by the same Conppus who sang the exploits ?f Jo~ m 
Mrica. We also possess some useful contemporary b10graphies. 
The lives of Eutychius, patriarch of Constantinople from 5 52 to 
5 65 and again from 5 77 to 5 82, and of Simeon Sty~tes theY OtJ?JSer, 
who died in 5 96 at the age of 75, tell us something of conditions 
in Pontus and Syria respectively. The biography of Theodore of 
Syceon, who died in 6r3, gives an interesting picture of rural life in 
central Asia Minor. The Spiritual Meadow of John Moschus, a 
Palestinian monk who died in 62o, contains a mass of anecdotes 
which throw vivid sidelights on conditions of life in the Eastern 
provinces in the late sixth and early seventh centuries. The stories 
recounted by Gregory the Great in his Dialogues are of less interest, 
but do something to illuminate conditions in Italy in the sixth 
century. 

Justinian died leaving behind him three nephews, as well as the 
two sons of his cousin Germanus. He had never indicated whom 
he wished to succeed him, and one of Germanus' sons, J ustin, who 
had already distinguished himself as a general and was at the time 
magister militum per Illyricum, might have been held to have the 
strongest claim. But it was another Justin, one of t~e _nep~ews, 
who seized the vacant throne. He had had an undistinguished 
career having long occupied the modest post of cura palatii, but 
he w;s thus on the spot, and he was in the good graces of the 
praepositus sacri cubiculi, and had secured for one of his supporters, 
Tiberius the key post of comes excubitorum. He was promptly 
elected by the senate. Soon afterwards the other Justin was 
removed from his command and sent to Alexandria, where he was 
executed.1 

Jus tin II had a very lofty conception . of the di!Snity of the 
empire: a Roman emperor should not bnbe barbanans to keep 
the peace but impose his will by force of arms. He dismissed with 
proud sc~rn an A var embassy which demanded the continuation 
of Justinian's subsidy, and refused to go on paying the grants 
which his uncle had made to the Saracen allies of Persia. When he 
failed to get his way about the disputed territory of Suania he 
treated the envoys of Chosroes with studied discourtesy. For
tunately no ill results followed: the aged Chosroes had no desire 
to break the peace, and the A vars were at the moment more 
interested in the Franks. 2 

In 567 Justin was even able to secure a minor success at the 
Avars' expense. The Gepids, who occupied Pannonia Secunda, 
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and the Lombards, who had on Justinian's invitation settled to the 
north-west of them on the borders of Noricum, had long been at 
odds. The Lombards at length decided to ask aid from the A vars, 
who lived farther east across the Danube, and the A vars agreed 
on condition that they should receive a tenth of the Lombards' 
cattle, and on the successful conclusion of the war half the booty 
and the whole of the territory of the Gepids. The combined forces 
of the Lombards and the A vars completely crushed the Gepids, 
but Justin was able during the war to capture Sirmium, which the 
Gepids had seized thirty years before, when Justinian first moved 
against the Ostrogoths. War with the Avars naturally followed, 
but the Roman forces held on to Sirmium.3 

The destruction of the Gepid kingdom had more serious con
sequences. The Lombards, evidently feeling that the A vars were 
dangerous neighbours, decided to emigrate from their present 
poverty-stricken territory, and conquer for themselves the rich 
lands of Italy, which many of them had seen as allies of Narses in 
55 2. In 5 68 under the leadership of their king Alboin they marched 
into Venetia, accompanied by many thousands of Saxons and other 
Germans. Justin had recently dismissed Narses from his post, and 
the invasion evidently took the Roman government by surprise. 
The Lombards were able to occupy most ofYenetia in 568, and in 
the next year most of Liguria, including Milan. Only Ticinum 
offered a stubborn resistance, but it too fell in 5 72.4 

Meanwhile a serious Moorish revolt had broken out in Mrica, 
where the praetorian prefect was killed in 5 69, and two successive 
magistri mi!itum perished in 570 and 571. In Spain too the Visigoths 
attacked the imperial possessions, capturing Asidona in 571 and 
Corduba itself in 572. Despite these disastrous events in the West 
Justin in 572 deliberately provoked war with Persia. The occasion 
was indeed tempting. Chosroes had been endeavouring to impose 
the Zoroastrian religion on his Christian Armenian subjects, and 
in desperation they rose in revolt and appealed for aid to Justin. 
When in 571-2 a Persian army arrived to claim the first annual 
subsidy under the Fifty Years' Peace-the amount due for the first 
seven years had been paid on the signature of the treaty, and 
Justin had evidently paid for the next three years in 568 as stipu
lated-Justin not ouly refused to pay but announced that he had 
taken his fellow Christians in Persian Armenia under his protection 
and threatened that if Chosroes laid a finger upon them he would 
invade his kingdom and give the Persians a new king. 5 

The Armenian rebels beat the Persians out of their country, and 
the Iberian kingdom, another dependency of Persia, joined the 
revolt. J ustin resolved to strike while the iron was hot, and 

X 
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appointed his cousin Marcian magister militum per Orientem with 
orders to attack. In 5 72 Marcian conducted a successful raid 
against Arzanene, a satrapy on the southern border of Persian 
Armenia, and in 57 3 he attacked Nisibis. But it soon became 
apparent that the Romans owed their success to the treacherous 
surprise which they had sprung on their adversaries. A Persian 
army invaded Syria, and having captured and sacked Apamea, 
returned with its loot and many thousands of prisoners, and 
Chosroes not only relieved Nisibis but laid siege to Dara, which he 
captured on r 5 November 573.6 

Justin's mental balance, which had never been very stable and 
had during the past few years been deteriorating, was finally over
thrown by this disastrous news. The empress Sophia, with the 
assistance of the faithful comes excubitorum, Tiberius, took over the 
government and succeeded by a payment of 4 5 ,ooo solidi in buying 
a truce of one year in Oriens, excluding Armenia. Taking advan
tage of a lucid interval, she induced Justin on 7 December 5 74 to 
nominate Tiberius as Caesar. Justin lived until 578, when Tiberius 
officially succeeded him as Augustus, but he never recovered his 
senses, and the effective reign of Tiberius began in 5 74· 7 

Justin's megalomaniac and irresponsible foreign policy had 
placed the empire in a very dangerous situation. His religious 
policy was at first reasonable. He made renewed attempts to con
ciliate the monophysites, releasing imprisoned and exiled bishops, 
clergy and monks, holding conferences with their leaders, and 
finally issuing an Edict of Union, in which he set forth his faith in 
terms which he hoped would be acceptable to them. But when 
these attempts at reconciliation failed he lost his temper and in 5 71 
launched a savage persecution. His financial policy won him the 
reputation of being an avaricious miser. He seems in fact to have 
accumulated a considerable balance in the treasury, but there is no 
evidence that his fiscal policy was extortionate. He imposed a 
customs duty on wine and made holders of bread tickets at Con
stantinople pay 4 solidi-a single payment it would seem-for the 
privilege. On the other hand, in 569 he renounced the revenue de
rived from suffragia, extending to the whole empire the system 
initiated by Justinian in Italy, whereby provincial governors were 
appointed on the nomination of the local notables and bishops: this 
reform was, however, very transitory. He evidently achieved his 
balance by cutting down expenditure, and in some matters he 
carried economy to excess. His policy of cutting off subsidies 
might have been justified had he spent the money thus saved on 
building up the military strength of the empire, but to judge by the 
results he seems to have grudged the necessary expenditure. 8 

TIBERIUS 

Tiberius was. a man of very different character from his prede
cessor, and pursued in most fields· an exactly opposite policy. He 
promptly called off the persecution of the monophysites. In finance 
he went to the other extreme from Justin's parsimony. Not only 
did he spend money freely both on subsidies and on the army, but 
he displayed lavish generosity. He cancelled Justin's wine duty and 
refunded to the holders of bread tickets the 4 solidi they had paid. 
On his accession as Caesar in 5 74 he once more abolished suffragia, 
which had crept in again and by now brought in a considerable 
revenue, and to celebrate his formal accession in 578 remitted an 
entire year's taxation by reducing the annual total by a quarter for 
the four ensuing indictions. He thus won golden opinions from 
his subjects but left a difficult problem for his successor.9 

Tiberius realised that he had not the resources to fight on all 
fronts, and he determined to concentrate his strength on the 
Persian war and meanwhile to do what he could by diplomacy and 
bribes to hold the position in the West. On his accession he tried 
to keep the Avars quiet by agreeing to pay them an annual subsidy 
of 8o,ooo solidi. This had the desired result for a few years, and in 
578 Tiberius was even able to obtain the aid of the Avars against 
the Sclaveni, who had overrun Thrace. The chagan of the A vars 
had his own grievance against the Sclaveni, who had insolently 
refused to acknowledge his overlordship, and agreed to send an 
army to ravage their homelands nortlr of the lower Danube. Under 
the direction of John, who combined the offices of praetorian pre
fect of Illyricum and quaestor exercitus, a force of 6o,ooo Avar 
cavalry was shipped across the upper Danube, and having passed 
through Roman territory to Scythia, was shipped back to the 
nortlr bank again, where it created such havoc that the Sclavenian 
raiders hastened home.lo 

The Avars, however, did not long observe their treaty. In 5 So 
they encircled Sirmium and demanded its surrender. Tiberius 
refused, but he could not spare sufficient troops to fight a war for 
the city, and eventually in 5 82 agreed to evacuate it on condition 
that the garrison and the civil population were allowed to retire to 
Roman territory; for this concession he paid 24o,ooo solidi, the 
arrears of the annual subsidy which he had not paid since the A var 
attack. During the siege of Sirmium a vast horde of Sclavenes once 
again invaded Thrace, Macedonia and Greece. According to John 
of Ephesus many of them settled down in the country which they 
had depopulated, and were still in possession when he wrote four 
years later.11 
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In Italy Alboin was murdered in 5 73 and his successor, Cleph, 
suffered the same fate in 5 74· For the next ten years the Lombards 
elected no king, but split up into upwards of thirty groups led by 
duces. Nevertheless their advance continued, and two bands, led by 
the duces Faroald and Zotto, penetrated south of the Apennines. 
Faroald established himself at Spoletium, where he threatened the 
communications between Ravenna and Rome, while Zotto pressed 
on to the south and occupied Beneventum. In 578, when the 
senate of Rome sent its aurum oblaticium to celebrate Tiberius' 
coronation, it instructed its representative, the patrician Pam
phronius, to make an urgent plea for military aid. But Tiberius 
turned a deaf ear to their complaints and oniy returned to them the 
3,ooo lb. gold which they had sent, advising Pamphronius to use it 
to bribe some of the Lombard duces to take service under the 
empire for the Persian war, or, if they all refused, to purchase the 
aid of the Franks. Two years later the Roman senate, supported by 
the pope, renewed their pleas for military assistance. This time the 
emperor spared some small reinforcements, but once again placed 
his main reliance on diplomacy backed by gifts, whereby he suc
ceeded in temporarily winning over some of the Lombard duces to 
the imperial side.12 

In the East Tiberius indulged in no extravagant ambitions. His 
aim was merely to retrieve the military position sufficiently to 
induce the Persians to renew the Peace on the old terms. Even to 
achieve this modest objective he needed time to build up the 
Eastern armies, and he accordingly negotiated for an extension of the 
one year's truce which Sophia had obtained. What he wanted was a 
short-term truce covering the whole Eastern frontier, but Chosroes 
refused to suspend hostilities in Armenia and pressed for a five years' 
truce in Mesopotamia. Evenmally a compromise was reached, and 
Tiberius agreed to pay 3o,ooo solidi a year for a three years' truce 
covering Mesopotamia only. Operations continued with varying 
success on the Armenian front, and at the same time negotiations 
were pursued for a final settlement. Meanwhile Tiberius spent 
money lavishly on building up his forces, raising recruits in all the 
provinces of the empire, and purchasing the aid of barbarian allies.13 

In 5 78 Tiberius appointed to the Eastern command Maurice, a 
Cappadocian officer whom he had nominated as comes excubitorum 
when he himself became Caesar. Maurice was a vigorous disci
plinarian who prevented his troops from looting the provincials 
and made them fortify their camps with earthworks in the old 
Roman fashion. He was also an able general, and under his leader
ship the Roman armies scored a notable success, occupying 
Arzanene and capmring its key fortress, Aphumon.14 
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Tiberi~s now felt that he could negotiat~ from strength and he 

offered liberal terms. He sent back the pnsoners whpm Maurice 
had capmred without ransom, and offered to retrocede Persian 
Armenia and Iberia, which the Romans still held, and their recent 
conquest of Arzanene, if the Persians on their side would restore 
Dara to the empire. Chosroes at first demanded the extradition of 
the leaders of the Armenian revolt and payment of a lump sum or 
an annual subsidy. But Tiberius was firm on both these points, and 
Chosroes ~as on. the po~t of yielding when in 5 79 he died. His 
son Horm1sdas drd not wrsh to lose face at the outset of his reign 
by signing wha~ n_llght seem to be a disadvantageous peace, and 
broke off negotlatlons; and so the war dragged on, until on 14 
August 5 82 Tiberius died, having the previous day crowned 
Maurice Augusms.ls 

Maurice, like his predecessor, gave priority to the Persian war 
and endeavoured to hold the position elsewhere by diplomacy and 
subsidies. In Italy his policy was tolerably successful. At the 
beginning of his reign he made a grant of 5 o,ooo solidi to the 
Frankish king Childebert on condition that he made war upon the 
Lombards. In 5 84 Childebert honoured his promise by invading 
northern Italy, and the Lombard duces of the area made their sub
mission.16 

This defeat brought home to the Lombards the need for a 
unified command and they elected as their king Authari, the son of 
Cleph. Faced by the Frankish threat Authari negotiated a three 
years' truce with Smaragdus, the commander-in-chief or, as he is 
henceforth called, exarch of Italy. During three years the Roman 
possessions in Italy enjoyed relative tranquillity, while Authari had 
to face a second Frankish invasion in 58 5 and was busy endeavour
ing to assert his authority over the Lombard duces who had 
hitherto refused to acknowledge him. When the truce ran out 
Maurice again persuaded Childebert to attack the Lombards in 5 88. 

Authari inflicted a heavy defeat on the Frankish forces, but in 5 89 
was driven to offer tribute to Childebert by the threat of another 
invasi<;m. In 5 90 Childebert ~as again pe~suaded to send a large 
army mto Italy, and though lt achieved httle beyond plundering 
the country, since the Lombards withdrew into the fortified cities 
Srnaragdus' successor Rornanus was meanwhile enabled to recove~ 
Altinurn, Mutina and Manma and to induce the Lornbard duces of 
Parrna, Placentia and Regium to transfer their allegiance to the 
ernpire.17 
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In Illyricum and Thrace Maurice was less successful. Only two 
years after his accession the Avars demanded that their annual sub
sidy should be increased from 8o,ooo to 10o,ooo solidi, and when 
Maurice refused, seized Singidunum by a surprise attack and 
ravaged the other cities of Moesia Prima. The emperor had to 
agree to pay the extra 2o,ooo solidi a year to secure peace arid 
recover Singidunum. But peace did not last for long, for the Avars 
permitted their subjects the Sclaveni to invade Thrace. They 
penetrated to Adrianople and the Long Wall, but were eventually 
defeated and driven back. Soon after this the A vars again picked 
a quarrel with the empire and invaded Moesia Inferior and 
Scythia. Commentiolus, the magister militum per Thracias, had only 
ro,ooo men at his disposal and was unable to hold them, and they 
succeeded in crossing the Haemus and invading Thrace, where they 
besieged Adrianople. Here, however, they were defeated in 5 86 by 
Dtoctulf, a Lombard dux who had taken service under the empire.18 

On the Eastern front meanwhile the war dragged on incon
clusively. In 584 Maurice superseded John Mystacon, whose 
conduct of the war he found unsatisfactory, by his brother-in-law 
Philippicus. Philippicus was somewhat more successful, but he fell 
sick and was succeeded by Priscus in 5 88. The strain of the long 
war was by now proving too much for the treasury, and Maurice 
issued an order that military pay was to be reduced by 2 5 per cent. 
On his arrival at Edessa Priscus had given great offence to the 
troops by his arrogant bearing, and when the news about the pay 
was revealed they mutinied. Priscus fled to Constantina, whence 
he endeavoured to placate the army by alleging that the emperor 
had revoked the order about the pay. But the mutineers refused his 
overtures and chose as their commander Germanus, the dux of 
Phoenice Libanensis, electing new officers for themselves. Maurice 
on hearing of the mutiny reappointed Philippicus to the command, 
but the troops refused to accept him. The Persians now availed 
themselves of the situation to attack Constantina, but Germanus 
persuaded his men to carry on the war and won some successes 
against the enemy forces.19 

The soldiers, who had at first reviled the emperor as a shopc 
keeper and destroyed his portraits, gradually forgot their anger and 
even sent him part of the booty which they captured. Maurice on 
his side was conciliatory and in the spring of the next year sent 
them their full pay. He insisted, however, on their taking back 
their old officers and accepting Philippicus as their commander, and 
this delayed a final settlement until Easter 590, when Gregory, the 
patriarch of Antioch, at last persuaded them to submit. Germanus 
and his subordinates were tried and formally condemned to death; 
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but wer~ not. only reprieved but rewarded. Philippicus did not 
long enjoy. hls second tenure of command. In this same year 
M.artyropolis was ~etrayed to the Persians, and when Philippkus 
farled to recapture Jt he was replaced by Commentiolus. 20 

Next year there followed a dramatic reversal of fortune. 
Hor~sdas,. who had made himself generally hated by his cruelty, 
wa~ killed. 1n a palace conspiracy, and his son Chosroes was pro
clarmed king. Chosroes, however, was unable to hold his owrt 
against Va~anes, the rebel satrap of Media, and fleeing to Circesium 
he flung himself on. the mercy of the Roman emperor, offering to 
restore Martyropolis and Dara and to abandon his claims on 
Armenia and Arzanene in return for aid in recovering his kingdom. 
Chosroes was received with the honours due to a monarch and was 
provided with an army, and with its aid he soon defeated Varaces 
and re-established his authority. He duly fulfilled his side of the 
bargain, and Maurice was thus enabled not only to restore but to 
advance the Roman frontier. Mter twenty years of continuous 
warfare there was peace at last in the East. 21 

The end of the Persian war enabled Maurice to transfer troops 
to other theatres, but he naturally gave a higher priority to the 
Danube front than to Italy. Here the position deteriorated during 
the latter part of his reign. Childebert was tired of his rather un
profitable invasions of Italy, and when Authari sued for peace, was 
not unwilling to grant it. Authari died in 5 90, but Agilulf, who was 
elected his successor in the following spring, renewed negotiations, 
and in return for an annual tribute secured immunity from Frankish 
attacks. He, like his predecessors, had some difficulty in inlposing 
his authority on various recalcitrant or renegade Lombard duces, 
but he was able to take the offensive against the Romans in 5 92.22 

Arichis, whom he had appointed to succeed Zotto as dux of 
Beneventum, pressed Naples hard and threatened Rome from the 
south. Ariulf, dux of Spoletium, having severed communications 
between Ravenna and Rome by the capture of a number of cities 
on the upper Tiber, appeared before the walls of the Eternal City. 
The garrison had been reduced to a single regiment, the Theodo
siaci, and Pope Gregory took it upon himself to enter into negotia
tions with Ariulf. The exarch Romanus, however, refused to 
ratify the agreement and the war went on. The next year Agilulf 
himself marched on Rome and Gregory again negotiated an 
armistice, but once again Romanus refused to honour it. In 5 96, 
however, Romanus died, and his successor Callinicus proved less 
intransigent. In the autumn of 5 98 a truce for a year was signed 
at a cost of 5 oo lb. gold, and in the spring of 6oo it was renewed 
for another year.23 
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It is very difficult to draw from the scattered allusions in Pope 
Gregory's letters any coherent picture of the state of Italy during 
these years of war. In general it is clear that the Lombards gready 
extended their conquests in central and southern Italy. Venafrum 
in Campania was still under Roman rule in 59 I, but in 595 the pope 
licensed one of its deacons to be enrolled amongst the clergy of 
Naples, 'because he had no bishop to serve or churcli of his own, 
where he should perform his functions, owing to the enemy's 
prohibition'. The Crotoniates duly elected a new bishop in 59I, 
but in 597 Gregory was hoping to ransome captives 'from the 
city of Croton on the Adriatic coast of Italy which was taken by 
the Lombards last year'. Not all these losses were permanent: in 
5 99 Gregory was able to get a bishop elected at Auximum, since it 
had been 'recovered by God's help and restored to the jurisdiction 
of the commonwealth'. But the losses undoubtedly gready out
numbered the gains.24 

The devastations of the Lombards extended farther afield, and 
many cities became so depopulated that their bishoprics were sup
pressed. In 5 90 the pope licensed the bishop of Formiae to take 
over the see of Minturnae, and in 5 92. united Cumae to Misenum. 
In the same year the bishop of Velitrae was authorised to move to 
a fortress, where he 'might be more secure from hostile incur
sions', and the see of Tres Tabernae, which 'the impiety of the 
enemy had rendered desolate', was united to his. Next year the 
see of Cures in the Sabine country was for the same reason merged 
in that of Nomentum, and in 598 the bishop of Narnia was in
structed to take under his charge the derelict city of Interamnia.25 

Italy was now under the supreme command of a governor
general, styled the exarch; this tide is first recorded in 5 84 and 
may have been instituted by Maurice. He was the magister militum 
under a new name, and remained primarily a military commander
in-chief, but his powers were wide. He appointed tribunes and 
duces, and conducted negotiations with the enemy and signed 
truces. He seems also to have exercised de facto an overriding 
authority over the civil administration.26 

To meet the changing military situation the system of command 
was gradually modified. The ducatus which Narses had created to 
guard the Alpine frontier had ceased to exist when the Lombards 
occupied northern Italy. Instead we find duces, who often have the 
rank of magistri militum vacantes, operating in various theatres 
according tC? the exigencies of the moment. Gradually new pet·· 
manent regtonal commands were established. There was ap
parendy already a dux normally stationed at Ariminum in 591, 
and by 5 99 a magioter mi!itum responsible for Istria. Pope Pelagius 
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II begged Maurice in 5 84 to assign a dux or magister mi!itum to the 
defence of Rome, and in 592 Gregory the Great urged that a dux 
be sent to Naples. The first request was not granted, but by 5 98 
we find a magister mi!itum stationed at Naples, and the post became 
permanent; in 6oo Gregory wrote to Gudeliscus, dux Campaniae, 
and in 6o3 to Guduin, dux of Naples.27 

To meet the continuous threat of the Lombards many cities had 
to be permanendy garrisoned, and the tribunes or comites of the 
regiments assigned to this duty gradually came to be virtually 
military governors of the cities concerned. Gregory alludes to the 
tribunes of Centumcellae and Naples and Sipontum, and to two 
successive tribunes of Hydruntum and comites of Misenum.2s 

These military commanders naturally tended to overshadow die 
civil authorities, and when he wanted anything done Gregory 
usually wrote to the local magister militum, dux, comes, or tribune. 
But the civil administration continued to function. The praetorian 
prefect of Italy was still an important person, and he still had his 
vicarii at Rome and in the north at Genoa. Provincial governors 
continued to administer what remained of their provinces: we hear 
of Scholasticus, iudex Campaniae, and of Sisinnius, iudex Samnii; he 
was in 592 living in retirement in Sicily, and not much of his tro
vince can by then have been still under Roman rule. Palatini o the 
largitiones and the res privata and the numerarii of the praetorian 
prefecture continued to collect the revenues of their several depart
ments. There was still a prefect of the city, and apparendy a comes 
formarum. 29 

We hear litde of Africa in the reign of Maurice, and apart from 
two Moorish insurrections which were quickly quelled, conditions 
do not seem to have been disturbed. Nevertheless an exarchate 
was established here also. The exarch of Africa was like his 
Italian counterpart primarily a military commander. A praetorian 
prefect of Africa continued to be responsible for the civil adminis
tration under his supreme control. so 

During the second half of his reign Maurice was fully occupied 
with the defence of Illyricum and Thrace against the A vars and the 
Sclaveni. In 5 92 the chagan of the A vars demanded an increase in 
his annual subsidy, and Maurice, having transferred troops from 
the Eastern front, took up the challenge. He at first wished to take 
the field himself, but yielded to the protests of the senate and 
appointed Priscus to the command. Priscus relieved Singidunum, 
to which the A vars had laid siege, but was unable to prevent the 
A vars from marching into Thrace, where they besieged him in 
Tsurullum. The chagan was, however, deluded into believing that 
a large Roman army had been sent by sea to attack his home coun-
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try, which had been left defenceless, and hastily renewed his treaty 
and withdrew.31 

Next year Priscus led his army across the Danube and success
fully ravaged the lands of the Sdaveni. Maurice gave orders that 
the· army should winter north of the river, where they could live 
off the country and thus relieve the treasury of the cost of their 
upkeep, but when the troops threatened to mutiny, Priscus, 
warned by his previous experience at Edessa, ignored the emperor's 
command. Next year he was relieved by Peter, the emperor's 
brother. He was the bearer of another imperial order which was 
designed to increase the efficiency of the troops and at the same 
time to save money. Hitherto the soldiers had received cash allow
ances for their arms and uniforms, and had no doubt not always 
spent them for these purposes. The emperor now announced that 
arms and uniforms would henceforth be issued in kind. The news 
caused great discontent, but Peter was able to mollify the troops 
by publishing other imperial orders which provided pensions for 
veterans and maintenance for the sons of soldiers who were killed 
on active service. We are told little of Peter's operations during the 
next few years, but he does not seem to have been a very effective 
commander, and in 597 he was deposed and Priscus reappointed.32 

Priscus had to fight the Avars, who were besieging Singidunum 
and ravaging Dalmatia. He succeeded in relieving Singidunum 
and so severely defeated the raiders in Dalmatia that the chagan 
made no move next year. In 599 the Avars attacked Tomi at the 
mouth of the Danube, but Priscus defended the city with success, 
and in the spring of the next year the siege was raised. Owing, 
however, to the incompetence of Commentiolus, whom Maurice 
had appointed to command the field army during the siege, the 
A vars were able to break through to Constantinople. Fortunately 
for the Romans the plague broke out in the A var camp, and the 
chagan, having lost seven of his sons, consented to sign a new 
treaty whereby the Danube was acknowledged to be the frontier, 
but the Romans were allowed to cross it to chastise ilie Sdaveni; 
the subsidy was increased by 2o,ooo solidi.33 

Maurice had no intention of keeping this treaty, and ordered 
Priscus and Commentiolus to march against the Avars. Near 
Viminacium Priscus inflicted a series of severe defeats upon them, 
and they remained quiescent in 6or. Next year Peter, who had been 
appointed magister militum per Thracias, conducted successful opera
tions against the Sclaveni north of the Danube, and Maurice once 
again serit orders that the army should winter in enemy territory. 
This time there was an open mutiny. Peter fled, and the troops 
chose a non-commissioned officer named Phocas as their leader 
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and marched on Constantinople. The emperor had no troops in the 
capital and ordered the citizens to man the walls. M 

Maurice had by now made himself thoroughly unpopular by his 
economies, and the troops were determined to depose him. They 
offered ilie crown to his son Theodosius, or, if he should refuse it, 
to Theodosius' father-in-law, Germanus. Theodosius refused and 
Germanus, whose loyalty the emperor suspected, took refuge in a 
church. Maurice sent his Excubitors to drag him out of sanctuary, 
but at tlris sacrilege the citizens rose in riot and burned the house of 
Constantine, the praetorian prefect of the East. The emperor now 
despaired of controlling the situation and fled with his family to 
the Asiatic coast, where he took sanctuary in the church of Auton
omus the Martyr.35 

Germanus now made a bid for the crown. He was himself a 
strong supporter of the Blues, and he made an overture to ilie 
Greens for their support also; but they would have none of him 
and offered the crown to Phocas. The patriarch and the senate were 
summoned to the Hebdomon, where the army was encamped, and 
on 2 3 November 6o2 Phocas was acclaimed and crowned Augustus. 
A few days later Maurice and his five sons were executed. 36 

Hitherto the empire had withstood the increasing strain of war 
with fair success. Much of Italy, it is true, had been lost, and what 
remained of the country was greatly impoverished by the unending 
ravages of the Lombards. But Africa seems at length to have been 
pacified and to have recovered something of its old prosperity, and 
the islands of the western Mediterranean and the far-distant 
Spanish province were secure. Though Illyricum and Thrace were 
desolated by the perennial devastation to which they had been sub
ject for generations, Maurice by vigorous military action had made 
some progress in the last ten years of his reign towards securing 
the Danube frontier and curbing the power of the Avars. Above 
all, the Eastern front had been held against the resurgent power of 
Persia, and the rich provinces of Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt on 
which the strength of the empire depended were still unscailied. 

With the fall of Maurice came the deluge. The empire up to now 
had at least been spared ilie evils of civil war, and the authority of 
ilie successive emperors had been unchallenged. Phocas, raised to 
the throne by a mutinous army, commanded no such unquestioning 
obedience. His short reign (6o2-ro) was punctuated by a series of 
conspiracies, which he crushed with savage brutality, and no 
sooner had he gained the throne than Narses, who had been 
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magister militum per Orientem in the latter part of Maurice's reign, 
raised a military rebellion. Chosroes was quick to profit by the 
situation, and on the pretence of avenging his benefactor Maurice 
invaded Armenia and Mesopotamia. Phocas hastily bought peace 
from the A vars in order to concentrate his forces on the Eastern 
front, but disaster followed disaster, and the Persians occupied not 
only Syria but Cappadocia, and even penetrated to Chalcedon. 

To contemporaries the disastrous reign of Phocas seemed like 
the end of the world. 'Mter the death of the emperor Maurice,' 
said the Jew J ustus, 'we were standing below the house of the lord 
Marianus at Sycaminum, and the first of us Jews spoke, saying: 
"Why do the Jews rejoice that the emperor Maurice is dead and 
Phocas has seized the throne through bloodshed? Truly we are to 
see a diminution of the Roman empire. And if the fourth kingdom, 
that is, Romania, be diminished and divided up and broken in 
pieces, as Daniel said, verily nothing remains save the ten toes, the 
ten horns, and the fourth beast, and at last the little horn which 
changes all the worship of God, and straightway the end of the 
world and the resurrection of the dead. If this be so, we erred. in 
not receiving the Christ that came." '37 

Phocas was overthrown in 6ro by Heraclius, son of the exarch 
of Mrica. The first ten years of Heraclius' reign were more 
disastrous than that of Phocas. The Avars broke their treaty and 
sacked the suburbs of Constantinople. The Persians captured 
Jerusalem and carried off the Holy Cross. Asia Minor was overrun 
and Egypt fell to the invaders. The empire was bankrupt, and 
Heraclius had to borrow the treasures of the church and mint from 
them a silver currency to pay his troops. In a series of brilliant 
campaigns from 622 to 629 Heraclius succeeded at length in driving 
the Persians out of the empire, but a feeling of impending doom 
persisted. 

We possess a curious contemporary document. Jacob, a Pales
tinian Jew who arrived at Carthage in 63.4, was seize? and forcif:lly 
baptised under a recent law of Heraclius. Pondenng the Scnp
tures in prison he came to the same conclusion as the elder of the 
Jews at Sycaminon, and by his arguments persuaded the other Jews 
of Carthage that Jesus must have been the Messiah. Justus, 
another Palestinian Jew who arrived at Carthage at this juncture, 
upbraided him as a renegade, but Jacob asked him: 'What do you 
think of the state of Romania? Does it stand as from the beginning, 
or has it been diminished?' Justus replied dubiously: 'Even if it 
has been somewhat diminished, we hope that it will rise again, 
because the Christ must come first, while the fourth beast, that is 
Romania, stands.' But Jacob convinced him: '\'(le see the nations 
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believing in Chr~st and the fourth beast fallen and. being torn in 
pieces by the nations, that the ten horns may prevrul, and Hermo
laus Satan, the Little Horn, may come.'38 

Justus added the convincing proof: the Little Horn had come. 
'My brother Abraham has written to me from Caesarea that a false 
prophet has appeared among the Saracens. "For when the can
didatus Sergius was killed by the Saracens," says Abraham, "I was 
at Caesarea, and I went by boat to Sycaminum; and ~hey said, 
'the candidatus has been killed', and we Jews had great JOy. And 
they say that a prophet has appeared coming up with the Saracens 
and proclaims the coming of the anointed, the Christ who cometh. 
And when I Abrabam came to Sycaminum, I went to the elder, a 
very learned man, and said to him: 'What do you say, Rabbi, about 
the prophet who has appeared with the Saracens ?' And he groaned 
loudly and said: 'He is false, for surely the prophets do not come 
with sword and chariot. Verily the troubles of today are works of 
confusion, and I fear lest the Christ who came first, whom the 
Christians worship, was himself he that was sent by God, and we 
shall receive Hermolaus instead of him. For Isaiah said that we 
Jews have hearts that have gone astray and been hardened, until 
all the earth be desolate. But go, Abraham, and enquire about the 
prophet that has appeared.' And I Abraham made enquiry and 
learned from those that had met him, that you find nothing true 
in the so-called prophet, save shedding the blood of men; for he 
says that he holds the keys of paradise, which is untrue.'' '30 

The Saracen followers of the Little Horn swiftly bore down the 
resistance of the imperial forces, exhausted by the long war with 
Persia. Before Heraclius died in 641 Syria and Egypt had been lost 
to the invader this time for ever. Worse was to come. Under 
Constans II (642-68) the Arabs penetrated deep into Asia Minor, 
and under his successor, Constantine IV ( 668-8 5 ), they for five 
years (673-7) besieged Const~ntino_Ple. itself. Ar~b armies from 
Egypt established themselves .m Mr1ca m 67'?, and m. 689 Carthage 
fell. Meanwhile in the Illynan and Thrac1an provmces the last 
traces of Roman civilisation had been obliterated by the Slavs. 

Our knowledge of these calamitous years is very dim. F_or the 
reigns of Phocas and Heraclius we have only the meag~e _n~>tlces of 
the Paschal Chronicle and the poems of George the P1s1dian, and 
from 629 onwards we have no _contemporary sources an? have to 
rely on the ninth-century chroruclers 1 heophanes and N1e1~pho~s 
and even less reliable Arab historians. The Roman emp1re ultl
mately weathered the storm, but wh~n it re-emerges i?to the .light 
of history it is a very different emp1re from that which varushed 

, from our view in the early seventh century. 
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CHAPTER XI 

THE GOVERNMENT 

BOTH in the theory and in the practice of the constitution the 
emperor's powers were absolute. He controlled. foreign 
policy, making peace and war at will: he could raise what 

taxes he willed and spend the money at his pleasure: he personally 
appointed to all offices, civil and military: he had the power of life 
and death over all his subjects. He was moreover the sole fount 
oflawand could make new rules or abrogate old at pleasure: 'quod 
principi placuit legis habet vigorem', as Justinian quotes from 
Ulpian. These constitutional powers were reinforced by a religious 
sanction. From the conversion of Constantine the emperor was, it 
is true, no longer worshipped as a god, but he hardly lost by the 
change. He became-instead_tb!UJiyin~ly_llppoin,ted...vlcege.~~Q.J;~gJ 
the one God. Constantine himself had no doubts on this point; 
Eusebms of Caesarea, in the panegyric which he delivered for his 
tricennalia, elaborated the doctrine; and it was never questioned 
by the church thereafter, so far as secular affairs were concerned. 
In official and popular phraseology the emperor and everything 
connected with him continued to be sacred or divine, and emperors 
did not hesitate to qualify disobedience to their will as sacrilege.1 

There were still, it is true, some fai!!tJUlty:ivals from the .days 
when the emperor had been a republican magistrate. Though an 
absolute he.wis.not an arbitrary monarch. As Valentinian III 
stated in 429: 'It is a pronouncement worthy of the majesty of the 
ruler that the emperor should declare himself bound by the laws, 
so much does our authority depend upon the authority of!aw. To 
submit our imperial office to the laws is in truth a greater thing 
than our imperial sovereignty.' There was no sanction for this 
principle, but it was in general respected by the emperors and 
regarded by public opinion as binding upon them. It was in virtue 
of this doctrine that Gregory the Great declared: 'This is the dif
ference between barbarian kings and Roman emperors, that 
barbarian kings are lords of slaves, but the Roman emperor lord 
of free men.'2 

y J2I 
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[in the second place it was still remembered that the emperor 
derived his sovereignty from the J?eopli:)to continue Justinian's 
citation of Ulpian: 'quod princip1 placilit legis habet vigorem, 
utpote cum lege regia quae de imperio eius lata est populus ei et 
in eum omne suum imperium et potestatem conferat'. Since the\ 
people, in the act of investing an emperor, was deemed to have I 
surrendered the whole of its sovereign power to him, this doctrine I 
had little practical importance save in the matter of the succession./ 
T)leJmperial.office.ne:ver:he.ca:neJ.::g:~,!Jy b:~r~<titl!Jy, a!l.<i.it~ . $:v:i;:c: 
right_di~tlQt<.kp<::!lcl()nb!rth: ~11 theory always, and on occaslon_lf1 
practice,- the· empire. was.:ele:WV:e::c· .. , . . . . . . 

Since the beginning of the ptincipate the people had played only 
a very nominal role in the election of the emperor, and it was 
the sen:~,te which by its decree formally conferred the imperial 
powery From a very early date the acceptance of a new emperor 
by the armies had also been essential, and acclamaJ:\on by the troops 
had acquired a quasi-constitutional significance. \These two acts 
always remained formally necessary for the lawful <ioronation of an 
emperor:} Majorian in his first communication to the senate wrote: 
'You must know, conscript fathers, that I have been made emperor 
by the choice of your election and by the decision of the most 
valiant army.' In the East similarly the senate and the army play 
their part in the officially reyorded ceremonies of the election of 
Leo, Anastasius and Justin. \But the vote of the senate and the 
acclamation of the army were on most occasions merely formal 
acts. The_sJl.E_cession had norfllally JJ(!(Otl prearrwged by ... the-pre----

, __ :v:lous .,efUpero.r-;-or-was ·&cfat£d"by some all-powerful emperor 
maker, /like Ricimer and his successors in tbe last days of the 
empire·'in the West, or Aspar in the same period in the East.3 

An emperor always had the right to nominate-subject to formal 
election by the senate and acclamation by the army-a colleague 
to share his responsibilities and powers. Such a colleague might 
be like himself an Augustus, constitutionally his equal though 
junior in precedence, or a Caesar, who was a subordinate with 
limited powers. Diocletian used this right both for distributing 
the administrative task of governing the empire and for fixing the 
succession. He first appointed Maximian his full colleague as 
Augustus and assigned him the government of the Western parts, 
and later he nominated two Caesars to assist himself and his major 
colleague, and ultimately to succeed them. Diocletian's attempt to 
defy the hereditary tendency broke down, but the same machinery 
was used by Constantine to secure the succession for his family. 
He nominated his sons and a nephew as Caesars, and assigned to 
them parts of the empire to rule. His three surviving sons were 
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duly proclaimed Augusti on his death, and the last survivor of the 
three, ~onstantius II, sifllilarly appointed two of his nephews 
successively as Caesars w1th charge of parts of the empire.4 

Th~reafter the practice of appointing Caesars fell out of favour. 
Occasionally ~n emper?r declar:d a youthful son or grandson 
Cae~ar for a bnef probationary penod before making him Augustus 
as did L:o and the usurpers Constantine and Basiliscus. Similarly 
!heodosms II made the infant Valentinian Ill Caesar before attack_ 
mg JoJ:m, and Augu~tus when J<;>hn had been conquered, and Leo 
proclatmed An~hemtus Caesar m Constantinople and Augustus 
when he occupied Rome. Apart from these cases the title Caesar 
was. <?nly bestowed by Leo on Aspar's son Patricius, and by Zeno on 
Bas!!!scus, s'?n of Armatus .. On both occasions the emperor was 
P!aymg _for time an~ had no mt<;ntion of letting his Caesar succeed 
him. Fm~lly ther~ Is. the peculiar case when Justin II went mad 
and was m a lucid mterval persuaded to nominate Tiberius as 
<;:ae~ar. As. such Tiberius ruled the empire for the rest of Justin's 
lifetune, bemg crowned Augustus a week before the latter's deaths 

In. the m~anti.me it had become the custom for an emperor t~ 
nommate his hett a~ Augustus during his own lifetime. This was 
a safer procedur~, smce the ne;v emperor was already vested with 
full powers on his predecessor. s death and did not require, as did 
a Caesar, . a for.mal proclatnati?n as Augustus, which, however 
formal, mtght give an opporturuty to rival claimants. Valentinian I 
started the new custom, not only creating his brother V alens 
Augustus to sha_re the. actual go:v~rnment of the empire, but shortly 
af~erwards making his. son ~rattan, then only eight years old, a 
thi~d member of the. Imp.enal ~ollege. y alentinian II was pro
claimed Augustus while still an infant durmg his brother Gratian's 
lifeti:ne, and T~eodosius I, who ~ad been created Augustus by 
Gratlan, made ~s two sons A~gustl from a very early age; in this 
case bot? .Arcadius and Hononus were created Augusti because it 
was a~tlcipated that two emperors would ~e required, on their 
f~ther s death, to.rule East and West respectively. Arcadius made 
his son Theodosi.u~ Il Augustus from his birth: Honorius failed 
to mak~ any prov!Slon for the succession, and his Eastern colleague 
had to Intervene to secure the succession for Valentinian Ill 6 

. During this period, it may be noted, no constitutional distinc
tiOn was drawn. between th~ ~eigning emperors and their heirs 
apparent. Technically Valentullan I, Valens and Gratian were from 
24 August 367 t? I7 No~ember 375 equal colleagues in the imperial 
o!'fice, but Gratlan was m fact a sleeping partner in the firm. No 
difficulty actually arose because it so happened that the sleeping 
partners were always too young to assert their latent powers; the 
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trouble was rather that through their colleagues' premature death 
they succeeded to real power at too youthful an age. 

During all the period from Constantine to the death of Theo
dosius II and Valentinian Ill the hereditary principle was de facto 
dominant. There was a break when the Constantinian dynasty 
died out in the person of Julian, but a fresh start was made with 
V alentinian I, and when his dynasty became extinct Theodosius' 
descendants ruled the empire for fifty years. The hereditary 
principle did not on the whole produce good emperors. Valen
tinian I's two sons were both of very mediocre quality, and 
Theodosius' descendants were all incapable nonentities. Most of 
them moreover succeeded to power at an immature age and there 
were several long minorities. Nevertheless the system worked 
tolerably well. It responded, it would seem, to popular sentiment, 
in particular to the sentiment of the armies, and the successive 
families which occupied the throne built up a fund of dynastic 
loyalty which ensured the stability of the empire. In the Eastern 
parts rebellions were almost unknown, and in the \\7 est, though a 
number of usurpers won temporary success, they all failed in the end. 

There were only two occasions during this period when the 
empire was left without an emperor and a genuine election had to 
be held, on the death of J ulian, and shortly afterwards when his 
successor J ovian died. In both cases the choice was made by a 
somewhat informal conference of the high officers of state, civil and 
military, and the chosen candidate was then presented to the troops 
and acclaimed. No election by the senate is recorded, but no 
doubt it duly confirmed the choice. These two elections seem to 
have established a precedent, for on later occasions, in addition to 
the senate and the army, a third electoral element is officially 
recorded, the officers of state or the 'palace'. 7 

In the West the extinction of the Theodosian house was followed 
by anarchy. Of the nine emperors who reigned in the next twenty 
years the majority were puppets nominated by Ricimer and his 
successors as master of the soldiers, Gundobad and Orestes. 
Two, Anthemius and Julius Nepos, were appointed by the Eastern 
emperor Leo. Orie, Petronius Maximus, secured the throne by 
bribing the troops to acclaim him. Only one may be deemed to 
have been elected and that in an irregular fashion. On Petronius' 
death an assembly of Gallic notables met at Ugernum and elected 
Avitus, the magister militum per Gallias, who had the support of 
Theoderic, king of the Visigoths. This gathering is dubbed 
'senatus' by Sidonius Apollinaris in the verse panegyric which he 
composed to honour the newly elected emperor, and may have 
deemed itself to be an emergency meeting of the senate. 8 . 
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I~ the East the succession was arranged in a more orderly 
fashion after the death of Theodosius II. We have no detailed 
account of the election of Marcian, but it is fairly certain that he 
was the nominee of Aspar, the master of the soldiers, whose 
domestic he had been. The succession was eased by the fact that 
Pulcheria Augusta, the granddaughter of Theodosius the Great, 
consented to marry him, and he thus inherited the dynastic 
loyalty attaching to the Theodosian house. Marcian's successor 
Leo was also Aspar's nominee: in his case we possess the record 
of his official election at 'the wish of the palace, the army and the 
senate'. Leo crowned his infant grandson Leo as Augustus, and 
Leo II, at the request of the senate, duly crowned his father Zeno 
before he died. On Zeno's death, his widow Ariadne summoned the 
ministers of state and the senate to elect a new emperor, but they 
referred the choice to her, and ratified her nominee, Anastasius. 
Once a~ain the. succession was confirmed by the marriage of 
Anastasms to Anadne, who as daughter of Leo and widow of Zeno 
had acquired a certain dynastic prestige. We possess the official 
records of this election and of that of Anastasius' successor Justin. 
In the latter case we know from other sources something of the 
bac~stairs manoeuvring which determined the unexpected result. 
Justm w~s the founde~ o_f a dynasty, crowning his nephew Justinian 
before his death. Justlman named no successor, but the election of 
his nephew Justin II passed oif smoothly.• 

During the two centuries which followed the accession of 
Diocletian there were very few periods in which there was only one 
A ugustus; from the death of Constantine there were normally two 
or three. In theory the Augusti, together with the Caesars, if any, 
formed a college which jointly ruled the whole empire. All con
stitutions were issued under the joint names of the emperors. All 
official communications were made to the college as a whole. Even 
the. pr~e~orian prefects were in constitutional theory a college 
which JOintly served all the emperors, and the edicts and official 
orders of one praetorian prefect were headed by the names of all 
three or four. In this matter practice did not coincide with theory. 
One or more of the Augusti were often, as explained above, sleep
ing partners, who took no active part in the government.l:rhe 
active Augusti were de facto independent rulers of different parts of 
the empireJ Hostilities between them were, it is true, rare, and not 
only. were the constitution~! conventions normally observed, but 
relations were generally fnendly, and on a number of occasions 
there was active co-operation in war against an external enemy. 
But the relations of the Augusti who ruled East and West were 
emphatically not those of two partners ruling an undivided empire, 
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but of two sovereigns in traditional alliance. Each Augustus had 
~nfettered control not only of the administration but of the policy, 
mte~nal and exte~nal, of his part of the empire. In many ways the 
empire was a uruty. There was a common citizenship, and there 
were, except for brief periods of active hostilities, no barriers to 
trade or to migration. The coins issued by any emperor were 
legal tender throughout the empire. There was the same basic code 
of l:'w, tho.ugh minor variations grew up, since the several emperors 
legislated mdependently and their laws werf.-_de facto promulgated 
and accepte? only in the.ir own .dominions.(Above all there was a 
strong sentiment of uruty, which only began to weaken in the 
sixth century] But in the actual government each Augustus was an 
independent sovereign.1o 
. The ~om~n emp~re has been described by its greatest constitu

tional histonan as an autocracy tempered by the legal right of 
revolution'. Whether or not this is a correct definition of the 
P~incil?ate, itiSJ1Qttm~ofthelater-empir~.A usurper usually based 
his drum_ on acclamation by the army-in fact the portion of the 
army which he. had won to his side. He might even be in a position 
to secure election by the senate. He naturally claimed to be legiti
mate emperor, and where his writ ran this claim was perforce 
recognised. But even if he had no rival in his own part of the 
empir~, eith~r because, like Magnentius or Magnus Maximus, he 
had killed his predecessor, or like John he had taken advantage of 
his natural death, his recognition as legal emperor was still incom
plete, since normally there was at least one other member of the 
college ruling undisturbed elsewhere, and so long as one lawful 
emperor survived no other could be created save with his consent. 
The first step of a usurper, when he had established his local 
supremacy, was to announce the fact to his colleague or colleagues 
and req':l~st recognition. If he were recognised he became ex post 
facto legitimate. If he were not recognised he remained in the eyes 
of the rest of the Roman world a 'tyrant', and if, as usually hap
pened, he was subsequently crushed, a 'tyrant' he remained and 
his memory and acts were abolished. The number of usurpers 
who won through to legitimacy is very few: Constantine is the 
leading case.ll 

The type of men who were selected for the imperial throne, or 
who themselves aspired to it, is at first sight curious. It was only 
very rarely that a man of proved ability as an administrator or 
general, who had held the highest offices of praetorian prefect or of 
m_agjster militum, rose to be emperor, or apparently came into con
s!deration. After the death of Julian, a senior civilian officer, Salu
tlus Secundus, praetorian prefect of the East, was offered the throne. 
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Petronius Maximus also was a former praetorian prefect, but his 
claim was based on his noble birth rather than on his administra
tive experience. Constantius, Honorius' magister militum prae
sentalis, was promoted to be his colleague; A virus was magister 
militum per Gallias when he was elected; and Maurice had won 
distinction as magister militum per Orientem when Tiberius Con
stantine selected him as his successor.12 

Many of the great generals who from the latter years of the fourth 
century virtually controlled the empire in the West, and occasion
ally in the East also, were barbarians, and, what was worse, Arians, 
and would no doubt have been unacceptable as emperors on these 
grounds. Some may themselves have felt that their elevation 
would be unseemly: Aspar, we are told by King Theoderic, was 
offered the purple by the senate, but refused it with the cryptic 
remark: 'I am afraid lest a precedent may be created for the empire 
through me.' It is, however, curious that powerful generals of 
Roman birth and orthodox faith were as backward in claiming the 
throne for themselves. On the death of Honorius Castinus did not 
put himself forward, but supported the claims of John, and in the 
last days in the West Orestes secured the election of his adolescent 
son Romulus instead of seizing the throne himself. On the other 
hand barbarian generals sometimes pressed the claims of their 
sons, although the same objections of birth and faith applied to 
them: thus Aspar forced Leo to nominate his son Patricius as 
Caesar and the latter did not even renounce his Arian faith despite 
popular clamour. It would seem that the great generals preferred 
to be the power behind the throne rather than occupy the throne 
themselves, perhaps because they feared to lose contact with the 
troops if they were compelled to perform the heavy ceremonial 
routine incumbent on an emperorP 

If the great generals did not wish to hold the imperial throne 
themselves, it is understandable that they should have promoted 
the election of nonentities on whose submissive obedience they 
thought that they could rely. It was no doubt for these reasons 
that Arbogast selected Eugenius, a mere magister scrinii, and that 
Castinus supported John, primicerius of the notaries. Alaric's 
choice, Attalus, was a man of rather greater distinction, but he had 
only recently risen to be comes sacrarum largitionum and then prefect 
of the city, neither of them offices of major importance. In the last 
days of the empire in the West some of Ricimer's puppets were, 
like Olybrius, men of good family, but the majority seem to have 
been obscure; Majorian was only promoted magister militum shortly 
before his accession, and evidently to prepare the way for it, and of 
Livius Severus nothing is known. Gundobad's candidate Glycerius 
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was only comes don1esticorum. In the East Aspar's candidates were 
even humbler; Marcian and Leo were merely tribunes, whose sole 
recommendation was that they had been in Aspar's service,14 

On the few occasions where an emperor chose a colleague or 
successor for himself outside his own family he rarely chose a man 
of established reputation, and perhaps for similar reasons:. he pre
ferred a man. who, ow:~geye.ry:tbi11g~tobi~self,.mightbe~~!:~:·· 
to bedulyloyi)J~,~ Tlie Caesars created dunng the tetrarchy, Con
stantius and Galerius, and then Severus and Maximin, seem to 
have been somewhat obscure and relatively junior men. Gratian, 
to fill the gap caused by V alens' death, selected Theodosius, who 
was son of a distinguished magister mi!itum, but had himself risen 
no higher than dux when his father's disgrace and death had led to 
his retirement. Sophia selected as Justin II's successor Tiberius, his 
comes excubitorum, whose military career had not been distinguished. 
Leo's two nominees for the throne of the West, Anthemius and 
Julius Nepos, were exceptional in being men of noble bitth and of 
some military experience.l5 

It is more surprising that when things came to an election men 
of relatively obscure position were chosen. On Julian's death the 
first choice was, it is true, Salutius, but on his refusal the coup.cil 
elected Jovian, a young man who was no more than primicerius of 
the domestic!. On his death the council was divided between 
Januarius, a kinsman of Jovian, whom he had made comes rei 
mi!itaris in Illyricum, and Equitius and V alentinian, both junior 
officers, tribunes of the scho!ae. On Zeno's death the electoral 
college were content to refer the choice of a new emperor to 
Ariadne, and acquiesced in her selection of an elderly palace official, 
the silentiary Anastasius. On his death, after much debate, they 
elected the boorish old comes excubitorum, Justin. The explanation 
in these cases may be that the rivalry between the great men, who 
might have been expected to be the obvious candidates, was too 
intense to allow of a generally agreed choice, and that all parties 
preferred to compromise on an obscure outsider.16 

Usurpers, and suspected usurpers, are almost as obscure a group. 
Occasionally a magister mi!itum, like Silvanus or Vetranio, induced 
his army to proclaim him emperor. But most of the military 
usurpers were of humbler rank. Magnentius was commander of the 
two crack regiments of the J ovians and Herculians with the title 
of comes. Maximus was an officer in Britain; his precise rank and 
command are unknown. Constantine Ill is said to have been a 
common soldier, and Phocas was only a non-commissioned officer. 
The candidates around whom palace intrigues centred were as 
humble. Theodore, who was, rightly or wrongly, accused of 
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aspmng to the throne under V alens, was secundicerius of the 
notaries.17 

The relative obscurity of candidates for the imperial throne is all 
the more remarkable in that an emperor, when once elected, 
wielded powers which in the hands of a resolute man gave him 
supreme authority. This is not true of the last days of the empire 
in the \'(7 est, when a ruthless magister 1nilitum like Rlcimer could 
unmake an emperor whom he had made if he showed signs of in
dependence. But in the fourth century it was true: if the electors 
hoped to find in Valentinian I a pliant tool they must have been 
disappointed. And in the East the authority of the imperial office 
remained unimpaired. Aspar found his creature Leo less tractable 
than he had hoped, and it was Leo who ultimately prevailed in .the 
struggle for power. 

The emperor had two official bodies of advisers, the senate and 
the consistory. The senate had long ceased to be an effective 
coup.cil of state. In the \'(7 est it could hardly be so, since it sat at 
Rome and the emperor normally resided elsewhere. In the East, 
since the emperor usually lived at Constantinople, where the senate 
held its sessions, more business seems to have come before it. An 
early fifth century author states that 'the wearer of the diadem 
himself in most important matters does not try to take any action 
or make any order by himself without consulting the senate'. 
Procopius also implies that the senate was regularly consulted but, 
gives a truer picture, when he complains that in Justinian's reign 
'the sessions of the senate were a mere form ... it was convened 
only for the sake of appearances and old custom'. 

It was very rarely, however, that either the Roman or the Con
stantinopolitan senate was called upon to debate an important 
issue of policy, and on the rare occasions when such issues were 
brought before it, it was not the senate's advice but its moral 
support that was sought. Thus Arcadius, or rather Eutropius, got 
the senate of Constantinople to declare Stilicho a public enemy, 
and Stilicho, or more correctly speaking Honorius, elicited from 
the Roman senate a similar declaration about the rebellious Gildo. 
Anastasius likewise had Vitalian declared a public enemy by the 
Constantinopolitan senate. Stilicho again put to the Roman senate 
the issue of peace (at a price) or war with A!aric in 408. On this 
occasion some dissentient views were at first expressed; and Stilicho 
had to set forth the arguments for paying Alaric the blackmail he 
demanded. After this the senate obediently voted for the govern-
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ment, and only one senator ventured to oppose, indignantly 
declaring 'non est ista pax sed pactio servitutis'. Stilicho's object 
on this occasion was clearly to make the senate share the odium of 
an unpalatable decision.1s 

Leo, on receiving information that Ardaburius, master of the 
soldiers in the East, was in treasonable correspondence with Persia, 
confronted his father Aspar, the powerful magister militum in 
praesenti, with the evidence in a full session of the senate, and thus 
forced him publicly to disown his son and colleague: he thereby 
secured public backing in the first round of his struggle with the 
man who had made him emperor. Zeno put to the senate of Con
stantinople the dilemma of the two Theoderics, who were both 
demanding enormous subsidies. The senate on this occasion 
refused to decide the issue, but firmly pronounced that the treasury 
could not afford to satisfy both, and Zeno thus could disclaim re
sponsibility for the unpleasant results of defying one or other of 
them.19 

On rare occasions the senate was forced to take responsibility. 
Shortly after the battle of Adrianople, when Valens was dead and 
there was no emperor nearer than Gratian, J ulius, the magister 
militum per Orientem, asked for and received the approval of the 
Constantinopolitan senate for his urgent and highly secret plan to 
massacre the Gothic recruits recently drafted into the army of the 
East. When Alaric advanced on Rome after Stilicho's death the 
senate, left to its own devices by Honorius, had to negotiate with 
the invader, and, when Honorius refused to ratify the terms agreed, 
elected another emperor, Attalus, who would work with Alaric.20 

The Severan jurists had ruled that a decree of the senate (senatus 
consultum) had the force of law, and Theodosius I, and indeed 
Justinian, still paid lip service to this doctrine. In practice the senate 
had long lost the power of independent legislation. Even under 
the Principate its function had been reduced to hearing a speech 
from the emperor, more often read by his quaestor than delivered 
in person, and formally registering a senatus consultum in the sense, 
and indeed the very words, of the imperial oratio: so formal was tlle 
procedure that it was usually the oratio principis and not the senatus 
consultum that was cited as authoritative in the courts. Some legis
lation was still enacted in this form under the later empire. It 
seems to have been tllought appropriate for the clarification and 
enactment of private law: thus in 426 the law of citations, which 
establis):led a rule for determining conflicts between the ancient 
jurists, together with a number of rulings on individual topics, were 
promulgated by an address to the Roman senate, and twelve years 
later the Theodosian Code was similarly promulgated.21 
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We possess in this case the verbatim record of the proceedings 
in the senate. Auicius Acilius Glabrio Faustus, ordinary consul 
of the year and praetorian prefect ofitaly, first made .a short speech 
informing the House that ":hen he had ~ccomp~rued t~e yoll?g 
Valentinian III to Constantinople to assist at his marna&e with 
Eudoxia, Theodosius II had handed him over the Code, which had 
received Valentinian's approval. He then asked leave of ~e House 
to read the imperial constitution of 429 whereby Theodosms II had 
ordered the compilation of the Code. The house responded by 
acclamations of loyalty and gratitude. Sixteen are in praise of the 
emperors, ranging from '~ugu~ti of the, Augusti, grea~est of the 
Augusti!', repeated only eight times, to Destroyers of informers, 
destroyers of false charges!' and 'Through you we hold our 
honours, through you our property, through you everything!', both 
recited twenty-eight times. Altog(!th.er~Jhe, emperors '\Ver"ac
c!aimed 3 52 times. Faustus also receJved his share (five slogans·"-
repeii:ea--inall-nihety-four times). The great patrician. Aetius was 
acclaimed fifty-five times, and Paulus, prefect of the city, twenty
three times. 

Witll these complimentary acclamations are intermingled four
teen which convey practical requests, such as 'To pre,vent ~he con
stitutions being interpolated let all the codes be wrlt~en m lon~
hand!' (twenty-five times) or'Let the Codes to be kept In the public 
offices be made at public expense, we beg!' (fifteen times). The 
senate showed particular anxiety that copies of the Code should be 
widely distributed (e.g. 'Let copies of the Code be sent to the 
provinces!') and that precautions should be taken to prevent corrup
tion of the text (e.g. 'Let the sev:eral prefects a~x ~heir ,seals!'). 
They also threw in a request agamst ad hoc legtslation: Let no 
laws be promulgated, we beg, in response to petitions I' They 
finally asked the praetorian prefect to bring their requests to the 
emperor's notice. 

Mter this Faustus, occasionally interrupted by fu~ther acclama
tions in his honour, announced the procedure which would be 
adopted for making further copies of the Code for the use of the 
urban prefect and for general pub~ cation. 22 

• 

These minutes do not reveal a high level of debate m tlle senate, 
but they show how, even by the procedure o~ acclamat!on, t~e 
wishes of the senate could be brought to the notice of the I m penal 
government. Eight years later, in 446, Theodosius II established a 
regular procedure whereby the senate (of Constantir:ople) might 
express its views on legislation-in the field of pnvate l~w, 1t 
would seem. When any alteration of the law was proposed, 1t was 
to be debated both by the proceres pa!atii, that is the ministers of 
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state, and by the senate. A law was ther: to be drafted and reviewed 
by both bodies. As finally approved lt was to be solemnly pro
mulgated in the consistory. It is to be hoped the standard of debate 
was higher under this new procedure.23 

The senate could also convey its wishes to the emperor through 
a despatch sent by its president, the prefect of the city, or through 
special envoys, who would present a resolution of the House and 
speak to it. A famous instance of these procedures is afforded by 
the successive petitions concerning the altar of Victory and the 
emoluments of the Vestals and Roman priests. The content of the 
constitutions promulgated to the senate suggests that they often 
were in response to such petitions. The majority are .concerned 
either with the privileges of the senatorial order, or with the 
election of the praetors and their obligations, financial or by way 
of games. Both these topics were of primary interest to the House, 
and the initiative doubtless often came from it. Other constitu
tions concern the interests of the city of Rome, its corn supply and 
its public works, matters which again were of deeper concern to 
the senate than to the emperors. A constitution of V alentinian I 
confirming that haruspices were tolerated is again, in view of the 
known religious sentiments of the Roman senate, certainly a 
response to a petition from that body.24 

In most cases we can only read between the lines of imperial 
constitutions .. In one instance we can trace both sides of the,ro
ceedings. Symmachus in one of his dispatches as prefect o the 
city thanks Theodosius for a constitution, or oratio, directed to 
the senate, which both curbed .excessive expenditure on games and 
regulated the procedure of the house, and furthermore requested 
the senate to frame precise rules for the giving of games: the decree 
incorporating these rules was to be submitted to the emperor, who 
would confirm it by a further constitution, enacting sanctions. In 
the Codes are preserved two excerpts from the oratio, one forbidding 
certain forms of extravagant expenditure, the other admitting in 
theory the legal force of a senatus consultum, but expressing the 
emperor's intention to follow it up by a law. It is not clear from 
these documents whether the original initiative came from the 
emperor. or the senate, but it is plain that the detailed drafting was 
left to the senate, subject to imperial confirmation. Even .on a 
matter of such purely domestic interest the senate could not legis
late independently, it could only on imperial instructions prepare a 
decree \Yhich the emperor would validate.25 

The senate .also sometimes sat as a court of law. This practice 
seems to have been confined to the Eastern empire and is first 
recorded under Marcian, who states in one of his novels that he 
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had discussed. in the presence of the senate a testamentary case _of 
some legal interest. Under Justinian it was apparently qutte 
common for the senate to hear appeals, either unde_r ~he emperor's 
presidency or even in his absence, and in 53 7 J ustlruan ruled that 
whenever a si!entium or session of the consistory, was called to hear 
a case it should be d~emed to be a conventus or session of the senate, 
so that all senators might attend.26 

The consistory was a much younger body than the senate, but 
it too had a long history. It was descended from the consi!ium, the 
informal body of friends (amici) or companions (comites) whom the 
emperor had always consulted from the beginning of the Princi
pate, and although it had, with the. p~ssage of time, acquired a 
more formal structure, its membership m theory and to some ex
tent in practice was always dependent on the personal choice. of 
the emperor. It functioned both as a council of state and as a ~gh 
court of justice, and though it was technically the same body ~htch 
performed both functions, its actual membership as a council and 
as a court probably differed somewhat .. When it sat as a court the 
lower ranking legal officers of the comitatus and the la~ers er;
rolled as comites consistoriani no doubt attended the sess1on: this 
side of its work will be treated in a later chapter. Its membership 
as a council of state is not altogether certain. The chief civilian 
ministers of the comitatus, the comes et quaestor, comes et magister 
officiorum, comes sacrarum !argitionum and comes rei privatae, who are 
often alluded to as the comites consistoriani, were certainly ex officto 
members. The praetorian prefect who was in comitatu must also 
have had a seat. On the military side the palatine officers, the 
comes or comites domesticorum, and later the comes excubitorum, were 
ex officio members, and so also were the two cotnites et magistri 
militum praesentales. 27 

In addition to this ex officio nucleus there was a large number of 
non-official members. Former and titular holders of ex officio seats 
seem normally to have been members of the consistory. It would 
also appear that in the fourth century others who had ~ot ~e11 the 
qualifying offices were enrolled. A number of Western mscnpttons, 
mainly of the time of C~nstantine and his s~ns, record pers_o?s w~10. 
at various stages of thetr career were appomted comes or~tnts prtmt 
intra consistorium or intra pa!atium or domesticus, terms which appear 
to be synonymous. Most are men who followed an active official 
career, and of these the majority were appointed to t~~ cons~stoo/ 
after holding vicariates or proconsulates or the comtttva Onentzs; 
some obtained the honour earlier when they had been only con-
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sulars of provinces, a few later, when they had already held the 
praefectura urbis. Such men usually went on to be praetorian pre
fects. A law of 396 shows that military men of a similar grade, 
former duces, were also sometimes enrolled in the consistory. It 
would also appear that in the fourth century favoured palatine 
officials might become members of the consistory before achieving 
one of the great offices which gave an ex ojjicio seat. An inscrip
tion records that Fla vi us Eugenius fulfilled all the palatine dignities 
and became comes domesticus ordinis primi before he rose to be 
master of the offices and received the titular rank of praetorian pre
fect. Among the great comites of Constantius II who wrote to 
Athanasius in 346, Taurus, who started his career as a notary, did 
not become quaestor until some years later. 28 

There were also at this period members of the consistory who 
never held any official post, either great nobles like Nummius 
Albinus, who was comes domesticus ordinis primi though he confined 
himself to the ancient republican magistracies of quaestor, praetor 
and ordinary consul (34 5 ), or personal favourites of the emperor 
like Datianus, who, though according to Libanius of the humblest 
origins, became patrician and ordinary consul (in 358); he was 
prominent as one of the great comites of Constantius II, but never 
held imperial office. 29 

In the fourth century the consistory was an active and effective 
council of state, which debated matters of moment and advised 
the emperor upon them. When information was laid before Con
stantius II at Milan, purporting to prove that Silvanus, the magister 
peditum, then in Gaul, was planning rebellion, the consistory was 
summoned. The evidence was read to it, and it was decided to 
arrest the persons implicated in the alleged conspiracy. When this 
decision became known a protest was raised by Malarich, a tribune 
of the scholae, who was a friend of Silvanus, and his colleagues. 
They claimed that the alleged plot was a 'frame up', and asked 
that Malarich or another friend of Silvanus should be sent to 
summon him to court, as, if a stranger took the message, Silvanus' 
fears might be raised and he might be provoked into precipitate 
action. This protest was ignored and it was resolved, evidently at 
a second meeting of the consistory, on the motion of Arbetio, the 
magister equitum in praesenti, to entrust Silvanus' arrest to the 
notorious agens in rebus Apodemius. The result feared by Malarich 
followed and Silvanus had himself proclaimed Augustus.ao . 

When· this alarming news arrived, an emergency meeting of the 
consistory was called. The members were at a loss, until someone 
suggested that Ursicinus, the magister equitum Orientis, recently re
called under a cloud, if not in disgrace, might be summoned. This 
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idea met with approval. Ursicinus was ceremoniously introduced by 
the magister admissionum himself-a high compliment-and having 
'adored the sacred purple' was informed that he was to be en
trusted with the delicate task of luring Silvanus to his doom. A 
debate ensued on how best to lull Silvanus' suspicions, and it was 
resolved that Ursicinus should go accompanied only by a small 
staff of tribunes and protectores, carrying a letter in which the 
emperor, pretending ignorance of the revolt, should summon 
Silvanus, still retaining his rank, to court and inform him that 
Ursicinus was meanwhile taking over his command. Ammianus 
gives a vivid picture of these proceedings and he is here drawing 
on first-hand information, for he was on the spot at the time, 
and was in fact chosen as one of the protectores to accompany 
Ursicinus.31 

Later, when the petition of the Goths to cross the Danube was 
presented to Valens, an 'imperial council', we are told by Eunapius, 
was held. It was doubtless at this consistory that the bad advice 
recorded by Ammianus was offered to the emperor-that rein
forced by the Goths his army would be invincible and that at the 
same time by commuting the levy of recruits for a gold tax he 
would fill his treasury. The consistory also handled affairs of 
religion. When the senate petitioned Valentinian II for the 
restoration of the altar of Victory and of the endowments of the 
Roman priesthoods, the official dispatch of Symmachus, prefect of 
the City, and the two counter -petitions of Ambrose were read before 
the consistory, and, after a debate in which Bauto and Rumorides, 
the two magistri militum praesentales, took part, the senate's request 
was rejected. Again, when Ambrose was ordered to surrender a 
church to the Arians he successfully pleaded his cause in con
sistory. When next year a second attempt was made to secure a 
church for the Arians, Ambrose was again summoned to the con
sistory. This time he refused to attend, on the ground that theo
logical issues were now at stake and that in these the consistory 
had no jurisdiction. a2 

Envoys were regularly received in consistory. It was in con
sistory, when he was receiving an embassy from the Quadi to 
apologise for recent breaches of the peace, that Valentinian I, 
infuriated by the self-justification of the envoys, burst a blood 
vessel and died. Ambrose tells in detail the story of his abortive 
mission on behalf of Valentinian II to the usurper Maximus. He 
first approached Maximus' praepositus sacri cubiculi with a request 
for a private audience, which was refused. Ambrose took umbrage 
at this, ostensibly because it was a slight upon his dignity as a 
bishop, in reality, one may suspect, because he thought it would 
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be. easier to do business in a personal interview. He ultimately, 
however, agreed to be presented in consistory, where he behaved 
with ostentatious rudeness, refusing, when the emperor rose to 
greet him, to come forward and ~eceive the imperial kiss. In these 
circumstances the exchange of views not unnaturally degenerated 
into acrimonious recriminations, and the mission ended in failure. 33 

The consistory dealt with routine matters of administration as 
well as of high policy. It must have been in a debate on provincial 
government that Gratian gave the r:tling, minute~ in .the a~ta con
sistorii, 'the governor must see to it that he mamtams his own 
official residence. Nothing more will be provided for. a comes or 
provincial governor than what we have granted in rations and 
stores.' Petitions from subjects might be referred to the consistory 
if they raised questions of public interest. Thus in 384 a complaint 
from certain bishops in Egypt that they had been. dragged before 
the secular courts by their colleagues was read in consistory, and 
as a result a constitution was despatched to the prefect of Egypt 
reminding him that the courts had no jurisdiction in ecclesiastical 
disputes. The consistory also regularly received. delegations from 
the senate, from provincial or diocesan assemblies or from indi
vidual cities, asking for favours or claiming redress for grievances, 
and its members were able to influence the emperor's decision; 
Thus when a delegation from the Roman senate came to protest to 
Valentinian I on the excessive penalties inflicted on its members 
and the use of torture in their trials, Eupraxius the quaestor was 
able to bring the irascible emperor to reason in consistory. On the 
other hand, when the provincial council of Tripolitania complained 
of the conduct of Romanus, comes Africae, Remigius the master of 
the offices was able so to confuse the issue by the production of a 
contrary report that no action was taken; an investigation of the 
facts was ordered, and, by the methods usual in bureaucratic 
governments, deferred. 34 . 

The reception of these delegations, whose requests were often 
trivial or frivolous, was a very time-consuming business, and in the 
latter part of the fourth century efforts were made to shorten the 
proceedings. In 364 ~h~ praetori~n prefects were. instru~ted to. 
give the envoys a prehrrunary hearmg and settle mmor pomts on 
their own authority, sending on to the emperor only important 
issues. In 3 8 5 the procedure was changed. The prefects were to 
investigate all petitions, but not to make any final decisions. They 
were however, to prepare draft replies for the emperor to make 
'whe~ according to custom the petitions of the delegates arising 
from the resolutions (of the provincial council) are read in our 
clemency's consistory by our secretariat'. The new procedure no 
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doubt saved time, but must have tended to reduce the hearing in 
the consistory to a mere fotmality.35 · 

The time of the consistory was also consumed by even more 
formal business. Many delegations were sent merely to deliver 
loyal addresses, and the consistory had to listen to these. The 
irrepressible V alentinian I on one occasion made a reality even of 
a ceremonial session of this character. He asked one of the dele
gates sent by the province of Epirus to express their satisfaction 
with the rule of the praetorian prefect Probus whether the official 
resolution corresponded with the true sentiments of the pro
vincial council. The delegate in question, who was a philosopher, 
boldly answered no, and V alentinian proceeded to cross-question 
him, and elicited a number of facts highly damaging to Probus.36 

Other sessions were occupied with the ceremonial distribution 
of largesses. Ammianus records a sarcastic remark made by Julian 
when, at a festal session of the consistory, he was presenting gold 
to the agentes in rebus. Appointments to dignities, actual or titular, 
were also officially made in consistory: it was the primicerius of the 
notaries, the chief secretary of the consistory, who recorded them 
in the !atercu!um maius. Not all dignities were actually so conferred 
-titular appointments in particular were often made in absence by 
letter-but it was a greater honour to receive a grant in consistory, 
and the recipient in that case stood higher in the order of pre
cedence. As even protectores 'adored the sacred purple' on receiv
ing their commissions, ceremonial sessions for the conferment of 
dignities must have been frequent and long drawn out.37 

The consistory continued to meet and to transact business in the 
fifth and sixth centuries. In 443, when an attempt was made by the 
government of Theodosius II to reform the administration of the 
!imitanei, it was enacted that the master of the offices should annually 
in the month of January present a report in the consistory on their 
strength and on the condition of the forts and river flotillas, so 

~
at active commanders could be rewarded and negligent punished. 
ut it would appear that its sessions tended to become more and 
ore formal. In 446, as has been stated above, a new procedure 

for legislation was laid down by Theodosius II whereby amend
ments to the law were to be thoroughly discussed by the ministers 
of state and by the senate. In this procedure the role of the con
sistory was merely to hear the final version recited. Most of the 
time of the consistory was probably occupied in such ceremonial 
business, and real decisions were made elsewhere. 38 

By the sixth century the consistory would seem to have become 
as ceremonial a body as the senate. Laws were still formally 
promulgated in it; a batch of Justinian's enactments are stated in 

z 

I 
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the subscript to have been 'recited in the New Consistory'. Peter 
the Patrician, Justinian's master of the offices, gives an elaborate 
account of the ceremonial reception in consistory of envoys from 
the Persian king, and of the appointments of officers, from the 
Augustal Prefect down to protectores, made at its sessions. Justinian 
reduced the length of these ceremonial sessions by making the 
lesser appointments privately and informally.39 

But the consistory seems no longer in this period to have 
handled serious business, except as a high court of justice. Foreign 
envoys were merely ceremonially received in it; the real negotia
tions were carried on elsewhere. The annual report on the state of 
the limitanei, though still produced by the master of the offices, was 
no longer read in consistory: it was presumably discussed inform
ally by the emperor with the ministers concerned. Anastasius 
made use of the consistory in his final struggle with the patriarch 
Macedonius, but merely to strengthen his hand. His first step on 
receiving information incriminating Macedonius was to call a 
silentium and to announce to them that the patriarch had broken 
his solemn oath. The patrician Clementinus responded on behalf 
of the council: 'God himself will reject from the priesthood him 
who has lied to God.' Three days later another silentium was held 
and the emperor, after protesting his orthodoxy, offered to abdi
cate. The council responded with tears and supplications. Finally 
six days later a silentium et conventus was called, that is a joint meet
ing of the consistory and senate, and Anastasius formally denounced 
the patriarch. In these proceedings the consistory appears no 
longer as an active council of state which advised the emperor. It 
has become, like the senate, an assembly of notables, summoned to 
hear and approve important imperial decisions.40 

Where decisions were actually made in the fifth and sixth cen
turies it is more difficult to say. There are some signs of the 
growth of an inner cabinet consisting of thJ:_J.l!in.~;iJ;tgl~~ of 
the comitiii£s, w_.,ttft~Qll\\:.~&··twe-.or • .tbree.additionaLmemh~!i. ~ 
Some suc'hbody must be meant by the proceres palatii who by the 
law of 446 were to take the first step in the discussion and formula
tion of new legislation. In the elections of Leo, Anastasius and 
Justin 'the ministers' or 'the palace' are mentioned as one of the 
bodies participating in the proceedings, and in the second case 
they play a decisive part: it was the ministers who in separate 
session, on the motion of Urbicius, the praepositus sacri cubiculi, 
decided to refer the choice to Ariadne, and it was only when this 
decision had been made that a meeting of the consistory and senate 
(silentium et conventus) was called for Anastasius' formal proclama
tion.41 
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A clue to the composition of this inner cabinet is perhaps given 
by the acts of Chalcedon. The imperial commission which pre
sided over the council is recorded under two headings; first 'the 
most glorious ministers' and second 'the glorious senate'. At the 
sixth session, when the attendance was highest, the ministers included 
one of the magistri militum praesentales, the praetorian prefect of the 
East, the prefect of the city, the master of the offices, two ex
masters, the two comites domesticorum, the comes rei privatae and the 
primicerius of the notaries. There were twenty-seven senators 
present, nearly all former holders of high offices-ex-praetorian 
prefects of the East or of Illyricum, ex-urban prefects, ex-praepositi 
sacri cubiculi, ex-quaestors or comites sacrarum largitionum or rei 
privatae. The distinction is not simply between present and past 
ministers, since two former masters of the offices appear among 
the 'most glorious ministers'. It may be then that this term denotes 
some inner cabinet. If so it would seem that the urban prefect 
belonged to it, as was only natural seeing that he was an important 
minister resident in Constantinople. From the proceedings at the 
election of Anastasius it would seem that the praepositus sacri 
cubiculi was a member: this again was only natural since he had in 
422 acquired equal official precedence with prefects and magistri 
militum. 42 

It is more than doubtful, however, whether either the consis
tory or the council of ministers functioned regularly in the fifth 
and sixth centuries as a cabinet in which governmental policy was 
co-ordinated. Normally. it would seem. that the •emperor dealt ·· 
direct_!y_ wit!l~.th~::·itJ:diYidU:aL':i:fiiilisn:t:s~~.Q!l"cthe•·-que.S{;\Qt1S: which ... 

_. :::Rlfe:~tt:c,lt.heir..dep~!:J:W~llt~ •. J'his is the impression which emerges ··• . 
from a study of the novels of the fifth-century emperors. In the 
preamble the emperor usually states that the constitution is in 
response to, and in fact reproduces, a suggestion made by the de
partmental minister concerned, but he never alludes to its having 
been discussed in any council or passed in the consistory. This in 
itself raises the suspicion that there was no longer any effective 
council of state, and this suspicion is confirmed by what happened 
when the interests of different ministers conflicted. 

On 2 r September 440 Theodosius II, on the suggestion of Cyrus, 
the praetorian prefect of the East, issued a law abolishing in 
respect of many questions the praescriptio fori hitherto enjoyed by 
soldiers and officials and making them subject in these matters to 
the provincial governors. Two months later, on 29 December 440, 
the emperor, in a law addressed to Cyrus but not said to have been 
suggested by him, declared that the earlier law had been misin
terpreted, and that he had never intended to touch the praescriptio 
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fori enjoyed by soldiers. Finally on 6 March following, in a law 
addressed to one of the two magistri militum in praesenti, Areobindus, 
he refers to the second law with approval, and, on his suggestion, 
makes a limited concession of praescriptio fori to the officials of the 
magistri militum.43 · · 

Reading between the lines one can see the course of events. The 
praetorian prefect, finding the collection of the revenue and other 
business for which he was responsible obstructed by the privilege 
of soldiers and officials, suggested its abolition to the emperor, and 
a law was drafted and promulgated to this effect. This law cannot 
have been discussed in any kind of cabinet, where the magistri mili
tum would certainly have objected. When it was already promul
gated, they evidently did object and the law was drastically amended 
in favour of soldiers. On the privileges of military officials there 
seems to have been stiff bargaining between the magistri militum 
and the praetorian prefect, for the last law is a carefully balanced 
compromise. 

In the Code it is less easy to trace such stories, since the reveal
ing preambles to the laws have not been preserved. Some similar 
incidents are, however, observable. On 7 December 408 a law 
was issued to Anthemius, praetorian prefect of the East, forbidding 
palatini of the sacrae largitiones or res privata to take part in the 
collection of taxes in the provinces. On 27 September in the fol
lowing year a second law, also addressed to Anthemius, restored 
the old order of things, expressly abrogating the previous law, 
which had, the emperor states, been a concession to an inoppor
tune request of a delegation from the province of Achaea. The 
petition of the Achaean delegation must have been supported by 
the praetorian prefect to have received the emperor's approval, 
and the first law was probably suggested by him. The second was 
dearly suggested by the comites sacrarum largitionum and rei privatae, 
defending the interests of their palatini. Once again the first law 
cannot have received any serious discussion in any council of 
state, or the comites would have lodged their objection there, and 
not waited till the opening of the next fiscal year.44 

Even when it was mostative and influential the consistory 
never governed the empire. The emperor remained absolute and 
he not only could, but often · d, act on his own initiative without 
consulting his councill The consistory never acquired sufficient 
esprit de corps to purstle a consistent and independent policy. Its 
ex ojjicio membership changed rapidly, for it was rare for any man 
to hold any of the qualifying offices for longer than two or three 
years; and all the members were keenly aware that their prospects 
depended on retaining the emperor's favour. The consistory thus 
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ten~ed to be a subservient body, whose members, instead of pre
senting a common front, v~ith one another to_w:in._t\leJ~JnP.s'f.2is 

~~~~i~~~~:%~~r~;!~b~~~~1~~a~!~~~~ , 
-from time to time enjoyed his confidence. 
----~--·---·-""··-----------------------

T~e w~akness _of the consistory is most clearly demonstrated by 
the Situation which arose when the ~mperor was a child, or too 
young or too weak to assert himself. L!n these circumstances it was 
n~ver the consistory which took over the government, but indi
viduals or small cliques who secured an ascendancy over the nominal 
~!er .of the stateJ The ladies of the imperial family often in such 
Situations became de facto regents. Thus Justina virtually governed 
the W ~st in the name of her son Valentinian II from 3 8 3 till her 
death m 3 8 8, and Galla Placidia ruled the Western empire during 
the early years of the nominal reign of her son Valentinian IlL 
Theodosius II's elder sister, Pulcheria, though only two years older 
than he, established an ascendancy over him which gave her a 
dominating position in the government of the Eastern empire 
from 414, when she came of age and was proclaimed Augusta, till 
she was ousted from favour by the intrigues of Chrysaphius nearly 
thirty years later. The eunuchs of the sacred bedchamber also 
often exploited their daily and intimate contact with the emperor 
to make themselves virtual regents. Eutropius, praepositus sacri 
cubiculi to Arcadius, was openly acknowledged as the most im
portant man in the state from 396 to 399, and during the last seven 
or eight years of the reign of Theodosius II the eunuch Chrysaphius 
controlled the government.45 

Women and eunuchs had no official part in the government and 
owed their power solely to ~~~~§onaLascendanqr_. over an 
immature or weak-minded emperor. More oftetLt:.h~ower was 

~i5ifih~e~/erbf;!~~bf:-~~J~~~:;e~i~:~~rg~~tofr~~h~~~!:::--
it was ~arly always a general who secured such ';; dominant 
position; When in 3 8 8 Valentinian II, then aged seventeen, was 
restored after the defeat of Maximus, his magister militum Arbogast 
ruled in his name. On the death of Theodosius the Great in 395, 
Stilicho was left in supreme military control of the West, recently 
reconquered from the usurper Eugenius, and his authority was 
enhanced by the fact that he was married to Theodosius' niece and 
had, he alleged, been solemnly charged by the dying emperor to 
protect his sons. He made use of his position to concentrate the 
control of the army permanently in his own hands, and thus created 
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in the magisterium utriusque mi!itiae in praesenti an office of over
whelming power. Thereafter in the West it was the holder of this 
office who almost always controlled affairs. Mter Stilicho's fall 
there was a brief interlude during which civilian ministers intrigued 
for power, but Constantius soon became supreme as magister 
utriusque militiae, and died as colleague of Honorius. Mter a brief 
interval Aetius established himself in the same office and ruled the 
empire in the name of Valentinian III for the last twenty years of 
his reign. He was soon succeeded by Ricimer, who made and un
fl.lllde a succession of ephemeral emperors.46 

l The power of the great generals of the West steadily increased. 
It was largely based on the fact that they personally commanded 
the loyalty of the troops, but it also depended to some extent on 
their maintaining their influence with the emperor) When Valen
tinian II rebelled against Arbogast' s domineering vlays and handed 
him his dismissal, Arbogast contemptuously tore the letter up; but 
he evidently realised that his position was insecure, for he promptly 
had Valentinian assassinated and a more obedient emperor, 
Eugenius, proclaimed. When Stilicho fell from Honorius' favour 
he submitted quietly to his deposition and arrest. He might no 
doubt have attempted resistance with the aid of the federates, who 
were still loyal to him, but his authority with the Roman troops 
had been undermined and they obeyed the emperor's orders. 
Aetius' position was much more secure, and V alentinian III could 
only rid himself of him by assassination. Ricimer was even more 
powerful, but he had to assassinate or provoke mutinies against 
emperors who became too independent. Ultimately Odoacer 
found it more convenient not to have an emperor on the 
spot who might prove recalcitrant or fall under the influence of a 
rival.47 

In the East generals rarely if ever wielded such power. This was 
partly no doubt due to the fact that military affairs had less import
ance in the East. The Western empire was continually exposed to 
barbarian invasion, and from the beginning of the fifth century was 
struggling for existence against the barbarian tribes. ~stablished 
within its borders. It was therefore natural that the military com
manders should acquire a dominant position. The Eastern empire 
was relatively immune from invasion, and relied largely on sub
sidies to control or appease its barbarian neighbours. Finance and 
diplomacy were therefore at least as important as military defence, 
and the, praetorian prefects and masters of the offices tended to 
count for more than the generals. 

The contrast between the East and West is also due in large 
measure to an historical accident. When Theodosius I marched to 

.) 
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the West in 394 to deal with Eugenius, taking the bulk of the field 
army with him, he naturally left the East, under the nominal rule of 
his son Arcadius, in charge of a tried civilian administrator as prae
torian prefect. Rufinus thus became the virtual ruler of the Eastern 
empire on Theodosius' death, and, when he fell, his supplanter 
Eutropius, the praepositus sacri cubiculi, who naturally feared the 
possible rivalry of the generals, divided the field army which had 
returned from the West into five equal groups, two praesental and 
one each for Illyricum, Thrace and the East, under five magistri 
of equal rank. The abortive attempt of Gainas to seize power 
strengthened the civilians' distrust of generals, and during the rest 
of Arcadius' reign and that of Theodosius II they were kept in 
their place. The power was held by Anthemius, praetorian prefect 
of the East from 405 to 414, and then it would seem by Helion, 
master of the offices, with the support of Pulcheria, until 427, and 
towards the end of the reign by the eunuch Chrysaphius and 
Nom us, master of the offices. 4S 

Mter the death of Theodosius II it looked for a while as if a 
leading general was going to dominate the East in the same way 
that Ricimer dominated the \'V' est. As par, who had for many years 
been one of the magistri praesentales, secured the election of one of 
his former domestics, Marcian, and on his death that of another of 
his junior officers, Leo. Having tasted power, his ambitions grew, 
and he bullied Leo into nominating one of his sons as Caesar. But 
Aspar's power was not firmly based. In the election of Marcian his 
success was partly due to the support of Pulcheria and the strong 
group of senators who hated Chrysaphius and Nomus and dis
approved of their foreign, domestic and ecclesiastical policy. Leo 
no doubt had the support of this group in resisting Aspar's 
ambitions, and owing to the structure of the high command 
Aspar could never achieve complete control of the armed forces, 
even though he got one of his sons appointed magister militum 
per Orientem and formed an alliance with Theoderic Strabo and 
his Gothic federates. Thus eventually Leo was able, having 
got the Eastern command into the hands of a loyal general, 
to rid himself of Aspar and his family, if only by treachery and 
assassination. Zeno was. also plagued by over-powerful generals, 
the two Theoderics and the !saurian Illus, but he managed to 
play them off against one another and ultimately gained the 
mastery.49 

The great generals who controlled the West in the fifth century 
were publicly recognised as being, subject only to the emperor, 
supreme heads of the government by the addition to their official 
title, magister utriusque militiae, of the honorific address, 'our 
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patrician' (patricius nosier). Though their primary functions werG 
military they intervened overtly and directly in other departments 
of state. Constantius wrote to the prefect of the city in 419 about 
the disputed papal election, and received despatches from him in 
reply. V alen.tinian III instructed his patrician Aetius to enforce 
the constitution of 44 5 which gave the support of the secular arm 
to the supremacy of the Roman see. Aetius even gave orders to 
the praetorian prefect of Italy about the supply of pork to the city 
of Rome, and the latter submissively produced a scheme on the 
lines laid down. 50 

The men who de facto ruled the East received no official recogni
tion, nor yet did the early generals in the West, Arbogast and 
Stilicho. They sometimes increased the powers of the offices which 
they held. Thus Stilicho not only had all duces and comites rei 
mi!itaris placed under his disposition, but arranged that their 
principal officials should be drawn from the offices of the magistri 
praesenta!es. Nomus added to the multifarious duties of the master 
of the offices an inspectorate general over the !imitanei of all the 
frontiers. But in the main they derived their power from their\ 
ability to persuade the emperor to sign the papers they submitted) 
They naturally also used the imperial patronage which they thus 
controlled to reward their adherents and to fill all key posts with 
men on whom they could rely. The first move against Stilicho was 
the massacre of the praetorian prefects of Italy and of Gaul, the 
master of the offices, the quaestor, the comites sacrarum largitionum 
and rei privatae, the magister equitum per Gallias and the two comites 
domesticorum. It is evident that all these major ministers and officers 
were, or were regarded as, his creatures. 51 

The ascendancy of one man sometimes gave stability to the 
government over long periods. Stilicho ruled the West for over 
thirteen years, Constantius for ten and Aetius for twenty. In the 
East Anthemius was supreme for close on ten years, and Helion, it 
would seem, for over twelve. But the position of unofficial regents 
was often insecure. ~~~ey-AkL.on....th~:k~l~~,. 
ascendancy !?ver_!,t;~<?r~ti9!llY:.l!Q§o]JJte_,empet.Q.t. t~y_wereJiable-_ 
'10 be suoaeiiTf ou.sted 1r()!ll P()\V~t by anew ~~ourite .. l1L!E_<;~~ .... -

~-;:~;:~~~f:6cfc}~;;~t::!1~fv~~~d;~~hth~y ~~~::~~~/oC:~= 
ful, and aspirants to power endeavoured 1:? poison. the emperor's 
mind against his adviser for the time beingj 

We have in the contemporary life of Porphyry, bishop of Gaza, 
a vivid picture of how things were done in the reign of Arcadius. 
Porphyry's ambition was to close the temples of Gaza, in which 
the pagan cult was still being celebrated in ope.n defiance of the law. 

.J 
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He first in 3 98 sent his deacon Mark (the author of his biography) 
with a letter to John, the bishop of Constantinople. John went 
straight to 'Eutropius, the cubicu!arius, who at that time had great 
power with the emperor Arcadius', and within a week an imperial 
constitution was issued closing the temples of Gaza. Unfor
tunately the official appointed to execute it was not impervious to 
bribery, and the wealthy pagans of Gaza persuaded him to spare 
the principal temple, the Marneum. 52 

. Two years later, in 400, Porphyry went himself to Constanti
nople with his metropolitan, John of Caesarea, and a group of 
clergy, including Mark. · The two bishops went first to John 
Chrysostom, as had Mark on his earlier mission. John was sym
pathetic, but said that it was useless for him to approach the 
emperor, as the empress had provoked a quarrel between them. 
He promised, however, to put them in touch with the eunuch 
Amantius, the castrensis of the empress, who had great influence 
with her. The bishops were introduced next day to Amantius, and 
he arranged an interview with the empress on the day following. 
Eudoxia was most gracious and promised to speak to Arcadius, 
but Arcadius proved unexpectedly obstinate. Gaza had a very 
good record for paying its taxes promptly and he refused to create 
a commotion there; gentle pressure might be brought on the 
pagan aristocracy, but nothing more. 53 

Eudoxia, however, was determined to have her way, especially 
after Porphyry had declared that God would reward her persever
ance by makffig the child which she was carrying a boy, who would 
reign many years. When the little Theodosius was in due course 
born and forthwith proclaimed Augustus, Eudoxia by an inc 
genious trick won her point. She told the bishops to draft a 
petition containing all that they wanted, and, having secured a 
front place in the crowd outside the church door, to present it to 
the man who would carry the baby out of the church after his 
baptism: he would be in the plot and would put the petition in the 
child's hand and declare that he had given it his approval. All went 
according to plan, and although Arcadius was not unnaturally 
annoyed when the text of the petition was read, he was not strong
minded enough to refuse his assent. Next day the empress 
jubilantly summoned the bishops and calling the quaestor told him 
to draft a constitution on the spot in the name of the two Augusti 
in exact accord with the petition. 54 

In this story the business is conducted entirely by backstairs 
influence. It never seems to have occurred to Porphyry, or to 
John Chrysostom, to send in a petition through the official 
channels, to be received by the sacra scrinia and passed up by their 
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magistri or the quaestor to the emperor, o; per.haps read in cot;t
sistory. Instead they went to the emperors chief eunuch, or v1a 
her favourite eunuch to the empress, and the quaestor, the minister 
who ought to have dealt with the matter, wru;-ealltld-~·~.:WE~!!_ 
everythin_g_JY!!L§.~!tled, te-tlraft-..the·formal.decree,. ~hile other 
~sters who mightnave been interested were not consulted at 
all). 

A generation later, Cyril, the patriarch of Alexandria, did not rely 
so exclusively on backstairs influence, but still gave it a high place. 
This appears from a list of the persons whom he thought it politic 
to bribe in one of the years which immediately followed the council 
of Ephesus in 43 I. The master of the offices and the quaestor got 
roo lb. gold each, and their domestics smaller sums. The praetorian 
prefect d'?es not figure on the list, but ap:J?arently because ~e ":as 
incorruptible and not because he was urumportant; for his w1fe 
is down for roo lb. and his assessor for jo lb. The other recipients 
are all on the staffs of the sacred bedchambers, either of Theodosius 
or of Pulcheria. One praepositus, Chryseros, receives the highest 
sum of all, 200 lb. gold, and even his domestic gets j o. The other 
praepositus, Paul, is thought to be worth only j o and his domestic 
a mere roo solidi. Two of Pulcheria's ladies of the bedchamber 
(cubiculariae ), Marcella and Droseria, receive j o lb. each, and three 
eunuchs of the bedchamber (cubicularii), Scholasticus, Domninus 
and Romanus, receive roo, 50 and 30 lb. respectively, while 
Scholasticus' domestic gets jO. 'The magnificent Artabas', per
haps a retired eunuch, is allotted roo lb. If Cyril distributed the 
gold of the church of Alexandria to the best advantage-and he 
was a shrewd politician as well as an acute theologian-it would 
seem that at this date backstairs influence counted for twice as 
much as official opinion in determining the policy of the empire. 55 

Such was the state of affairs under weak emperors, but it must 
not be assumed to have been the invariable rule. There was, it is 
true at all times much intrigue and wire-pulling to gain the ear of 
the ~mperor or of those who were known to have his confidence. It 
is clear, however, from our sources, that most of the emperors 
were possessed of sufficient abill._ty, character and industry to 
govern the empire themse~vesy'They naturally relied to some 
extent on chosen advisery Even when the consistory was still a 
council of state, the emperor usually tended to rely on the advice 
of a smaller group of more intimate counsellors, and when the 
consistory's proceedings became formal, this became the regular 
practice. Such counsellors might be men holding high adminis
trative posts. Thus Maximinus, whom Ammianus regarded as 
Valentinian I's evil genius, was praetorian prefect of the Gauls, 
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and Rufinus, whom Theodosius I greatly trusted, was first master 
of the offices and then praetorian prefect, while Stilicho, Theodosius' 
other .chief adviser, was successively comes domesticorum, magister 
equitum and magister utriusque militiae praesentalis. Under Justinian 
Tribonian, Peter the patrician and John the Cappadocian, his 
principal advisers, were respectively quaestor, master of the offices 
and praetorian prefect of the East for long periods. But some 
emperors preferred non-official advisers. Ammianus speaks bitterly 
of the eunuch Eusebius, 'with whom-if the truth must be told
Constantius had considerable influence'. Anastasius' right-hand 
man and chief financial adviser, Marinus the Syrian, was praetorian 
prefect for a brief term only (p2-Ij). The major reform which he 
initiated, the institution of vindices, was carried out some time before 
he held the prefecture, and he already appears as the emperor's 
financial monitor in ji r. In that year the Palestinian holy man 
Saba took advantage of a private audience with Anastasius to ask 
for the remission to the city of Jerusalem of a surtax which the 
tractatores and vindices had imposed to cover a deficit arising from 
abandoned lands. Anastasius was sympathetic, and calling for the 
praetorian prefect Zoticus instructed him to cancel the surtax; but 
Marinus, being informed, came in and checked the emperor's 
generosity. ss 

In the Codes we possess what is, despite many gaps, a remark
ably full and continuous record, from the reign of Constantine to 
that of Justinian, of the enactments of the imperial government in 
the fields both of private law and of public administration. But 
shorn as they are of their preambles the constitutions preserved in 
the Codes throw very little direct light on the circumstances .in 
which they were enacted. The novels of the mid-fifth century 
emperors and of Justinian, whose text has been preserved in full, 
are rather more informative. The preambles are too often devoted 
to pious generalities in which the quaestor displayed his rhetorical 
virtuosity, but they often indicate on whose initiative a law was 
promulgated and sometimes the occasion which prompted its 
enactment, or the reasons for which it was issued. The novels 
thus provide clues whereby it is sometimes possible to read between 
the lines of the constitutions preserved ouly in the Codes. 

On the basis of this evidence, together with a few scraps of in
formation from outside sources, it is possible to form a rough idea 
of the process whereby imperial policy was formed and the stimuli 
to which the imperial government reacted. On a superficial read
ing the Codes give the impression that the emperors always took 
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the initiative. On occasion they-or their principal advisers
certainly did spontaneously initiate a policy. But like most govern
ments they usually did not plan their course of action in advance, 
but dealt with problems as they arose, or rather as they were brought 
to their notice. In general the government's policy was thus to a 
large extent determined by its sources of information. Those who 
had access to the government could give voice to their complaints 
and desires, and their point of view naturally tended to receive 
more attention than that of others who had no means of present
ing their case. A careful study of the Codes will often reveal what 
groups were thus able to influence imperial policy in their own 
interests. 

No formal distinction was drawn between administrative en
actments and constitutions modifying private law, but in practice 
rather different procedures were followed in drafting and promul
gating the two types of legislation. It is clear that Valentinian Ill, 
in an oration made to the senate in 426, was thinking primarily of 
the private law. In this oration he speaks of laws as either arising 
from his own (that is his government's) spontaneous initiative, or 
as being occasioned by a petition from a subject (precatio) or by a 
reference from a judge (relatio) or by a lawsuit (lis mota). This 
seems from what evidence we have to be a fair description of the 
various ways in which such legislation originated. 57 

Major reforms of the law were usually made by the initiative of 
the government, or, to be more precise, of a high legal officer. The 
compilation of the two successive Codes of Justinian and of the 
Digest was fairly certainly due to Tribonian. He was, it is true, a 
relatively junior member of the commission which was established 
in 5 28 to prepare the first Code, but Justinian later attributed its 
rapid production to his energy; and he presided over the commis
sions, appointed in 5 30 and 5 34, which produced the Digest and 
the second edition of the Code. The work of compiling the Digest 
revealed many obscurities and contradictions in the old law, and 
brought to notice many points on which it was obsolete or archaic. 
The researches of the Digest commission thus gave rise to a large 
number of new laws clarifying or emending the old law, and led to 
the issue of a series of codifying statutes consolidating the law on 
various topics such as marriage and inheritance. All this legisla
tion, which continued for many years, arose from governmental 
initiative. The same is almost certainly true of the compilation of 
the Theodosian Code. The author of this reform may be conjectured 
to have been the Antiochus, ex-quaestor and praetorian prefect, 
who was president both of the abortive commission of 429 and of 
the second commission which produced the Code. An attempt to 
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create some kind of order in the law, made a few years earlier in 
the West, resulted in a long constitution addressed to the sena~e, 
of which many excerpts are preserved in the Codes: these comprtse 
the law of citations, a definition of what constitutes a general law, 
two rulings on the validity of rescripts, and a number of rulings on 
particular points of private law, mainly on inheritance. This com
prehensive measure also looks like a reform initiated from above. 58 

On the other hand most legislation on specific topics of private 
law seems, to judge by the novels of the fifth and sixth centuries, 
to have been provoked by individual hard cases, which brought 
home to the government anomalies in the existing law, or revealed 
points on which it no longer conformed to the current ideas of 
what was right and proper, or again from disputed cases, which 
brought to light obscurities in the law as it then stood. These 
cases might, as V alentinian III stated, have been brought to the 
notice of the central government in a variety of ways. A case 
might come, usually on appeal, to the ~urt.... Thus 
it was an actual testamentary case, which he personally tried before 
the senate, which moved Marcian to repeal thelaw of Valentinian I 
forbidding women to institute members of the clergy as their 
heirs. If the preamble to Valentinian's law survived, we should pro
bably find that some particular testimentary dispute had provoked 
his law. Justinian evidently took his judicial functions seriously, and 
several times cites actual cases tried before him which led him to 
issue constitutions on the points arising from them. 59 . 

In the second place a judge in a lo:w.et...CQlltt.might.J?y,~..re£q:tf1L~
_QLfPJ.UUltgtio, ... a.s.k.for .. a.ruling·.,on .. a •. difficult..J;a~e,-and this might 
suggest to the e:nperor that the law required c~arificatio~ or emen
dation. It was m response to a relatto from his praetonan prefect 
Palladius that jVfarcian reinterpreted Constantine's law prohibiting 
marriages between men of high station and women of low degree, 
ruling that such marriages were valid if the woman was of respe~t
able character. Again it was a relatio from the consular of Tuse1a, 
asking for the emperor's guidance in a case where one Arr:brosius, 
convicted of adultery and sentenced to temporary relegat10n, had 
broken his bonds, that led Majorian to lay down, or rather reaffirm, 
the much severer penalty of deportation for adultery. 60 

I(n0tt)r legal points . :w-ere alsq wmetimes referred to !he 
e!ll{iefor; throJ:tgh tht:!Ijndge, by}!J.~ .bar. Thus the praetonan 
prefect of Illyricum forwar.ded to Ju~ttman three proble~s, one on 
donations and two on m1xed marnages between co!ont and free 
persons, which his barristers had raised,. a~d the bar ?f the pro
vincial court of Caesarea posed to J ust1man a question on the 
validity of agreements made between presumptive heirs before the 
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testator's decease: all these enquiries led to the formulation of 
general rules of law. 61 

Very commonly it was ,petitions from interested parties, asking 
for an interpretation or mOOffiCationof'l1ie1iwifil1ieirindividual 
case,which raised questions of principle and prbduce(lfeglsiatlon:-' 
Tliii:dt was the petitions of the vir spectabilis Leonius and of the 
illustris jemina Pelagia that made Valentinian III issue two constitu
tions emending testamentary law, and many of Justinian's novels 
cite in great detail petitions of individuals, including three ladies, 
Gregoria, Martha and Thecla, which led to legislation on such 
matters as the law of succession and of guardianship. It was a 
petition from Aristocrates, the pater (or curator) of the city of 
Aphrodisias, which led to the exemption of civic endowment 
funds from the law whereby a debt was extinguished when the 
interest payments totalled double the original loan. A complaint 
from Andrew, the representative at Constantinople of the bishop 
of Thessalonica, that persons who had abandoned infants in 
churches subsequently, when the infants had been brought up at 
the expense of the church, claimed them as slaves, led Justinian to 
formulate the general rule that all foundlings were free persons. 62 

Another interesting case is the petition of two Constantino
politan financiers, Peter and Eulogius, for a clarification of the 
law on bottomry loans. A conference of interested parties was 
held under the presidency of the praetorian prefect, and the rnles 
which they agreed were current were given legal sanction: un
fortunately Justinian does not tell us who persuaded him to rescind 
this constitution almost immediately. ~ot only in_(liyidua]s_.bJJ.L 

~~:ui~~~~in~frffii·~~fa¥~irvrre&~f~~~~~tf~~n~£ ~~: 
group. Thus the moneylenders of Constantinople (argentarii) con
ducted prolonged negotiations with Justinian on the special rnles 
of law, mainly relating to bankruptcy, which applied to their 
guild, and it was on the basis of a petition from certain curiales 
that the same emperor simplified the laws governing the succession 
to curial property. The emperors also often allude, naming no 
names, to the complaints of litigants as moving them to legisla
tion.63 

Administrative enactments were similarly sometimes due to the 
spontaneous initiative of the government. As in the realm of 
private law it was normally large and sweeping reforms which 
were so initiated. We know on the excellent evidence of John 
Lydus, who was a clerk in the praetorian prefecture of the East at 
the time, that the institution of vindices was due to the initiative of 
Marinus, Anastasius' chief financial adviser, and Malalas tells that 
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it was another of Anastasius' financial experts, John the Paphla
gonian, who as comes sacrarum largitionum reformed the copper coin
age. It is rarely, however, that such explicit evidence is available, 
and we can only infer that an earlier radical reform of the system of 
tax collection, whereby officials were substituted for decurions, was 
planned and imposed from above by Valentinian I and Valens or 
one of their ministers. The creation ofJJ,eW .. taxe.L:W:J,s,.n!l.W!ill!Y_,,~ 
always due to central i~'t!.afiie;anaValentinian III sets forth in 
TheJ:luvel-establiSliliig-the siliquaticum the considerations which 
governed his ministers in choosing this particular form of impost. 
The abolition of an established tax also required imperial initiative, 
though popular complaint might prepare the way: in all our 
sources Anastasius is personally given the sole credit for abolishing 
the collatio lustralis and making the consequent financial adjust
ments. The great reorganisation of diocesan and provincial govern
ment throughout the prefecture of the East which took place while 
John the Cappadocian was prefect may plausibly be conjectured 
to have been planned by him. 64 

Minor reforms might also be initiated by the spontaneous 
activity of a member of the government, but such cases are very 
hard to trace. We happen to know, owing to the preservation of 
its informative preamble, who promoted a law of Theodosius II 
prohibiting prostitution in Constantinople-a law which might 
otherwise have been attributed to the well-known piety of the 
emperor himself. We are told that it was Florentius, praetorian 
prefect of the East in 428-9 and 438-9, who had this reform so 
much at heart that, to overcome the financial objection to it, he 
presented to the government an estate whose rent would com
pensate for the loss of the collatio lustralis hitherto paid by the pro
prietors of brothels in the capital. The law was not issued until a 
few weeks after Florentius had resigned his second prefecture, and 
was addressed to his successor Cyrus, so that, but for the preserva
tion of its preamble, no clue to its true authorship would have 
survived; but knowing Florentius' interest in the problem of 
prostitution, we can confidently give him the credit for another 
law on the same topic addressed to him when he was praetorian 
prefect of the East ten years before. A similar story may lie 
behind many a constitution in the Codes. 65 

In ordinary routine matters the emperor naturally relied on his 
departmental ministers. Not only did he leave the day-to-day 
administration of their departments to them: he also normally 
relied on their initiative in the formation of policy. When Ambrose 
offered unsolicited advice to Theodosius, he justified his presump
tion by comparing himself to a minister. 'Even emperors', he 
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wrote, 'are not displeased when each fulfils his function, and you 
listen patiently to each one when he makes suggestions about his 
department, you even reprimand those who do not thus take 
advantage of their official position.'66 

The process whereby imperial administrative enactments came 
to be issued is clearly revealed in the fifth-century novels. In 
almost all cases the initiative comes from the departmental minister 
in whose sphere the matter at issue lay. He makes, as Ambrose 
says, a suggestio, and this is embodied by the emperor in a constitu
tion, which is usually addressed to him. The master of the offices 
suggests measures dealing with the arms factories, with the billet
ing of officials in Constantinople, with the privileges of the schofae, 
the agentes in rebus and the lampadarii. The comes sacramm largitionum 
makes suggestions about the discipline of his palatini and about the 
collatio lustralis, and also, when acting temporarily as comes rei 
privatae, about petitions for grants of confiscated land. It is 
normally the comes rei privatae who advises legislation on this 
topic and on the sale of state lands. The magistri militum praesen
tales propose a law on the privileges of their officials. The great 
majority of the suggestions are, as might be expected, from the 

· praetorian prefect, whose range of responsibility was the widest. 
:ije proposes laws on judicial questions, such as praescriptio fori, 
artd appeals from his own court to the emperor; on fiscal questions, 
such as the remission of arrears, the obligations of fundi limitotrophi, 
and the ownership of alluvial land; he also drafts legislation on 
decurions, advocates, civic lands, and the requisition of ships to 
carry the annona. 6 7 

This procedure is directly attested only for Theodosius II and 
Marcian, and Valentinian III and Majorian, the full text of whose 
laws has come down to us in the novels. Justinian in his novels 
is much less generous in assigning credit to his ministers and 
usually devotes his preambles to moral reflections, displays of 
antiquarian learning, or glorification of himself. Where we have 
to rely on the Codes, in which the preambles have been omitted 
and only the operative part of the law is reproduced, little direct 
evidence is available, but there is no reason to doubt that in the 
fourth century also much legislation was suggested by ministers. 

It was normally the ministers of the comitatus whose suggestions 
were embodied in legislation, but the government also received 
and acted upon advice received from its representatives in the pro
vinces. · Thus in 424 it was as a result of a dispatch from Isidore, 
praetorian prefect of Illyricum, in which he stressed the desperate 
plight of the city council of Delphi, that a constitution was issued 
relieving all the cities of Illyricum from contributions to the games 
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of .Constantinopl~. Again in 438 ~nat.o¥us, .magister militum per 
Ortentem, complamed that the ltmztanet 111 his zone were being 
constantly c_ite~ t? ~stant cour.ts, especially to Constantinople, 
and that their. dis.oplme a~d efficie~cy: we:e suffering thereby: this 
led to a constitution enacting that ltmttanet were to be sued only in 
the competent military courts. 68 

Lesser persons than praetorian prefects and magistri militum 
SOJ:?etimes s~cured the issue of legislation. Rufinus, comes Orientis, 
pomted out m 342 that many persons evaded nomination to their 
city council by pleading that they were tenants of the res privata: 
one may suspect that the elaborate regulations which were enacted 
to deal with this problem were suggested by Rufinus himself in 
his report. Again it was on the suggestion of a vicar that in 349 
Ant~nius, dux of Mesopotamia (~~ doubt~ess other duces also), 
was mstructed to comb out provmcial officials who had enlisted 
in the. troops under hi.s command. A law issued in 3 5o prohibiting 
the discharg~ of soldiers before they had completed their proper 
term of service was, we are told, due to the verbal representations 
of the comes Cretio, to whom it was addressed: Cretio is known 
from other sources to have been comes Africae, and doubtless took 
advantage of a visit to the comitatus to press his case. 69 

The government also accepted suggestions from ojjicia: a 
number of laws bear witness to this rather curious practice. We 
know from its preamble that a law issued by V alentinian III in 446 
making various concessions to the officials of the praetorian pre
fecture was promoted by the office itself. It is probable that the 
great majority of the many laws confirming or enlarging the 
priv~ege~ of palatine officia.ls, regulating their promotion, or 
settling mterdepartmental disputes over fees, were ultimately 
initiated by the ojjicia concerned, whether they approached the 
emperor directly or forwarded their claims and grievances through 
their departmental minister, to whom the constitutions were 
generally addressed. Justinian in his twentieth novel relates how, 
as a result of changes recently made in the status of certain pro
vincial governors and the trial of appeals arising from their courts 
a dispute had arisen between the officials of the praetorian pre~ 
fecture and those serving the quaestor on the distribution of work 
-and the consequent fees. A conference of the officials concerned 
was held under the joint presidency of the praetorian prefect and 
the quaestor, and a compromise arrived at which was embodied in 
the novel. A similar story probably lies behind a series of con
stitutions in the Theodosian Code, which deal with the issue of 
commissions to officers in the frontier army: it is not the rights of 
the quaestor and the magister militum that are the real issue, but 
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the fees collected by the memoriales who served the former and the 
officials of the latter. 70 

The officia somethnes raised questions of more public interest; 
even quite humble offices made their voices heard. The officium of 
the consular of Hellespont by its representations to Theodosius I 
secured the transfer of the province from the jurisdiction of the 
vicar of Asiana to that of the proconsul of Asia, and a report from 
another provincial officium, that of Euphratensis, elicited a ruling 
that convoys of wild beasts being taken from the frontiers to Con
stantinople should not stop more than a week in any one town.71 

The government was thus regularly briefed by its own servants 
from the highest to the lowest. It also received petitions, remon
strances and advice from its subjects. It was open to any citizen 
to write to the emperor on any topic, and many did so about their 
individual grievances. But sometimes an individual was em
boldened to offer unsolicited advice on broader issues. There 
chances to have survived a lengthy document addressed to a pair 
of emperors who are probably Valentinian and Valens by an 
anonymous author who appears by internal evidence to have been 
a military officer of humble status. He is mainly concerned to 
bring to the emperor's notice a number of mechanical inventions 
which would, he believes, increase the efficiency of the army, but 
he also analyses the major weaknesses of the empire and recom
mends a number of sweeping reforms. From the fact that this 
document is preserved in the same manuscript as the Notitia 
Diguitatum it may perhaps be inferred that it reached the con
sistory, and was duly filed by the primicerius of the notaries: none 
of its suggestions were, so far as we know, adopted. 72 

Few ordinary citizens can have been as self-confident as,..:thls 
anonymous author, and they were doubtless as unsuccessful.L But 
there were classes of persons who had better opportunities of 
making their voices heard] Professional rhetoricians were held in 
great respect, and were not infrequently called upon to address 
the emperor. What was normally expected of them was a panegyric 
or a loyal address, but some contrived even through this .medium 
to offer advice on public affairs: Synesius' loyal address to Arcadius 
on behalf of his province contains a powerful warning against the 
use of barbarian federates and a stirring call to create a national 
army. Prominent rhetors seem also to have endeavoured to influ
ence the government by open letters to the emperor. There are 
among the orations of Libanius a number which bring adrninistra" 
tive abuses to the emperor's attention and urge him to remedy 
them. These orations were certainly not delivered to the emperor, 
as they purport to have been, for Libanius never went up to Con-
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stantinople during the latter part of his life, · when they were 
written. But they may have been sent to the emperor in written 
form, and they were certainly widely circulated among Libanius' 
ftiends in high places. Libanius was probably exceptional in his 
deep concern about injustice and oppression and the wide range of 
his sympathies: he was probably also exceptionally outspoken. 
But these orations demonstrate that it was possible for a rhetor of 
established reputation to act as the mouthpiece of public opinion. 73 

Bishops also, in virtue of the respect in which their sacred office 
was held, could make their voices heard. Apart from their profes
sional interest in the religious policy of the government and the 
privileges of the clergy, of which more will be said later, they not 
infrequently intervened in the secular interests of their flocks. Basil 
of Caesarea wrote to Modestus, Valens' praetorian prefect, urging 
him to reduce the levy of iron on the miners of the Taurus. Theo
doret protested against the excessive assessment of his city, Cyrrhus, 
not only to the minister concerned, Constantius the praetorian 
prefect of the East, but also to Pulcheria Augusta, Anatolius, 
former master of the soldiers in the East, Senator the patrician, 
and Proclus the archbishop of Constantinople. In 55 I Sergius, 
bishop of Caesarea, spoke up for the Samaritans and asked that 
they be relieved of the disabilities imposed upon them. The 
government came to rely on the bishops as watchdogs against 
the abuses of the administration, and in some sixth-century laws 
charged them to denounce to the emperor infractions of the rules 
laid down therein. It does not appear, however, that bishops con
ceived it to be their business to suggest general reforms of the 
administrative system: their function was rather to protect their 
flocks. 74 

Of more positive effect on governmental policy were petitions 
and delegations from officially recognised corporations. The 
senate of Rome or of Constantinople, as we have seen, could pre
sent its views either through a despatch of its president, the/refect 
of the city, or by a special delegation to the emperor, an could 
thus elicit legislation on topics which interested it, such as the 
privileges of the senatorial order, the election of the praetors and 

. the regulation of the games, or the corn supply of the city. The 
councils of lesser cities also not infrequently sent delegations to 
the court to plead for favours or to complain of grievances. Their 
representations sometimes gave rise to general legislation. Thus it 
was as a result of a petition from the council of Epiphaneia that 
Arcadius in 398 issued a general ruling on the issue of old and 
new wine to the troops, and when in 443 the citizens of Heraclea 
took advantage of a visit by Theodosius II to petition him for 
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aid in repairing their aqueducts and public buildings, the response 
was a constitution ordering the restitution to all cities of civic 
lands which had been usurped by private persons. 75 

Even more influential were the delegations sent by the assemblies 
of provinces .and dioceses. T~ese too ~ere generally con~erned 
with local gnevances, but the1r complamts often resulted ill the 
issue of general legislation. The emperors sometimes explicitly 
refer to such delegations in the laws. It was, we are told, on the 
advice of the delegates of the province of Achaea that in 409 
palatini of the largitiones and res privata were forbidden to collect 
the arrears due to their departments in the provinces, and in 424 
the taxes of all the provinces in the Illyrican diocese were drastically 
reduced as a result of representations made by their assemblies 
thr~:mgh th~ praetorian J?refect of Illyricum: I?- the West, .V alen
tinlan Ill g1ves the credit for several constitutions reformmg the 
procedure of tax collection to the cotnes Bubulcus, delegate of the 
province of M~ica in 429,. and in the_P_reamble to his <;omp~ehe~
sive law regulatillg the affrurs _of Nu~d1a and J':'fauretarua ~1tifen~1s 
and remitting the bulk of the1r taxation on the1r return to 1mpenal 
rule in 443, the same emperor acknowledges that these measures 
were inspired by a delegation of the two provinces. 76 

Apart from such specific references it is often possible to ¥er 
the activity of delegations. The~e a_re. a fair. ~umber of con~ttt.u
tions in the Codes addressed to illdiv1dual c1ttes or to provillclal 
assemblies, or more generally to the p~ople of a certain prov!nce. 
The imperial government might occasionally have cause to 1ssue 
such a letter or edict on its own initiative: thus in 413 Honorius 
announced the execution of the traitor Heraclian to the honorati 
and provincials of Africa, and urged them to denounce his 
adherents. But as a rule it is clear from the content of the consti
tutions that they were answers to petitions. It is unlikely that 
Valentinian would have addressed to the provincial assembly of 
Byzacena a constituti~n dealing with such disp~ate topics as the 
security of emphyteuttc lessees of state lands, drums for escheated 
lands, the status of decurions, the privileges of former provincial 
high priests and the liability of clergy to curial duties, unless dele
gates of the province had petitioned him on these various point~. 77 

Barristers did not only interrogate the emperor on knotty poillts 
of law; they were not backward in making suggestions about the 
organisation and privileges of the bar. Leo reproduced in a con
stitution to the Augustal prefect of Egypt a petition from the 
advocates of Alexandria, which regulated in detail the numbers, 
promotion and privileges of the. p~ovincial bar: Anastasi~s 
similarly gave a statute to the provilloal bar of Syna Secunda ill 
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accordance with a petition from the local advocates. It is clear 
from such casual surviving references that the long series of con
stitutions which regulated the organisation and privileges of the 
legal profession were mainly dictated by the profession itself. 78 

The guilds of navicularii also seem to have sent petitions and 
delegations to the emperors. This is fairly evident from the con
tent of the constitutions addressed to them. When the emperor 
confirms their privileges it can be reasonably inferred that they 
had asked for such confirmation. In 380 and again in 412 consti
tutions addressed to the navicularii of Mrica and confirming their 
privileges also contain detailed rules for determining responsi
bility for shipwrecks. It seems likely that on both occasions the 
same delegation which had petitioned for the maintenance of the 
guild's rights had also asked for a clarification of the rules about 
shipwrecks, and perhaps submitted draft regulations. 79 

The guilds of the capital cities likewise made representations, 
either directly or indirectly, to the imperial government. As noted 
above, the important guild of bankers at Constantinople held 
prolonged negotiations with Justinian on the special rules of 
bankruptcy to which they were subject. The humbler guilds who 
were responsible for the provision of free funerals also petitioned 
Justinian directly. At Rome, since the imperial government was 
not normally on the spot, the guilds generally voiced their com
plaints through the prefect of the city. It is to the prefect that the 
emperor addresses both confirmations of the privileges of the 
guilds and detailed constitutions regulating their membership and 
functions. The despatches of Symmachus as prefect of the city 
throw some light on the way in which such laws came to be 
framed. In one letter he supports a request by the collectarii for a 
revision of the exchange rate between the solidus and the denarius, 
and forwards their petition. In another he reports complicated 
negotiations between the mancipes salinarum and the navicularii 
amnici, and asks for imperial confirmation for the amicable agree
ment which has been reached on the transfer of members from 
the latter to the former. One mav suspect that most of the elabo
rate regulations of the Roman guilds were thus worked out by the 
guilds themselves, formulated in a suggestio of the prefect and finally 
enacted by the emperor in a constitution. so 

Certain categories of its subjects thus had regular channels of 
access to the imperial government and could at any rate make their 
grievances known to it and suggest to it reforms which they advo-
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cated. This of course did not guarantee that they got what they 
wanted. That would depend partly on the justice of their case and 
the way in which it was presented, but still more on the strength 
of opposing interests and the necessities of the imperial government 
itself. It also in practice depended in large measure on the influ
ence which the petitioners could command in government circles, 
and with this end in view they sought if they were wise to secure 
the favour of prominent members of the cotnitatus by means of per
sonal introductions. 

A letter of Symmacl!us to Ausonlus, then high in Gratian's 
favour and probably either quaestor or praetorian prefect, illus
trates the process. 'Ambrosius,' he writes, 'a leading member of 
the provincial bar, has been sent to our lords the emperors by the 
assembly of Sicily, charged with various causes which seem to affect 
the public interest. If you will lend him your support I am sure 
that his efforts will be crowned with success. So I beg you, whether 
on the merits of the mission or for my sake, to be kind to an excel
lent man, who is sure that your interest will facilitate the promo
tion of his petitions.' Since the success or failure of a delegation 
might depend on such personal introductions the ability of any 
group to protect its interests would vary with the social status of 
its members. This helps to explain why some groups seem to have 
been much mote effective than others,Bl 

It is possible from an analysis of the legislation of the later 
empire to deduce what groups and classes were able to exercise an 
effective pressure on the government. Certain classes are con
ll{?icuous by their a~s=. !he~~~try~~tro:lws-or-
tenants, had very little opporturuty orfuaking their grievances 
known to the government. We know of a few successful petitions 
by villages. Tymandus and Ordstus in the late third and early fourth 
centuries obtained the rank of cities, and Aphrodito secured from 
Leo the privilege of autopragia. But these are exceptional cases of 
large and prosperous villages whicl! could afford the expense of 
sending missions to the capital.82 

In the laws in general peasant proprietors receive very little 
notice at all, and tenants are almost always considered from the 
landlord's point of view. The government sometimes protected 
them from extortion for humanitarian reasons or for fiscal motives, 
but.sltch_measures are rare. One law, which appears to favour coloni, 
by allowing them to lieffeed from their landlord's claims by thirty 
years' prescription, was in fact promoted, as we happen to know 
from the preamble, by palatine officials who were being blackmailed 
on the ground that they were descended. from coloni. Justinian's 
ruling that the children of a eo/onus and a free peasant woman were 
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free. seems to have been due to that emperor's obstinate legal 
punsm. Both laws were almost immediately so emended that they 
ce~ed to allow peasants any increased freedom of movement. sa 

(Ehere is also very little evidence in the Codes that the craftsmen, 
sh?pkeepers and merchants of the tow~ were able to make their 
grievances known to the government. The only exceptions are 
the guilds of Rome and Constantino · e, who had access to the 
emperor himself or to a highly placed magistrate, the prefect of the 
city, and whose grievances the government was bound to con
sider, ~ince public order in the two capitals was largely dependent 
on the1r efficient performance of their functions. But even in Rome 
and Constantinople the interests of the consumer were generally 
paramount. The indigenous shopkeepers of Rome did indeed ex
tort from Valentinlan III the expulsion of their Greek rivals, but 
the emperor soon rescinded this law in deference to public outcry. 
Zen<?'s .drastic l~ws against comb~ations to raise prices and enforce 
restnctl':e pr~ctlces were clearly dictated by the consumers' interest, 
an? ] l!'st1ruan s seyere law against the malpractices of the gardeners' 
guild 1n Constantinople was the fruit of complaints from the land
lqtds who employed them.84 

L.-:r:he army, somewhat surprisingly, seems very rarely to have 
made its influence felt:\ A constitution of the Theodosian Code 
records what seems tb have been a rather stormy meeting of 
veterans due to be discharged after Constantine's final victory over 
Licinius. Mter the conventional acclamations-'the gods preserve 
you for us, Constantine Augustus, your safety is our safety: we 
speak the truth, we speak under oath'-the assembled veterans 
shouted: 'Constantine Augustus, what is the point of our becom
ing veterans If we have no privileges?' The emperor replied: 'It is 
my duty to increase the happiness of my fellow veterans more and 
more rather than to diminish it.' A veteran named Victorinus re
joined: 'We should not be allowed to be sued anywhere for public 
services and burdens.' Constantine replied: 'Speak more plainly: 
what are the principal services that are causing you trouble and 
annoyance?' The assembled veterans replied: 'You surely know 
yourself.' The emperor then delivered a speech-whim had pre
sumably been prepared beforehand-enumerating the various 
privileges to which veterans were entitled, and the minutes of the 
meeting were circulated and posted throughout the empire: our 
copy was that published in the Civitas V elovacorum in Belgica. ss 

This document is unique. There were of course cases where 
grievances led to mutiny. Constantius II's order to Julian to des
patch certain regiments to the Eastern front led to the proclama
tion of Julian as Augustus by the Gallic army. The mutiny at 
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Ticinum which led to Stllicho' s fall, though instigated by his 
enemies at court, was clearly due to the jealousy of the Roman 
regular troops at the favour shown by Stllicho to barbarian 
federates. The fall of Orestes, the magister militum, and his son the 
emperor Ramulus, was due to the discontent among the federates, 
no doubt stimulated by Odoacer, at being refused grants of land 
such as the federate tribes in Gaul had received. The mutiny which 
overthrew Maurice and raised Phocas to the throne was provoked 
by Maurice's disciplinary measures, and in £articular his substitu
tion of allowances in kind for money pay. (!lut such incidents are 
relatively rare in the history of the later emptre, and the great bulk 
of the legislation on military matters was clearly not inspired by 
complaints from the troops] Most of it, on the contrary, is directed 
to checking various forms of extortion by the troops, and was in 
many cases demonstrably inspired by petitions from the provincials. 
It is eloquent of the submissive temper of the Roman army that 
from 360 to 578-and for all we know throughout the fourth, fifth 
and sixth centuries-the accession donative remained stabilised at a 
fixed sum, five solidi and a pound of silver. The troops were prone 
to bully the provincials on whom they were billeted and from whom 
they drew their rations and other supplies, but they do not seem to 
ha,;v-e blackmailed the government. ss 

.[!n view of the piety of the age it is somewhat surprising that 
the church did not exercise more effective pressure on the govern
ment than it did, either in doctrinal questions or in securing fiscal 
and jurisdictional privileges for the clergy:\ This was due in part to 
the inchoate organisation of the church ru:\.d its frequent internal 
dissensions. Regular meetings of bishops were held only at pro
vincial, or in some cases diocesan, level, and a general council could 
only be summoned by the emperor. It was only gradually that any 
regular hierarchy was built up above the level of the metropolitans 
of the provinces and the authority of the patriarchs was not un
challenged. In the absence of official spokesmen for the church, 
the position of ecclesiastical adviser to the government was often 
usurped by any ambitious prelate who could reach the emperor's 
ear. The bishop of the imperial residence was clearly strongly 
placed, and thus we find Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia and then 
of Constantinople, exercising a strong influence on Constantine 
and Constantius II, and later Ambrose was able to exploit his tenure 
of the see of Milan to establish his ascendancy over the successive 
emperors who resided there. But other bishops not so favourably 
placed hastened to the court to press their views, and some estab
lished themselves there on a more or less permanent footing, to 
the neglect of their sees. Thls practice was reprobated by the 
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council of Sardica; the proposer of the canon was Hosius, who 
seems to have forgotten how long he had left his own see of Cor
duba to act as ecclesiastical adviser to Constantine,87 

In major controversies, where opinion was divided within the 
church, decisions tended to be made by the intrigues of the rival 
parties at court, unless the emperor happened to have strong con
victions or prejudices of his own. In either case church councils were 
normally summoned with the object of registering decisions already 
made either by the emperor or by the party dominant at court. 

Some of the penal legislation against heretics, pagans and Jews 
was no doubt stimulated by the ecclesiastical authorities. The 
series of severe penal laws issued by Honorius against the Donatists 
from 405 onwards were, as we know from the writings of Augustine 
and from the acts of the Mrican church councils, promoted by the 
catholic bishops of Mrica. A law of 407 ordering the destruction 
of the stili surviving altars and temples and the confiscation of 
their endowments was also the fruit of a petition from the African 
bishops. Ambrose secured the rejection of the senate's petition for 
the restoration of the altar of Victory, and Porphyry, as we have 
seen, obtained an imperial constitution for the destruction of the 
temples of Gaza. A drastic law against Manichees issued by Valen
tinian III in 44 5 was, according to its preamble, the result of a 
campaign of Pope Leo I, who exposed their crimes before the 
senate. But it did not always require ecclesiastical pressure to elicit 
such legislation. Pious emperors considered it their duty to stamp 
out heresy and paganism, and sometimes acted on their own 
initiative. Justinian certainly took his religious responsibilities 
very seriously, and there is no suggestion in our sources that his 
savage penal laws were not the fruit of his own convictions.88 

Nor were the ecclesiastical authorities outstandingly successful 
in obtaining privileges for their order. The fiscal immunities of 
the church and the clergy were by no means exorbitant. Most of 
them were the fruit of Constantine's initial enthusiasm, and they 
were carefully pruned by later emperors: the one general demand 
for additional exemptions of which we know, that voiced by the 
council of Ariminum, was categorically refused, and special exemp
tions were sparsely given; the church of Thessalonica was unique, 
so far as we know, in enjoying immunity from land tax. In the 
long battle over the admissibility of decurions to holy orders which 
resulted from Constantine's rash grant to the clergy of immunity 
from curial duties, the church on the whole had the worst of it, or 
would have done if the law had been effectively enforced. Ambrose 
strongly resented both the recall of clergy of curial status to the 
city councils and the rule which required curial ordinands to sur-
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render their property, but despite his influence over Theodosius 
the government's policy remained unchanged. Constantine's grant 
of jurisdiction to bishops was c:mcelled by later emperors, who 
left to them only authonty to arbttrate when both parties agreed to 
accept their decision. The privilege of the clergy to be tried in 
ecclesiastical tribunals was carefully limited, and no general im
munity from the jurisdiction of the secular courts was ever allowed 
to establish itself.S9 

[)\ much more effective P.l*llsJJJ:~u_p were the landowners not 
only tfle great territorial magnates, 'wlio"Weieme:t:nl)e~ the 
senatorial aristocracy and had a direct part in forming government 
policy, but proprietors of medium and even modest degree who 
resided in the provinces:\[tandowners, some considerable, others 
more modest, filled the cirycouncils, and the provincial and diocesan 
assemblies were composed of decurions, and of the larger land
owners, the honorati and sacerdotales, who had secured immunity, 
temporary or permanent, from the curia.l Both the city councils 
and the provincial and diocesan assembli~ as we have seen had 
the right of sending delegations and pres~nting petitions t~ the 
government and exercised it freely, and their efforts were often 
crowned with success.9o 

They are on several occasions recorded to have obtained sub
stantial reductions in the land tax, and often secured from the 
government the prohibition of vexatious or extortionate practices 
in it~ collection. They also elicited legislation confirming the 
secunty of lessees of crown lands and restraining the activity of in
formers who claimed land for the crown. They furthermore stood 
up for the rights of the subject, or at any rate the wealthier class of 
subject, demanding, for instance, that provincial governors should 
be compelled to allow appeals to the higher courts. In general 
they seem to have maintained with some success the interests of 
the provincial landowners against the claims of the treasury and 
the extortion of the imperial army and bureaucracy, and it is prob
able that a good deal of legislation against the malpractices of 
soldiers and officials was inspired by them. 91 

Both cities and provinces, moreover, interested themselves in 
the measures taken for the maintenance of the curial class. The 
de.curions of Colonia Agrippinensis asked Constantine if they 
m1ght enrol Jews. The ordo of Constantina Cirta asked his son 
that legal expenses incurred in reclaiming aberrant decurions 
should l;>e r~funded by the. culprits. The councils of Carthage and 
Caes~na evr~ently. complame~ !hat many of thei~ _numbers were 
evading. the1r duttes by obtrurung honorary codicils. Provincial 
assemblies, where honorati were probably the dominating element, 
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are not recorded to have complained about this last abuse, but the 
province of Byzacena obtained from Valentinian I a strict law about 
decurions of a humbler sort who took holy orders, and Mauretania 
Sitifensis evidently raised the question of persons of curial descent 
who joined the army or entered the civil service. Much of the legis
lation on the curiales may in fact have been initiated by the cities, 
though they were less enthusiastic when it came to the invidious 
task of enforcing it. 92 

Though the provincial landowning class was able to exercise a 
considerable influence on the central government,~ar WSI.J:~I<.Jl-Q~f.-;,"-· 
fut .. PJS:§sJ!~~~m1Jl?";w:"'s"£Qfm~~:U:n>:.Jts ... ownJ:Jigheto.o.fficial:;..dThe 

"lower grades of the bureaucracy, the cohortales who staffed the pro
vincial offices and the Caesariani who served the rationales, had 
evidently no ~fluence. The laws deal very severely with them, and 
their meagre privileges do not seem to have been increased: the 
cohortales of Syria had apparently still to be content in the reign of 
Valens with the privileges which Diocletian had given to them, 
and asked no more than that they should be confirmed. Vicariani 
and other officials of like status seem also to have had little influ
ence: the one recorded attempt of a vicar's ojjicium to enlarge its 
privileges-the request by the ojjicium of Pontica for a pl~ce in the 
agentes in rebus for its cornicularius on completing his serv1ce-was 
rejected by the government. The officials of the comitatus on the 
other hand, the notaries, the silentiaries, the clerks of the sacra 
scrinia, the agentes in rebus, the protectores domestici, and the palatini of 
the two finance departments, not to speak of the eunuchs of the 
sacred bedchamber, received lavish and ever-increasing grants of 
fiscal immunities and jurisdictional privileges, and were progres
sively promoted to higher ranks in the senatorial order on their 
retirement and even when still serving.93 

Attempts were made from time to time to limit the perquisites 
of such officials and to curb their powers of extortion, but such 
measures were generally shortlived. In 42 5 Theodosius II enacted 
that informants who established the claim of the crown to any 
property should not, as had !Jitherto been usual, receive th.e whole 
property concerned as their reward, but surrender half of lt to the 
treasury. Five years later he rnled that his cubicularii, instead of 
being put to the trouble of making two claims, first for the half to 
which they were entitled by the law, and then for the treasury's 
half, might, despite the new law, receive the whole property _at 
once. Again, in 410, in order to check the extortion oft~~ palattnt 
sent into the proVInce~ ~o collect the taxes due .to the l~ryttones ~nd 
the res privata, V alentrruan III, on the suggestion of his praetor1an 
prefect, enacted that provincial governors should be authorised to 
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report cases of extortion to the prefect. Two years later this law 
was rescinded, and the palatini were restored to the jurisdiction of 
their own departmental ministers,94 

The officials of the great ministries which were not part of the 
comitatus, those of the urban and praetorian prefects and of the 
magistri militum, though they too achieved a highly favourable 
position for themselves, did not obtain such high privileges and 
honours as those of the palatine ministries. The _R£iYiJ~ges of 
5Jffi£i.~1s YE:.l}'_. ~J!:i!ctly.jl,cg?rrling !2thS!k PfQ14.mitt}g_th$) ~mli~~ii£: 
~QL!tccQrqmg to th_e 1m.P9!.tll!.l~~J1Lths:ir .. ~o_xk.. Cubicularii, 
notaries and silentiaries;~ who were in personal attendance on the 
emperors, head the list; they are followed by the other palatine 
ministries, and these by the great ministries outside the palace. 
~nother powerful pressure group were the lawyers, who 

achieved for themselves a highly privileged status:] Here again thef 
degree of privilege varied according to !foximityto ~mp.eroF{ 
The bar of the praetorian prefecturE o the East was the most 
highly honoured, and those of the urban prefecture and the prae
torian prefecture of Illyricum usually lagged a step or two behind. 
Lesser privileges were enjoyed by the barristers who practised in 
the courts of the vicars and other judges of spectabilis grade, and 
those of the ordinarii iudices, the provincial governors. Privilege 
was, however, much less steeply graded than among officials, and 
even the provincial bars successfully petitioned the government 
for recognition of their rights. Lawyers evidently in the later 
Roman empire, as in most ages, had a strong esprit de corps.95 

The las_Lau.clmost J:?Owerful influence. on the. government was 
that of the senatorial arlsto~i:Smcetne-greatiniruste~ 

-dfaffeatlie laws and framed imperf:h policy were often drawn from 
this class, and even if they had risen from humbler ranks of society 
generally tended to become assimilated to it, it is not easy to dis
tinguish the governmental from the senatorial point of view::! 
There was often a conflict between the interests of the state and 
those of the senatorial class, and ministers must have been divided 
in their allegiance. Such internal conflicts within the minds of 
members of the government have naturally left no mark on our 
record, and even dissensions between different members of the 
government are very difficult to trace. The conflict comes into the 
open only when the senate, which on the whole represented the 
class interests of the order, resisted measures taken by the emperor 
or his ministers or petitioned the emperor for legislation. 

A clear instance is to be found in a series of constitutions issued 
by Honorius (or rather Stilicho) in 397, the year of Gildo's revolt. 
The first orders a levy of recruits, in which not even the lands of 
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the res privata are to be excused. The second, three months later, 
concedes to the petition of the senate that senators may have the 
option of paying gold, at the rate of 2 5 solidi per man, in place of 
the recruits due from their estates, and the third extends this 
privilege to lands of the res privata held on perpetual leases by 
senators. Symmachus' letters reveal another conflict which broke 
out shortly afterwards on a closely allied issue. The government 
had, it appears, ordered a levy of slaves for the army-a sure sign 
that the position was very critical. Once again the senate sent a 
delegation to Milan to protest, and once again they were successful, 
being permitted to commute at the rate of 5 lb. silver per man. On 
this question the needs of the state, which urgently required rein
forcements for the army, had to yield to the interests of the sena
torial order, whose members were reluctant to part with the 
tenants who cultivated their vast estates or with the slaves who 
served their town houses.96 

One may suspect that another conflict, this time on the question 
of land tax, lies behind a novel of Valentinian Ill, dated 5 March 
4 5o, and addressed to the consuls, praetors, tribunes of the plebs 
and senate. In it the emperor, with a wealth of circumstantial 
detail, denounces the evil practices of financial officials and en
larges feelingly on the woes of landowners. He promises that in 
future no special commissioners shall be sent to investigate and 
exact arrears of land tax except on the personal mandate of the 
praetorian prefect and the great patrician Aetius. Finally he remits 
all arrears up to I September 447 with two minor exceptions. 

It is more than probable that this constitution is a reply to a 
petition from the senate, from which the lurid description of the 
wickedness of officials and the sorrows of landlords has been lifted 
bodily. These allegations may have had much truth in them, but 
they hardly justified the sweeping financial concession which was 
granted, particularly as the government had only five years before 
publicly lamented tha~ it was qnite Uf1able ~o make ends meet on t~e 
existing scale of taxation. Here agam the mterests of the senatonal 
landowners seem to have prevailed against the state's urgent 
financial needs. 97 
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THE ADMINISTRATION 

ROME, an~ later <:;onstantinople, were the titular capitals of 
the emptre, but smce the emperor was an absolute monarch, 
on whose will--or at any rate on whose signature--every 

act of government depended, the actual administrative capital was 
wherever the emperor happened at the time to be, and his ministries 
with their staffs had to follow him on his journeys. Down to the 
death of Theodosius the Great, while the emperor still normally 
took the field in major wars, and sometimes made tours of inspec
tion in the frontier areas, the comitatus, the group of ministries 
which were attached to the emperor's person and formed the 
central government, was in fact a migratory body. Its movements 
can be traced by the subscriptions of the imperial constitutions 
preserved in the Codes, which record both the date and place of 
issue. In the West the emperor generally at this period resided at 
such towns as Trier in Gaul or Sirmium in Pannortia, if in Italy at 
Milan, rarely visiting Rome. In the East, Constantinople became 
from its foundation the normal residence of the emperors, but 
Constantius II spent most of the first twelve years of his· reign on 
the Eastern front; chiefly at Antioch, only occasionally visiting the 
capital, and Valens resided for three years at the beginning of his 
reign in Moesia, at Mardanopolis or Durostorum, and during his 
last eight yeats was mostly at Antioch. 

Even while the comitatus was in transit the work of the govern
ment could not stop, and many constitutions are dated from minor 
towns and even posting stations on the major roads. After 395 
the Eastern emperors settled permanently at Constantinople, only 
going for an occasional holiday to towns in the immediate neigh
bourhood like Eudoxiopolis in Thrace, or Nicaea or Nicomedia in 
Bithyrtia; Arcadius fairly regularly passed the summer months 
further afield at Ancyra. In the West, Milan remained the normal 
capital until Honorius moved for safety to Ravenna, and Ravenna 
became thereafter the regular seat of government for the last 
emperors, and for Odoacer and Theoderic, and Justinian's 
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governors ~eneral of It~ly; The fifth-century emperors, however, 
spent cons~derable penods at Rome, and some, like Majorian; 
travelled w~dely over w?at rema!ned of the empire. · 

The comttatus compnsed, bes1des the household establishment 
(sacrum .cubiculum) with its staff of eunuch chamberlains (cubicularii), 
domestic personn_el (castre.nsi~ni) and ushers (silentiarii), the guards 
(~cko(ae), the co~~lstory ~1th lts secretariat (notarii) and a group of 
c1vilian and milit~ry ~sters, with their respective offices, the 
q17aes~or, the maguter ojjictorum, the comites sacrarum !argitiomtm and 
ret prtvatae, and the comes (or later comites) of the domestici. One of 
th.e pr~etori~ prefects was also. always attached to the emperor 
w1th his ojjictun:, and .from ~he time of Constantine two magistri, 
pedttum and equttum, Wlth the1r staffs were likewise standing mem
b.er.s of the comitatus. T?e gua:d~ dumbered about 3000, and the 
c1vil servants of the vanous mlnlstries and the military staff must 
have run to an even larger figure.l 

When in transit the comitatus must have presented a formidable 
spectacle. The roads must have been packed for miles with 
thousands of troopers of the guard and clerks of the ministries 
(who were appropriately rated as troopers and drew fodder allow
anc:s j, and choked with ~rains of wagons piled with boxes of files 
(smma) and sacks of coms and bars of gold and silver; for the 
emperors carried round their treasuries with them, and even from 
Val~ntinian I:s t!me, their principal mint. The task of billethtg the 
com:tatus on lts JOurneys must have taxed the energies of the im
penal mensores, who went ahead to requisition lodgings; and even 
m the larger towns, w~ere the emperor made longer stops, the 
problem of accommodation must have been difficult. In the fourth 
century the life of a palatine civil servant must have been strenuous 
and uncomfortable, and Constantine was not exaggerating when he 
de<;Jared that .his palatini, 'who follow our standards, who always 
ass1st our actions, who, bent on their clerical. duties are exposed 
to lengthy journeys and difficult marches, are no str~ngers to the 
dust and t_oil of the camp'. The central civil servants of the emperor 
had occas10n to be grateful when the emperors by abandoning their 
role as commanders in chief allowed. them to live a more settled 
li£ 2 e. 

The organisation. of th.e comitatus n.at~rally w:nt through many 
changes between D1oclet1an and Justlnlan, but 1ts essential struc
ture remained the same with one important exception, the creation 
by Con~tant!ne of separat~ military departments. On the legal and 
secretanal stdes Constantme also made some changes. Hitherto 
the magistri of the three departments of memoria, epistulae .and libelli 
had been the emperor's principal secretaries of state and the magister 
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memoriae seems to have been his chief legal adviser, and, in so far as 
such an office existed, foreign minister. Constantine created the 
office of quaestor of t~e sacred palace, who became t~e ~ef le!jal 
adviser, and in particular had the duty of drafting 1mpenal 
constitutions, and the magjstri of the scrinia sank to a secondary 
position.3 

• • . . . • • 
The scrinia had many admliUstrative tasks m addition to the1r 

legal duties. They handled miscellaneous petitions of all kinds and 
drafted the emperor's replies to them. They received and filed and 
distributed sundry returns and reports made regularly to the cen
tral government-returns of army strength, reports on students at 
Rome the minutes of the Roman senate and what not. They also 
acted ;s the establishments department of the civil service and the 
army, issuing the enrolmen.t papers (prob~to:iae ~ of officials and 
soldiers throughout the empue. No clear distinction can be drawn 
between the functions of the three scrinia, and some at any rate of 
these miscellaneous duties were distributed in a quite arbitrary 
fashion between them. 4 

Rather similar functions were performed by the primicerius of the 
notaries, who was responsible for issuing their codicils of office 
to all persons appointed to adrr;ini~trative posts (dignitates, bonores 
or administrationes) from provme1al governor upward. In the 
Eastern parts he also issued their commissions to most army 
officers· some received theirs from the quaestor. In the \'1(7 est it 
was fr;m Stilicho's time at any rate, the masters of the soldiers 
wh6 issued commissions. The tertiocerius of the notaries also had 
duties similar to those of the sacra scrinia, dealing with petitions 
and drafting special ordinances in response to them, presumably 
when the matter was handled by the consistory. 5 

Another innovation of Constantine's time was the magister 
ojficiorum, a minister whose. original ~unctions.are obscure and who 
in the course of time acqmred a cunously m1scellaneous group of 
duties. In the Notitia Dignitatum he has 'under his disposition' 
the scholae the agentes in rebus, the sacra scrinia and the scrinium dis
positionum: sundry minor palatine ojficia such as the admissi~na/es, 
decani cancel/arii, /ampadarii and mensores, and the corps of mter
prete;s of all nations. He also controls the armament factories (the 
fabricae) throughout the empire. 6 

His title implies that he was originally in some sense the con
troller of the three chief ojficia, that is the sacra scrinia, and no 
doubt of the other minor palatine ojficia which were later under his 
disposition. His control of the agentes in rebus seems also to be 
primitive. They were his own corps, .as their ~reek title. of 
pay•a~eta>ol shows, and he drew from the!! ranks his own ojfictum, 
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his assistant (adiutor) and deputy assistants (subadiuvae). On the 
other hand, he was not concerned with the work done by the 
clerks of the sacra scrinia, who assisted the quaestor and their own 
magistri. The master of the offices is perhaps to be conceived as 
being in administrative and disciplinary control of the palatine 
ojficia (apart from the financial offices) and their general co-ordinator. 
His control over the scbo/ae was probably also administrative and 
disciplinary: he is never recorded to have commanded them in 
action. It is not known when he acquired this function, but it 
was probably not originally part of his office, for in Constantine's 
day he ranked as a tribune himself and therefore can hardly 
have had authority superior to that of the tribunes of the several 
scbo/ae.7 

As head of the agentes in re bus, the corps of imperial couriers, the 
master of the offices acquired considerable powers over the public 
post. The cursus publicus continued to be administered and sup
plied by the praetorian prefects, who also retained the right of 
issuing postal warrants (evectiones) in their own name for their own 
use. But from Julian's time the magister signed (in the emperor's 
name) all other warrants, supplying them to other officers of state 
who required them. The curiosi or inspectors of the post in the 
provinces were drawn from the agentes in rebus and responsible to 
him. As th!ef of the mensores he regulated billeting through
out the emp1re. Through the officium admissionum he controlled 
audiences with the emperor, both by individuals and by official 
delegations from cities and provinces and by envoys of foreign 
states: in the last case he supplied the necessary interpreters. He 
thus became a sort of minister for foreign affairs; later magistriare 
much concerned in negotiations and treaties. The master's control 
of the arms factories, originally the department of the praetorian 
prefects, appears to be a purely arbitrary extension of his functions; 
it is firSt recorded in 390 and was probably due to the ambition of 
Rufinus, then master of the offices. In the East the barbaricarii were 
also transferred to the magister's care from that of the comes sacrarum 
largitionum at about the same time. In 443 the magister acquired (in 
the Eastern parts) another equally anomalous function, that of 
annually inspecting and reporting upon the limitanei. Here too it 
may be suspected that the change was due to the personal initiative 
of Nomus, the magister ojficiorum at the time, who was a very in
fluential minister.s 

The comes sacrarum largitionum was responsible for the gold (and 
probably silver) mines and the mints throughout the empire, for a 
number of taxes levied in the precious metals, and for the payment 
of their cash stipendia and their donatives to the army and civil 
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service. In the West, and in the East down to the reign of Theo
dosius, he managed the factories of barbaricarii, who adorned tire 
armour of officers with gold and silver. He also issued clothing to 
soldiers and officials, and controlled the state w'il!t'vltJ.'j?; and dyeing 
factories. The comes rei privatae managed the imperial estates 
throughout the empire and collected their rents, and claimed for 
the crown properties which accrued to it by forfeiture or escheat 
or otherwise. 9 

These offices were attached to the emperor's person, and when 
the empire was divided between two or more Augusti each had his 
own staff of ministers, whose responsibilities extended to that part 
of the empire which their master ruled. The same was broadly 
true of Caesars, but in some cases a Caesar did not exercise control 
over all departments of administration within his zone: thus Julian 
in Gaul had no comes sacrarum largitionum and was dependent for 
his supplies of cash on Ursulus, who as comes of Constantius con
trolled the largitiones tlrroughout the whole empire.10 

The praetorian prefects were originally attached personally to 
the emperor in the same way, and each Augustus and Caesar who 
ruled a portion of the empire had his prefect. Constantine appears 
to have made an innovation here, adding to those who were 
attached to himself and his Caesars one or two other prefects who 
were responsible for a diocese or group of dioceses within one of 
the imperial zones. On Constantine's death his three sons reverted 
to the old system, each having his own prefect, responsible for all 
his dominions. When, however, Constans added his brother Con
stantine's zone to his own, he still maintained a separate praetorian 
prefect of the Gauls, and Constantius II, when he reunited tire 
empire under his rule, continued to appoint three prefects. There
after it became customary to have three prefects, who ruled the 
Gauls (Britain and Spain besides the two Gallic dioceses), Italy 
(with Mrica and Pannonia, Dacia and Macedonia) and the East 
(Thrace, Asiana, Pontica and Oriens): sometimes the large central 
prefecture was split into two-the Illyrican dioceses and Italy with 
Mrica. Thus when the empire was under a single emperor there 
were two or three prefects detached from his person, and when it 
was divided between two tlrere was still at least one prefect with 
his separate territorial zone.U 

Mter the final division of tire empire in 395 the system of prefects 
was stabilised in tire form shown in tire Notitia Dignitatum, in 
the West a prefecture of Italy (including Pannonia) and one of the 
Gauls, and in the East a prefecture of the East and another of 
Illyricum (Dacia and Macedonia). Hereafter the praetorian pre
fect of Italy was, since the Western emperor always lived in Italy, 
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perl?anently in praesenti and in. practice a leading minister of the 
comttatus, whether he was techrucally a member of it or not while 
his Gallic colleague was permanently detached from. the ~entral 
governm~r:t. In the East. similarly the praetorian prefect of the 
East, residing at Constantinople, was the emperor's chief civilian 
mi?ister, while his colleague_ in ~llyricum played a very minor role. 
With the collapse of the empire m the West Odoacer and Theoderic 
maintair:ed t~e praetorian prefecture of Italy, now reduced to the 
two Italian dioceses and what was left of Pannonia, and the latter 
also had a prefect for the fragment of the Gauls which he still ruled. 
Justinian on the reconquest of Africa made it a separate prefecture 
(iJ?-cl':din_g Sar?inia and Corsica which had belonged to Italy, and 
Tmgitarua which had been attached to the Gauls ), and continued 
the prefecture of Italy when it too was recovered. He also created 
what was virtually a new praetorian prefecture under the title of 
the qtfUestura ex~rcitus, comprising the provinces of Moesia and 
Scythia, and Cana, the Islands and Cyprus, which were withdrawn 
from the East.I2 

By Dio<;le;tian's time the praetorian prefect had become a kind 
of grar:d v~zier, the emperor's second in command, wielding a wide 
authonry m almost every sphere of government military and 
judicial, financial and general administration. He wa~ the emperor's 
~hief of staa:, adjutant-general and quartermaster-general rolled 
Into one, bemg responsible for the recruitment, discipline and 
supply of the army and, on occasion, taking command in the 
emp~r~r's.pl_ace. A~ the emperor's delegate h~ exercised an appel
late JU!lsdictlon which covered the whole empire, and from which 
there was no further appeal, except perhaps to the emperor him
se;lf .. He exercised a general administrative authority over all pro
vmcial governors and through them controlled such services as the 
~ost £d public works. An~ finally, since o:yrin&-t<? . .!h!Ul£P!££ii!.· •• 
.t\Q..ll-o -~e: .. G.l;tJ:.~s;n£y,-.J;I;u~.JllaJ.ot .. ..tl.ee.dLoftb.«.!KWJ;?~£.::Y~E~. S,.!:.':l?£Y:~d, .. _ 
by requ!S1tlons m kind, operated tlrrough the provmcial governors, 
·he''ilad""l5~eae7acto the principal finance minister of the 
empire.13 

(This extraordinary_ concentration of functions was drastically 
reiluced by Constantme when he created tire magistri militum to 
take ove: t?.e com:n~nd of the army )J~enct<to:tth.Jh~Jm:[~cts were 
_purely civili,an.muuste:rs, but they still retamed very w~ 
'iniiffffilri.Oils functions. They remained, side by side with the em
peror, the supreme judges of appeal, and their financial functions 
became increasingly important. They continued to be responsible 
for the recruitment and supply of tire army, for the post and for 
public works. And they retained a general control over provincial 
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governors, by virtue of whkh they were responsible for what can 
only be called the general administration of the ·empire: in the 
Notitia Dignitatum the dioceses and the provinces are stated to be 
under the disposition of the praetorian prefects.14 

The prefect had de facto a considerable voice in appointing pro
vincial governors; he had exclusive jurisdiction over them; and he 
was in 3 89 empowered to dismiss a governor of his own motion, 
if guilty of neglect or misconduct, and to nominate art acting 
governor to replace him until the emperor should make a regular 
appointment. The praetorian prefect was the normal channel) 
through which instructions were circulated to provincial governors. 
A very high proportion of the laws in the Codes, laws whicll deal 
with a wide variety of topics, are addressed to a praetorian prefect, 
and the reason for this appears from the novels, whicl! preserve a 
final clause instructing the prefect to circularise all provincial 
governors. The prefects no doubt often acted merely as postboxes, 
but they were responsible for the enforcement of the laws· in the 
provinces and they were therefore of necessity concerned with the 

~
eneral efficiency of the administrative machine, and in particular 
f the city governments, on whom in the last resort most adminis
rative action rested. The praetorian prefects thus inevitably 
ass~med. responsibility for many general administrative questions 
whicll did not belong to any other department, such as the main-
tenance of the curial order.15 

Of the military members of the comitatus little need be said. The 
magistri mi!itum were originally the commanders of the field army, 
the comi(atenses which Const~ntine put upon a regular footing. 
Un~er his sons a large proportiOn of the field army was drafted into 
regional groups, under separate magistri equitum or comites rei milic 
tdris, but there remained a palatine army or armies at the emperor's 
immediate disposal, and the commanders of these forces, the two 
magistri militum in praesenti, continued to be members of the comi
tatus. Of the functions of the comes domesticorum nothing is known 
save that he commanded the corps of officer cadets, the domestici 
et protectores. From the early fifth century there were two comites 
do'!l.esticoru'!l equitum and peditum. .The office ranked high in the 
military hierarcl!y, and was often a stepping-stone to that of 
magister mi!itum. The tribunes of the. scho!ae were naturally mem
ber~ of the c~mitatus, and as such ranked higher than the tribunes of 
or.d!nary regiments. They were frequently promoted to the higher 
military command~, and from the early fifth century were gener
ally accorded the title of comites primi ordinis. With them ranked 
two t~ibunes with special administrative duties, the cura palatii and 
the trtbunus (later comes) stabuli, who commanded a corps of grooms 
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and equerries (stratores) and was responsible for the levy of horses 
not only for the court but for the cavalry as a whole.!& 

Such ":'as the structure of the central administrative machine. 
The provmces were ruled by governors of various ranks and titles, 
proconsuls, consul~s (a grad.e ~reated or revived by Constantine ), 
correctores and praesides; Justlnlan resurrected the ancient style of 
pra:tor and invented moderator; some governors also were styled 
comtt~s ~nd Egypt always h~d a prefect. Up to Diocletian's day 
prov:noal governors had varied considerably in importance. Some 
provmces were small, others were very large: some were ungar
r~s<?ned, i!l .others the govern?r was army commander as well as 
ctvtl .admwstrator. !3.Y breaking up the larger provinces, and by 
creatmg. sepa::ate milttary commanders, duces, in many frontier 
areas, Dt?clettan levelled down the status of provincial governors. 
~o~stanttne completed the separation of military command from 
civil government, a?d henceforth it was only in a very few cases 
that they were reuruted, and then as a rule temporarily only until 
the r~ign of Justini~, who vested the governors of some ~nruly 
provmces, notably tn Egypt and Asia Minor, with military 
powersP 

Diocl~tian grouped th~ p~ovinces into larger circumscriptions, 
called diocese.s, under VJC~rti or deputies of the praetorian pre
fects. The dioceses officially numbered twelve Britain Gaul 
Viennensis, Spain, Italy, Africa, Pannonia Moesia' Thrace 'Asiana' 
P?ntica and Oriens, but Italy was in prac~ice divided betV.:een tw~ 
yicars, those of Italy (the north) and the city (the south with the 
Islands). This organisation underwent very little change in the 
following two centuries. Moesia was divided into the two dioceses 
of Dacia and Macedonia by Constantine, and Egypt was detached 
from that of Oriens by Valens; the governors of the last two 
dioceses .bo~e the e~ceptional titles of praefectus Augustalis and 
comes Ortentts respectively. It was apparently usual (except in the 
p~efecture of. the E~st) f<;>r the pr~etorian prefect to administer 
dtrectly the diocese m which he resided. Thus the Notitia shows 
no vic~r of D~cia, where t~e prefect of Illyricum then had his seat. 
There ts no vicar of the diocese of Pannonia in the index, and in 
the tex~ no chapter for the vicars of either Pannonia or Italy; this 
must be because when the praetorian prefect of Italy normally 
resided .at Sirmium the vicariate of Pannonia lapsed, and when he 
moved mto northern Italy he took over the vicariate of Italy also. 
In Gaul the development was rather different. The index shows 
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vicars of Britain, Spain and the Seven Provinces; the prefect him
self administered the diocese of Gaul from Trier. But the text 
shows that the vicar of the Seven Provinces actually was in charge 
of both Gallic dioceses; when the prefect moved down to Aries he 
placed the northern diocese which he had governed directly under 
the vicar of the southern diocese. Is 

In the prefecture of the East the diocesan system seems in the 
course of the fifth century to have ceased to function effectively. 
Anastasius appears to have abolished the vicariate of Thrace, 
and by Justinian's time the vicariates of Asiana and Pontica were 
doubled with the governorships of Phrygia Pacatiana and Galatia 
Salutaris, and the comitiva Orientis with that of Syria Prima: the 
Augustal prefect had always been concurrently governor of the 
province of Aegyptus. Justinian probably made little effective 
change when he formally suppressed the vicariates of Asiana and 
Pontica, made the comes Orientis merely governor of Syria I, and 
confin~d t~e a~thority of the Aug?~tal prefect to Aegyptus only. 
Later 1n his re1gn, however, J ust1ruan restored the vicariates of 
Thrace and Pontica and gave back his old powers to the comes 
Orientis .19 

Except for defence the provincial governor was responsible for 
all departments of administration within his province. He was the 
judge of first instance (iudex ordinarius) in all matters except those 
falling under special military or fiscal jurisdictions. He collected 
the revenue not only for the praetorian prefect's department, but 
for the largitiones and usually for the res privata as well. He main
tained the post and public works, supervised the city governments.,_, 

land was in general responsible for maintaining law and order and I 
\.7'ecuting the commands of the central government.2o / 

The duties of the vicars are less easy to define. They acted a~ 
judges of appeal for the courts of their provincial governors, and 
exercised a general supervision over their administration. They 
seem to have been a rather unnecessary wheel in the administra
tive machine, especially after the growth of regional praetorian 
prefectures. Appeals might go to them, but they might also go to 
the pre~ects direct, and most litigants preferred to go to the latter, 
whose JUdgment was final, whereas from the vicar's court a further 
appeal lay to the emperor. In fiscal matters the prefects tended 
more and more to by-pass the vicars and deal with the provincial 
governors direct.21 

It is in fact somewhat misleading to speak of an administrative 
hiera;ch_Y. The pyramid of emperor, praetorian prefects, vicars a~ 
prov1nc1al governors looks very neat as set out in the Notiti 
Dignitatum, but there was in reality no rigid chain of comma· . 
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Not only might a prefect by-pass his vicars. A mere provincial 
governor might refer a question direct to the emperor, and the 
emperor might write to him direct. This was a constitutional pre
rogative of the proconsuls of Africa and Asia, who stood outside 
the official hierarchy, not being under the disposition of the vicars 
of Africa and Asiana, nor even of the praetorian prefects. But 
apart from these special cases the Theodosian Code contains a 
considerable number of constitutions addressed to ordinary gover
nors. It is usually impossible to determine the circumstances. The 
emperors on occasion circularised all provincial governors (some 
laws are addressed 'omnibus rectoribus provinciarum'), and some 
of the surviving laws addressed to individual governors are no 
doubt copies of such circulars. But a number contain local refer
ences which show that the law in question was issued specially 
either in response to a letter from the governor addressed, or as a 
resul~ of inform~tion received from or petitions forwarded by per
sons 1n the provmce. Many read like replies to specific queries: it 
seems for ~stanc~ unJikely that Julian wo~d have given a ruling 
on the cunal obligations of a father of thirteen children to the 
consular of Palestine unless the latter had reported this remark
able case.22 
~om~ . .ansL~J!~.l5-~-.CQ!!S,t~ntigpplestood outside the nrovincial 

scheme bein overned h .. ·~ refects oCtile-~f-:"wl:lorwere-ca:···~-. 
ordinat~ in ra~I!wrth tfle'p~a~orian'p-refects~--~~~, had under their 
disposition a number of minor officers responsible for the corn 
supply, the aqueducts, the police and other branches of the urban 
administration. Here again there was no clear chain of responsi
bility. The emperors not infrequently issued instructions direct to 
these minor officers, and the authority of the urban prefect over 
them was ill defined. 'While the whole of the civil administration 
belongs to the urban prefecture,' Symmachus complained, 'certain 
branches are entrusted to minor offices', but owing to the poor 
quality of the men whom the emperor appointed to these offices 
'the weight of the entire administration falls on my shoulders'. 
Gratian was evidently asked to lay down the relative roles of the 
praejectus urbi and the praefectus annonae in the matter of the corn 
supply, but his ruling on the question is a model of tactful equivo
cation.23 

The military hierarchy was simpler than the civil. The office of 
magister miliftt~ underwent a simila~ evolution to that of praetorian 
prefect. Ongmally under Constantme there were two magistri only, 
for the foot and the horse, attached to the emperor's person. 
Already under Constantine's sons it was found necessary to split 
the field army into palatine and regional groups, and to appoint 
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additional magistri to command the latter. In the Eastern parts 
these regional magistri, responsible for the Eastern, Thracian and 
lllyrian fronts, remained co-ordinate with the two magistri praesen
tales, and they not only commanded the field armies but controlled 
the duces within their zones. Justinian modified and expanded the 
system, splitting the long Eastern front between two masters of 
the soldiers, of the East and of Armenia, and creating new com
mands for the Western areas which he reconquered, Mrica, Italy 
and Spain. In the Western patts the system was from Stilicho's 
time much more centralised. The magister peditum praesentalis had 
'under his disposition' all the comites rei militaris who commanded 
regional groups of the field army, and all the duces with their 
limitanei: even when there was a magister equitum per Gallias he was 
de facto, if not in strict protocol, subordinate to the magister prae-
sentalis.24 .· 

The two financial offices of the largitiones and the res privata had 
their hierarchies of officers under their disposition in the dioceses 
and provinces. The rationales rei summae and magistri rei privatae 
who represented the two departments at diocesan level seem in 
Diocletian's day to have been important officers, comparable with 
the vicarii of the praetorian prefects, but by the end of the foutth 
century the rationales summarum, or comites largitionum as they were 
called in the East, and the rationales rei privatae, as they were now 
styled, had ceased to be of any account.25 

In the military and financial spheres as in that of the civil ad
ministration it is somewhat misleading to speak of a hierarchy. A 
comes rei militaris and even a dux, though subordinate to his magister 
militum, was responsible to the emperor. He could repott to him 
direct, and the emperor could issue him instructions. We similarly 
find the emperor corresponding directly with rationales during the 
foutth century. 26 

There was also con~ider ble overlapping and friction between 
military and civil hierar .· • e}: There were constant conflicts of 
jurisdiction between -cos and\rovincial governors, in which the 
former seem generally to have won the day. The higher military 
commanders also bften exercised unwarrantable authority over 
civilian officers. Theodosius I had to reprove Addaeus, master of 
the soldiers in the East, for chastising the corrector of Augustam
nica; even though the corrector had insulted a dux, it was for the 
praetorian prefect to deal with the case. In 43 I Dionysius, another 
master of the soldiers in the East, instructed the governor of Cyprus 
to prevent the bishops of that island from consecrating a metro
politan, and threatened him with a fine of 5 lb. gold if he disobeyed. 
The story which lies behind this iPcident is instructive. It was 
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the patriarch of Antioch, who was anxious to assert his authority 
over Cyprus, who persuaded Dionysius to take this action. If he 
was entitled to call in the secular arm at all, he should presumably 
have appealed to the praetorian prefect of the East, or the comes 
Orientis. But the former was at Constantinople and not subject to 
his personal influence, and the latter, who was at Antioch, would 
not have acted without consulting his chief-or was perhaps not 
a friend of the patriarch. The magister militum was on the spot, and 
as an illustrious officer was responsible to the emperor alone. That 
the governor of Cyprus was not officially subject to his authority 
does not seem to have mattered; a mere clarissimus would never"] A 
dare to resist the will of an illustris.27 · ··r·c. .:I 

The whole administrative system was something of a patchwork .... ::~1 
It was not rationally planned, but the product of gradual piece~ · 
meal development, punctuated by periodic reorganisations .. The 
division of finance between the three departments of the largitiones, 
the res privata and the praetorian prefecture was the produCt of 
histOrical causes. So too was the combination of finance and justice 
in the hands of the praetorian prefects. Constantine did something 
to rationalise the system by separating the military command from 
the civil adminl;tration, but apart from this there was no maj~ 
organisation. L:;he lack of any clearly defined hierarchy of~ 
was also the result of historical causesj Under the Principate pro
vincial governors had been directly responsible to the emperor, 
and despite the growth of the praetorian prefecture and the creation 
of the vicariates the old direct link of the emperor and his govern-
ors was never absolutely broken. The duces similarly were originally 
directly responsible to the emperor, and though with the growth 
of the masterships of the soldiers they tended to fall under their 
authority the emperor did not abandon his direct control over 
them. 'Ihe ... mnfuJ>i()Q_\VE in_c:rE§..<es!..RYJ .. 4~Jlo!!~.!!&..£l:!l1.t:~<;.t~152L 

~:ls~~l?i6~'-Jsl:!~g~[{i;.t:r~~~~;:;~\;f~~~n.Ie~~~!~*;~s~11~a:;t . 
r;:·~~~~~~e~;t~~t~::~rv:s·g~~~~a!~l~~s~~;~~~~nfe~f 
I I . j9a1m. 

Though the service of the emperor in all its forms was often 
loosely styled militia, there was a clear distinction, both in form 
and substance, between militia in the narrower and technical sense 
of service as a common soldier or non-commissioned officer in the 
army or as an official in the civil service, and the higher military 
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and administrative posts, the dignitates, honores or administrationes. 
There was a formal difference in the method of appointment. A 
militia was granted by a document known as a probatoria, a certifi
cate of enlistment, issued by the sacra scrinia or by some inferior 
authority. A dignitas was conferred by a letter or codicil signed by 
the emperor, and in most cases issued through the primicerius of the 
notaries. The most important difference of substance was that a 
militia was a permanent appointment: its holder was, unless 
cashiered for misconduct or discharged for ill health or old age, 
entitled-'and usually obliged-to serve either for a long term of 
years or until he had by regular promotion reached the top of his 
unit or office. In effect a militia was normally a life's career. Dig
nitates were, on the other hand, held during the emperor's pleasure, 
and in fact usually for quite short periods, and not necessarily, or 
indeed normally, in continuous sequence.28 

There were some anomalous posts which, while graded as 
dignitates, were permanent. The post of protector or domesticus had 
this ambiguous character. It is called a dignitas, and was conferred 
personally by the emperor, though usually not by letter or codicil, 
but by a verbal command: but protectores and domestici served. con
tinuously in their corps until they were promoted to a hrgher 
dignitas or reached t~e top of the list. The notaries similarly s~r:'ed 
continuously in therr corps, although they ranke~ as domesttct or 
tribunes; here the anomaly was due to the upgradin& of what had 
originally been an ordinary militia, the holders of which were later 
accorded officer rank. But these are exceptional cases. Normally 
dignitates did not offer a continuous life's career, but were held 
intermittently and for short spells. 29 • 

The range of offices which ranked as ~ignitates was ve;y wrde 
and their number very large. From the time of Constantme they 
were sharply divided into m~litary and civ~; very few posts cor::'
bined both functions, and wrth rare exceptions the same man did 
not hold military and civilian appointments. Offices ~ere car~
fully graded in order of precedence: the laws on the subJect begm 
with Valentinian I, who seems to have made a systematic attempt 
to co-ordinate military with civilian grades and the imperial, once 
equestrian, appointments with the surviving senatorial magistracies, 
so as to produce one uniform order of precedence. Henceforth all 
dignitates fell into 1a. number of grades, :which soon came to carry 
titles of honour. JFltSt came the praetonan and urban prefe"ts and 
the masters of t:l{e soldiers; next the major palatine offices/ Both 
these came to be called illustres. Next came two grades wlio bore 
the title of spectabiles, consisting of proconsuls and of vicars, to 
whom were assimilated comites rei militaris and duces and some 
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minor palatine offices. Below these were provincial governors, 
again in two grades, consulares and praesides, the former ranking as 
c/arissimi, the latter as perfectissimi until the end of.the fourth cen
tury, when they too were promoted to the clarissimate. For the 
precedence of the other lower dignitates our information is in
adequate, but with or below provincial governors ranked the minor 
officers under the disposition of the urban prefects at Rome and 
Constantinople, the comites, rationales, procuratores and praepositi 
under the disposition of the comites sacrarum largitionum and rei 
privatae, and the regimental commanders, tribunes, prefects and 
praepositi, of the army.ao 

The number of appointments in these lower grades was very 
large. There were already by the end of Diocletian' s reign about a 
hundred provinces for which governors had to be supplied, and 
their number tended to increase slightly: there were I I4 by the 
time of the Notitia, 57 in the West and 57 in the East, and by the 
early years of Justinian's reign the latter number had risen to 62. 
The Notitia records 69 posts in the department of the largitiones 
and 24 in that of the res privata in the West and there were pre
sumably similar numbers in the East, where the full list does not 
survive. Under the prefect of Rome there were I 5 minor offices; 
the establishment of Constantinople has been lost. Finally there 
were nearly 400 units in the Western army and some joo in the 
Eastern, to which tribunes or prefects had to be appointed. 31 

The emperors, even if the empire was, as normally, divided, thus 
had a very large number of posts to fill. The number of appoint
ments to be made would of course be affected by the length of 
time for which they were held. This was very variable, depending 
on the arbitrary will of the emperor-subject naturally to the 
advice or pressure of his entourage-and no rule or custom seems 
to have been established. Our evidence for the lower offices is 
very inadequate, and even for the highest is far from complete. For 
the sequence of the higher officers of state we are in the main 
dependent on the Codes and Novels, which record the laws 
addressed to them. It is therefore only possible to establish an 
even approximately full list of the holders of an office if there is a 
frequent and continuous series of laws addressed to that office, and 
there are in fact always gaps in any series. The Codes can give only 
a minimum number of holders, even in the most favourable cir
cumstances. For a few limited periods historians give us. fuller 
information, but their evidence is also generally unsystematrc and 
fragmentary. Inscriptions also in some areas and periods help to 
fill the gaps, but they are rarely sufficiently numerous to provide 
anything like a complete record. For two offices only are we for-
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tunate enough to possess full lists of their holders over any con-
siderable period. . 

One of these is the urban prefecture of Rome, where a chromcler 
has provid~d us with a_ list, with exa~t dates, running down to 314· 
With the rud of Ammranus Marcellinus and the Codes and the tn
scriptions this list can be continued with certainty ~own to ~ 74· 
In the ninety years between 284 and 374 seventy-etght appoint
ments were made, and seventy-one men held the office (six serving 
for two terms and one for three). After 374 the list, being dependent 
on the Codes and Novels, inscriptions and scattered literary refer
ences, cannot be regarded as absolutely complete, but over forty 
persons are known to have held the office between 375 and 425, a 
few of them twice or three times. The average term of office thus 
works out at little over one year. 32 

. The urban prefecture of Rome was perhaps a rather abnormal 
case among the offices of the highest rank. In the fourth century 
the praetorian prefecture was normally held for rather longer 
terms three or four years or occasionally more, though brief 
tenur~s of a year or less are not unknown. The clearest case is the 
prefecture of the East, where eleven men occupied the post between 
the accession of Constantius II in 3 37 down to 369, an average of 
three years; then followed Modestus with the exceptional term _of 
eight years. In the fifth century the turnover became more raptd. 
After Anthemius, who again enjoyed an abnormally long term, 
nine or ten years, the Codes and the Novels record twen_ty .me? 
(four of whom served twice) between 414 and 455, and this hst 1s 
not complete, for among the senators who attended the council of 
Chalcedon in 45 r were three ex-praetorian prefects of the East who 
are not known to the Code and Novels. The average tenure of the 
prefecture was thus in this period about eighteen months, and this 
appears, so far as we can judge from our imperfect records, to have 
remained normal, with some notable exceptions, such as John the 
Cappadocian, who held the office for ten years. The prefecture of 
Italy follows the same general patter;t, wrth r::the~ longer tenures 
in the fourth century and a more raptd successton m the fifth, and 
though our lists for Gaul and Illyricum are too incomplete to 
warrant any very firm conclusions, there is no reason to think that 
they did not follow the same line. 33 • .. 

The evidence for the magistri milituttJ suggests that m the fourth 
century they were kept longer in their posts than the praetorian 
prefects. In the West the magister praesentalis became from ?95 
virtually the ruler of the empire, and as a consequence there IS a 
series of long reigns. In the East the evidence for the fifth century 
is slight, but the magistri do not seem to have changed so frequently 
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as the praetorian prefects, and some, like A~eobif:d1:ls and Aspar, 
had very long tenures. For the higher palatrne muusters the data 
are also inadequate, but it seems to have been uncommon to hold 
these offices for more than two or three years, and there are occa
sional sequences showing a more rapid turn'?ver. In. these offices 
too there are occasional long tenures; Helion for rnstance was 
master of the offices for at least thirteen years (414-27).34 

Among the offices of spectabilis rank there is one, the proconsu!
ship of Africa, for which the record, though not complete, 1s 
sufficiently full to be of some statistical value. It so ~appens that 
the compilers of the Theodosian Code drew ex~enstvely on the 
archives of the proconsulate, so that we have a qutte unusual num
ber of laws preserved. Africa is exceptionally rich in inscriptions, 
and the proconsuls normally came from the great Roman families, 
whose members have left epigraphic records of their careers at 
Rome and are known from literary sources. In the sixty years 
between 357 and 417, during which the list is most complete, over 
fifty proconsuls of Africa are known. The average _tenure was thus 
little more than a year. The proconsulate of Mnca was perhaps 
like the urban prefecture of Rome, and for the same reasons; a 
rather abnormal case but there is no evidence that other proconsuls 
and vicars enjoyed s~bstantially longer terms of office. The military 
officers of the same grades, the comites rei militaris and_ duces, seem 
to have been kept longer in their posts. We know of eight duces of 
Egypt between 339 and 368, and though we have no proof that the 
list is complete it may well be so, for the first two are known to 
have held the ~ffice for at least five years each; the remaining six 
would then have averaged three years. 35 • 

For ordinary provincial governors we possess one complete list: 
the index to the festal letters of Athanasms records all the prefects 
of Egypt (at that time mere provincial governors) between 328 
and 373· There were twenty-five of them, and one held the office 
twice, so that the average tenure was we~ under two years. If one 
eliminates the exceptional case of Nestorms, who lasted for ~even 
years the average is reduced to eighteen months. There 1s no 
comparable record for other provinces, but such incomplete data 
as exist suggest that a year or two was the normal term. For. the 
lowest grade of offices statistical evidence is altogether lackrng, 
but what little evidence there is suggests that the turnover was 
equally rapid, though tribunates in the army may have been held 
fo,r_longer periods.36 

\The g~neral practice wou!d then seem~o i ~ve been to k. ~ep men 
in '-:my g1ven office for a bnef spell ?;tly. IS tenden~y \\as .more 
marked in the civilian than in the mil1ta o ces, and m the lower 
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than the highe_r.7 It increased as time went on; the praetorian pre
fecture, held fOJllonger periods in the fourth century, was assimi
lated in the fifth to the other high offices. Long tenures of office 
are always exceptional, and mostly occur in the highest offices. 
Nor does it seem to have been usual for one man to hold a long 
series of offices. Here again our evidence is lamentably incomplete. 
Inscriptions provide us with the complete careers of a fair number 
of Roman senators. From these it appears that in the fourth cen
tury a senator who aspired to an illustrious office was normally 
expected to hold at least one post of clarissimus grade and one of 
spectabilis: a common minimum was consular, proconsul, prefect 
of the city. Great nobles might jump straight to a proconsulate 
and thus to a prefecture. The more active and ambitious might 
govern two provinces, serve as vicar as well as proconsul, and add 
the praetorian to the urban prefecture. Commoners who rose to 
the top of the tree, to judge by the few careers of which we have 
a complete record, had to go through a rather longer series of 
offices. Maximinus governed three provinces and was prefect of 
the corn supply at Rome before he rose to the rank of spectabilis as 
vicar of the city, and then to the praetorian prefecture of Gaul. 
Tatian was praeses of the Thebaid, prefect of Egypt, consular of 
Syria and concurrently comes Orientis, and then comes sacrarum 
largitionum and finally praetorian prefect. Such men, since they 
started relatively late in life, after making their name at the bar, 
and often having served for fairly long terms in some of their 
offices, might almost make a career of their successive posts: but 
Tatian was in fact unemployed for ten years between his two 
illustrious offices. 37 

In the West in the fifth century the nobly born tended to omit 
the lowest tungs of the ladder, leaping straight to the urban and 
praetorian prefectures (which they often held several times) with
out holding any lower office, or at most one proconsulate or 
vicariate, or a lesser illustrious office, and this often in extreme 
youth. In the East there was less promotion of young aristocrats: 
Anastasius, we are told, was pressed by Ariadne to appoint Anthe
mius, son of the late emperor of the West, to the praetorian pre
fecture of the East, though he was a mere boy, but he firmiy refused. 
On the other hand new men like Marinus and John of Cappadocia 
were sometimes promoted from the civil service direct to the 
praetorian prefecture. The same change is noticeable in the military 
appo~tments. Ammianus was shocked by the abrupt promotion 
of Agilo from a tribune of the scholae to magister peditum: usually in 
his day a regimental officer had to serve as comes rei militaris or 
comes domesticorum before qualifying to be magister. In the East in 
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the fifth and sixth centuries men of high birth were sometimes 
appointed magistri with little or no previous military experience.38 

We naturally hear mostly of men who held the highest offices of 
state. But these were relatively few in number, and the great 
majority of office holders in the lower ranks of the hierarchy can 
never have risen into the higher grades. Oniy a very small propor
tion of tribunes became comites or magistri, and the majority cannot 
have risen even to the rank of dux-which seems generally to have 
been a dead end. Similarly the number of provincial governors 
who reached the vicariate must have been small, and an even 
smaller number can have attained the prefecture. Of the crowd of 
humble office holders who remained in the lowest grades or at 
best achieved the spectabilitas we know little. Some are known to 
have held several posts in succession; these were no doubt am
bitious men who failed to make the grade. But there is reason to 
believe that many were content with a single post. 39 

Such a system, whereby offices were normally held for brief and 
irregular terms, and most officers held few posts in the course of 
their career, cannot have been""e"fficient. The basic reason for its 
prevalence is prol5aolf"to l)e"!oundin the light in which govern
ment posts were viewed. It is not without significance that a post 
is normally called a dignitas or honor, and very rarely administratio. 
To those who applied f?r then: they were primarily distinctions to\ 
be won, not posts carrymg duties, and the emperors who made the i 
appointments regarded themselves as distributing prizes as much } 
as choosing suitable persons to carry out administrative tasks. / 

Symmachus, in a tactful letter of reproof which he wrote to the 
young Valentinian II, expressed an unusually enlightened view: 
'My loyalty to you and my care for the common weal compel me, 
your majesty, not to conceal what requires reform; While the 
supreme charge of the affairs of the city belongs to the urban pre
fecture, certain parts of it are entrusted to minor offices, to govern 
which hardworking men of tried character ought to be appointed, 
that each may conduct his department smoothly and faultlessly. 
The public weal demands such men now from your majesty's 
judgment. But I do not wish to criticise the present holders, since 
it will satisfy my anxiety if you entrust the offices of the city to 
better men. As it is the whole weight of affairs falls on my shoulders, 
since the others, whom your clemency amidst your multifarious 
occupations cannot have tested, shirk their duties. In thls happy 
age there are worthier men, the vein of good men is prolific. You 
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will in future do better for your city if you choose those who do 
not wish to hold office.' But Symmachus when he wrote this letter 
had special reasons for his novel attitude: the idleness and venality 
of the subordinate officers whom the court sent to him gave him 
extra work and worry as prefect of the city. Evenin these circum
stances he requires neither ability nor experience but merely in
dustry and honesty. His curious recipe for insurin&" this end was 
traditional. Two generations later the emperor Marc1an announced 
to his subjects that he 'had dragged men of reputation and experi
ence against their will into the administration, ... knowing that 
happy would be the commonwealth if it were governed by ~en 
who did not wish to do so but regarded business of state Wlth 
aversion'. 40 

The prevailing attitude was to some extent a carry-over from the 
traditions of the Principate, traditions derived in their turn from the 
days of the Republic, when the magistracies were honours keenly 
contested between rival aspirants for fame. There were practical 
grounds also for regarding offices in this way in the later empire. 
Posts were-or could be made to be-lucrative, and the quickest 
way of making a ~ortune was ~he gover?-ment serv:ice .. But, more 
important than this, posts camed rank m the offic1al hierarchy of 
the aristocracy, and rank was an asset of immeasurable importance, 
not only conveying legal privileges but giving many imponderable 
but nevertheless valuable advantages to its holder. For a man of 
humble origins it was a natural ambition to rise in the social scale. 
For a senator by birth-except for the select few who could hope 
to be awarded the ordinary consulship in virtue of birth alone-it 
was desirable to keep up his precedence within the hierarchy by 
holding an office of illustrious rank. And for purposes of rank and 
precedence one office in any grade was sufficient, and length of 
tenure was immaterial. Libanius, pleading to Tatian on behalf of 
his natural son Cimon-who was threatened with enrolment on 
the city council of Antioch-makes this point very frankly: 'He 
will be content with anything that is offered-for anything will 
afford the same security-and any period, even if it be a month.'41 

In these circumstances there was naturally intense competition 
for office. Men of established position expected offices as their 
due, in order to maintain their status in society, and crowds of 
humbler persons pressed to achieve office in order to raise their 
status. The competition was to some extent eased by the grant of 
titular or honorary offices, or of rank without office. But actual 
tenure. of an office always gave higher precedence, and titular 
office or rank was progressively shorn of many of its privileges. 
Moreover only an actual office brought any financial gain, or even 
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the means of covering the expenses, usually considerable, of achiev
ing it. Competition for offices thus remained keen, .and emperors, 
if they wished J;o ·make themselves popular, had to distribute them 
as widely as possible; and in order to do so they had to avoid block
ing promotion by keeping any one man too long in a post or 
giving him too many. 

Tacitus found it difficult to account for Tiberius' practice of 
keeping satisfactory governors for many years in the same post. 
It did not occur to him apparently that the emperor took admini
strative efficiency into account at all. Tiberius' conduct was, he 
conjectured, due either to mere inertia or distrust, or to malevo
lence, 'to prevent a larger number enjoying' the offices. Libanius 
in the same spirit praises Constantius II and Constans for changing 
their prefects frequently, because 'if the business of office is laborious 
they do not demand that the same persons should be oppressed by 
a continual load, or if it involves some happiness they invite many 
to share that happiness.' Men who obtained too many posts 
or hung on to them too long tended to be disliked; such excessive 
ambition, which blocked promotion for others, was attributed 
to greed for the financial profit. Such a feeling lies behind 
Ammianus' criticism of Petronius Probus' long series of praetorian 
prefectures; Probus, he suggests, clung to office to protect and 
promote his own interests. It also accounts for the violent re
action of Valentinian I, when a Roman barrister who had already 
governed one province petitioned for another. Ammianus not un
naturally regarded as outrageous the death sentence which Valen
tinian imposed on the unfortunate applicant, who was merely 
'hurrying to advance himself as many do', but that iteration of 
office was regarded with disapproval is shown by a law of Honorius 
which forbids, under penalty of confiscation of all the offender's 
property, any attempt to hold the proconsulship or vicariate or the 
office of consular or praeses twice. Promotion from one to another 
of these four grades was legitimate, duplication of any one stage an 
offence. This is not to say that good conduct in an office was never 
regarded as a recommendation for a second appointment in the 
same grade. Libanius urged that Acacius be given a third post, 
because a man who had proved himself so good a governor ought 
not to be left idle, and Theodoret, in a testimonial to Neon, the 
governor of Euphratensis, suggests that he be reappointed. 42 

The pressure of applicants for some offices was particularly keen. 
As has been noted above, the turnover of proconsuls of Mrica and 
of prefects of Rome was exceptionally rapid. The reason was that 
these were ancient offices, of high prestige and carrying an official 
precedence out of proportion to their responsibilities and duties, 

cc 
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which were not exacting. A proconsul had little ~ore work to do 
than any other provincial governor, but ranked highest among the 
spectabiles, above a vicar. The prefect of the city, who was con
cerned only with the municipal administration of the capital, was 
of the same dignity as a praetorian prefect. These offices were 
therefore in especial dem~nd, par!ic~arl~ by n:embers. of the sena
torial aristocracy who w1shed to ,mamtam the1r prestige and pre
cedence without an undue expenditure of effort. 

The conception of offices as prizes or rewards also influen~ed 
the principles on which their holders were selected. Less attention 
was paid to the special qualificati<;ms of applic~nts for the P?sts 
which they were to fill than to their general cla1ms to promotwn. 
Military posts were an exception: the emperors normally chose 
their commanders for their military ability and experience, and 
naturally for their political reliability. It was clearly felt that 
military command was a specialised art which could not . be 
acquired by amateurs. Normally therefore the holders of the high 
commands, the magistri militum, comites rei militaris and du_ces ~~re 
selected from officers of experience who had proved their abihty 
in lower posts. There were exceptions even in the fourth century. 
Maximinus, praetorian prefect to Valentinian I, was ~ble to per
suade his master to make his young son, Marcellianus, who 
apparently had no military experience, dux of Valeria; and Theo
dosius the future emperor, seems to have become a dux very 
young: no doubt because he was t~e son of a magister militum . . From 
the middie of the fifth century lt became not uncommon m the 
Eastern empire to entrust high. military commands to m~mbers. of 
the imperial family and. ~ther high-born amat~urs, sometimes ~1th 
disastrous results. Justln!an took the extraordinary step of ~ppomt
ing one of his eunuchs, Narses, to the supreme command m. Italy, 
an appointme?-t which proved a gre~t success. But even m the 
sixth century 1t was normally profeSSlonal officers who were pro
moted to the high commands.43 

For the,civilian offices specialised qualifications were much less 
regarde~.\Jhe. traditional Roman view th.a~ administration was 
something which· any man of normal ability could undertake, 
whether it .involved finance or juris.diction, .still prevailed~ !he 
administrative structure of the emptte was mdeed so org.{rused 
that very little specialisation was possible. The praetorian prefects, 
vicars and provincial governors were all expected to handle both 
finance and justice as well as a variety of miscellaneous duties. The 
master of the offices had a strange collection of multifarious func
tions ranging from foreign affairs to the control of the arms fac
torie;. Even the palatine finance ministers and their subordinates 
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in the dioceses were as much concerned with jurisdiction in fiscal 
cases as with finance proper. 

Some offices were more specialised. The quaestor and the 
magistri scriniorum were concerned exclusively with legal matters 
and with the imperial correspondence. Barristers or rhetoricians 
tended to be appointed to these posts. Barristers were also com
monly, after preliminary experience as judicial assessors, awarded 
provincial governorships, and might thus rise to vicariates and to 
the praetorian prefecture. Legal training was thus recognised as a 
qualification for the administration of justice, which was an im
portant element in the duties of these offices. Financial skill was 
less regarded. Polycarpus, Marinus and John the Cappadocian 
were promoted to the praetorian prefecture from financial clerk
ships in the civil service, but they are isolated cases. 44 

Palatine civil servants were frequently promoted to dignitates. 
In the East in the fourth century many imperial notaries rose to 
the highest offices, and agentes in rebus could expect their career to 
be crowned by a provincial governorship. In some cases a civil 
servant was no doubt promoted because he had shown administra
tive ability, but in general it seems likely that such promotions 
were rather regarded as rewards for long and faithful service" and 
that they were relatively frequent because the civil servants 
concerned were in close proximity to the emperor and thus favour
ably placed to press their claims. It is significant that the officials 
of the praetorian prefecture, who did not enjoy these advantages 
to the same extent, but whose experience was more valuable, were 
rarely promoted. On the other hand palace officials like the 
silentiaries, whose duties brought them no administrative experi
ence, were rewarded with dignitates. Two laws in the Code show 
that the court physicians, archiatri sacri palatii, might reasonably 
hope for an administrative office as a reward for their services. We 
happen to know of an actual case. Caesarius, the brother of 
Gregory of Nazianzus, after studying at Athens and at Alexandria, 
where he not only followed the normal course of rhetoric but 
learned mathematics, astronomy and medicine, was appointed one 
of the court physicians at Constantinople. Under Julian, being a 
zealous Christian, he resigned his post, but returning to court under 
Valens was promoted to be comes thesaurorum at Nicaea (a post for 
which, despite his mathematical studies, he seems hardly suited) 
and would, but for his premature death, have risen to the highest 
offices.45 · 

Apart from their preference for lawyers the emperors, then, paid 
little regard to professional qualifications in selecting their civilian 
administrators. A dignitas was primarily a recognition of the re-

l 
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cipient's deserts, as these were reckoned in the contemporary scale 
of values. Faithful service in a subordinate capacity was recognised 
as a legitimate claim. But more important was social position, as 
measured by birth and wealth and education. Members of old 
aristocratic families could hardly be refused dignitates if they claimed 
them. The sons of new men who had risen into the aristocracy 
were also felt to have a natural claim to office. Constantine once 
enacted that the sons of comites, praesides, rationales and magistri rei 
privatae should, if of curial status, be enrolled in their city councils. 
But he soon felt this to be harsh, and ruled that 'if found suitable 
by the judgment of our clemency to accede to honours they shall 
arrive at honourable promotion by our order', and only those 
'whom the imperial authority does not recognise' should remain in 
their hereditary class. Outside the aristocracy posts seem, to judge 
by the Codes, to have been given mainly to men of the curial class, 
to those, that is, who formed the local aristocracies of the cities, 
and were by definition men of property, and usually of old estab
lished families, and persons of education. Literary distinction was 
also very highly prized and rhetoricians were considered to be 
suitable recipients not only of such positions as the quaestorship, 
where their talents might be appropriately employed in drafting 
laws and imperial letters, but in ordinary administrative posts. 
Poets, moreover, whose practical abilities might seem even more 
questionable, were equally favoured. Cyrus, whom John Lydus 
qualifies as 'an Egyptian who is still admired for his poetic talent 
. . . and who understood nothing except poetry', nevertheless held 
both the prefecture of Constantinople and the praetorian prefec
ture of the East. 46 

The holders of dignitates were drawn from the most diverse 
geographical and social origins. Barbarians from beyond the 
frontiers of the empire were freely appointed to military posts from 
the time of Constantine, and at times predominated in the higher 
command. Germans were the most favoured, at first mainly 
Franks and Alamans, later Goths, Vandals, and Burgundians. 
Alans and Sarmatians also gained promotion, and moreover 
orientals, Iberians, Armenians and even Persians. But side by 
side with the barbarians there were always Roman officers, also of 
the most various origins, Gauls, Spaniards, Africans, men from 
Syria and Asia, and above all Illyrians and Thracians. Civilian 
appointments were confined to Romans, but their holders came 
from every province of the empire. Owing to the highly centra
lised system whereby all appointments were made by the emperor, 
or at any rate at the capital, men from one end of the empire might 
well serve at the other. This fluidity was greatest in the fourth cen-
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tury, when the empire was from time to time united under a single 
ruler. Of the few vicars of Britain known to us two were Greek
speaking easterners, Alypius of Antioch, appointed by Constantius 
II, and Chrysanthus, the son of a Novatian bishop of Constanti
nople, who owed his post to Theodosius I. Conversely Festus of 
Tr1dentum, wh~ knew no Greek, became consular of Syria and 
proconsul. of As1a under Valens, and Rufinus, an Aquitanian who 
was also 1gnorant of Greek, was made praetorian prefect of the 
East by Th~odosius I, while in the same period west Germans 
from the Rhine became duces of Arabia and Phoeuicia. The index 
to the festal letters of Athanasius gives the origins of most of the 
prefects of Egypt between 328 and 373· The majority were 
naturally drawn from the Eastern parts of the empire, seven from 
various cities in the diocese of Oriens, including Tarsus, Samosata, 
Damascus, Byblus, Heliopolis and Gaza, and seven from Asia 
Minor, including two Cappadocians, three Bithynians, an Armenian 
and aLycian. But there were also a Greek from Corinth, a Mace
donian and a Thracian, and five, an Illyrian and four Italians, from 
the Latin-speaking West.47 

When the empire was permanently divided into its two halves 
there was naturally less interclrange between East and \'V est. In the 
fifth century there was some tendency to give appointments to men 
resident in the area concerned; most of the praetorian prefects of 
Gaul in this period whose origins can be traced came from senatorial 
families established in Gaui. There was, however, an old ruie for
bidding the appointment of a native of a province to beits governor . 
It was re-enacted by Theodosius I in 3 8o and again during the pre
fecture of Anthemius in the East; Synesius protested strongly 
when on~ Andronicus, a native of Pentapolis, was sent to govern 
the provmce. The rule was preserved in Justinian's Code, but he 
seems later to have abandoned it, when in Italy he allowed the 
b~shops and notables to elect their future governors from the pro
vmces themselves which they were to administer. Justin II, in 
extending this reform to the whole empire, stated that its object 
was to prevent strangers thrusting themselves on the provinces. 48 

The social origins of the holders of dignitates, high and low, were 
as various. A man of a wealthy and noble family naturally always 
had a greater chance of achieving office; the sons of high officers 
of state could be given a flying start by their fathers, and men of 
good social position were more likely to command the interest of 
those who had the emperor's ear; money was also useful in this 
connection. But at all times there was a carriere ouverte aux talents. 
This was notably so in the army, where common soldiers of peasant 
origin could, and occasionally did, rise to the highest commands. 
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It was also possible, though perhaps less easy, for men of working
class origins to rise to the highest civilian posts: Libanius. gives 
several instances of sons of working men who became praetorian 
prefects in the fourth century by way of service in the corps of 
notaries. But it was not uncommon for men of slightly higher 
status, the sons of provincial officials, or poor decurions, to· work 
their way up, normally through practice at the bar, sometimes by 
achieving distinction as rhetoricians. 

The large number of dignitates and the short term for which 
they were normally held meant that the number of appointments 
made in any year was very high. All were in theory made by the 
personal choice of the emperor, but in fact not even the most con
scientious emperor could deal with them all. Naturally he (or, if 
he were a minor or otherwise incapable, the person or persons who 
controlled his signature) chose the occupants of the most impor
tant posts, the praetorian prefects, magistri militum, and the major 
palatine ministers. The choice of the emperors seems in fact to 
have been very free, not to say arbitrary, and often reflects their 
personal preferences or idiosyncrasies, though it was naturally in
fluenced by their entourage. It is noticeable how many Pannonians 
rose to high office under the Pannonian brothers, Valentinian and 
Valens, and similarly Spaniards came to the top under the Spanish 
Theodosius I. Constantius II promoted the officials of his comi
tatus, especially the notaries, while his brother Constans showed a 
penchant for the senatorial aristocracy. Here the influence of the 
emperor's social milieu shows itself. At Constantinople there was 
as yet no powerful aristocracy to press its claims, and the officials 
immediately surrounding the emperor had a free field. At Rome 
there were the old senatorial families with their vast social 
prestige.49 

At all times proximity to the emperor meant much. It is notice
able in the fourth century how often the tribunes of the scholae rise 
to be magistri militum, whereas duces rarely receive promotion. 
At all times emperors could advance personal favourites to the 
highest posts. Gratian could raise his tutor Ausonius from a pro
fessorship in a provincial university to the quaestorship and the 
praetorian prefecture. Justinian could pick out two young officers, 
Sittas and Belisarius, who had served in his bodyguard when he 
was magister militum, and appoint them magistri, and promote to 
praetorian prefect of the East John, a financial clerk in the ojjicium 
of the magister mi!itum whom he probably came across when he 
held that office. so . 
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There was nothing to prevent the emperor from exercising a 
personal choice in appointments of lower grade. Julian, who 
systematically favoured literary men, appointed the historian 
Aurelius Victor, a man of very humble origins, to be consular of 
Pannonia Secunda. But for the great bulk of the minor appoint
ments the emperor could have no personal knowledge of the can
didates, and was obliged to depend upon the recommendations of 
his entourage. As a theological writer puts it: 'The reason why 
the monarch is approached through tribunes and counts is that the 
monarch, being a mere man, does n<;>t know to whom he ought to 
entrust the state: to win the favour of God, from whom nothing is 
hid (for he knows the merits of all men), there is no need of one to 
recommend you, but only of a devoted spirit.' The word used by 
this author for the person who recommends a candidate is technical, 
suffragator. Suffragium, which in its original context had meant a 
vote in an election and had come to be extended to the influence 
exercised in an election by the favour of a prominent man, under 
the autocracy of the empire had acquired the meaning of the re
commendation, favour or interest of a great man with the em
peror. 51 

If the system of suffragium had been rationally organised, so that 
the great officers of state regularly recommended candidates for 
the lower posts 'under their disposition', it might have been a 
reasonable method of selection. But this was the case only to a 
very limited extent. Praetorian prefects had a considerable say in 
the appointment of their provincial governors. Libanius often 
writes to a praetorian prefect asking for a governorship for a 
friend or thanking him for an appointment. More significantly 
he praises praetorian prefects for their general policy in selecting 
governors. He congratulates Salutius for appointing barristers 
everywhere, and thereby encouraging liberal education as against 
the study of shorthand. He praises Tatian for promoting the pros
perity of the Eastern provinces by his choice of good governors, 
or rather, as he corrects himself, his recommendation of them: 'for 
though it is for the emperor to bestow the codicils, you advise him 
who deserve to receive them'. A law of 43 9 similarly speaks of 
provincial governors being appointed on the recommendation of 
the praetorian prefect of the East. But this principle was by no 
means universally applied. Symmachus as prefect of the city 
evidently had no voice whatsoever in the appointment of the minor 
offices 'under his disposition'. When he ventured to protest against 
the poor quality of the men sent to him, and to ask Valenl:inian II 
to exercise more care for the future, he received a rude rebuff. 
'There must be no questioning of the imperial judgment: it is 
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close to sacrilege to doubt whether he whom the emperor has 
chosen is worthy.' 52 

Here again it was proximity to the emperor which probably 
counted most. Symmachus at Rome could not control what was 
done at the court at Milan. The praetorian prefect of the East, who 
resided at Constantinople, could get the emperor to appoint the 
men that he wanted. It is less certain that other praetorian prefects 
exercised the same influence, and they certainly had no monopoly 
in provincial governorships. The suffragator of the unfortunate 
Africanus, who was beheaded for asking for a second province, 
was Theodosius the magister militum. And conversely the magistri 
militum had no monopoly over military posts; Maximinus, prae
torian prefect of Ganl, was able to secure his son's appointment as 
dux ofValeria from Valentinian I, who was at that time resident 
in Gaul. In general suffragium was a very haphazard business. What 
a candidate for office required was the voice of someone in the 
inner circle of the court who could press his claims, and it did not 
matter much what office the suffragator held, or indeed if he had any 
office at all, so long as he had access to the emperor. If the candi
date knew such a great man, his path was easy. This explains the 
emergence of Pannonians under Valentinian and Valens not only 
in the great offices where the emperors themselves made the choice, 
but at lower levels: men like Maximinus and Festus, humble pro
vincial barristers, must have got their provincial governorships 
through the suffragium of more prominent Pannonians. It also 
explains the rapid promotion under Gratian not only of Ausonius' 
relatives but of a whole group of Aquitanians. 53 

If an aspirant for office did not personally know a great man 
who would press his claims, he tried to get an introduction to one. 
Libanius' correspondence illustrates the process. On the one hand, 
Libanius had in his former pupils, and in their families and friends, 
a large circle of acquaintances. On the other, through his literary 
eminence and the years he had spent at Constantinople, he had a 
considerable number of friends at court, not only praetorian pre
fects and other ministers, but men like Themistius and Datianus 
whose power depended on their personal contacts with the 
emperor. Very many of his letters are testimonials or introduc
tions, in which he recommends one of his proteges to one or more 
of his great friends, sometimes explicitly asking for a post, more 
often requesting their kind offices for the bearer-who would 
broach the matter himself. 54 . 

This system of suffragium obviously put a premium on influential 
connections and operated to the disadvantage of deserving candi
dates of humble status. The imperial government recognised that 
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it was unfair to soldiers, whose chances of promotion to commis
sioned rank were blocked by the competition of civilian applicants 
who had influence in high quarters. A law of Constantine ordered 
that civilians and decurions who obtained commissions as protector 
or praepositus by influence should be cashiered. Under Constantius 
II Flavius Abinnaeus after long service in the ranks and as a pro
tector obtained from the emperor a commission as tribune, but was 
told by the officium of the dux Aegypti that the post had already been 
granted to others: his protest at oeing ousted by those who had 
been promoted through suffragium apparently met with succf)ss. 
But in the end the emperors had to capitulate to the system, merely 
reducing or abolishing the fees paid for commissions in case of 
men promoted after long service in the ranks. V alentinian I ruled 
that men who achieved the rank of protector by the suffragium 
or influence of powerful persons should pay 5o solidi, and those 
who rose by long service only 5 to r o. Stilicho drew a similar 
distinction between those who reached the rank of tribune or 
praepositus by the claims of service and those who did so by 
suffragium. 55 

The system of suffragium readily lent itself to corruption. Con
stantine in one of his laws speaks of offices being bought and, by 
contrast, of those who were honoured by the suffragium of honest 
men 'no money being paid'. J ulian severely reprobated the prac
tice, and gave the rather curious ruling that; as such contracts were 
unknown to Roman law, those who gave anyone lands or money 
for his suffragium should be debarred from recovering them. The 
object was presumably, by making bargains legally unenforceable, 
to compel aspirants to pay money down before the service was 
rendered. This they might well be reluctant to do, since great men 
were in the habit of 'selling smoke' (fumum vendere), as the contem
porary phrase went. Theodosius I took a more indulgent view, 
enacting that a formal compact (sponsio) whereby money or land 
was promised in return for suffragium was legally enforceable. 56 

· Corrupt suffragium developed into what was virtually t~_gle_oL 
o.ffu;es:""The extent of the abuse is difficult to gauge, and no doubt 
varied from time to time according to the standard set by the 
emperors and their principal ministers. Unpopular ministers like 
Rufinus and Eutropius are accused of having accumulated vast 
fortunes by unblushing venality. According to Zosimus the sale 
of offices was rampant under Theodosius I, the palace eunuchs 
being the principal agents, and according to Eunapius. provincial 
governorships were openly auctioned to the highest bidder in the 
days of Pulcheria Augusta: we may suspect that the strong pagan 
sentiments of these authors led them to single out the reigns of 
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pious Christian monarchs. It is evident that the abuse became 
more· common with the progress of time. It must have become a 
fairly regular practice by 439, when an oath was imposed on all 
persons appointed to provincial governorships, that they neither 
had given nor would give anything for their appointment, directly 
or through a third party or under cover of a sale, donation or other 
transaction. 57 · 

It is not known whether this law produced any lasting improve
ment. The abuse next comes into prominence under Zeno, whose 
great minister Sebastianus, praetorian prefect from 476 to 480 and 
again from 48 r to 484, is said by Malchus to have sold offices 
systematically. Malchus records what seems to be a new develop
ment, when he states that Sebastianus shared the purchase price of 
offices with the emperor himself. Zosimus, it is true, accuses 
Theodosius I of himself selling offices, but not much confidence 
can be placed in this rhetorical denunciation. Hitherto, the other 
evidence suggests, the emperors had merely tolerated an abuse 
which enabled their principal ministers and favourites to enrich 
themselves. Malchus further states that Zeno sold offices at a 
moderate price to members of his entourage and that they resold 
them at a profit. ss 

We reach firmer ground with Justinian's legislation on the topic. 
Justinian, like Theodosius II, imposed an oath on provincial 
governors, and also on vicars and other officers of equivalent 
grade. The terms of this oath, and incidental remarks which 
Justinian makes in the preamble of the law which enforced it, and 
in other laws dealing with particular posts, confirm Malchus' 
account and illumine some obscure points in it. The oath ran: 
'that I neither have given nor will give anything to anyone for the 
office that has been given to me either on account of patronage 
... or on account of the imperial suffragium or to the glorious pre
fects or to the other distinguished holders of offices or to those 
about them'. Justinian moreover takes credit to himself for sacri
ficing revenue in the interests of pure administration. It is plain 
that by this time the purchase price of an office (which is what 
suffragium has come to mean) in most cases went to the imperial 
treasury. There might be supplementary payments to the prae
torian prefects or other high officers of state, in order to obtain 
their interest, but these Justinian regards as a subordinate matter. 59 

In some cases, it appears, the suffragium proper did not go to the 
treasury, and in such cases Justinian takes even more credit to 
himself for compensating those who had received a grant from his 
predecessors for the loss of their normal profits. Such compensa
tion was made, he claims, 'from his own pocket' (ol>e60w); actually, 
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it appears from other passages, it was drawn from the revenues 
of the province concerned. In one case, the governorship of 
Phoenice Libanensis, specific details are given. 'The tractator of the 
scrinium of Phoenice shall assign ro lb. gold per annum from the 
revenues of the same province to his excellency the primicerius of 
the tribunes and notaries for the time being in the respect of the 
grant or so-called beneficium previously given to him; and he must 
be content with this sum only.' It would appear from this evidence 
that earlier emperors had alienated the right of appointing to certain 
posts to the holders of high offices of the court, who henceforth 
sold the post for what it would fetch; for Justinian clearly implies 
that such grantees received a variable income, for the loss of which 
he gave a roughly equivalent annual sum in compensation. This is 
evidently the meaning of Malchus' words about Zeno's selling 
offices for a modest sum to grantees who resold them at a higher 
price: the beneficium was itself, it would appear from this, not a free 
grant, but purchased. 60 

Justinian seems, to judge by his laws, to have made a serious 
attempt to stamp out the sale of offices, making considerable sacri
fices of revenue to achieve his object. The reform was nevertheless 
not lasting. One need not credit Procopius' allegation that within 
a year of the law imposing the new oath the emperor was selling 
offices in the open market, but it is likely that unofficial suffragia 
continued to be paid to those who controlled the making of appoint
ments, and it may be that in the financial stringency of the latter 
part of his reign Justinian allowed the imperial suffragium to be 
revived. In the Pragmatic Sanction, however, whereby he settled 
the affairs of Italy after the reconquest in 55 4, he not only reaffirmed 
that provincial governors would be appointed without payment, 
but cut at the root of the evil by authorising the provincials them
selves to nominate their governors. Justin II in 569 extended this 
startling reform to the whole empire, but it proved ineffective. In 
5 74 Tiberius Cons tan tine again renounced the substantial profits 
accruing to the imperial exchequer from suffragia; he makes no men
tion of any election by the provincials. In the reign of Maurice a 
governor of Sardinia refused to remit the customary douceur paid 
by the pagan inhabitants of the island for his connivance, and the 
excuse he gave was that he had paid so large a suffragium for his 
office that he could not afford it. 61 

The purchase of office seems, as a regular institution at any rate, 
to have been confined to provincial governorships and vicariates 
and equivalent offices. It is never alleged that the great offices,.to 
which the emperor himself effectively made the appointments, 
could be bought. There is evidence of corruption and interest in 
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the selection of tribunes and other junior military officers, but it 
does not seem to have been systematic here, and nothing is heard 
of it in the military appointments of higher rank. But both the 
laws and the historians-and other incidental evidence-concur in 
depicting purchase of provincial governorships as being prevalent 
from the end of the fourth century, and in the fifth and sixth cen
turies a rooted abuse which it proved impossible to eradicate, 
despite the manifest evils which flowed from it. For the imperial 
government fully recognised that it was one of the main causes of 
the spoliation of the provincials by governors. Justinian is never 
tired of enlarging on this point. It was because they had to recoup 
themselves for the huge sums that they had paid for their posts 
that governors were so scandalously venal and extortionate, and 
their exactions so impoverished the provinces that it was impossible 
to collect the imperial revenue. If only he could stamp out the 
evil, he had high hopes that not only would his subjects enjoy 
justice once more, but they would be prosperous enough to pay 
their taxes regularly.62 

The motives which induced flocks of candidates to bid against 
one another for office were mixed and various. Some were mainly 
moved by the hopes of financial gain, some were ambitious for 
political power, others wished to raise their status in society or to 
free themselves from some inferior status with its restrictions and 
burdens. Those in the first category naturally exploited their oppor
tunities for gain to the utmost, but the others too naturally wished 
to recover their costs. The legitimate rewards of office were by no 
means ample, and as competition forced the price of office up even 
relatively honest men were tempted to make a little on the side. 
So a vicious circle was set up. As various forms of illicit gain 
became more customary, the price which candidates were p1;epared 
to pay went up, and further extortion was needed to cover expenses 
or make a profit. 

Salaries were it>. the fourth century paid wholly or mainly in 
kind. They consisted of so many standard rations (annonae) and so 
many units of fodder (capitus), intended no doubt to feed the 
officer's household, and what were called eel/aria, which were prob
ably food of a superior sort for his own table. Ammianus tells us 
that when Julian was appointed Caesar, Constantius wrote out with 
his own hand an elaborate schedule of the delicacies, including 
pheasants and sows' udders, which were to be served to him; Julian 
typically ordered that they should not be levied and contented him-
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self with a common soldier's fare. The Historia Augusta contains 
several very detailed lists of this kind, allegedly drawn up by.third
century emperors for high ranking officers. They are. of course 
fictitious and somewhat fanciful, but give some idea what was 
meant by ce!laria. As well as a great variety of foodstuffs they in
clude clothes, riding and baggage animals and miscellaneous items 
and a little cash. 63 

Salaries were still at the end of the fourth century paid or at any 
rate calculated in kind. This appears from the complaints of 
Symmachus that, when your:g Flavianus was cot;lpell~d by Theo
dosius I to refund the valuatton of the salary whtch his father had 
received as praetorian prefect under the usurper Eugenius, his 
liability was aggravated by the high prices on which the valuation 
was based. Unofficial commutation no doubt began early. A law 
of 412 endeavours to regulate its abuses. Provincial governors and 
comites had apparently been in the habit of collecting through the 
civic tax collectors a levy in gold in lieu of their annonae and cellaria, 
and the rate of the levy had been progressively stepped up from 
one solidus to every r 20 taxpayers to one solidus to every 6o and 
even to every 13. The law orders that the city councils shall not be 
troubled, but that the cornicularius of the ojjicium sha!l collect ~he 
foodstuffs (representing the annonae) from .the public granartes, 
and gold in lieu of the ce!laria from a designated. tax: any commu
tation (presumably of annonae) w~s to be according to the n;arket 
rate or that fixed for the praetonan prefects. It was not until 4 3 9 
that the annonae and capitus of all officers, military and civil, of the 
grade of spectabilis and clarissimus were compulsorily commut~d to 
gold, at rates fixed .by the praet~rian prefecture f~r e~ch pr~v~c~. 
Old salaries were still computed m annonae and capttus m.Justuuan. s 
day (cellaria are no longer recorded but are perhaps mcluded m 
'other emoluments'), but he reckoned the new salaries which he 
fixed in solidi or pounds of gold. 64 

We have unfortunately no figures until Justinian's time. He 
records that the old salary of the Augustal prefect of Egypt, 
before he reorganised the dio~e~e, had been 5o .annonae and 5o 
capitus, commuted for 400 sohdt. The dux of Ltbya apparently 
received the same as his basic salary. The governors of the two 
provinces of Paphlagonia and Honorias had received 72 5 solidi 
between them before Justinian united the two provinces and 
allotted the whole sum to the new praetor. In Pisidia and in 
Lycaonia the dux and the praeses had received 8oo solidi b.etween 
them before their offices were amalgamated. As part of his cam
paign against extortion, Justinian raised t~e scale of salaries s?~
stantially. To consulars of the African provmces he gave 448 sohdi. 
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He normally allotted about IO lb. gold (from 700 to Soo solidi) to 
officers of spectabilis grade, thus approximately doubling their 
emoluments. Some received yet higher sums, I 5 or 20 lb., and the 
Augustal prefect, when his office was combined with that of dux 
of Egypt, was allotted 40 lb. The new praetorian prefect of Mrica 
received roo lb. gold. But even Justinian's figures are far below 
those of the principate, when the proconsul of Africa, whose re
sponsibilities were much lighter than those of the praetorian pre
fect, received a salary of I,ooo,ooo sesterces, equivalent to about 
220 lb. gold, and procurators were paid at the rate of 6o,ooo, 
roo,ooo, 2oo,ooo and 3oo,ooo sesterces a year, that is approximately 
I 3, 22, 44 and 66 lb. gold. 65 

It is unlikely that the meagre salaries which the imperial govern
ment paid were a major attraction to the kind of men who could 
aspire to office. They were certainly not worth the sums which 
these men paid for their offices. Here again figures are lacking for 
the earlier centuries, but what information there is suggests that 
suffragia were substantial. A law of Theodosius I shows that pay
ment might be in money or in land, in which latter case the correct 
procedure of conveyance had to be completed. Libauius tells of a 
leading decurion of Antioch who sold his ancestral estates to buy 
an office. Frequently the sum was too large for the aspirant to 
raise from his own resources, and he borrowed money for the pur
pose. Justinian alludes to this as a common, even normal, practice, 
and more than a century earlier Synesius protests against 'borrow
ing on the security of an office' and in a more jocular vein tells a 
correspondent at Constantinople that he has no excuse for writing 
so seldom, since he can entrust his letters to the governors who are 
constantly sent out to Libya and Egypt, whom he may readily 
identify by the swarm of creditors who dog them.66 

An obscurely worded fragment of Malchus seems to mean that 
the Augustal prefecture had normally been sold for 5o lb. gold, 
but that Zeno, on the pretext that Egypt had become richer, stepped 
up the price to 5 oo lb. The former figure is just credible, the latter 
seems to be mere scandal, or perhaps a malicious distortion of 
Zeno's having sold the beneficium of appointing the prefect for 500 
lb. Under Justinian we are on firmer ground. It will be remem
bered that he compensated the primicerius of the notaries for the 
beneficium of Phoenice Libanensis by an annual payment of I o lb. 
gold, and by enjoining him to be content with this sum implied that 
the actual income which he derived from selling the office might 
be larger. The salary of the governor of Phoenice Libanensis was 
raised by Justinian to Io lb. gold when he upgraded the office to 
the rank of spectabilis, and had hitherto probably been about half 
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this sum. On an annual average the suffragium paid for a pro
vincial governorship was thus approximately double the salary 
which a governor received. 67 

Even to recoup himself for his expenditure in gaining his office 
a governor had therefore to supplement his salary on a very large 
scale, and he would normally also have to cover heavy interest on 
the loans which he had raised. If he was to make a profit on the 
transaction-and many governors did lay down office richer than 
they entered upon it-no source of gain could be neglected. The 
ways in which governors made money out of their office were 
many and various. Embezzlement of the revenue was probably a 
dangerous game, since the central government kept very elaborate 
checks on the figures of income and expenditure: Theodosius I 
however, found it necessary to increase the penalty for peculatio~ 
from a fine to death. It was safer to extort more than the tax 
properly due from the provincials, and for this there were a num
ber of time-worn devices-the use of false weights and measures, 
manipulation of prices in commuting levies in kind or in making 
compulsory purchases, the addition of extra charges for alleged 
local needs. But in this sphere it was apparently the curial or 
official collectors of the taxes, and the canonicarii and palatini sent 
down from headquarters to supervise the collection, who absorbed 
most of the profits. ss . 

It was as a judge that the provincial governor amassed most of 
his income. It is clear both from the complaints of subjects and 
the denunciations of the imperial government that judicial corrup
tion was normal and systematic in the provincial courts. Governors 
had moreover many opportunities of exploiting their general ad
ministrative powers to their financial profit. They could assign 
onerous and unpopular tasks to those who paid them least, and 
profitable jobs to those that paid them most. They could enforce 
penal laws or connive at their breach according as it was made 
most profitable to them; the governor of Sardinia made a regular 
income in the sixth century out of the pagan provincials, who paid 
for the illicit toleration of their cult, and it was no doubt often for 
this reason that governors were so lax in enforcing the penal laws 
against heretics. 69 

A governor could moreover exploit his official authority to in
timidate his subjects into private transactions profitable to himself. 
It was an old-established rule that the holder of an official position, 
and his family and staff, might neither receive donations nor make 
purchases (save for normal everyday use). These rules were re
enacted by Valentinian I, Theodosius I and Arcadius. Honorius 
revoked the prohibition of purchases, and V alentinian Ill in 4 51 
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confirmed this concession in the Western parts and extended itto 
donations. ·The safeguards against Jts abuse in Valentinlan III's 
law are illuminating: if the vendor could prove. that. the sale had 
been extorted by violence, or by the threat of rmpnsonment, or 
that the purchaser had not paid the price, he could recover the 
property and the price as well. J ustinlan thought it safer to pro
hibit all sales and donations once again. A law of Theodosius I 
shows that governors also by intimidation of parents or guardians 
or of the ladies themselves secured matches-presumably with 
wealthy heiresses-for themselves or their relations or depen
dants.70 

Not all governors were corrupt and extortionate. Theodoret 
wrote several letters to highly placed persons, including Domitian, 
the quaestor, and Antiochus, former praetorian prefect, in high 
praise of Neon, who had recently been governor of Euphratensis. 
He enlarges upon his forbearance in collecting the taxes at a time 
when the prices for agricultural produce were low, praises him for 
discouraging informers, and declares that he did not suffer from the 
characteristic vice of his people (he was an !saurian), avarice, but 
retired a poor man. 71 

This last remark is a commonplace in praising a good governor, 
and that it was so is significant. More than the highly coloured 
denunciations of the rapacity of bad governors it reveals the low 
standard of public morality. The ordinary run of governor was 
evidently expected to make a profit out of his post, and it showed 
exceptional merit merely to be honest. With the development of 
suffragium into a regular system, and the rise of the price paid for 
office, it became. scarcely possible even for relatively honest men 
to refrain from illicit profits, and the attempts to suppress bribery 
and extortion by legislation were futile. These culminated in a law 
of Zeno ordering that all provincial governors and vicars must 
remain in their provinces for fifty days after the arrival of their 
successors, and make themselves accessible in the public places of 
the principal towns, not lurking in sanctuary or in the house of a 
powerful protector, in order that their subjects might have the 
opportunity of charging them with acts of oppression, bribery or 
extortion. It is ironical that this law is addressed to the same 
praetorian prefect, Sebastianus, who according to Malchus made 
the sale of offices a regular system. 72 

It was among civilian officers of the lowest and middle grades, 
governors and vicars, that corruption and extortion seem to have 
been most normal. The corresponding military grades, tribunes 
and duces, had other means of supplementing their meagre salaries 
at the expense of the troops under their command. Individual high 
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officers of state are frequently accused of rapacity and corruption, 
and some of them undoubtedly made vast fortunes. But they were 
less dependent on judicial bribery and blackmail and fiscal extor
tion. They derived their illicit profits rather from their patronage 
-they were the normal recipients of suffragia-'J.nd from gifts from 
the crown, on which they could readily press their claims. 73 

It cannot be said that the officers who administered the empire 
and commanded its armies were wisely chosen. In selecting men 
to fill the highest posts the emperors normally exercised some care, 
though even here they were too liable to prefer the claims of 
noble birth to ability and experience. In the lower grade appoint
ments no system of selection was ever worked out and as a result 
interest or bribery became the normal means of gaining a post. 
In the army the initial grant of commissions seems to have been 
almost as haphazard, though never as systematically corrupt, as 
that of the minor civilian posts, but since promotion as a rule went 
by merit, some encouragement was given to efficient junior officers, 
who could hope to rise in the service. On the civilian side the 
empire never developed an administrative service which would 
have provided a life career and regular promotion for its members. 
Since their prospects of promotion, if they were ambitious, de
pended less on their administrative record than on the favour of 
great men, they naturally avoided making powerful enemies by a 
too rigid enforcement of the law, and strove to win patrons by 
compliance with their requests. If they merely hoped to retire with 
a higher rank in the official hierarchy and a larger fortune, they 
had equal reason to placate the great men whose interests were for 
the time being dependent on their authority. It followed that the 
imperial government found them very unreliable instruments for 
enforcing its commands, when these conflicted with the interests 
of those who possessed influence or money. 

To carry his instructions to the provincial and diocesan authori
ties, and to praetorian prefects and magistri mi!itum who were at a 
distance, the emperor had his corps of couriers, the agentes in rebus. 
For more delicate missions, which required an agent of greater 
authority, he made use of the tribunes and notaries or the domestici 
et protectores (or later the scribones), or of his domestic staff, the 
silentiaries or the cubicularii. The principal administrative officers, 
the praetorian prefects, for instance, and the comites sacrarum !argi
tionum, had their own regular couriers ( mittendarii), who formed a 
department of their of!icia. Minor officers used their ordinary 
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officials for sending dispatches. All could in varying degrees make 
use of the public post for their messengers. The emperor. n.aturally 
had unlimited rights over the post, and so had the praetonan pre
fects, issuing warrants on their own authoritJ;. The comites sacrarum 
fargitionum and rei privatae could also obtam warrant~ ~?enever 
they required them: O~her officers were, .bY: a system m1tlated by 
J ulian, rationed, be1ng 1ssued each year a limJted number of annual 
warrants. From the Notitia Dignitatum we know that in the East 
magistri mi/itum had fifteen (with a special allowance of twenty-~ve 
to the master of the soldiers of the East), duces normally five (with 
a special allowance for more important. commands lik~ ~{Sypt,. or 
special danger points like MesopotamJa). On the c1v1lian. s1de 
vicars apparently had twelve and proconsuls four. Ordmary 
governors according to Julian's rules were to have two, ?ne. for 
internal use in their province only, and one for commurucatJOns 
with the emperor.74 

• 

Despite the very heavy outlay on the "!'rsus ve!ox. ~ommuruca
tion between the comitatus and the outlymg authorltles was not 
strikingly rapid, to judge by the rather meagre dat.a p:ovided .by 
the Theodosian Code. There are about fifty constitutions which 
record both the place and date at which t?ey were 'giv~n' (~ata); 
that is signed by the emperor, and at which they were rece1ved 
(accepta) or 'posted' (proposita) for the public to read, or 'read' 
(fecta) to the senate. The interval between these dates was con
sumed not only by the couriers' travelling time, but by bureau
cratic delays, which might be considerable. Th~ :nachine some
times worked swiftly: thus a law given by Valentlnlan III at Rome 
on 26 December 446 was received by the praetorian prefect of 
Italy who was also at Rome, on the 27th and posted in Trajan's 
Fo~ on the 28th. But another law of Valentinian III given at 
Ravenna on 20 February 441 was not officially received by the 
praetorian prefect in the same town until 14 March, and there are 
other instances of delays of a fortnight or three weeks when the 
document had merely to go from one office to another in the s~me 
town. Such dilatoriness no doubt accounts for the long tJme 
apparently taken by very short journeys; it could not have taken 
over a month for an agens in rebus to travel from Nicomedia to 
Constantinople, but a law issued in the former city on 26 June was 
not received at the latter until 31 July.75 

On occasion comJ1mnication could be quick. When on the 
death. of Pope Zosimus at the end of 41 8 a dispute aros~ over the 
election of his successor, Symmachus, the prefect of the CJty, wrote 
to the emperor on 29 December. Honorius replied from Ravenna 
five days later on 3 January, and Symmachus, having acted on his 
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instructions, wrote again only five days later on 8 January. At a 
later stage in the dispute an imperial letter was dated at Ravenna on 
3 Aptil and received at Rome on 8 April. Such despatch was very 
unusual. One constitution got from Milan to Rome in twelve 
days, but three weeks or a month or six weeks are also recorded 
for this journey. A remarkable performance is four weeks between 
the signing of a law in Milan (rr April) and its being read to the 
senate of Constantinople (9 May). On the other hand, a law signed 
by Cons tan tine at Constantinople on 2 5 July did not reach Hispalis 
in Spain until 18 April the following year; something must have 
gone seriously wrong here, for another law signed by Constantine 
at Sardica on 4. December took only three months to arrive at 
Corduba. Very serious delays might be imposed by a sea passage, 
particularly in winter, when navigation was normally suspended. 
Owing to the methodical habits of the proconsular officium of Africa 
we have relatively abundant data on this question. On one occasion 
a constitution signed at Sirmium on the Danube on 17 April was 
received at Carthage on 18 May, which shows what could be done 
in favourable weather conditions. But constitutions given in the 
autunm, whether at Milan, Paris, Trier or Constantinople, prac
tically never reached Africa till the following spring or early 
summer.76 

In view of the slowness of communications the administration 
of the empire was centralised to a fantastic degree. It is under
standable that all high-grade appointments down to provincial 
governor, and all officers' commissions down to tribunes of units, 
should have to be signed by the emperor personally. But it would 
hardly seem necessary that the curator, defensor and other principal 
magistrates of every city should receive their letters of appoint
ment from the central government and have their appointment 
confirmed by it. In the civil service also the control of appoint
ments was highly centralised. It was the rule that all officials of the 
upper and middle grade magistrates, down to vicariani, duciani and 
thesaurenses, must receive their probatoriae from the sacra scrinia, and 
one law even enacts that not only initial appointments but promo
tions must all be subject to the control of the central government. 
The recruitment of the army was apparently not so rigorously 
centralised, until Zeno insisted that the probatoriae of soldiers should 
no longer, as had hitherto been customary, be issued by the magistri 
militum and duces, but only 'by our divinity'. 77 

The administration of justice was also excessively centralised. 
Constantine went so far as to order all provincial governors to 
forward the records of their courts every six months to the prae
torian prefects for scrutiny. But apart from this probably tern-
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porary aberration the judges of first instance, that is the provincial 
governors, might always, and too often did, refer cases on which 
they had doubt direct to the emperor. Appeals on quite trivial 
issues were regularly allowed to run right up to the praetorian 
prefects or the emperor himself; it was only Justinian who fixed 
a monetary limit below which the judgment of the intermediate 
courts of appeal (the spectabi!es iudices) should be finaJ.78 

The same excessive centralisation prevailed in finance. The 
praetorian prefects prepared the annual indictions, fixing the rates 
of taxation in the dioceses subject to them, but the indiction had 
to be signed by the emperor (who might be a journey of a month 
or more away). In emergencies the prefects were sometimes 
authorised to allow vicars or governors to raise local superindic
tions without previous consent from the emperor, but they were 
usually denied even that degree of discretion. Rebates and remis
sions of tax could be granted by the emperor only: Joshua Sty lites 
tells how, when there was a serious famine, the governor of 
Osrhoene felt it necessary to go up from Edessa to Constantinople 
personally to secure a remission for his province. Arrears similarly 
could be written off only by imperial constitution: in 401 Honorius 
ordered all provincial governors to send in full returns showing 
the arrears standing in the name of every taxpayer for the eight 
years 387-95 in order that the government might decide which to 
remit.79 

Another law, issued by Valentinian I, illustrates the extremes to 
which centralisation could go in finance. Landlords of Mrican 
estates resident in Italy had been delaying the transmission of the 
corn supply to Rome by their dilatoriness in paying their tax. The 
difficulty had to be referred to Valentinian, who was at Paris, and 
his instructions, issued on r8 October, did not reach Africa until 
the r 7 January following. He ordered that the office of the vicar 
of Mrica should prepare annual returns of defaulters, collate these 
with the records of the praefecti annonae of Africa and of Rome 
(which meant at least two sea voyages), and having reached agreed 
figures forward them to the praetorian prefect of Italy (who was 
likely at this period to be at Sirmium or somewhere on the Danube) 
and to the emperor himself (who might be at Paris or Trier). How 
such returns, which would take months to prepare and months to 
reach the praetorian prefect and the emperor, after which yet more 
months would elapse before their instructions could reach Africa, 
would assist in filling the granaries of Rome meantime, it is hard 
to see.80 

These are special cases, but they are typical of the routine of the 
financial administration. It was part of the normal procedure that 
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the ojficia of provincial governors sent in to the praetorian prefec
ture and the comitatus detailed financial returns every four months 
(quadrimenstrua brevia), showing how much tax had been collected 
an~ how much remained outstanding and how much had been 
prud ?ut loc_ally; these retur~s ~ad, according to a law of 410, to 
contam deta!!s of any levy (dtscnptio) for local purposes. Duces had 
also to send m four-monthly returns of rations issued to the troops 
uncle~ ~heir COJ:?~and to the J?raetorian prefecture, who collated 
t~e ctvll an:J rmhtary reports: m 393, in order to avoid the exces
sive delays mvolved, the ducal ojficia were ordered to collate their 
returns with those of the provincial ojficia before transmission to 
t~e prefectu~e .. Th.is rigid chec~ three times a year was only prac
ticable for ltmttanet, who occup1ed fixed stations. For comitatenses 
there was ar; annual check. ~~e magistri mi!itum, by a law of 398, 
~ad to send m to t~e sacra scrtnta before the beginning of the indic
tlon returns of ration strengths, and the praetorian prefects had to 
check issues against these. sr 

Centralisation increased with the course of time. There was a 
growing tendenc3: for the ?igher authoritie~ tC: interfere directly in 
the sp~eres of thet~ subordinates. The provmc1al governor, instead 
o~ leav~g the cunal _officers C?f each city to collect its taxes, used 
~Is officials to deal with ~ec~lc!trant taxpayers. Vicariani interfered 
In the work of the provmc1al office, and above all the officials of 
the . ~entral financial mi~strie~, the prae.torian prefectures, the 
!argtftones and the res prtvata, Intervened m the provinces. This 
abuse had already begun when Ju!ian became Caesar. He en
deavoured to show that. such interference was not only unnecessary 
but harmful by allow~ng the . curia!es of one province, Belgica 
Secunda, to collect their tax Without interference from provincial 
officials or praefectiani (there was no vicar of the Gauls, as the pre
fect was on the spot): and he proved his point by getting in the 
full sum due. 

Despit~ t.his the practice continued ~nd became regular. Every 
year p~lattnt were sent. ou~. to each provmce from the !argitiones and 
res pn~ata, and canomcam from th~ prefectu~es, to supervise the 
collection of th~ revenues belon(SI?S to their respective depart
ments, and despite frequent proh1b1t1ons these pa!atini and canoni
carii as regularly intervened-to their great personal profit-in the 
actual. 'York of co!lection. The auditing of local accounts-especi
ally civic and reg1m~ntal accounts-by discussores (?.oyo6hat) sent 
out from the praetonan prefecture also grew commoner in the fifth 
and sixth centuries. When these officials, like the pa!atini and canoni
cari!, abuse~ .their powers .for their private profit, the only remedy 
which Justlman could devise was to order that they should be dis-
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patched only by his personal warrant. And when he found that 
such warrants were none the less issued without his knowledge, he 
authorised the civic authorities to send to Constantinople and 
verify the credentials of an auditor. 82 

Another instance of centralised control was the practice whereby 
central officials were sent out to be the heads of diocesan and other 
outlying offices. Throughout the empire the senior members of the 
corps of the agentes in rebus served as principes in the offices of the 
praetorian and urban prefects and of vicars and other officers of 
equivalent rank. In the East the same system was applied to comites 
rei militaris and duces. In the West, from Sti!icho's rime at any rate, 
officials of the magistri militum praesentales were annually sent out 
to serve not only as principes but as commentarienses and numerarii in 
the provincial military o/}icia. Other departments followed the 
same practice. In the East an official of the res privata served as 
princeps to the comes domorum in Cappadocia, in the West officials of 
the urban and praetorian prefectures became principes in the pro
vincial offices. 83 

It may be asked how far this elaborate centralised machine was 
successful in enabling the emperor to control the empire and to 
enforce his commands throughout his dominions. In some aspects 
it was, by and large, remarkably successful. Though the collection 
was often slow and incomplete, and arrears had periodically to be 
written off, the bulk of the revenue came in. Recruits were levied, 
and the armies were fed and clothed and armed and paid. Order 
was on the whole maintained, and the judgments of the courts 
were executed. Overt defiance of the government was rare, and 
was usually repressed without difficulty, if the government acted 
firmly. Military commanders very rarely rebelled, and were even 
more rarely successful in the end. There were periodical riots in 
Rome and Constantinople and in Alexandria, Antioch, Thessalonica 
and the other great cities of the empire, but a resolute display of 
force soon quelled them. Rural rebellions were rarer but more 
difficult to repress. The Bacaudae did for brief periods expel the 
agents of the government from parts of Gaul and make themselves 
independent, but this is unique. The Donatists carried on a 
guerrilla warfare for centuries against the government-supported 
catholic clergy, and at times against catholic landowners. The 
Monophysite population of Egypt and Syria also resisted the efforts 
of the government to impose a catholic clergy on them, often to 
the point of civil disorders. But both continued to pay their taxes 
and obey the government in all other respects. 

EFFICIENCY 

It is none the less clear that on some issues the government was 
unable to enforce its will effectively. Its religious persecutions 
were very inefficient. Despite severe penal laws paganism sur
vived, and was in some areas overtly practised for two centuries 
and more after it had been officially banned. Not only did Donatism 
survive three centuries of persecution, but many minor sects as 
stubbornly resisted the extinction decreed by the imperial govern
ment. One reason for this failure was probably that the provincial 
governors, on whom the execution of the laws depended, had not 
their heart in the task, and offered passive resistance. Gratian in 
an angry letter to Aquilinus, the vicar of the city, makes this point 
explicit. Despite instructions given to Aquilinus' predecessor 
Simplicius, a turbulent prelate named Florentius, expelled from 
Puteoli fifteen years ago, had again been causing trouble, 'relying 
of course on the inactivity of our governors, who pay more atten
tion to private influence than to imperial commands, and because 
perhaps they themselves neglect it, patiently allow the religion 
which we rightly venerate to suffer disturbance. . . . The passive 
connivance of governors must stop, the supine inertia of the 
officials must, I repeat, be brought to an end.'84 

Emperors are not usually so frank in revealing their impotence, 
but the fantastic penalties with which they often threaten governors 
and their o/Jicia who may connive at breaches of their commands 
are almost as revealing of their helplessness in face of the interested 
inertia of their agents, whether such inertia was due to their per
sonal sympathies, to their desire to conciliate local opinion and in 
particular to win the favour of local magnates, or to bribery. 

The story of the Egyptian village Aphrodito may serve to illus
trate the impotence of the central government. Aphrodito had 
obtained from the emperor Leo the privilege of autopragia, the 
right, that is, to collect its own taxes and pay them direct to the 
provincial governor. Despite this the pagarch of Antaeopolis, the 
city within whose territory the village lay, continued to extort 
taxes from its inhabitants. Eventually they gave their village to the 
divina domus of the empress Theodora, who they evidently hoped 
would protect her own tenants. In 547 came a crisis: a certain 
'most magnificent Theodosius' collected the taxes of the village 
but failed to pay them into the provincial treasury, and the pagarch 
of Antaeopo!is threatened to make Aphrodito pay a second time. 
The inhabitants sent a delegation to Constantinople, led by the 
local notary, Dioscorus. Dioscorus seems to have left no stone 
unturned. Unfortunately Theodora had recently died, but he went 
to the curator divinae domus, who wrote for him a polite but firm 
semi-official letter (the original is preserved) to the dux of the 
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Thebaid, telling him that 'the most magnificent Theodosius' must 
either take responsibility for the villagers and warn off the pagarch 
or pay them back the money he had collected; otherwise the matter 
might be reported to the emperor. Despite this implicit promise 
Dioscorus went on to obtain an imperial order, and to lend this 
greater weight, secured from a high officer of state another semi
official letter to the dux advising him to give the matter his atten
tion (the original is again preserved, but the signature has perished). 
After ail these efforts Dioscorus might have hoped for success. 
But three years later he had to go to Constantinople a second time 
and secure a second imperial order. We do not know if 'the most 
magnificent Theodosius' and his friend the dux eventually obeyed 
the emperor's commands.85 

It was not oniy vicars and governors who, relying on their dis
tance from the central government, qnietly ignored its orders. Even 
central officials might be as unreliable if sent on distant missions. 
When Porphyry first received an imperial order to close the pagan 
temples of Gaza (which should have been closed years ago), 
Hilarius, a subadiuva of the master of the offices, was appointed to 
execute the decree. He at first made a great show of energy, but 
was soon, according to Porphyry's deacon, Mark, got at by the 
wealthy pagans of Gaza: at any rate the principal temple, that of 
Marnas, continued to function. When the second imperial order 
was secured, Amantius the castrensis was careful to see that a 
zealous Christian, Cynegius, a member of the consistory, was 
appointed executor.ss 

The same basic causes, the natural reluctance of the executive 
officers to enforce measures which they disliked and which would 
involve them in unpleasantness, their subservience to the influence 
of powerful persons adversely affected by the laws, and finaily their 
infinite susceptibility to bribery, militated against the efficient en
forcement of many other types of legislation. When the govern
ment insisted firmly on obedience and was in a position to check 
results, it could enforce its will, provided that its policy did not 
affect the interests of too many persons of influence and wealth. A 
typical and importa.nt case is the revenue. It was easy to check 
whether the correct sums came in, and relatively easy to discover 
who was responsible if they did not. Every member of the adminis
trative machine from the praetorian prefects down to the provincial 
ojjicia knew that any default would be visited upon them. It was 
much less easy to check extortion in collection, and the government, 
though it deplored extortion both on moral grounds and because, 
by squeezing taxpayers to excess, it endangered the revenue, had 
not the same urgent necessity to repress it. Extortion, therefore, 
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was never eradicated despite much legislation. Nor were grants of 
immunity or rebates to influential persons, though these were 
patently deleterious to the interests of the empire. Here the chief 
culprits were the emperors themselves, who despite good intentions 
were incapable of resisting the constatrt barrage of petitions, but 
the venality of the clerks in the central offices, who, despite instruc
tions to the contrary drafted such petitions and presented them for 
signature, also contributed to the abuse. The reckless grants of 
imperial lands and of lands which should have accrued to the crown 
were for the same reasons almost impossible to control. 

The government was equally incapable of enforcing the legisla
tion designed to maintain the city councils. It was regarded as 
vital to the interest of the empire that decurions should be prevented 
from abandoning their hereditary duties, but it was no one's 
interest to enforce the law. Individual decurions wished to escape, 
and their surviving colleagues on the council, nursing the same 
hope for themselves, had no particular wish to stop them. Pro
vincial governors did not like to offend influential decurions or 
their still more influential patrons, and could profit financially by 
turning a blind eye. The clerks of the central ministries were 
always ready, for a consideration, to draft probatoriae or codicils 
whereby decurions could enter the civil service or achieve equestrian 
or senatorial rank. It was extremely difficult, in the absence of 
information, even to keep track of the leakage of decurions from 
the councils into these and other immune classes, and the govern
ment was usually reduced to making periodical purges and round
ups, and had frequently to condone past evasions of the law whole
sale, particularly when the guilty parties were now persons of 
rank and influence. 

The growth of centralisation was mainly due to a well-justified 
distrust of the diocesan and provincial authorities: provincial 
governors in particular were often incompetent, generally too 
compliant to the influence of local magnates, and almost invariably 
venal. It was because they were ignorant of the law, favoured 
important litigants and accepted bribes, that the emperors, despite 
all the practical difficulties involved, insisted on the free right of 
appeal to themselves or their praetorian prefects. The elaborate 
financial checks described above were designed to prevent pecula
tion, dilatory collection and the grant of illicit rebates and re
missions in the provinces. But the policy of centralisation was also 
promoted and maintained in their own interests by the palatine 
ministries. Agentes in rebus were no doubt originally sent out as 
principes in order to keep watch over the magistrates to whom they 
were attached: but they thereby acquired very profitable jobs 
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which became a vested interest jealously guarded by the corps. 
The practice of sending out palatini and canonicarii to the provinces 
no doubt also began as an attempt to speed up revenue collection, 
but became a great source of profit to the clerks of the central 
ministries, who tenaciously resisted efforts to abolish and curtail 
it. The insistence of the central government on keeping in its own 
hands the issue of probatoriae was partly dictated by its desire to 
check the growth of the civil service, but was also stimulated by 
the interest of the sacra scrinia in maintaining and increasing their 
fees. 

The excessive centralisation which developed from these causes 
defeated its own object. In the judicial sphere the central courts of 
appeal were congested with business, and the long delays and 
heavy expenses imposed on the appellants proved a virtual denial of 
justice to any but the wealthy. In finance and general administra
tion centralised control impos~d serious delays and demanded an 
ever-increasing bulk of paper work and a corresponding increase in 
the number of clerks to deal with it. The machine tended always 
to work more slowly and to become more expensive tp run. 
Moreover more and more routine work was piled on the central 
ministers and above all on the emperor himself. It would have 
been impossible for the most conscientious emperor to read all the 
papers that he was expected to sign, and he was thus placed at 
the mercy of his ministers and clerks, who, as many imperial con
stitutions testify, unscrupulously exploited their opportunities to 
obtain his signature for documents contravening the regulations 
which he had himself enacted. 

Theodosius II, when he endeavoured to suppress petitions for 
grants of land, threatened the comes rei privatae and the quaestor 
with his direst displeasure if, despite the new law, the one allowed 
petitions to be drawn up or admitted them if lodged, and the other 
endorsed them or answered them. Not content with this he menaced 
the palatini of the res privata and the memoriales of the quaestor with 
confiscation of their property if they drew up or issued the docu
ments or took action upon them. Valentinian III found that he 
had been granting pardons to murderers without his own know
ledge or even that of his quaestor, and threatened the tnagistri 
scriniorum and memoriales concerned with dire penalties. Such threats 
were unavailing, and emperors were not infrequently obliged to 
announce in their laws that rescripts contrary to their provisions, 
even if they bore their own signature, were invalid. 87 

CHAPTER XIII 

FINANCE 

THE financial.structure of the later empire seems gratuitously 
complicated. There were three independent departments, 
that of the praetorian prefects, the sacrae largitiones and the res 

privata, each responsible directly to the emperor and each with its 
own revenues, treasury and administrative staff. The reasons for 
this state of affairs were largely historical. From the beginning of 
the Principate a distinction had been drawn in accounting, if not 
in administration, between the public revenues which the emperor 
controlled and his private income, arising from his personal 
property, his patrimonium. The patrimonium had grown in bulk 
and had come to be regarded as crown property, and Septimius 
Severus organised it as a separate department, with its own adminis
trative staff in the provinces. At the same time he founded a new 
department, the res privata, likewise with its own provincial staff, 
to manage his own personal property and the numerous estates 
confiscated from his opponents which he added to it. Later the res 
privata absorbed the patrimonium, and the magister rei privatae thus 
came to control all imperial property, with which was classed, it 
would seem, whatever was left of the old public lands of the Roman 
people. He was an important minister, but ranked lower than, and 
was perhaps subordinate to, the rationalis rei summae, who adminis
tered the public revenues, that is the taxes, and was responsible for 
the mints and the mines. 

In the great inflation of the third century the real value of the 
tax revenue dwindled and the government was forced to rely more 
and more on requisitions in kind to feed and clothe the troops and 
the civil service, and to maintain public works and other necessary 
services, such as the post. These requisitions were made by the 
provincial governors on the instructions of the praetorian prefect, 
as quartermaster general of the army. The result was that the 
office of rationalis rei summae sank iri importance. He still controlled 
the mints and the mines, and collected what remained of the old 
money taxes, together with new levies of bullion. But these did 
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not go far to meet the expenses of the empire. The praetorian pre
fect became de facto the chief minister of finance now that the 
revenue was largely collected in kind. This position was regularised 
by Diocletian when he converted the hitherto spasmodic requisi
tions into an annually assessed levy, the indiction, for which the 
praetorian prefects were responsible. With the re-establishment of 
a sound gold currency, taxation in kind was gradually commuted 
for gold; but the financial structure of the empire had now 
hardened, and the distinction between the res summa, or as it was 
now called, the sacrae largitiones, and the financial department of 
the praetorian prefects was perpetuated, though its raison d'ttre 
had vanished. 

The main functions of the res privata were to administer and 
collect the rents of all land and house property which belonged to 
the state, and to claim for the state and incorporate all property 
which lapsed to it. It also handled sales and grants of crown 
property to individuals, and payments from its treasury in cash. 
The head of the department, the magister or rationa!is, or, as he was 
from the reign of Constantine or shortly afterwards regularly called, 
comes rei privatae, was a member of the emperor's comitatus, who 
followed him on all his journeys. He was served by an o/]icium of 
clerks, known as privatiani, or more usually by the vague style of 
palatini. The organisation of the o/}icium, which was identical in 
the Eastern and Western parts, is set out in the Notitia Dignitatum. 
It was divided into five bureaux or scrinia. The first scrinium, that of 
the exceptores, had general clerical duties. The functions of the 
others are described as beneficia, canones, securitates and privatae largi
tiones. These titles are not very illuminating. Canones should mean 
rents and securitates receipts, and it is difficult to see how the func
tions of these two scrinia were differentiated. Perhaps one was 
responsible for letting properties and setting their rents, and the 
other for issuing receipts for rents and thus checking that they 
were regularly collected. The scrinium of privatae !argitiones pre
sumably dealt with issues of money from the treasury, and that 
of beneficia with grants of land. In the West there was a comes 
privatarum largitionum, not a member of the o/ficium, but at the dis
position of the comes rei privatae: how he fitted into the organisa
tion is not clear.1 

Besides its central staff the department had its representatives in 
the dioceses and provinces of the empire. Those of the highest 
grade were originally styled magistri, but from the time of Con
stantine came to be called rationales rei privatae. They possessed 
judicial powers and had their own staffs of Caesariani. The Notitia 
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Dignitatum gives a full list of them for the Western parts, and 
from the list it appears that there was one for each diocese. Two 
additional rqtionales. who break t~e sympe~ry o£ t~e sc?em.e a_t;pear 
to be later Innovations. In Afnca there ·Js a rattona!ts ret prtvatae 
jundorum domus divinae, whose function will be discussed later. 
Sicily also has its own rationalis; he appears to be the upgraded 
procurator of the province, who also figures lower in the list. In 
the East the Notitia gives no details, but it may be presumed that 
the rationales rei privatae were each responsible for a diocese. From 
other sources we know that Egypt had its own magister privatae 
while it was still part of the diocese of Oriens; he still bore this 
title when all his colleagues had become rationales in the middle of 
the fourth century. 2 

Below the magistri or rationales came the procuratores, an obscure 
class. In the Eastern parts the Notitia mentions only procuratores 
sa/tuum, responsible for the large estates, or rather conglomerations 
of estates, known as saltus. There certainly were others: in Egypt 
the papyri show that there was a procurator of imperial lands for 
each city. In the West the Notitia gives a short list which has 
several puzzling features. One procurator is responsible, if the 
text is correct, for Italy, which already has its diocesan rationalis; 
another for Sicily, which also has a rationalis. It has already been 
suggested that in the second case the procurator may have been 
upgraded to rationalis, and the old entry not deleted. The same 
may apply to Italy, which did not originally rank as a separate 
diocese, and may therefore not have had a rationa!is but a procura
tor. There is also a procurator for the city of Rome, and another 
for the suburbicarian regions, but with the additional title 'of the 
estates of J ulianus'. He presumably managed not all the lands in 
the suburbicarian diocese but the estates within the area which had 
belonged either to Julian the Apostate or to Didius Julianus, the 
wealthy senator who bought the throne after the death of Pertinax. 
The rationa!is of the Suburbicarian diocese had a similar responsi
bility for the pars Faustinae, the estates either of Constantine's or 
Marcus Aurelius' wife.3 

The other procurators in the list are named after provinces, 
Dalmatia, Savia, Sequanica with Germania Prima, Mauretania 
Sitifensis, and Apulia and Calabria: in the last case with the addit
ional title 'of the saltus Carminianensis'. The list can hardly be ex
haustive, for in the Codes the procurator is not infrequently men
tioned as the normal local representative of the res privata, and the 
department must have owned property in every province. The 
Notitia probably only lists those of superior rank, perfectissimi 
perhaps. The system was evidently based on a mixture of two 
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principles, the regional grouping of estates by provinces, and the 
maintenance as administrative units of large conglomerations of 
estates, often scattered over a wide area, which had belonged to one 
owner. One such conglomeration, the confiscated lands of Gildo 
in the Mrican diocese, was so important that its superintendent 
held the title of comes and ranked above the rationa!es of the dioceses. 4 

Below the procurators were the actores rei privatae. They are 
frequently mentioned in the Codes as the officials on the spot, who 
are held responsible for the enforcement of the law on the imperial 
lands. They must have been numerous-a constitution of Valens 
shows that in the single province of Asia there were many-and 
presumably each was responsible for a small group of estates. 5 

In both halves of the empire the res privata possessed a transport 
service of its own, the bastaga privata, directed by praepositi. In the 
West, by an anomaly of unknown origin, it controlled two weaving 
mills, at Treveri and Vivarium. in Gaul; all other state textile fac
tories were under the sacrae !argitiones. In the East the Notitia 
records praepositi of herds and stables. These were presumably the 
managers of the imperial stud farms, where famous breeds of 
racehorses, such as the equi Pa!mati and Hermogeniani, were raised: 
the former came from a farm in Cappadocia. 6 

It might have been expected that this great hierarchy of officials 
could have coped unaided with the administration of the res 
privata. Down to the reigns of Valentinian and Valens it did so, 
but thereafter provincial governors were often expected to collect 
the rents, not always with satisfactory results. In 3 82 arrears had 
reached such staggering proportions in the regions of the East that 
Theodosius I ordered the collection of imperial rents to be trans
ferred from the provincial governors to the rationa!es: the same 
change was ordered in the West by Valentinian II and again by 
Honorius in 397· None the less in 394 the ojjicium of the comes 
Orientis was collecting rents in that diocese, and in 395 and 399 in 
the West and in 408 in the East we find provincial governors col
lecting the rents under the supervision of pa!atini sent down from 
the central office. This remained the rule in the West. In the East 
the .later practice is uncertain, for the Code of Justinian reproduces 
both laws which lay the duty of collecting the rents on the rationa!is 
and laws which make the provincial governor responsible. 7 

The res privata had grown by the gradual accumulation of 
property from a variety of sources. Its nucleus was formed by the 
estates pf the successive families, many of them extremely rich, 
who occupied the imperial throne. To this nucleus were added 
the properties bequeathed to successive emperors by their relatives, 
friends and freedmen, and by outsiders. It was common form for 
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all persons of consequence, and many more who wished to be 
thought such, to remember the emperor in their wills, and the flow 
of legacies and bequests was under the Principate constant and 
considerable. In addition to these private sources the emperors 
also began from an early date to claim for their patrimony lands 
which by law should have gone to the Roman state. Estates of 
condemned felons (bona damnatorum ), especially of traitors, were at 
first in individual cases, and later as a general rule, assigned to the 
emperor: when, as often, the traitors were wealthy senators, the 
areas added to the imperial domains were vast. The estates of 
persons dying intestate without heirs (bona vacantia) also came to be 
generally claimed by the emperor; Diocletian finally abolished the 
right which certain cities claimed to the bona vacantia of their 
citizens. Finally the res privata received bona caduca, estates which 
had, in contravention of Augustus' legislation, been left to un
married or childless persons: owing to the prevalence of childless 
marriages among the aristocracy this also proved a profitable source. 

The imperial patrimony had also, it would seem, some time in 
the course of the Principate absorbed what remained of the public 
lands of the Roman people, the areas confiscated when rebellious 
communities had been destroyed or mulcted of a part of their 
territory, and the former royal lands of annexed kingdoms. Con
stantine incorporated in the res privata the lands of the pagan gods 
throughout the empire and Constantius II confiscated the estates 
owned by the cities. Julian restored their property to the gods and 
to the cities, but Valentinian and Valens confiscated them anew; a 
third of the civic lands was subsequently retroceded to the cities. 8 

As a resu.lt of more than three centuries of accumu.lation the 
properties of the res privata must by the end of the third century 
have been very extensive and very widely scattered. Countless 
small bequests, escheats and forfeitures had brought in to the crown 
a farm here and a house there, and the larger properties which 
accrued to the res privata normally consisted of groups of estates, 
often dispersed over several provinces. After the confiscation of 
the temple and civic estates there can hardly have been a city in the 
empire within whose territory the res privata had not some property. 
The density of crown property was however uneven, and in some 
provinces there were large concentrations of imperial land. The 
senatorial aristocracy had from an early date begun to consolidate 
great estates in Italy and the home provinces, notably Sicily and 
Africa, and by inheritance, escheat or confiscation many of these 
had accrued to the crown. In the province of Africa in particular 
the emperors had early acquired a vast domain. According to a 
return made in 422 the imperial lands in Africa Proconsularis corn-
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prised I 4, 702 centuriae and those in Byzacena I 5,07 5. The gross 
areas of the two provinces, as nearly as they can be calculated, were 
8o,ooo and IOO,ooo centuriae respectively. The imperial lands there
fore comprised about I 8· 5 per cent of the area of Proconsularis 
and I 5 per cent of that of Byzacena; and, seeing that both pro
vinces, especially the latter, included large areas of mountain and 
desert, must have represented a much higher proportion of the 
cultivable area. In the East there were also a number of large 
blocks of imperial land, regiones, tractus and saltus, which were not 
in the territory of any city. Many of them are recorded in Bithynia, 
Cappadocia and Palestine, and they were probably in the main the 
old royal lands of these and other minor kingdoms. In the sixth 
century the greater part of the province of Cappadocia Prima 
belonged to the crown.9 

It is impossible to gauge the total area of the res privata, or the 
proportion of the land of the empire owned by the crown, taking 
into account both the large blocks of imperial property and the 
multitude of small scattered holdings. For the latter we have only 
one piece of evidence. In the Syrian city of Cyrrhus out of 6z,ooo 
iuga IO,ooo (I6 per cent) were imperial in the middle of the fifth 
century. If this were a typical case, the proportion of crown land 
to private land throughout the empire would have been as high 
as in Africa. But Cyrrhus may well have been exceptional: it was 
the home town of A vidius Cas si us, a wealthy senator who rebelled 
against Marcus Aurelius, and whose estates were confiscated. IO 

The lands confiscated from the temples (fundi iuris templorum) 
and from the cities (fundi iuris reipub!icae) are often alluded to in the 
Codes as separate categories within the res privata. Special rules 
were from time to time applied to the management of these two 
categories, and to the disposal of their revenues, and it would seem 
that they must have been listed in separate schedules. The Codes 
also appear sometimes to distinguish the estates of the patrimony 
(jundipatrimoniales), the old crown property organised as a separate 
department by Septimius Severus, from those of the res privata, the 
new department which he created and into which subsequent acqui
sitions flowed. On this point, however, the language of the laws is 
normally very vague and ambiguous, and no practical distinction 
can be discerned between patrimonium and res privata in the narrower 
sense. It seems likely that the distinction, if it was preserved at all, 
had become of historical interest only, and that the imperial drafts
men cqntinued to use the two terms-and many others, such as 
domus nostra-merely to enrich the store of synonyms which 
rhetorical elegance demanded. n 

The administration of the vast and scattered estates of the crown 
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was a complicated and exacting task. The res privata seems very 
rarely to have attempted to manage its lands directly. In the domus 
divina of Cappadocia Justinian in the thirteenth Novel depicts an 
elaborate hierarchy of officials, thirteen magistri, each responsible 
for one 'house', and under them procuratores, tractatores and 
exactores, the last of whom collected their rents from the cultiva
tors. Such an organisation was evidently, however, exceptional. 
In one other law only, issued by Valens in 367, do we hear of 
officials (arcarii) collecting rents from the actual working tenants 
who cultivated the soil, the coloni, and this law may also refer to 
the Cappadocian estates. As a general rule the res privata, like 
large landlords of private station, leased an estate (j_undus) or block 
of estates (massa) as a whole to a contractor or head tenant (conduc
tor).I2 

Some estates were leased on short term, probably for the five
year period (!ustrum) normal in all such contracts. In such a case 
the conductor was liable to be ejected in favour of a rival bidder who 
offered a higher rent, unless he were prepared to pay as much, in 
which case the sitting tenant had the preference. This system of 
rackrenting would seem to be most profitable to the crown, but it 
had its disadvantages. It involved a great deal of administrative 
work. It was not always easy to find reliable tenants who would 
accept leases on such precarious terms, and tenants were tempted 
to exhaust their estates and leave them in a derelict condition. The 
government found it politic therefore to grant perpetual or em
phyteutic leases.I3 

The two terms, ius perpetuum and ius empf?yteuticum, originally, it 
would seem, had different meanings. The latter was strictly a lease 
of derelict land which the lessee undertook to put back into good 
order: he usually received remission or reduction of rent for the 
first few years, after which he paid a fixed sum; in private leases of 
this type the tenure was not always perpetual, but might be for a 
term of lives. A perpetual lease, on the other hand, did not involve 
any improvement of the land, and was, as its name implies, for all 
time, passing by inheritance or by will and being alienable by sale 
or gift. The two terms, however, had become interchangeable by 
the end of the fourth century at latest in the administrative practice 
and terminology of the res privata. Crown emphyteutic leases were 
always granted in perpetuity, with full powers of alienation, and 
were not restricted to derelict land. Eventually, in the sixth cen
tury, emphyteutic came to be the term for any perpetual lease of 
crown land and the term ius perpetuum became obsolete in the 
East.I4 

Emphyteutic or perpetual leases were already common in Con
BE 
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stantine's reign, and became progressively more widespread. Not 
only was land which had been neglected and gone out of cultiva
tion under short-term tenancies let to emphyteutic lessees, but as a 
general policy perpetual leases were favoured. Thus Honorius en
acted that all the former civic lands (fundi Juris reipublicae) should be 
auctioned and let on perpetual leases to those who offered the 
highest rents. The result was that the greater part of the lands of 
the res privata came to be held on perpetual tenures. In Ostrogothic 
Italy the only revenue which the comes rei privatae controlled was, 
according to Cassiodorus, that arising de perpetuario iure .15 

This state of affairs caused some embarrassment to the emperors, 
as it restricted their power of making grants of imperial land. It 
was also inhibiting to those who desired to acquire leases of im
perial land, and were prepared to pay higher rents for them than 
their perpetual tenants. Under these two pressures the sanctity of 
perpetual leases was often infringed. The emperors had frequently 
to issue stringent orders that so long as perpetual leaseholders paid 
the rent which had been originally fixed, they were not to be 
ejected, even in favour of those who had obtained grants from the 
crown, and that their rents were not to be increased, even if rival 
applicants offered higher sums.1s 

The situation is well summed up by Valentinian III. 'The estates 
of our patrimony, if they shall once be, or have already been, allo
cated on a perpetual lease to anyone, either by our command or by 
the authority of the illustrious count of the private treasury, ought 
not to be transferred to another perpetual tenant. We clearly de
clare by this edict that an estate is never to be transferred from a 
perpetual tenant, even if the emperor has in response to a petition 
or of his own motion granted it to another.' There follow penalties 
for the comes rei privatae if he passed such grants. 'The estate will 
not be leased to another, even if he outbid the tenant by a huge 
increase of rent. The perpetual tenant is to be secure under his 
perpetual lease by the strength of the public contract, and to under
stand that it cannot be taken from him or from his descendants, or 
from those to whom it has passed or may pass by hereditary suc
cession or by gift or by sale or by any other title.'17 

The emperor then reveals the difficulty of his situation. 'Since 
imperial munificence must not be altogether excluded, the emperor 
will, if he wish, give an estate of his patrimony to the tenant who 
holds it on a perpetual lease, whether he obtained it himself or 
succeeded to it by any title whatsoever. For he thereby concedes 
his own rent, and his liberality, which desires that a perpetual 
tenant be called a freeholder, does no harm to another. Further
more if anyone has obtained an estate not on a perpetual lease but 
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for a limited tenure from the illustrious count of the private 
estates, there will be no obstacle to the imperial munificence if he 
should wish to transfer by gift to another what the one has leased 
for a limited time.'ls 

Despite such good resolutions by successive emperors the posi
tion of an emphyteutic or perpetual lessee remained in practice 
somewhat precarious. He was still in law a conductor and as such 
liable to summary ejection if he failed to pay his rent punctually, 
and the land which he leased was still entered on the books of the 
res privata as imperial property, and therefore might by the inad
vertence of the office (usually no doubt induced by influence or 
bribery) be granted to another. It was no doubt to remove the 
qualms of prospective lessees that the imperial government in
vented a new form of tenure, ius privatum salvo canone. Under this 
the land became the private property of the grantee, subject to a 
perpetual rent charge. The practical difference does not seem to 
have been great. The conductor on becoming dominus of the land 
gained unrestricted control of it; he could, for instance, manumit 
slaves attached to it, which he had hitherto been forbidden to do, 
such slaves having been imperial property. But his principal gain 
was security of tenure. As Valentinian I proclaimed in 368, the 
grantees under the new scheme could not fear summary ejection 
for non-payment of rent, since they were the owners of their land: 
if they fell into arrears on their rent charge, distraint would be 
made on their other property, and only if they went bankrupt 
would the land be resumed by the crown. ID 

V alentinian I perhaps invented this form of tenure. He certainly 
launched it on a large scale, explaining its advantages in detail and 
issuing a general invitation to all his subjects to apply for imperial 
land under the new scheme. It evidently proved popular, for later 
emperors were able to sell lands subject to rent charge, thereby 
making a capital gain as well as maintaining their income. Theo
dosius II in an endeavour to raise funds tried to compel all em
phyteutic patrimonial lessees to purchase their freeholds. The 
campaign was perhaps not a great success, for in 434 he abandoned 
it, and made a free grant of the freehold to all tenants who had not 
yet purchased it, remitting all instalments hitherto unpaid. 2o 

In the time of Constantine the rents of imperial lands were paid 
either in corn or in gold and silver; later payment in gold, or 
occasionally silver, became universal. The rent was annual, and 
might be paid either in one sum or in not more than three instal
ments at the lessee's option at any time within the fiscal year, which 
for this purpose ended on the ides of January. The lessees were also 
liable to the regular land tax, except, it would seem, for a brief 
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period at the end of the reign ?f Constantius II. Th~y ~e;e, how
ever, as compens~tion for thet.r rent, excused supennd~cttons. and 
extraordinary levtes and fordtda munera: ~hey were ltke prtvate 
landowners liable to contnbute to the repatr of roads and bndges. 
They were often excused from.producing re~ruit~, at_ld though ~ey 
paid aurum tironicum, w~en this tax was levted .m lteu .of recrutts, 
their payments under this head were set off agamst thetr rent. 21 

These were valuable privileges which might well be a very 
adequate compen~ation for the rent .. If the land were of good 
quality a lease mtght be a profitable tnvestment, and there often 
seems ;o have been some competition to obtain them. They were 
not disdained by wealthy men. Valentinian I legislated to protect 
the rights of 'men of senatorial fortune, amongst others', who had 
been granted emphyteutic l~ases by his predecessors.' and also c;:n
acted that comites of the conststory should not be requtred to furmsh 
sureties on taking up leases of imperial lands. Not all imperial 
lands had tenants of such high station. The temple and civic lands 
had before their confiscation normally been leased by decurions; 
Valentinian I excluded them in 372. from the former civic lands, 
Theodosius I in 3 8 3 ordered that if willing tenants could not be 
found for temple and civic lands, they should be compulsorily 
allocated to 'their old occupiers, the decurions or whoever else 
they might be'.22 

The res privata continued to receive accessions, and it was p~rt of 
the duties of the department to see that these were duly clatmed 
and incorporated. The emperors still received gifts and bequests: 
several of the estates given by Constantine to the Roman church 
had been donated to him by his subjects. This source may well 
have dwindled in the later empire. as the church became an in
creasingly important rival of the emperor as a legatee. But the 
Byzantine historian Zonaras states that in his ~ay-the t:-velfth 
century-it was still common form (among the anstocracy, lt may 
be presumed) to include in every will a bequest to the treasury, 
and it may be the tradition was continuous.23 

The imperial government renounced its claim to certain cat~
gories of bona vacantia. Constantine ruled that the estate of a navt
cu!arius who died intestate without heirs should pass not to the 
imperial treasury but to his guild, a~d t~os.e of ~ decurion to his 
curia. Constanttus II enacted that m stmilar ctrcumstances the 
estates of soldiers should go to their regiment and those of cohorta!es 
to the provincial ojjicium. Theodosius II allowed the guilds of 
fabricenses to claim the bona vacantia of deceased members, and 
granted to the churches those of their clergy. These concessions 
must have reduced the flow of bo!Ja vacantia, but they left the 
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government's claim to the largest estates, those of senators and 
higher officials, unimpaired.24 

Cases of escheat seem, to judge from the many references in the 
laws, to have been rather frequent under the later empire. This was 
partly because testamentary rules were complicated and rigid, and 
wills could be quashed on technical grounds; Symmachus as pre
fect of the city had to deal with a case of this sort. The increasingly 
disturbed condition of the empire must also have brought in its 
crop of escheats. Many owners must have disappeared without 
trace in the barbarian raids and invasions, whether killed or cap
tured and sold as slaves far from their homes. 25 

Constantine, in deference to Christian sentiment, which applauded 
celibacy and continence, rescinded the clauses of the Lex Papia Pop
paea which penalised the unmarried and childless. The govern
ment's claim to bona caduca in the old sense thus lapsed, but later 
emperors, from Theodosius I onwards, penalised Manichees and 
other heretical sects by forbidding them to make wills or take 
inheritances or legacies, and thus created a new, and no doubt 
profitable, source of caduca. 26 

The most important class of acquisitions in the later, as in the 
earlier, empire was the property of condemned felons. The govern
ment dld not always exact its legal claims. It might, and apparently 
fairly frequently did, restore confiscated property to a condemned 
man or to his heirs as an act of grace. But apart from such indi
vidual favours the later emperors also abated their regular claims 
somewhat. In 3 56 Constantius aliowed the heirs of felons up to 
the third degree, except in cases of treason and magic, to inherit. 
This concession was, however, shortlived, being revoked in 3 58. 
In 364 Valentinian permitted the children of felons to claim their 
fathers' property, except in cases of treason. In 3 8o Theodosius 
enacted complicated rules whereby if a felon were deported he 
himself could retain a sixth, and near relatives a sixth or a third of 
the property, the treasury taking a half or two-thirds, while if he 
were executed his sons and grandsons could claim the whole, and 
his parents or more distant relations smaller portions up to a half: 
treason was again excepted from the law. Later, in 426, the law 
was simplified; henceforth the crown ceded half the property to 
surviving children or grandchildren, except in treason cases. 27 

This exception, which was steadily maintained, was important. 
For it was under this head that the treasury made its greatest hauls, 
the huge properties of great generals or ministers, who like Gildo 
or Heracliatl were really guilty of rebellion, or like Tatian, Rufinus 
or Stilicho were branded as traitors when they fell from power. 
Furthermore the number of offences for which death or deporta-
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cion was the penalty grew steadily, and total or partial confiscation 
of property was frequently imposed as a sanction: thus it was 
frequently enacted that the estate on which some offence was com
mitted-a pagan sacrifice celebrated, a heretical service held, a 
deserter harboured-should be forfeited, if the owner had con
nived at the breach of the law. 28 

By the various concessions mentioned above the government 
somewhat abated the scope of its legal claims; whether the number 
and bulk of claims was greatly reduced is more doubtful. But what 
is abundantly clear is that in practice many potential accessions 
were not incorporated in the res privata, but were snapped up by 
importunate petitioners. The government had no machinery for 
detecting cases of bona caduca and vacantia, and it was left to private 
informers (delatores) to bring them to light. It was also left to in
formers to ferret out cases where crown lands had been usurped or 
improperly retained by private persons. Informers were unpopular, 
and the government, in deference to public protest, frequently de
nounced their activities. They were liable to severe penalties if 
they failed to substantiate their allegations, and also if they made 
a regular business of informing: by a curious rule, laid down in 
3 So, they were liable to the death penalty if they lodged more than 
two valid informations. 29 

Despite these dangers it is clear that informers were very active. 
Their proper course was, according to a law of Constantine, pre
served by Justinian, to bring their information to the advocatus fisci 
of the province, who would then investigate the case and bring 
the crown's claim before the courts. It is evident, however, that 
most informers preferred to sell their information to private per
sons of influence, who thereupon simultaneously reported to the 
res privata that the crown had a claim, and petitioned that the estate 
in question be granted to them. Such petitions seem regularly to 
have been granted, subject to the condition that the petitioner 
must produce the informer in court, and that the alleged claim of 
the crown must be judicially investigated and proved. From the 
frequency with which the emperors had to re-enact these rules it 
would seem that petitioners often occupied the estate forthwith 
without bothering to prove the crown's claim. Petitions were also 
frequently made for bona damnatorum, and frequently granted. This 
was obviously a practice which lent itself to grave abuse: Ammianus 
declares that Constantius II's nervous fear of conspiracies was 
deliberately played upon by the great men of the court, who then 
petitioned for the estates of the alleged traitors. Theodosius I 
placed an absolute ban on petitions for bona damnatorum in 3 So, but 
the government had not the strength of mind to resist the impor-
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tunity of suitors. In 401 it was enacted no petition should be ad
missible until two years after the condemnation, and this rule was 
re-enacted in 42 x. so 

The large volume of legislation on the subject suggests that the 
bulk of potential accessions to the res privata thus passed directly 
into the hands of private suitors. We 1rnow of certain prominent 
exceptions. The vast estates of Gildo and Stilicho were certaiuly 
incorporated in the res privata, and no doubt the crown tended to 
retain such very large estates which no subject would dare to ask 
for: the magister militum Constantius did, however, by a single 
petition secure the entire estate of Heraclian, which amounted to 
2000 lb. gold in cash and lands of equal value. It seems strange 
th<tt the emperors should have acquiesced in this system, which 
diverted into private hands property which legally should have 
increased the resources of the government. But it is clear that they 
were subject to immense pressure from importunate suitors. And 
this being so it no doubt seemed more economical, and was less of 
a wrench, to part with property which the crown did not yet own, 
than to grant land which was actually bringing in rent. s1 

The government recouped some of its loss by special taxes. 
Constantius II imposed on grantees of imperial lands a special levy 
in gold and silver (collatio donatarum possessionum): this was remitted 
by Jovian and Valentinian I when confiscated property was 
returned to the owner or his heirs. Honorius and Theodosius II 
also from time to time imposed special levies on grantees. These 
consisted of payments based on the rental value on a sliding scale 
according to the lengt!I of time for which the estate had been held. 
Thus under Honorius' rules a grantee was exempt for the first five 
years, during the next five years was liable to a year's rent, and if 
he had held the land over ten years to two years' rent. Under 
Theodosius II's scheme he was immune during his first year of 
occupancy only, and thereafter paid six months' or one, two or 
three years' rent according as he had held the land for up to three, 
three to five, five to ten, or over ten years. 32 

Eventually the government rebelled against the custom of giving 
away all potential accessions to crown property. In 42 5 Theodosius 
II enacted that petitioners must share their gains with the treasury; 
after deducting the expenses of proving a claim, half the remainder 
went to the suitor and half to the crown. Finally in 444 he altogether 
prohibited petitions for bona caduca and vacantia (and also former 
civic estates), and enacted that henceforth claims by the crown 
should be adjudicated by the praetorian prefects, and that estates 
successfully claimed should be divided equally between the three 
treasuries, the area of the praetorian prefect, the largitiones and the 
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res privata. The prohibition of petitions was thereafter maintained 
-it is reproduced in Justinian's Code-but one may legitimately 
wonder whether the law was observed. If it was one may suspect 
that the flow of informations on crown claims, no longer stimulated 
by private greed, tended to dry up. 33 

The liberality of the emperors was not confined to grants of 
claims. There are frequent allusions to petitions for and gifts of 
patrimonial, civic and temple lands. The res privata also from time 
to time sold property outright. In 3 78 Valens ordered all imperial 
house property which, owing to the negligence of rationales and 
procuratores, was in a ruinous condition, to be sold by auction, and 
in 398 Honorius did the same in the West. In the early fifth cen
tury the res privata was selling land at such a rate that the emperor 
had to call a halt 'to prevent our eternal house being stripped of all 
its patrimony by sales'. These fears were exaggerated. What with 
grants and sales on the one hand, and new accessions on the other, 
it is impossible to say whether the res privata grew or shrank; it no 
doubt had its ups and downs, according as emperors were parsi
monious or lavish in their grants, and ruthless or clement in their 
condemnations and confiscations. But it is clear that the res 
privata remained a substantial department down to the sixth cen
tury.34 

It is nowhere stated to what objects the revenue of the res privata 
was devoted. Apart from the maintenance of the personal house
hold of the emperor, the sacrum cubiculum, there were no regular 
administrative expenses for which the department was responsible, 
as were the largitiones and the praetorian prefecture. The res privata 
seems to have been regarded as a peculiarly personal fund which 
was at the free disposal of the emperor. Being an autocrat the 
emperor could, if he so wished, allocate money for private gifts 
from the largitiones or the treasury of the praetorian prefects: we 
find Constantine giving largess to the clergy of Africa from the 
former, and Arcadius charging a gift to the church of Gaza on the 
latter. Conversely he could and did use the revenues of the res 
privata for purposes of state: Valentinian III boasts that he very 
frequently deputed the rents of his patrimony to public necessities. 
But normal state expenditure was covered by the other treasuries, 
and as a rule emperors drew on the res privata for personal bene
factions. 35 

Leo and Zeno emphasised the personal character of the res 
privata by dividing it into two sub-departments, one at the dis
posal of the emperor and the other at that of the empress. Anas
tasius, though he abolished this distinction, seems still to have 
regarded the res privata as a personal fund. This probably is the 
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explanation of his establishing a new department, the patrimonium. 
The question is highly obscure, but we know on the one hand that 
when Anastasius abolished the collatio lustralis he made up the loss 
to the sacrae largitiones from the res privata, and, on the other hand, 
that the function of the newly created comes patrimonii was to ad
minister 'the private property allocated or to be allocated to the 
public treasury'. It would seem then that when Anastasius per
manently earmarked a part of the revenues of the res privata for 
public expenditure, he formally marked the change by the creation 
of a new department to administer the estates transferred, and thus 
implicitly claimed that the rest of the res privata remained at the 
free disposal of the emperor. 36 . 

The allocation of a major source of revenue to casual private 
benefactions may seem extravagant, but it must be remembered 
that open-handed generosity to his subjects was one of the cardinal 
virtues of the good king as envisaged by the panegyrists, an:d 
that public opinion strongly resented meanness in an emperor. 
Themistius in his panegyric on Valens has some difficulty in ex
plaining away his prudent parsimony, making at greatlength the 
obvious point that lavish benefactions necessitate higher taxation. 
Popular opinion is reflected in the stories told by Gregory of 
Tours about Justin II, who for his avarice was afllicted with mad
ness, and his successor Tiberius Constantine, whose reckless 
generosity was rewarded by the discovery of vast hidden treasures. 
Regular grants in cash or kind were among the normal perquisites 
of the members of the comitatus and of the palatine officials. It was 
routine that no suitor left the imperial presence without a gift of 
gold, and such gifts were on a truly imperial scale. A monophysite 
monk named Mare, admitted to an audience with Justinian and 
Theodora, was grossly offensive to them. Theodora nevertheless 
ordered her sace!larius to hand him a gift, but Mare hurled it back 
in her face. Those present were no less amazed at the bodily 
strength of the athlete of God than at his strength of mind; the 
gift was a hundred pound sack of gold.37 

The res privata existed primarily to supply the land and the gold. 
for the munificence traditionally demanded of the crown. For 
the maintenance of the 'sacred bedchamber' special groups of 
estates were earmarked, known as the domus divina. In the West 
these estates lay in Africa, and always remained a sub-department 
of the res privata; in the Notitia Dignitatum the rationa!is rei privatae 
fundorum domus divinae per Africam is still listed among the officials 
at the disposition of the comes rei privatae. In the East the domus 
divina was situated in Cappadocia, and passed between 390 and 414 
from the control of the comes rei privatae to that of the praepositils 
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sacri cubicu!i. In 3 79 Theodosius I ordered that the ancient custom 
should be revived whereby an official of the comes rei privatae was 
annually sent to serve as princeps in the officium of the comes domorum 
per Cappadociam. In 390 he addressed to the comes rei privatae a law 
dealing with extortion by the comes domorum. In the Notitia Dig
citatum the domus divinae still appear under the comes rei privatae, 
but the domus divina per Cappadociam under the praepositus sacri 
cubiculi. One may suspect that the department had been recently 
transferred, and that when the new entry was inserted the old was 
not deleted. By 414 the change had certainly been made, for a con
stitution granting remission of arrears was circulated to Musellius, 
the praepositus sacri cubicu!i, 'with respect to revenues belonging to 
the sacred house'. This arrangement remained unchanged until 
Justinian merged the office of comes domorum with that of governor 
of Cappadocia Prima: the new proconsul remained responsible to 
the praepositus for the domus divina. as 

Under Justinian the administration of the imperial lands was yet 
further complicated by the creation of a number of curatores 
dominicae domus, who, being of illustrious rank, must have been 
directly responsible to the emperor. These officers first appear in a 
constitution of 53 r, which is addressed to F!orus, comes rei privatae 
and curator dominicae domus, Peter, curator dominicae domus of the 
empress, and Anatolius, also curator dominicae domus. Other docu
ments record curatores of particular estates or groups of estates, 'of 
the property of Placidia', 'of the property of Hormisdas', and so 
forth. The 'divine house' or 'houses' are regularly coupled with 
the res privata and the patrimonium in Justinian's Novels, and evi
dently were to be found in all parts of the empire. Under Justin II 
their administration seems to have been concentrated under a single 
curator, but under Tiberius Constantine there is again a plurality of 
curatores. The object and significance of this innovation are obscure. 
It may be that the res privata had come to be absorbed by routine 
expenses, and that the emperor therefore allocated to himself-and 
to the empress-a yet more personal source of income. Some at 
any rate of the 'divine houses' were apparently large groups of 
estates which had belonged to a single owner and, when they came 
into imperial hands, by bequest or confiscation, were kept together 
as administrative units. 39 

In the latter part of the reign of Justinian there were thus six or 
more independent and co-ordinate departments administering 
various, parts of the imperial lands. There was the old res privata 
under its comes, the patrimonium under another comes, the domus 
divina per Cappadociam under the praepositus sacri cubiculi, the domus 
dominicae of the emperor and of the empress under their several 
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curatores, and finally, after the conquest of Italy, the patrimonium 
Italiae, with its own comes. The revenues of one of these depart
ments, the patrimonium, were allocated to public expenditure, those 
of another, the domus divina per Cappadociam, maintained the imperial 
household. The rest so far as we know provided funds for imperial 
munificence. 40 

The comes sacrarum !argitionum was the rationa!is rei summae with 
a more sonorous title, and carried on the latter's functions. He 
controlled the mints, the gold (and probably silver) mines and the 
state factories in which arms and armour were decorated with the 
precious metals. He collected such old money taxes as survived the 
inflationary period, and other levies in gold and silver which were 
devised subsequently. He was responsible for paying the periodical 
donatives in gold and silver which the troops received, and prob
ably also the cash stipendia, so long as they survived, of soldiers and 
officials. He also handled the collection or production of clothing, 
and its distribution to the court, the army and the civil service. 
This last function seems somewhat incongruous for a department 
which otherwise was concerned only with revenue and expenditure 
in coin and with the precious metals, and the reasons for which it 
was assigned to the !argitiones, and not, like the other levies and 
issues in kind, to the praetorian prefecture, are unknown. One 
reason may be that the state factories which produced a part of the 
clothing had originated at a period when the res summa was the 
main financial department. Another reason may be that the levies 
of clothing were still under Diocletian paid for in cash and not, 
like the annona, simple requisitions.41 

The structure of the officium of the comes sacrarum Jargitionum is 
known to us not only from the summary notices in the Notitia 
Dignitatum, with which we usually have to be content, but also 
from a detailed schedule attached to a constitution of 3 84, which is 
preserved in the Code of Justinian. In the former, ten principal 
departments are named. The senior was the general clerical branch, 
the scrinium exceptorum. There follow the revenue department, the 
scrinium canonum, and the accountancy department, the scrinium 
tabulariorum: these three between them, amongst their other duties, 
controlled the state clothing mills and dyeworks, for which no 
separate scrinium existed. Another general purposes department, 
not mentioned in the Notitia and presumably therefore of a sub
ordinate character, was the scrinium mittendariorum, from which were 
drawn the messengers sent out to the provinces. Next comes the 
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scrinium numerorum, whose functions are uncertain; it perhaps main
tained a record of the strength of the regiments (numeri) of the 
army with a view to calculating the sums required for donatives. 

There follow two departments concerned with gold, the scrinium 
aureae massae or bullion department, and the scrinium auri ad respon
sum · it perhaps dealt with returns of gold stocks in the diocesan 
dep;ts. Between these the law of 3 84 lists groups of techuical staff, 
the aurijices specierum or goldsmiths, the aurijices solidorum who 
minted the gold coins, and the engravers and other craftsmen 
(scu!ptores et ceteri artifices); Next comes the scrinium vestiarii sacri, 
the department of the imperial wardrobe, which is followed in the 
schedule to the law by the o/Jiciales and the deputati of the wardrobe. 
The scrinia argenti and a miliarensibus presumably handled silver 
bullion and silver coin respectively, and the scrinium a pecuniis the 
copper currency. The schedule adds the silversmiths of the court 
(argentarii comitatenses) and the barbaricarii who ornamented arms 
and armour.42 

In addition to this central office the comes sacrarum largitionum had 
a large staff in the dioceses and provinces. Under Diocletian there 
had been a rationalis vicarius in each diocese, and in some dioceses 
two; Egypt for instance, though part of Oriens, had its own 
rationalis. In the East these diocesan rationales had by the time of 
the Notitia Dignitatum all been raised to the dignity of comites 
largitionum, except in Egypt, where the title was comes et rationalis 
summarum. In the West- tl:ie development was different. Rationalus 
summarum survived unpromoted in the dioceses of Britain, Spain, 
Gaul, and Five Provinces and Italy, and in the half dioceses of 
Mrica and Numidia, urbs Roma and the Three Provinces (Sicily, 
Sardinia and Corsica), and Pannonia Prima with Valeria and 
Noricum, and Pannonia Secunda with Dalmatia and Savia. But in 
certain areas at any rate there had beenerected over the heads of 
the rafiona!es superior officers with wider circumscriptions bear~g 
the title of comites largitionum or largitionalium titulorum. The Notltia 
records one for Illyricum, one for Africa and one for Italy, and we 
know of another for Gaul. These officials, in addition to their 
administrative functions, all had judicial powers in fiscal cases, and 
possessed their o/Jicia and judicial assessors and bars of advocates. 43 

The sacrae largitiones had a number of depots (thesauri) in the 
provinces, in which gold, silver and other goods (presumably 
clothing) were collected and stored and from which they were 
either issued locally or transmitted to the comitatus. These thesauri 
were also local audit chambers, where retiring directors of mints, 
managers of state factories and collectors of revenues had to sub
mit their accounts. Their heads were styled praepositi (later comites) 
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thesauroru11t, and they were staffed by officials known as thesaurenses. 
In the West the Notitia records three thesauri in Illyricumat Salona, 
Siscia and Savaria, four in Italy at Rome, Aquileia, Milan and 
Augusta Vindelicorum, four in Gaul atTreveri, Remi, Lugdunum 
and Arelate, and one in Britain at Augusta (London); none are 
mentioned in Spain or Africa, but the omission is presumably 
accidental. No details are recorded in the East: we happen to know 
that Caesarius, the brother of Gregory Nazianzen, was p;aepositu_s 
thesaurorum at Nicaea, and that there was a thesaurus at Philippopohs 
in Thrace. 44 

We hear in the fourth century of largitionales civitatum or urbium 
singularum, who were tec~nically members. of the pala.tine o/Jiciu_m. 
It is hard to believe, as this would seem to Imply, that m every City 
of the empire there was an official of the largitiones, and they were 
no doubt posted oniy to important towns. Their functions are 
not known, but it may be conjectured that they were co?~ern~d 
with the civic revenues which were taken over by the !argtttones m 
the first half of the fourth century.45 

Under the disposition of the comes sacrarum largitionum were also 
the praepositi bastagarum, who directed i~s transport service, the 
comites commerciorum or controllers of foreign trade, the procuratores 
of the state linen and woollen mills and dyeworks, and the praepositi 
of the factories of barbaricarii: these last were in the East transferred 
to the master of the offices in the last quarter of the fourth century. 
In the East there was also the director of mines in Illyricum (comes 
metallorum per Ilfyricum); in the ~~st the corresponding offici~! :-:r~s 
perhaps the comes auri. The Notitia also records a comes vesttam m 
the West, and magistri lineae vestis and magistri privatae in the East; 
nothing is known of their functions. 46 

The !argitiones received, as we have seen, a number of taxes, 
some old, some instituted by Constantine, whose common charac
teristic was that they were levied in gold and silver. Among the 
old taxes were the custom duties, which, being ad valorem, had 
survived the inflation unscathed. On the frontiers of the empire 
duty was charged on imports an~ exports at .ut per cent (octa~ae~; 
this is half the 2 5 per cent which was levied under the Prmci
pate. There had also existed under the Principate inte~nal transit 
dues at the frontiers of provinces or of groups of provmces, such 
as the quadragesima Galliarum (2! per cent). !hese proba?ly sur
vived: Symmachus in two letters protests a~amst the exaction o~ a 
quadragesima or quinquagesima on wlld b.easts Imported from frontier 
provinces to Rome by senators for their games-the tax should, he 
asserts, be charged only on commercial deale~s in wil~ ?easts .. In 
addition to these there were the tolls levied by cltles which 
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Constantine appropriated for the state: some of these were harbour 
dues, others seem to have been octroi duties levied at the city gates, 
since peasants bringing in produce to pay their taxes, or taking out 
goods for their own use or for agricultural needs, were exempted.47 

According to a law of Constantine reproduced by Justinian the 
customs were to be farmed, being allocated by auction to the 
highest bidder for terms of not less than three years. Decurions 
were by a law of Diocletian, also reproduced by Justinian, allowed 
to farm the customs, acquiring temporary immunity from curial 
charges: they were excluded by Theodosius I in 38 3, except in the 
diocese of Egypt, but this must have been a temporary ban. The 
collectors were sometimes known as conductores but more often as 
praepositi vectigalium; it is probable that, as under the Principate, 
when voluntary bids did not come up to the figure expected by the 
government, the collection was assigned compulsorily.48 

Another old tax was the aurum coronarium. This was an offering 
of gold crowns, in theory voluntary, but long customary, made by 
the cities of the empire to the emperor on his accession and on the 
quinquennial celebrations of that event, and also on such festal 
occasions as triumphs. Being in gold and arbitrary in amount it 
too survived the inflation of the denarius and was indeed in the 
third century almost the sole source from which the government 
obtained gold. It retained under the latter empire some traces of its 
voluntary origin. The collectors were forbidden to 'look a gift 
horse in the mouth' by weighing and testing the purity of the gold 
and exacting the deficit if the coins were not up to specification. 
The amount was furthermore not fixed but depended on the dis
cretion of the cities, no doubt stimulated by official hints. On 
Julian's accession, Libanius tells us, some cities offered as much as 
1000 or 2000 solidi or even larger sums, but Julian refunded the 
money and fixed a maxinrum of 70 solidi. Those liable to contri
bute were normally the members of the city councils; one law 
enacts that the landowners who were not senators were to pay.49 

Closely allied to the aurum coronarium offered by the cities was the 
aurum oblaticium contributed on the same occasions by the senate. 
The amount agah< was left to the discretion of the senate, but we 
learn from a letter of Symmachus that the senate received an un
official intimation of what was expected : on this occasion the 
amount was such that the house was struck dumb and promptly 
moved on to other business. As prefect of the city Symmachus 
announced to Valentiuian II the amount voted on his tenth anni- . 
versary, which was x6oo lb. gold. This was, as Symmachus care
fully explained, rather more than the senate had voted to Valen
tiuian I and to Valens on their decennalia, or to Gratian on his 
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fifteenth anniversary. All senators, whether resident in Rome or 
not, had to subscribe; those in Rome paid at Rome, those in the 
provinces locally through the censuales, who were after 397 assisted 
by the provincial governors. The Constantinopolitan senate also 
offered crown gold, but no figures or details are known. so 

Of the new taxes the collatio glebalis or follis, instituted by Con
stantine, was levied annually on all senators. Immunity was very 
sparingly given: in 42.8 the exempt list comprised only barristers 
of the high courts of the praetorian and urban prefectures, the 
court physicians (arcbiatri sacri palatii) and some higher palatine 
officials, who enjoyed senatorial rank during their service or on 
retirement, the notaries, the decurions of the silentiaries, the 
principes of the agentes in rebus and the proximi of the sacra scrinia. 
The tax was originally levied at three rates, 8, 4 and 2 folies, accord
ing to the amount of landed property which a senator held. The 
value of the follis was probably for the purposes of this tax equated 
to IZ l milliarenses, worth about l solidi. Even those who had no 
land were liable to 2 folies, until Theodosius I in 393, in response 
to complaints from poorer senators, created a fourth class, which 
paid 7 solidi only. Despite this the government in 398 ruled that 
the gleba was a tax not on persons but on property, and deduced 
from tllls principle that land once burdened with it must continue 
to pay it even if it passed to a non-senator; this principle was main
tained even when such land passed to the res privata. The tax was 
assessed by the censuales, to whom all persons entering the senate 
had to make a full declaration of their property. It was also down 
to 397 collected by them, after tllls date probably by the provincial 
governors. The tax, though a negligible burden to such wealthy 
persons as senators usually were, caused a good deal of complaint, 
and was abolished, with all arrears, by Marcian in the Eastern 
empire. 51 

Another new tax instituted by Constantine was the collatio 
lustralis (xevaaeyveav). It was, as its Latin name suggests, levied 
every five years, on the accession and subsequent quinquennial 
celebrations of each emperor; by the fifth century it WftS apparently 
demanded every four years. As its Greek name shows, it was 
originally paid in gold and silver, but from the reign of Valentinian 
and Valens it was normally collected in gold only. It fell upon 
negotiatores, by which was apparently meant anyone who made his 
living by buying and selling or by charging fees. We know that 
moneylenders and prostitutes came under the definition; doctors 
and teachers were, on the other hand, expressly exempt. Land
owners and peasants selling their own produce were declared 
immune from the tax, and by a law of 374 rural craftsmen were 
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exempted. Rural merchants however paid, and so did urban crafts~ 
men who sold their own products. A specific exemption was given 
in 3 74 to painters, and veterans and the clergy. enjoyed a limited 
immunity. Veterans were by a law of Constantme excused tax on 
the first wo folies of their assessment; the limit was in 3 8 ~ defined 
as I 5 solidi. The clergy seem at first to have been wholly rmmune, 
but the privilege was limited by Constantius II in 356 to the poorest 
class of clerics, the copiatae or gravediggers: in 3 79 Gratian fixed 
an upper limit of I 5 solidi in Gaul and w in Italy and Illyricum.52 

The tax was assessed on the capital assets of negotiatores, including 
not only their tools and animals and slav~s, but th~mselves and 
their families: according to the late Byzantine chrorucler Zonaras 
a flat rate of I silver nummus was charged on horses, mules, 
oxen and men. Those liable were entered on a list (matricula) in 
each city and elected from among themselves the mancipes who col
lected the tax; this procedure is confirmed by a law of 399, which 
states that it was the general practice in almost all cities. The only 
clue that we have to the yield of the tax is that Edessa was paying 
I40 lb. gold every four years when Anastasius finally abolished the 
tax. 53 

The aurum tironicum, or gold levy in commutation for recruits, 
was paid .to the sacrae largitiones: it was normally ~t the rate. ~f 25 
or 30 sohdi per man. So too was the commutation for military 
remounts. In 429 Theodosius II ordained that the Jews should 
henceforth pay to the largitiones the contribution which all syna
gogues had in times past made to the patriarch at Tiberias, and 
that payments already made since the lapse of the patriarchate 
should be surrendered to the treasury: he also claimed contribu
tions which came in from synagogues in the West. It is uncertain 
whether the siliquaticum, the tax of I siliqua per solidus on all sales, 
instituted in the West by Valentinian III, went to the largitiones or 
the area of the prefects. Fines generally flowed to the largitiones 
until the reign of Justinian, who assigned them to the res privata. 54 

It seems likely that the largitiones also received a money tax on 
land assessed on the same basis as the annona. In Egypt Maximin is 
known from the papyri to have levied a tax in silver (payable also 
in gold) on land, assessed on the same basis as the tax on wheat. A 
law of 3 3 7 mentions gold and silver in addition to the regu_lar 
tribute and garments as normal forms of land tax. A law of Julian 
declared that immunity from capitatio included not only the levies 
of foodstuffs (annona) and other dues in kind (species), but also 
largitione~. A papyrus of the year 384-5 rec<?rds the receiJ2t. by the 
'provincral gold buyer', the local representative of the largzttones, of 
gold assessed on acreage (xevao,; fieoveadovoq). In 423 Honorius 
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informed Rufinus, his comes sacrarum largitionum, that the abate
ments previously granted to the suburbicarian provinces in levies 
in kind ( annonariae functiones) were to be extended to largitionales 
tituli also. In sixth-century Egypt land certainly paid- not only 
wheat and gold to the praetorian prefect's account, but also gold 
as canonica to the largitiones. In Italy too after the reconquest land 
was taxed both 'in canone praefectorum' and 'in largitionalibus 
titulis'; both payments were here made in gold. 

The amount received by the !:argitiones was inconsiderable as 
compared with that which went to the prefects. In an Egyptian 
document the former receives 22 carats, the latter 22·} carats and 
63 artabae of wheat: reckoning the wheat at its official commutation 
rate of IO artabae to the solidus, this makes the prefect's share about 
eight rimes that of the largitiones. In a sixth-century Italian docu
ment the prefect's canon is II53! solidi, the tituli largitionales 85!, 
an ev.en greater disproportion. The fifth- and sixth-century figures 
may rnclude .in the share of the largitiones conu;nuta~on for gar
ments, for this was a tax levred on land and hy this perrod was paid 
in gold. 55 

The comes sacrarum fargitionum was responsible for clothing the 
court, the army and the civil service. Part of the clothing required 
wa~ supplied by the s~ate factorie~ under his control, whose organi
satron and finance wrll be descnbed later, but a proportion, and 
probably a large proportion, was provided by compulsory pur
chase or levies, assessed on the same basis as the annona; that is on 
land and the agricultural population. In Diocletian's time garments 
were purchased in Egypt, compulsorily but at the prices (in 
denarii) laid down in the Edictum de Pretiis, that is theoretically at 
their market value. ·From a law of 377 it appears that in the diocese 
of Oriens, except for the provinces of Isauria and Osrhoene, gar
ments were paid for in gold; as, however, a special tax in gold 
(titulus auri comparaticii) was levied on land in the same area to 
supply the price paid, the provinces concerned did not gain. Else
where the levy seems to have been a simple requisition without 
payment. The same law of 377 gives a full assessment schedule for 
the Eastern dioceses. In Thrace one garment was payable for every 
20 iuga or capita, except in the frontier provinces of Moesia and 
Scythia, where the rate was lower-one on 30 units. In Asiana and 
Pontica the levy was likewise one garment for 30 units, in Egypt 
and Oriens one for 30 iuga only, capita not being taken into account. 
For Egypt a papyrus preserves a more detailed schedule: one 
chlamys on every 234 arurae, I sticharium on I75, and I pallium on 
I 925. These assessments worked out at very inconvenient frac
tions for individual taxpayers, such as the 2 1
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in a papyrus and the fractional garments at any rate were no doubt 
commuted by the collector for cash, with which he bought the 
garments which he delivere? to the government. The c?llection 
was organised on the same lines as that of the annona, that 1s norm
ally through the city councils, who elected susceptores vestium from 
their own number. 56 

By the end of the fourth century the issue of uniforms to the 
army was already in part commuted for gold: in 396 the allow
ance for a chlamys was raised in Illyricum from 2 tremisses to 1 

solidus. Simultaneously the levy of garments was likewise com
muted and by 423 was apparently all collected in gold. By a con
stitution of that year five-sixths of the tax was paid through the 
largitiones in clothing all.owanc~s to the troops, .and the remai~g 
sixth to the state factones, which produced uniforms for ~ecru1ts 
and private soldiers. This law suggests that the state factones pro
duced only about one-sixth of the total requirements of the state. 57 

With its large diocesan staff it might have ?e~n expected that 0e 
sacrae largitiones would have been able to adiDilllst~r the taxes w~ch 
it received. This was not the case, however. W1th one exception 
the constitutions relating to the collatio lustralis are addressed to 
the praetorian pref7cts, their vicars or P!ovincial gov~rno.rs, and 
according to Evagrms the assessment reg1sters we~e mamtamed by 
the scrinia of the praetorian prefecture. The follts and the aurum 
oblaticium were as we have seen, assessed and collected by the 
censuales of the' senate, assisted where necessary by the provincial 
governors. The laws regulating the fanning of the customs are 
addressed to provincial governors: in Africa the vectigalia of Car
thage were supen:ise~ by the officials .of ~e v!~ar. The levies of 
clothing, aurum ftromcum and other fttu!t !argtftonales assessed on 
land were made through the same machinery as the levies of 
annona.58 

The provincial governors :were in general respor:sible for :Ul 
largitionales tituli. They were ill 382 ordered to appoillt two chief 
accountants (tabularii or numerarii) in their offices, one for the pre
fect's finance and the other for the largitiones, and in 408 separate 
collectors general (susceptores) were also established for the two 
departments in each province. The comes sacrarum largitionum 
guarded his interests in the provinces not through the diocesan 
rationales, but by sending out palatine officials annually to each pr?
vince. These officials were regularly told not to take any part ill 
the collection-and as regularly, it would seem, did so, to their 
great private profit-but only to supervise and stimulate the activity 
of the governor and his o/.ficium. By a law of Leo they had a voice 
in the selection of the provincial susceptores titulorum largitionalium. 59 
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For the collection of the siliquaticum special arrangements were 
made. It was enacted that no sale, whether of real property or 
chattels, should be legally valid, unless the receipt for the tax could 
be shown. Special praepositi were appointed by the central govern
ment, in each province, it would appear, for the several classes of 
merchandise, and the provincial conci!ia and city councils were 
ordered to appoint market days in various places for different classes 
of goods. No sales were permitted save at these markets, and the 
praepositi were thus enabled to attend personally at every trans
action, collect the tax and issue the receipt. so 

Apart from the distribution of uniform or uniform allowances 
the only regular outgoings of the largitiones were the military 
stipendium, the donative of 5 solidi and a pound of silver per head 
made to the troops at the accession of an emperor, and the sub
sequent quinquennial donatives of 5 solidi pet head. The depart
ment had also to provide precious metals needed for any public 
purposes. Symmachus complained in one of his despatches that a 
state carriage decorated with silver had been ordered at Rome, and, 
as the largitiones had no silver available at the time, it was provided 
from two Roman treasuries, the area quaestoria and the aqueduct 
fund, and from the stocks of private silversmiths. He asked that 
the comes sacrarum largitionum should at long last refund the 
bullion.61 

The imperial mints were managed by procuratores, who had to 
produce guarantors on entering office, and present accounts on 
leaving it. The monetarii who staffed the mints were, as under the 
Principate, imperial slaves; the senatus consultum Claudianum was 
still invoked in 3 So against women who married them. They were 
by the fourth century a hereditary class, and some were evidently 
quite prosperous. Liciuius had to enact that they must remain 
in their condition and to forbid the grant to them of equestrian 
rank, from the egregiate up to the perfectissimate. J ulian con
sidered that he had done the council of Antioch a favour by enroll
ing in it the richest of the local monetarii. The mints were provided 
with their fuel by levies in kind: the burning of charcoal for their 
use was one of the sordida munera imposed on landowners. 62 

The metal was provided by the government from various 
sources. The copper must all have come from the tax in copper 
(aeraria praestatio) which was levied from the owners of metalliferous 
l~nds. Some of the gold also came from mining and washing, 
e1ther by the gold levy (auraria praestatio) paid by owners of auri
ferous land, or by the fixed annual tax (metallicus canon) paid by gold 
washers and miners in the state-owned goldfields, or by compul
sory purchase from miners and washers, who were obliged to sell 
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all their product, over and above the tax, to the largitiones. Gold 
and silver also came in from confiscated or escheated estates 
either in the form of plate or of coin. 63 

The great bulk of the precious metals used by the mints was un
doubtedly provided by the levies and taxes in bullion or gold and 
silver coin described above. It had probably always been ~he pr~c
tice of the imperial government to melt down ~d renunt .coms 
received in tax: it would hardly have been possible otherwise to 
maintain the constant stream of new issues. From the time of 
Valentinian and Valens this became an absolute rule for gold. A 
constitution of 366-7 enacts that all solidi received in tax were to 
be melted down in the provinces, and the gold sent up to the 
comitatus in bar. This was a precaution against clipped or ~or~ed 
solidi being passed by the collectors, but the ~requent renun~g 
which the rule necessitated must have been an Important factor 1n 

maintaining the purity and weight of the solidus.64
• • 

Coins are generally stated to have been a certam fraction of a 
pound. Some of Diocletian's gold pieces are marked ~ ot; 0, t? 
indicate that they were 6o or 70 to the pound, and his silver Is 
similarly marked XCVI. The solidus was struck at 72 to the pound, 
and one fourth-century silver issue is stated in a law to have been 
struck at 6o. This suggests that the monetarii were issued with 
pound bars and had to produc~ so many coins per b_ar. The rate 
of production was probably, as 1n the state arn;~ factor~es, regula~ed 
by ordinance: Sozomen speaks of the monetartt of Cyzicus as bemg 
bound to produce a stated annual stint of newly minte~ coin~. 65 

Coins were marked not only with the name of the nunt of Issue, 
but with the number of the workshop (officina) within the mint, 
evidently with a view to checking malpractices. An author of the 
reign of Valentinian complains bitterly of the dishonesty o~ the 
monetarii, which resulted, he alleges, 1n large numbers of light
weight solidi being in circulation. He implies that they sold such 
coins on the side· the trick would presumably be to make more 
than 72 from the' pound bar and sell the surplus. His proposed 
remedy was to concentrate all monetarii on a desert island where 
they could have no contact with the public. So drastic a measure 
was not adopted by the imperial government, but the con~entra
tion of the minting of gold at the comitatus, which was earned out 
by Valentinian I, may have been designed to check such leakages. 
Coining was, of course, an imperial monopoly and forgery was 
severely punished; particularly heavy penalties were imposed on 
those who harboured runaway monetarii and employed them for 
this purpose. These rules applied primarily to gold and silver,. b~t 
the copper was officially a monopoly also; a law of 393 prohibits 
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the grant of licences to private individuals to mint copper. To 
judge by the large number of amateurish imitations of imperial 
copper coins which have survived, the law was not strictly en
forced.66 

The mints were distributed over the length and breadth of the 
empire. Under Diocletian nearly every diocese had a mint, and 
some had two. In the West there were London (Britain), Trier 
and Lyons (both in Gaul, with no mint for Vic;nnensis ), Carthage 
(Africa), Rome (the suburbicarian diocese), Aquileia and Ticinum 
(both in Italy), and Siscia (Pannonia); Spain had no mint. In the 
East there were Sardica and Thessalonica (both in Dacia), Heraclea 
(Thrace), Cyzicus (Asiana), Nicomedia (Pontica), Antioch and 
Alexandria (both in Oriens ), Some of these mints were soon closed 
down: by the end of Constantine's reign London, Carthage, Ticinum 
and Sardica had ceased to operate. A few others were opened in 
the same period-Arelate in Viennensis, Sirmium in Pannonia, and 
Constantinople. Not all these mints were in continuous operation, 
and not all produced coinage in all three metals, but all produced 
copper, and most silver and gold from time to time.s7 

This state of affairs lasted down to the reign of V alentinian and 
Valens, who concentrated the minting of gold at the comitatus. 
Henceforth, it would seem, the regular imperial mints (monetae 
publicae) did not handle gold at all, and solidi were produced only 
by the palatine officium of the sacrae !argitiones, which, as we have 
seen, included the technical staff required. Gold coins were thus 
issued henceforth from the imperial residences, that is, Constan
tinople in the East, and normally Milan and later Ravenna in the 
West, though neither of these two cities appears to have possessed 
monetae publicae; both are omitted in the list of procuratores monetarum 
in the Notitia. The only exception to this rule is that solidi were 
produced at Thessalonica during most of the first three-quarters of 
the fifth century. With gold thus concentrated at the capitals, when 
the issues of silver petered out in the fifth century, most of the 
mints issued copper only. From the reign of Anastasius the Eastern 
provincial mints successively issued the new copper coinage, and 
by Justinian's reign Thessalonica, Nicomedia, Cyzicus, Antioch 
and Alexandria were all in operation in addition to Constantinople. 
In the West the Ostrogothic kings continued to coin at Ravenna 
and Rome, and the Vandals instituted a mint at Carthage. These 
mints were taken over by ] ustinian on the reconquest. Solidi were 
issued from Ravenna, where a branch office of the sacrae !argitiones 
was established. ss 
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The productiou and control of the currency was one of the 
major functions of the comes sacrarum largitionum. Unfortunately 
we are ill informed on the currency policy of the imperial govern
ment. There are very few laws on the subject and the historians 
have little to say. In the main we have to divine policy from the 
coins themselves. 

On the evidence of his coins Diocletian planned a thorough 
reform of the currency. From the beginning of his reign he re
sumed, after a gap of many years, the regular issue of gold coins; 
they were marked with their weight, which was at first 70 to the 
pound, later (from 290) 6o. In 2.95 he resumed minting silver on 
the same standard as the old pre-inflation denarius; here again the 
weight, 96 to the pound, was marked on the coins. While he con
tinued to strike copper on the same standard as the Aurelianic 
nummi, from 295 he issued a new silver-washed copper coin of 
much larger size, marked XX.I like the old nummi. It may reason
ably be presumed that Diocletian intended these coins to form a 
coherent currency like the aurei, denarii and sesterces of the Princi
pate. The official relation of the two precious metals was fixed at 
4 aurei to I lb. silver, and 24 silver coins must therefore have gone 
to I gold. The larger and smaller copper coins were probably 
tariffed at 5 and 2 denarii respectively, and perhaps 5 of the larger 
copper coins went to I argenteus. The aureus would have been 
worth 6oo denarii and the argenteus 2 5 . 69 

If this reconstruction is correct, Diocletian drastically devalued 
the pre-existing currency, reducing the Aurelianic nummi from 5 to 
2 denarii: he presumably hoped thereby to reduce prices. He cer
tainly hoped with his new currency to stabilise prices. From his 
edict of 30I we know that he failed to achieve the latter aim. The 
reaso for his failure probably was that he continued to issue vast. 
quantities of copper coins, particularly of the smaller denomination, 
which were not even plated with silver. The result was that not 
only did prices in general continue to rise, but that the gold and 
silver coins rose above their nominal value. Even when he issued 
the Edict on Prices Diocletian had to recognise the latter fact. He 
fixed the price of gold, in bar or in coin, at 5 o,ooo denarii to the 
pound, a figure which yields no rational value for the aureus in 
denarii (5o,ooo divided by 6o is 8 Ht). It is evident that the gold 
coins were already treated as bullion, and the same must have 
applied to silver. 70 

There followed a period of confusion. The Aurelianic nummus, 
which had been reduced to 2 denarii, was retariffed at higher figures, 
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reaching 25, and then again reduced by half; Licinius' nummi are 
marked I2.l. Thereafter for a century and a half it is impossible to 
tra.ce the hi~tory of th~ copper coinage in any detail. In general the 
coms detenorate m slZe and quality, though there are occasional 
reforms: there was, for instance, one such in 348 when a better 
series of issues was initiated. A law of 3 56 reveals a state of wild 
confusion which may h?tve resulted from this attempted reform. 
The government had, Jt appears, demonetised all earlier coins 
ordering the~ confiscation. C<?ins were being melted down ancl 
there was ~~desprea~ speculatJOn; merchants were transporting 
large qua~tltles of coms by pack animal or ship and selling it like 
merchandise. In 395 the government again attempted to demonetise 
a l~rger deno~ation called the decargyrus and declared only cen
tentonales nummt to be legal tender. These centenionales were pre
sumably th~ tiny pieces, weighing about I scruple ( 288 to the 
pound), which were the only copper coins issued by the imperial 
mints in the fifth century until Anastasius' reform. 71 

The gold and silver issues assumed a new importance from the 
last years of Constantine; the reason was without doubt the con
fis.cation of the t~~ple treasures ~hich placed at the disposal of the 
mmts vast quantities of the precJous metals. Constantine initiated 
a new gold coin, the solidus, struck at 72 to the pound and thus 
weighing 4 scruples or 24 siliquae. A half solidus (semissis) and a 
coin called a tremissis were also issued; the latter was at first struck 
at I! scruples, but from Theodosius I's reign at Ii. The standard 
silver coin (milliarensis) continued to be struck at 96 to the pound 
until 348, when it was reduced to I44 to the pound. In 396 there 
was a further reduction to 2.40 to the pound, and shortly after the 
regular issue of silver was abandoned. 72 

. It see.ms probable that the governm~nt was ~rying to run a 
bJmetallic currency and that the changes m the we1ght of the silver 
coins were made in response to alteration in the relative value of 
gold and silver. The official price of silver in Constantine's reign 
appears to have been 4 solidi to the pound, and the contemporary 
milliarenses would therefore have been tariffed at n solidus or 
I siliqua. In 397 the official rate for silver was adjusted to 5 solidi 
to the pound, and the new silver pieces just issued must therefore 
have been tariffed at half a siliqua. The milliarenses issued from 
348 to. ? 96, U: they were i?tended to ~e equivalent to siliquae or 
half st!tquae, 1mply that silver was pnced at 6 or 3 solidi to the 
pound at this period. It would seem that the gold and silver ratio 
fluctuated severely during the fourth century, and the government 
found ~o~e difficulty in adjusting the coinage to the changes. 
There Js mdeed some doubt whether the gold and silver coins 
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maintained any stable relationship. Levies and payments are gener
ally stated in the form of either so many pounds of silver or so 
many solidi (or pounds of gold), occasionally as so many pounds 
of silver plus so many solidi (or pounds of gold): they are never 
expressed in silver coins. The treasury would accept solidi in lieu 
of silver (by weight) at the official rate prevailing, but not vice 
versa. Eventually the government abandoned the silver currency 
altogether, save for certain traditional payments on festival occa
sions, and concentrated on gold. 73 

The relation of the copper to the gold coinage was even more 
unstable. The facts are most clearly revealed by the papyri. 
Egyptians normally during the fourth and fifth centuries reckoned 
and kept their accounts either in denarii or in Alexandrian drachmae 
(which were no longer minted after 297 but survived as a monetary 
term, being equivalent to a quarter of a denarius); for larger sums 
they sometimes used solidi or carats (that is siliquae ). The papyri 
show that there was a fantastic inflation of the denarius during the 
fourth century. Prices rose to such a degree that in the most 
trivial transactions they were reckoned by the talent ( 6ooo drachmae 
or 1500 denarii) or more commonly by the myriad of denarii. A 
certain number of documents reveal the exchange rate between 
the denarius and the solidus. In 3 24 about 43 5o denarii went to 
the solidus. By the end of Constantine's reign the price of a solidus 
was about 275 ,ooo denarii. In the latter part of Constantius II's 
reign it had reaclred about 4,6oo,ooo. In a later document it is 
stated: 'The solidus now stands at 2020 myriads: it has gone down.' 
A yet later document yields a rate of 4 5 ,ooo,ooo. 74 

The denarii mentioned in the papyri were not of course coins, 
but notional units of account. Even before Constantine's time the 
smallest copper piece was tariffed at 12! denarii, and the coins must 
have been frequently retariffed at ever-increasing nominal values. 
It is true that the size of the coins was progressively reduced and 
that the number in circulation must have increased enormously, 
but these factors alone would not account for so phenomenal a rise 
in prices.75 

In other parts of the empire people ceased to keep their accounts 
in notional denarii, but instead reckoned in the actual copper 
nummi, which they sometimes called denarii. \X7 e have very little 
evidence on prices or exchange rates, but we know that in 44 5 
Valentinian III decreed that solidi were to be sold for 7200 nummi. 
Another rp.onetary unit fairly commonly used, especially in Africa, 
was the jollis, which had probably originally been a purse of rooo 
Aurelianic nummi and was accordingly valued in the early fourth 
century at u,5oo denarii. It is known to have depreciated very 
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greatly in the course of the century, perhaps concurrently with the 
denarius. 76 

It is difficult to make sense of these extraordinary facts, and any 
explanation must, in the absence of written documents, be con
jectural. The Roman government, like most ancient governments, 
was less interested in the currency as a medium of exclrange between 
its subjects than as a medium whereby it collected its revenues and 
paid its expenses and stored up reserves. It is significant that when 
Valens learned that private persons were getting their own gold 
minted, he indignantly ordered it to be confiscated: the imperial 
mints existed to supply government needs, not for the convenience 
of the public. Diocletian's organisation of the indiction meant 
that henceforth the state covered its essential needs by levies and 
payments in kind. Constantine's creation of an ample gold and 
silver currency enabled the government to collect certain taxes and 
make a few payments in the precious metals, and to build up re
serves in them. The old debased denarius currency thus became 
superfluous for government needs. So far as we know no regular 
taxes were collected in copper from Cons tan tine's time; in Diocle
tian's day the capitatio was still apparently a money tax payable in 
denarii, but after his time it was amalgamated with the iugatio and 
paid in kind. Soldiers (including officers) still received their annual 
stipendium et donativum in denarii in Constantine's reign and prob
ably later; but this payment was by now pocket money only, and 
the soldier's main emoluments consisted of rations and uniform in 
kind, and occasional do natives in gold and silver. 77 

The copper currency thus ceased to matter essentially for public 
finance: it became merely a medium of exchange between subjects 
of the empire-'pecunia in usu publico constituta' as it is called in 
one law. Its depreciation, since it did not affect public finance, was 
no longer after Diocletian's time a matter of urgent concern, but 
there are indications that the government regarded the rise in 
prices as undesirable, and made spasmodic and ineffective efforts 
to check it. The reform of the copper currency in 348 is probably 
one such effort. A cryptic law of V alentinian I, 'in view of the 
diminution whiclr is being effected in the valuation of the solidus 
the prices of all goods ought also to decrease', probably records 
another attempt: the emperor had no doubt by decree enacted that 
the exchange rate for solidi, that is the number of denarii payable 
for a solidus, was to be reduced and had done so with the object of 
reducing prices generally. The government does not, in fact, seem 
to have inflated the denarius currency deliberately: the inflation 
was something which occurred contrary to its wishes and was 
beyond its control. 78 
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One basic cause of the inflation must have been that the govern
ment annually minted and distributed large quantities of copper 
coins, and withdrew none from circulation by taxation. The volume 
of the copper money thus constantly increased, and the purchasing 
power of each coin correspondingly sank. This would have been a 
result entirely unforeseen by the government, for it was thought in 
antiquity that the value of a coin depended entirely on its metallic 
content and sank only if it was debased or reduced in weight. The 
government would therefore have gone on issuing copper coins 
because it was customary and because it needed considerable sums 
to pay their stipendium to the troops, and when prices rose attributed 
the rise, as Diocletian does in the preamble of his edict, to the 
avarice of vendors. 

This must have been the original cause which initiated the infla
tionary spiral. The resulting rise in prices accelerated the move
ment. The government put money into circulation mainly by 
spending it, in wages and salaries to its employees and in payments 
for goods received or services rendered. But it probably also put 
the copper currency into circulation by selling it for gold to money
changers. This transaction was useful to both the government and 
the public: it supplied the latter's need for small change and enabled 
the former to collect gold coins. We unfortunately know very 
little of the mechanism of the operation. One of the official des
patches of Symmachus alludes to a rather special case at Rome. 
From this document it appears that the guild of Roman money
changers (collectarii) were under an obligation to sell solidi to the 
government in return for copper issued to them from the area 
vinaria. The rate of exchange between the treasury and the money
changers was fixed by governmental decree. That between money
changers and public was regulated by market conditions. The 
moneychangers naturally expected to make some profit on the 
transaction, that is to buy solidi from the public for a smaller num
ber of denarii than that fixed by the treasury. 79 

The rise in prices disturbed both these processes of issue. The 
troops complained, as Diocletian's edict reveals, that a single pur
chase exhausted the whole of their annual pay. The moneychangers 
represented to Symmachus that owing to the gradual rise in the 
price of gold they were operating at a loss and could not carry on. 
The only remedy was either to fix prices by decree, which naturally 
proved ineffective, or to increase the military stipendium and raise 
the exchange rate for the solidus. This would involve substantially 
increasing the issue of copper, unless the weight of the coins were 
reduced or they were retadffed at a higher number of denarii. It 
would be not unnatural that the government should succumb to 
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these temptations and the inflationary process would thereby be 
progressively accelerated. · 

By the fifth century the inflationary movement seems to have spent 
its force, probably because the mints reduced their output of copper. 
The military stipendium seems by this period to have been abandoned 
and the government was perhaps less anxious to buy solidi through 
the moneychangers now that through commutation of levies in 
kind it received much more gold in taxation. Nevertheless the in
flation had resulted in gross inconvenience to the public. There 
were, it is true, gold coins of stable value for larger transactions 
and for putting by as savings. But now that silver coins had ceased 
to be minted, there was nothing between the gold and tiny copper 
bits, of which several thousands went to I tremissis; and their 
relation to the gold coins remained fluctuating. 

Curiously enough it was in the barbarian kingdoms of the West 
that the first steps were taken to remedy this lamentable state of 
affairs. From the beginning of the reign of Odoacer the mint of 
Rome, apparently by authority of the senate, began to issue large 
copper coins marked XL. About the same time the Vandal mint 
of Carthage issued sim Jar coins marked N XLII. These coins were 
apparently known as folies and were clearly multiple nummi. 
Smaller denominations, marked XX, X and V, were also issued in 
Italy, and in Mrica half pieces and a few double pieces, marked 
N XXI and N LXXXIII respectively. The relation of the new 
lesfol to the solidus is not known, but in Italy, if Valentinian HI's 
rate of 7200 nummi to the solidus still prevailed, the follis would 
have been exchanged at convenient rates for the solidus (I 8o ), 
semissis (9o), tremissis (6o) and even the siliqua (7t). The curious 
figures on the Mrican coins are approximations to two-thirds, one
third and one-sixth of I 2 5 and would at a valuation of the solidus 
at 7500 yield the same exchange rate of the follis to the solidus as 
in Italy. If this was the original rate the follis subsequently de
preciated; documentary evidence shows that it stood at about 3 5o 
to the solidus at the end of the reign of king Gunthamund (484-
96). This implies a rate of about I4,400 nummi.80 

In 498 John, Anastasius' comes sacrarum largitionum, copied the 
Italian system, issuing copper coins marked 40, 20, 10 and 5 (M, 
K, I, E). The first series issued was. cons~derably lighter th:m the 
Italian, the fol!is being struck at thlrty-s1X to the pound: 1t was 
hence known as a teruncianus or third of an ounce piece. This series 
was shortly followed by another of exactly double its weight, and 
these coins were later slightly reduced (from eighteen to twenty to 
the pound). Anastasius' successors continued to strike at this 
standard until in 5 39 Justinian temporarily revived the heavy 
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standard of eighteen to the pound. We know from Procopius 
that Justinian about this time altered the exchange rate of the 
follis to the solidus from 2IO to I8o. This suggests that Anasta
sius' heavy series had been rated at I8o (that is 7200 nummi to 
the solidus). His first light series may have been based on a prevail
ing exchange rate of 14,400 (such as is attested in contemporary 
Africa), which he subsequently halved as an attempt to reduce 
prices.81 

The barbarian kings of Italy and Mrica also revived the issue of 
silver coins. The Vandal coins were struck at t, I and 2 scruples 
(576, 288 and I44 to the pound) and were marked DN XXV, DN 
L and DN C. If, as is probable, the pound of silver was priced at 
this time at 5 solidi, the unit DN ( denarius ?) must have stood at 
288o to the solidus, and, since the contemporary rate for nummi 
was I4,4oo, have been equivalent to 5 nummi. Justinian continued 
the issue of silver coins in Italy after the reconquest. His coins 
were struck at 240 and 480 to the pound and marked CN (25o) and 
PKE (I 2 5 ). This implies a rate of u,ooo nummi to the solidus in 
Italy, as against 7200 in the East. These silver coins were for local 
circulation only, and no attempt was made to resume the minting 
of silver in the East until the reign of Heraclius. 82 

It would thus appear that Anastasius and his successors managed 
to establish and maintain a copper coinage whose relation to the 
solidus, though not absolutely fixed, varied only within reasonable 
limits and could be controlled. This they presumably achieved by 
not only maintaining the weight of their copper coins but limiting 
their issue to what the market could absorb. The new copper 
coinage was a great boon to the public and was warmly acclaimed 
by them. It must also have been a source of moderate gain to the 
government, for it was a token coinage, tariffed at well above the 
mint cost of the coins, and their sale to the public for solidi must 
thus have yielded a profit. 83 

The great achievement of the imperial government was to main
tain a stable gold coinage. The solidus was never adulterated or 
reduce? in w~ight from Constantine's tim~ until the middle ages. 
It was mdeed m some ways regarded as a p1ece of pure gold weigh
ing 4 scruples rather than as a coin. People spoke of the copper 
coins as money.(pecunia) and when they exchanged copper for gold 
or vice versa sa1d that they were buying or selling solidi. The public 
apparently disliked solidi of a small module and rated them at a 
lower v~lue than large thin specimens: they were from time to 
time ordered to accept all full weight solidi as of equal value what
ever their apparent size. In all transactions solidi were normally 
weighed and, if clipped or worn, rated at minus so many carats: 
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Julian ordered that there should be an official controller (zygostates) 
in each city to weigh solidi. 84 

The gold currency increased in volume from Constantine's time 
onward; the various gold taxes (which might be paid in bullion) 
no doubt extracted hoards and brought them into circulation. By 
the fifth century there was apparently an ample stock of solidi 
current. The government was able to commute levies and pay
ments in kind into gold, and gold was used for all major private 
transactions: even coloni paid their rent in solidi. Prices in gold 
seem, so far as we can judge, to have remained stable. No sig
nificant change can be detected from the fourth to the sixth cen
tury. We possess a sufficient number of figures for prices of staple 
commodities and for wages to estimate the purchasing power of 
the solidus. 

It is difficult to state a normal price for wheat, for wheat prices 
were liable to violent fluctuations, according to whether the local 
harvest was good or bad. The empire lived very much from hand 
to mouth, and carried no substantial reserves from year to year, 
so that a bad harvest immediately sent prices rocketing upwards, 
to descend to normal equally suddenly if the next year produced 
an average crop. Land transport was moreover so inadequate, and 
where it was available so expensive, that a local surplus in one 
area could not be used to supply a local deficit in another, unless 
both were accessible by sea or inland waterway: and even in this 
case the perils of winter navigation often held up supplies. Prices 
might thus be at famine level in one area and normal or cheap in 
another at the same time. Two anecdotes may illustrate these facts. 
In the second quarter of the fourth century there was one year a 
shortage in Egypt, and wheat stood at 5 artabae (about I6 modii) to 
the solidus. Pachomius sent out a monk to buy for his monastery, 
and he eventually found an obliging tax collector, who sold him 
corn from public stocks at I 3 artabae (about 43 modii) to the solidus, 
in the expectation of postponing delivery of the tax to the govern
ment till after the harvest, when he hoped to replace what he had 
illicitly sold at the cheap rate which would then prevail. Pachomius 
repudiated this risky transaction, and had to buy at 5 t artabae (about 
I 8 modii) to the solidus. In the reign of Valentinian I there was a 
famine at Carthage, and the proconsul, Hymetius, sold wheat from 
the public stocks at I o modii to the solidus---{! very high price, but 
evidently below the famine market rate; he was able to replace 
what he had sold next year, buying in the open market at 30 modii 
to the solidus,85 

Owing to the high cost of transport there was a considerable 
standing difference in the price of wheat in a large town, where 
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much of the supply had to come from a distance, and in the country 
.districts, particularly in great corn-growing areas like Egypt or 
Africa. To alleviate the famine in Antioch in 362-3 the emperor 
Julian imported corn from neighbouring cities and sold it at Io 
modii to the solidus, the same price that Hymetius charged at Car
thage a few years later. Later he had wheat shipped from Egypt 
and sold it at I 5 modii to the solidus. This price, he claimed, 
might be regarded as normal at Antioch; he was no doubt ex
aggerating to glorify his own achievement, but evidently wheat 
was normally much more expensive in this great city than in the 
Egyptian countryside, where I 5 modii was a famine price. 86 

In 44 5 V alentinian III fixed 40 modii to the solidus as the official 
rate for military supplies in Numidia and Mauretania. The same 
figure is given in a sixth-century document from Egypt, but Io 
artabae per solidus is the more usual rate in that province. In Egypt 
market prices conform on the whole to the lower rate of commuta
tion-twenty prices in the papyri from the fifth and sixth centuries 
average I2 artabae to the solidus-and in rural Africa the price 
may well have been as low. In Mesopotamia, Joshua Stylites quotes 
30 modii as the rate prevailing in 495, before locusts and war pro
duced a famine. The lowest price quoted is 6o modii to the solidus 
in Italy under Theoderic, but this occurs in a panegyrical passage; 
wheat may perhaps have reached this figure in an exceptional 
glut.87 

The price of meat varied somewhat regionally. The rate fixed 
by Valentinian ill for Numidia and Mauretania was 270 lb. to the 
solidus; this is the cheapest rate known, but may well have been 
fair enough in this area. In Italy in 4 52 the butchers' guild of Rome 
undertook to supply pork (on the hoof) at 240 lb. to the solidus: 
they could apparently buy it cheaper, as they agreed to allow the 
government a bonus of Ioo,ooo lb. on a total purchase of 3,5 2S,ooo 
lb. The butchers were, on the other hand, allowed to deduct zo 
per cent of the meat to make up for loss of weight during transit 
to Rome, so that at Rome the cost of pork would come to about 
200 lb. to the solidus. This was the official rate of commutation in 
the sixth century in Egypt, where little stock was raised owing to 
lack of pasture, and meat prices were therefore abnormally high: 
a price of I 20 lb. to the solidus is quoted in one sixth-century 
papyrus.88 

For olive oil there are only Egyptian figures. These normally 
range from 40 to 4S sextarii (pints) to the solidus; these prices are 
probably higher than in most provinces, for olives did not flourish 
in Egypt. For ordinary wine the official rate for Numidia and 
Mauretania fixed by Valentinian III was 200 sextarii to the solidus, 
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and the same official rate is found in the sixth century in Egypt: 
these are both probably rather high prices as neither country pro
duced much wine.89 

From the prices of these basic foods it is possible to compute 
the cost of feeding a man for a year. A soldier's rations (annona) 
were commuted in 445 for 4 solidi a year in Numidia and Maure
tania. In the sixth century Justinian allowed 5 solidi in J\frica, but 
the rate in Egypt seems to have been 4· A number of ration scales 
are set out in sixth-century papyri. Even the more modest of these 
are quite substantial-3 lb. bread, I lb. meat, I pint of wine, one 
tenth of a pint of oil per day. As I artaba of wheat produced So lb. 
of bread, It artabae of wheat per month would be required, or I 3} 
artabae a year, which would cost at the standard Egyptian price I k 
solidi. The meat and wine at the standard Egyptian price would 
come to It solidi each, and the oil to about ! solidus. The actual 
cost of the rations thus works out at about 5} solidi in Egypt, and 
the official commutation was not quite enough to cover it. The 
same scale according to the African prices fixed by V alentinian III 
works out at about 4t solidi without oil, for which no price is given. 
It was certainly cheap in Africa, and could be safely reckoned at 
} solidus. Once again the official commutation is inadequate for the 
full ration scale.90 

The ordinary working man did not of course enjoy so ample or 
varied a diet as this. A man who in 5 69 indentured himself for 
four years to be the personal servant of a barrister at Antinoopolis 
stipulated for an annual allowance of IO artabae of wheat at;? 4 of 
barley, I2 sextarii of oil, and 24 cnidia (probably of S sextartt each) 
of wine. This would cost a solidus for bread (about 3 lb. a day, 
but partly barley), i solidus, or a little more, for oil ( io of a pint a 
day), and under a solidus for wine (rather ov~r t pint a day),; total 
about 2t solidi. The very poor no doubt l!ved, as today m the 
Levant, on little save bread, helped out with oil and fresh v~ge
tables, which were very cheap, and coul~.make do on say a solidus 
and a third per annum, except in great c1t1e~, where wheat was sub
stantially clearer. · Gregory the Great set as1de So lb. of gold a year 
to feed 3000 refugee nuns in Rome, which ~orks out at .sl~gh~y 
under 2 solidi each, but he complains of the high cost of livmg m 
the virtually beleaguered city.91 

Clothes were comparatively expensive1 .like all manufacn:red 
articles. The official commutation for a m1htary chlamys was ra1sed 
in 3 96 from 2 tremisses to I solidus, and the latter figure is sup
ported by a papyrus account which prices I 5 military chlamydes .at I 7 
solidi. Civilian clothes were clearer. We hear of a monk buymg a 
cloak for three solidi, and of another monk selling his second-
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hand for one, and when Pinianus, the husband of Melania the 
younger, wishin15 to m~rtlfy the flesh, bought a cheap suit of 
unb!eached AJ::tlochenes at .Rome, he had to pay a solidus or z 

tremtsses for this humble. attire. The man who indentured him
self at Antinoopolis stipulated for I 9 carats a year as his clothing 
allowance. Cheap blankets could be bought at Alexandria early in 
the seventh century at four to the solidus· in Rome at about the 
same time Gregory spent a donation of IJ lb. of gold in buying 
blankets for the 3000 nuns; this works out at rather over a tre
missis each. 92 

Anastasius made an allocation from the treasury of 6 solidi a 
year each to the monks of a monastery which he founded in the 
Jordan valley. This was liberal, seeing that his indentured servant 
cost the lawyer of Antinoopolis about 3 solidi all found. An 
Alexandrian bath attendant in the early seventh century is alleged 
to h~ v.e kept himself, his wife .and two children on a salary of 
? solidi? and moreover to have g1ven f~ee!Y: to .beggars. This ~eems 
1mposs1ble; he no doubt m~de ~ometl;ing m t1ps, but according to 
~he ~tory he ~as frequently m difficulties, and had to take odd jobs 
m his spare t1me. Women~~ chil?ren were in antiquity supposed 
to eat less than men. A V1S1gothlc law assumes a child to cost 
I solidus a year, ruling that parents are entitled to redeem children 
whom they have exposed by a payment of I solidus for each year 
of the child's age up to ten; ro solidi is the maximum as after that 
age the children are deemed to have earned their ke~p by service 
to their masters: .Justinian fixed the price of a slave up to ten years 
of age at IO softdt, no doubt on the same calculation.93 

By far the rr;.ost important of the financial departments was that 
of the praetonan prefects. They were responsible for the rations 
or later ration allowances (annonae), which formed the bulk of th~ 
e.molurr;.e?-ts. of the army an~ the civil sc:rvice, including the pala
tU:~ nurustnes, from the highest ranking officers, the magistri 
mtlttum and the prefects themselves, down to private soldiers and 
th_e humblest clerks and attendants. They were responsible like
wise for the fodde.r, or fodder allowances (capitus), of officers and 
troopers, and of c1vil servants who held equivalent grades. They 
had. to s~pply the corn t~ feed the two capitals and some other 
leadmg Cltles of the emprre, and paid the navicular# the ·freight 
char!Ses. for sea transport. They had to maintain the public post, 
furrushing the beasts of burden and their fodder, and the rations of 
the staff. D?wn to the end of.the fourth century they managed the 
arms factones, and they contmued thereafter to supply their raw 
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materials and rations for the workers. They were responsible for 
public works, in so far as these did not come under the care of the 
urban prefects in Rome and Constantinople or the city authorities 
in the provinces, or the army on the frontiers: roads, bridges, post 
houses and granaries were their particular care, and for them they 
levied the stone, timber and labour required.94 

These, the major and essential needs of the state, had all come 
during the third century to be met by levies in kind (indictiones) 
and forced labour (operae). It was Diocletian's great achievement 
to systematise and regularise these arbitrary levies (indictiones extra
ordinariae) into one general levy, the indiction, equitably assessed 
on the land and the rural population. But though the indiction 
thus became a regular annual charge, evenly distributed over the 
empire, it did not become fixed. Unlike the res privata and the 
largitiones, which received rents and taxes at more or less fixed 
rates, and could do little to vary their income, the praetorian pre
fecture was expected to estimate the annual needs of the state, and 
to calculate the rates of levy required to meet these needs. In the 
indiction it prepared in fact for the first time in history an annual 
budget for the state. This arose historically from the fact that the 
indiction was derived from indictiones made to meet needs as they 
arose. It remained necessary so long as taxation was levied in kind, 
for some of the goods levied, such as meat, were perishable, and 
even for corn, wine and oil, limitations in the supply available and 
in storage capacity made it impossible to carry any large surpluses 
over from year to year. Commutation to gold made it possible to 
build up reserves, but the principle of a variable budget was now 
established.95 

The task of the praetorian prefects was thus not only more 
onerous than that of the other financial officers, but more compli
cated, in that they had annually to compute the needs of the state 
in detail and calculate the rate of indiction required. In the fourth 
century the: task was further complicated by the fact that state re
quirements had to be calculated not in money, but in the various 
goods actually required, and separate estimates worked out for 
wheat, barley, wine, oil and meat, to name only the constituents of 
the annona and capitus. For this purpose the prefects naturally re
quired large staffs of accountants, or scriniarii. 

Little is known of the organisation of the financial side of the 
prefect's ojjiciurn save for the Oriental prefecture in the fifth and 
sixth centuries. Here there was a department (scrinium) for each 
diocese-Thrace, Asia, Pontica, and Oriens (Egypt was still ap
parently included in Oriens)-and also one for the city, one for 
public works throughout the prefecture, and one for arms, which 
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dealt with levies of raw materials for the fabricae. Under the 
curious system of duplication of offices which prevailed through
out the Oriental prefecture, each scrinium was headed by two 
numerarii, each of whom had an assistant (adiutor) and an accountant 
(chartularius). Under these in the diocesan scrinia were ~ractatores 
( >ea,.uv>at), who each handied the ac~ounts of one prov~ce. For 
each diocese there were also two officials on the clencal side of the 
officium, known as cura epistolarum, who handled financial corres
pondence with its vicar. In addition to the scrinia strictly so called 
there were the departments of the corn pur:hase fund, :V~ich 
bought additional corn for the needs of the capital, and of military 
affairs which calculated the annonae of the troops. The prefect also 
had hls treasury, known as the 'chest' (area), which was apparently 
divided into two departments, 'the general bank' (>7 yevt"fJ oe&nel;a) 
and 'the special bank' (>7 ll!t"i) >e&nel;a). The significance of the 
division is obscure: we only know that the department of the 
special bank handled the assessment of the collatio lustra!is.96 

The organisation of .the Illyrian pr.e~ecture seems to have .. been 
similar· we know that It had four scrtma, headed by numerartt, one 
for each of its two dioceses, Macedonia and Dacia, one for public 
works (opera) and the fourth for gold: tllis presumably handled 
the gold reserve in the chest. Of the Italian and Gallic prefectures 
we know nothing save that they had their numerarii and cu~ae 
epistolarum. Justinian's new African prefecture had four fina?-<;Ial 
scrinia under numerarii, numbered one to four, as well as a scrtmum 
arcae and a scrinium operum.97 

The prefects obtained their financial information and collected 
their taxes through their vicars and the pro':!ncial governors. ~a0 
vicar had a cura epistolarum and numerartt, and each provmcial 
governor two numerarii, one of whom managed the prefect's side. 
of the accounts, while the other, as we have seen, handled the 
affairs of the largitiones. To handle the corn supply of Rome and 
Constantinople there were, under the disposition of the praetorian 
prefect of Italy, a praefectus annonae in Mrica, and under ~he prae
torian prefect of the East a praefectus annonae at Alexandna. From 
an early date the prefects made a pract~ce of sending. out ann?ally 
members of their own staff to each provmce to supervise and stimu
late the governor's financial activity, and in particular to speed up 
the collection of arrears. Like their colleagues from the sacrae 
largitiones they were frequently forbidden to take any part in the 
lucrative business of collection. They were known by a variety of 
titles. Canonicarii was a common term, especially in the West. In 
the East they were, it would seem, often known as tractatores or 
deputy tractatores, being regarded as local representatives of the 
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tractator of the province at the head office. Those· sent to collect 
arrears were called compulsores ( l~neJ.J.evml).98 · 

We have little information on how the prefects made up their 
annual estimates. The magistri militum and duces sent in returns 
(breves), the former annually, the latter every four months, of the 
strengths of the units under their command; on these the calcula
tion of military annonae and capitus were based. Sinillar returns 
were presumably made for the offoia: as these were progressively 
given fixed establishments, the figures became stereotyped-· the 
customary allocation seems often by the sixth century to have borne 
little relation to the actual numbers of an officium. The allowances 
of officers and the higher civilian officials were fixed. The require
ment of the cursus publicus must have been fairly stable, as each 
mansio and mutatio apparently had its establishment of beasts and of 
staff. The needs of the capitals would also have been predictable 
on the basis of past years. On the collection side an uncertain but 
fairly considerable allowance had to be made for arrears, which 
were periodically written off by general indulgences. On this basis 
the prefects were expected to make an accurate estimate to cover 
the year's requirements for their prefectures, and to levy an indic
tion accordingly. 

They often seem to have miscalculated, with the result that sup
plementary estimates and a superindiction were required. The 
superindiction might be imposed by the prefect himself on the 
whole prefecture: it will be remembered how Ju!ian, as Caesar of 
the Gauls, refused to sign a superindiction presented for his signa
ture by Florentius, his praetorian prefect. On the other hand a 
local emergency might require a superindiction for one diocese or 
province. Constantius II forbade vicars or governors to act on 
their own authority. Normally no tax was to be levied except that 
authorised by the annual indiction which the emperor signed. In 
emergencies the provincial or diocesan administrators must refer 
to the praetorian prefect, who might in urgent cases authorise an 
extra levy, and obtain the emperor's confirmation of his action 
later. Julian tightened up this rule, allowin.\5 no indiction to be 
made without his own knowledge, and insisting that all expenses, 
including the cur sus publicus, other transport charges and the repair 
of the roads, must be included in the estimates. V alens again enacted 
that no extraordinary levies were to be made, and Gratian again 
withdrew all discretionary power from his prefects, and insisted 
that every superindiction must obtain the imperial signature. 99 

The praetorian prefects naturally could not make provision for 
every contingency and every local need, and despite all these rules 
additional payments over and above the indiction persisted. It was 
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always a valuable privilege, accorded to tenants of imperial lands, 
senators or illustres, palatine civil servants, the church and other 
favoured categories, to be exempted from superindicta, extraordinaria 
or sordida munera. The first two terms, which are synonymous; 
were in the fourth century used to denote all payments or services 
over and above the canon annually fixed by the indiction and there
fore included munera sordida. In two laws of identical tenor, issued 
by Gratian in 382 and by Theodosius in 390, a distinction was 
drawn; no immunity from superindicta was henceforth to be per
mitted (this virtuous resolution was soon broken), while exemp
tion from munera sordida was still allowed to privileged classes. 
By the former were meant general supplementary levies authorised 
by the prefects, and local levies ordered by vicars, provincial 
governors and city councils for special purposes. Munera sordida 
were carefully defined; they comprised grinding corn and baking 
bread for the troops, furnishing extra animals for the post and 
hospitality for travelling officials and soldiers, burning lime and 
providing timber for public works and producing craftsmen and 
labourers for the same purpose, burning charcoal (except for the 
mints and the arms factories), contributing to the expenses of 
delegations to the emperor, the temonaria Junctio, and the mainten
ance of roads and bridges. This last item was, however, often 
excluded from the list, and was finally in 423 declared not to be a 
sordidum munus but to be obligatory on all.100 

There is evidence that the indiction did actually vary from 
year to year. Julian during his five years as Caesar of the Gauls 
managed by careful accounting and efficient collection to bring 
down the tax on each caput from 2 5 to 7 solidi. Themistius declares 
that in the East in the forty years from 324 to 364 the rate of the 
indiction had gradually crept up to double its original figure, and 
that Valens then stabilised and reduced it. A law of Honorius, 
dated 416, suggests that by this date the basic rate of the indiction 
had been stabilised at a customary figure, and that increases on 
this figure, though included in the indiction, were classed as super
indictions. This was an abuse, in that it meant that privileged 
categories of persons, who were immune from extraordinary pay
ments, paid a lower rate of tax, and it was accordingly forbidden.101 

It would seem, however, that in the early fifth century the rate 
of tax, and therefore the amount due from earn province, had been 
more or less stabilised. During this period emperors not infre
quently reduced the taxation of a hard-pressed province to some 
fraction of its present or normal total. Thus in 413 Honorius 
allowed the suburbicarian provinces to pay one-fifth of their old 
tax and later, in 418, reduced the burden on Picenum and Tuscia 
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to a seventh and on Campania to a ninth. In 424 Theodosius II, in 
response to the complaints of their delegations, scaled down the 
tax of Acl!aea to a third and that of the other provinces of the 
Macedonian diocese to a half: this reduction was permanent being 
still recorded in Justinian's code. Valentinian III reduced the tax 
of Sicily to a seventh of the current rate, and of Numidia and 
N.fauretania Sitifensis on their recovery from the Vandals to one
eighth. In the last case the actual figures are specified in the law.1o2 

To work out the rate of tax for the year the prefect had to 
divide the total amounts of the various goods required by the total 
number of fiscal units from which they had to be levied. The 
notion of this uniform fiscal unit of assessment was Diocletian's 
g~eat contribu~ion to the financial organisation of the empire, and 
his system, which has been described in the earlier part of this book 
remained in principle unchanged down to the seventh century: 
The i~eal at which Diocletian appears to have aimed was to assess 
all agnculturalland, whatever its use, as olive yard, vineyard, arable, 
or pas~ure, and. whatever its quality, in uniform units of value, 
called tuga. Owmg no doubt to the fact that the basic census was 
carried out piecemeal at different dates and by different members 
of the imperial college, and that it had to be based on existing sur
veys, which varied regionally in their classification of land and in 
their ~nits of ;neasurement, this ide~l was not achieved. The iugum 
of ?yna was, lt would appear, of a different value from the iugum of 
As1ana, and the latter took no account of variations in the quality 
of the la?d, which was c!assified <;mly by its use. In other parts of 
the emp1re the fiscal urut was, like the centuria of Africa or the 
millena of Italy, merely an area of land and took no account of 
either its use or its quality _103 

The agricultural population was reckoned in capita, and here too 
the~e were regional variations. In Egypt males only counted, in 
Syna males and females were reckoned of equal value, in Pontica 
one ?Jitn equalled two women. The caput was thus, like the iugum, 
a urut of ~ssessment, whose value varied regionally and might be 
changed: m 386 the rate of assessment in certain cities of Pontica 
was reduced to four women or two and a half men per caput. 
Valentinian I abolished the capitatio altogether in Illyricum, and 
Theodosius I in Thrace. Animals were also reckoned in capita; the 
rates are unknown.l04 
. It is n?t cert~ whether Diocletian took the final step of equat
mg the tugum w1th the caput for fiscal purposes, but this was cer
tainly the practice in most parts of the empire from the early fourth 
century onwards. Here again there were regional variations. In 
Egypt the papyri show that tax was assessed on land separately, 
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and if there was any form of poll tax it was not amalgamated with 
the land tax, and it is likely that in Mrica and Gaul the land tax and 
poll tax were distinct.l05 

Every farm, from the smallest peasant holding to the great 
estates of the nobility, was thus assessed at some fraction or multiple 
of a iugum, centuria, mi!!ena, iu!ia or caput, whatever was the fiscal 
unit of land in the region: the accuracy of the valuation varied 
greatly from region to region. In most areas each farm was also 
assessed at so many capita, according to the number of persons, 
whether the owner himself, the adult members of his family, his 
slaves or his free resident tenants, who cultivated the land: here 
again there were regional variations in the assessment of men and 
women. The animal stock of the farm was likewise valued in 
capita. These figures were then added together and formed the 
total assessment of the farm. 

The data were combined in various registers. Peasant holdings 
were grouped by villages, and their total formed the assessment of 
the village; we possess half the register of Theadelphia, a village of 
the city of Arsinoe in Egypt, comprising a dozen owners and some 
270 arurae of land, and from another document we know that 
Theadelphia was assessed at 5oo arurae and 2 5 men. The land owned 
by urban residents was registered under their names city by city: 
we possess about a quarter of the urban register of Hermopolis, 
comprising about 240 names holding something over 6o,ooo 
arurae. By combining the village and urban lists, together with 
civic and imperial lands within the territory, the grand total of the 
city would be reached. We happen to know that the Syrian city 
of Cyrrhus was assessed at 62,ooo iuga, of which ro,ooo were im
perial property. From the totals of its constituent cities that of the 
province would be obtained, and from those of the provinces that 
of the diocese.106 

To provide an equitable basis for taxation the census should 
have been regularly revised. Whatever may have been Diocletian's 
original intention, it is clear that this was not done. Transfers of 
property were, it is true, recorded by the city councils and the 
corresponding changes made in the polyptychs: the imperial 
government had to legislate against conveyances being made with
out transfer of tax liability, and ruled agreements to that effect 
invalid. No systematic and regular revision of land values or popu
lation figures was, however, made; we have evidence from the 
papyri that the assessment of Sabinus the censitor, made in 298-302, 
was still valid in 348, and that of John, made before 524, as late as 
565. Instead piecemeal reassessments were made from time to 
time on demand. A revision might be demanded by a diocese or a 
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province through its assembly, or by a city, and even by an indi
vidual taxpayer, if influential enough: this last practice was for
bidden by Theodosius II and Anastasius. The government's re
sponse was to appoint a censitor, inspector (brand.;), or peraequator 
(l~u;m>}.;); as the last title implies, governmental policy was if pos
sible not to lower the total assessment, but to redistribute it. Thus 
when it was claimed that lands had gone out of cultivation, they 
were not normally written off but allocated to owners of good land 
who were made responsible for their taxes.107 

The population figures on which the capitatio was based were 
also usually maintained at their original level, irrespective of 
whether the numbers in a given estate or village had risen or sunk. 
This appears most clearly from laws dealing with conscription. A 
conscripted eo/onus ceased to pay capitatio and after five years' ser
vice gained immunity for his father, mother and wife. The land
lord, however, was not allowed to claim reduction of tax (which 
he paid on their behalf), if he could make up the number of his 
registered tenants (censiti) from the 'younger generation' (adcres
centes) on the estate. The implication of the law is that the landlord 
might well have more persons of taxable age on his estate than the 
number registered in the books (indeed he might furnish a recruit, 
who had to be I 8 years of age, not from his registered tenants but 
from the 'younger generation'), but pald tax on the registered num
ber only. If by the operation of the conscription law his real total 
fell below that registered, he could claim rebate. Claims for rebate 
on the score that co!oni had absconded were not, however, ad
mitted: it was the landlord's business to recover them, and he paid 
tax meanwhile, though he could recover it from the landlord who 
had harboured his co!oni if he could trace them. Villages of peasant 
proprietors were similarly corporately liable for their registered 
population; one law allows for transfers of liability from one 
village to another, where one had grown and the other shrunk_I08 

The assessment figures were available in the office of .the prae
torian prefecture and would enable his staff to calculate, for in
stance, that if A modii of wheat, B modii of barley, C se:x:tarii of 
wine, D pounds of meat were required in Pontica, and the total 
iuga + capita of the diocese numbered M, each iugum or caput must 
be charged with A modii of wheat, ~ modii of barley, and so 
forth. If the tax wete to be equitably apportioned throughout the 
prefecture, separate calculations might be needed for the several 
dioceses, whose assessment might be based on different units. 
There is no evidence that any very systematic attempt was made to 
equalise taxation exactly, but the schedule of rates of levy for vestis 
cited above, which gives different rates for the various dioceses of 
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the Eastern prefecture, suggests that some effort was made to pre
serve an approximate balance. In some cases the basis of assessment 
or the rate of levy was deliberately varied to give relief to dis
tressed areas. Valentinian I and Theodosius I probably abolished 
the capitatio in Illyricum and Thrace with the object of reducing 
the tax burden of these much ravaged lands, and in the schedule of 
vestis the frontier provinces of Scythia and Moesia are charged at 
two-thirds the rate applied to the rest of the Thracian diocese. 
Account had also to be taken of the major crops produced by the 
different provinces. Egypt was a great producer of wheat, and 
supplied the corn for Constantinople. A higher proportion of its 
tax was therefore charged in wheat and less in wine and oil, of 
which it produced less than, say, Asiana, which specialised in olives 
and vines.109 

Having worked out the rates of levy on each fiscal unit in the 
various products required, rates which varied from diocese to 
diocese and from province to province and even from city to city, 
the prefect, having obtained the emperor's signature, circularised 
the figures to the vicars and provincial governors. This had to be 
done well in advance, so that taxpayers should have ample time to 
learn what they would have to pay. In Egypt, where the indiction, 
in the sense of the financial year, began on I July, the praedelegatio, 
as it was called, had to be, according to a law of 436, posted in the 
principal towns before I May. In other provinces, where the in
diction was from I September, the date was presumably I July. 
By Justinian's day the time schedule had lagged and the praetorian 
prefecture had to publish the indiction in July or August, and 
governors to post it in the cities of their provinces during Septem
ber or October. The de!egationes particu!ares specified the rates in 
detail for each city, and naturally the totals also. It was now the 
task of the tabularius civitatis to make out demand notes for the 
individual taxpayers on the basis of the local registers or 
polyptychs.110 

The collection was as a rule carried out by curial officers, called 
procuratores ( i!:n:tpdrJ7:at) or susceptores ( &:n:ooeu~at, {;:n;ooeumt), elected 
by the city councils: they usually worked in groups, each group 
being responsible for a separate item, meat, wine, barley and so 
forth. These officers did not collect directly from the peasant pro
prietors, but from the villages, which appointed their own internal 
collectors under the supervision of the praepositi pagorum. During 
the first half of the fourth century the collection of each city was, 
at any rate in Egypt, directed by an exactor civitatis, who was 
nominated by the imperial government: but this officer later became 
curial also and was elected by the council. V alentinian and Valens 
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made a determined but fruitless attempt to transfer tax collection 
from the curia!es to honorati and ex-officials. In 3 8 3 the experiment 
was tried in Pontica of dividing the collection, assigning the 
tax of the great landlords to the provincial o!Jicium, that of the 
humble to the defensor civitatis, and leaving the decurions only their 
own tax: no more is heard of this arrangement. In 396 it was en
acted in the East that the taxes on the estates of senators should be 
collected by the provincial o!Jicium, but this experiment also proved 
a failure; in 3 97 it was reported that half the tax on senatorial estates 
was unpaid, and the curia!es were again called upon to collect. 
Anastasius, on the advice of his financial expert, Marinus, intro
duced the system of vindices. We are ill informed about the nature 
of the reform, but it appears that a vindex was appointed for each 
city, and that the men who offered to produce the highest payment 
got the appointment. The vindex evidently used curial collectors 
and acted as general manager himself. The experiment was success
ful from the point of view of the treasury, and though the vindices 
were most unpopular, the system was apparently maintained by 
J ustinian.111 

From the point of view of the imperial government the advantage 
of curial collectors was that not only were the individual collectors 
liable for the full amount of the tax, but that the council which 
elected them underwrote their liability: a curial collector was of 
necessity a man of some substance upon whose property distraint 
could be made, and if it should prove insufficient, the council had 
to make up the difference. This is clearly stated in a papyrus docu
ment, recording a dispute as to whether one Taurinus had been 
nominated exactor civitatis by the council: if he had, it was admitted 
that the deficit must be apportioned according to the property of 
each of the decurions.112 ·· 

In view of this liability it might have been expected that the 
task of tax collection would have been unpopular. Curiously 
enough, however, there was a constant pressure from the officials 
of the provincial o!Jicium and from vicariani and praefectiani to take 
part in the collection. The former were supposed to act as col
lectors of arrears (compulsores, dnat~1J~at) only, and the latter were 
sent down to the provinces to keep the provincial governors and 
their o!Jicia up to the mark; but it was frequently necessary to pro
hibit their intervening in the process of tax collection. The tech
nique of the canonicarii of the praetorian prefecture is vividly de
scribed by Valentinian Ill. They produced 'alarming demands for 
numerous different taxes': they put out 'a smoke screen of minute 
calculations involved in impenetrable obscurity'; they demanded 
'receipts for a long series of past years, receipts which the plain 
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man, confid.ent that he owes nothing, does not think to preserve'. 
But. the baste reaso~ ~hy they ~ould make a profit out of tax co]
lectmg was, as MaJo!lan explains, that they terrorised both the 
~axpay~rs and the c;:urial and provincial officials, and that it was 
tmposstble to obtam redress against their extortions save from 
~heir departmental ~hie£, the praetor!an .P.refect, at the expense of a 
JOurney to the ~omttatus and heavy JUdiCia] fees. Another habitual 
method of making a profit out of tax collecting was to combine 
the functions. of col~ector with that of money lender, and convert 
arre~rs of tax mto pnvate debts, on which high interest was charged 
-wtth the further hope that the arrears for which the collector 
had taken responsibility might ultimately be written off by the 
government.na 
. The collecti~n was from the reign of Valentinian I made in three 
mstalments at mtervals of four months. The object of this pro
cedure was prob~bly to avoid overloading the transport system and 
the storage capacity of the state granaries. When taxes in kind were 
commu~ed for gold it was advantageous for the taxpayer, who was 
not obhged to sell tJ:e greater part of his crops at one time, when 
everyone else was .domg the same, thus obtaining poor prices, but 
could space o?-t his. sales over the year_114 

The collection did not end the task of the administration. The 
goods collected had to be apportioned and delivered to their re
cipients. This was a highly complicated task as the troops who 
consumed mo.st of the annona .and capitus were not distributed evenly 
oyer the empue, but. were etther concentrated in the frontier pro
vmces, o~ were mobile forces which did not remain in one place. 
It seems h~ely that every province was first charged with the main
tenance of Jts own.governor and his ofjicium, and of the local stations 
of the cur sus pub!tcu_s. The latter needed some regulation: in 3 6 5 
the consular Anatolius reported that in the Suburbicarian provinces 
fo.dder for the several post stations was arbitrarily demanded, and 
~~~ down a schen;e whereby each city should provide fixed quan
t1t1es a.t predetermmed .dates, proper re/Sard beit?-g had to the length 
an~ ~cu!ty of !he JOurney. FrontJer provmces also supplied 
thet.r resident garnsons of limitanei as far as they were able. Here 
agrun efforts were made to reduce transport to a minimum: forts 
were to be as far. as r:ossible supplied from neighbouring estates. 
!t w~s, however, 1n~v1table that the ungarrisoned provinces in the 
mtenor of the emp1re should contribute something to feeding the 
frontier armies_115 

The machinery whereby the distribution of the annona was 
carr!ed out was ~omplicated and its detailed working is obscure. 
Cunal officers m1ght, apparently, be called upon to deliver any-

r 
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where within their province. In the papyri we find decurions of 
Hermopolis at the extreme north of the Thebaid making delivery at 
Syene at the extreme south, some 370 miles away. The deacon 
Cyrus wrote to one Hermaion: 'I have heard that you have been 
nominated by the president elect as distributor at Syene. If you 
have heard that your nomination has been confirmed, come here 
quickly to catch the boats of the new indiction. Many have been 
charged with wheat and barley to those parts from Antinoopolis as 
far as Diocletianopolis and many loaded boats have passed.' In the 
circumstances one can understand the alarm of another decurion 
of Hermopolis, Achilleus. He writes to his friend Pimution: 
'You wrote to me about the schedule sent by the rationa!is about 
goods for the annona. Try to get us nominated local distributors 
of wine or meat (or only at Antinoopolis ), so that we can stay at 
home and not go abroad. We don't want chaff, in case it is not 
accepted and we are forced to pay its price. We want wine or meat 
at Hermopolis or Antinoopolis, only those two. Don't touch 
barley.' Arrived at their destination the goods were consigned to 
a public granary, under the charge of a praepositus horrei, likewise 
a decurion, who doled them out to the quartermaster (actuarius or 
optio) of the unit for which they were destined.116 

Transport from one province to another was apparently carried 
out by the somewhat mysterious process known as pastus primipili. 
The retiring princeps of each provincial ofjicium, on promotion to 
the rank of primipi!us, was charged with the burdensome task of 
convoying the goods from his own province to the recipient army. 
These officers were in addition expected to tip the dux of the re
cipient area: Julian limited this perquisite to 50 lb. silver from all 
the primipi!ares who delivered to one dux. From a letter ofLibanius 
it is known that the consular. of Syria at Antioch was responsible for 
delivery of annona at Callinicum on the Euphrates. From a law of 
Theodosius I it appears that primipili from provinces in the Eastern 
prefecture delivered annona to the Illyrian prefecture, and from 
another of Arcadius that primipilares of the diocese of Asiana were 
liable to the pastus: they had a long journey to the nearest 
frontier.117 

There remained the regiments of the field army and the imperial 
comitatus itself, which in the fourth century was often on the move. 
The technique was ·to issue to these mobile bodies warrants 
(epistu!ae delegatoriae) entitling them to draw upon the revenues of 
a given province which had a surplus. Units of the comitatenses and 
palatini collected their annona through officers known as opinatores. 
They were supposed to present their warrants to the provincial . 
governor concerned, who had to deliver within the year. He was 
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often tempted to send the opinator direct to the taxpayers and let 
him collect his own goods for himself, a practice prohibited by the 
imperial government. us 

From the latter part of the fourth century both collection and · 
delivery in kind began to be commuted for gold. The process 
began in a modest way in the West with a law of Valentinian I, 
enacting that limitanei should receive rations in kind for nine 
months of the year and 'prices' for the remaining three. It seems 
to have been complete in the West by the second quarter of the 
fifth century. In 429 we find opinatores collecting gold and not 
foodstuffs in Africa, and from a novel of Valentinian Ill it appears 
that before the Vandal invasion Numidia and Mauritania Sitifensis 
paid all their taxes in gold. The same novel shows that annonae and 
capitus, both of the troops and of the dux, were commuted for a 
fi::.:ed payment of 4 solidi. A novel of Majorian proves that in his 
re1gn the land tax of Italy was paid entirely in gold. This remained 
the rule under the Ostrogothic kingdom; when the government 
required supplies in kind it obtained them by compulsory purchase 
setting off the price against the land tax due from the vendor.ll9 ' 

In the East the process was more gradual and less complete. 
The annonae of palatine officials were commuted to gold in 42 3, and 
those of officers of the grades of spectabilis and clarissimus in 439, 
but the rank and file of the comitatenses continued to draw their 
rations in kind. Commutation of the land tax to gold was still in 
436 a special privilege, sparingly accorded. Anastasius converted 
the bulk of the land tax to gold, but still apparently collected in 
k~d what was needed for feeding the field army. For he per
mltted compulsory purchase of foodstuffs only in emergencies 
and then by his personal authorisation, except in the special case of 
Thrace, when the taxes in kind did not suffice for the maintenance 
of the troops. Payment for these requisitions was made either, 
as in Italy, by setting off the price against the gold tax or, if the 
price exceeded the tax, in gold coin_l20 ' 

In Justinian's reign a theoretical distinction was still observed 
between annonae in money and annonae in kind, but both were alike 
paid (at different rates) in gold. The in diction likewise prescribed 
taxes in gold and in kind, but levies in kind might be commuted on 
a .Price sche~ule laid down. in the particularis delegatio of the pro
vmce. A senes of warrants 1ssued by the governor of the Thebaid, 
entitling the quartermasters of military units to draw rations from 
the village of Aphrodito, illustrate the artificiality of the system. 
Some warrants are made out for so many artabae of wheat and so 
many units (pounds or pints) of wine or meat; these may have been 
paid in kind. But others are made out for so many artabae of 
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'wheat in gold' and so many units of 'wine or meat in gold', and 
the rates of commutation are specified. The corn required to feed 
Constantinople (and Alexandria) continued to be actually collected 
in kind.l21 . 

In the East the commutation of levies and issues in kind into 
gold did not at first simplify the accounting of the prefecture. 
Annonae (and capitus) were commuted at a great variety of rates. 
There were 'money rations' (aerariae annonae), which had a fixed 
value of 4 solidi. Other annonae were commuted at the market 
prices prevailing locally, others at special prices fixed for particular 
areas, others at prices published annually by the prefecture for each 
province in its particularis delegatio; there was also a special rate for 
calculating the emoluments of the praetorian ·prefects, which was 
applied to the salaries of some other officers. As the pay of all 
soldiers and civil servants was computed in annonae and capitus, 
and these units varied in value according to the recipient's regiment 
or officium, the making up of the payrolls was complicated. The 
salaries of the higher officers of state, both military and civil, were 
likewise computed in annonae and capitus, and an individual officer 
sometimes drew some of his annonae and capitus at one rate and 
some at another. ] ustinian assigned salaries in solidi or pounds of 
gold to the new posts which he created, but other salaries were still 
in his reign calculated according to the old rules.122 

The conversion of the land tax was also at first a complicated 
process. The tax was in the fifth century, probably until Anasta
sius' reign, assessed in kind and then commuted into gold on a five 
years' average of prices. Anastasius probably introduced the 
simple system whereby part of the tax was assessed in gold and 
part in kind, with rates of commutation for the latter fixed annually 
for each province by the prefecture.12a 

The Western government seems to have avoided these compli
cations, assessing the land tax in solidi or in annonae and capitus at 
the fixed rate of 4 solidi each, and calculating wages and salaries in 
annonae and capitus of fixed value. In both halves of the empire 
commutation to gold greatly simplified the collection and dis
tribution of the revenue, and must have reduced the wastage of 
perishable goods collected in excess of needs, and the unnecessary 
transport of heavy goods. But most important of all it enabled the 
prefecture to build up a reserve in gold, the area praefectoria. The 
area is first mentioned in 382, and became progressively more 
important, until it became the principal treasury of the state. In 
Leo's reign its contribution to the expedition against the Vandals 
was 47,ooo lb. gold, as against 17,ooo lb. from the largitiones.l24 

The financing of public works is an obscure topic. The frontier 
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forts, still the responsibility of the praetorian prefects under Dio
cletian, had passed by the reign of Valentinian I to the care of the 
duces of the frontier provinces. The cities were always responsible 
for their own public buildings, including their walls. The prefects, 
through the vicars and provincial governors, had to maintain roads 
and bridges, the public granaries and post stations. The repair of 
the roads and bridges was charged to all landowners, according to 
their iugatio and capitatio, and exemptions were rarely granted. The 
same rule applied to other public works, but here immunities were 
more freely granted. The actual work was apparently in the fourth 
century performed by forced labour: the supply of workmen and 
craftsmen was a sordidum munus to which hmdowners and villages 
were liable. The supply of materials, such as beams and planks, 
was also a sordidum munus, and so was the burning of lime. By the 
end of the fifth century methods had changed. Public works were 
financed from the money revenues, and corv · es were replaced by 
hired labour. The auditing of the accounts of public works 
remained a very lucrative function of the scrinium operum of the 
prefecture.125 

Much as we know of the details of the. fiscal organisation, our 
information on broader aspects of imperial finance is disappoint
ingly meagre. It is impossible to estimate either the expenditure or 
the revenue of the empire at any date. On the expenditure side 
we have for the sixth century various detailed figures. We know 
the salaries of sundry high officers of state from the praetorian 
prefect of Mrica (at Ioo lb. gold) to consulars of provinces 
(at 448 solidi) .. We also know the ration allowance of a private 
soldier (4 solidi) and the fodder allowance of a trooper (4 solidi), 
and t~e donative of a private soldier (5 solidi every five years); his 
clothmg allowance was probably I solidus per garment, but we do 
not know to how many garments he was entitled per annum. We 
also know the global salary bills of various officia, from the prae
torian prefecture or Africa (4I49 solidi) to provincial offices at 
such modest sums as I44 solidi. But the data are insufficient to 
compile a comprehensive wages and salary bill, much less a total 
of all expenditure. 

On the revenue side we know the yield of two Western pro
vinces. Numidia in 445, after having its taxes reduced to one
eighth of their previous total, paid (in direct taxation) 4200 solidi 
and rzoo annonae and 2oo capitus, commuted for 4 solidi each, that 
is 98oo solidi in all. It must then before the Vandal invasion have 
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p~i.d 78?2oo solidi or rather over IO centenaria of gold. Mauretania 
S1tifens1s from 44 5 paid 5 ooo solidi and 5o capitus, and its normal 
revenue must therefore have been 4r,6oo solidi or about 6 cen
tenr:r~a. These were relatively poor provinces, but the figures seem 
strikingly small when . compared with the r 5 centenaria which 
Roman senators of medium wealth received as their annual income 
~ ~old. In. the. East we ~ave some figures for Egypt under Jus
tmlan. In his thirteenth edict he states that it contributed 8 ooo ooo 
of. wheat t? Constantinople. He does not specify the unit, whlch 
rmght be either the modius, the normal imperial measure for wheat 
or the artaba (3! modii), the measure used in Egypt. It must be th~ 
latter, for from contemporary papyri we know that four cities two 
large (Oxyrhynchus and Heracleopolis) and two small (Cyndpolis 
and Antaeopolis ), between them paid 76o,ooo artabae and there 
were about seventy cities in the Nile valley and Delta. 'At the offi
cial rate of commutation (ro artabae to the solidus) the value of 
these .8,ooo,ooo artabae of wheat was over no centenaria. Egypt 
als~ yrelded a considerable revet;ue in gold .. No global figures are 
avapable, but .Oxyrhynchus (w1th Cynopolis) and Heracleopolis, 
which eacll pa1~ ?5.o,ooo artabae (value 35,ooo solidi), paid 24,ooo 
and 22,500 solidi m gold as well. At another Egyptian city the 
fig~res we~e 25,372-! a;tabae (value 253.7! solidi) and 2297 solidi 
ro2 carats m gold, while .at Antaeopohs the proportion of gold 
tax to wheat was su?s~antially higher, ro,3oo solidi to 6r,67o arta
bae (value. 6:67 solidi) .. Egypt may then have paid nearly as 
much ~gam m gold as m .wheat, perhaps a total of 200 centenaria, 
reckonmg the whole tax m gold. The contrast with the Mrican 
provinces is striking.12s 

W: e have ot;e ?gure only for the global revenue of the Eastern 
empue,. an? 1t 1s somew~at suspect and difficult to interpret. 
Pro~opms .m the Secret H:story alleges that in the nine years of 
Justlll: s re1gn 4000 centenarta of gold came into the treasury, thus 
1mplymg that the annual revenue was about 400 centenaria. It was 
to P:~ocopius' interest. to put the .figure as high as possible, but in 
relation to the Egyptian figures lt seems at first sight rather low. 
It may, however, be assumed that Procopius did not include the 
valu~ of ~he c~:>rn levied to feed Constantinople, nor probably other 
taxatwn m kind. In Thrace it would seem that the bulk of the 
taxes was levied in kind to feed the Danube armies and the same no 
do17bt applied to Dacia and. to a lesser degree to Pontica and Oriens, 
which fed t~e .Eastetn arrmes. As an estimate of the gold revenue 
400 centenarta 1s perhaps not unreasonable. If the figure is correct 
Egypt, which was certainly far the richest of the seven dioceses 
would have contributed about a fifth, and more than as much 
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again in corn. Of the other dioceses Thrace and Dacia would have 
paid very little in gold, and the remaining four, Macedonia, 
Asiana, Pontica and Oriens, would have paid four-fifths of the gold 
revenue between them, while the two last would have made a 
substantial contribution in kind as well.127 

It so happens that the only two rates of land tax which we know 
come from the same provinces. Valentinian III in 45! speaks of 
'the tax of 20 sill quae which are levied for each centuria' in Numidia. 
Before the Vandal invasion the normal rate must then have been 
6£ solidi per centuria. From Egypt we have the full assessment of 
Antaeopolis in the sixth century. The whole tax in corn and gold, 
including all supplementary payments and fees, amounts to 
6r,674 artabae of wheat and ro,322 solidi on 5 r,65 5 arurae, nearly 
all arable: vineyards come to 2 5 78! and gardens to I 6oo. This 
works out at about It artabae and 4! si!iquae per arura, or if the 
wheat be translated into gold 7i si!iquae. About I83 arurae were 
equal to I centuria, and the Egyptian rate of taxation was thus 
equivalent to 58! solidi per centuria, or between eight and nine 
times the Numidian rate. It must be remembered that the Nu
midian figure does not include fees, which would have increased it 
substantially, perhaps by 2 solidi, and that the Egyptian figure is 
about a century later than the Numidian and rates of taxation may 
well have increased in the interval, especially under Justinian. But 
the contrast is in the main a measure of the greater productiv 
ity of the soil of Egypt, which yielded a good crop every year 
instead of an indifferent one every other year, if that. It helps 
to explain the contrast between the global revenues of Egypt 
and of the western African provinces.128 

It is noticeable how large a proportion of the burden of taxation 
fell upon agriculture. The taxes levied by the praetorian prefects 
fell entirely on land, stock and the rural population. The urban 
population, living within the walls of cities, was in almost all pro
vinces immune from the capitatio. In an edict of the praetorian 
prefect Zoticus (pi-I2) it is expressly stated that land only, and not 
houses, gardens, or other goods, is entered in the census, and so 
far.as we know tax was never levied on house property save once: 
in 405 Honorius ordered an emergency levy of one year's rent on 
all granaries, baths, workshops, shops, houses and rooms, and also 
saltpans. The res privata was fed by the rents of imperial lands. Of 
the revenues which went into the !argitiones the gold land tax and 
the levy of garments were assessed on the same basis as the pre
fect's taxes, the g!eba was a surtax on senatorial estates, and aurum 
oblaticium and coronarium were levied from two categories of land
owners, senators and decurions. Apart from the customs, which 
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fell on all alike, there was only one tax which was not paid, directly 
or indirectly, by the peasants, the collatio lustralis. In other words, 
the entire expenditure of the empire, the cost of feeding and clothing 
the army and civil service, the maintenance of the public transport 
system, the upkeep of the court and the food supply of the two 
capitals, with the single exception of the donative to the troops, 
was entirely borne by agriculture, and even the donative was partly 
covered by indirect taxes and by levies on landowners, and only 
in part by a direct tax on trade and industry.129 

Some idea of the disproportion in the incidence of taxation may 
be gained from the very few actual figures available. At the end of 
the fifth century, Edessa, capital of the province of Osrhoene and 
presumably, since it lay on the trade route from Persia via Nisibis, 
a town of some commercial importance, paid I40 lb. gold every 
four years in collatio lustra!is: this works out at 2 5 20 solidi a year. 
In the sixth century Heracleopolis, an Egyptian city with a large 
territory, paid in land tax (including commuted wheat) 57,500 
solidi, and Oxyrhynchus, capital of the province of Arcadia, to
gether with its very small neighbour, Cynopolis, 59,5 oo solidi. 
The figures are not exactly comparable, but they suggest that the 
revenue derived from agriculture was something like twenty times 
that derived from trade and industry.rso 

As will be argued in later chapters, this apportionment of 
the burden of taxation probably corresponded roughly to the 
economic structure of the empire. All the evidence goes to 
show that its wealth was derived almost entirely from agricul
ture, and to a very small extent from industry and trade. The 
collatio lustralis was an insignificant contribution to the revenue, 
but none the less a grievous burden to the merchants and craftsmen 
who paid it. 

Taxation was, with a few minor exceptions, not progressive. 
The peasant proprietor paid at the same rate for his little holding 
as did the senator for his vast estates. Senators, it is true, were 
burdened with the praetorship, which, if not a tax, was an expendi
ture enforced by the state, but this came only once in a lifetime, and 
the obligatory expenditure was not very heavy in relation to the 
wealth of senatorial families. Senators also were liable to the gleba, 
which was a graded surtax, but of negligible weight. They also 
had to contribute at irregular intervals to the aurum oblaticium. 
In the East, Marcian made the praetorship voluntary and 
abolished the gleba, nor is anything said in Justinian's Code of 
the aurum ob!aticium. Thus after 450 senators in the Eastern 
parts probably paid no special taxes and were subject to no 
special burdens.131 

HH 
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Another tax which fell on members of the upper classes was the 
levy of horses and recruits on honorati, the recipients of codicils of 
rank. This was made, according to a law of 379, on the grant of 
the codicils and thereafter every five years; the rate for those who 
received the honorary rank of comes and praeses was two and three 
horses respectively. This regular tax does not seem to have been 
maintained, but during the first half of the fifth century there were 
sporadic levies. The last of which we hear was made by Valen
tinian III in 444· It was nominally of recruits, but payable in 
gold at 30 solidi per man and was graded: illustres had to pay 90 
solidi, comites primi ordinis, ex-governors of provinces and the 
like 30 solidi, and comites of the second and third grade and 
clarissimi 10 solidi. The tax was aimed primarily at holders of 
honorary rank, and actual or past holders of offices, and palatine 
civil servants who had earned their rank by service, were usually 
excused.132 

While there were thus some additional levies, none it would 
seem of a very onerous character, on senators and others who held 
codicils of rank, the upper classes enjoyed certain fiscal privileges. 
All alike were liable to the regular indiction, apart from special 
personal grants of immunity which were, it would seem, excep
tional. Under Constantius II Datianus, a highly influential courtier 
who was consul in 3 58, Eusebius, the emperor's father-in-law, 
consul in 3 59, and Arsaces, king of Armenia, received this privi
lege; but Datianus voluntarily renounced it, and the emperor, 
while confirming it to the heirs of Eusebius and to Arsaces, enacted 
that no such grants should in future be given. Relief from the 
indiction might also be gained by securing low assessment or a 
favourable rate of commutation. This was, it would seem, a more 
common abuse and caused appreciable loss of revenue. A law of 
Theodosius II, issued in 430, drastically reduced all such conces
sions made since the accession ofTheodosius I in 379· By this law 
when the reduction of assessment did not exceed 400 iuga or 
capita, half was allowed to stand, and when it was greater than 400, 
the first 200 iuga or capita remained immune. These figures show 
clearly that those who had obtained light assessments were great 
landlords. The wealthiest landowners also enjoyed immunity from 
superindictions or extraordinarias and sordida munera, which formed 
an appreciable addition to the regular canon.133 

The imperial financial machine was not by modern standards 
highly, efficient. Arrears were constantly allowed to accumulate, 
and were at intervals written off by general indulgences. J ulian, it 
will be remembered, condemned this practice on the ground that 
it favoured the rich who had sufficient influence to postpone pay-
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m7r:t~ an~ pe_r;alised the poor who h~d to pay on the nail. This 
crrtlcrsm ·rmp]ies that under Constantlus · II indulgences were fre
quently granted and covered recent arrears. If so the policy of the 
imperial government later became stricter, for the Codes and 
!'Jovels show that general indulgences were given at very long 
rntervals, and usually excluded several years immediately preceding 
the grant.134 

In 40 I Honorius' government was exceptionally careful. Only 
arrears up to 386 were remitted, those between 387 and 394 were 
reviewed, and those from 3 9 5 onwards were to be collected. In the 
~ast the administration was a little more indulgent under Theodo
~lu~ II. In 414 all arrears from 368 to 407 were written off; this 
rncrdentally proves that there had been no general indulgence in 
the East since the latter part of V a! ens' reign. In 43 3 the arrears of 
408 to 427 were remitted, and there must have been another indul
gence (not recorded in the Novels) early in the 44os covering the 
years 428-37. Marcian on his accession (450) remitted the arrears of 
438 to 447, which was over-indulgent. In the West, Valentinian III 
was lax also, cancelling arrears up to 436 in 438, and up to 447 in 
450; many powerful taxpayers who had held up payment for two 
or three years must have profited. Majorian went even further 
r~mitting. on his accession all fiscal debts up to the previous finan~ 
era] year. In the East the government had by Justinian's reign 
tightened up its policy again. Justinian, probably on his accession 
(527), remitted arrears up to 522. His next indulgence, which 
covered the years 523 to 544, did not come until 553· Justin II 
soon after his accession (November 565) remitted arrears up to 
560 .135 

It would .seem from this evidence that general remissions were 
intended not so much to relieve the taxpayers as to clear up the 
public accounts by writing off bad debts. They chiefly benefited 
the public by preventing ingenious officials from raking up 
ancient claims against taxpayers who had failed to keep all their 
receipts. To guard against this form of extortion Marcian ruled 
that if a taxpayer could produce receipts for three continuous years 
no earlier claim was admissible_l36 

The ·expense of collection was undoubtedly high, in the sense 
that the taxpayers paid very much more than the actual amount of 
the tax which went to the treasury. Apart from outright cheating 
and extortion by officials, who juggled with weights and measures 
and the currency or took advantage of the simplicity and careless
ness of the ordinary citizen to charge more than was due or exact a 
second time tax already paid, there were a multiplicity of fees 
(sportulae) payable to all the multifarious officials involved in the 
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collection. Majorian was no doubt indulging in rhetorical exag
geration when he stated that 'whereas some fraction is paid into the 
public account, the rapacious and all-powerful collector receives 
double or more in fees'. But in another passage he reveals that the 
authorised fees (remunerationes) had been before his day consolidated 
at 2 solidi per iugum or millena, and he himself, to compensate the 
officials for the loss of various illicit fees which they had since in
vented, added another! solidus. These additional I2 siliquae were 
distributed (apparently in the same proportion as the 2 solidi) 
4 to the curial and cohortal collectors, I to the executor, ! to the 
palatini of the largitiones and 6t to the praifectiani. As the con
temporary rate of tax was, it would seem, 7 solidi per millena, the 
cost of collection came to nearly a third as much again. These zt 
solidi (bina et terna) were still levied under the Ostrogothic 
kingdom.137 

The record of the Eastern government is far better in this re
spect. Great efforts were made to keep fees down. Anastasius, for 
instance, ruled that if a compulsor were sent to a province because its 
revenue did not come in by the proper date, the fees and expenses 
of the compulsor should be charged not to the taxpayers but to the 
delinquent canonicarius and the provincial ojjicium, and if owing to 
yet further delay it should be necessary to send a second compulsor, 
his fees and expenses should be exacted from the first compulsor, 
the canonicarius and the ojjicium. The official scale of fees laid down 
by an edict of the praetorian prefects in the late fifth century was 
I siliqua per iugum (as against 6o siliquae in the West), which had to 
satisfy the curial and cohortal collectors and the officials of the 
largitiones and the praetorian prefecture.138 

By and large the system worked only too efficiently, squeezing 
from the taxpayers despite their constant complaints an ever
growing revenue, adequate not only to cover the mounting current 
expenses, but even under prudent management to bnild up reserves. 
Only when the barbarian invaders had occupied much of Gaul, 
Spain and Africa did the government of Valentinian III fall into 
financial difficulties. In 444 he declared that 'from the revenue 
which is with difficulty collected from the exhausted taxpayer 
provision cannot be made for feeding and clothing even the old 
army, not to speak of newly levied troops'. In the East, Theodo
sius II managed to pay heavy blackmail to Attila, and by Marcian's 
death a reserve of over Ioo,ooo lb. gold had been built up, nearly 
all to be spent in the Vandal expedition of 468. Anastasius during 
a reign of twenty-seven years, despite the !saurian war, the Persian 
war, and the rebellion of Vitalian, was able to accumulate 3 2o,ooo lb. 
gold, although he abolished the collatio lustralis and carried out an 
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important programme of public works. The machine was perhaps 
too efficient. It raised a steadily mounting revenue which by the 
reign of Justinian amounted to nearly a third of the gross yield of 
the land. The depressing effects of this tremendous tax on the 
empire's main source of wealth, agriculture, will be discussed in a 
later chapter.139 



CHAPTER XIV 

JUSTICE 

THE excellence of the Roman law is justly extolled: but it 
may be doubted whether under the later Roman empire its 
virtues were obvious to Me majority of the population. For 

this there wer~ t?ru;Y reasons. In the first place the law itself was, 
down to J usttman s great re orms, obscure and uncertain, and 
~id~led with archa~c technicalitiesJI$$con~ly, the adnUr:istration of 
JUStice was excc;:c~.sitely slow, largeTy owmg to the wtde latitude 
given to appeaL! ,[Snirdly, it was expensive, because of the heavy 
court fees charge'd, especially in the higher courts, not to speak of 
barristers' fees and of the long ~· o neys and delays often imposed 
o~ parties and their witr:esses. urthermore, conflicts of juris
dtctwn were frequent, owmg to t e prevalence of special adminisc 
trative courts and of the widespread right of praescriptio fori, which 
enabled various categories of persons to claim the jurisdiction of 
special courts-:\ ltastly, the judges who administered the laws were 
not chosen forltKeir legal learning, had a very brief tenure of office, 
:!fld:were as a rule venal and subject to social pressqre or intimida-
twn.\ ){ 

It il; unnecessary for the purposes of this book to discuss the 
ultimate sources of the law. It will suffice to say that, as cited in the 
courts and accepted by judges as authoritative, it consisted of two 
parts, the writings of the classical jurisconsults and imperial 
constitutions. The works of the jurisconsults were formidable in 
their !?ere bulk. When Justinian's commissioners were preparing 
the Dtgest, they read close on 2,ooo separate works, written by 
about forty authors and ranging from short treatises on special 
topics to great commentaries covering the whole field of law: 
the whole material totalled 3,ooo,ooo lines, or over twenty times 
the length of the Digest. The average barrister, of course, did not 
use a tithe of this vast literature, and many of the books were 
exceedingly rare, and probably only accessible in the libraries of 
professors and law schools. They were, however, authoritative, 
and learned counsel could dig up opinions from obscure works 
unknown and virtually unknowable to the court,l 
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Most lawyers depended on a limited number of standard texts, 
such as the Responsa of Papinian or Ulpian's ad Sabinum, or on 
handbooks of extracts from the leading authors. But, even if the 
cou.rt. confine.d its attention to these, the judge's difficulties in 
dectding a pomt of law were not over, for the great jurists did not 
always agree, and amateur judges could hardly decide between 
them. A:nnoyed ?Y the perpetual wrangles of learned counsel, 
Constantme depnved of their authoritative status Paulus' and 
Ulpian's Notes on Papinian, which he said distorted rather than 
correct~d the great jurist. He also gave special authority to the 
Sententlae of Paul us. In 426 Valentinian Ill enacted the famous law 
?f .citations.. !1e reaffirmed th~ primary authority of four great 
JUrists, Paptnlan, Paulus, Ulp1an and Modestinus and raised 
Gai.us, t~e author of a hitherto not much regarded ~ext-book, to 
panty w1th them. He also allowed authority to the earlier jurists 
whom the five great men quoted, such as J ulian, Scaevola, Sabinus 
and Marcellus, provided that their texts, which often depended on 
very old books, were verified by the collation of different copies. 
Where there was a conflict of authority, the majority of authors was 
to carry the day, and if they were equally divided, Papinian was to 
~ave a casting vote. Only if he had made no pronouncement on the 
1ssue, and the others were equally divided, did the judge have to 
use his discretion. This rule has justly been regarded as the low
water mark of Roman jurisprudence, but it did at least allow a 
diligent barrister to tell his client what the law was-unless a more 
ingenious opponent could produce an imperial constitution which 
affected the issue. 2 

Imperial constitutions might take a variety of forms. Decreta 
were judgments or rulings made verbally by the emperor when 
trying a case in the high court. A few suclJ decisions, excerpted 
from the minutes of the consistory, are preserved in the Codes, 
but decreta seem to have been rarely cited in the courts. Rescripta 
were answers either to the questions (relationes or consultationes) of 
judges, who asked for clarification of a legal issue arising in a case 
before them, or to the petitions (libelli or preces) of private citizens, 
asking for a ruling on some legal question which affected them: 
it seems to have been quite a common practice to obtain a rescript 
before instituting proceedings. Rescripts were publicly posted, as 
well as being delivered to the petitioners, and were therefore 
available to lawyers even if, being unfavourable to the petitioner 
they were never produced in court. Down to the early years of th~ 
fourth century at any rate, rescripts were an important source of 
law; a very large number from the reign of Diocletian and his 
colleagues survive in the Code of Justinian, and they must have 
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formed the bulk of the material collected in the Gregorian and 
Hermogenian Codes. A few of Constantine and Licinius and of 
Valentinian and Valens are cited in legal works of the fifth century, 
but they seem to have waned in popularity in the fourth century.a 

The reason why rescripts ceased to be regarded as authoritative 
is plain from a number of constitutions which declare them invalid 
if surreptitiously elicited contrary to the general rules of law. The 
imperial chancery was too prone to yield to pressure from influen
tial suitors who wanted the law to be altered to suit their special 
case. This was no doubt why Arcadius in 398 declared that even 
rescripts in response to consultationes should not be used as prece
dents, and why the Roman senate in 438 shouted (twenty-one 
times): 'We beg that no laws be issued in response to petitions.' 
It may have been for similar reasons that in 426 the ministers of 
V alentinian Ill denied the authority of precedents to judgments 
made by the emperor in consistory. Justinian, however, indig
nantly declaring that it was absurd to question the power of the 
emperor, the sole fount of law, to interpret its rules, restored the 
authority of both decreta and rescripta as sources of law.4 

There remained edicts (that is, public notices directly addressed 
to the people at large), orations to the senate, and other leges 
generales. These are somewhat difficult to define, and Valentinian 
Ill's attempt in 426 to draw a distinction between general and 
special laws is not very illuminating. Most laws were addressed 
to the praetorian prefects, who were instructed to circulate them 
to the provincial governors, who in turn published them in the 
cities. About these there was no doubt, but many laws were issued 
to other ministers, because they primarily concerned their depart
ments, and had no doubt been suggested by them, and others were 
directed to vicars of dioceses, rationales, proconsuls and even 
ordinary governors of provinces, usually, it would seem in response 
to their questions on local problems. Other laws again were 
addressed to provincial assemblies, cities and corporations, in 
answer to their petitions. To these last V alentinian Ill denied 
the status of general laws, but many are incorporated in the Theo
dosian Code, and had presumably therefore been accepted by the 
courts as of general application. It was therefore far from certain 
whether any given law was applicable to all cases, or had local 
validity only.s 

Further confusion was caused by the divisions of the empire. 
Theort;tically all laws were issued by the college of emperors, and 
were, if leges generales, valid throughout the empire. Actually the 
laws of each emperor were promulgated only in the part of the 
empire which he ruled. Libanius makes this very plain. He was 
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personally greatly interested in the law regulating the succession of 
bastards to their father's estate, as his only son was the fruit of a 
union with a concubine. He was pleased when V alentinian changed 
the law in favour of bastards, though it did not hdp him personally, 
as he lived at Antioch, but was overjoyed when Valens issued 
similar legislation. Though, however, in the ordinary way the 
courts of one emperor ignored the legislation of his colleague or 
colleagues, it was always open to an enterprising barrister to 
produce a law issued in the other half of the empire, and the 
courts could not refuse to admit its validity. Early in Honorius' 
reign Jews in the province of Apulia and Calabria claimed exemp
tion from the curia in virtue of 'some law which has been issued in 
the Eastern parts'. The West ern government was much annoyed 
by what is evidently regarded as sharp practice, and Honorius 
abrogated 'the same law-if there be such-which is manifestly 
harmful to my parts' of the empire.6 

To imperial constitutions proper must be added edicts of the 
praetorian prefects. The prefects had no legislative power, but 
they could issue authoritative interpretations of the law. Their 
edicts were commonly cited in the courts, and several collections 
of them, made in the sixth century in the Eastern parts, are extant, 
while some have been preserved amongst Justinian's Novels.7 

Confusion was increased by the very inadequate method of 
publishing imperial constitutions. Decreta were, so far as we 
know, not published at all. They normally became known to the 
legal world through the certified copy of the acta consistorii which 
was issued to successful litigants; lawyers could no doubt also 
obtain copies of the acta on application. Rescripta _were, as met;
tioned above, posted at the place where they were JSSued-that 1s 
where the emperor happened to be at the time-but they were 
issued in such large numbers that they can have hung only for a 
matter of days, or weeks at most. Diligent lawyers apparently 
employed clerks to copy those of interest. Otherwise they became 
known to the profession only by being cited by those who had 
obtained them in subsequent legal proceedings, and thus appearing 
on the record issued to the successful party; once again lawyers 
could presumably get copies of the record for their own use on 
application. Edicts and general laws were posted in all the cities 
of the empire, and those of local application in the provinces or 
cities concerned, but they cannot have hung for more than a few 
months.8 

So much for initial publication. No attempt was made by the 
imperial government to publish a consolidated collection of im
perial constitutions until the issue of the Theodosian Code in 438. 
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Private enterprise had come to the rescue a century and a half 
earlier. In the reign of Diocletian two lawyers, Gregorius and 
Hermogenian, published collections of imperial constitutions. 
The former issued his work in the Codex Gregorianus, in 291; it 
apparently included all constitutions still current up to the date of 
publication-some went back to Hadrian. The Codex Hermo
genianus was, it seems, a supplement published in 29 5, containing 
the legislation of the intervening years. Both these were, it should 
be stressed, private collections with no official authority, and they 
s.eem to have been later supplemented, equally unofficially and in a 
rather unmethodical way, with some more recent enactments; 
seven laws of 364-5 are quoted from the Hermogenianus.9 

Owing to their great convenience, however, they were, in 
spite of their unofficial character, accepted as authoritative by the 
courts. The constitutions were arranged in them under titles by 
subject matter, according to the traditional order of the legal 
commentaries of the classical jurisconsults, and in each title the 
laws were placed in chronological order. They seem to have been 
bulky works. The Gregorianus was actually the larger, and in it the 
titles were grouped in books. The Hermogenianus was arranged by 
title only, but though smaller must have been a considerable 
work-we possess a law cited as the rzoth of the 69th title. The 
two codices were probably for all practical purposes an exhaustive 
record of all imperial legislation up to 29 5, and certainly came to be 
treated as such in the courts.10 

After 295 imperial constitutions went on being issued thick and 
fast, but for a century and a half no attempt was made either by 
public authority or by private enterprise to codifY them. The 
result was that not only was there no collection available to the 
general public, the legal profession, or the courts themselves, but 
no authoritative record existed at all of what laws had been 
promulgated. Amazing though it may seem, it has been abundantly 
demonstrated from an analysis of the Theodosian Code that the 
imperial scrinia did not possess in their files copies of the laws 
that they issued. It is clear that the commission which compiled 
the Code found no material save of very recent date in the central 
imperial archives, and had to draw on very miscellaneous sources 
to find copies of the laws which it had been instructed to collect. 
The offices of provincial governors and vicars, or those at any 
rate which were more methodical and conscientious, copied con
stitutiol).s received and published into their files. It is evident 
that the commission drew largely on the archives of the best 
conducted provincial and diocesan ojjicia; hence the surprisingly 
large proportion oflaws preserved in the Code which are addressed 
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to the proconsul or the vicar of Africa, or posted at Carthage. 
Departmental ministers of the comitatus also kept files of laws 
which affected their departments. The praetorian prefectures 
would also seem, to judge by the large number of laws in the code 
which are addressed to the prefects, to have kept tolerably good 
records, but it may be that many of these laws were actually pre
served in the archives of provincial ojjicia to which they were 
circulated. The codifying commission had even to resort to private 
collections made by professors of law, jurisconsults and practising 
barristers.11 

The confusion which must have reigned in the courts in the 
fourth century and the early decades of the fifth may well be 
imagined. Judges and barristers had no certain means of discover
ing what imperial legislation had been issued on any topic, and 
ingenious and learned counsel could surprise their opponents
and the court-by suddenly producing an obscure constitution, 
which they had perhaps come across in the record of some old 
case where it had been cited, or had obtained from a colleague in a 
distant province, who had found it in the archives of the local 
ojjicium. In 429 the government of Theodosius II decided that some
thing must be done about 'the mass of imperial constitutions, which, 
sunk in a thick fog, has by a bank of obscurity cut off knowledge of 
itself from human minds'. A commission of legal officers, under 
the presidency of the praetorian prefect and former quaestor, 
Antiochus, was instructed to collect all extant edicts and general 
laws issued since A.D. 3 u. The codifiers were authorised to cut 
out the preambles and epilogues and other superfluous verbiage, 
and clarifY the language and remove inconsistencies where neces
sary, but were specifically ordered to publish all laws which they 
could find, whether obsolete or not. The laws were to be arranged 
in books and titles, according to the traditional scheme, and in 
chronological order in each title. Where one constitution dealt with 
topics coming under several titles, it was to be cut up, and the 
relevant sentences inserted under each title.12 

It was intended that the commissioners, having completed this 
task, should go on to compile from the three collections of imperial 
constitutions and the relevant juristic literature a single com
prehensive code o~ law. They apparently failed ~o.complete even 
their first task, for m 43 5 a new and larger comm1ss1on, headed by 
the same Antiochus, who was probably the moving spirit behind 
the reform, was appointed with the task of compiling the new 
Codex only; its terms of reference were slightly enlarged to include 
laws published 'in certain provinces and places' as well as general 
laws.13 
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The commissioners were not very successful in recovering the 
legislation of the first half-century of the period, and found great 
difficulty in assigning dates to the early laws, but after two years of 
work they produced the Codex Theodosianus, which was in 43 8 
declared in both halves of the empire to constitute an authoritative 
and exhaustive collection of all imperial legislation since 3 I 2. No 
law issued since that date which was not included in the Code might 
be cited; for earlier periods the authority of the Gregorian and 
Hermogenian Codes was still recognised. This must have im
mensely simplified the lawyer's task. One ambiguity was also 
cleared up for the future. Henceforth laws issued by the emperor 
of one half of the empire were not to apply to the other hal£ 
unless officially communicated to the other emperor and promul~ 
gated by him. Nearly ten years later, in 447, Theodosius II sent a 
batch of thirty-five new laws, or Novels, to Valentinian III, who 
promulgated them in the West. Five of Marcian's Novels were 
also received in the West, and Anthemius published in his domin
ions a law which Leo issued on his request. Some Eastern laws 
thus became valid in the West. There was no reciprocity, however 
none of the Novels of Valentinian Ill or his successors being 
received in the East.I4 

The Western Roman government in the thirty-odd years which 
it survived after the issue of the Theodosian Code had little 
leisure for legal reform, and in the West it was left to barbarian 
kings to prune the still cumbrous bulk of Roman law. The most 
ambitious measure of simplification was undertaken at the instance 
of Alaric II, king of the Visigoths, in 5 o6. A shortened Code of 
Law, known as the Breviarium, was then prepared by a commission 
of lawyers and approved by a council of bishops and provincial 
notables. It comprised a few laws from the Gregorian and Her
mogenian Codes; a large selection from the Theodosian, omitting 
obsolete laws and those concerned with the ministries of the central 
government, which did not exist in Alaric's kingdom; and many 
of the post-Theodosian Novels, both those issued by Western 
emperors and those received from the East. The texts of the laws 
were ~opied in full, .but. a brief interpretation was added, explaining 
the gist of the law 1n s1mple language. The works of the classical 
jurisprudents were much more drastically purged, only simplified 
and modernised versions of Paulus' Sententiae and Gaius' Institutes 
with one chapter from Papinian's Responsa being included. The 
Breviarium became the sole authoritative code of Roman law in the 
dominions of the Visigothic kings. It governed only Roman 
citizens and was supplemented by laws issued by the kings, which 
applied both to their Gothic and to their Roman subjects. King. 
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Gundobad of the Burgundians also produced a Code of Roman 
Law for his Roman subjects, but this was a very modest production, 
consisting of forty-seven titles only, culled from the same sources 
as the Breviarium. King Theoderic of the Ostrogoths issued an 
Edict laying down 154 rules of law, but this was not intended to 
supersede the existing Roman law, but merely to provide a simple 
set of rules which could be enforced on Romans and barbarians 
alike.15 

In the East the task of reducing the law to a coherent system 
of manageable bulk was left to a later date, but the task was 
carried out in an infinitely more scientific and thorough way. 
As soon a~ he came to the throne Justinian initiated the first step, 
the reduction to one Code of the three existing Codes of imperial 
constitutions and of the now large body of Novels which had 
accumulated since 438. The commission appointed to perform 
this task was instructed to eliminate all obsolete laws, and was 
given wide discretion to alter the wording of the laws which they 
did preserve in order to bring them up to date. The work was 
completed in a little over a year, and the first Codex Justinianus was 
issued on 7 April 5 29. The emperor next pressed on with the much 
more formidable enterprise, which had been projected by the 
government of Theodosius II but abandoned, of codifying the 
works of the classical jurists. A second commission was established 
on I 5 December 5 30, but already before this date much preparatory 
work had been done by settling the major outstanding controver
sies and by abolishing a number of obsolete institutions. The 
commission worked with amazing speed, reading the vast bulk of 
the classical literature, excerpting from it and fitting the excerpts 
together to form a more or less coherent whole, all in three years. 
The resulting work, the Digest, was issued on I 6 December 5 33. 
The great legal changes which had been suggested by the pre
paration of the Digest had by this date already made the Code out 
of date, and a third commission was appointed forthwith to revise 
it. This commission produced the second edition of the Codex 
Justinianus, which we possess, on r6 November 5 34.16 

Justinian-or perhaps rather Tribonian-had thus succeeded 
in under six years in compressing the unwieldy mass of Roman law, 
both juristic and statutory, into two volumes of reasonable size. 
The work was not perfectly done, and a number of contradictions 
and a good deal of redundancy still survived. But it must have 
been an immense boon to the legal profession and to the public. 
In the mere bulk of literature which had to be consulted, the 
reduction was enormous. As we do not possess the Gregorian and 
Hermogenian Codes, and have only a selection of the Novels issued 
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after the Theodosianus, we cannot estimate what saving the Codex 
J ustinianus brought: but it certainly must have reduced the 
imperial constitutions to a quarter or less of their previous volume. 
The Digest, Justinian tells us, was rather less than a twentieth 
of the previously surviving juristic literature. In the second place 
the selected constitutions had all been arranged in one volume 
under their appropriate titles, and the extracts from the jurisconsults 
had similarly been grouped in titles. Thirdly, most obsolete matter 
had been eliminated. Fourthly, controversial points had been 
clarified and contradictions removed. 

Nor was this all. The Roman legal system had grown gradually 
by the accumulation of new rules, and the reinterpretation of the 
old laws, and it had the defects as well as the merits of such a 
system. It maintained a number of archaic distinctions which had 
long ceased to have a real meaning, and it abounded in formal 
technicalities. Justinian's lawyers took the opportunity to sweep 
away this accumulation of legal lumber. It would be tedious to 
enumerate the many changes made by Justinian, but two may be 
mentioned as examples. In the classical law a sharp distinction was 
drawn between the land of Italy and that of the provinces, and 
different procedures of conveyancing and different rules of pre
scription applied in Italy (and in cities which possessed the ius 
Italicum) and in the rest of the empire. Since Diocletian's day Italy 
had been assimilated in all other ways to the provinces, but these . 
archaic distinctions of land law survived till Justinian abolished 
them. Under Augustus' laws on manumission slaves only became 
Roman citizens if freed by will or by the process of vindicta (which 
could only be carried out before a Roman magistrate), and then only 
if various conditions were fulfilled; otherwise the slave became a 
Junian Latin. This was a reasonable distinction when Roman 
citizenship was a privileged status, but there was little justification 
for its retention after all free inhabitants of the empire had been 
made citizens. Nevertheless the old rules were followed and many 
freedmen were denied citizenship on a mere technicality, until 
Justinian abolished LatinitasP 

The Code and the Digest were promulgated not only in the 
Eastern empire but in Africa, Italy and the other Western pro
vinces which Justinian reconquered. A considerable proportion 
of the citizens of the empire thus enjoyed for a while the benefits 
of a body oflaw which was free from major ambiguities, up to date, 
rationally arranged, and what was perhaps most important of all 
for contemporaries, published in a form accessible to all. The 
law of course did not cease to grow, and Justinian was particularly 
active as a legislator, issuing upwards of r 5o Novels after the 
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publication of the second edition of the Code. Many of these were 
administrative enactments, but a considerable number made further 
modifications in the private law, and several were elaborate 
codifying statutes, consolidating the law on various topics. It was 
perhaps Justinian's intention to crown his legislative work by a 
third edition of the Code, in which these codifying statutes would 
have replaced the existing series of constitutions on these topics, 
and perhaps to strike out of the Digest the matter which was 
rendered superfluous by them. If so, he abandoned the project. 
His novels were never even collected in an official corpus, but 
survive in various private collections compiled by lawyers.18 

At the time of Diocletian's accession the empire was badly 
provided with courts of justice. The jurisdiction of the municipal 
magistrates, always very limited, had withered away, and even for 
the pettiest cases the court of first instance was that of the provin
cial governor. A few governors had judicial assistants-the prefect 
of Egypt the iuridicus of Alexandria, the proconsuls of Asia and 
Africa three and two legates respectively, and other proconsuls 
one legate each-but in the larger provinces particularly the 
pressure on the governor's court was heavy, and litigants had to 
undertake long journeys and suffer much delay. The governor 
naturally could undertake the actual trial of the more important 
cases only, and delegated the rest to iudices pedanei. From the 
governor appeals went up direct to the emperor. This again meant 
very long journeys for litigants, and, owing to the congestion of 
the imperial court, much delay. The emperor in his turn could try 
personally only the most important cases, and for the rest made use 
of delegated judges: in particular he made a standing delegation 
of his appellate jurisdiction to his praetorian prefect. Diocletian 
somewhat improved the situation by increasing the number of pro
vinces: he thus both diminished the load on each governor and 
provided the provincials with more accessible courts. As a 
corollary to this he discouraged the use of iudices pedanei by gover
nors. He also decentralised the imperial appellate jurisdiction, both 
by dividing the empire between two Augusti and two Caesars, and 
also by delegating this jurisdiction over certain areas to provincial 
governors: a governor of Syria is recorded to have received appeals 
from the diocese of Oriens as the emperor's representative (iude:x 
sacrarum cognitionum).1• 

At the bottom end of the scale the first radical improvement 
was the institution of the defensor civitatis. In the diocese of Oriens 
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this office seems to have been already in existence before Constan
tine conquered the East, and was certainly f~nctioning u_n1er 
Constantius II. It was extended to the whole emp1re by Valentill!an 
and V a! ens. The defensor had jurisdiction in minor civil cases; 
the limit, undefined in the Theodosian Code, was fixed at 5o 
solidi by Justinian in his Code. In 53 5 Justinian raised it to 3~0 
solidi and forbade litigants to initiate suits of that value or less m 
any higher court. The defensor also acquired a petty criminal juri~
diction and could arrest those accused of major crimes and rennt 
them to the governor. An appeal ran to the governor in all cases. 
The defensor's court must have been immensely useful in relieving 
the provincial governor of a great mass of petty cases and have been 
a boon to the humbler classes who could now obtain justice cheaply 
and promptly in their own cities. 20 

Constantine created another local court by bestowing juris
diction on bishops. In 3 I 8 he enacted that even if a case had 
already begun before an ordinary court it could at any moment up 
to the pronouncement of the verdict be transferred to a bishop, 
whose decision should be final and be executed by the civil author
ity. He laid down in this law that the bishop must hear both sides, 
but he did not state that both parties must agree to the transfer 
of the case. In 3 3 3 his praetorian prefect Ab lab ius raised this point 
and received the surprising reply that even if one party clalmed the 
bishop's jurisdiction against the will of the other, the bishop should 
judge without appeal. How long this state of affairs lasted is not 
known-it can hardly have survived Julian. Episcopal courts are 
not heard of again until in 398 Arcadius and in 408 Honorius 
allowed bishops to try civil cases by the agreement of both parties; 
their decision in such cases was final, like that of all arbitrators 
chosen by the consent of the parties, and was executed by the civil 
authority. The episcopal court was thus in its new form no great 
concession to the church; Jews in fact were normally allowed to 
settle their disputes in a similar way before their clergy.21 

The bishops' courts were not always above suspicion. Silvanus, 
when appointed bishop of Alexandria Troas in the early fifth 
century, found that the clergy to whom cases were delegated were 
making a corrupt profit out of them: he employed baptised laymen 
of high probity instead. The bishops must also have been generally 
ignorant of the law; some appear to have remedied this defect in 
the sixth century by using professional barristers as assessors. 
Neverrheless the episcopal court proved to be a very useful and 
popular institution, as is shown by the complaints of Augustine 
and others that they had to spend an inordinate amount of their 
time on judicial business. Its procedure was informal and ex-
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peditious, and justice could be obtained in it on the spot without 
charge.22 . . . . · . . 

The imperial appellate junsd!ctlon w~s radically reorgarused 
by Constantine, who regularly delegated lt not only to ~he prae
torian prefects, but to the urban prefect,. procon~uls, Vlcar.s and 
the comites provinciarum whom he from t1me to time. substituted 
for vicars. He received no appeals from the praetor1an prefects, 
who were thus supreme judges equal in this respect to the em12eror 
himself: they, as Constantine .Puts it,, 'may. alone ~ruly be sal? to 
judge in the emperor's place (vzce sacra) . Th1s te~hmcally re11_1amed 
the rule in Justinian's day but as early as 365 parties who considered 
that they had been wronged by the prefect's ~ecision could make. a 
supplicatio to the empero~. From the other judges of appe~I (vzce 
sacra iudicantes) Constantme allowed a secon~ appeal t~ himsel~. 
The system created by Constantine was not seriously modified until 
Justinian's day. The prefect of the city of Constantinople was 
added to the list soon after that office was created, and the Augustal 
prefect of Egypt when Egypt became a separate diocese. Thus 
besides the praetorian prefects there were the t:vo prefects of Rome 
and Constantinople, the proconsuls, th.e ;nears~ the ~u~ustal 
prefect and the only survivor of Constantme s comztes provtnctarum, 
the comes Orientis.23 • 

It is not clear to which appellate judges, and at w~ose. opt1_on, 
appeal ran from the p~ovinc_ial g~vernors, the or1tnartt tudtces. 
In most dioceses the v1car (ill Onens the comes, m Egypt the 
prefect) prob~bly rece~ved the majori~y of the ~ppeals from .the 
provinces subject to !ll:U· In those dJOce.ses which had no v1car 
but were directly adnnrustered by a praetonan prefect, appeals m~st 
have gone to the prefect; but in othe~ di_oc:se.s also the praeton.an 
prefects apparently had a.n appellate jur!s.dictlon concurrent with 
that of the vicar; othrwtese the praetor1an )2tefect of the East, 
whose dioceses all had vicars or corresponding officers, wo~ld 
have received no appeals. The position of procons';lls was pe~ul.tar 
in that they were at the same time judges _of .first m~tance .(tudtcos 
ordinarii) and judges of appeal (vzco sacra zudtcantos) m the1r own 
provinces. The proconsul _of Af~ica received ap£eals. from the 
other provinces of the Afncan d10cese, thus havmg m them a 
jurisdiction concurrent with that of the vica~. N_o other pro~ons';! 
is known to have received appeals from outside his own provmce. 

The jurisdiction of the urban prefect~ was als'? rathe~ anomalous. 
The prefect of Rome was judge of first mstance m the c1ty and ~or a 
radius of roo miles around it. Down to 3 57 he a12r.arently rece;v~d 
appeals from the whole ofitaly, as wel.l as from. Stcily and Sard1ma, 
concurrently, it must be presumed, w1th the VIcars of Italy and of 

!I 
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the city. In that year Constantius withdrew a large number of 
provinces from. his authori~y, lea':ing him, it would appear, <?nlY 
Tuscia et Umbrta and Valena, but tn 364 the prefect was authonsed 
to receive appeals from the vicar of the city. The prefect of 
Constantinople from 36r received appeals from a large group of 
provinces, Europe, Rhodope and Haemimontus in Thrace, Lydia, 
Hellespont, Phrygia Salutaris and the Islands in Asiana, and 
Bithynia and Paphlagonia in Pontica. The authority of the prefect 
must have been later reduced, for in 3 So three of these provinces, 
Bithynia~ Paphlagonia :md Ph~gia Salutaris, wer~ again put under 
him. It IS not known if the VIcars of the three dioceses concerned 
exercised a concurrent jurisdiction in these provinces. 25 

A very wide latitude was given to appeals. The emperors ":ere 
most insistent that provincial governors must allow appeals agatnst 
their ju?g:nents, and threaten~d them with the ?irest penalties if 
they intimidated defeated parties or overrode their protests. Only 
in three instances could governors or other judges refuse an appeal. 
Crinlinals convicted on confession or by manifest proofs were not 
allowed to prolong their lives by appealing. Debtors to the state 
could not thereby postpone payment. And appeals might not be 
made on a preliminary issue, but only when the whole case had been 
heard and judgment given. Since the lower courts were, on the 
whole, for reasons which will be explained later, very unreliable, 
the imperial government was obliged in the interest of abstract 
justice to insist on the right of ap.Peal, check~d only by fines on 
frivolous appellants. But the practical result, stnce the distances to 
be covered were so large, the delays in the higher courts so inter
minable, and their fees so heavy, was to weight the scales of justice 
in favour of the rich.26 

Justinian made considerable changes in the system of appeals. 
When he reconquered Africa he did not re-establish the vicar or the 
proconsul, but created a separate praetorian prefecture for the old 
diocese together with Sardinia and Corsica. Henceforth the appeals 
from this area all went to the praetorian prefect of Mrica, and 
thence (by supplicatio) to the emperor. Sicily was after its recovery 
placed under a praetor, from whom appeals lay direct to the quaes
tor of the sacred palace. In Italy the old arrangements seem to have 
been presery~d after the reconquest. In the .Eastern part of the 
empire JustU!Ian carved out of the old praetonan prefecture of the 
East what was virtually a new praetorian prefecture, under the 
quaestor of the army. He had under his authority the provinces 
of Scythia and Moesia Infer!or, and of the Islands, Caria and C~p:t;Is. 
This curious group of provmces was chosen for reasons ofloglstlcs, 
and it soon proved highly unsuitable for judicial purposes. 
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Moved by P<:titions f~om inha?itants ofCaria, R~odes and Cyprus, 
who, found , lt very mconvement to carry the1r appeals to the 
Dan:r~e, where the quaestor of the armies normally resided, 
J ustlr;tan ,enacted that he should hear appeals only from Scythia and 
Moes1a, and that appeals from the other three provinces should, 
unless he h~ppened to be at the capital himself at the time, go to his 
representative at Constantinople, sitting with the quaestor of the 
sacred palace. 27 , , , 

Justinian also carried out important reforms within the praetorian 
pr<:fe~tu~e of the Ea~t. It appears that by his day the appellate 
JUr!sd!ctlon of th~ vicars, the comes Orientis and the Augustal 
prefect had fallen .mto .decay and that appeals from the provincial 
governors, even m ffi!nor cases, went always to the praetorian 
prefect of the East, doubtless because his judgment was, except 
f<?r suppltcatto, final, whereas from the appellate jurisdiction of the 
VIcars and other iudices spectabiles yet another appeal lay to the 
et;lperor. To p~even.t all cases coming to Constantinople, Justinian 
la1d down that m smts not exceeding the value of 5 oo solidi (later 
raised ~o r_o l.b. of gold or 720. solidi) t~e appeal must go to the 
spectabiles tudtces, who would gtve final judgment without further 
appeal. Thus only the more important cases would come up to 
Constar;tinople, either direct from the provincial governors to the 
p~aetonan pref~ct, or from the spect~biles iudices to the imperial 
h1gh court. This reform apparently d1d not apply to the Thracian 
diocese, where the vicar no longer existed. It was perhaps less 
necessary in that diocese, as in its two northern provinces appeals 
ran to the quaestor of the army and in the three south-eastern 
provinces to the prefect of the city of Constantinople. 28 

Justinian a!so in the course of his reform of provincial govern
ment greatly mcreased the number of governors of spectabilis grade 
in Asiana, Pontica and Oriens. In all, eleven governors of 
spectabilis rank were created in addition to the proconsul of Asia, 
t~e comites <;>f Phrygia Pa~atiana and Galatia I (who replaced the 
VIcars of As1ana and Pontlca) and the comes Orientis. Most of these 
took appeals only from their own province (which was sometimes 
two old provinces combined), but four, the proconsuls of Armenia 
I, Cappadocia and Palestine, and the comes of Armenia III, from 
two provinces, their own and another adjacent to it. The object 
was no doubt to popularise the intermediate courts of appeal by 
making them more readily accessible to litigants. 29 

Justinian's reforms resulted in a rather complicated scheme of 
appeal courts, but they had the great merit of clearing up the 
chaos of concurrent and often conflicting appellate jurisdictions 
and,, of defining clearly the competence of the intermediate and of 
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the supreme courts of appeal, and thus preventing the latter f~om 
swallowing up all the business of the former. Henceforth mmor 
cases had to go to the intermediate appeal cou~ts, and could go no 
further. Thus the supreme courts at Constantinople were reheved 
of the vast mass of petty litigation which had hitherto congested 
them and poor litigants no longer had to suffer the long delays and 
the h~avy expenses-often, as Justinian says, exceeding the. sum at 
issue-of appeals to Constantinople, but could have their cases 
finally settled in an appeal court in the neighbourhood. 30 

The somewhat complex system of courts hitherto d7s~ribed 
administered justice in the ordinary run of cases,. both CIVil and 
criminal. In addition to them there was a luxuriant growth of 
special courts, which handled particular. cate~ories of cas~s, usually 
of an administrative character, or cases m which the parties, or one 
of them usually the defendant, belonged to a privileged group. 
Some of the regular courts also possessed special jurisdictions out-
side their normal competence. . 

It was an old principle of Roman government that ~ magis
trates possessed jurisdiction in disputes arising out of their sphe~e 
of administration. Thus the curatores aquarum ?ad from their 
institution been given judicial authority to settle disputes, whet~er 
between citizens or between citizens and the state, concernmg 
water rights or the infractio? of rules prot~cti?g. t~e aq~educts, 
and Claudius had given his procurators JU!lsdiction m cases 
involving the fiscus. It was also an old principle that a magistra:e 
had a disciplinary jurisdiction over his staff, and a general over his 
troops. These two types of special jurisdiction might well con~ct 
with that of the ordinary courts, and they tended to grow at Its 
expense. 31 

• • . • . 
The resulting conflicts of JU!lsdict!on led to the ~rowth o~ a 

complicated series of rules on the prop~r venr:e of spec~al categones 
of administrative cases and of cases mvolvmg special classes of 
persons. The general principle of venue in the Roman law: ":as 
'actor sequatur forum rei', that is that the pros~cutor or plamt.iff, 
in criminal and in civil actions, had to proceed m the court which 
had jurisdiction over the accused or defendant. In ordinary. c:ases 
this meant the court within whose area the defendant was domiciled, 
that is-leaving aside the court of the defensor civitatis, the use of 
which was down to Justinian's reign optior:al-that of the governor 
of the province in which the de~endant lived. ~here were st?me 
exceptions to this rule the most Important of which was that m a 
criminal case the prose~utor had the option of accusing in the court 
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within whose jurisdiction the alleged crime was co~tted: 
In derogation to these general rules were rules of praescrzptto fort, 
whereby certain categories of administrative cases were reser~ed 
for special courts and various categories of persons could claim, 
as defendants and sometimes also as plaintiffs in civil cases, and if 
accused in criminal cases, the jurisdiction of a court other than that 
of their domicile or that of the crime. 32 

The most important class of special administrative courts were 
those of the two treasury departments, the !argitiones and the res 
privata. The rationales summarum and rei privatae in the dioceses all 
had their own courts; above these were the courts of the comites, 
such as the comes !argitionum Ita!icianarum, to whom Augustine's 
friend Alypius was assessor; and at the top were the supreme 
financial courts of the comites sacrarum !argitionum and rei privatae 
themselves. The rules governing what cases came under these 
courts, and what under the ordinary courts, and whether appeals 
ran from a fiscal court to the ordinary appellate courts or to a 
higher fiscal court, are most complicated and were. frequen:ly 
changed according as the government was swayed by Its financial 
needs or by the claim of its subjects for impartial justice-or by 
departmental rivalry between its. ~fficials.33 . . 

Constantine enacted and Justinian confirmed that the. rattonafts 
should decide in cases belonging to the fiscus, but to this general 
ruling there were many exceptions, and it requires interpre~ation. 
Fiscal cases in this context means not any cases connected With the 
revenue, but only those concerned. with the departmen~s of the 
!argitiones and res privata; the . ord0ary courts dealt y.'Ith cases 
arising out of the taxes and levies raised by the praetonan prefect 
through the provincial governo~s. In the department of the 
/argitiones we hea~ only of prosecutions ?f ~s.cal debtors; such cases 
might of cours.e mvolve disputes as to liability or a~ to the amount 
which was owmg. In the department of the res przvata there were 
in addition cases in which property was claimed by the cro:wn as 
vacantia or caduca, and disputes often arose on alleged usurpation of 
crown property by private persons. Such cases wer7 .normally 
promoted by private persons who had succes~fully petitiOned t~e 
crown for the grant of the disputed property If the fiscus won Its 
case, and furnished the information on which the claim of the 
fiscus was based. 34 

Proceedings against fiscal debtors seem always to have begun 
before a rationa!is or comes, but during most of the fourth century 
appeals from his sentence ran to the ordinary judges of appeal 
(vice sacra iudicantes). In the last quarter o[_ the fourt~ ce?tury 
appeals began to go to comites sacrarum !argtttonum or ret przvatae, 
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and this was the rule which ultimately prevailed. Claims for pro
perty, .on the other hand, seem normally to have come before the 
provin.cial goye!?-or, unl.e~s, as often happened, the promoter of 
the clmm had lilltially petltloned the comes rei privatae. In such cases 
~he com_es might, if the. petitioner were important enough, try the 
issue hitr;self, s':mmorung the defendant to the comitatus, or might 
delegate it to a judge on the spot, normally the rationa!is. In such 
a case the appeal lay not to the ordinary appellate court but back to 
the comes rei privatae. 35 ' . 

The res privata also exercised some jurisdiction over its tenants 
the conductores and co!oni of the imperial lands. The rationa!is wa~ 
their judge in civil cases where they were the defendants, and if they 
were c~iminally ac~used, the provinc!al governor had to apply to 
~he raftona!ts to bnng then; be~ore his court, and they were tried 
1ll the presence of the rattona!ts. Tenants of the do m us divina in 
Cappadocia were in 442 given the quite extraordinary privilege of 
being under the exclusive jurisdiction of the comes domorum whether 
they were plaintiffs or defendants, accusers or accused ~ civil or 
criminal cases alike, with appeal to the praepositus sacri c~bicu!i. The 
res privata .s~ems .also to .have tried to claim jurisdiction over its 
lower admimstrative officials, the procuratores and actores rei privatae 
but in this claim it was unsuccessful. Several laws assert th~ 
right of private citiz~ns to prosecute them before the provincial 
governor and authonse the governor to arrest them without the 
permission of the rationa!is.a6 

Apart from the fiscal courts, the other administrative courts 
were of minor importance. The praefecti annonae of Rome Constan
tinopl.e and.Africa had t~eir.cou;ts. The first investigated claims to 
participate m the free distribution of bread and decided disputes 
on. memb~r~hip .of the bakers' guild. The second adjudicated 
claims to ctvtcae annonae. The last was concerned with the navicular# 
of ~frica. He investigated claims for losses by shipwreck, and 
decided about membership of the guild and the obligations of those 
who a~quired property s'-;bject to the navicu!aria functio. In both 
th~ capitals the praefectus vtgt!um possessed a court which dealt with 
mmor breache~ of th~ r:ea:e .. B_oth the pref7cts of the city also 
possessed certam special JUt!Sdictions. The guilds were under their 
supreme administrative jurisdiction and members of the guilds 
could be sued only in their courts even in fiscal cases: the suarii of 
Rome were in 3 97 given the extraordinary privilege of both suing 
and being sued before the prefect of the city. The prefect of 
Constantinople also had an exclusive jurisdiction, which overrode 
all conflicting privileges, in disputes about the building regu
lations.37 
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Various classes of persons could also, as explained above, claim 
praescriptio fori. Two of these, the tenants of imperial lands and the 
members of the city guilds of Rome and Constantinople, have 
already been mentioned. Much more important were soldiers and 
officials. In all these cases the privilege seems to have been an 
extension of the administrative or disciplinary jurisdiction to which 
they were subject. Rationa/es decided questions affecting the tenure 
or rent of crown tenants, the urban prefects adjudicated disputes 
about the services due from and remuneration owed to the mem
bers of the city guilds; military commanders and civil administra
tors judged disciplinary offences of their soldiers and officials. 
These various autho.tities tended to extend their jurisdiction to 
private disputes in which the persons subject to their administrative 
or disciplinary control were involved, and to ordinary crimes of 
which they were accused. 

The growth of these special jurisdictions was justified by the 
argument that the services of the classes concerned were of such 
importance to the state that they ought not to be called away from 
their duties to attend other courts than that of their chief. On the 
other hand it was often recognised by the government that such 
privileged jurisdictions were subject to abuse, and restrictions were 
frequently put upon them. In general they tended to grow, since 
they were valuable both to the courts that exercised them and to the 
classes that came under them. The latter found it convenient to 
have claims and charges against themselves heard in a court 
which was naturally sympathetic to their side and tended to uphold 
their interests. The presidents of the courts concerned, and the 
officials who served them, welcomed the increase in bribes and fees 
which an extension of their jurisdiction brought in. In these 
circumstances it was difficult for the government with the best will 
in the world to enforce the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts. As 
Theodosius II rather sourly admitted when he confirmed the civil 
jurisdiction of military commanders over soldiers, it was anyhow 
almost impossible for a civilian plaintiff to secure the appearance of 
a soldier before an ordinary court without his commander's 
assistance, and even if he did secure judgment he could not without 
the commander's concurrence obtain execution.38 

Since the privileged jurisdictions were in general the result of 
gradual usurpation, confirmed or restricted by imperial constitu
tions from time to time, it is rather difficult to trace their growth 
from the Codes. When in 3 5 5 Constantius, while allowing military 
commanders to judge soldiers accused of crimes, enacted that all 
civil cases, whether a soldier were plaintiff or defendant, should be 
decided by the provincial governor, it may be inferred that in fact 
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the military courts had been claiming jurisdiction over civil cases 
where a soldier was involved. This claim, so far as our records go, 
was not officially confirmed until4r3, but in practice no doubt the 
rule had long prevailed that soldiers could claim the jurisdiction of 
a military court when accused of crimes or as defendants in civil 
actions. In 438 this privilege was, at the request of the magister 
mi!itum per Orientem, reaffirmed with respect to !imitanei, who he 
complained were being constantly summoned to distant courts with 
results detrimental to military efficiency. In the next two years the 
praetorian prefect of the East tried to limit the misu~e of prae
scriptio fori by both soldiers and officials, but he was foiled by the 
magistri mi!itum so far as soldiers were concerned, only succeeding 
in making them subject to the courts of the provincial governors 
when prosecuted for non-payment of taxes.39 

The structure of the military courts was not so complicated as 
that of the civil. Limitanei were subject to the court of their dux 
or comes, comitatenses and pa!atini to that of their magister mi!itum. 
This arrangement worked satisfactorily so long as the comitatenses 
and pa!atini were grouped in more or less compact field armies. 
As however in the course of the fifth century units of the field 
armies came to be stationed permanently in the frontier provinces, 
difficulties arose. By the reign of Anastasius regiments even of the 
two praesental armies were stationed on the Eastern frontier, and 
as it was inconvenient to send their members up to Constantinople 
for trial, the magistri praesenta!es placed them under the jurisdiction 
of the magister per Orientem, each attaching to his court a liaison 
officer (ad responsum) who saw to the execution of writs and 
judgments. Anastasius introduced a further measure of devolution, 
whereby the duces were given jurisdiction over the praesental units 
stationed in their areas.40 

Appeals from the court of the dux probably originally ran to the 
magister mi!itum of the area. After the magister ojficiorum became 
inspector general of the !imitanei in the Eastern empire, his author
ity grew at the expense of the magistri mi!itum, and Leo made him 
supreme judge over ail the !imitanei, saving the ancient rights of the 
magistri mi!itum in Illyricum, Thrace and Oriens. Justinian finally 
abolished their ancient rights, ruling that appeals from the duces 
should run to the magister ojficiorum, sitting with the quaestor.4l 

The growth of the jurisdictional privileges enjoyed by officials 
is even more difficult to trace. The lowest class of officials, the 
cohorta!es, naturally had no privilege, since their administrative 
chiefs, the provincial governors, were also the ordinary judges of 
the provinces. It is likely that vicariani and the like claimed the 
jurisdiction of their chiefs, but this is nowhere stated. On prae-
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fectiani the earliest surviving law was issued by Theodosius II late 
in his reign. It enacts that they may be accused or sued oniy before 
the praetorian prefects, unless they are in the provinces not on 
official business; this saving clause alludes to officials who we~e 
theoretically enjoying prolonged leave of absence and were m 
effect sinecurists. Among military officials duciani by the fifth 
century at any rate enjoyed the same privileges as !imitanei. On 
the officials of the magistri mi!itum we are better informed. A law 
of 414 granted-actually no doubt confirmed-their right to 
claim the jurisdiction of the magistri as defendants or accused in 
civil or criminal actions. In 441, as a result of the efforts of the 
praetorian prefect of the East, the privilege was confirmed to a 
limited number (3oo for each magister) to whom their magistri 
issued special certificates; the remainder, who were no doubt 
sinecurists, became subject in all matters to the normal jurisdiction 
of the provincial governors. This rule was in effect confirmed by 
Anastasius, who limited the privi!egium fori of the officials of the 
magistri mi!itum to the established staff, the statuti.42 

On the members of the palatine ministries the evidence is 
particularly unsatisfactory, consisting in the main of a series of 
late fifth and sixth century constitutions, which are clearly con
solidating statutes defining in detail rights which had long existed. 
In so far as palatine officials lived and worked at the comitatus 
any jurisdictional privileges which they claimed were unlikely to 
cause much friction, and did not therefore give rise to legislation. 
Difficulties arose when they were sent out on official business to the 
provinces, and it is in such circumstances that we first hear of their 
privileges. Thus in 3 59 Constantius II warned the a gentes in rebus 
that when they were serving as inspectors of the post in the pro
vinces they would be subject to the disciplinary jurisdiction of 
the praetorian prefects: this implies that they were exempt from 
the jurisdiction of the provincial governors and vicars, and had 
been hitherto exempt even from that of the praetorian prefect 
himself.43 

In 440 Valentinian III, on the suggestion of the praetorian prefect 
Maximus, enacted .that pa!atini of the two financial ministries sent 
out to the provinces might be reported for misconduct by the 
provincial governors to the praetorian prefect, who if the comites 
sacrarum !argitionum and rei privatae failed to take action might refer 
the complaints direct to the eJ.nperor. Even this mild infraction of 
the privileges of the pa!atini was countermanded two years later, 
and they were again placed under. the exclusive jurisdiction of their 
comites. It is clear that departmental jealousies ran high, and that 
any attempt to interfere with the exclusive disciplinary jurisdiction 
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of each minister over his officials was stubbornly resisted. The 
result was that provincials had no remedy against the extortion of 
palatine officials in the provinces save by bringing an action before 
their ministerial chief at the capital.44 

More difficulties arose with the growth of sinecure posts in the 
palatine ministries, whose holders lived in the provinces. A 
vigorous and to some extent successful attack on the jurisdictional 
abuses which followed from this practice was made by Florentius 
and Cyrus, praetorian prefects of the East, in 439-40. Finding that 
large numbers of nominal soldiers and officials (domestici and agentes 
in rebus are specially mentioned) were using their praescriptio fori 
to deny the jurisdiction of provincial governors in ordinary civil, 
criminal or administrative actions, they suggested and obtained the 
issue of constitutions drastically curtailing their rights. So far as 
soldiers were concerned these constitutions were, as mentioned 
above, almost entirely repealed within a year or two, but with 
regard to officials the praetorian prefects achieved some success. 
Henceforth nominal officials who lived as gentlemen of leisure in 
the provinces, and more particularly those who engaged in trade or 
acted as estate agents, had to submit in civil actions to the juris
diction of the ordinary provincial courts. They could no longer 
claim fori praescriptio when prosecuted for non-payment of taxes 
(this rule applied even to soldiers), or if accused of extortion, or 
(with some exceptions) when claimed for service on the curia or in a 
provincial officium.M> 

Most palatine officials came naturally under the jurisdiction of 
the master of the offices, under whose disposition they stood. 
This applies to the agentes in rebus, the sacra scrinia, and various 
minor corps, such as the decani, and also to the imperial guard, the 
scbo!ares. Leo and Zeno also placed under his jurisdiction the 
cubicu!arii who were under the disposition of the praepositus 
sacri cubicu!i, the silentiaries, who were probably also subject to him, 
and the castrensiani, who came under the castrensis. The pa!atini 
of the !argi~iones and the res privata were under the jurisdiction of 
their respective comites. The domestici also came under their comites, 
but no law about their jurisdictional privileges has survived. The 
privileges of the various corps, which are set out in some detail in 
the laws, varied considerably in detail: some favoured corps could 
claim praescriptio fori even in the provinces, others only at Constan
tinople, some possessed it only for themselves, others for their 
wives, children, slaves and tenants as well. 46 

Another important class which enjoyed jurisdictional privileges 
was senators. Their privilege was based on the legal fiction that, 
wherever they might really live, their domicile was at Rome (or 
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later Constantinople). In Constantine's reign senators were 
accordingly entitled to claim trial before the prefect of the city at 
Rome, whether accused of crimes or sued in civil actions, even 
though they lived in Britain or Syria. Constantine enacted that if 
charged with crimes they must submit to the jurisdiction of the 
provincial governor. Gratian modified this rule, ordering pro
vincial governors after passing sentence to refer the penalty to 
himself or to the urban prefect (from the Suburbicarian provinces) 
or to the praetorian prefect (from other provinces). In judging such 
cases the urban prefect was assisted by five senators chosen by lot. 
With the growth of grades within the senatorial order, distinctions 
were made between them: Theodosius II enacted that reference 
should be to himself on the penalties to be inflicted on i!!ustres, but 
to the praetorian prefect in the case of lesser senators. Zeno 
increased the privileges of the highest grade of i!!ustres, making 
them, if charged with crimes, subject only to his personal juris
diction (or to that of a specially appointed delegate if they re
sided in the provinces). The right of senators to claim the juris
diction of the urban prefect when sued in civil actions was con
firmed by V alentinian I in 3 64, but Gratian made those domiciled 
in the provinces subject to the provincial governor's court.47 

The Christian clergy also enjoyed during certain periods the 
privilege of being tried before ecclesiastical courts. In 355 the 
pious Constantius II ordained that bishops accused of crimes 
might not be brought before the secular courts but should be 
tried before a council of bishops. An appeal, however, lay to the 
imperial appellate courts, it would seem. In 4I I this privilege was 
extended by Honorius to all grades of the clergy, and in 425, after 
having been revoked by the usurper John, it was restored by the 
ministers of the little Valentinian III in such sweeping terms that 
the privilege was apparently extended From criminal to civil 
actions also. At the end of his reign, however, Valentinian III 
changed his mind, and in 4 52 he ruled that the clergy enjoyed no 
legalpraescriptio fori. If accused of crimes even bishops were subject 
to the ordinary courts. Civil actions between clergy or between a 
layman and a cleric might, if both parties agreed, be settled by the 
bishop, but, failing this, came before the secular courts.48 

Some later emperor must have restored the privileges of the 
clergy, for the Arian kings of the Ostrogoths and Visigoths 
allowed them to the Catholic church. The Visigothic Breviarium 
retains Constantius II's law ordering that criminous bishops should 
be tried. by a council of bishops. Pope Gelasius was indignant 
with the archdeacon of Grumentum for allowing two of his clergy, 
freedmen reclaimed as slaves by their former owner's heir, to be 
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~ued 'con~rary to the,Public laws' before the provincial governor, 
whereas lt 1s estabhshed that whoever sues a heavenly soldier 

must follow his court and no other'. 49 

In the Eastern parts it would seem that the clergy enjoyed no 
praescriptio fori, except that bishops could not be brought before a 
sect;lar court on a criminal charge, a privilege confirmed by Theo
doslU.s II an~ e:-:tended to .civil actions by Justinian. By a law of 
Mamat;t clencs m C~:mst~~tmor;le came under the jurisdiction of the 
praetonan pre~ect ;n c1v!l. actwns, unless the. plaintiff agreed to 
accept t~e patr!arch ~ dec!Slon. Leo ruled that 1n the provinces the 
clergy (mcludmg b1shops) should be subject to the provincial 
gover~or's court; the only privilege which they enjoyed was that 
they nnght not be summoned to any other court. Justinian made an 
important innovation by placing monks and nuns under the 
exclus.iv~ jurisdiction of the ~ishops. For the clergy he maintained 
the eXJstmg rules except ~h~t, m response to a plea from the patriarch 
Menas, he ruled ~at plamt~s must first put their claims against the 
cl.er15y before theu ~!shop: 1f however they were dissatisfied with 
his Judgment .they sttll could sue in the ordinary courts. so 

. T~e comphcat~d net":'ork of special courts and privileged juris
dictiOns, the mam outlmes of which have been sketched above 
must have made it very difficult for any plaintiff to discover in wha; 
court he should sue his adversary, if he belonged or claimed to 
belong to one of the privileged classes; and judges were often 
equally puzzled to know whether they had jurisdiction or not. A 
relatively simple case which defeated Symmaclms when he was 
prefect of the city ~ay serve to illustrate this point. Marcianus, 
a protector, h~d obtamed from the crown the conditional grant 
(as bona vacantta) of th.e esta.te of a lady named Aggarea, if it should 
app~ar that she ~ad d1ed Without natural heirs and without making 
a will. An action was brought before Bassianus the rationalis 
urbis Ro'!'ae, against t~e heirs named in Aggarea's ~ill, and even
tually (SIX years after 1t was proved) the will was declared invalid 
on what Symmachus considered to be a technicality. The heirs 
appealed to .Syt;tJ-macht;s as prefect of the city. He, relying on a 
~ecent constitutiOn which confirmed the normal rule that appeals 
m fiscal cases from the rationalis wc;nt to the ~egular appellate courts, 
was about to take the case, when 1t was obJected that the rationalis 
had not been acting !n virtue of the jurisdiction inherent in his 
office, but by delegatiOn from the comes rei privatae, and that an 
appeal ought therefore to go back to him. Symmachus though he 
clearly indicate~ in his report that he thought the whol~ case was a 
frame-up, felt mcapable of deciding whether it came within his 
competence and referred it to the emperor. 51 
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The intricate web of jurisdictions would have been tangled 
enough if litigants, the courts and the government itself had kept 
to the already complicated rules. But confusion was worse 
confounded by the inveterate propensity of all parties to by-pass 
the rules. Litigants .":'ho were wealth):' or infl~ential enough to pay 
the necessary gratUities or pull the nght stnngs secured rescripts 
from the imperial chancery or orders from the higher courts, 
summoning their adversaries to appear before some tribunal other 
than their own. In this way civilians haled other civilians before 
the military courts, which were more effective in enforcing the 
presence of defendants and executing judgments. On the other 
hand, civilian plaintiffs of high degree summoned soldiers from the 
frontier to civilian courts at the capital. Humble litigants were 
entitled to claim the jurisdiction of a higher court if they protested 
that a highly placed adversary would intimidate the provincial 
governor. But more often an influential party would summon a 
humble adversary before a distant and expensive tribunal. These 
practices were naturally encouraged by the judges and officials of 
the courts to which application was made, since more business 
meant more bribes and fees. And the government, despite frequent 
good resolutions, could never resist the importunity of petitioners, 
even if it could have controlled the venality of its clerks. 52 

Justinian made some rather half-hearted attempts to clear up 
the mess. In Egypt and in many provinces of Asia Minor he united 
the military and civil command, so that the governors of higher 
grade (the spectabiles iudices) exercised jurisdiction over both 
civilians and soldiers. One magistrate, the vicar of Pontica 
instituted in 548, was made the deputy not only of the praetorian 
prefect but of the masters of the soldiers, the master of the offices, 
the comites domesticorum, and the comites of the financial departments, 
so that he could exercise jurisdiction over scho!ares, domestici and 
palatine officials as well as soldiers and civilians. Justinian also 
forbade the issue and use of special rescripts and orders (except 
'our own sacred pragmatic decrees') to alter the regular venue of an 
action. sa 

Justinian remedied one defect of the normal rule of forum rei. 
According to that rule a small man injured by the agent of a non
resident landlord had to sue the last in the court of his domicile, 
which might be at the other end of the empire. Justinian enacted 
that in such a case the plaintiff might summon the agent, and, if 
after a due interval the landlord did not appoint an attorney to 
represent him in the local court, might recover damages from the 
agent, and, if the agent's means did not suffice, from the landlord's 
property.54 
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The wide extension of praescriptio fori and the indiscriminate 
grant of special rescripts and orders had little to commend them; 
and certainly impeded the administration of justice in many cases, 
Sometimes even the interests of the government were adversely 
affected, as when members of the privileged classes evaded payment 
of their taxes or enrolment on the city councils by claiming the 
jurisdiction. of a distant court which was likely to favour their 
interests against the demands of the local administration. But those 
who suffered. most were small men injured by privileged persons. 

The delays of justice were a constant source of complaint. An 
anecdote told of the good king Theoderic, if apocryphal, is 
revealing of popular sentiment. A widow of senatorial rank, 
named Juvenalia, who had been involved for thirty years in a 
lawsuit with the patrician Firmus, petitioned the king for a speedy 
settlement. The king summoned the lawyers on both sides and 
gave them two days to finish the case, on pain of death. Thus 
stimulated the lawyers got together and judgment was given 
within the time limit. When J uvenalia came to thank the king, he 
summoned the lawyers. 'Why', he asked them, 'did you not do in 
thirty years what you have done in two days?' and he ordered them 
to be executed. 55 

Thirty years may be an exaggeration, but the more sober 
evidence of the laws proves that an ordinary suit might take several 
years. Justinian, 'to prevent lawsuits being almost immortal and 
exceeding the term of human life', enacted that in civil actions 
judgment must be· given within three years, and in criminal trials, 
within two. These rules applied to the initial hearing before the 
court of first instance. If an appeal was made, it was supposed to be 
heard after an interval of six months, but· if the case did not come 
up on the appointed day the appellant could within three months 
apply for it to be reinstated, and if on the second appointed day 
the judge were ill or one of the parties prevented for some reason
able cause, he could again apply for a second reinstatement within 
another three months. Theodosius II somewhat improved the 
chance of appeals being heard more expeditiously by appointing 
days for hearing one, two and three months after the first appointed 
day; only if all four opportunities were missed was the case post
poned for a final three months. Justinian in 529 reduced the initial 
interval Jrom six to three months when the appeal came from the 
dioceses of Thrace, Asiana or Pontica to Constantinople and made 
things easier by converting each appointed day into a period of ten 
days, on any of which the case could be introduced, 56 
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When an appellant had at length introduced his case, it might be 

long before the hearing was concluded, particularly if his object 
was to wear out his opponent, and he refused, having once 
entered his appeal, to pursue the case. To prevent such dilatory 
tactics, Justinian ruled that if after a year the case was not con
cluded, the appeal should lapse and the original judgment stand, 
unless the appellant could prove that the delay was due to the judge 
or to some unavoidable cause, in which case he was allowed another 
year.57 

These rules applied to appeals from the ordinarii iudices to the 
sacra vice iudicantes, including the praetorian prefects. For appeals 
to the ordinarii iudices from lower courts or to the sacra vice iudicantes 
from special delegate judges there were shorter time limits. Yet 
more rigorous rules were applied to fiscal appeals. In appeals to 
the emperor the procedure was different. These were not handled 
more appe!!ationum, according to the regular appeal procedure, but 
more consu!tationum; that is to say, the judge against whom the appeal 
was made did not make a formal judgment, but sent a copy of his 
opinion, which he had to show to the litigants together with any 
counter plea which the defeated party wished to make, and the full 
record of the case. Originally the emperor decided the case on the 
documents only and the parties were not allowed to go to the 
comitatus: Valentinian in 364 threatened any litigant who did 
so with a fine of half the amount at issue. This rule had to be 
relaxed, however, owing to the interminable delays which resulted, 
and in 386 Theodosius I conceded that if after a year no response to 
the consu!tatio had been made, the interested parties might come to 
the comitatus bringing with them a fresh copy of the documents of 
the case. This rule was re-enacted in 395 by Honorius, and in 419 
by Theodosius II, but later the initial year's ban on appearance 
seems to have dropped. In the sixth century appellants were 
allowed two years' grace in which to introduce consu!tationes in the 
consistory: Justinian reduced this period to one year. There was 
no time limit for concluding a case started in the consistory.58 

Some of the delays were inevitable owing to the slowness and 
uncertainty of communications. When Justinian ordered that 
appeals must be brought into court within two years at most, appel
lants complained 'that they had not been able to sail from the 
provinces because the winds had been contrary, and could not come 
by land because they were too poor, or, living on islands, had to 
come by sea'. Another reason for delay was the congestion of the 
courts. The provincial governors, who were judges in the ordinary 
courts of first instance, were preoccupied with their general 
administrative duties and in particular with raising the revenue, 
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and Libanius complains that they scamped their judicial duties. 
Cases thus accumulated at this level. Vicars and ptoconsuls and 
the urban prefects also had many administrative duties, and the 
two last had a primary as well as an appellate jurisdiction; so that 
appeals were liable to delay in their courts. The praetorian prefects 
again were much occupied with administrative and financial work, 
and the consistory had little time for judicial business. 59 

The main cause of delay was, however, in contemporary opinion, 
the ingenuity of advocates, who exploited to the full the compli
cation and uncertainty of the law and the conflicting jurisdictions of 
the courts, to spin out proceedings, whether to increase their own 
fees or in the interest of clients who had bad cases but long purses. 
In this they were greatly assisted by the general incompetence of the 
lower judges, who, when presented with some intricate legal 
argument, were too prone to refer it to higher authority. The 
imperial government constantly admonished the ordinary judges 
to make up their own minds and pass a judgment, against which 
an appeal could, if necessary, be made, but not to adjourn pro
ceedings while they made a re!atio to the emperor. Nevertheless 
the judges persisted in this practice, which might cause infinite 
delay; for relationes all went to the comita!tts.60 

Naturally such delays greatly increased the expenses of litigants, 
particularly when the case was heard far from their homes, and 
after a costly journey they had to hang about for many months in 
a distant town where the price of lodging was high, as it naturally 
was in such places as Constantinople. But apart from such in
cidental expenses, and advocate's fees and bribes to judges, the 
official charges for justice were heavy. At all stages of legal pro
ceedings fees were payable to the officials of the court. The fees, 
as their name ( sportulae) indicates, were in origin unofficial and 
illicit tips. Cons tan tine still regarded them as such, and attempted in 
a drastic law to suppress them root and branch. 'Let the rapacious 
hands of officials forthwith refrain', he wrote in 3 3 I ; 'let them 
refrain, I repeat; for if after this warning they do not, they will be 
cut off by the sword.' He goes on to enumerate in high-flown 
rhetorical language the various fees demanded. A litigant could 
not, it appears, enter the court without paying. Then for the 
introduction of his case he had to pay the princeps of the ojjicium 
and his adiutores, and for a copy of the record he had to pay other 
officials. 61 

A generation later the imperial government had acquiesced in 
sportulae, though it still regarded them as an abuse. One of the 
arguments urged by Valens for the institution of defensores civiiatum 
was that the humble rustic would no longer be subject to the 
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exactions of the princeps who controlled access to the court and the 
exceptores who co.Pied the rec<;>rd. B;tt ~y t~is time sportulae had 
become a sufficiently estabhshed mst1tut1on to be officially 
regulated.62 · 

We possess a schedule of fees laid down by the consular of 
Numi~ia for l:is officials in the reign of J ulian. The amounts are 
stated 1n modtt of wheat, as they were too small to be reckoned in 
!Sold, and the copper currency was being debased so rapidly that 
It was u~eless as .a permanent standard of values. The princeps of 
the officmm received five modii for 'granting an official' within the 
town, two more within a radius of a mile and two more for every 
further ten miles: if t~e official h~d to. go overseas the charge was 
not to exceed I oo modtt. The cornzcularzus and commentariensis of the 
ojjicium received ~al~ these sums .. These payments were presumably 
made by the plamtiff; the function of the official, who is usually 
styled the executor, was to carry out the orders of the court from 
summoning the defendant to executing the judgment. The executor 
also himself ~eceived.two m~dii within the town (and presumably 
more accordmg to distance If he had to go outside it); this was 
perhaps from the defendant, who, as we know from other sources 
had to pay for b~ing summoned. The court stenographers (ex: 
ceptores) were e~tttled to five modii for a postulatio simplex, or 
statement of cla1~, and twelve for a contradictio, presumably the 
rebutt~l of the clarm, and twenty for the deftnita causa, which must 
h~':e · mcluded the argument as well as the actual judgment. 
Litigants ha? also to pay for the papyrus used in making these 
r~cords, which was not to. e::cceed o~e large roll for a postulatio 
stmplex, four for a contradzctto and siX for a causa deftnita. The 
amounts do not seem very exorbitant, but if it be remembered that 
forty modii represented a man's ration for a year, and that thirty 
modii cost one solidus, it can be seen that even these fees must have 
been a serious matter for a poor man. And this was in a court of 
first instance: the fees iti the higher courts, if it came to an appeal, 
were undoubtedly much higher.63 

Despite attempts at regulation sportulae ittevitably crept up with 
~he. c~mrse of time. J ustittian, amongst his many other reforms of 
judicial procedure, promulgated a comprehensive schedule of court 
fees, and probably reduced them all round: he certaiuly made very 
substantial reductions in those charged in the high court of the 
praetorian prefecture. Unfortunately this schedule has not been 
preserved, and we have iti the Code only a few special lists of 
reduced fe~s l;'ayable by privileged categories, the agentes in rebus, 
the castrenszam, the scholares and the clerks of the sacra scrinia, iti the 
court of the master of the offices, together with some individual 
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fees (again on a special reduced scale) payable by the clergy and by 
soldiers. These schedules are contained in laws ranging from the 
middle of the fifth century to Justinian's reign, but the figures 
may well have been revised according to Justinian's scale. They are 
not very satisfactory evidence for the normal scale of fees payable 
by the unprivileged litigant either before Justinian's reform or 
after, as we have no means of telling how great were the reductions 
made for the privileged classes, but some conclusions can be 
drawn from them.64 

The fees recorded are mainly those payable by defendants. 
They are divided into three groups: those paid to the executor on 
receiving the summons (conventio), those paid for the introduction 
and trial of the case (pro ingressu, pro introducenda et cognoscenda 
causa), and those paid for issue of the record (editio gestorum). 
The executor's fee for privileged persons in the court of the magister 
ojficiorum is uniformly I solidus. In a provincial court they paid 
a half or a third of that amount, and clergy in the provinces were 
likewise privileged to pay only half a solidus. This implies that 
the executor's fee normally exceeded half a solidus even in provincial 
courts. The fees for the hearing of the case and the issue of the 
record were not uniform even for the privileged categories in the 
court of the master of the offices, the clerks of the sacra scrinia 
paying less and the agentes in rebus more than the other two classes. 
The medium payments were 3 solidi for the hearing and 2 for the 
record, and here again half rates were payable in a provincial 
court. It thus appears that even a privileged person had altogether 
to pay 2! solidi for defending an action in a court of first instance. 
Plaintiffs had to pay oh a similar scale. Only one actual figure is 
preserved; a statement of claim (postulatio simplex) cost 2 solidi 
to an agens in rebus before the magister ojjiciorum.65 

In the high court of the praetorian prefect fees were evidently 
much higher than in the court of the master of the offices. Even the 
special rate for the executor's fee conceded to the clergy of Con
stantinople, who enjoyed the privilege of being sued before the 
prefect, was 2 solidi, twice the amount payable by privileged 
litigants in the master's court and four times that payable by them 
and by the clergy in the provinces. This concessionary rate, 
however, gives no idea of the cost oflitigation to ordinary persons 
in the high court. John Lydus, who, having served all his life on 
the judicial staff of the praetorian prefect of the East, certainly 
knew the facts, states that in the good old days when he was 
young-before Justinian scaled down the fees-a postulatio simplex 
in the prefect's court cost 3 7 solidi. This is a plain statement of 
fact which there is no reason to question. John's lament that when 
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he wrote the fee had been reduced to a few coppers is less credible, 
seeing that even an agens in rebus in the master's court had to pay 
2 solidi. 66 · 

John's figure suggests that the cost of litigation in the praetorian 
prefect's court must have been quite prohibitive for the humble 
classes before Justinian's reform. A poor man could not exerciseD 
his right of a pp. eal from the provincial court, if the appeal lay, as 
it normally did before Justinian's time, to the prefect's court. 

~
n the other hand, if an opponent rich enough to pay the fees 

made an appeal, he had to allow the case to go against him by 
efault. Justinian by scaling down fees all round and by reviving 

the intermediate appeal courts must have greatly improved the 
situation, but justice still remained expensive. As we have seen, 
even at preferential rates an action in a provincial court cost in all 
3 solidi, which might represent a whole year's income for a working 
man, and all the evidence suggests that the normal fees were 
substantially higher. 

Proceedings before the defensor s court were no doubt sub
stantially cheaper, and if both parties were poor and eschewed 
appeals they could settle their disputes at a modest cost. But there 
was until Justinian's time no bar against starting even petty actions 
in the provincial covrt, and there was always an appeal to the 
provincial governor ;V. richer litigant could thus always, involve 
a poorer opponent in fees which were beyond his meany Gover
nors were, it is true, directed to hear petty cases informally (sine 
scriptis, without the written record which formed a large part of 
the cost) and even to give free justice to the poor. It may be 
doubted however whether these directions were often obeyed. 
Joshua the Stylite tells of one Alexander, governor of Osrhoene 
in 496, who put up a box outside his official residence in which 
complainants could drop their petitions, and sat every Friday in a 
church administering justice free to all corners. But this was a 
very exceptional case, worthy of record in a chronicle, and the 
result was that Alexander was besieged by suitors seeking redress 
for old wrongs, some dating back forty years, which they had 
never been able to bring into court hitherto.67 

A professional judiciary had always been alien to Roman tradi
tion. The administration of justice was one of the functions of a 
magistrate, whose principal duties might be administrative, 
financial or military. This tradition was maintained in the later 
empire, and it meant that the majority of judges were not chosen 
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for their knowledge of the law, and that many of them knew no 
law. This was particularly true of the military, financial and other 
administrative courts. The duces and magistri militum, before whom 
plaintiffs had to plead against soldiers, even if they were n<?t 
illiterate Germans, were normally men who had spent all their 
lives in the army and were quite ignorant of the law. In the regular 
courts the situation was rather better. Since the administration 
of justice was a substantial part of their duties, provincial governors 
were often selected from the bar, and such men might be promoted 
to be vicars and ultimately ptaetorian prefects. There must there
fore have been a leavening of ex-barristers in the judiciary at all 
grades. But many, probably most, provincial governors owed 
their places to their wealth and rank and the same applied to vicars, 
and even more to the proconsuls and the prefects of the city, who 
were generally selected for their noble birth. 68 

Even the praetorian prefects, who presided over one of the 
high courts of appeal, were by no means always learned in the 
law. In the West the praetorian prefecture tended to be mono
polised by the nobility, in the East birth and rank counted for less, 
and legal learning was given more weight: Anastasius indeed made 
a practice of appointing barristers from the high court to the 
prefecture. But the prefect was not only a judge but the chief 
financial minister of the empire, and several famous prefects, 
including John the Cappadocian, were primarily financial experts. 
The professional element seems, curiously enough, to have been 
strongest in the lowest courts. Valentinian and V alens enacted 
that the dejensores should be selected from former provincial 
governors, retired palatine officials and barristers. It would seem 
that the majority actually came from the last class; in Egypt at any 
rate, where alone we have any information, many of the recorded 
defensores were barristers. 69 

The inadequacy of the judges was to some extent remedied by 
the institution of assessors, or judicial advisors. Every magistrate 
with judicial duties had an assessor, and some had more. The 
Augustal prefect of Egypt had two under Justinian's dispensation, 
perhaps because his office included that of dux of Egypt, and the 
praetorian prefects had more than one. Magistrates selected their 
own assessors, but they were paid salaries from public funds. 
These naturally varied according to the rank of the judge whom 
they served: the only available figures all come from Justinian's 
reign. The assessors of the duces of the African provinces, who were 
mere clarissimi, received only 56 solidi. Those of the majority of 
the spectabiles iudices instituted by Justinian were allotted I lb. gold 
(72 solidi), but two, those of the moderator of Arabia and of the 
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proconsul of Cappadocia, got 2 lb. gold, and the two assessors of 
the Augustal prefect got 5 lb. between them. The assessors of the 
praetorian prefect of Africa, who was of illustrious rank, received 
20 lb. gold between them, that is probably IO lb. each. The salaries 
of the assessors of civil judges work out at approximately one
tenth of those of their chiefs. From their scale of pay it can be 
seen that assessors of illustrious magistrates were persons of some 
consequence, and this is confirmed by a constitu~ion of 413, which 
indicates that they were normally granted the title of comes prtmt 
ordinis, and if so ranked with vicars. 70 

Magistrates naturally chose their assessors from the bar, and 
these posts seem to have been much sought after by rising barristers 
with political ambitions, who could hope to bring themselves to 
the notice of the great and thus secure a provincial governorship. 
It was apparently not unusual to serve as assessor several times. 
Alypius had served three magistrates, and was looking round for 
a fourth employer, when he was converted and decided to abandon 
a political career. Tatian was assessor to a praeses, a vicar, a 
proconsul and two prefects before he obtained his first provincial 
governorship. Men like this, who had not only practised at the 
bar but sat on the bench for some years, must have been well 
qualified for judicial office, but they w~re relatively rare. The 
majority of judges knew less law than their assessors, even though 
these were inexperienced young barristers, and must have leaned 
heavily upon them.71 

In the latter part of the fifth c.entury the need for mo~e p~ofes
sional judges began to be appreciated m the East. Zeno mstlt~ted 
a system of pedanei iudices at Constantinopl.e. We ~ow very little 
of it as it fell into abeyance under Anastasms, but It would appear 
that' a panel of judges was assigned to each court in the capital, 
to whom cases might be delegated; the pedanei iudices received 
regular salaries, amounting to 6o lb. gold in all. Justinian revived 
the scheme in a rather different form. He appointed twelve 
iudices pedanei, w~o we~e to ~orm a pool from :which the emperor 
himself and all Illustnous judges m the capital were to select 
delegate judges. They were to sit continuously, and to receive 
an annual salary of 2 lb. gold each, as well as fees from litigants-
4 solidi from either party unless the issue was worth under I oo 
solidi, in which case no fees were to be charged. In the preamble 
to the Novel in which he instituted the scheme Justinian em
phasised the need for judges learned in the law; the illustrious 
officers of state could rely on their assessors, but the judges to 
whom they delegated cases too often knew no law themselves 
and went around collecting others' opinions. In his choice of the 
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first twelve he lived up to his professions. Four were i/lustres, 
but men of long judicial experience; the eight others were retired 
or practising barristers, one from the court of the magister ofli~ 
ciorum, the rest from the high court of the praetorian prefecture 
of the East. 72 

It is nowadays generally expected of a judge that he should not 
only be learned in the law but honest and independent, yielding 
neither to bribes nor to intimidation or social pressure. In the 
later Roman empire legal learning was, as we have seen, not 
expected of a judge. Honesty and fearless independence were 
highly esteemed, but they were rather ideals than normal reqnire
ments. Judicial corruption was an endemic evil which the emperors 
were powerless to overcome. It is attested not only by the denun
ciations of moralists, Christian and pagan, but by many constitu
tions in the codes, and even more strikingly by the praise given to 
honest governors. An age in which it was a high compliment to a 
retiring judge to say that he left office as poor as when he entered 
upon it must have had low standards of judicial honesty. The 
fault lay partly in the system of appointment. Provincial governor
ships were normally given to men who canvassed for them because 
they hoped to make a good thing out of them: Marcian proudly 
boasted that he 'had cut at the root of the venality of judges' by 
appointing honourable men who needed to be pressed to serve. 
Most provincial governors moreover had paid considerable sums for 
their appointment, and had to recoup themselves in a hurry, for 
their period of office was short. This abuse was regarded by 
Justinian as the root cause of judicial corruption, and by abolishing 
purchase of office he confidently hoped to ensure that his judges 
would keep their hands clean. 73 

As baneful to the purity of justice as bribery was pressure and 
intimidation by the great. In a society where rank counted for so 
much, provincial governors, who were mere petjectissimi or at 
most c!arissimi, found it difficult to stand up to litigants who were 
spectabi!es or i!!ustres. If they aspired to promotion, they were 
naturally reluctant to prejudice their prospects by offending persons 
of influence, and if they intended to retire into private life, they 
feared their vengeance. This applied as much to assessors as to 
the judges themselves. Augustine speaks with admiration of 
Alypius' outstanding firmness when he was assessor to the comes 
!argitionum Jta!icianarum. 'There was at that time a vety powerful 
senator by whose. favours many were obliged and by fear of whom· 
many were terrorised. He wanted, as such powerful men do, to be 
allowed to do something or other which the laws forbade. Alypius 
resisted him. He was. offered a bribe, but he laughed it to scorn. 
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He was subjected to threats, but he spurned them. Everyone 
marvelled at the unusual spirit with which he neither desired as a 
friend nor feared as an enemy so great a man, who was notorious 
for the countless means which he possessed for conferring benefits 
or doing injuries. The judge himself whose adviser he was, though 
he himself did not wish to give way, did not openly stand up to 
the senator but, thrusting the onus upon Alypius, declared that 
he would not permit him to yield; and in fact if he had done so 
Alypius would have left him.'74 

Persons of rank had ample means of making their influence felt. 
They possessed an official right of entree to the governor's resi
dence, and were entitled if they so wished to sit beside him on the 
bench in court. Libanius devoted two speeches to denouncing the 
perversion of justice which resulted from the abuse of these 
privileges, and appealed to Theodosius to re-enact legislation 
against it. But such legislation was difficult to frame and still 
more difficult to enforce. Gratian in 3 77 forbade any resident in 
the province to pay private calls on the governor in the afternoon 
hours, whether on the strength of personal acquaintance or in 
virtue of his rank. Honorius in 408 repeated this ban, and added 
that honorati might not exercise their privilege of sitting on the 
bench, if an action in which they were involved were pending. 
But unless provincial governors were to be cut off from all social 
intercourse with their subjects during their period of office
which was what Libanius recommended-no effective rel)J.edy for 
backstairs influence of this kind was practicable. 75 

Great men exercised their influence not only on their own 
behalf, but in favour of their friends and proteges, and anyone 
who was prepared to pay for it. On this question the prevalent 
code of morals was, by modern standards, lax. Great men were 
expected to help their clients, and it was not considered improper 
to intervene on their behalf with their judges when they were 
involved in legal proceedings. Even men of high probity, such as 
Libanius and Basil, wrote letters to judges, asking them to give 
favourable consideration to the causes of friends which were 
sub judice: Libanius apparently felt some qualms in so doing, for 
he usually protested that he had no intention of deflecting the course 
of justice, but he wrote none the less. Less scrupulous men were 
more blatant in their methods: Libanius depicts them sitting next 
the governor on the bench, whispering in his ear and winking to 
litigants in court. Since the influence of rank was so potent in the 
courts, humble litigants naturally sought the patronage of a great 
man, transferring to him the nominal ownership of their property, 
if their title were disputed, so that the defence could be conducted 
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in his name. This was an abuse of long standing. Claudius 
Gothicus legislated against it, and Diocletian renewed and rein
forced his law; a century later Honorius issued two constitutions 
on the same topic. 76 

So long as the administration of justice was entrusted to the 
provincial governors, whose official rank was low, whose tenure of 
office was short, and whose future prospects depended on the 
favour of the great, it was inevitable that the lower courts should 
be subject to improper pressure from the higher nobility. The 
imperial government recognised this fact, but could think of no 
remedy except to insist on the right of appeal to a higher court, 
and to allow litigants to petition for the initial hearing of their 
case in a higher court, if they claimed that their opponents were so 
powerful as to overawe the provincial governor. Marcian indeed 
expressed the pious hope that the honest governors whom he had 
selected would not only resist bribery but stand up to influence. 
But though he enjoined his subjects to have recourse to the pro
vincial courts in the confidence that justice would be done in them 
without fear or favour, even he was obliged to admit that in some 
cases he would allow a case to be transferred to the court of a 
judge of spectabilis grade, or even to that of the praetorian prefect 
or some other illustrious judge, if a litigant petitioned for this 
privilege 'on account of the influence of his adversary'. This 
remedy was evidently extensively used by those who could afford 
it, for both Marcian and Justinian complain of the floods of liti
gants who poured into the capital; but for the poor man, who could 
not meet the heavy expenses involved in an action before a higher 
court, it cannot have been practicable.77 

It remains to consider the imperial high court and the legal 
departments of the comitatus. Under Diocletian the emperor's 
principal law officers had been the magistri of the three scrinia, 
memoriae, epistu!arum and !ibe!!orum. Constantine superimposed 
upon them the quaestor of the sacred palace. All these officers 
had administrative as well as judicial business, serving as a general 
secretariat, and their precise judicial functions are not easy to 
define from the brief description of them given in the Notitia 
Dignitatum. All four are stated to have dealt with petitions 
(preces). In addition the quaestor was responsible for drafting 
imperial constitutions (leges dictandae). The magister memoriae wrote 
restripts (adnotationes); the magister epistu!arum handled references 
to the ~mperor by judges (consu!tationes); the magister !ibe!!orum was 
responsible for preparing trials (cognitiones). 78 

Legal business came to the comitatus by a variety of channels. 
Subjects sent petitions (preces) to the emperor asking for legal 
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advice. Most of these raised no points of principle, and the re
scripts in reply to them were no doubt drafted by the magister 
memoriae or his clerks, the memoria/os, and submitted to the emperor 
for signature. Occasionally, however, a petition brought to light 
an ambiguity or anomaly in the law, or, by revealing a hard case, 
suggested that a change in the law was desirable. Such petitions, 
which sometimes provoked legislation clarifying or amending the 
law, must have been fully debated, no doubt in consistory. 
Secondly, judges sent up to the emperor re!ationes, requests for 
rulings on points of law which had arisen in trials which they 
were conducting. Most of these too, as the emperors complain, 
raised no issue of importance, and letters in reply to them were 
doubtless drafted by the magister epistu!arum. But here again a 
judge occasionally raised a problem of real importance which 
required full discussion. Thirdly, there were appeals from the 
vice sacra iudicantes, with which may be classed supp!icationes against 
the inappellable judgments of the praetorian prefects. Lastly, 
the emperor might, if the parties or the issue were of sufficient 
importance, try a case in the first instance, or delegate it to a 
special judge, with appeal to himself. 79 

Personal jurisdiction had from the days of Augustus always 
been one of the traditional duties of an emperor, and this tradition 
was maintained in the later empire. Extracts have been preserved 
in the Code from the record df trials conducted by various fourth
century emperors. In one we find Constantine patiently explaining 
the law in Latin to a lady, whose replies, in Greek, reveal that she 
failed to grasp his point: the issue concerns the possible misconduct 
of a very minor city magistrate, a praepositus pagi, and the people 
involved are evidently relatively humble folk. In another Julian 
makes a typically sarcastic remark (in Greek): 'Documents carry 
great weight-when there is no doubt about the documents 
themselves which requires to be confirmed from other sources.' 
In a third Theodosius the Great rules that bishops cannot be 
compelled to give evidence. so 

However industrious he was in fulfilling his judicial duties no 
emperor can have found time to deal personally with all appeals 
which came to his court. There is however no record of how the 
problem was met un.til in 440 Theodosius II enacted that hence
forth appeals from spectabi!es iudices, that is proconsuls, vicars, 
the comes Orientis and the Augustal prefect, should no longer be 
heard by himself, but by the quaestor and the praetorian prefect 
of the East, sitting jointly. These two judges were also to take 
appeals from special judges delegated by the emperor, if they were 
below illustrious rank. They were deemed to represent the emperor 
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so fully that litigants and advocates appearing before them had to 
wear the robes and shoes worn by those admitted to the imperial 
presence, and they themselves spoke and delivered judgment not 
in their own persons but in the emperor's name. The procedure 
was, however, not more consu!tationum, but more appe!!ationum, and 
the time limits laid down for the latter applied. 81 

This measure must have relieved the em12eror of the bulk of his 
appellate jurisdiction, but there still rema111ed his primary juris
diction, supp!icationes from the praetorian prefects, and appeals 
from other illustrious judges, the prefect of the city, the masters 
of the soldiers, the master of the offices, and the comites sacrarum 
!argitionum and rei privatae, as well as special delegate judges of 
illustrious rank. The emperors thus still had ample opportunity 
of exercising their personal jurisdiction. Marcian in one of his 
Novels records that he had presided over the trial of a testamentary 
case and Justinian frequently alludes to cases which he had per
sonally heard. The emperor could not, however, personally 
handle all the cases which still came up on appeal. Justinian laid 
down that appeals might be delegated to two specially chosen 
judges of the highest rank, patricians or ex-consuls or ex-prefects, 
sitting with the quaestor, and that the judgment of this court should 
be final. He later classified cases according to the amount at issue. 
Where this was under ro lb. gold, the case could be finally decided 
by one delegate judge of the highest rank. When the amount was 
between ro and 20 lb., two judges were appointed and if they 
disagreed the quaestor was called in. When the amounts at issue 
exceeded 20 lb. of gold, the case had to be tried before the consis
tory.82 

When the emperor exercised his personal jurisdiction he sat in 
consistory. There was apparently no official distinction drawn 
between the administrative and judicial sessions of the consistory, 
and high officers of state might, and did, attend trials. At the session 
at which Julian pronounced on the evidentiary value of documents 
it is recorded that not only the quaestor but the master of the 
offices and the comes sacrarum !argitionum were present. It may be 
presumed, however, that the law officers of the crown, the quaestor 
and the magistri scriniorum, whom Theodosius II calls 'in some 
sense our Majesty's assessors', were more regular attendants at 
judicial sessions, and it must have been on these occasions that the 
legal comites consistoriani, of spectabi!is grade like the magistri 
scriniorum, took part in the discussion.83 

In the fifth century it became customary at Constantinople for 
the emperor to summon not merely a meeting of the consistory 
(si!entium) for important trials, but a full session of the senate 
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(conventus). This practice is first recorded in 4 j j under Marcian. 
It became increasingly common as time went on, and Justinian 
eventually ruled that every silentium should be deemed to include 
a conventus. It is implied by this law that by this date the emperor 
did not always personally attend judicial sessions of the consistory 
or senate, but that the result of their deliberations was reported to 
him for confirmation. 84 

The law officers of the crown were not always chosen for their 
legal learning. Elegance of diction was often more highly prized 
than knowledge of the law, and rhetoricians therefore preferred to 
barristers. The comites consistoriani, on the other hand, were 
probably normally drawn from the bar; from 440 the senior 
members of the bar of the praetorian prefects of the East received 
the rank automatically on retirement. The title was freely given as 
an honorary distinction, but working comites consistoriani were 
relatively few in numbers: a Novel of V alentinian III implies that 
in the West twenty were in attendance at the comitatus. In the first 
half of the fifth century these two groups were evidently regarded 
as the repositories of the best legal learning of the day. The first 
commission appointed to draw up the Theodosian Code was 
almost entirely official, comprising the praetorian prefect (who was 
a former quaestor), the quaestor, three magistri scriniorum and two 
retired magistri, and in addition one former comes consistorianus, 
and <;me practising barrister. The second commission was larger 
and 1ts balance different. There were seven comites consistoriani 
as against seven law officers, and in addition two professors of 
law.85 

The legal profession was regarded as in some sense a public 
service. It is already in the fourth century spoken of as a militia, 
and was in 469 officially recognised as such by Leo. Its organisation 
was strictly regulated by the government. In the time of Constan
tine advocates had all to be enrolled at the bar of some judge 
and there was a maximum number fixed for each bar. Constantine 
abolished the second rule, but reinforced the first, enacting that 
no barrister might plead in any court but that in which he was 
enrolled. This rule remained in force, with a few minor exceptions, 
throughout the period of the later empire. Thus every judge had 
his own bar. At Antioch, Libanius tells us, there were 'three 
choirs of orators, a number equal to that of the courts', those, 
that is, of the magister mi!itunt per Orientem, the comes Orientis, and the 
consular of Syria. We know, too, that the comes rei privatae at 
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and praifectus vigi!um at Rome had their own 

There is one strange exception to this rule. We hear of no group 
of advoca!es attached to the emperor's own court, the consistory, 
and the silence of the sources can hardly be accidental. For had 
such a group existed, it would have been the most highly privileged, 
whereas the most honourable bars in the empire were certainly 
those of the praetorian and urban prefects. The explanation may 
lie in the fact that originally appeals were heard in the consistory 
more consultationum, the parties being forbidden to appear or to be 
represented by counsel. Thus when later the parties were allowed 
to intervene, there was no established bar attached to the consistory, 
and it seems likely that at Constantinople the privilege of pleading 
before it was given to the senior barristers of the courts of the 
praetorian prefect of the East and the prefect of the city. There 
was in the former a select group of 64 priores advocati, first mentioned 
in 439, who were in 472 given the same privileges as the two 
leaders of the bar, the patroni fisci. Two years later the fifteen 
senior advocates of the court of the urban prefecture were given 
the same privileges: the number was later raised to thirty.87 

A young man who aspired to a legal career had under this 
system to make up his mind at the outset whether he would be 
content to remain all his life a humble provincial lawyer or whether 
he would take the risk of enrolling himself in a higher court. 
Once he had made his application to a judge and been accepted 
and entered on the register ( matricula) of the court he was tied to 
that court for the rest of his life, unless he took up an administrative 
career, by accepting a post as assessor to a iudge. To this rigid 
rule there were very few exceptions. In the West Valentinian III 
allowed African barristers whose career had been cut short by the 
Vandal occupation to plead in any court save those of the prae
torian and urban prefectures (where three only were by special 
grace admitted). V alentinian also in 442, to encourage the pro
fession, enacted that if the number of advocates in a provincial 
court exceeded fifteen, the senior might be transferred to that of 
the praetorian prefecture. 88 

It would appear that Theodosius I towards the end of his reign 
introduced both in the East and in the West a rule which limited 
the career of an advocate to twenty years. This rule was abolished 
in the East in 439 by Theodosius II and never revived. In the 
West 'J;'heodosius II's novel was received and promulgated in 
448 but it caused grave dissatisfaction among the younger mem
bers of the profession and in deference to their protests was 
revoked in 4 54· This is curious, since in the West the profession 
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does not seem to have been overcrowded, and by the middle of 
the fifth century was seriously undermanned: in 45I Valentinian 
Ill had to enact that no aspirant might enrol himself on the bars 
of the praetorian or urban prefectures if there were fewer than 
four advocates at his provincial court. 89 

In the East, on the other hand, the profession was overcrowded, 
but the solution sought was to reintroduce the pre-Constantinian 
principle of the numerus clausus. The pressure was naturally 
heaviest in the high courts, which were not understaffed even in 
the West. Already in 439 a maximum of IJO barristers had been 
fixed for the praetorian prefecture of the East, and had been 
grossly exceeded. It was accordingly enacted that no one should 
be called to the bar until the number had sunk to I 50; those on 
the waiting list were licensed to practise meanwhile in inferior 
courts. The law was evidently not enforced, for in 460 it was 
re-enacted in stricter terms. In 474 a maximum of 50 which had 
already been fixed for the much less important bar of the praetorian 
prefect of Illyricum was reaffirmed. For the urban prefecture the 
number, first attested in 524, was So. Lesser courts were also in 
their turn limited. The bar of the Augustal prefect and dux of 
Egypt was reduced in 468 to 50, those above that number being 
permitted to plead in the other courts of Alexandria. In 505 a 
maximum of 40 was fixed for the court of the comes Orientis, no 
new members being called until the bar had been reduced to that 
number. Even the courts of provincial governors were limited; 
in 5 I7 an establishment of 30 was fixed for that of the praeses of 
Syria Secunda. These limitations are stated in several cases to 
have been made on the request of the bars concerned. so 

Although there was after 43 9 no age limit on practice, the 
stream was kept moving by appointing the senior member of 
each bar counsel for the crown, advocatus fisci, and limiting his 
tenure of this office to a short period, after which he had to retire 
from practice. In the lesser courts the term of the advocatus jisci 
was two years, in that of the urban prefecture one year, in that of 
the praetorian prefect of Illyricum sometimes one, sometimes two. 
In the praetorian prefecture there were from 4 52 two advocati fisci 
appointed each year: in so large a bar promotion would otherwise 
have been choked.91 

The advocatus fisci received a substantial salary from ilie state 
during his period of office; that of the urban prefecture earned 
6oo solidi, and those of the praetorian prefecture of the East were 
in 5 I 9 allotted, apparently as a supplementary payment, 6o lb. gold 
between them, or 2 I 6o solidi each. They were moreover, in the 
higher courts, awarded sundry honours on retirement. Those of 
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the praetorian prefecture of the East were from 440 appointed 
comites consistoriLtni (with the rank of spectabilis). In 506 the pair 
were given the privilege of entering one of their sons among the 
tribunes and notaries without fee. In 5 I 9 both were granted a 
free place in the notaries, to which they could nominate others 
than their own sons; each was furthermore authorised to nominate 
a person of his choice to the domestici for the fixed fee of 2000 solidi; 
and one codicil of illustrious rank was issued to the pair-they 
had to settle between themselves which should have it. The 
privileges given to advocati ftsci of the lesser courts were naturally 
not so lavish, but those of the Augustal prefect received the rank 
of ex-consular of a province from 468, and in response to a petition 
Anastasius allowed those of the comes rei privatae and of the pro
consul of Asia the comitiva primi ordinis with the grade of 
clarissimus.s2 

In the East in the fifth and sixth centuries each bar thus tended 
to become a closed corporation. Aspirants put themselves down 
on a waiting list as supcrnumerarii, and at length succeeded to a 
vacancy in the establishment of statuti. When called to the bar 
they rose by strict seniority until eventually they achieved the 
office of patronus ftsci, after which they retired full of honours and 
enriched by the salary and perquisites of the office. This office was, 
it appears, the culmination and crown of a barrister's career. 
If he were so unlucky as to die while holding it, his heirs could 
claim the whole emoluments which he would have earned by its 
full tenure. Attempts to achieve a short cut to it were severely 
repressed: no barrister might buy seniority by changing places 
w1th an old<:r but impecunious colleague. Some barristers, having 
~ecured the~r places, did not bother to practise, but waited in 
1dleness until they reached the top of the list: this was disliked by 
their more active colleagues, who secured from the government 
a ruling that barristers who absented themselves from the court 
for several years should be disbarred.sa 

Advocacy was by Roman tradition an honourable career, and 
men of the highest rank might and did pursue it. Valentinian I 
authorised honorati to practise in the courts of the city of Rome, 
though he stipulated that they should do so not for vile gain but 
to win honour. Postumianus, one of the characters in Macrobius' 
Satur_nalia, is represented as being so busy with his forensic 
pract~ce that he was unable to accept an invitation to dinner from 
Agonus Praetextatus. Symmachus mentions a certain Celsus, 
vir clarissimus, among the advocates of the urban prefecture. 
Ambrose, son of a praetorian prefect, started his career by practice 
at the bar of the praetorian prefect of Italy. It may be doubted, 
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however, whether many senators made the law their life's pro
fession. Ambrose's legal career was very brief. He was promptly 
chosen by . Probus, the praetorian prefect, as assessor, and soon 
promoted to a provincial governorship. Postumianus, though he 
was so busy, was occupied only with the affairs of his friends and 
dependants. Most men of rank probably practised only in their 
youth as an introduction to a public career, or to fulfil social 
obligations. Real professional barristers were mainly drawn from 
a rather lower social stratum, to whom the career offered prospects 
of enrichment and advancement.94 

It is impossible to estimate from the data available the earnings of 
a barrister, which naturally varied greatly according to the status 
of the court in which he practised and his own ability and reputa
tion. Fees were to some extent regulated. There was an old 
statutory maximum of roo solidi which was still, in theory at any 
rate, maintained in Justinian's day. Some lawyers evaded this rule 
by demanding maintenance and expenses in addition, and others 
by making bargains with their clients to be paid in kind, in slaves, 
cattle and farms: both these practices were prohibited, and the 
latter punished by expulsion from the bar. But while popular 
pleaders in the high courts might exceed the legal maximum, 
humble provincial barristers earned far less. The consular of 
Numidia in Julian's reign fixed a tariff not only for his officials' 
fees but for those of his barristers. The figures are surprisingly 
low, 5 modii of corn for a postulatio simplex, and IO for a contradictio, 
or I 5 in an urgent case-that is a maximum of about half a solidus. 
It is nevertheless apparent that even provincial advocates were 
generally men of some substance. Constantius II enacted that 
(in Africa) the sacerdotium provinciae should be filled from their 
ranks; and this was an expensive honour, normally undertaken only 
by the richest decurions of the province. 95 

To many aspirants to the bar the chief attraction was not money 
but the opportunity which it offered for rising into the official 
aristocracy. Those who enrolled themselves in the higher courts 
could in the fifth and sixth centuries count on obtaining some 
dignity by mere length of service, if they lived long enough. 
V alentinian III in 442 rewarded advocates in the court of the 
praetorian and urban prefectures with the rank of vicar after 
fifteen years' service, if they retired so soon, or after twenty years, 
if they served their full term. And in the East, as we have seen, 
barristers who rose to be patroni ftsci not only in the highest 
courts, but those of intermediate grade, received appropriate 
official rank. 96 

Such were the rewards of those who were content to make the 
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bar their life's career.. The more ambitious could aspire to become 
assessors of magistrates, and thus rise to provincial governorships, 
and end their days as praetorian prefects. It was the superior 
bars which naturally offered the best prospects of advancement. 
V alentinian III calls that of the praetorian prefect of Italy a 
seminarium dignitatum, and Anastasius promoted lawyers from the 
court of the praetorian prefect of the East directly to the prefecture. 
But even provincial courts offered their opportunities. Aedesius, 
a pleader at an Mrican court, rose to magister memoriae under 
Constans and later to vicar of Spain; Maximinus, under Valentinian 
I, 'after an undistinguished forensic career', probably in the court 
of his native province of Valeria, rose through successive pro
vincial governorships to be vicar of the city and ultimately 
praetorian prefect. The bar was undoubtedly throughout the 
period of the later empire the principal channel whereby men of 
modest origins could rise to the highest positions in the state. 97 

The law was not a profession accessible to the humblest ranks 
?f soc.iety. Libanius does indeed speak of a certain Heliodorus, 
a retailer of fish sauce', who was called to the bar of the proconsul 

of Achaea at Corinth, and ended up a rich man with vast estates 
in Macedonia, Aetolia and Acarnania, a multitude of slaves and 
herds of horses and cattle-half the property of a wealthy lady 
whose claims he had successfully defended. But though Libanius 
declares that such cases were common, Heliodorus was an excep
tion. For a forensic career one needed at least the standard educa
_t:ion of a gentleman in grammar and rhetoric, if not a legal training. 
fDown to the last decades of the fourth century, it would seem, 
'knowledge of the law was not required of an aspirant to the bar. 
Both Ambrose the praetorian prefect's son and the humble 
Maximinus were called to the bar after pursuing the normal 
rhetorical course (studia liberalia) only. In the good old days, 
Libanius declares, a barrister received a liberal education; he was 
an orator, and if he wanted information on the technicalities of 
the law he called in a jurisconsult, who was a very inferior perso~ 
N_ow, he laments (he is writing in the 38os), things are changing. 
Rich parents do not give their sons the traditional rhetorical 
education, but send them off to Berytus or to Rome to receive a 
legal training. 98 

The standards of the profession gradually rose. In 460 Leo 
enacted that aspirants to the bar of the praetorian prefecture of 
the East must produce testimonials of study from the professors 
who had taught them, and in the early sixth century a regular 
course of legal study was required for admission to the bar of the 
comes Orientis, and even to those of provincial governors. As 
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courses in law were given only at Berytus and Cor:st~ntinopl~ in 
the East and as the course lasted four years, the trammg reqUired 
for the bar must have been an expens.ive matter. No~ w~s this all, 
for despite Libanius' laments, rhetonc remamed an i.ndispensable 
part of a barrister'~ training. Both. Severus. of }.>-ntloch and h~s 
biographer· Zachanas of Mitylene, s,udied rnetonc at Alexandna 

, B c h'l 99 before they went on to erytus "or t eir aw course. 
One would therefore expect the majority of barristers to come 

from the middle ranks of society, whose members could on the 
one hand afford the rather expensive training required, and on the 
other found the financial and social rewards of the career an attr~c
tion The Codes in fact indicate that the two classes which 
particularly favoured the legal profession were the curiales and the 
cohortales. It was always theoretically illegal for the son of .a 
cohortalis to leave his father's office. Nevertheless we find Ma~
minus son of a tabularius of the provincial officium of Valena, 
being 'called to the bar, and ma.king a great career for himself, 
and this is only one example which shows that the law was laxly 
enforced. In the East cohortales who practised in these highest 
bars of praetorian and urban l?refectures had apparently by 43 6 
secured release from their prevwus status; for a law of that year 
confirms the position of those who had already be:n calle.d,. ~ut 
forbids cohortales to be admitted for the future. This prohi~ition 
was re-enacted periodically during the ne':'t century, but that 1t was 
not observed is proved by other laws, whic~. declare that advo~ates 
of the three high courts who reach the P?s.ltlon of patronus.jiscz a~e 
released, with their sons, from the condit!On of a .cohortalz~ . . ':!'his 
legislation suggests that cohortales ma?aged, despite prohi~it!On, 
to make their way in some numbers mto the bars of the h~ghe~t 
courts. In the laws regulating the lower courts no mentl~n is 
made of any ban on cohorta!es, and they were no doubt admitted 
freely to these.100 . . 

Decurions were not forbidden to be advocates provided that 
they also fulfille~ their curial d?ties. This they could do cot?-
currently with their legal practice if they belonged to the metropolis 
of a province, and were conten~ to enrol then:selves o? the bar of 
the provincial governor. ~ecurwns of some citles, which .were the 
seat of a vicar or other higher judge, had a wider ch01ce; thus 
Antiochenes could plead at the court of the consular or of the 
comes Orientis or of the magister mi!itum per Orientem. Alternatively 
they could perform their curial duties first, and enrol themselves 
only when they had fulfilled their duumvirate: this wo?ld be ~he 
only legal course open to decurions who wished to practise outside 
their own towns.101 
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Curiales evidently tended to claim exemption from their duties 
on the score of their legal practice. Constantius II firmly rebutted 
tbis pretension: 'no laws have ever granted exemption from civic 
charges to barristers', he wrote in 3 58 to the vicar of Africa. 
The claim was again raised in the East in 3 8 3 and 3 8 7, and again 
rebuffed. In 442 Valentinian reaffirmed the rule that applicants for 
admission to the bars of the praetorian and urban prefectures must 
prove that they had discharged all their curial duties, but in the 
same law he granted immunity from civil charges to barristers 
who had completed their service in these courts. The result was 
naturally that the first rule was evaded, and in 4 ji he complained 
that the council chambers of the cities were being emptied by the 
flow to the higher courts of decurions tempted by their privileges. 
Nevertheless he did not venture to abolish these privileges, and 
indeed weakened the law, allowing decurions who were unwilling 
to wait until they had fulfilled their duties to appoint deputies . to 
perform them. In the East decurions who practised in the high 
courts had apparently, like cohortales, already in. 436 obtained 
exemption from curial charges, and from this time tbe same 
regulations app!ie~ to them as to cohortales. They "':ere in principle 
forbidden adm1ss1on to the bars of the praetonan and urban 
prefectures, but if they succeeded U: . reac!;ing the po~ition of 
patronus fi.rci, they secured permanent !mmunrty from cunal status 
for themselves and their sons.1o2 

When from the middle of the fifth century a nult;erus.clattsus was 
fixed for tbe bars of the several courts in the Eastern empire, and 
entry to the legal profession became thereby more difficult, two 
new · customs arose. Practising and retired advocates claimed 
priority for their sons in filling vacancies at the bar. The imperial 
government first sanctioned this principle for the court of the 
praetorian prefecture of the. East in 460, and it was thereafter 
extended to all courts, down to tbose of provincial governors, 
In the second place outsiders had to pay a fee for admission. Such 
fees are first mentioned in 505 in the court of the comes Orientis, 
and in the provincial court of Syria Secunda in 517, It is probable 
that they were introduced earlier in tbe higher courts, where the 
pressure for admission was greater,l03 

Thus from the middle of the fifth century the legal profession 
tended to become hereditary. It does not seem to_have suffered 
thereby. The government, with tbe full Sl!pport of tbe bar, it 
would seem, insisted on a proper legal training for all entrants, 
whether sons of advocates or o1,1tsiders, and the general level of 
legal learning among barristers seems to have risen steeply during 
the century which intervened between the production of the 
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Theodosiart Code and the compilation of the Corpus Juris Civilis. 
The commission which produced the Theodosian Code was, as 
we have seen, composed almost entirely of official lawyers, comite.r 
consistoriani and law officers of the crown. In compiling the 
Digest Triboniart was assisted by one official lawyer only, Con
stantine tbe magister libe!!orum. The other members of the com
mission comprised four academic lawyers, professors of Berytus 
and Constantinople, and eleven barristers from the court of the 
praetorian prefect of the East. This is a high testimony to the 
erudition of the bar.104 

Far below barristers in the social scale were the notaries 
(tabe!!iones), who drew up wills, conveyances, and all manner of 
contracts. A law of Constantine enacts that if a decurion shall 
practise as a _notary, which for the future .he forbi.ds, he c~ot 
claim exemption from torture, and that, while notanes are ehg1ble 
for the curia, they will none the less if elected remain liable to 
torture. It is clear from this that notaries were normally 
commoners, and that it was anomalous that they should, in very 
small cities, no doubt, aspire to curial rank. They must have been a 
numerous class, for they are to be found even in villages: at 
Aphrodito the two village notaries, or as they prefer to call them
selves, 'lawyers' (vofltuot), figure among the local notables who 
sign a petition to the emperor.1os 

The little that we know of tbe organisation of the profession 
is derived from a novel of Justinian. From this it appears that 
at Constantinople there were a number of offices (stationes), in 
each of which worked a notary with a number of assistants or 
apprentices. The notary might be himself the owner of the statio, 
or might be an employee of the owner, but he was responsible for 
the proper execution of the deeds, and he probably had to be 
licensed by the magister census. This is to be inferred from the 
provisions of the Novel. Justinian had reviewed a case in which 
an illiterate woman alleged that a deed executed in her name did 
not correspond with her instructions. The judge had summoned 
the notary concerned, but he had said that he had passed on the 
execution of the deed to an assistant, and its completion to another. 
The second assistant, when summoned, had disclaimed knowledge 
of the contents of the document, and the first could not be found. 
To avoid such difficulties Justinian ruled that notaries should, 
if possible, see personally to the execution and completion of all 
deeds, but might appoint among their assistants one deputy, whom 
they must register with the magister census. It is not known what 
regulations applied in the provinces, but it is probable that there 
too notaries had to be licensed. From the papyri we know many 
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notaries from Egypt and not a few from Italy. The deeds which 
they drew show that, if they were not very learned in the law, 
they did their best to convince tbeir clients that they were by 
wrapping up the simplest transaction in vast reams oflegal jargon
as they were paid by the line the length of documents naturally 
tended to grow.106 

When Priscus of Panium visited Attila's camp as ambassador in 
448, he was surprised to be greeted in Greek by a man dressed as a 
Hun. It turned out that he was a Greek who had settled at Vimina
cium on the Danube and prospered as a merchant. When tbe city 
was sacked by the Huns he had been taken prisoner; his Hunnish 
master had later set him free, and he had decided not to return to 
tbe empire but to live among the Huns. Wh.en..P .. dscussepX.Qafll~.d ... -
him l!§_g _ _r_eneg~de~.he.Jllstified ... hl§ <:9.114u~t on two grounds, the 

=6~~~!t6uJ~i~~an:~~~~~{liJ\ir~i:~tWeh~i~~~:r:~:~~~~~~~·~ ···-.. 
for all,' he declared. 'If a rich man I:Jreaks the law he can avoid 
paying the penalry for his wrongdoing. But if it is a poor man, 
who does not know how to pull strings, he suffers tbe penalty of 
the law-unless he departs this life before the trial, while pro
ceedings drag on interminably and vast expenses are incurred. 
That is the most monstrous thing of all, to have to pay for justice. 
An injured party cannot get a hearing unless he pays money to the 
judge and to his officials.' J 

Priscus was evidently impressed and disturbed by this arraign
ment of Roman justice, for he inserted in his history not only the 
man's complaint, but a long reply to it. His defence of the Roman 
legal system is not very convincing. He admits that justice is 
expensive, but argues that the court fees (he does not allude to the 
bribes to judges) are a reasonable charge for services· rendered. 
The court executes the judgment and this saves the successful 
party trouble and difficulty, and incidentally protects the defeated 
pa.rty, who might, if the execution were left to his opponent, be 
made to pay more than was due. He also admits that justice is 
slow. Here his excuse is that hasty judgments will often be wrong, 
and that it is better to take a long time and eventually arrive at a 
just verdict than to wrong men and offend God by unjust judg
ments. That there was one law for the rich and another for the 
poor ·he denies. A wealthy wrongdoer may, he admits, slip 
through the nets of the law, but so may a poor one if evidence is 
lacking.107 
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On the evidence that we possess there can be little doubt that 
the main complaint of the Greek merchant from Viminacium was 
justified. !J'here was one law for the rich and another for the poQll 
If tbe two parties were more or less evenly matched in wealth 
and rank, justice might be impartially rendered. When both were 
rich, the process might be very long and expensive, if it were 
carried to tbe high courts of the praetorian prefect or the emperor, 
but the ultimate result would seem to have been generally a fair 
verdict. At any rate the mass of appeals which came into the capital 
suggests that the ordinary man had confidence in the justice of 
the high courts. 

The intermediate courts of appeal of the spectabiles iudices seem 
by Justinian's day to have suffered from the same defects as the 
courts of first instance of the provincial governors, but in these too 
the judges, though often inexpert and corrupt, had no reason to 
deflect the course of justice if both parties could offer equal bribes, 
and neither was in a position to bring improper pressure upon 
them. Too much scope was given to dilatory tactics, and the fees
not to speak of bribes-were excessive, but an injured party could, 
if he were prepared to spend the necessary time and money, 
normally get his remedy. 

Even the humblest citizens could in their mutual disputes 
obtain a rather rough-and-ready, but cheaper and speedier, justice 
eitber before the defensor civitatis or, if tbey agreed to accept his 
decision, before the local bishop. We possess tbe full records of a 
case tried before the defensor of Arsinoe (by delegation from the 
prefect of Egypt) in 340, and of another heard about ten years 
later before the iuridicus of Alexandria. Both these records give a 
favourable impression of the way in which justice was administered 
in these lowly courts. The procedure is informal. The advocates 
of both parties-all employ counsel-are allowed to have their 
say; the judge, prompted from time to time by the advocates, 
endeavours to elicit the facts by questioning the parties or their 
witnesses. At Arsinoe there is an interpreter to translate for 
peasant witnesses who know no Greek. On the face of it there 
appears to be an honest attempt to elicit the truth and make a 
fair judgment. lOB 

In these cases the parties are·all evidently of fairly modest degree. 
At Arsinoe the dispute is between the village community of 
Caranis and two women who own land in the village, and tbe 
judgment is for the villagers. At Alexandria the case concerns the 
division of a small inheritance between four brothers and sisters. 

Q'f, however, one of the parties was a humble citizen and the other 
a person of wealth and rank, it is evident that the scales of justice 
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were very heavily weighted i,n favour of the latter-:) If he were thE .• 
defendant he could often, i,n virtue of some tituraf: rank, claim by 
praescriptio fori the jurisdiction of a distant. or expensive court 
where his humble opponent could not afford to take proceedings. 
IJ..s plaintiff he could by special order or rescript hale his adversary 
to a high court, and the latter might well prefer j:o yield rather 
than face the heavy expense of defending his sui~ If the issue 
were tried in the provi,ncial court, the governor was more often 
than not, it would seem, susceptible to bribery, intimidation or 
social pressure from the great, and even if the governor were an 
honest and courageous man, a wealthy litigant could always 
exhaust a poor adversary by appeals to higher courts. 

A case which Symmachus referred to the emperor well illustrates 
how a man of rank could elude his adversary however bad his 
case, and this though, in this particular i,nstance, the judges in 
the lower courts were honest men. A certain Marcellus sued 
Venantius, a strator, for havi,ng ejected him from his estate. The 
case was opened before the governor of Apulia and Calabria. 
Venantius tried delayi,ng tactics and appealed on a prelimi,nary 
issue to the vicar of the city. He was unlucky: the vicar correctly 
rejected this dilatory appeal, imposed the appropriate fine, and 
sent the case back to the provincial governor. The governor gave 
judgment for Marcellus on V enantius' confession, but Venantius 
contrived by legal subtleties which Symmachus does not describe 
to stay execution. At this stage Bassus, prefect of the city, to 
whom appeals lay from the vicar, stepped in. Symmachus is 
somewhat reserved about his predecessor's conduct, but it would 
seem that Venantius induced him to accept an appeal though the 
legal time limit had expired. Once again V enantius was unlucky, 
for by the time the case came up for hearing Bass1,1s had been 
succeeded by Symmachus, who very properly ruled that the 
case was closed. V enantius, however, still had another string to his 
bow. He appeared before Symmachus under the escort of an 
agens in rebus, and prod1,1ced an order from the master of the offices 
summoning him before his court, whose jurisdiction he claimed 
as a strator. The unfortunate Marcellus objected that he could not 
legally claim to be a strator, since he was a decurion, and produced 
proof that he was enrolled on the album of a local city, but Sym
machus did not venture to resist the order of the master of the 
offices. This is the last that we hear of the case, but we may well 
doubt whether Marcellus ever recovered his estate)09 

In Civil actions there was in theory some justification for 
Priscus' claim that the law was the same for all. There were certain 
important exceptions to this principle. Freedmen could not, 
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except by special leave; sue their patrons or their patrons' heirs, 
and from the time of f..rcadius co!oni gdscripticii could not bri::g 
,Q,Y.il actigll§~g~All§l.!ESlfJ~gglQf.fl§: But apart from ~ep:.-·--· 
tions it was not so much the law that was at fault, as the cot~rts. 
In criminal justice, on the other hand,[}:here was in the law itself a 
distinction drawn between the upper and the lower classes, the 
hone'stiores and the humi!iores J These categories ar~ no;vhere 
precisely defined, and much was no doubt left to the discretwn of 
the judge. [Honestiores included senators and honorati, decurions, 
barristers and mi!ites, whether civil servants or soldiers; members of 
the liberal professions and the Christian clergy seem also to have 
ranked as such. Those who could not claim any such status were 
humi!iores .110J 

There was, in the first place, a distinction drawn between the 
two classes in the penalties which could be i,nflicted for crime. 
[n .. genetllljhe.death .. pep.alty .... was .. rarely .... inflicted .. on.;hones.tiore~. 
~or them the maximum pe11alty was normally deportat;on, that 1s 
confiscation of property and forced residence )P. some remote city, 
often an island or an oasis in the desert':'[ /Lesser offences were 
punish. ed by exile, t. hat is forced residence, W1thout los"-f~ property, 
in a designated city or province, or again by finesjjflumi!iores 
were for the same offences liable to the deatlL.P-~!!l.t'£.()ften in 
p.;tlnf!!.U<?!J!:S, such a~ being ~ed.alh,r..,..Gr tbJ:o5YQtothe ~eifsJ[::~::· 
i,n.the.;m~.n~ from wh1ch honesttores were expressly exempted. :the _ 
Jnilder.penalties ... applicable.to .. h1f!llilio~~LY!.£te.mf!demnl\t.i2n.Jo . .th~ ... -

-~mi11-S'.~. ort9 hgt<:JJi,tt?S?!tL?f ?!\1~!-~}_11,?~ as in fue mills of the 
·. Roman bakeries. · · · · · · · · · · ·. ,. 

:=~~;~~tr~f£~$£:~;~t~{~~t~~~~~~l~:~~i:¥t~~ .. 
Roma. n courtf.l~~. civil case.s i. t seems to have been spari,ngly u. sed; 
in general it ~uld seem that slaves only were examined under 
tortqreJifn. crimi11al tria.ls. it wa. s. the no. rmal pr.ocedure. to tort.ur.e 
both tn'tl accused and the witnesses unless they were by their 
status immuneY)This was due in part to a commendable reluctance 

\ to infllct the ae!tth penalty except upon the fullest proof of guilt. 
\ Constantine ruled that deafu sentences should not be passed unless 
\the prisoner were convicted either by his own confession or by 

. J:he unanimous testimony of all the witnesses. Torture was gener-
ally held to elicit the truth and was therefore used when allowable. 
Witnesses might thereby be i,nduced to tell a concordant story, 
put (l,.cmtf~ssion. Wi!§JllW.aY§-~o!!.§i<iered .. .the.mos~·satisf~~tory:.p.J;o.Q.L. 
fif'guilt,. anci!t"iiiddentally saved trouble, as it was a bar to appe~ 
~,_uqges therefore tended to torture a prisoner until he confessed., 
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The record of a trial held in 3 r 5 before Aelianus, the proconsul 
of Africa, shows the crude methods whereby prisoners were 
convicted in the Roman courts. The question at issue was whether 
a letter sent by Caecilianus, duumvir of Aptungi, to Felix, the 
bishop of the town, which suggested that the latter had handed 
over the scriptures in the Great Persecution, was genuine or had 
been tampered with by Ingentius, who had produced it against 
Felix. After hearing Caecilianus' evidence, the proconsul inter-. 
rogated Ingentius. 'By whose order did you undertake to do what 
is charged against you?' 'When?' 'Since you pretend not to under
stand the meaning of my question, I will speak more openly. 
Who sent you to the magistrate Caecilianus ?' Having got nothing 
out of Ingentius by such leading questions, the proconsul ordered 
his officials to bind him ready for torture. Having made Caecilianus 
repeat his evidence, he turned on Ingentius. 'You will be tortured 
to prevent your lying.' Ingentius promptly gave- way: 'I was 
wrong, I made an addition to the letter because I was indignant 
for my friend Maurus' sake.' The proconsul now pressed his 
advantage. 'The emperors Constantine Maximus, for ever Augustus, 
and Licinius, while deigning to show favour to the Christians, do 
not wish public order to be corrupted, but rather desire that 
religion to be observed and revered. So do not flatter yourself 
that because you tell me you are a worshipper of God therefore 
you cannot be tortured. You will be tortured to prevent your 
telling lies, which are alien to Christianity. So speak straight
forwardly, to avoid being tortured.' Ingentius objected: 'I have 
already confessed without torture.' But the interrogation went on, 
until the proconsul asked the fatal words: 'Of what condition are 
you?'ll2 . 

The end of this interrogation was anticlimax. Ingentius replied: 
'I am a decurion of Ziqua', and the proconsul ordered him to be 
unbound. But though the proconsul was reduced to bluffing, as 
he could not legally torture a decurion, the threat was enough to 
produce a confession. When the torture could be applied in earnest, 
the judge might go to extreme lengths to get a confession. J erome 
recounts a horrible story of a man and woman who were accused of 
adultery. The man was first put to the torture, and, unable to 
endure, confessed. The woman was of tougher stuff, but, con
vinced of her guilt, the judge persisted in torturing her day after 
day, until at length she died. The miraculous sequel may be 
apocryphal, but the story of the trial is credible. From this kind 
of barbarity the upper classes were exempt, unless they were 
involved in a treason trial.113 

Roman criminal justice was in general not only brutal but 
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inefficient. There was· no adequate machinery for the detection ?f 
crime. The local authorities, the magistrates, curato~es ~nd counclls 

· of the cities were expected to denounce to the provmcral governor 
the authors' of flagrant breaches of the peace. We hear also of 
stationarii in the cities, whose duty it was to report crime; these 
were members of the provincial o.tficium, posted one in e~ch city. 
They figure frequently in the records of the Great Persecutlo?, and 
were evidently a general institution, though most of the evrdence 
comes from Mrica and Egypt. Generally,_JN:W~Y~l:,_!h_~.P.J:oc 
s~gltiOJLQL;;rime __ >£a§._!i::fLto .. J21'i.Y~~.i§. This practice, the 
imperial government was well aware, was liable to abuse, and to 
guard against the danger of malicious accusations being made in 
order to extort blackmail, the accuser had to make a formal charge 
in writing (inscriptio) \llhere\;ly_heboYA.d.hi(Ils~]£JJ.ot!o,a~a.ndon the 

~~~0s~b:~:~~~~i~~~~~~~~~ia~~1i~ek~:~:~}{~~~~. 
'charges had to be made before the provmcral governor, on whose 
warrant alone an arrest could be effected. Stationarii were for
bidden to maintain gaols or to imprison even flagrant offenders) 
In the fifth and sixth centuries it was certainly possible to make-it 
charge before the local authorities of the cities, in the sixth century 
before the defensor, who arrested the accused, and sent him under 
escort with his accuser up to the provincial governor.114 

On what happened to an accused person on arrest the evidence 
of the laws is conflicting. According to a constitution of 38o, 
repeated in the code of Justinian~ he was entitled to claim a month's 
respite in whic~ to settle hrs affarrs ~nd was then .to be taken to the 
provincial caprtal and promptly tned. Such mild~atment was 
probably, however, reserved ~or per~ons ~f quality.\ Qr<!ffiary fol.k 
certainly could not count o~mmedrate tnal, and w~e liable to he 
for months or years in gao . This was an abuse against which the 
imperial gover?me?t fregu ly legislat~d, but, it would s~em, to 
little effect. L!bamus pamts a prtiful prcture of the suffermgs of 
prisoners awaiting trial. Humble citize11s were :tq::ording to.hirn 
arrested on the slenderest of evidence or upon mere SJ;!spicj0n .... The 
prisohs were so Ql'!_rcrowded that the prisoners could not even lie 
down to sleep. \t:§ foo;r:wasprovided, an~ unless they had friends 
or relatives to support them, they starved.) The gaolers extorted 
money from them for the privilege of seeing the light of day. But] 
worst of all they were kept in these miserable conditions indefinit~ly. 
The governor was busy collecting the taxes, and could find trme 
to hear petty ci_vil casest and to attend t~~ games, but fl:Ot to try the 
prisoners in hrs gaol. 'Jn these co~drtrons many pnsoners dred 
before they were even brought to trial) Libanius substantiates these 
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generalisations by a concrete case .. A man was murdered on his 
country estate; his slaves fled and his assailants made good their 
escape. The murdered man's heirs secured the arrest of a number of 
men, whom the local villagers suspected of the crime, though they 
admitted that they had no evidence against them. The accused men 
waited seven months in gaol before their case came up, and then the 
trial was interrupted. Since then five of the accused had died in 
prison and the case was still pending when Libanius wrote.'l5 

This picture is confirmed by the imperial constitutions. Con
stantine enacted that prisoners awaiting trial should not be loaded 
with heavy chains, but lightly fettered. They should not be kept 
locked up day and night in dark cells, but brought into the fresh 
air every day. Honorius ordered that every Sunday the governor 
was to hold a parade of prisoners and receive complaints about their 
treatment. Those who had no means of support were to be allotted 
rations, and they were to be taken under escort to the baths. 
Attempts were also made to secure more speedy trial. By a law of 
3 So the commentariensis, the official responsible for the custody of 
prisoners, had to report within thirty days full details of all prison
ers taken in charge. Justinian laid down a time limit within which 
prisoners must be brought to trial or discharged from prison: 
this was generally six months, but might be as much as a year, if the 
charge was capital and brought by a private accuser. He also made 
liberal provision for bail, which might be granted even on capital 
charges unless preferred by a public authority. He instructed the 
bishops to see that governors kept these rules, and ordered them to 
visit the prisons weekly on Wednesdays or Fridays and to question 
the prisoners. More effective, if indiscriminate, relief to prisoners 
was afforded by the general pardons of those accused of minor 
offences (they excluded treason, murder, adultery, incest, rape, 
magic, sacrilege or coining), which were issued by Christian 
emperors on Easter day. This is first recorded to have been done 
by Valentinian I in 368, and in 385 was made a standing order. 
The need for such an institution is a confession of the deficiencies 
of Roman criminal i'Jstice. 




